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INSTRUCTIONS
FOR USING

THE WESTINGHOUSE CODE.

Use the " code condenser " on page xvi, which enables two successive code words

to be transmitted as one.

DASHES.

Where one or more dashes, not in brackets, occur in a sentence they are to be

filled by words, which must follow the code word in the order in which the dashes

occur.

Example : "Agency on commission of per cent., and salary of
, agent

paying all expenses,
11

is coded "
Kippebor."

Using this phrase to advise a commision of "
five

11

per cent., and salary of

"
$2,000," the message is coded Kippebor five pothanger.

BRACKETS.

If two or more words or sentences are in brackets, the tenor of the message will

indicate which one is to be used.

DASH AND BRACKETS.

In case a word or words in conjunction with a dash is in brackets, for instance
"

( per cent.)
" or "

(dated )," the whole is without effect unless the blank is

filled by a word following the code word.

CONSECUTIVE BRACKETS.

Where a word and a dash, in separate brackets, are together, for instance " (you)

( ) ";
"
you

" will be meant unless a proper name is inserted after the code word,
which will then supplant

"
you.

1 '

Similarly any word in brackets can be supplanted

by another word inserted immediately after the code word, but in the absence of such

inserted word, the word in brackets stands. For instance,
"

f. o. b. (New York)
"
may

be changed into "
f . o. b. London 11 or elsewhere by inserting the name of another place.

Any word or words in brackets may be used or not, as required by the meaning
of the sentence.

PRONOUNS AND PLURALS.

The pronouns
" I " and " we " have been generally omitted, but are to be under-

stood where no other subject is expressed ;
for instance,

" Have sent to your address,
11

indicates that the senders of the message "have sent.'
1 This arrangement allows the

same sentences to be preceded by other subjects, if desired. "We 11
is sometimes

used when both "I" and "we" might have been inserted; similarly "do" and
"
does,"

" has " and "
have,"

" he " and "
they," are interchangeable. The tenor of

the message will indicate whether the singular or plural is intended.

NUMERALS.

The code numbers upon the left of each page will be used for numerals, by pre-

fixing the letter
" O " to the corresponding code words. The code words begin with

consonants, which prevents any confusion in prefixing an " O."

Example : 8370 is coded Olarzardo
;
14686 is coded Opalastro.
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WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC DETAIL APPARATUS.

Detail apparatus will be coded by using the word Schifabon, followed by the
coded numeral for the style number, the latter being found in the Westinghouse
Electric Catalogues.

Example :

"
Style No 8371, Direct Current Generator panel, type No 7, for 110 or

250 volts, capacity 200 amperes," is coded Schifabon omenura.
Example :

"
Style No. 5505, Direct current, round pattern Voltmeter, 100 to 300

volts,
11

is coded Schifabon oluftkugel.

ELECTRICAL MACHINERY TABLES.

The full description of any electrical machine can be coded by using in conjunc-
tion two of the machinery tables at the end of the book.

To describe an A. C. machine, use tables on pages 435 to 444 for the voltage, alter-

nations, cycles and phase ; and one of the tables of generators, motors, transformers

or rotaries for the remaining particulars.

Example.

Staubweg "A. C. Generator, rotating armature, engine type, 2000 K. W."

Bpigelian
"
5,000 volts, 7,200 alternations, two phase."

Okalbslab "Full load speed 100 r. p. m. 11

To describe a D. C. machine, use tables on pages 454 to 461 for the voltage and

speed ; and one of the tables of generators or motors for the remaining particulars.

Taufaki "D. C. Generator, 1400 K. W., compound wound, with bearings
direct coupled."

SujetOS "550 volts, speed 210 r. p. m."

CODING MESSAGES.

Subjects are cross-indexed, the references being in brackets following the headings.
In coding a message, reference should be made to cross-indexed subjects until the

required phrase ia found, as synonymous phrases have been eliminated to lessen the

size of the book.

OTHER CODES.

When another code is used in conjunction with the Westinghonse code, the mes-

sage should begin with the code word provided under " Code "
to indicate which one

is used, for example :

Losgedamp ..." Use Lieber's Code coupled with the Westinghouse Code."

LIEBER'S CODE.

Lieber'a code and appendix, which uses code words beginning with the letters

A to E only, may be used in conjunction with the WcstinghotiPc code without fear of

misconstruction, for the latter uses only words beginning with the letters K to W.

ADDITIONS TO THIS CODE.

Phrased In frequent use, not found in this rode, should bo pout to The Westing-

honse Companies' Publishing Department. From time to time, printed Hli]>s of addi-

tional phraaofl will bo ont to the holders of the rode books for attaching to the

margins of the page*. Blank pages are provided at the end of the book for further

tables of apparatus which will be tanned a* required.
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CODE CONDENSER.

The Code Condenser can be applied to any two coded phrases which immediately
follow each other in a message.

The Code Condenser is intended to be used for economizing in cable

messages where the rate per word is high, and to reduce the cost of long
messages, but it is not intended for general use in domestic and low rate

telegrams.

TO USE THE CONDENSER

Take the code number which precedes each of the two code phrases to be con-

densed, and write these numbers continuously as ten numerals. Divide this combina-

tion into groups of two figures each, and from the condenser table write the corre-

sponding letters for each group, forming a word of ten letters, which can be cabled as

one word, for example :

21665 pugniamo .Hold offer open until to-morrow if possible
27010 riurtasse . .Will telegraph reply

the two phrases can be cabled as one word, thus :

2166527010 g ft egvoooudan

FORMATION OF CONDENSER WORDS.

The order of the groups, each of two letters, must be strictly maintained, but the

two letters of each group, a vowel and a consonant, may be transposed if necessary

for the euphony of the transmitted word, for example :

0111844298 Jg f aeapibilty

may be written capability.
Condenser words for transmission should be arranged to commence with a vowel

(excepting "O," which designates a numeral), or with a consonant preceding "K" in

the alphabet. This will avoid any confusion with the Westinghouse code words,
which commence with consonants from " K " to " W," and will enable the receiver of

the message to more readily identify Condenser words.

TO IDENTIFY CONDENSER WORDS.

The receiver of a message will identify Condenser words, as they contain ten

letters; whereas the code words (except those having the prefixed letter "O" for

numerals) do not exceed nine letters.

TO TRANSLATE CONDENSER WORDS.

A Condenser word in a message is translated by dividing it into five groups of two
letters each, taken in consecutive order. From the Condenser table write the corre-

sponding numerals for each group, which gives a combination of ten continuous

figures. The first five numerals are the code number of the first phrase, and the last

five numerals the code number of the second phrase, for example :

epirrabado fj g ft g 2846120053

28461 . .Will settle with deduction of
20053 . .$1,300

SUBSTITUTES.

The substitutes Getters) upon the right of the Condenser Table may be used when

they afford a more euphonious construction of the transmitted word, thus :

2312480025 jeratibale

may be written Charitable,
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CABLE ADDRESSES.

COMPANIES ARRANGED ALPHABETICALLY.

Manchester

Bridgeport

Pittsburg .

New York

Pittsburg .

New York

Pittsburg

London .

Paris . .

Havre . .

American Brake Co., The St. Louis . .

British Westinghouse Electric and Manufac

turing Co., Ltd., The London

British Westinghouse Electric and Manufac

turing Co., Ltd., The

Bryant Electric Co., The . . .

Nernst Lamp Co
Nernst Lamp Co

Nuttall, R. D., Co

Pittsburg Meter Co

Sawyer-Man Electric Co

Security Investment Co

Sloan Electrical Co., Ltd

Societe Anonyme Westinghouse
Societe Anonyme Westinghouse ,

Societe Anonyme Westinghouse (Brake Dept.) St

Societe Anonyme Westinghouse(ElectricDept.) St.

Standard Traction Brake Co

Traction and Power Securities Co., Ltd., The .

Union Switch and Signal Co., The

Westinghouse Air Brake Co., The

Westinghouse Automatic Air and Steam Coup-
ler Co St. Louis

Westinghouse Brake Co., Ltd., The London . . .

Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co New York

Westinghouse Cos.' Publishing Dept., The . . Pittsburg . .

Westinghouse Cos.' Publishing Dept., The . . London . . .

Westinghouse Cos. 1

Publishing Dept., The . New York

Westinghouse Cos.' Publishing Dept., The . . Manchester .

Westinghouse Electric Co., Ltd London . . .

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co. Pittsburg . .

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co. New York

Westinghouse Electricitats Actiengesellschaft. Berlin

Westiugbouse, George Pittsburg . .

Westinghouse, George New York

Westinghouse Machine Co., The Pittsburg . .

Westinghouse Manufacturing Co., Ltd., The . Hamilton .

New York
London . .

Swissvale .

Pittsburg .

REGISTERED CABLE ADDRESS

Ambrake, Saintlouis

Multiphase, London

Multiphase, Manchester

Bryant, Bridgeport

Nernst, Pittsburg

Nernst, Newyork
Nutalgear, Pittsburg

East Pittsburg Meter, Pittsburg

Sawyerman, Newyork
Security, Pittsburg

Couradtys, London

Sodelec, Paris

Sodelec, Havre

. Petersburg Westinghouse, Petersburg

Petersburg Ruselec, Petersburg

Airbrake, Newyork
Unbuckling, London

Uniswitch, Swissvale

Westinghouse, Pittsburg

Aircoupler, Saintlouis

Westinghouse, London

Lobolts, Newyork
Unappalled, Pittsburg

Unappalled, London

Unappalled, Newyork
Unappalled, Manchester

Mobilized, London

Converter, Pittsburg

Converter, Newyork
Westelec, Berlin

Waxing, Pittsburg

Waxing, Newyork
Westing, Pittsburg

Canwest, Hamilton
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CABLE ADDRESSES.

ARRANGED ALPHABETICALLY.

REGISTERED CABLE ADDRESS

Multiphase, Manchester

Airbrake, Newyork .... Standard Traction Brake Co New York

Aircoupler, Saintlouis . . Westinghouse Automatic Air and Steam Coup-
ler Co St. Louis

Ambrake, Saintlouis . . . American Brake Co., The St. Louis

Canwest, Hamilton .... Westinghouse Manufacturing Co., Ltd., The . Hamilton

Converter, Pittsburg . . . Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co. Pittsburg

Converter, Newyork . . . Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co. New York

Couradtys, London .... Sloan Electrical Co., Ltd London

Lobolts, Newyork .... Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co New York
Meter, Pittsburg Pittsburg Meter Co East Pittsburg

Mobilized, London .... Westinghouse Electric Co., Ltd London

Multiphase, London . . . British Westinghouse Electric and Manufac-

turing Co., Ltd., The . London
British Westinghouee Electric and Manufac-

turing Co., Ltd., The Manchester

Nernst Lamp Co New York
Nernst Lamp Co Pittsburg

Nuttall, R. D., Co Pittsburg

Socie"teAnonymeWestinghouse(ElectricDept.) St. Petersburg

Sawyer-Man Electric Co New York

Security Investment Co Pittsburg

Socie"te Anonyme Westinghouse Havre

Socie"t6 Anonyme Westinghouse Paris

Westinghouse Cos.' Publishing Dept., The . . London

Westinghouse Cos.' Publishing Dept., The . . Manchester

Westinghouse Cos.' Publishing Dept., The . . New York

Westinghouse Cos^.

1

Publishing Dept., The . . Pittsburg

Traction and Power Securities Co., Ltd., The . London

Union Switch and Signal Co., The Swissvale

George Westinghouse Pittsburg

George Westinghouse Nrw York

Westinghouse Electricitats Actiengesellschaft. Berlin

Westinghouse Machine Co., The Pittsburg

Westinghouse Brake Co., Ltd., The London

Petersburg Soci6t6 Anonyme Westinghouse (Brake Dept.) St. Petersburg

Westinghoose Air Brake Co., The

Nernst, Newyork . . . .

Nernst, Pittsbnrg

Nutalgear, Pittsburg . .

Ruselec, Petersburg . . .

Sawyerman, Newyork .

Security, Pittsburg . . .

Sodelec, Havre

Sodelec, Paris

Unappalled, London . .

Unappalled, Manchester

Unappalled, Newyork .

Unappalled, Pittsburg .

Unbuckling, London . .

Uniswitch, Swissvale . .

Waxing, Pittsburg . . .

Waxing, Newyork . . .

Westclec, Berlin

Westing, Pittsburg . . .

Westinghouse, London .

Westinghonse,

Wcstinghouse, Pitteburg
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GENERAL PHRASES
KAI

00001 Kabache . . .ABANDON. (Sacrifice, Underwriters,
00002 Kabakos . . .Abandon for the present [Waive.)
00003 Kabasdah . .Abandon the whole thing
00004 Kabasjes. . .Abandoned on account of
00005 Kabbala . . .Abandonment is accepted
00006 Kabbalist . .Advise (you) ( ) not to abandon
00007 Kabbeling . .Compelled to abandon
00008 Kabelarin . .Do not abandon (unless)
00009 Kabelform .Has been abandoned
00010 Kabelgarn .Have (has) abandoned
00011 Kabelkett . .Have (has) abandoned intention to order at present
00012 Kabelraum .Have (has) they (he) abandoned
00013 Kabelsfat . .Notice of abandonment
00014 Kabeltau. . .Shall we abandon
00015 Kabin . . . .The project is abandoned
00016 Kabinett. . .Why did (you) ( ) abandon
00017 Kabna . . . .Will not abandon (unless)
00018 Kabook. . . .Will probably be abandoned
00019 Kachelban. .ABATEMENT. (Allow, Deduction, Less,
00020 Kacheldam .Abatement made on account of [Reduction..)
00021 Kachelofe . .Advisable not to abate
00022 Kacheltur . .Advisable to abate
00023 Kachex . . .An abatement of at least
00024 Kachin . . . .Can get abatement (of)
00025 Kachira . . .Can (you) ( ) get an abatement (of)
00026 Kachuka. . .How much abatement can you get
00027 Kadesh. . . .How much can (you) ( ) abate in consideration of
00028 Kadetjes. . .May I (we) abate
00029 Kadetten. . .Must make no abatement
00030 Kadischi. . .Must make some abatement
00031 Kadjars . . -Offer to abate to secure
00032 Kadlubek . .To get an abatement
00033 Kadmiel . . .Why did (you) ( ) make an abatement
00034 Kaefig . . . .ABEYANCE. (Suspend.)
00035 Kaefigen . . -Can the matter be held in abeyance
00036 Kaelbchen. -Hold matter in abeyance (pending)
00037 Kaeltest . . .Must hold matter in abeyance (pending)
00038 Kaeltlich. . -Should not be held in abeyance
00039 Kaesicht. . .ABIDE. (Adhere, Conformity.)
00040 Kaestchen. .Abide by decision (of)
00041 Kafasson . -Abide(s) by
00042 Kaffebaum .He (they) will abide by
00043 Kaffebohn. .He (tney) will not abide by
00044 Kaffegrun . .If (you) ( ) will not abide by
00045 Kaffehaus . .Must we abide by
00046 Kaffeka . . .Provided that (you) ( ) will abide by
00047 Kaffelamp -Refuse(s) to abide by
00048 Kaffemass .We will abide by
00049 Kaffepauk .Why will (you) ( ) not abide by
00050 Kaffesack . .Will abide by your wishes
00051 Kaffetass . -Will not be able to abide by
00052 Kaffetopf . .Will (you) ( ) abide by
00053 Kahanids . .ABLE. (Can, Capable, Competent, Unable.)
00054 Kahavari . .As soon as able to
00055 Kahawy . . .Cannot say when he (they) will be able to
00056 Kahlheit . . .Cannot say when we will be able to
00057 Kahlkopf . .Expect shortly to be able to
00058 Kahlness. . .Feel sure of being able to
00059 Kahnbein . .Have been able to
00060 Kahnfahrt .Have not been able to
00061 Kahtaba . .Have they been able to
00062 Kahuanna .Have (you) ( ) been able to
00063 Kailasa. . . .He is (they are) able to



KM

0006-1 Ka-a-ika ,1

00065 Kaiman. ,

00066 Kaiphas .

00067 Kairwan.
00068 Kaisaks .

00069 Kaiser . .

00070 Kaitbai .

00071 Kajuit . .

00072 Kajuiten.
00073 Kakadu .

00074 Kakalova
00075 Kakapo. .

00076 Kakaralli
000<7Kakasch.
00078 Kakelaar
00079 Kakour. .

00080 Kakoxine
00081 Kakteen .

00082 Kaktusart
00083 Kaktusfor
00084 Kakunjeva
00085 Kakyparis
00086 Kalacoka .

00087 Kaland . . .

00088 Kalandin. .

00089 Kalandos .

00090 Kalanou . .

00091 Kalaratch .

00092 Kalbes . . .

00093 Kalbfell . .

00094 Kalbfussi .

00095 Kalbluchs .

00096 Kalbsaug .

00097 Kalbsbrus
00098 Kalbsfuss .

00099 Kalbskopf
00100 Kalbslab. .

00101 Kalbsmage
00102 Kalbsmaul
00103 Kalbsripp .

00104 Kalbswurs
00105 Kalbutsch
00106 Kalchas . .

00107 Kalchedon
00108 Kaldaun . .

00109 Kaleant . .

00110 Kalebas . .

00111 Kalfaten. .

00112 Kalfatest .

00113 Kalfden . .

00114 Kalfsbout .

00115 Kalfsdril. .

00116 Kalfskop. .

00117 Kalfslong- .

00118 Kalfsmag .

00119 Kalfsmuil .

.00120 Kalfsnat. .

00121 Kalfspoot .

I Kalfsrlb . .

00123 Kalfsloni,' .

00124 Kalfsvel . .

00125 Kaliblau . .

00126 Kalldasa. .

00127 Kallf . . . .

00128 Kaliform. .

00129 Kallftan . .

Kallplas . .

00131 Kalihalt . .

K'alihydra
Kallnke . ,

'

FCalinsk . .

7 KalitN- .

Kalitva. . .

K'alium. . .

00110 Knlknrt . .

00141 Kalkartig ,

ABLE Cone.
.He is (they are) not able to

. if he is (they are) able to
.If he it. (they are) not able to
.If not able to
.If you are able to do so, telegraph
.If (you) ( ) are not able to
.Think will be able to
.This is the best we are able to do
.What is the best (you) ( ) are able to do
.Will be able to
.Will not be able to
.Will probably be able to
.Will they be able to
.Will (you) ( ) be able to
.You should be able to

.ABOUT. (Average, Near.) \

.About all they can do

.About all we can do

.About how much

.About how soon

.About last price(s)

.About the best thing to do

.About the same (as)

.About the same height

.About the same lengthx

.About the same size

.About the same weight

.About the same widthi

.About to

.About what

.About what is (are) the

.About what time

.About what will the figure be

.About when will (you)

.At about (the same)

.Do you know anything about

.Is about

.Know all about

.Know nothing about

.Only about

.Somewhere about

.What about (the)

.What do (you) ( ) know about

.What has been done about

.What is about (the)

."Would like to know about

.Would like to see (you) ( ) about

.ABOVE. (Excess, High, More, Over.)

.ABSENCE. (Away, Leave.)

.Absence caused by

.Absent from ( ) (office)

.Can anything be done during (my) (the) absence (of)
Can nothing be done during the absence of
Cannot get along well in the absence of

During absence of
.During my (our) absence
.During (your) ( *s) absence
.Expect(s) to be absent (about)
.How long will (you) ( ) be absent
.In the absence of
.Is (are) absent (from)
.Is now absent; can do nothing until his return
.May be absent for some time
.Nothing can be done during (your) ( *s) absence
.Owing to absence of
.Please do nothing during my (our) absence
.The absence of
.Was unavoidably absent
.When absent
Who is absent at this timn
.Who will take charge during (his) (your) absence
.Will act during my absence
.Will l>e absent for some time
.Will IM- al.s.-nt (Until)
Will not b '"iipr

Will probably be abs.-nt (until) ("about)

'.A. C. APPARATUS. (Pages 435 to 453 )

.ACCEDE. (Accept, Agreement, Concur.)



KAM
ACCEDE- Gont.

00142 Kalkbad . . .Accede to terms proposed, provided
00143 Kalkboden .Cannot accede (to)
00144 Kalkborax .Cannot accede to the terms (unless)
00145 Kalkbruch .Do not accede (to)
00146 Kalkfass. . .He (they) will not accede (to)
00147 Kalkfels . . .Provided will accede (to)
00148 Kalkgrube .Shall we accede (to)
00149 Kalkguss . .Will accede (to the terms)
00150 Kalkhalt. . .Will most probably accede (to)
00151 Kalkhok . . .Will not accede (to)
00152 Kalkicht . . .Will (you) ( ) accede (to the terms)
00153 Kalkig . . . .You certainly should Accede to
00154 Kalkkeste . .You may accede to the terms desired [Terms.)
00155 Kalkloods . .ACCEPT. (Decline, Offer, Receive, Refuse,
00156 Kalkloog . .Accept for cash
00157 Kalkmat. . .Accept if you cannot do better [fications
00158 Kalkmehl . .Accept offer of subject to the following modi-
00159 Kalkmifon .Accept subject to approval of conditions
00160 Kalkmilch .Accepted on condition that
00161 Kalkmorte .Advise promptly if accepted

-
00162--Kalkofen. . .Are we quite safe in accepting
00163 Kalkpot . . .As soon as accepted
00164 Kalkrahm .Bid of accepted [(of)
00165 Kalksand . .Buyers ( ) accept as described in your letter
00166 Kalkschop .Cannot accept
00167 Kalkseif . . .Cannot accept cancellation
00168 Kalkspat. . .Cannot accept conditions
00169 Kalkstaub .Cannot accept less than (price quoted)
00170 Kalksten. . .Cannot accept unless (he) they will
00171 Kalkstof . . .Decline to accept
00172 Kalksulfa . .Decline to accept without guarantee
00173 Kalktalk. . .Decline to accept without (security)
00174 Kalktob . . .Do not accept [(us)
00175 Kalktonne .Do not accept the business until you hear from me
00176 Kalkulat. . .Have been accepted
00177 Kalkvorm . .He (they) will accept
00178 Kalkwurf . .He (they) will not accept
00179 Kallai . . . .If accepted
00180 Kallatis . . .If not accepted
00181 Kallebo. . . .If not accepted at once
00182 Kallenden . .Is our bid accepted [form guarantee
00183 Kallerup. . .Machinery erected, but not accepted, will not per-
00184 Kallevar . . .Machinery erected, will not be accepted without
00185 Kallimedo . .Must accept to-day or lose order [some modification
00186 Railing. . . .Not accepted in consequence of
00187 Kalliniko. . .On what terms will he (they) accept
00188 Kallinos . . .Please accept at once
00189 Kallippos . .Shall be glad to hear if accepted or not
00190 Kalliste. . . .Shall we accept his (their) offer
00191 Kalliwoda . .Telegraph if we may accept
00192 Kallmo . . .Telegraph immediately if accepted
00193 Kalmader . .To be accepted
00194 Kalmank. . .Unless accepted
00195 Kalmar . . .We accept offer of
00196 Kalmindam .We will accept order (at price of)
00197 Kalmouk. . .What is the lowest we may accept for
00198 Kalmte. . . .Why have (you) ( ) not accepted
00199 Kalmucos . .Why will he (they) not accept
00200 Kalmus . . .Will accept
00201 Kalnach . . .Will be accepted
00202 Kalols . . . .Will be accepted when presented
00203 Kalong . . . .Will most probably accept
00204 Kalooga . . .Will not accept because too late
OOS05 Kalotjes . . . Will not accept unless at a reduction of
00206 Kalputch. . .Will not accept unless at increase of
00207 Kalsomine .Will not be accepted
00208 Kaltbrunn Will not be accepted without some modification
00209 Kalthaus . .Will you accept
00210 Kaltnadel . .Willing to accept
00211 Kaltschal . .You are hereby authorized to accept [cars Factory
00212 Kaltsinn . . . You are hereby authorized to accept net f. o. b.

00213 Kaltstand . You are quite safe in accepting
00214 Kama . . . .ACCEPTANCE. (Drafts, Note.)
00215 Kamachl. . .Acceptance depends upon
00216 Kamadeva .Acceptance refused (alleging)
00217 Kamarina . .Amount of acceptance
00218 Kamarje. . .Arrange acceptance with deduction proposed
00219 Kamarovka.. Before acceptance

3



KAM
ACCEPTANCE Cont.

00220 Kambeul. . .Can probably arrange acceptance with deduction of
00221 Kamblad. . .Conditional upon acceptance
002^2 Kambladen .Demand immediate acceptance
00223 Kambli . . .Do not present for acceptance until
00224 Kambou . . .For immediate acceptance
00225 Kamdragen .Get letter of acceptance and proceed to (next job at)
00226 Kamelart . .Get letter of acceptance and return to (Pittsburg)
00227 Kamelgarn .Get written acceptance
00228 Kamelha. . .Guarantee acceptance
00229 Kamelhals .In case of non-acceptance
00230 Kamelkalb .Must have acceptance at once by mail
00231 Kamellast .Noted for non-acceptance
00232 Kamelotte .Please get acceptance from
00233 Kamelstut .Present again for acceptance
00234 Kamendja .Subject to acceptance in 24 hours
00235 Kamenitz .Subject to acceptance in 48 hours
00236 Kamgras. .Subject to immediate acceptance by telegraph
00237 Kamhout .Verbal acceptance
00238 Kaminsims .ACCIDENT. (Damage, Injury.) [serious
00239 Kamisol . .Accident happened to- (on-); not likely to be
00240 Kamlat . .Accident happened to -- (on -); thought to be
00241 Kamlatten .An accident has happened to [very serious
00242 Kamlonka .Cause of accident unknown
00243 Kammartig . Full particulars of the accident by mail
00244 Kammbalke.Has (have) met with an accident send someone to

take my (his) place
00245 Kammbaum How soon can the accident be repaired
00246 Kammblatt .On account of an accident
00247 Kammbruch Telegraph full account of the accident
00248 Kammeling The accident cannot be repaired (until)
00249 Kammeno .The accident was the result of
00250 Kammetjes .The accident will cause a delay of
00251 Kammfett .The accident will cause no delay
00252 Kammgarn .To repair the accident will require
00253 Kammhar .Write full particulars of the accident
00254 Kammlin . .ACCOMMODATE. (Favor, Obligation.)
00255 Kammnase .Can accommodate
00256 Kammossel .Can (you) (

-
) accommodate

00257 Kammplatt .Cannot accommodate
00258 Kammpolyp. Cannot get accommodation
00259 Kammsage .If it will accommodate (you)
00260 Kammschaf.lt will be a great accommodation to us
00261 Kammspan .Shall want accommodation to the amount of
00262 Kammstab .Was done solely to accommodate
00263 Kammtopf .We must accommodate him (them) if possible
00264 Kammwoll .What accommodation can be secured
00265 Kamnitz . . .What accommodation has been secured
00266 Kampanjes .Why do you not accommodate (them)
00267 Kampen . . .Will be able to get accommodation
00268 Kamperber .Will endeavor to accommodate
00269 Kamperven Would like to accommodate
00270 Kampfbar .ACCOMPANIED. (Go.)
00271 Kampfes. . .Accompanied by
00272 Kampfesta .Have arranged to accompany
00273 Kampflos . .Must be accompanied by
00274 Kampflust .Not necessary for anyone to accompany me
00275 Kampfmued Please accompany Mr.
00276 Kampfnoth .Please ask Mr.- to accompany
00277 Kampfplan .Some one should accompany
00278 Kampfraum Who will accompany him (them)
00279 Kampfruf .Will accompany him (them)

Will arrange to have- accompany
Will be accompanied by [me (us)
Will be pleased to have (you) (

-) accompany

00280 Kampfstat
00281 Kamphorid
00282 Kampollp .

00283 Kampylite .ACCOMPLISH. (Done, Effect, Execute.)
00284 Kamtangen .ACCORDANCE. (Agreement, Concur.)
00285 Karauis . . .If in accordance with
00286 Kamvormlg. If not In accordance with
00287 Kamwol
00288 Kanac . .

00289 Kanacka.
00290 Kanaelen
00291 Kanahte.
00292 Kanalbau
00293 Kanchil .

00294 Kandahar
00295 Kandldate
00296 Kanellin.

.In accordance with

.In accordance with arrangement made (with)

.In accordance with my (our) letter of

.In accordance with my (our) telegram of

.In accordance with the law

.In accordance with (your) ( ) letter of

.In accordance with (your) ( ) telegram of

.Is In accordance with r<.ntr:i<-t

,!s not In accordance with contract
.Not in accordance with



00297 Kangaroo .

00298 Kaninchen
00299 Kanisa . . .

00300 Kannenmas
00301 Kannotta .

00302 Kannst. . .

00303 Kannten. .

00304 Kanonbank
00305 Kanone . .

00306 Kanonikat
00307 Kanonikus
00308 Kanonisch
00309 Kanonkeg
00310 Kanonnade
00311 Kanonnet .

00312 Kanonscho
00313 Kanssu . .

00314 Kantacht .

00315 Kantapfel .

00316 Kantbeite .

00317 Kantdos . .

00318 Kanthak. .

00319 Kanthaken
00320 Kanthorn .

00321 Kantian . .

00322 Kantianas
00323 Kantianor
00324 Kantig . . .

00325 Kantismo .

00326 Kantist . .

00327 Kantjes . .

00328 Kantnald .

00329 Kantonal .

00330 Kantring. .

00331 Kantshaak
00332 Kantstek .

00333 Kanunnik .

00334 Kanut . . .

00335 Kanutvoge
00336 Kaolin . . .

00337 Kaolinite. .

00338 Kapaneus .

00339 Kapaun . .

00340 Kapaunen
00341 Kapblok . .

00342 Kapdoos . .

00343 Kapellche .

00344 Kapelle . .

00345 Kapellton .

00346 Kapgans . .

00347 Kapgebint
00348 Kapgewelf
00349 Kapgumm
00350 Kapiteins .

00351 Kaplaenen
00352 Kaplan. . .

00353 Kaplili . . .

00354 Kapluifel .

00355 Kapmes . .

00356 Kapmessen
00357 Kapnomar
00358 Kapot . . .

00359 Kappelend
00360 Kappenfor
00361 Kappenfus
00362 Kappengel
00363 Kappenhut
00364 Kapping . .

00365 Kapplaken
00366 Kappmante

00367 Kappnaht .

00368 Kappsame
00369 Kappweid .

00370 Kapraven .

00371 Kaprite . .

00372 Kapselban
00373 Kapselig. .

KAP

A
e must settle in accordance with

.Will be in accordance with

.You must arrange matters in accordance with

.ACCORDING. (Agreement, Conformity.)

.According to

.According to contract (of)

.According to dimensions given

.According to my (our) understanding (of)

.Act according to instructions

.Act according to your best judgment

.Not according to (contract)

.Not according to dimensions given

.Not according to my (our) understanding (of)

.Were made according to

.Were not made according to

.Will be provided according to

.ACCOUNT. (Books, Description, Due, In-
Account current [voice, Statement.)
.Account has not been settled
Account(s) is (are) bad
Account is correct
.Account(s) is (are) doubtful
.Account(s) is (are) good
.Account is incorrect
.Account(s) is (are) satisfactory
.Account is unsatisfactory
.Account(s) must be cleared
.Account of whom it may concern
.Account requested; must have it at once
.Account shows a balance of
.Accounts are contradictory
.All accounts of
.All bad accounts
.All doubtful accounts
.All good accounts
.Ascertain why account is not paid
.At the final accounting
.Charge to (my) (our) (

-
) account

.Charge to the account of

.Close the account (with)
Correct account(s) now on the way
Credit (my) (our) (

-
) account

.Detailed statement of account

.Expect to be able to send the account by

.For account of
For your account
.Have no account (of) (with)
.Have sent the account
.Have (you) (

-
) an account with

.He (they) must settle his (their) account

.How do you account for
Hurry the account
In the account of
.Mail here detailed statement of account
.Must have account (of)
.Must have accounts made up (to)
.On account of
.On no account
.On whose account
.Our account at bank is very low
.Owing to unfavorable accounts of
.Please collect account of
.Please include in account
.Please send duplicate account(s)
.Send full account
.Sent full account
.The account is considered undesirable
.The account is delayed by
.The account is not subject to any discount
. The account is subject to discount of- per cent.

if paid within- days
.We must insist upon a final accounting
.What delays the accounts
.Why have we not received itemized account
.Will close the account
.Will correct the account
.Will not open an account with
.Will open an account with



KAP

00374 Kapseln . .

00375 Kapselst. .

00376 Kapseltho
00377 Kapwolke .

00378 Kapwulf . .

00379 Karabach .

00380 Karabogda
00381 Karaffe . .

00382 Karagan. .

00383 Karahissa
00384 Karaita . .

00385 Karajuluk
00386 Karakav. .

00387 Karakolan
00388 Karakorum
00389 Karamles .

00390 Karandasa
00391 Karatch . .

00392 Karatiase .

00393 Karausch .

00394 Karawan .

00395 Karawelle
00396 Karbeel . .

00397 Karbolen .

00398 Karbonkel
00399 Kardamom
00400 Kareah . .

00401 Karfunkel
00402 Kargheit. .

00403 Karglaut. .

00404 Kargsam. .

00405 Karigheid .

00406 Karikatur
00407 Karin . . .

00408 Karinska .

00409 Karjol . . .

00410 Karkant . .

00411 Karkassen
00412 Karkieten .

00413 Karkinos .

00414 Karleby . .

00415 Karlhaven
00416 Karmaten
00417 Karmathia
00418 Karminbla
00419 Karmout. .

00420 Karnaim. .

00421 Karndeks .

00422 Karnemelk
00423 Karnende .

00424 Karnhond .

00425 Karnhuis .

00426 Karnickel .

00427 Karnies . .

00428 Karniffel. .

00429 Karnmolen
00430 Karnos . .

00431 Karnpols .

00432 Karonda . .

00433 Karotcha .

00434 Karova. . .

00435 Karpathen
00436 Karpaton .

00437 Karpelnka
00438 Karpfen . .

00439 Karpholit .

00440 Karrawans
00441 Karstel in .

00442 Karstenlt .

00443 K:irt:nme .

00444 Kartela . .

00445 Karteldar .

00446 Kartelen. .

00447 Kartel ing- .

00448 Kartelran .

00449 Kartenbil .

00450 Kartenfur .

ill send an itemized account
.Your account will be examined
.ACCURATE. (Correct, Definite.)
ACKNOWLEDGE. (Admit, Receipt,
Acknowledge by mail [Voucher.)
Acknowledge by telegraph
.Acknowledge the receipt (of)
.Acknowledge the receipt to customer
.Acknowledgment is not necessary
.Can get the acknowledgment
.Have as yet not received any acknowledgment of
.If (you) ( ) will not acknowledge
.Must have the acknowledgment of [Know.)
.ACQUAINTED. (Familiar, Information,
.ACQUIESCE. (Comply, Conformity, Con-
.ACQUIRE. (Get, Obtain.) [sent.)
.ACROSS. (Dimensions, Measurements.)
.ACT. (Done, Instructions, Move.)
.Act according to
.Act according to your best judgment
.Act for our best interests
.Act only on legal advice
.Act promptly
.Act with the utmost caution
.Acting according to
.Acting as legally advised
.Acting for all parties
.Acting in the interests of
.Are not acting for
.Are (you) ( ) acting for
.Before acting consult with
.Buyers had better act quickly
.Cannot act on account of
.Decline to act
.Do not act before receiving our letter (of)
.Do not act unless guaranteed as to
.Do not act upon
.For whom are (you) ( ) acting
.Have (you) ( ) acted according to our letter (of)
.Have (you) ( ) acted according to our telegram
.He is (they are) acting for [(of)

.Is (are) acting for (us)

.Is he (are they) acting for

.Must act immediately

.Request to act for us

.Shall act on

.Shall we act on

.We are acting for

.Who is acting for ( ) (you)

.Why do (you) ( ) not act in accordance with

.Will act according to

.Will act according to your request

.Will act as (you) ( ) suggest

.Will enable (us) ( ) to act promptly

.Will not act in accordance with

.Will not act until advices are received

.Wish you would act for (us) ( ) in the matter

.You are fully authorized to act for (us)

.ACTION. (Defer, Proceedings, Steps.)

.Action Is postponed until

.Action withdrawn on account of

.An action cannot be avoided

.An action will be commenced

.By whom was the action brought

.By whom will the action be brought

.Commence action Immediately against

.Defer action until you hear further

.Has (have) commenced an action against

.Have action postponed If possible

.Immediate action should be taken regarding

.Tn the meantime suspend further action

.Prompt action is Imperative (to avoid)

.Shall take no action In the matter

.Stop jiny further action

.Take action in the matter

.Take no action in the mntter

.The action has been decided in favor of



00451 Kartengel
00452 Kartenha .

00453 Kartenman
00454 Kartetsen
00455 Kartoffel
00456 Kartogra
00457 Kartonne
00458 Karube.
00459 Karup .

00460 Karwats
00461 Kasematte
00462 Kasgeld
00463 Kasimo.
00464 Kaskinova
00465 Kassandan
00466 Kassenamt
00467 Kassenbot
00468 Kassengel
00469 Kassig . .

00470 Kastani .

00471 Kastanjes
00472 Kastdeur
00473 Kastelein
00474 Kastell .

00475 Kastellan
00476 Kasten . .

00477 Kastenbar
00478 Kastengut
00479 Kastenmas
00480 Kastorhut
00481 Kastrils . .

00482 Kastvogt .

00483 Kasuar . .

00484 Katachese
00485 Katahdin .

00486 Katakalon
00487 Katalogen
00488 Katarakt .

00489 Katblok . .

00490 Katesby . .

00491 Kathaak. .

00492 Kathaken
00493 Katharina
00494 Kathete . .

00495 Katoog. . .

00496 Katoogig .

00497 Katoptrik .

00498 Katpardel
00499 Katschip. .

00500 Kattath . .

00501 Kattebak .

00502 Katteblok .

00503 Kattedram
00504 Katteneus
00505 Kattengod
00506 Kattenoor
00507 Kattenspe
00508 Kattesnar
00509 Kattespor .

00510 Kattevel. .

00511 Katthaken
00512 Kattspur. .

00513 Kattun . . .

00514 Kattunban
00515 Kattunen .

00516 Katuilen.
00517 Katvisch. .

00518 Katvitte .

00519 Katydid . .

00520 Kaucambi
00521 Kaufbar . .

00522 Kaufbrief .

00523 Kauffrau .

00524 Kaufgeld .

00525 Kaufgut . .

00526 Kauf'halle .

00527 Kaufhaus .

00528 Kaufkuehn

KAU
ACTION- Gtmt.
.The action you have taken Is approved
.Threaten(s) action against me (us)
.What action do (you) ( ) advise
.What action has been taken [take
.What further action, if any, do you wish me (us) to
.What has been done in the action of
.Will not take action in the matter (unless)
.Will take action in the matter (unless)
.Would advise action as follows
.Your action is unjustifiable
ADAPTED. (Prepare, Suitable.)
.Better adapted to service required
.Can adapt
.Can be adapted to
.Can you adapt
.Cannot be adapted to
.If adapted to
.If not adapted to
.If (you) ( ) can adapt
.Is adapted to
.Is not adapted to
Must be adapted to
Not adapted for the service you require
.Specially adapted for
.ADD. (Addition.)
Add commission (of)
Add expenses
.Add for (expenses)
Add to
Add per cent, to your price to us.
.Added nothing for
After adding
Before adding
Can add nothing to what we have already said
Do not add (unless)
Has already been added
Have added for
.Have added same to the price
.Have not added
Have you added
How much did (you) ( ) add for
.If we add
If we do not add
.If (you) ( ) add
.Must not be added
.Not advisable to add
.Shall we add
.Should be added (for)
.To which add
.What did you add
.What shall we add (for)
.Why did you not add
.Will add for [More.)
.ADDITION. (Extra, Further, Increase,
Accepts the addition to price
.Additional charge of will be made
At an addition of
Cannot accept the addition to price
Charging additional for
.Dollars additional if with
.Dollars additional should be charged for
.How much additional for
If no additional charge
In addition to
.Make additional charge (for)
.Nothing additional
.Provided there is (are) no additional
.Should be charged additional at
.The additional cost is

.The additional cost of the changes desired is

.The only additional charge is for

.There will be nothing additional (for)

.There will be some additional charge

.To give additional
What will be the additional (cost)
Will it be in addition to
Will there be any additional charge
With additional



KAU

00529 Kaufladen
00530 Kaufleute .

00531 Kaul'si'hla
00532 Kaufsumme
00533 Kauftuch .

00534 Kuufungen
00535 Kaukalin .

00536 Kaukamm
00537 Kaukonen
00538 Kaulbach .

00539 Kaulbars .

00540 Kaulhaupt
00541 Kaulhuhn .

00542 Kaulonid. .

00543 Kaulquap .

00544 Kaumaus .

00545 Kaumittel .

00546 Kaumuskel
00547 Kaupalme
00548 Kaust . . .

00549 Kaustikum
00550 Kaustisch .

00551 Kautabak .

00552 Kavaljes. .

00553 Kavass. . .

00554 Kavelden .

00555 Raveling. .

00556 Kawasses .

00557 Kayack. . .

00558 Kayaker . .

00559 Kayle. . . .

00560 Kaynard. .

00561 Kayyardly
00562 Kearney . .

00563 Keblah . . .

00564 Kebsfrau. .

00565 Kebsgatte
00566 Kebsweib .

00567 Keckling. .

00568 Kecksy. . .

00569 Kedemoth
00570 Kedgendos
00571 Kedging . .

00572 Kedlack . .

00573 Keel.....
00574 Keelhaul. .

00575 Keeling. . .

00576 Keelman. .

00577 Keelrake. .

00578 Keelson . .

00579 Keelstuk. .

00580 Keenadam
00581 Keeness . .

00582 Keenwit . .

00583 Keeper . . .

00584 Keepmes. .

00585 Keepsake .

00586 Keepten . .

00587 Keeshond .

00588 Kegrelars. .

00689 Kegelasse .

00590 Kegelbahn
00591 Kegelblas .

00592 Kegelblok .

00593 Kegelbube
00594 Kegelende
00595 Kegelflg . .

00596 Kegel form
00597 Kegel geld .

00698 K-gi-lgnm
00699 Ki'gflu-ht .

k>*Hini . .

00601 Krg.-linsi' .

00602 K.'gHjimg
00603 Kegclkimo

00605 Kegeltute

ADDITION- rant.

.\\ithout additional

.\Vuuld make no additional charge

.ADDRESS. (Forward, Letter, Mail.)
Address here until ; after that in care of
Address is unknown
Address it (them) to
.Address letters for (me) ( ) to
Address letters to (me) ( ) personally (at)
Address of party named is

Address telegrams for (me) ( ) to
Address to my house
As soon as he advises his address
Cannot find the address of
Can you send the address of
Do not give ( ) my address
Forward mail to (my) ( 's) address in (until)
Has (have) sent the address of
Has (have) the address of
If you can obtain the address from
It was (they were) addressed as follows
Keep us advised of your telegraphic address
Last address we had was
My address for letter posted to-day is

My address for letter posted to-morrow is

My (our) telegraphic address .in will be
My (our) telegraphic address until further notice
Please address reply to twill be
Please advise (me) (us) ( ) of any change in your
Post-office address will be [address
Present address of the person you name is

Shall we give your address to
Telegram was addressed care of
Telegraph address in of
Telegraph the address of
Telegraphic address for to-day is

Telegraphic address for to-morrow is

Think you can obtain the address by applying to
To what address do (you) ( ) wish it sent
Will send you the address of
Will telegraph you my next address
Wrong address given
Wrong address given, letter returned
Wrong address given, telegram returned
You may give my address
ADEQUATE. (Competent, Equal, Sufficient.)
ADHERE. (Abide.)
Cannot adhere to
Do not adhere to
Endeavor to adhere to
If we are to adhere to
If (you) ( ) adhere to
Is it important to adhere to
Is not advisable to adhere to
It is important to adhere to
On condition that adheres to

Strongly advise (you) ( ) to adhere to
Want (you) ( ) to adhere to
Will adhere to
.You must adhere to [Rectified, Set, Settle.)
ADJUSTMENT. (Arrangement, Fitted,
A complete adjustment
A satisfactory adjustment
Adjust if you can
An adjustment that will suit all parties
An amicable adjustment
As soon as (you) ( ) adjust (matters)
.Can (you) ( ) adjust
.Have not made an adjustment
In course of adjustment

. In <>nlT to adjust
Please .-idjust matter at once
.What adjustment will be satisfactory
.What (.in be done to adjust
.Will make a satisfactory adjustment
.Will not make a satisfactory adjustment
ADMIT. (Allow, Concession, Recognize.)
.Admit nothing to anyone (except)



KEN

00606 Keggen. . ,

00607 Keggetjes ,

00608 Keguem . ,

OUG09 Kehaya . ,

00610 Kehlbalke ,

00611 Kehlbart ,

00612 Kehlhaken
00613 Kehlhobel ,

00614 Kehlig . .

00615 Kehlknote
00616 Kehllappe
00617 Kehllaut.
00618 Kehlpunkt
00619 Kehlrinne
00620 Kehlstoss
00621 Kehlsucht
00622 Kehlton .

00623 Kehlwink
00624 Kehraus .

00625 Kehrbesen
00626 Kehrfrau
00627 Kehrlage
00628 Kehrnagel
00629 Kehrtau .

00630 Kehrwand
00631 Kehrwisch
00632 Kehul. . .

00633 Keifelst .

00634 Keilen . .

00635 Keilhacke

ADMIT Cont.
.Admitted only on condition
.Are willing to admit
.Be careful not to admit
.Cannot admit (claim) (charge)
.Claim (charge) admitted
.Claim (ccharge) will not be admitted
.Do(es) "not admit claim
.Has admitted
.Has not admitted
.Have they admitted
.Have (you) ( ) admitted
.If (claim) (charge) is admitted
.If (claim) (charge) is not admitted
.If I (we) admit
.If you admit
.Is (are) admitted
.It is advisable not to admit
.Ought to be admitted
.Provided they admit
.Provided (you) ( ) admit
.Shall I (we) admit
.Should not be admitted
.Will be admitted
Will not be admitted
.Will they (he) admit
Will (you) ( ) admit
You may admit
You must admit [Payment, Prepay, Prices.)
.ADVANCE. (Addition, Better, Borrow,
Advance Mr. such sums as he may require from
time to time, not exceeding $ per month, and
charge same to our account

00636 Keilspat . . .Advance nothing without ample security
00637 Keilstrich . .Are prices likely to advance
00638 Keimauge . .At an advance of
00639 Keimblume .Cannot advance (more)
00640 Keimboden .Can you arrange with for an advance
00641 Keimend. . .Can (you) ( jf make an advance
00642 Keimgang .Do not advance more than
00643 Keimgrube .Do (you) ( ) expect an advance
00644 Keimhaut . -Endeavor to obtain an advance (of)
00645 Keimigast . .in advance (of)
00646 Keimkorn . -Insist upon advance of
00647 Keimkraft -Our prices are likely to advance
00648 Keimlos . . -Shall I (we) advance
00649 Keimsack . -There is no prospect of an advance [taking effect

00650 Keimstand -There will be an advance of per cent, in prices
00651 Keimstrut .We ( ) will not make any advance
00652 Keinesweg .Will advance against consignment
00653 Keinmal . . -Will advance all that is required
00654 Keistrand . .You may advance
00655 Keitjes. . . .You must advance [vorable, Gain.)
00656 Kelchbla. . .ADVANTAGE. (Benefit, Disadvantage, Fa-
00657 Kelchen . . .Any advantage to
00658 Kelchform -Can be done to better advantage
00659 Kelchglas . -Cannot see the advantage (of)
00660 Kelchlein . -Cannot take advantage of
00661 Kelchlos . . .Every advantage will be taken of
00662 Kelchinoos -Giving the advantage of
00663 Kelchtuch -Great advantage
00664 Kelitah. . . -If there is a decided advantage
00665 Kelkhulse -If there is any advantage
00666 Kelkjes. . .Is there an advantage
00667 Kelkplant .Is there no advantage
00668 Kelotomie -It will be of mutual advantage
00669 Kelpies. -It will be to our advantage
00670 Kelpy. . -It will be to (your) ( 's) advantage
00671 Kelsons -It will not be to (our) ( 's) advantage
00672 Kelter . .No advantage to be gained (by)
00673 Kemelin .Should take advantage of
00674 Kemenate .Take advantage of
00675 Kemoun . . -The advantage will consist in

00676 Kempennat . The only advantage gained by
00677 Kemphanos .There is great advantage in
00678 Kemuel . . .There is little advantage
00679 Kenath . . .There is no advantage in

00680 Kenay . . . .To the very best advantage
00681 Kendal . . . .Unless there is a great advantage

9
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00682 Kenites. . .

00683 Kenkuck. .

00684 Kennbar. .

00685 Kennedia .

00686 Kennels . .

00687 Kenntnis. .

00688 Kenschets
00689 Kentaur . .

00690 Kentien . .

00691 Kentish . .

00692 Kentle . . .

00693 Kentledge .

00694 Kentrites .

00695 Kephisos. .

00696 Kepis
00697 Kepisme . .

00698 Keppel . . .

00699 Keras. . . .

00700 Kerchief . .

00701 Kerensk . .

00702 Kergout . .

00703 Kerioth. . .

00704 Kernel . . .

00705 Kernelly . .

00706 Keroun. . .

00707 Kerovits . .

00708 Kersey . . .

00709 Keskomet .

00710 Keslop . . .

00711 Kesoradat
00712 Kesselcus .

00713 Kesselfor .

00714 Kesselofe .

00715 Kesselrin .

00716 Kesselrus .

00717 Kestrel. . .

00718 Ketch. . . .

00719 Ketenpomp
00720 Kethura . .

00721 Ketstuig . .

00722 Kettchen .

00723 Kette
00724 Kettelst . .

00725 Kettenfor .

00726 Kettenhun
00727 Kettenlau .

00728 Kettenlos .

00729 Kettenmal
00730 Kettenrad
00731 Kettentau
00732 Kettingen .

00733 Kettingra .

00734 Kettlehat .

00735 Kettlepin .

00736 Ketupa. . .

00737 Keturah . .

00738 Keukenblo
00739 Keule . . .

00740 Keuper . . .

00741 Keurbend .

00742 Keurbom .

00743 Keurgeno .

00744 Keurlng . .

00745 Keurkunst
00746 Keurmuts .

00747 Keurnot . .

00748 Keurprins .

00749 Keursjes. .

00750 Keusch . .

00751 Kcvfl
00752 Kexholm. .

00753 Keyage . .

00754 Keyboard .

00756 Keycold
00757 Keyhole .

00758 Keynote .

00759 Khahoon.

ADVANTAGE- Cont.
.Unless there is some advantage
.We will not take advantage of
.We will take advantage of
.What is the advantage
.Will be of no advantage that we can see
.ADVERTISE. (Periodicals.)
.Accept advertising offer of
Advertise for tenders for the following
.Advertise immediately (in)
Advertise(s) for
.Advertised as you instructed
.Advertising contract begins
.Advertising contract expires
Advertising contract (for) (with)
.Advertising copy for (British) papers
Advertising copy has been sent
As advertised (in)
Cuts for advertising
Discontinue advertising in
Do not advertise (unless) (in)
Has advertising copy been sent
Have advertised
Have not advertised
Have (you) ( ) advertised
Is advertised to
Is it advisable to advertise
It was advertised in the
It will be advertised
It would not pay to advertise
It would pay to advertise
Make advertising contract with
May we advertise
Occasional advertising mediums
See advertisement in
Send copy for advertising
Will send copy for advertising
You must advertise [tions, Notice.)
ADVICE. (Consult, Information, Instruc-
Acting upon (your) ( 's) advice
Advice contrary to
Advices awaiting (you) ( ) at
Advices (concerning ) will be sent you
Advices from
Advices from Australia
Advices from Berlin
Advices from Canada
Advices from Havre
Advices from Japan
Advices from London
Advices from Manchester
Advices from Mexico
Advices from New York
Advices from Paris
Advices from Pittsburg
Advices from St. Petersburg
Anxiously awaiting advices regarding (shipment)
Are acting under legal advice
Are daily expecting advices about
Ask advice of
Await advices by telegraph (before beginning work)
.Better get legal advice
By advice of
.By whose advice
Favorable advices received from [ing
.Get legal advice and telegraph (us) ( ) before act-
.Give (us) ( ) your advice concerning
.Have had legal advice and are acting upon it

.Have no advices from you (about)

.Have received advices from

.Have received no advices (of) (from)

.Have sent advices by mail

.Have (you) ( ) received any later advices

.In accordance with (your) ( 's) advice

.Please send advices i>\ m.-iil

.Telegraph latest advices (received from)

.The latest advices are

.Unfavorable advices received from

.Unless I (we) have advices (of) (from)

10
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ADVICE Cont.

00760 Khaisang . .Unless you have advices (of) (from)
00761 Khaliffs . . .Until further advices (of) (from)
00762 Khalil . . . .Waiting for advices (of) (from)
00763 Khalkas . . .Will be guided by (your) ( *s) advice
00764 Khamsin. . .Without further advice
00765 Khanate . . .You may expect advices
00766 Khandoran .You must wait for advices (from)
00767 Khei.na. . . .ADVISABLE. (Desirable, Expedient.)
00768 Kherson . . .Advisable to (delay)
00769 Khingan . . .As to the advisability of
00770 Khogand. . .Consider advisability of
00771 Kholsun . . .Do (you) ( ) think it advisable
00772 Khorasan . .If (you) ( ) do not think it advisable
00773 Khordad. . .If (you) ( ) think it advisable
00774 Khorel ... .Is it advisable (to)
00775 Khorsabad .It is always advisable (to)
00776 Khotbah . . .Not advisable to
00777 Kiafur . . . .Think(s) it advisable (to)
00778 Kiang . . . .We consider it advisable (to)
00779 Kiaskov . . .We do hot consider it advisable (to)
00780 Kiaway . . .Whenever it is advisable
00781 Kibatalie . .Will it be advisable (to) [pend.)
00782 Kibbling . . .ADVISE. (Advice, Information, Recoiu-
00783 Kibed Advise by mail
00784 Kibessi. . . .Advise by telegraph
00785 Kibitke . . .Advise doing nothing (until)
00786 Kiblahtas . .Advise if any material change takes place
00787 Kibroth . . .Advise if necessary
00788 Kichenev . .Advise me promptly by of any new developments
00789 Kickable. . .Advise the following by telegraph
00790 Kickshaw . .Advise (you) ( ) not to
00791 Kickshoe . .Advise (you) ( ) strongly to (do it)
00792 Kiddle . . . .Advise (you) ( ) to
00793 Kiddows. . .Advised by lawyer (to)
00794 Kidelia . . . .Advised in error
00795 Kidlings . . .Advised on good authority
00796 Kidnap . . . .Advised to let the matter drop
00797 Kidnapped .As advised by us
00798 Kidney . . . .As advised by (you)
00799 Kidron . . . .Can do nothing until advised by (you)
00800 Kielbett . . .Cannot advise you, leave it to your judgment
00801 Kielblok . . .Continue to advise by (telegraph)
00802 Kieldal. . . .Do nothing until we have advised you [two
00803 Kielfuge . . .Expect to advise (you) ( ) definitely in a day or
00804 Kielgang . .Have advised
00805 Kielingen . .Have been advised by
00806 Kielkade. . .Have not advised
00807 Kielklos . . .Have you anything to advise
00808 Kielkram . .Have (you) ( ) advised
00809 Kiellasch . .If advised by telegraph at once
00810 Kielmosse . .If not advised
00811 Kielplats. . .If (you) ( ) do not advise
00812 Kielrabe . . .If (you) ( ) so advise me (at) [and progress
00813 Kielraum . .Keep us well advised of (your) ( 's) movements
00814 Kielspit . . .Keep (us) ( ) well advised (regarding)
00815 Kielvlot . . .Omitted to advise (you)
00816 Kiemenfus .Please advise us
00817 Kiemenlos .Requests me (us) to advise (you)
00818 Kiemhulse .Should be advised [trary
00819 Kiemstof . .Unless (you) ( ) advise by telegraph to the con-
00820 Kiemvlies . .Unless you advise immediately
00821 Kienapfel . .Was not advised in time
00822 Kienbaum .What arrangement would you advise
00823 Kienburg . .What change do (you) ( ) advise
00824 Kienfacke .What do (you) ( ) advise regarding
00825 Kienrauch .Why have they not been advised
00826 Kienraupe .Will advise further
00827 Kienruss. . .Will advise later (regarding)
00828 Kienspan . .Will advise not later than
00829 Kiepsack . .Will advise (you) ( ) definitely as to

00830 Kiesartig . .Will be promptly advised
00831 Kieselart. . .Will keep (you) ( ) well advised
00832 Kieselfel. . .Would advise (no change)
00833 Kiesgrube .Would not advise
00834 Kieslauge . .You will be promptly advised by telegraph
00835 Kikkabos . .AFFAIRS. (Business, Matter.)
00836 Kikkende . .Affairs all settled up
00837 Kikte . . . .Affairs appear more settled
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00838 Kikvorsch
00839 Kilakil . .

00840 Kilburg. .

00841 Kildaren .

00842 Kildeer. .

00843 Kilderkin
00844 Kilhamite
00845 Kilheid. .

00846 Kilion . '.

00847 Kilkoud .

00848 Killadar .

00849 Killas . .

00850 Killick. .

00851 Killinete .

00852 Killingia.
00853 Kilmes . .

00854 Kilodyne.
00855 Kilrasto .

00856 Kilting
00857 Kiltube
00858 Kilva . .

00859 Kimball
00860 Kimbow
00861 Kimkiel
00862 Kimkielen
00863 Kimmerov
00864 Kimmgang
00865 Kimmkeule
00866 Kimmweide
00867 Kimnels . .

00868 Kinaboom .

00869 Kinadrank
00870 Kinahout .

00871 Kinamid. .

00872 Kinastof .

00873 Kinate . . .

00874 Kinawort .

00875 Kinbanden
00876 Kindamme
00877 Kindberg .

00878 Kindbett. .

00879 Kindelmal .

00880 Kindelsod .

00881 Kindheit . .

00882 Kindler. . .

00883 Kindletas .

00884 Kindlich . .

00885 Kindots . .

00886 Kindred . .

00887 Kindschap.
00888 Kindskopf .

00889 Kindstauf .

00890 Kinelsk. . .

00891 Kinematic .

00892 Kinesodic .

00893 Kinetic. . .

00894 Kingdom. .

00895 Kingdomed
00896 Kingfish . .

00897 Kinghood .

00898 Kingless . .

00899 Kingl ike . .

00900 Kingling . .

00901 Kingstone .

00902 Kingwood .

00903 Kinhaak . .

00904 Kinic
00905 Kinked . . .

00906 Kinkajou .

00907 Kinkhorn .

00906 Kinkhuste
00909 Kinnahra .

00910 Kinnbacke
00911 Kinnband .

Kinnetjes .

Kiiiiurlatt .

00914 Kinngrube

AFFAIRS-C'on/.
.Affairs appear very unsettled
.Affairs are looking much better
.Affairs critical
.Affairs in good condition
.Financial affairs prevent at present
.How are affairs at the works
.How are affairs looking
.In the present state of affairs
.It is no affair of ours
.It is no affair of yours
.On business affairs
.On private affairs
.Reported to be a bad affair
.The present state of affairs is

.To talk over business affairs

.What is the present condition of affair(s)

.Will write fully respecting position of affair(s)

.Write fully respecting position of affairs

AFFECT. (Change, Concern, Influence.)
Do not think it will affect
Do (you) ( ) think it will affect
How long will it affect
How will this affect
If it will affect (price)
If it will not affect (price)
Is likely to affect (you) ( ) seriously
Is not likely to affect (you) ( ) in any manner
.It does not affect (us)
It will affect (the price)
It will not affect (the price)
Not affected by
.So long as it does not affect
.This might seriously affect
.Whom will it affect
Will it affect
.Will seriously affect
.Would not seriously affect
.Very much affected by
.AFFIDAVIT.
.Affidavit has been made
.Affidavit has not been made
.Affidavit in relation to
.Affidavit must be attached
.Affidavit must state all facts fully
.Affidavit will be required [once
.Attach affidavit to itemized account and forward at
.Can get affidavit (of)
.Cannot obtain affidavit (of)
.Has made affidavit
.If (you) ( ) can obtain affidavit
.If (you) ( ) cannot obtain affidavit
.It will not be necessary to file an affidavit
.Procure an affidavit at once, duly legalized, covering

the point at issue in re
.Send all the affidavits possible
.The affidavit should state
.To enable us to make affidavit if necessary
.AFFORD. (Give.)
.Can easily afford to do this
.Can only afford
.Can (you) ( ) afford
.Cannot afford to do this
.How much can (you) ( ) afford
.Unless (you) ( ) can afford
.AFTER. (Late, Next.)
.After all (the)
After frequent trials
After he is (they are)
.After it has been
.After it is received
.After receiving (order)
.After the arrival of
.After the completion
.After the first
..\ft.-r the !:ist

.After (thirty) ( ) days successful operation

.Afterwards go to

.Afterwards return to
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00915 Kinnkette .

00916 Kinnlade. .

00917 Kinobaum
00918 Kinology .

00919 Kinovate .

00920 Kinoveux .

00921 Kinsfolk. .

00922 Kinship . .

00923 Kinten . . .

00924 Kiosk. . . .

00925 Kipmolen .

00926 Kippagedo
00927 Kippebor .

00928 Kippen . . .

00929 Kippenhok
00930 Kippenkur
00931 Kippenlop .

00932 Kippenvel .

00933 Kippered. .

00934 Kippetjes .

00935 Kippung . .

00936 Kippwagen

00937 Kipskin . .

00938 Kiptakel. .

00939 Kiptchak .

00940 Kiraly . . .

00941 Kirman . .

00942 Kirsanov. .

00943 Kirschen .

00944 Kirschmad
00945 Kirschmus
00946 Kirsome . .

00947 Kirtled. . .

00948 Kirwan . .

00949 Kirwanite .

00950 Kisfaludy .

00951 Kishon. . .

00952 Kiskassen .

00953 Kismet. . .

00954 Kissed . . .

00955 Kissing. . .

00956 Kissmiss. .

00957 Kistenba. .

00958 Kistende. .

00959 Kistepand
00960 Kistplank .

00961 Kistrand. .

00962 Kitcat . . .

00963 Kitchen . .

00964 Kitchened .

00965 Kitefoot . .

00966 Kithlish . .

00967 Kitling . . .

00968 Kitron . . .

00969 Kittel . . .

00970 Kittelend. .

00971 Kittelhem .

00972 Kitteling. .

00973 Kittiwake .

00974 Kittkugel .

00975 Kittlish . .

00976 Kiver. . . .

00977 Kiyil . . . .

00978 Klaaghuis .

00979 Klaagpunt
00980 Klaagstem
00981 Klaagtoon
00982 Klaar. . . .

00983 Klaarlich .

00984 Klaarmake
00985 Klaarpan .

00986 Klaarsta. .

00987 Klacht . . .

00988 Klachten. .

00989 Kladde. . .

AFTER Ctont.

.How long i

KLA

ong after

'.AGAIN. (Further, Often, Repeat.)
.Again as soon as circumstances will permit
.Again as soon as (you) ( ) can
.Do not let it occur again
.It shall not occur again
.AGAINST. (Opposition.)
.AGENCY. (Office, Territory.)
.Agency (at) (for)
.Agency for following territory [ing expenses
.Agency on commission of per cent., agent bear-
.Agency on commission of per cent, and salary of

, agent paying all expenses.
.Agency terminable at notice
.Agency withdrawn
.An agency will be established in
.Can have the agency on the following terms
Can only accept a sole agency
Cannot accept the agency (on terms mentioned)
Have no agency in
Not able to establish agency
Notice of the termination of your agency is hereby
given in accordance with terms of contract.

.Offer him (them) our agency

.Our agency in

.Will accept the agency
Your agency in
.AGENT. (Office, Representative.)
A special agent will be sent immediately
Acting as agent for (in)

Acting only as agent
Advise a special agent to be sent immediately
Agent already appointed
Agent for
.Agent has been instructed
Agent has no instructions
Agent informs me (us)
Agent is here of the
Agent refuses to
Are agents (of) (for)
.Are suitable for agents
Consider suitability of as our agents
Exclusive agents for in
Have no agents
.Have (you) ( ) agents in
Have (you) ( ) communicated with agent at
.He is the agent of
.In care of our agents
.Inform (our) ( 's) agents (at)
.Is there any agent of in
.Name of their agent is

.Not suitable for agents

.Our agents in

.Please apply to (our) ( 's) agents in

.Purchasing agent

.Telegraph name of (your) ( 's) agents In

.There is an agent (of)

.Think suitable agent(s)

.Who are the agent(s) of

.AGREEMENT. (Accede, Concur, Conform-
ity, Consent, Contract, Meet, Understand.)

.A conditional agreement

.A verbal agreement

.A written agreement

.According to agreement

.Agree to (proposal)

.Agree to all except

.Agree to arbitration

.Agree with

.Agreement cannot be cancelled

.Agreement has been made (with) (to)

.Agreement is (cancelled)

.Agreement is signed

.Agreement must be signed

.Agreement not yet signed

.All matters have been agreed upon

.As soon as agreed upon
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AGREEMENT-conf.

00990 Klaeglich . .As soon as agreement is signed, telegraph
00991 Klaffmaul . . Buyers agree to
00992 Klagbar . . .Buyers will not agree to
00993 Klagefall . .Cancel the agreement
00994 Klagehaus .Can (you) ( ) release us from our agreement
00995 Klagelaut . .Cannot agree (to your proposal)
009% Klagelied . .Cannot agree to anything until
00997 Klagepunk .Confirm the agreement
00998 Klagesach .Consider agreement cancelled on account of
00999 Klageton. . -Copy of agreement (will be sent first mail)
01000 Klagewort . Did not agree (to)
01001 Klaghaft . . Did (you) ( ) agree (to)
01002 Klaglos. . . .Do not agree (to)
01003 Klagselig . .Do not agree to if you can possibly help it

01004 Klakkebus .Do they agree (to)
01005 Klakkenat .Give notice to withdraw from the agreement
01006 Klakkende .Have agreed conditionally
01007 Klamacht . .Have agreed subject to concurrence (of)
01008 Klamheid . .Have no agreement (with them)
01009 Klammvoge. Have (you) ( ) agreed to
01010 Klampende .Have (you) ( ) a special agreement
01011 Klamppin . .He (they) will agree to
01012 Klamst . . .He (they) will not agree to
01013 Klangbau . .If he (they) will agree in writing to
01014 Klangbode .If he (they) will agree to
01015 Klangfarb . .If this is not agreed to
01016 Klangmass .If (you) ( ) cannot agree to
01017 Klangsait . .In a subsequent agreement
01018 Klangstuf . . in the absence of any agreement
01019 Klangvoll . . is there any probability of coming to an agreement
01020 Klangwort .it is agreed (that)
01021 Klankbord .it is agreed by all parties
01022 Klankgat . .it was not agreed
01023 Klankloos .it will be a violation of the agreement
01024 Klankpunt .Make an agreement
01025 Klanksten .Make the best agreement you can (with)
01026 Klapboon . .May I (we) agree to
01027 Klapbrug . .No agreement come to as yet
01028 Klapbus . . .Not according to agreement
01029 Klapgeld. . .Original agreement was
01030 Klaphek . . .Our agreement is (was) to
01031 Klaphout . -Please send copy of agreement
01032 Klaploope . .Provided it is agreed that (they)
01033 Klapmuts . .Shall we agree to (accept)
01034 Klappbank .Terms of the agreement are
01035 Klappe . . . .The agreement is (for) (that)
01036 Klappform .The agreement with
01037 Klapphut . -There was a special agreement
01038 Klappig . . -They did not agree to
01039 Klappwort -Unless you agree to the following
01040 Klapsen . . -What has been agreed upon
01041 Klapspan . -What was the agreement
01042 Klaptafel . -When it has been agreed to
01043 Klapvlies . .Why will they not agree
01044 Klapwieke .Will agree only to
01045 Klarblick . .Will agree to a reduction of
01046 Klarheit . . .Will agree to abide by
01047 Klasse . . . .Will agree to do so under the following conditions
01048 Klassisch . .Will agree to the terms proposed
01049 Klatsch . . .Will not agree (to abide by)
01050 Klatschen .AVill not agree to the terms proposed
01051 Klattan . . .Will not agree to your proposition
01052 Klaudatur .Will (you) ( ) agree to
01053 Klaus . . . .Will (you) ( ) agree to a reduction of
01054 Klausel . . .Without special agreement
01055 Klauspiel . .You may agree to
01056 Klavais . . .You must make an agreement
01057 Klaviatur . .You must not agree to
01058 Kleanor . . .Your last Information does not agree with that con-

tained in your letter of : which is correct

01059 Kleben . . . -AID. (Assistance, Help, Men.)
01060 Klebesaft . -AIM. (Attempt, Endeavor, Object.)
01061 Klebestof . -AIR. (Compressors, Ventilation.)
01062 Klebewach .AIR COMPRESSORS MOTOR-DRIVEN.

(PaKc 474.)
01063 Kleidsame .ALLOW. (Abatement, Admit, Compensa-

tion, Concession, Dednction, Discount,
01064 Kleidsort . .Allow all you can IPermission.)



01065 Kleidung. .

01066 Kleidwild .

01067 Kleilande .

01068 Kleimorte .

01069 Kleinauge .

01070 Kleinedas .

01071 Kleingeld .

01072 Kleing-ut. .

01073 Kleinheit .

01074 Kleinhove .

01075 Kleinjung .

01076 Kleinkara .

01077 Kleinkind .

01078 Kleinkohl .

01079 Kleinkopf .

01080 Kleinkuns .

01081 Kleinlaut .

01082 Kleinlebe .

01083 Kleinlich .

01084 Kleinmag-d
01085 Kleinmale .

01086 Kleinmuth
01087 Kleinod . .

01088 Kleinoden .

01089 Kleinrath .

01090 Kleins . . .

01091 Kleinsame
01092 Kleinsmid .

01093 Kleintjes. .

01094 Kleinvogt .

01095 Kleinwelt .

01096 Kleipad . .

01097 Kleipaden
01098 Kleippide .

01099 Kleisporn .

01100 Kleistrig. .

01101 Kleiweg . .

01102 Kleiweven
01103 Klemhak .

01104 Klemhaken
01105 Klemmen .

01106 Klemming .

01107 Klemtoon .

01108 Klemvogel
01109 Klemwoord
OHIO Klenak . . .

01111 Klenovka .

01112 Klepeldam
01113 Klepelrin .

01114 Kleptow . .

01115 Klesnau . .

01116 Kletsjes . .

01117 Kleurstof .

01118 Klicket. . .

01119 Klicking . .

01120 Kliebig . .

01121 Kliefden . .

01122 Klieven . .

01123 Klievende .

01124 Klikkebil .

01125 Klikspan. .

01126 Klima . . .

01127 Klimaat . .

01128 Klimatis . .

01129 Klimatolo .

01130 Klimoplof .

01131 Klimoptak
01132 Klimstag .

01133 Klingbuil .

01134 Klinge . . .

01135 Klingeln . .

01136 Klingklan .

01137 Klingslag .

01138 Kliniken . .

01139 Klinikum .

01140 Klinkaard

KLI

ALLOW- Cont.
.Allow for
.Allow if necessary
.Allowance demanded is unreasonable
.Allowance for
.Allowance must be made
.Allowance offered is too little, may we increase it
.Allowance should be made
.Allowance will be made (for)
.Are you making allowance for
.As we have to allow
.Can allow
.Can (you) ( ) allow me (us)
.Can (you) ( ) make allowance on account of
.Cannot allow (it) (them)
.Cannot allow more than
. Cannot be allowed
.Cannot make the allowance
.Claim(s) an allowance of
.Do not allow
.Exclusive of allowance for
.Full allowance has been made
.Full allowance is demanded
.Have made an allowance (of) (for)
.Have secured allowance (of)
.How much may we allow
.If he (they) will allow
.If he (they) will not allow
.If manufacturers do not make an allowance
.If manufacturers will make an allowance
.In full of all allowances
.Make an allowance (of) (for)
.May we allow
.Must be allowed
.Please request to allow [returned
.Prefer to make an allowance rather than have goods
.Unless is allowed
.We are willing to make a reasonable allowance
.What allowance are (you) ( ) willing to make
.What allowance has been made [for
.What allowance in exchange for new, will be made
.What do (you) ( ) consider a reasonable allowance
.Will allow (it) (them)
.Will allow what is fair and reasonable
.Will grant the allowance
.Will not allow (it) (them)
.Will require a heavy allowance
.Will require some slight allowance
.Will (you) ( ) allow (it) (them)
ALMOST. (About, Near.)
.ALREADY. (Before.)
.ALTER. (Change, Modify, Variation.)
ALTERNATING CURRENT APPARATUS.
(Pages 435 to 453 )

.ALTERNATIONS AND CYCLES.

. 3,000 alternations, or 25 cycles

. 3,600 alternations, or 30 cycles

. 4,800 alternations, or 40 cycles

. 5,000 alternations, or 41^ cycles
6,000 alternations, or 50 cycles
7,200 alternations, or 60 cycles

' 8,000 alternations, or 66% cycles
9,000 alternations, or 75 cycles

10,000 alternations, or 83VS cycles
12,000 alternations, or 100 cycles
15,000 alternations, or 125 cycles
16,000 alternations, or 133^ cycles
ALTERNATIVE. (Either,

[Proposition.)
Option, Other,

Alternative proposition has many advantageous
As an alternative to [features
If there is no other alternative
Make alternative offers with
May we have the alternative of
Our alternative proposition [will recommend
Submit such proposals for alternative plans as you
.Suggest as an alternative
.The only alternative is (to)
.There is no other alternative
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01141 Klinkbank
OU42 Klinkbout .

01143 Klinkhak .

01144 Klinkjes . .

01145 Klinknage
U1146 Klinkplat .

U1147 Klinkring .

01148 Klinkston .

01149 Klinovo . .

01150 Klipacht . .

01151 Klipdas. . .

01152 Klipmuis. .

01153 Klippmaus
01154 Klisklas . .

01155 Klisruid . .

01156 Klitgras . .

01157 Klokdop . .

01158 Klokgelu .

01159 Klokhen . .

01160 Klokhuis. .

01161 Klokkemat
01162 Klokkenis .

01163 Klokketap
01164 Klokmetal.
01165 Klokslag. .

01166 Kloktoon. .

01167 Klokvormi
01168 Klomm. . .

01169 Klompjes .

01170 Klonas . . .

01171 Klongelen .

01172 Klontjes . .

01173 Kloof
01174 Kloofbar. .

01175 Kloofden. .

01176 Kloofhout .

01177 Kloofjes . .

01178 Kloofkin. .

01179 Kloofstok .

01180 Kloofwig .

01181 Klooven . .

01182 Kloovende
01183 Klooving .

01184 Klopaman
01185 Klopani . .

01186 Klopfdam .

01187 Klopfende
01188 Klopfgarn
01189 Klopfjagd .

01190 Klopfring .

01191 Klopfst. . .

01192 Klopgest. .

01193 Klopjacht .

01194 Kloppende
01195 Klosban . .

oil 1

."; Klosbeuge
01197 Klospoort .

onus Klosring . .

01199 Klossen . .

01200 Klossowe .

01201 Klossuppe
01202 Klosters .

01203 Klot-n - , ,

01204 Klotenrac .

01205 Klotho . . .

KloisiriK . .

01207 Kliibli.ksil .

01208 Klm-hs . . .

01209 Klu. i

oilM'i Klin-ftlK . .

dlL'll Kin.

"1211 Kluften . .

ALTERNATIVE- Com.
. \\ e wish to submit alternative proposal
.Will alternative proposal be considered
.ALTITUDE. (Height.)
.On account of the high altitude, engine capacity is

.Per cent, allowance for altitude ilimited to

.The altitude of place of installation is- feet above

. What is altitude of place of installation [sea level

.AMBIGUOUS. (Doubt, Indefinite, Uncer-
AMEND. (Correct, Rectified.) L

tail1 -)

AMMETERS. (Style.)
.AMONG. (Between.) [tity, Sum, Total.)
.AMOUNT. (Balance, Cost, Number, Quan-
.A large amount
.A limited amount
Amount claimed is

.Amount due
Amount is due and payable at
.Amount is not sufficient
.Amount is sufficient
.Amount not yet due
.Amount not yet received
.Amount payable is

.Amount received
Amount required will probably be
Amount should be
Amount will be due
.Amount will not exceed
.Amounting to
.Anything over that amount must be
Are good for the amount named
Are not good for the amount
Are they good for the amount
.(';ui the amount be increased
.Can (you) (

-
) secure the amount

Cannot determine without knowing the amount
Cannot get the amount increased
Cannot get the amount reduced
Cannot secure the amount
Entire amount is paid
Entire amount will be paid
Estimated amount
First amount payable
For any amount
For what amount
If it amounts to
.Invoice amount is

.Is it a large amount

.It amounts to

.Must demand the whole amount

.Not amounting to

.One-fourth of the amount

.One-half of the amount

.One-third of the amount

.Please collect amount for us

.Right amount is

.Telegraph the amount (you) (
-

) require
.Total amount (is)
.To what amount
.Try in ! Hi.' amount reduced
.What amount is payable
.What is the amount (of)
.What is the amount and when payable
. What is tin- in\ <>iee amount
. What will it amount to
.Wh-re is the amount payable
."\VI11 amount to about
. Will forward the amount
.Will remit part of the amount
. Will i-'-mi' the amount
AMPLE. (Capacity, Large, Sufficient.)
ANGRY. (Disappointment, Offend.)
ANNOUNCE. (Advertise, Publish.)
ANNOYANCE. (Inconvenience, Trouble.)
ANSWER. (Reply.)
ANTICIPATE. (Expect, Prevent, Prospects.)
Anticipat" hiuh'T pricea will rule (atter)
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KNE
ANTICIPATE- Gont.

01217 Klumpen . .Anticipate lower prices (after)
01218 Klumpfuss .Anticipate shipment date
01219 Klumpsack .Can anticipate
U1220 Klungels. . .Cannot anticipate
01221 Kluppkuns .Do not anticipate
01222 Klutnunii . .He (.they) anticipate(s)
01223 Klutrad . . .. ir (you) ( ) anticipate
01224 Kluts If (you) ( ) do not anticipate
01225 Kluwen . . . Was fully anticipated
01226 Knaap .... Was not anticipated
01227 Knabbled . . Will anticipate date of shipment as much as possible

01228 Knack ... -ANXIOUS. (Desirable, Tear, Impatient,
01229 Knacker . . .Anxious to have [Wish.)
01230 Knackish . .Extremely anxious to secure order even at a sacri-

01231 Knacknuss .He is (they are) very anxious [flee

01232 Knackst ... If (you) ( ) are anxious [stated
01233 Knaggy . . . Not very anxious to get the business on the terms
01234 Knaging. . .Very anxious to have order (No. ) (dated )

forwarded immediately [at once
01235 Knakkende .Very anxious to have (our) ( 's) order completed
01236 Knalde . . .Very anxious to have reply to my (our) letter of
01237 Knalgoud . .Very anxious to have reply to my (our) telegram of
01238 Knalkwik . .Very anxious to (hear)
01239 Knallble . . .APART. (Distance, Far, Part.)
01240 Knallood. . .APPAPATTJS. (Appliances, Fittings,

Machinery, Order, Plant.)
01241 Knallst . . .Alternating current apparatus
01242 Knalslag. - .Apparatus and contingent expenses are covered by

Detail Figure Report No. [with order
01243 Knapbott . .Apparatus must be furnished exactly in accordance
01244 Knaphand .Are we to send apparatus for
01245 Knappen. . .Direct current apparatus
01246 Knappheit .Electrical apparatus
01247 Knappish . -General Electric Company
01248 Knapple . . -Have competing manufacturers any apparatus in

this plant? If so, send particulars
01249 Knaps . . . .Have you the necessary apparatus for erecting
01250 Knapsack . .Is the apparatus required and all contingent ex-

penses in connection with the negotiation fully
covered by your Detail Figure Report No.

01251 Knapuil . . .Is apparatus included
01252 Knapuilen -Necessary apparatus
01253 Knapweed .Quoting you direct for electrical apparatus
01254 Knarled . . -See our letter(s) dated regarding apparatus for

. Reply fully by letter posting us to date.
State when bids are wanted, or when order is

likely to be placed. This telegram is sent on the
belief that the negotiation is soon to be settled one
way or the other. If this is not true, make the
facts very evident; give full reasons.

01255 Knarry . .Send detailed list of apparatus required
01256 Knarsch . .Send necessary apparatus
01257 Knarsing .Special apparatus will be required
01258 Knauf . . .W. E. & M. Company's apparatus
01259 Knautsch .We would recommend the following apparatus
01260 Knave . . .What kind of apparatus
01261 Knavery. .What makes of apparatus, and how much of each

make is there in this plant? Reply by
01262 Knaveship .Will special apparatus be required
01263 Knavetron .Your letter dated regarding apparatus for

is not satisfactory. It does not show intimate ac-
quaintance with the requirements or with the
people vitally interested. We deem it advisable
for you to get into closer touch with the subject.
Answer by reviewing the whole case

01264 Knavishly .APPARENT. (Clear, Explicit.)
01265 Knebel . . . -APPEAL. (Decision.)
01266 Knebelite . -Appeal at once against decision
01267 Knebelten . -Appeal decided in favor of
01268 Knechtung .Appeal has been taken
01269 Knedende . .Appeal has been taken from the decision of
01270 Kneedeep . .Appeal has not been taken
01271 Kneedkuil .Are advised to appeal
01272 Kneehigh . -Ascertain if appeal was taken and notify us
01273 Kneeholly . .Case cannot be heard on appeal before the term
01274 Kneeholm .Do not abandon appeal
01275 Kneeled . . .Do not advise appeal
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KNE

01276 Kneeling. .

ULJ77 Kneels . . .

uiUTb Kneepan. .

UU.'J Kneepmuts
Kneuen . .

ivneiinake
ivneiphann
Kneipliorn
Knelling . .

Knetbar . .

U12i>t> Knetteig. .

ul i>7 Kneubeurs
"!:>N Kneunest .

01289 Kneusden
01290 Knevelars .

01291 Knevelban
01292 Knevelen .

01293 Kneveling .

01294 Knevelwas
01295 Knieband .

01296 Knieboog .

01297 Kniedicht .

01298 Kniefall . .

01299 Kniegalge .

01300 Kniegesp .

01301 Kniegurt .

01302 Kniehebel .

01303 Kniehout .

01304 Kniekappe
01305 Knielap . .

01306 Knielbank
01307 Knielde . .

01308 Knife . . .

01309 Knifetray .

01310 Kniffes . . .

01311 Knight . . .

01312 Knightage
01313 Knighted .

01314 Knighting
01315 Knightly .

01316 Knikstag .

01317 Knipboon .

01318 Kniphout .

01319 Knipkunst
01320 Knipluis . .

01321 Knipmes . .

01322 Knipmuts .

i 'l :!i':; Knipoleg. .

01324 Knipspor .

01325 Kniptor . .

01326 Knipwag .

01327 Knistenau

01328 Knitagen .

01329 Knitch . . .

01330 Knittable .

01331 Knitting . .

]:;:::.' Knit ties . .

01333 Knives . .

i:;:;t Knob . . . .

Knobbed. .

Knobbels .

ni::.:7 Knobbin- .

Knoblauch
Knobstick

onto Ki,.,, )

(mi Knork.lown

in::i:: Knocking .

Knodomar
r. Knodok . .

<>i::i7 Knoikoi . .

Knoll . . . .

Knollbein .

01351 Knoopdas .

APPEAL- Cont.
..Limit of appeal has expired
.Notice of appeal has been given
.Not yet appealed, can do so up to
.Shall appeal
.Shall 1 appeal (to)
. The appeal is iinal
.They have appealed from the arbitration
. U ill appeal irom decision
.APPEARANCE. (Look.)
Appearances are favorable
'Appearances are unfavorable
Do not enter an appearance
Enter an appearance
For the sake of appearance
Has appeared by attorney
11 it should appear
If it should appear wise or desirable

.Is there any appearance of

.It appears desirable (to)

.It appears to be

.It must not appear

.It should appear

.Makeis) it appear

.Serve(d) notice of appearance

.Shall we enter an appearance

.There is every appearance of

.There is no appearance of

. Will appear

.Will make it appear

. Will not appear

. Will (you) ( ) appear

.APPEND. (Accompanied, Add.)

.APPLIANCES. (Apparatus, Machinery.)
All necessary appliances
.Appliances for
Following appliances necessary
.Have appliances for lifting up to tons
.Have ev-ry appliance required
.Have not the necessary appliances (for)
.Have poor appliances
.Have (you) ( ) any appliance (for)
.Including all necessary appliances
.Please send appliances as follows
.The builder to furnish all necessary appliances
.The purchaser to furnish all necessary appliances
.What appliances are there for [pieces
.What appliances have they for lifting heaviest
.Will furnish all necessary appliai;
.APPLICATION. (Request.)
.Application Case No. has become forfeited
.Application Case No. has been abandoned.
.Application Case No. has been allowed and linal

fee must be paid on or before
.Application Case No. has been finally rejected
.Application Case No. has been held for inter-

ference [ence
.Application Case No. has been put in int

.Application Case No. has been rejected

.Application Case No. has been renewed [issue

.Application rase No. has been withdrawn from

.Application <'aso No. is likely to interfere wit.:

.Application <'ase No. -- is no\\- pending

.Application has been made to us by parties he:

.Application has been made to US by parties here f,,r

.Application Serial Number (prices of

.Date of allowance of application Case No.

.Date of filing application Case No.

.Date of renewal of application Case No.
. Kil" and contents of
.File application Case NO. - without delay
.If makes application
.Tf makes applica ' i"ti to you
.In the matter of tti-' application <*as N".
..Make immediate application (for) (to)
.To whom shall application be made
.When will application be made
. Will make .1 pplication to you
.APPLY. (Address, Refer, Use.)
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01352 Knoopen .

01353 Knoopgras
01354 Knoophak
01355 Knooping .

01356 Knoopjes .

01357 Knoopspan
01358 Knoopvorm
01359 Knopf . . .

01360 Knopfbaum
01361 Knopfblum
01362 Knopfes . .

01363 Knopfform
01364 Knopfgrub
01365 Knopje . . .

01366 Knopkruis
01367 Knopped. .

01368 Knopspeld
01369 Knorde . .

01370 Knorhan .

01371 Knorpelig .

01372 Knorpeln .

01373 Knospe. . .

01374 Knospend .

01375 Knotberry
01376 Knotenlos .

01377 Knotgrass
01378 Knotig . . .

01379 Knotless. .

01380 Knotsslag .

01381 Knotsworm
01382 Knotted . .

01383 Knotty . . .

01384 Knotweed .

01385 Knouting .

01386 Knoutron .

01387 Knowable .

01388 Knoxie . . .

01389 Knubben .

01390 Knubble . .

01391 Knubs . . .

01392 Knuckle . .

01393 Knuckling
01394 Knueffe . .

01395 Knuepfen .

01396 Knuept'ung
01397 Knueppel .

01398 Knuist . . .

01399 Knuisten .

01400 Knuppelda
01401 Kobaltart .

01402 Kobaltgla .

01403 Kobang . .

01404 Kobberup .

01405 Kobell . . .

01406 Kobellite .

01407 Kobens . .

01408 Kobold . . .

01409 Kobolden .

01410 Kobra . . .

01411 Kochbirne
01412 Kocher . . .

01413 Kodinus . .

01414 Kodnian . .

01415 Kodosi . . .

01416 Koffledik .

0141 I Kofflekan .

01418 Koffiekom .

01419 Koffiepot. .

01420 Kofschip
01421 Kogelbak .

01422 Kogelden .

01423 Kogelhok .

01424 Kogelklos .

01425 Kogelpark
01426 Kogels . . .

KOQ

.Apply as follows

.Apply for permission to

.Apply immediately (to)

.Does this apply to

.May be applied to

.Please apply balance to
Please apply for funds to
.Please apply for instructions to
Shall we apply
.Should apply to
.This applies to
.To whom shall I (we) apply
Will (you) (

-
) apply

! APPOINT. (Arrangement, Fix.)
.A temporary successor will be appointed
.Advise appointing
.Appoint another
.Appoint time and place of meeting
.Do not appoint
.Has (have) been appointed to attend to the business
.Have appointed
.Have not appointed
.May I (we) appoint
.Must appoint some one to
.No one has been appointed
.Please appoint the time
.To appoint
.Who has been appointed
.Whom do (will) you appoint
Whom shall we appoint
.Will (you) (

-
) appoint

.You are appointed

.You may appoint -- (to) [gagement, Train.)

.APPOINTMENT. (Agreement, Date, En-

. Agree to the appointment (of)
Cannot agree to the appointment (of)
.Has (have) made an appointment (with)
.If (you) (

-
) can make appointment (with)

Make an appointment (with)
.Please make an appointment for me (us) (with)
. When can (you) (

-
) make an appointment (with)

.Will accept the appointment

.Will not accept the appointment

.Will telegraph appointment

.Will this interfere with appointment (with)
Will (ydu) (

-J accept the appointment
APPRECIATE. (Estimate, Valuation.)
.APPREHEND. (Information, Think, Un-

derstand.)
.APPROACH. (Apply, Near.)
.APPROPRIATION. (Funds.)
.Appropriation has been made
Appropriation has been reduced
Appropriation has not been made
Appropriation is exhausted
Appropriation will be made
Appropriation will not be made
If they do not make appropriation
Must have an appropriation
Special appropriation to be made
What amount shall (we) ( -) appropriate
.You must ask for an appropriation (of)
.APPROVAL. (Concur, Correct, Sanction,

Satisfaction.)
Advise what, if any, modification necessary for
All approved (except) [approval
Approval obtained
As soon as he (they) approve
As soon a& we receive approval of
Cannot be approved until
Does not meet with approval (of) [work
Everything approved, (you) (

-
) can proceed with

For approval of
For (our) (

-
's) approval

Has not been approved (by)
Has this (your) (

-'s) approval
If it does not meet- approval (of)
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01427 Kogeltang
IJJ.N Kohath . .

t'UJ'j Kohlstan. .

01430 Kohlartig .

01431 Kohlbau . .

01432 Kohlberg .

01433 Kohlbla It .

itl4:',4 Kohlenart
01435 Kohlenglu
01436 Kohlentop
01437 Kohleran .

01438 Kohlfuchs
01439 Kohlhaupt
01440 Kohlhof . .

01441 Kohlhofes
01442 Kohlmarkt
01443 Kohlmeise
01444 Kohlsame .

01445 Kohlstein .

01446 Kojegast .

01447 Kokarden .

01448 Kokasado .

01449 Koken . . .

01450 Kokosbaum
01451 Kokosoli. .

01452 Kokospalm
01453 Koksgicht
01454 Koksmat .

01455 Koksofen .

01456 Kokswagen
01457 Kokytos . .

01458 Kolatche. .

01459 Kolback . .

01460 Kolbenhub
01461 Kolby . . .

01462 Koldagi . .

01463 Kolding . .

01464 Koldozero
01465 Kolegui . .

01466 Koleib . . .

01467 Kolenakin
01468 Kolenbak .

01469 Kolendamp
01470 Kolenhok .

01471 Kolenmat .

01472 Kolenmand
01473 Kolfballe .

01474 Kolfban . .

01475 Kolfbus . .

01476 Kolfdenit .

01477 Kolfhout .

01478 Kolfog . . .

01479 Kolfoogen
01480 Kolfplaat .

01481 Kolfslag . .

01482 Kolfspel . .

01483 Kolfstoot .

01484 Kolfvorm .

01485 Kolfwang .

01486 Kolgarn . .

01487 Kolkjes . .

01488 Kolkothar
01489 Kolkrabe .

01490 Kolksluis .

01491 Kolkten . .

01492 KolluthuH .

01493 Kollyrite .

01494 Kollytos . .

oi i;ir Kolokwint
01496 Kolomnn .

01497 Kolossen .

tome .

01499 Kolouche .

m . .

Koltkis . .

01502 Kolva . . .

font.
f it meets with approval (of)

.If (you) ( ) approve, we propose to

.Immediate notice should be given if you do IT

. It meets approval (of) [prove of this

.Please await approval (of)

.Please obtain approval (of)

.Subject to approval (of) (within) [authorized

.Subject to examination and approval of a duly

.Telegraph immediately if approved (by)

.To be approved (by)

.Availing approval (of)

.We approve of what (you) ( ) have done

. We do not approve of
Who will approve'

Will await approval before
Will be approved as soon as possible
'With my (our) approval
.APPROXIMATE. (About, Estimate, In-

definite, Rough, Uncertain.)
.Approximate amount
.Can only approximate
.Is approximate only
. What is the approximate (value)
.APT. (Disposition, Fitted, Suitable.)
ARBITRATION. (Award, Decision, Sub-

. Agree to arbitrate [mit.)
Appeal against arbitrators' award
.Arbitration decided in his (their) favor
.Arbitration decided in our favor
.Arbitrators make an allowance of
('an only be settled by arbitration
.Cannot get a competent person to arbitrate
.Declines to act as arbitrator
.Decline(s) to arbitrate
.Endeavor to get to arbitrate for us
.Get a competent person to arbitrate
.Has been submitted to arbitration
.Have appealed against arbitrators' award
.He (they) agree to arbitrate
. Name an arbitrator to represent (you)
.Necessary to arbitrate
.Please endeavor to settle matter by arbitration
.The arbitration has fallen through
. Whom have (you) ( ) appointed to arbitrate
. Will act as our arbitrator
. Will not agree to arbitration
.ARC LAMPS. (Pages 481 to 482.)
.ARE. (Be, Is.)
.Are we (to)
.Are (you) ( ) (going) to
.As soon as they are
.As they are not
.As (you) ( ) are not
.If there are
.If there are not
.If they are (to)
.If we are (to)
. I f we are not (to)
.If (you) ( ) are (to)
.If (you) ( ) are not (to)

.They are (to)

.They are not (to)

.We are (to)

.We are not (to)
. When are we (to)
.When an- (you) ( ) to
.When we are (to)
. Wh.-n (you) ( ) are (to)
.You are (t<>)

YOU arc not HO)
ARGUMENT. (Proof, Reason.)
.ARMATURE. (Built, Generator.)
.Armature will !> pr6M< -I "ii shaft at our works
.Armature will be pressed on shaft at point of erec-

..\rm.-iturr will !> pn-ssed on shaft by [turn

.Armature will be rotating

.Armature will be stationary



KOO

01503 Komarova .

01504 Komisch. . .

01505 Komisdur . .

01506 Komlos. . . .

01507 Kommag-ene
01508 Kommalost .

01509 Kommanic .

01510 Kommapunt
01511 Kommen . .

01512 Komnenen .

01513 Kompasjes .

01514 Kompassen .

01515 Komthur . .

01516 Kondary. . .

01517 Konditor . .

01518 Kondschap .

01519 Konetska . .

01520 Konfekt . . .

01521 Konfektes .

01522 Kongsberg .

01523 Koniga . . .

01524 Konilite . . .

01525 Koningin . .

01526 Konite . . . .

01527 Konkany . .

01528 Konkelpbt .

01529 Konon . . . .

01530 Konotop . . .

01531 Konrad . . .

01532 Konradin . .

01533 Konstanz . .

01534 Konth . . . .

01535 Kontobuch .

01536 Kontorist . .

01537 Kontralt. . .

01538 Kontraruf .

01539 Kontusch . .

01540 Konvolut . .

01541 Kookham . .

01542 Kookhitte . .

01543 Kookhok. . .

01544 Kookkunst .

01545 Kooklepel . .

01546 Kookpot . . .

01547 Kookpunt . .

01548 Kookstuk . .

01549 Kookten . . .

01550 Koolaarde .

01551 Koolacht. . .

01552 Koolbars. . .

01553 Koolbed . . .

01554 Koolblad. . .

01555 Koolblend . .

01556 Kooldist. . .

01557 Koolha . . .

01558 Koolhoven .

01559 Koolibies . .

01560 Koolkapel . .

01561 Koolknop . .

01562 Koolland . .

01563 Koolluis . . .

01564 Koolmot. . .

01565 Koolmotte .

01566 Koolpalme .

01567 Koolplant . .

01568 Koolrapen .

01569 Koolrups . .

01570 Koolsalad . .

01571 Kooltuin . . .

01572 Koolveld . .

01573 Koolvisch . .

01574 Koolworm .

01575 Koonslag . .

01576 Koontje . . .

01577 Koopakten .

01578 Koopbar . . .

01579 Koopdag. . .

01580 Koopdagen .

ARMATURE- Cont.
Who will press

Appoint,
, Settle.)

press armature on shaft
ARRANGEMENT. (Adjustment, A
According to arrangement [Negotiate,
All satisfactorily arranged
An arrangement has been made (to) (with)
And arrange (with) (to)
Approve arrangement with
Are inclined to come to some arrangement
Arrange as best you can, but do not close without
Arrange as follows [our confirmation
Arrange as soon as you can (to)
Arrange for
Arrange to pay
Arrange with the buyers
Arranged for
Arrangement(s) is (are) satisfactory
Arrangement(s) is (are) not satisfactory
Arrangements cannot be completed for some time
Arrangements in progress
Arrangements left entirely to (you)
Arrangements made cannot be changed
Arrangements must be changed
As arranged between
As arranged (by) (with)
As arranged with the buyers
As a temporary arrangement
As per arrangement mentioned in ours of
As per arrangement mentioned in yours of
Before final arrangements are made
By special arrangement with
By this arrangement
Can arrange as follows
Can arrange as stated in our letter of
Can make satisfactory arrangement(s)
Cancel all arrangements
Can we arrange (to)
Can (you) (

-
) arrange to (pay)

Can (you) (
-

) arrange with the- bank (of)
Cannot arrange (to) (with) [lowing)
Cannot be arranged as desired (but submit the fol-
Cannot -make satisfactory arrangement(s)
Continue existing arrangements
Do not make any arrangement (until)
Endeavor to arrange matters amicably
Has a special arrangement (with)
Has- been arranged
Has (have) been arranged
Have any arrangement(s) been made
Have arranged with the- bank" (of)
Have arranged with the buyers (for)
Have it all arranged before leaving
Have made a temporary arrangement
Have made no arrangements
Have made other arrangements
Have made the following' arrangements
Have (you) (

-
) arranged for

He will not stand by the arrangement
Hope to arrange
How do (you) (

-
) wish it arranged

How have (you) (
-

) arranged [proceedings
If cannot arrange matters amicably must take legal
If it can be arranged
If no other arrangements can be made
If not too late to arrange it

If the arrangements are not satisfactory
If (you) (

--
) can arrange -

If (you) (
-

) cannot arrange
Instruct- to arrange
Is making arrangements (to)
Make other arrangements
Make some temporary arrangement
Must arrange immediately (for) (with)
No arrangements have been made
No time to make other arrangements
Not able to make any arrangement
Not according to arrangement
Please confirm arrangement
Purchaser will arrange (for) (to)
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01581 Koopgeld .

01582 Koopkart .

01583 Kooplust .

01584 Koopman .

01585 Koopstad .

01586 Koopvloot
01587 Koord . . .

01588 Koordeken
01589 Koordish .

01590 Koordplan
01591 Koorkind .

01592 Koorkled .

01593 Koorknap .

01594 Koorlamp .

01595 Koortsbas
01596 Koortsdag
01597 Koortsig. .

01598 Koosden . .

01599 Kootbeen .

01600 Kootkruid
01601 Kootspel. .

01602 Kopal . . .

01603 Kopallack .

01604 Kopbeslag
01605 Kopbout . .

01606 Kopbouten
01607 Kopchik . .

01608 Kopeken. .

01609 Kopfhaut .

01610 Kopfkisse .

01611 Kopfkohl .

01612 Kopflauch
01613 Kopflin . .

01614 Kopflos . .

01615 Kopfmohn
01616 Kopfpein. .

01617 Kopfsaeg .

01618 Kopfsalat .

01619 Kopfscheu
01620 Kopfseit . .

01621 Kopfsohle .

01622 Kopfstoss .

01623 Kopfton . .

01624 Kopftuch .

01625 Kopglas. ..

01626 Kopial . . .

01627 Kopjes . . .

01628 Kopmesse .

01629 Koppeling
01630 Koppeln . .

01631 Koppelst. .

01632 Kopplung .

01633 Kopratas .

01634 Kopstemp .

01635 Kopstuk . .

01636 Koptents. .

01637 Koraalmos
01638 Koraalnet
01639 Koraalrif .

01640 Koraaltak
01641 Korah . . .

01642 Korahlte .

01643 Koralle . .

01644 Koranalse
01645 Koranda . .

01646 Korbfeige .

01647 Kerbs . . .

01648 Korbstlch .

01649 Korbstuhl ,

01660 Korbwelle
01661 Kordofan .

01662 Korduan. ,

nlHT>:5 Kc.n-nar . ,

01664 Korftabak
01655 Korhan .

01666 Korhlte .

01667 Korkartig
01668 Korkbaum

ARRANGEMENT Cont.

.Refuse to confirm the arrangement

.Seriously upsets our arrangements

.Some arrangement must be made immediately

.Suggest the following arrangement [arrange (it)

.Telegraph lowest figure at which (you; ( ) can

.Telegraph when arranged

.The arrangements are completed

.The best arrangement that can be made

.To arrange the details

.To be arranged (hereafter)

.To make arrangements

.Try to arrange

. We can arrange to have renewed

.We cannot arrange to renew

.We have arranged

. We hope to arrange matters amicably

.What are the existing arrangements

. What arrangements can (you) ( ) make (with)
. What arrangement do you recommend
.What arrangements have been made (in regard to)
When can (you) ( ) arrange
Will arrange immediately for

. Will arrange (to)
. Will be arranged in a few days
. Will make every arrangement
Will make other arrangements
Wish to make some arrangement (to) (for) (with)
You must arrange (with)
ARRIVAL. (Come, Destination, Meet.)
Advise of arrival of
Advise of my arrival
After arrival
Am awaiting arrival of
Arrival expected
Arrival guaranteed (on)
Arrived after pleasant voyage
Arrived after rough voyage
Arrived all well
Arrived here to-day
Arrived in damaged condition
Arrived in first-class condition
Arrived in time
Arrived safely and in good health
Arrived too late
As soon as arrive(s)
As soon as machinery arrives
Await my arrival
Await the arrival of
tey the time you arrive at
Cannot arrive at before
Cannot arrive (before) (until)
Cannot await the arrival of
Cannot say when ho (it) (they) will arrive
Cannot you await the arrival of
Kim-ineer will arrive
Kveryt IUDL; has arrivi-<l

Kxpect(s) to arrive at
Get letter from on arrival at
Has machinery arrived
Has (have) probably arrived by this time
Has not arrival

. Have you heard of arrival (

He (it) (they) arrived (on)
His arrival is daily expected
If (he) (it) arrives on or before ,

it will be in time
1 1 (he) (it) does not arrive
.Important to arrive at before
.Is (are) expected to arrive (on)
.Look out for arrival of
.Machinery lias arnvc.i, and is being unloaded
.Machinery win arrive
.Meet me on arrival at c
.Must arrive not later than
.Not yet arrived
.Nothing can > duno until the arrival

, .On arrival (of) (In)
.Please end.-a\<.r t<> arrive at by
.Please notify my wife of arrival
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ARRIVAL- Cont.

01659 Korken . . . Telegraph arrival at
01660 Korksohle . Telegraph fully on arrival at
01661 Korkspund .Telegraph us as soon as iias arrived
01662 Korktafel . . The vessel to arrive on or about
01663 Korkud . . . To arrive not later than
01664 Korkugel . .Train arrives
01665 Korkulme . . Upon arrival will telegraph you
01666 Kornart . . . \V hat has arrived
01667 Kornarten .What time does train arrive
01668 Kornba . . .When do (you) ( ) expect the arrival of
01669 Kornblume . When do (you) ( ) expect to arrive
01670 Kornboden . When I arrive
01671 Kornbrand .When is (are) expected to arrive at
01672 Kornellen . .WThen may we expect engineer to arrive
01673 Kornetton .When may we expect goods to arrive
01674 Kornfeld. . .When will machinery arrive
01675 Kornhof . . . When you arrive
01676 Kornis . . . .Will arrive (on the)
01677 Kornissen . .Will await his (their) ( 's) arrival
01678 Kornjahr . .Will await your arrival
01679 Kornland . .WT

ill report to (you) ( ) on arrival
01680 Kornmade .Your arrival is anxiously awaited (at)

01681 Kornmulde .ARTICLE. (Copy, Item, Newspaper.)
01682 Kornnelke .An article (about) (in)
01683 Kornpacht .Are you publishing any articles on
01684 Kornraden -Article for [stallation at
01685 Kornratte . -Article illustrating and describing Westinghouse in-
01686 Kornsaben .Article of manufacture
01687 Kprnsack . .Articles already published
01688 Kornschau .Articles of agreement
01689 Kornsiche . .Articles of partnership
01690 Kornsieb . .Following articles (lost)
01691 Korntauf . . Following articles required
01692 Kornuiten .Have sent copy of the article
01693 Kornut .... Newspaper article
01694 Kornvogel .Next article for
01695 Kornwage . See article in
01696 Kornwedel . Send carbon copy 9f article No.
01697 Kornwicke .Send copy ( copies) of the article [articles on
01698 Kornwolf . -Send us data and photographs for the preparation of
01699 Kornwuchs .Series of articles for
01700 Kornwurm .Technical article (upon)
01701 Koros . . . .What articles are required
01702 Korsberga .What articles have (you)
01703 Kortbeen . .AS. (Far, So.)
01704 Kortelas . . .As good as
01705 Kortharig . .As if

01706 Kortheid . .As long as
01707 Kortholt . . .As many (much) as possible
01708 Korting . . -As often as
01709 Kortingen .As soon as possible
01710 Kortjan . . .As to
01711 Kortkist. . .As well as
01712 Kortmes . . .As yet [Sure.)
01713 Korund . .-ASCERTAIN. (Discover, Find, Know,
01714 Kosaken . . -Ascertain address (of)
01715 Kosjuskm -Ascertain all you can and advise (about)
01716 Kosmas . . -Ascertain confidentially
01717 Kostanit. . -Ascertain financial condition of
01718 Kostbar . . -Ascertain immediately and telegraph
01719 Kosteloos . -Ascertain immediately and write
01720 Kostenlam -Ascertain positively if that is correct
01721 Kostfrau. . -Ascertain what he (they) desire(s)
01722 Kostgeld. . -Ascertain what the trouble is

01723 Kosthaus . -Ascertain when (we) ( ) may expect
01724 Kostkind . -Can (you) ( ) ascertain
01725 Kostova . . -Cannot ascertain (anything about)
01726 Kostroma . -Have ascertained
01727 Kostschip . -How can (we) ( ) ascertain
01728 Kostschul . -Please ascertain name of
01729 Kostumes . -Try to ascertain
01730 Kotaibiah . -Will ascertain as soon as possible
01731 Kothbaden .ASK. (Demand, Inquiry, Request.)
01732 Kothball. - A.sk about
01733 Kothgrube -Ask him (them) to
01734 Kothhaufe -Ask what he has done in regard to
01735 Kothhof . . -Do not ask less than
01736 Kothhofes .Do not ask more than
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01707 Kothig . . .

01738 Kothlache .

017311 Kothrinde .

U174U Kothurn . . .

01741 Kotje . . . .

01742 Kottyphos .

U1743 Koubeitel . .

01744 Koudacht . .

01745 Koudan . . .

01746 Kouderken .

01747 Koudestof .

01748 Koudjes . . .

01749 Koukleum .

01750 Koumiss . . .

.01751 Koupara. . .

01752 Koupholit . .

01753 Kourakin . .

01754 Kourgan, . .

01755 Kouriota. . .

01756 Kourkho. . .

01757 Kousso. .. .

01758 Kousvorm .

01759 Kovrov. . . .

01760 Kraag . . . .

01761 Kraanbek . .

01762 Kraanbus . .

01763 Kraangeld .

01764 Kraanhals .

01765 Kraanog. . .

01766 Kraanvoge .

01767 Krabat. . . .

01768 Krabbe. . . .

01769 Krabbekat .

01770 Krabbelig . .

01771 Krabbeln. . .

01772 Krabden . . .

01773 Krablite . . .

01774 Krabspin. . .

01775 Krachgans .

01776 Krachmost .

01777 Krachneu .

01778 KraeftiK . .

01779 Kraehenad

01780 Kraempe. .

01781 Kraempeln
01782 Kraenkung
01783 Kraftlos . .

01784 Kraftmann
01785 Kraftmehl
01786 Kraftmil. .

01787 Kraftnuss
01788 Kraftsaft .

01789 Kraftvoll .

01790 Kraftwort
01791 Kragen. . .

01792 Krakeling .

01793 Krambude
01794 Kramer . .

01796 Kramladen
01796 Krammarkt
01797 Krammende
01798 Kramp . . .

H7'.* Krampfrin
01800 Krampfst .

01801 Kramplach
01802 Krampuppe
oisn:; Krampvis .

01804 Kramst . .

01805 Kramst and
KramHvng
Kranbalk .

Kranebek .

01809 Kranengan
0181f> !

01811 Krankast.
K ninnon. .

Has asked us if

Have asked (for) (about)
He (they) have asked
How much does- ask (for)
If they ask
If (you) (

-
) are asked

If (you) (
-

) are not asked
If (you) (

-
) ask

May ask you about
Shall we ask
We have been asked
What shall we ask [sent.)
ASSENT. (Accede, Accept, Comply, Coii-
ASSETS. (Liabilities.)
Assets believed to be large
Assets believed to be small
Assets estimated about
Assets not yet ascertained
Forward at once statement of assets and liabilities
Have forwarded complete statement of assets and
No assets [liabilities
Reported to be amply covered by assets
Where are the assets
Will take some time to realize the assets
ASSIGNMENT. (Creditors, Liquidation.)
Application has been assigned to [amount
.Are we preferred in the assignment, if so, to what
.Assignee is

.Assignment has been made by [ence

.Assignment has been made by - without prefer-

.Assignment has been made 10- as assignee

.Assignment is likely to be made by

.Date of assignment is

.Do not have the assignment set aside

.Endorse the appointment of- as assignee

.Has application been assigned

.In the assignment

.Make assignment to

.No assignment on record

.Who are preferred in the assignment

.\Yho is the assignee
-ASSISTANCE. (Favor, Further, Help.)
.All necessary assistance and supplies to be furnished

by purchaser
.All necessary assistance and supplies will be fur-
.Can assist (you) [nished at the expense of sellers
.Can get along for the present without any assistance
-Can 1 be of any assistance to (you)
.Can you assist (me) (us)
.Cannot assist (you)
.DO not care to assist financially
.DO (you) (

-
) wish any cne to assist you

-Engage necessary assistance
-Engage necessary assistance at our expense
-Have a necessary assistance
-He (they) can assist (you)
.He (they) cannot assist (you)
-if he (they) can assist me (us)
.If he (they) require assistance
.if (you) (

-
) want assistance

Let- assist
May assist (you)
-Must have assistance
-Please assist all you can
.Require(s) temporary assistance
.Secure the assistance of
Scml another engineer to assist
.TO whom shall I (wio apply for assistance
-Want all assistance possible
.What assistance do (you) (

-
) want

.What can (you) (
-

) do to assist him (them)
.Will assist as much as possible
.Will semi another engineer to assist
.Will s.-ml (yout (

-
) assistance immediately

ASSUME. (Believe.)
ATMOSPHERE. (Temperature.)
-ATTACHMENT. (Foreclose, Lien.)



KRU
ATTACHMENT Cont.

01813 Kranow . .Am of opinion attachment should be applied for
01814 Kranrad . .An attachment can be obtained on ground of
01815 Kransage . .An attachment has been levied on
01816 Kranseil . .An attachment upon
01817 Kransen . .Are there any grounds for attachment
01818 Kransjes . .Attach anything you can
01819 Krapjes . . .Attach the funds in hands of
01820 Krappbad . .Attachment has been vacated
01821 Krappeln . .Better attach the whole of the property
01822 Krappelst . .Do not levy an attachment
01823 Krappland .Get attachment removed
01824 Krasgat . . .Give bond to release goods from attachment
01825 Krasheid . .Has any attachment been issued against
01826 Krasnos . . .Has been attached (for)
01827 Krassende .Levy an attachment (on)
01828 Kratwagen .Several attachments out already
01829 Krausbart .There is nothing to attach
01830 Kraushar . .Think it best to retain attachment
01831 Krausista . .ATTAIN. (Get, Obtain.)
01832 Krauthahn .ATTEMPT. (Effort, Endeavor, Try.)
01833 Krauthorn .An attempt should certainly be made (to)
01834 Krautland .An attempt will be made
01835 Krauwels . .Another attempt will be made
01836 Krawall . . .Attempt has been made to
01837 Krawar . . .Did not succeed in the attempt
01838 Kreasote. . .Did (you) ( ) succeed in the attempt
01839 Kremen ... Do not attempt (it)
01840 Kremlin . . .Have made an attempt without success
01841 Kremnitz . .Have (you) ( ) made an attempt
01842 Krikente. . -Make another attempt
01843 Krimisos. . -Shall not attempt (it)
01844 Krimpdarm Shall we attempt (it)
01845 Krimpen . . -Succeeded in the attempt
01846 Krimpfmas -Useless to attempt (to)
01847 Krimpkous .When will (you) ( ) make first attempt
01848 Krimpvis . -Will any attempt be made
01849 Krippe . . . -ATTENTION. (Accompanied, Careful, Con-

sideration, Look, Mind.)
01850 Krishna . . -Are you giving attention to
01851 Kristmas . .AS soon as attended to
01852 Kritais . . . -Attend immediately (to) (to this)
01853 Kritik . . . -Attended to (by)

'

01854 Kritische. . -Attention is being given to
01855 Kroegjes. . -Attention to this
01856 Krogdahl . -Beg to call your attention to
01857 Krolow. . . -Call ( 's) attention to
01858 Kromona . -Call particular attention to
01859 Kropsmol . .Can : attend to
01860 Kruege . . -Cannot attend to (it) ( ) until after
01861 Krueglein . -Cannot give attention (to) (for)
01862 Kruemmbar Complaint well founded and demands attention
01863 Kruemmen -Desire to give the matter most careful attention
01864 Kruemmst -Do you think worthy of further attention
01865 Kruemmung First thing requiring attention (is)
01866 Krueppel . -Give Mr. every attention
01867 Krugstube -Give special attention to
01868 Kruidbed . .Has he (they) attended to it
01869 Kruiden . . .Has (your) ( 's) attention been called to
01870 Kruidkund .Have attended to (it)
01871 Kruidnoot .Have called (my) ( 's) attention to
01872 Kruidtuin . -Have had our careful attention
01873 Kruidworm .Have (you) ( ) attended to
01874 Kruikjes. . .He (they) will attend to
01875 Kruiloon. . .If can attend to
01876 Kruimelde -If cannot attend to
01877 Kruinstip . .Immediate attention important
01878 Kruipend . .Must be attended to at once
01879 Kruiphol. . .No attention has been given to
01880 Kruisarm . .Not worthy of serious attention
01881 Kruisband .Our ( 's) attention has been called to

12 Kruisgang .Pay no attention
01883 Kruishout . .Pay particular attention to what is said about
01884 Kruislat . . .Please send to attend to
01885 Kruisnet. . .Requires careful attention
01886 Kruisplan . .Require(s) immediate attention
01887 Kruispunt .Require(s) no further attention
01888 Kruisspin . .See that is attended to
01889 Kruissten . .Shall have best attention
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ATTENTION- font .

01890 Kruisvos. . . What attention are (you) ( ) giving to
|'1M1 Kruisweg . .When will (you) ( ) attend to
01892 Kruitbak . .Which engineer will attend to
01893 Kruitbus. . .Who is to attend to
"iv- 1 Kruitdamp .Will attend to the matter immediately
01895 Kruithark .Will be attended to as soon as possible
01896 Kruithuis . . Will require constant attention
01897 Kruitkist . .Will send man to attend to
01898 Kruitmat . .Will (you) ( ) attend to
01899 Kruitmel . . .Your attention is called to my (our)
01900 Kruitton . . .ATTITUDE. (Position.)
01901 Krulhond . .ATTpRNEY. (Lawyer.)
01902 Krulhout . .Associate attorney
01903 Krulkool. . .Attorney does not advise
01904 Krulkop . . .Consult a thoroughly competent attorney, and let

us know his opinion at once
01905 Krulkruis . .Is a competent attorney (in)
01906 Krullebol. . .Must have power of attorney (for) (to)
01907 Kruller . . .Our attorney advises
01908 Krullhorn . .Place in the hands of an attorney
01909 Krulligst. . .Power of attorney
01910 Krultang. . .Revoke power of attorney
01911 Krumm . . .Send (me) ( ) your power of attorney
01912 Krummbein What action has attorney taken
01913 KrummdarmWhat is attorney's opinion
01914 Krummes . .Will send (you) ( ) power of attorney

.AUDIT. (Examination.)

.Arrange to audit

.Audit all accounts

.Audit has been completed

.Audit has not been completed

.Await auditor's report

.Have sent copy of auditor's report

01915 Krumpe . .

01916 Kruphuhn
01917 Kruschina
01918 Kruse . . .

01919 Krusteds. .

01920 Krustig . .

01921 Krylova . .

01922 Kubben. . .

01923 Kubiek . . .

01924 Kubikfuss
01925 Kublis . . .

01926 Kudumba .

01927 Kuebelfor .

01928 Kuehlbad .

01929 Kuehlend .

01930 Kuehlfass .

01931 Kuehlraum
01932 Kuehlung .

01933 Kuehnheit
01934 Kuehnsten
01935 Kuenden. .

01936 Kuenftig. .

01937 Kufic . . . .

01938 Kufsten . .

01939 Kugel . . .

01940 Kugel fest .

(H'.Ml Ku^elfis . .

i!Mi' Kugelgrad
01943 Kugeli;; . .

01944 Kugellack .

01945 Kugelrund
01946 Kugelspur
Hi:*}? Kiitfelwahl

Kuhblume
01:11:1 Kuhdarm .

01950 Kuhi
fir.o.1 Knhhaut. .

i>i:":.:j Kuhhorn. .

01953 Kuhkalb . .

01954 Kuhkamm
01955 Kuhkette. .

01956 KuhlauB . .

01957 Kuhlhase .

01958 Kuhmapd
Kuhrnaul .

Kuhmileh .

Kuhmist. .

Kuhmolkon

01964 Kuhpacht .

.Send copy of auditor's report at once

.When will audit be completed

. Will send copy of auditor's report

.AUGMENT. (Add, Increase.)
AUTHORITY. (Control, Expiration, Juris-
diction, Power of Attorney, Precedent,

Acting under authority [Sanction, Signature.)
Acting without authority
.Authority is refused
Authority is withdrawn
Authority must be obtained from
Authority to remain good until withdrawn
.By the authority of
By what authority
Cannot be done without authority of
Cannot give (you) ( ) authority
Give (you) ( ) authority to close
Give (you) ( ) full authority
.Has (have) full authority to
.Has (have) no authority (to)
. ll;is he (have they) the authority (to)
.Have (you) ( ) the authority (to)
.Obtain the necessary authority
.Refuse(s) to recognize authority
.Require(s) written authority
.Send authority by mail
.Telegraph authority for us to
.Without authority
.You have no authority (to)

.AUTHORIZE. (Imperative, Permission.)

.Authorize him (them) to act for you

.Authorise^) y<u (to)

.Cannot authorize (you to)

.Do (you) ( ) authorize (it) (us to)
been authorized

. Have been authorised (toi

nut been authori/.ed (to)
. Kimily authorize me (usi
.Must l)o fully authorized to
Not aut horiz.-o!

,YOU an- hereby authorized Ct<> ace. pt) (to)
Von an- her.-bv authorized to <|iiotf on
.You can authorize them (him) to draw
AUTO-STARTER. (Style.)
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01965 Kuichua . .

01966 Kuifap . . .

01967 Kuifhen . .

01968 Kuifmes . .

01969 Kuifmuts .

01970 Kuikens . .

01971 Kuildek . .

01972 Kuilig. . . .

01973 Kuiphout .

01974 Kuitbars. .

01975 Kuitben . .

01976 Kuitbot . .

01977 Kuitsteen .

01978 Kuitvisch .

01979 Kukang . .

01980 Kulbaars. .

01981 Kulgrupa .

01982 Kulikow . .

01983 Kullage . .

01984 Kumanen .

01985 Kumbuk . .

01986 Kumdon . .

01987 Kumelsac .

01988 Kumish. . .

01989 Kummeric
01990 Kumpfrad
01991 Kumquat .

01992 Kumstock .

01993 Kunaxa .

01994 Kundbar. .

01995 Kundelos .

01996 Kundgabe .

01997 Kundgeben
01998 Kundsame
01999 Kundschaf
02000 Kundsmann
02001 Kunkelhof
02002 Kunnende .

02003 Kunpolung
02004 Kunst . . .

02005 Kunstarm .

02006 Kunstelen .

02007 Kunstfest .

02008 Kunstform
02009 Kunstgang
02010 Kunstgen .

02011 Kunsthand
02012 Kunstig . .

02013 Kunstlob. .

02014 Kunstmehl
02015 Kunstneid
02016 Kunstofen
02017 Kunstooge
02018 Kunstpa. .

02019 Kunstplan
02020 Kunstpok .

02021 Kunstrad .

02022 Kunstsinn
02023 Kunstslot .

02024 Kunstspel .

02025 Kunststil. .

02026 Kunststof .

02027 Kunststuk
02028 Kunstvolk
02029 Kunstweg .

02030 Kuppelast
02031 Kuppelbau
02032 Kuppeleto .

02033 Kuppelgar
02034 Kuppelmu
02035 Kuppelrad
02036 Kuppenga .

02037 Kupstein. .

02038 Kurbelarm
02039 Kurbeln . .

02040 Kurhauses
02041 Kurhut. . .

02042 Kurhutes .

KUR
.AVAIL. (Advantage, Employ, Use.)
.Can avail
.Can you avail yourselves of
.If they avail themselves of
.If we avail ourselves of
.If you avail yourselves of
.Should avail himself of
.We can avail ourselves of
.We cannot avail ourselves of [Use.)
.AVAILABLE. (Advantage, Hand, Stock,
.Available for use now
.Available in case of
.How long will it be available
.Not available
.Nothing available
.Only available
.What is available
.Will be available (until)
.Will not be available (until)

.AVERAGE. (About.)

.About the average

.Above the average

.At an (the) average of

.Average about

.Average value of

.Below the average

.Free of particular average

.General average

.Must be a fair average

.Particular average

.The average is

.The average is

.To average not over

.To average not under

.What is the average
Will average about
.AVOID. (Prevent, Unavoidable.)
.Are sorry, but could not avoid it

.Avoid giving information if possible

.Can be avoided (by)

.Cannot be avoided (by)

.Could it have been avoided

.Could not be avoided

.Do not, if you can possibly avoid it

.Endeavor to avoid

.Has been avoided

.How can we avoid

.How can (you) ( ) avoid

.If necessary to avoid

.In this instance could not avoid

.Instruct to avoid

.Might have been avoided

.Prefer to avoid dealings with

.Shall endeavor to avoid
The purpose is to avoid
.This will avoid necessity (of) (for)
.Thus avoiding all

.To avoid (additional expense)

.To avoid delay
To avoid dispute
.To avoid litigation
.Unless (you) ( ) can avoid
.Will be avoided in future
.Wish to avoid further trouble with
.You must avoid
.AWAIT. (Expect, Wait.)
.Await advice by mail
.Await arrival of
.Await further instructions
.Await further telegraphic advices from me (us)
.Await receipt of (our) ( 's) letter (of) [work
.Shall we await further advices or proceed with
.To await arrival of
.Will await coming of
.Will await further advices [Judgment.)
.AWARD. (Arbitration, Contract, Decision,
.Award will probably be made
.Contract awarded (to)
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02043 Kurial . . .

02044 Kurilian . .

02045 Kurkbom .

02046 Kurkegeld
02047 Kurkind . .

02048 Kurkolm. .

02049 Kurkosten
02060 Kurkstof .

02051 Kurkuas . .

02052 Kurkuma .

02053 Kurliste . .

02054 Kurmantel
02055 Kurrav. . .

02056 Kursaal . .

02057 Kursblatt .

02058 Kurulta . .

02059 Kuseil . . .

02060 Kuselwind
02061 Kusshand .

02062 Kussmund
02063 Kustala . .

02064 Kustelite .

02065 Kusting . .

02066 Kustingen
02067 Kustland .

02068 Kustlicht .

02069 Kustloods .

02070 Kustoden .

02071 Kustvart. .

02072 Kutno . . .

02073 Kutsani . .

02074 Kutsche . .

02075 Kuttelhof .

02076 Kwaakten
02077 Kwaamt. .

02078 Kwabal . .

02079 Kwabben .

02080 Kwakers. .

02081 Kwakkels .

02082 Kwalien . .

02083 Kwamen. .

02084 Kwanselen
02085 Kwansuis .

02086 Kwantjes .

02087 Kwastgras
02088 Kwastig . .

02089 Kwaststok
02090 Kwellen . .

02091 Kwelsters .

02092 Kwendel . .

02093 Kwibad. . .

02094 Kwibus . .

02095 Kwidams .

02096 Kwikhag .

02097 Kwikjes . .

02098 Kwikkebil
02099 Kwikmelk
02100 Kwikoli .. .

r n1
li ii Kwikovens

02102 Kwikpil . .

02103 Kwinkslag
02104 Kyanlte . .

02105 Kyanole . .

02106 Kybele . . .

02107 Kydonia . .

02108 Kyllene . .

02109 Kylon . . .

02110 Kymnel . .

"Jill Kymrique .

02112 Kynaetha .

"'Jin Kynane . .

f>2114 Kynstut . .

02115 Kypselos. .

(il'lK, Kyst.-ux . .

HIM 17 Kyst.
l.;i;id:ih . .

02119 Laadband .

AWARD-Cont.
.lias contract been awarded
.Has not yet been awarded
.Have awarded
.If the award of contract hinges upon quick delivery
.Not to be awarded before
.Remainder awarded to
.The amount of award
.The award is (for)
.The award is in our favor
.The award is in their favor
.To whom was contract awarded
.What amount has been awarded
. What is the award
. When will the award be made
'You have been awarded the contract (for)

AWAY. (Absence, Leave.)
Before he (they) get(s) away
Can get away (by)
Cannot get away (before)
Get away as soon as possible
Has (have) been away
.Is away, but expects to return
Is not going away (from)
Must get away (before)
Regret impossible to get away
When will (you) ( ) get away
While (you) ( ) are away
Will get away (by)
AXLE. (Bearings, Car.)
.BACK. (Return, Support, Withdraw.)
Advise you to back out if possible
Back (before) (from)
Back me (us) up
Buyers holding back
Cannot now back out
Get it back
Has (have) backed out
Hold back (all you can)
How soon can (you) ( ) get back
If not back
.Is (are) trying to back out
Shall have to get back at earliest date possible
Shall I (we) back out
.Will back out if

.\Vill be backed by [permit
Will go back to as soon as things here will

BAD. (Defective, Imperfect.)
.BAGGAGE. (Package, Piece.)
Baggage forwarded (to) (by)
Baggage gone astray; last seen at ; please make
Baggage gone to [inquiries and forward it

Baggage has arrived
Baggage has been
Baggage not yet arrived
Cannot trace baggage

. lf;ive baggage forwarded to
Have forwarded baggage to [ination
Send the keys of your baggage for customs' exam-
\Vill forward bagjrage (to)
Will (you) ( ) take charge of my (our) bag
.Your baggage will have every attention
.BALANCE. (Amount, Remainder, Settle.)
Account made up to date shows a balance of
Ami for the balance of the
Apply balance to
Balance as per last statement
Balance cannot be collected
Balance carried in bank
Balance due by
.Balance due by us
Balance in

. Maiam-e in approved paper

.Balance in bank

. !'.;ilance in c;ish

. r.alaiiee is OO1

. I '.a lance is incorrect

.Balan * "Miit



LAB
BALANCE- Cont.

02120 Laadbom . .Balance on delivery
02121 Laadbus . . .Balance sent as directed
02122 Laadgat . . .Balance sheet will be forwarded (on)
02123 Laadkruit . .Balance will go
02124 Laadlepel . .Collect balance and remit
02125 Laadstok . .Draw on at for balance
02126 Laafden . . .Draw on me (us) for balance
U2127 Laafdrank .Have drawn on (you) ( ) for balance
U212b Laagheden .Hold balance until further instructions
02129 Laagheid . .How is it proposed to adjust balance
02130 Laagstam . .Make up balance sheet and mail same without delay
02131 Laakbar . . .Please remit balance
02132 Laakten . . .Press for settlement of balance
02133 Laarchus . .The balance is

02134 Laars . . . .The balance to (your) ( *s) credit is

02135 Labadist. . .The balance to (your) ( 's) debit is

02136 Laban . . . .We remit balance
02137 Labander . .What balance have you (against)
02138 Labardata .What is our balance at bank
02139 Labarum. . .What is the balance
02140 Labascunt .When can (you) ( ) collect balance due from
02141 Labatie . . -Will remit the balance
02142 Labbekak . .Will settle for the balance soon
02143 Labberig. . -BALDWIN WESTINGHOUSE MINE LOCO-

MOTIVES. (Page 474.)
02144 Labefacti . .BANK. (Check, Credit, Deposit.)
02145 Labefy . . . -Are you concerned in the failure of bank
02146 Labefying . Bank agrees
02147 Labekelch .Bank guarantees payment
02148 Label Bank has given notice
02149 Labelling . -Bank has suspended
02150 Labellor . . .Bank holds the documents
02151 Labendes . -Bank refuses (to)
02152 Labequell . . Bank requires
02153 Laberinto . -Bank will not pay
02154 Labest . . -Bank will pay
02155 Labetrank -Borrow from bank
02156 Labewein . .can borrow from bank
02157 Labiadas . -Can (you) ( ) arrange with the bank (to)
02158 Labiado . . .Cannot borrow from bank
02159 Labial . . . -Draw on bank of
02160 Labially . . .Has (have) no advices of bank credit
02161 Labiated. . -Have paid into the bank (of)
02162 Labibundo -Have placed in bank subject to sight draft with bill

of lading attached
02163 Labicum . . .He (they) can arrange with the bank
02164 Labienani . .He (they) cannot arrange with the bank
02165 Labilita . . -He (they) must arrange with the bank
02166 Labinska. . -He (they) will arrange with the bank
02167 Labiscor . . .if (you) ( ) can arrange with the bank
02168 Labitamus .in the bank for collection
02169 Labitando . .Notify bank
02170 Labitetis. . -Please pay into the bank
02171 Labitome . -Returned from bank " no good

"

02172 Labium. . . .Returned from bank protested
02173 Labkraut . .The bank of
02174 Lablab . . . .Through our bankers
02175 Lablache. . .Through your bankers
02176 Labmafait .What bank
02177 Labnis . . . .Will arrange with the bank
02178 Labnisses . -Will bank balance be enough to pay
02179 Laborabit . .Will draw through the bank [Suspend.)
02180 Laborator . .BANKRUPT. (Creditors, Debt, Failure,
02181 Laboribus . .Is bankrupt
02182 Laborinum .Is (are) bankrupt
02183 Laborioso . .Is (are) not bankrupt
02184 Laborless . .Is (are) reported bankrupt
02185 Laboulben .Oppose bankruptcy proceedings
02186 Labourais . .Report of bankruptcy is false
02187 Laboured . .Report of bankruptcy is true
02188 Labouring .Take proceedings in bankruptcy
02189 Labramos . BANKS.
02190 Labramza . .American Deposit and Loan Co., New Tork, N. Y.
02191 Labrator. . .Bank of British North America, New York, N. Y.
02192 Labrax. . . .Brown Brothers & Co., New York. N. Y.
02193 Labrayndi .Chemical National Bank, New York, N. Y.
02194 Labrose . . .Domestic National Bank, New York, N. Y.
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LAB
BANKS Cont.

02195 Labrum . . .Filtn .National Bank, Pittsburg, Pa.
02196 Labrusca. . .First National Bank, Hempstead, N. Y.
Uiiy? Labrusque .First National Bank, Pittsburg, Pa.
iL'iyS Labsaioen .First National Bank., ban Francisco, Cal.
U2199 Labsales . . .Uiyn, Mais, (Jurrie ^ (Jo., London
u^uO Laoundos . .Grace, W . K. & Co., New York, N. Y".

Labunaum .iron City National Bank, Pittsburg, Pa.
JLabung . . . .London & County Banking Co. [.Pittsburg, Pa.

U22u3 Labungen ..Merchants' and Manufacturers' National Bank,
02204 Laburmne .national Bank of "Western Pennsylvania, Pittsburg,
02206 Laburnoat .National Park Bank, New York, N. Y. [Pa.
(J220t Laburnum .Nurth Ward National Bank, Newark, N. J.
U22U7 Labyrinth . .Peoples' National Bank, Pittsburg, Pa. [Pa
02208 Lacaria . . .Pittsburg National Bank of Commerce, Pittsburg,
02209 Lacaussad .Second National Bank, Pittsburg, Pa.
02210 Lacayo . . . -Securities Trust Company, Pittsburg, Pa.
02211 Lacayunas .The National Bank, Ltd., London
02212 Lacayuno . .Western National Bank, New York, N. Y.
02213 Laccine . . .BARGAIN. (Agreement, Cheap, Contract.)
02214 Lacerable . .BASIS. (Foundations, Ground.)
02215 Lacerar . . .A satisfactory basis
02216 Lacerate. . .An unsatisfactory basis
02217 Lacertian . .Basis of settlement
02218 Lacertus. . .In order to have a sound basis
02219 Lacewing . .On the basis of
02220 Lacewoman On the basis proposed
02221 Lachage . . .On the old basis
02222 Lachbaum .On this basis
02223 Lachduif. . .On what basis
02224 Lachebek . .On what basis can we get a contract
02225 Lachement .Only act on the basis of
02226 Laches . . . .Present basis
02227 Lachesnes .Proposed basis
02228 Lachfalke .What basis have (you) ( ) for
02229 Lachgas . . .Without any basis
02230 Lachnaca ..BE. (Destination, Is.)
02231 Lachnolem .Can be
02232 Lachnope . .Cannot be
02233 Lachnopod .Had (have) to be
02234 Lachrimis . . He intends to be
02235 Lachrimpe .He (they) will be
02236 Lachrymal .If he (they) will be
02237 Lachsart. . .If it should be
02238 Lachslaus .If it will be
02239 Lachssalm .If we will be
02240 Lachtaube .If (you) ( ) will be
02241 Lachvogel . .If (you) ( ) will not be
02242 Lacing . . . .It must be
02243 Laciniate . .It must not be
02244 Lackaday . .It will be
02245 Lackall . . .It will not be
02246 Lackartig . .It would not be
02247 Lackbrain .Should be
02248 Lackey. . . .So as to be
02249 Lacklinen . .So it will not be
02250 Lacko . . . .There will be
02251 Lackpappe .There will not be
02252 Lackpins. . .They can be
02253 Lackstoff . .They cannot be
02254 Lacmus . . .To be
02255 Lacnostom .When will it be
nirj-ir, Lac< miania .When- will it bo
fiL"_T,7 Laconic . . .Will be in

02258 Lacra . . . -Will try to be
02259 Lacraban . .You must be
02260 Lacraras. . .You must not be
02261 Lacrimoso .You will be [Generator, Shaft.)
022R2 Lactando ..BEARINGS. (Armature, EnRjiiie, Gear,

1 .actanti . . .Advise diameter an<! length of bearings required
022f>4 Lactarin. . .Armature bearing(s)
02265 Lactary . . .Axle bearing(s)
02266 Lactation . .Bearing is inches long
02267 Lactato. . . .Bearing(s) adjustable

Lacteal . . .Benring(s) ball and socket
Lacteally . .Bearing(s) centre

02270 Lactebam . .Bearing(s) compensating
02271 Lactebits . .Bearings diameter Inches (length inches)
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02272 Lactemus .

02273 Lactentem
02274 Lacteous. .

02275 Lactescen .

02276 Lactic . . .

02277 Lactific . .

02278 Lactiform .

02279 Lactifuge .

02280 Lactilago .

02281 Lactine. . .

02282 Lactipha. .

02283 Lactitabi. .

02284 Lactuca . .

02285 Lactucone
02286 Lactucosi .

02287 Lactucula
02288 Lactumen .

02289 Lactuosas .

02290 Lactuoso. .

02291 Lacturn . .

02292 Lacturnus
02293 Laculata. .

02294 Lacullis . .

02295 Lacunabit .

02296 Lacunamus
02297 Lacunandi
02298 Lacunars .

02299 Lacune. . .

02300 Lacunette .

02301 Ladanos . .

02302 Ladanum .

02303 Ladder . . .

02304 Laddie . .

02305 Laddove . .

02306 Ladeado . .

02307 Ladearas .

02308 Ladebaum
02309 Ladebuch .

02310 Ladegeld. .

02311 Ladekette .

02312 Lademass .

02313 Ladendib .

02314 Ladenmagd
02315 Ladenraum
02316 Ladepfort .

02317 Ladera . .

02318 Ladetasch
02319 Ladified . .

02320 Ladify . . .

02321 Ladillos . .

02322 Ladinique .

02323 Ladino . . .

02324 Ladislaus .

02325 Ladkins . .

02326 Ladle
02327 Ladleful . .

02328 Ladoga . .

02329 Ladonem. .

02330 Ladonis . .

02331 Ladrarias
02332 Ladrastis .

02333 Ladridaba
02334 Ladrilho . .

02335 Ladrillal. .

02336 Ladybird. .

02337 Ladybrach
02338 Ladybug . .

02339 Ladycourt
02340 Ladycow. .

02341 Ladyfern. .

02342 Ladyfly . .

02343 Ladyhood .

02344 Ladyism . .

02345 Ladykin . .

02346 Ladylike. .

02347 Ladylove. .

02348 Ladyship. .

02349 Laedbant .

LAE

.Bearing-(s) main

.Bearing(s) No. - in R. D. Nuttall's catalogue
. Bearing(s) outboard, self-oiling
.Bearing(s) rigid
.Bearing(s) roller
.Bearing(s) self-oiling.
. Bearing(s) vertical
. Bearing(s) water cooled
.Centres of bearings to be - inches apart
.Diameter of axle bearing is - inches
.Exclusive of bearing(s)
.How many bearings has this machine
.Shoe plate for outboard bearing
.Space between bearings must be
.The bearings must be
.What is the diameter of axle bearing
.What is the length of bearing
.With axle bearings
.With axle bearings and with feet
.With axle and bearings and without feet
.With outboard bearing
.With third bearing
.With three bearings [inches diam.)
.With thrust bearing (diam. - inches, collars -
.With two bearings
.Without axle bearings
.Without axle bearings and without feet
.Without axle bearings and with feet
.Without outboard bearing [plate.)
.BEDPLATE. (Engine, Generator, Sole-
.Bedplate carries third bearing
.Bedplate cast, but not machined
.Bedplate finished
.Bedplate for
.Bedplate for engine-type outfit (will cost)
.Bedplate for spring coupling outfit (will cost)
. Bedplate is necessary
.Bedplate is not necessary
.Bedplate separate from engine bedplate
. Bedplate to be furnished by (engine builders)
.Bedplate to be furnished by us
. Bedplate to be made in- pieces
Bedplate, with provision for future extension (for)
.Can make bedplate
.Can we proceed to work on bedplate
.Cannot commence work on bedplate until
.Cannot commence work on bedplate until receipt
.Cannot make bedplate [of generator drawing
.Common bedplate
.Engine-type bedplate will weigh
.Exclusive of bedplate [plate
.Generator to be mounted on extended engine bed-
. If bedplate is omitted, will deduct
. Length of bedplate- inches, width- inches
Mounted on bedplate
.Mounted on same bedplate
.No bedplate(s), shaft(s) or bearings included
.Spring coupling type bedplate (will weigh)
.Third bearing on separate pedestal
. Will bedplate be necessary
.With bedplate and coupling
.With extended bedplate (for)
.With special bedplate (drawing to follow)
.Without bedplate
.BEEN. (Be.)
. After it has (he has) (they have) been
.After (you) (

-
) have been

.And have been

.Has (have) been

.Has (have) not been

.Has it (have they) been

.Must have been

.Nothing has been

. Should have been

.Should not have been

.There has (have) been

.Until it has (they have) been

.Which could not have been
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LAE
BEEN Cont.

02350 Laedendos . Which must have been
02351 Laedimus ..BEFORE. (After, Precedent.)
02352 Laedst . . . .Any time before
02353 Laehmend .Before doing anything else
02354 Laehmung .Before going ahead with the work
02355 Laemmchen Before 1 (we) (can)
02356 Laemplein . Before leaving
02357 Laenam . . . Before they (can)
02358 Laenarum .Before we can mail proposition on
02359 Laendchen . Before you (can)
02360 Laenge. . . .Can do but little, if anything, before
02361 Laengsten .How long before
02362 Laeppchen .If before
02363 Laeppisch . If not before
02364 Laesistis. . .Not before
02365 Laesorum . .On or before
02366 Laesos . . . .Sometime before
02367 Laessest . . .This was before
02368 Laesuram . . Will it. be before
02369 Laesuri . . . Will not be before
02370 Laetamen . .BEGIN. (Commence, Start.)
02371 Laetamus . .Begin as soon as possible
02372 Laetantem . Can begin
02373 Laetatos. . .Cannot begin (before) (because)
02374 Laetatura .Cannot begin until I (we) hear from you
02375 Laeticas . . . When can (you) ( ) begin
02376 Laeticum . .When shall I (we) begin
02377 Laetiflca. . .Will be begun at once
02378 Laetitiam . .Will begin as soon as
02379 Laetitudo . .Will begin with
02380 Laettchen . .Will very soon begin (to)
02381 Laevorsum .BEHALF. (Favor.)
02382 Lafards . . .In behalf of
02383 Lafbek ... .In his (their) behalf
02384 Lafbekken . In my (our) behalf
02385 Lafenis . . .In whose behalf
02386 Laffemas . .In (your) ( ) behalf
02387 Lafferty . . .Is made in behalf of
02388 Laffette . . .On behalf of all concerned [lowing offer
02389 Lafhartig . .On behalf of our principals ( ) we make the fol-

02390 Lafheden . .On behalf of the buyers
02391 Lafheid. . . .On behalf of the sellers

02392 Lagarad .. .BELIEVE. (Consider, Credit, Opinion,
02393 Lagarero. . .Believe it to be [Probable, Think, Trust.)
02394 Lagarica. . . Believed by
02395 Lagartada .Believe(d) to be correct
02396 Lagartixa . .Cannot believe
02397 Lagartos. . .Generally believed (to be)
02398 Lageador . . Have every reason to believe
02399 Lagedo. . . .If we can believe
02400 Lagenaria . .Is not to be believed
ic in] Lagenelle . .Is there any reason to believe
02402 Lagenoide . .It is not believed here
02403 Lager There is no reason to believe
02404 Lagerbeer .Very hard to make believe
02405 Lagerwine .Will believe (when)
02406 Laggard . . .Will not' believe (unless) (until)

02407 Lagnagt on .BELTING. (Flywheel, Pnlleys.)
02408 Lagnamavo All necessary belting
02409 Lagnavate .Belting is for
02410 Lagnevole .Belting of first-class quality
02411 Lagniate. . .Belt speed feet per minute
02412 Lagny . . . .Belts faced
02413 Lagofono . .Belt(s) made endless
02414 Lagoftal . . .Belts m.-nli- riveted
02415 L,agfomac. . .Belts made stitched or cemented
02416 Lagomys. . .Belts saturated with oil and unfit for use
02417 Lagone . . . .Belts will require cleaning before they can be used
02418 Lagonii. . . . i >r.-ssinir f..r leather belt*
(2419 Lagonyque . ln.iu.ling feet of double belt inches wide

... .In. -hiding feet of single belt inches wide
ICMLM L:n,'opi-(i . . .Leather belting double inches wide

. Lgopodem l.-;itliT l.i-ltin;,' single inc-h.-s wi.i.-

.MgOpOfliH . U:,-ht <I..Ul>l- Ix-lt

. .To ! 1..-H.-.I

.<tlm . . Wlmt iM-lliiitf will \- iv.iuir.M]
f double belt inches wide
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02427 Lagoteaba .Will require feet of single belt inches wide
02428 Lagoteamo .Will ship belts within days
02429 Lagothrix . .With (or send) a supply of belt cement
02430 Lagow . . . .With (or send) a supply of belt hooks
02431 Lagrim. . . .With (or send) a supply of lace leather
02432 Lagrimal. . .BENEATH. (Less, Under.)
02433 Lagrimosa .BENEFIT. (Advantage, Favor, Profit.)
02434 Laguna . . .A decided benefit (to)
02435 Lagunajo . .Can see no benefit (in)
02436 Laguncule .For my (our) benefit
02437 Lagunes . . . For the benefit of
02438 Lagunilla . .For whose benefit
02439 Lagunoa. . .Get the benefit of
02440 Lagunosos . In order to get the benefit (of)
02441 Lagurus . . .Will benefit
02442 Lagynos . . .Will it be of any benefit to
02443 Lahad . . . .BERTH. (Reserve.)
02444 Lahmheit ..BEST. (Most, Utmost.)
22H! Lahmlegen .At best possible
02446 Lahngold . .At best you can
A?11I^ahore ' ' ' ' Best obtainable
02448 Laidasse. . .Best that can be done (is)
02449 Laidement -Consider it best
02450 Laidendo. . .Did best to
02451 Laidimmo . .DO not consider it best
02452 Laidivam . .DO the best you can (to)
02453 Laidivate . .DO (you) ( ) consider it best
02454 Laidpaper . . Doing best we can
02455 Laidulf . . .Has the best
02456 Laienhaft . .Have done my (our) best (to)
02457 Laienthum .If it is the best that can be done, better close
02458 Laienwelt . .If (you) ( ) consider it best (we will close)
02459 Laimodcn . . Is it the very best he (they) will do
02460 Lainage . . .It is the very best we can do
02461 Laineux ... it will be best to
02462 Lairds .... Send your best
02463 Laische . . . Shall do my (our) best
02464 Laissade. . .Shall we do the best possible
02465 Laisse . . . .Telegraph best (you) ( ) can do
02466 Laity The very best
02467 Laivos . . . .Think(s) it best not to
02468 Lakachtig .Think(s) it best to
02469 Lakelet . . . What do (you) ( ) think is the best to do
02470 Lakelike . . .What (which) is best
02471 Lakende . . .Which is the best that can be done, and do not
02472 Lakenhal . .Whichever is best [think shall improve by waiting
02473 Lakensch . .Will be best
02474 Lakonika ..BETTER. (Advance, Improvement, More.)
02475 Lakonisch .A little better
02476 Lakplant . .Appears to be able to do better
02477 Lakshmana Better be done immediately
02478 Lakshmi. . .Better close immediately
02479 Lakstof . . .Better do nothing without consulting
02480 Lakum . . .Better than
02481 Laletania . .Better this if possible
02482 Laletanos . .Can do better (elsewhere)
02483 Lallabam . .Can do much better (by)
02484 Lallabit . . .Can (you) ( ) do better (if)
02485 Lallamus . . Cannot do better (than)
02486 Lallantem . .Do better if you can
02487 Lallation. . .Do not expect to be able to do better
02488 Lallendes . .Expect to be able to do better
02489 Lalletis. . . .Had we better
02490 Lallorum . .Has (have) nothing better to suggest
02491 Lalltest . . .Have (you) ( ) anything better to suggest
02492 Lamachos . .He (they) will not make a better offer
02493 Lamaism . .How much better
02494 Lamalgue . .If better cannot be done
02495 Laman. . . .If nothing better
02496 Lamanage . If (you) ( ) can do better
02497 Lamanonie .If (you) ( ) cannot do better
02498 Lamantin . .If you cannot do better he (they) will accept
02499 Lamarchia .It would be better
02500 Lamasba. . .Much better than the (last)
02501 Lamasery . .Must do better
02502 Lamasool . .Not better than
02503 Lambada . . There is a better
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BETTER Cojit.

02504 Lambale . . .There is no better
02505 Lambarde . .There is nothing better
02506 Lambative .This is much better than last
02507 Lambedell .Unless they can do better
02508 Lambedura .Very little better
02509 Lambello . .Very much better
02510 Lambent. . .What had better be done
02511 Lambentem Which will be better
02512 Lambeys. . .Would it not be better to
02513 Lambiche . .You had better
02514 Lambimmo .You had better not
02515 Lambituri .BETWEEN.
02516 Lambivamo As between and
02517 Lambivate .Between now and
02518 Lambk'n. . .Between ourselves
02519 Lamblike . .Between the and
02520 Lambling . .Between themselves
02521 Lamboidal .Between you and ( ) (him)
02522 Lamboys. . .It now remains between
02523 Lambrani . .To be between
02524 Lambton. . .BEWARE. (Avoid, Caution.)
02525 Lambucada Beware of
02526 Lambugem .Please notify to beware of
02527 Lamech . . .To beware of
02528 Lamedon. . .We are notified to beware of
02529 Lamedura . .BEYOND. (Exceed, Further.)
02530 Lamelleux .BID. (Competition, Limit, Offer, Price,

Proposition, Tender, Underbid, With-
02531 Lamelline . .Accept bid (subject to) [draw.)
02532 Lamellose . .Add this to the bid
02533 Lamely. . . .All bids rejected
02534 Lameness . .Are bid usual terms
02535 Lamentada .Are (you) ( ) bidding (for) (on)
02536 Lamentar . .Ascertain latest date bids will be received (for)
02537 Lamenteis .Awaiting bid, must have price(s) at once
02538 Lamenting .Believe they are requesting bids (of) (for)
02539 Lamento. . .Bid has been accepted
02540 Lamentons .Bid has been refused
02541 Lamiamos .Bid includes
02542 Lamianum .Bid is too (high)
02543 Lamicando .Bid is too low
02544 Lamicasse .Bid must cover
02545 Lamicava .Bid subject to acceptance in
02546 Lamidos . . .Bid us for
02547 Lamina. . . .Bids lower than your price
02548 Laminable .Bids must be addressed to
02549 Laminador .Bids must be in not later than
02550 Laminajes .Bids must cover complete plant, engines, boilers,

electric wiring and construction work
02551 Laminarlo .Bids must include electrical apparatus erected com-

plete, including foundations
02552 Lam inary . .Bids rejedted, will readvertise
02553 Laminast . .Bids to be advertised for [bid (until)
02554 Laminollo . .Can you arrange to get time extended for putting in

02555 Laminons . .Can you not increase your bid
02556 Laminosas .Can you not reduce your bid
02557 Lamish . . .Cancel bid
02558 Lamismo . .Do not bid
02559 Lamissa . . .Do not care to bid
02560 Lamlendig .Get bid from
02561 Lammado . .Have arranged to submit bid
02562 Lammefant .Have declined to bid
02563 Laimneiiam Have not sent any bid
02564 Lammes . . .Have submitted bid
02565 Lammfell . .Have withdrawn our bid
02566 Lammslab .Hold bid open until to-morrow if possible
02567 Lamonest . .If you cannot bid strictly to specifications, submit
02568 La mot In. .. i f you repeat the bid [alternative offer on
02569 Lampad . . .Increase our bid
"jr.T'i Lampadist . Is bid for
I'LT.J Lainpantes .Is bidding against US

LampaYa . . Ts not biddiim airainst us
unparero .it is reported that is (are) asking bids (on)

Lamparina . I.,,w ..yt bid made by
Lampasso . .May we submit bid fin

"I.'.".; Lampate. . .Meet the bid making proposition subject to

approval of an executive officer
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02577 Lampblack .Other bids much lower
02578 Lampe . . . .Others are bidding
02579 Lampetian .Our bid includes delivery and erection
02580 Lampetide .Our bid is accepted
02581 Lampetkom Our bid subject to immediate acceptance
02582 Lampic . . .Request permission to bid
02583 Lampillas . .Shall we bid
02584 Lampinafo .Shall we bid higher
02585 Lampique . .Shall we bid lower
02586 Lampless . .Telegraph at once if (you) ( ) wish to bid
02587 Lamplight .Telegraph best (counter) bid, if you cannot secure

order at price given
02588 Lampolie . .Telegraph best (counter) bid (you) ( ) can obtain
02589 Lampongit .Telegraph lowest bid and time of delivery (for)
02590 Lamponius .Telegraph (us) ( ) the bids made by competitors
02591 Lampoon . .The best bid that can be had is [if possible
02592 Lampooned .The following are notified to bid
02593 Lampote . . . The respective bids are
02594 Lamprey . .Time for receiving bids has been extended to
02595 Lamprima .To consider bids
02596 Lampsakos .Unable to bid [is to be awarded the lowest bidder
02597 Lampsana .We are to bid upon specifications, and the contract
02598 Lampsile. . .What are they bidding
02599 Lamptra. . .What did (your) ( 's) bid cover
02600 Lampuga . .What was bid by
02601 Lampwick .Who is bidding
02602 Lampyris . .Who made lowest bid, and what was it

02603 Lamsbout . .Will bid (on) (for)
02604 Lamskop. . .Will renew our bid at an increase of
02605 Lamslong . .Will renew our bid at a reduction, of
02606 Lamsoor. . .Will you bid (on) (for)
02607 Lamsvacht .Withdraw bid
02608 Lamsvel . . .You did not include in your bid
02609 Lamsvlies .Your bid is accepted
02610 Lamswol. . .Your bid is declined
02611 Lanakala . .Your bid too high
02612 Lancasses .BILL. (Drafts, Exchange, Note, Protest.)
02613 Lancaster -Accept bill for honor of the drawer
02614 Lanced . . . .Accept the bill [bill(s)
02615 Lancehead .Are sending (you) ( ) sufficient funds to retire
02616 Lancely . . -Are unable to meet the bill(s)
02617 Lanceolar . -Bill amounts to
02618 Lancerest . -Bill at sight [take it up for your account
02619 Lancewood -Bill drawn on by you is dishonored, shall we
02620 Lanciano . -Bill drawn on by you is refused acceptance,

shall we take it up for your account
02621 Lanciform -Bill has been paid
02622 Lancinate . -Bill has not been paid
02623 Lanctante .Bill has not been presented
02624 Lanculam . -Bill is correct
02625 Lancurdia -Bill is due
02626 Landadel. . -Bill is not correct
02627 Landamma Bill is quite correct, please protect same
02628 Landaulet .Bill of exchange
02629 Landbaken .Bill past due
02630 Landbau .. .Bill(s) accepted
02631 Landchain .Bill(s) are drawn upon
02632 Landcrab . .Bill(s) must be paid promptly
02633 Landdag. . .Bill(s) negotiated
02634 Landeck . . .Bill(s) not paid promptly
02635 Landenulf .Bill(s) presented
02636 Landeron . -Bill(s) protested
02637 Landfahne -Bills are provided for
02638 Land fall. . -Bills noted for non-acceptance
02639 Landfest. . -Bills payable amount to
02640 Landflood . -Bills referred to (you) ( ) for every care
02641 Landforce . -Bills should be presented (to) (at)
02642 Landgans . .Bills were mailed
02643 Landgrafs -By approved bill payable in (at date)
02644 Landgrave -Can assist (you) ( ) to meet bills
02645 Landgut . . -Cannot meet bills
02646 Landhaus . -Correct bill(s) immediately
02647 Landhilfe . -Do not present bill(s)
02648 Landhof . . -Do not think it safe to take bills on
02649 Landhofes .Duplicate bills endorsed
02650 Landhold . -Duplicate bills mailed
02651 Landice . . .For amount of bill
02652 Landkrank .Get bills protested
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Landkuche
Landkunde
Landlady ,

02656 Landleben
02657 Landless.
02658 Landleute
02659 Landlock.
02660 Landloper
02661 Landlord.
02662 Landluft.
02663 Landmacht
02664 Landmann

02665 Landmark
02666 Landmolch
02667 Landoaldo
02668 Landowner
02669 Landpartl .

02670 Landpfleg .

02671 Landplage
02672 Landpost .

02673 Landrail . .

02674 Landranke
02675 Landrath .

02676 Landratte .

02677 Landreeve
02678 Landroll . .

02679 Landsache
02680 Landsass .

02681 Landscape
02682 Landschul
02683 Landsdief .

02684 Landsend .

02685 Landshuis
02686 Landskips
02687 Landslide .

02688 Landstadt
02689 Landstrag
02690 Landstube
02691 Landsturm
02692 Landtax . .

02693 Landtong .

02694 Landterf . .

02695 Landtrup .

02696 Landulpho
02697 Landung. .

02698 Landvogel
02699 Landvogt .

02700 Landvolk .

02701 Landvorst
02702 Landwaras
02703 Landward
02704 Landwegen
02705 Landwehr .

02706 Landwein .

02707 Landwind .

02708 Lanestris .

02709 Lanfranco
02710 Langages .

02711 Langara . .

02712 Langannig
02713 Langbaum

02714 Langbeen .

02715 Langbett. .

02716 Langblum
02717 Langdale .

02718 Langdorn .

02719 Langdr.nl .

02720 Langdurig
Langefeld .

02722 L;irm..].,t. -

t mut
02724 Langfacil .

02725 Langfuss. .

02726 Lnnggras .

i)2727 Lanirhar . .

02728 Langhals. .

BILL Conf.
.(kt holder(s) to retain the bill(s)
.Has (have) not received bill(s)
.Has (have) received bill(s)
.Has protested bills
.Have bills been paid
.Have not presented bill(s)
.Have refused to honor your bill(s)
.Have sent bill

.Hold the bills (until you hear from us) [returned

.If acceptance of bill is refused, have it noted and

.If bill is not paid

.If drawee refuses to accept bill, present it to ,

who will accept for honor of drawer
.Is it safe to take bill(s) on
.It will be quite safe to take bills on
.Maturity of bill

.Must renew the bill(s)

.On whom are the bills drawn

.Please send bill

.Please send duplicate bill(s)

.Promise to pay bill

.Return the dishonored bills to us

.Send duplicate bills and credits

.Settle the bill(s)

.Shall I (we) present bill(s)

.The bill(s) has (have) been accepted

.The bill(s) has (have) not been accepted

.Think it safe to take bills on

.We are quite unable to assist you to meet bill(s)

.We are quite unable to meet the bill(s)

.What is the amount of bill

. When were bills mailed

.Will not renew the bills (for) (on)

.Will renew the bills (for) (on)

.Will (you) ( ) renew the bills (for) (on)
Would advise you to present the bill

.BILL OF LADING. (Documents.)

.Against bill of lading
As per bill of lading
Attach bill(s) of lading to draft(s)
Bill(s) of lading accompanying documents
.Bill(8) of lading accompanying draft
Bill(s) of lading and invoice
Bill(s) of lading are held by
.Bill(s) of lading attached
.Bill(s) of lading dated
.Bill(s) of lading for
Bill(s) of lading has (have) been
.Bill(s) of lading have gone forward
. Wll(s) of lading in duplicate
.Bill(s) of lading in triplicate
.Bill(s) of lading is (are)
.Bill(s) of lading is (are) not
.Bill(s) of lading lost or mislaid
.Bill(s) of lading must be (dated before) [Im
. r.ilbs) i.f lailing must be accompanied by consular
. I'.illis) of lading must slat--

.Bill(s) of lading not (endorsed)
of lading not yet received fur order (Xo. )

of i:,ding rec
. I'.ilUs) of ladi* <: ami nui in order
.Wills) of lading sent S.S. , dupliea'.

: by in-xt mail
.I'.ilKst of lading to be made out to urder i.f

. WIUs) of lading were ilnlv endorsed as n

. I'.illfs) of lading will !> sent (to)

.Cannot forward bill of lading until

.Copy of bill of i

.Deliver bill >r : 'lately

Delivery stopped for bllKs) of ladim-: forward ini-

Do not deliver bilHs) of lading without
.Do nut part with billfs) . fof draft

.Duplicate l.ilHsi of ladil .' Of

. K. .rward dnpl i<-:. t < bill uf la.'i

.Forward original bill of ladimr

.forward triplieate bill of lading

.Ha -id bilHs) if la din:: and uth.-r doeuments Over (to)

.Has arrived; no bills of lading received

[letter of
forwarded \vilii

a 11 ached to
(sight draft



02729 Langhand .

02730 Lang-holt. .

02731 Langiscut .

02732 Langkopf .

02733 Langkork .

02734 Langlapp .

02735 Langlebig .

02736 Langleren .

02737 Langlip . .

02738 Langmuile
02739 Langmuth
02740 Langnasig
02741 Langohr . .

02742 Langohrig
02743 Langonem
02744 Langonis .

02745 Langosco .

02746 Langostas
02747 Langoston
02748 Langouste
02749 Langsam. .

02750 Langstab .

02751 Langsyne .

02752 Langton . .

02753 Langtuage
02754 Languards
02755 Languebit
02756 Languem. .

02757 Languento
02758 Languid . .

02759 Languidly .

02760 Languimes
02761 Languimmo
02762 Languish .

02763 Langulis . .

02764 Languor . .

02765 Languoris .

02766 Languotim
02767 Langwagen
02768 Langwedel
02769 Laniatos ..

02770 Lanicute. .

02771 Lanicutis .

02772 Lanielle . .

02773 Lanienam .

02774 Laniface ..
02775 Lanifical . .

02776 Lanigan . .

02777 Lanipile . .

02778 Lanista . .

02779 Lanitium .

02780 Lanjaron. .

02781 Lankest . .

02782 Lankly . . .

02783 Lanknocas
02784 Lanneret. .

02785 Lanosa ...
02786 Lanosarum
02787 Lanosidad
02788 Lanosos . .

02789 Lansing . .

02790 Lansium . .

02791 Lansvisch
02792 Lansworp .

02793 Lantane . .

02794 Lantanium
02795 Lantcha ..

S^antipone '

02797 Lanudas . .

02798 Lanugem. .

02799 Lanuggine
02800 Lanulam. .

02801 Lanuleux .

02802 Lanuviani .

02803 Lanuvium .

02804 Lanyard . .

LAN
BILL or LADING-COW^.
.Has (have) bill(s) of lading
.Have sent duplicate bill(s) of lading
.Have (you) (

-
) received bill(s) of lading

. Hold bill(s) of lading

.In exchange for bill(s) of lading

.Make all bills of lading

. Not on a through bill of lading

. On a through bill of lading

.Original bill of lading (sent to) [ment of

.Please deliver bill(s) of lading (to-) against pay-

. Please send copy of- bill of lading direct to

.Railroad's bill of lading

.Send bill(s) of lading immediately (to)

. To send bill(s) of lading

.We authorize (you) (
-

) to endorse bill(s) of lading
. What is date of bill(s) of lading
.Where is (are) bill(s) of lading [draft
.Will deliver bill(s) of lading upon acceptance of
.Will not deliver bill(s) of lading (without)
.Will send bill(s) of lading immediately
.BILL OF SALE. (Lien.)
. Better take bill of sale
. Bill of sale is held by
.Bill of sale is not valid
.Bill of sale registered
. Bill of sale required
.Date of bill of sale is
.Has given a bill of sale
.Have taken bill of sale
. Holds a bill of sale
.If they give a bill of sale
. Is there a bill of sale
No bill of sale required
.Offers bill of sale
.Procure at once a bill of sale in re
.Register bill of sale at once
.Who holds bill of sale
.Will bill of sale be required
.Will not give a bill of sale
.Will send bill of sale
.BINDING. (Bond, Committed, Guarantee,

Hold, Obligation, Printing, Promise.)
.Binding him (them) to
. Binding me (us) to
.Do not bind yourselves (to)
.Hardly binding
. If we bind ourselves
.If you bind yourselves
.In order to bind
.It is not binding upon (us)
.Must bind himself (to)
.Must have something binding
.Not to be considered binding
.The agreement is binding upon both parties
.This quotation not to be binding, although in all

.This will bind [probability it will hold good

.This will not bind

. To be considered binding

.Will- bind himself

.Will not be bound

.Will not bind ourselves (to)

.Will they bind themselves

.Will this bind

.Without binding (us) (
-

) to
-BISECT. (Division.)
-BLAME. (Complaint, Condemn, Fault.)
-BLAST FURNACE GAS ENGINES. (Page
-BLEMISH. (Defective, Flaw.) [49O.)
'BLUE PRINT. (Drawings, Plan, Tracings.)
. A set of blue prints complete
.Are sending blue print of
. Blue prints and specifications forwarded
.Blue prints not yet received
. Blue prints (of) (for)
. Have sent (you) (

-
) blue print (of)

.Have (you) (
-

) sent blue print (of)
.Including complete set of working blue prints
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02805 Lanzada . . .Please mail at once blue prints (for)
02806 Lanzadera .Request complete set of working blue prints
02807 Lanzar . . . .Send immediately blue print or sketch of

Laodamas .Send me blue print of drawing No.
02809 Laogoras . .Set of blue prints will cost
02810 Laokoon . . .Set of complete working blue prints to be furnished
02811 Laonde .... We have sent you blue print of drawing No.
02812 Laonicus. . .We will send you blue print of drawing No.
02813 Laonnais . . What will a set of blue prints cost
02814 Laonome. . .When will blue prints for
02815 Laophis. . . .Will send blue prints (of)
02816 Laophonte .Working blue prints
02817 Lapament . .BLUNDER. (Error, Fault, Mistake, Wrong.)
02818 Lapedo . . . .BOARD. (Committee, Directors, Meeting.)
02819 Lapel Board of Directors
02820 Lapelled . . .Board of Directors British W. E. & Mfg. Co. (Ltd.)
02821 Lapemis . . .Board of Directors R. D. Nuttall Co. [Co.
02822 Lapful . . . .Board of Directors Manhattan General Construction
02823 Lapgeld '. . .Board of Directors Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
02824 Laphanes . .Board of Directors Westinghouse Air Brake Co.
02825 Lapicaume .Board of Directors Westinghouse Brake Co., Ltd.
02826 Lapicero . . . Board of Directors WT

estinghouse, Church, Kerr &
02827 Lapicide . . -Board of Directors W. E. & M. Co. [Co.
02828 Lapida . . . -Board of Directors Westinghouse Machine Co.
02829 Lapidandi . -Nothing can be done until Board meets
02830 Lapidary. . -The Board has resolved (to)
02831 Lapidassi . -Under consideration by the Board
02832 Lapidillo. . -BOILER. (Grates, Power, Pressure, Pumps,

Steam, Superheater, "Water.)
02833 Lapidist . . -Awaiting arrival of boilers
02834 Lapidose. . -Babcock & Wilcox water tube boilers
02835 Lapidosos . -Blow-off cock
02836 Lapidosum -Blow-off pipe
02837 Lapidoth. . -Blow-off tank
02838 Lapiendos -Boiler can be repaired
02839 Lapientem -Boiler cannot be repaired
02840 Lapillano. . -Boiler complete with all fittings and mountings

feet long in. diam.; flue in. diam., to work
at Ibs. pressure

02841 Lapilleux . .Boiler flues to be in. diameter, each with
02842 Lapilli . . . -Boiler has arrived [circulating pipes
02843 Lapilloso. . .Boiler is in good order
02844 Lapilluli . . -Boiler is out of order [and mud drums
02845 Lapillum. . -Boiler only, without any other fixtures but steam
02846 Lapinha . . .Boiler plant is only sufficient for
02847 Lapins . . . -Boiler plant will have to be increased (to)
02848 Lapis Boiler pressure is pounds
02849 Lapisculi. . -Boiler shell (weighs)
02850 Lapisdrue . .Boiler(s) is (are) too small
02851 Lapithar. . -Boiler(s) to be fitted with
02852 Lapithes . . -Boiler(s) to be type
02853 Lapivimus -Boiler(s) will have total capacity of horse power
02854 Lapivist . . .Boiler(s) with engine will cost
02855 Lapizar. . . .Boiler(s) without fixtures
02856 Lapkaas . . .Boilers arranged for mechanical stok.-rs
02857 Lapland . . -Boilers complete with all fittings and mountings
02858 Lapling . . -Boilers in battery, horse power cadi
02859 Lappago . . -Boilers to be set in batteries of boilers each
02860 Lappali. . . -Boilers to be set in one battery
02861 Lappam . . -Boilers to be set in separate battni.s
02862 Lapparum .Boilers to have square feet of heating surface
02863 Lappenal. . .Buckstays and rods
02864 Lappenmau Complete with all fixtures ami fittings Including

stack, wall binders and rods, flue cleaner, connec-
tions to strum ami mud drums and full front

02865 Lappet ....Complete with all tixturrs ami littimrs Including
stack, wall binders ami rods, flur draner. connec-
tions to strain ,-iml mini drums and half front

02866 Lapphorn . .Distance of boiler from ongim- is feet
02867 Lappidr . .Kadi bojl.-r srt srparatdv. having its own mud ami
02868 Lappingam . Kithi-r half or full front will do [steam drums
02869 Lappish . . . Fire box for nut coal
02870 Lappmude .Fire box for sla. k coal
02871 Lappohr . . .Fire box for wood
02872 Lapponian .Furnish insurance certificate for one year
02873 Lappsack . .Furnish Jacket piping [or ropes (guys)
02874 Lappstatt . .Galvanized wire rods or rope Instead of iron rods



LAR
BOILER Cont.

02875 Lapsabam .Hand hole in front and rear head
02876 Lapsabit. . .Hand hole on top of boiler
02877 Lap^able. . .Has boiler arrived [ment
U2878 Lapsabund .Have written to ship you boiler at earliest mo-
02879 Lapsana . . .Heating surface of each boiler
02880 Lapsandum Horizontal return tubular boiler(s)
02881 Lapsavim . .Horse power boiler is required
02882 Lapsided. .If mud drums are wanted add
02883 Lapsil is . . .Include cost of brick setting
02884 Lapsilium . .Locomotive boiler
02885 Lapstone. . .Manhole in front and rear head
02886 Lapwing. . .Manhole on top of boiler
02887 Lapwork. . .No mud drum wanted
02888 Laralibus . .

No steam dome wanted
02889 Laralies . .

Patent shaking grates
02890 Laralium. . .Perforated grates
02891 Larboard. . .Price does not include stack or injector
02892 Larcenist . . Send new - for boiler
02893 Larceny . . .Send sets of fire bars for boiler
02894 Larch Size of feed connections to boiler is

02S95 Lardassi . . .Square feet of grate surface per horse power
02896 Lardava . . . Square feet of heating surface per horse power
02897 Lardavano .

Standard dome in place of drum
02898 Lardello .

Standard drum in place of dome
02899 Larderato . Standard style boiler setting
02900 Larderers Suspended on columns and hangers
02901 Lardetam . .Tested to pounds hydrostatic
02902 Lardiamo . .Tested to pounds steam
02903 Larding . . .The boiler pressure is pounds per square inch
02904 Lardon . . . .The size of boiler nominal horse power, condition
02905 Lardoza Thickness of heads
02906 Lardry . . . .Thickness of shell
02907 Largabam .To be hand riveted
02908 Largabuts . To be made of steel plate throughout
02909 Largais . . .To have full front in place of half front
02910 Largamo. . .To have half front in place of full front
02911 Largar . . . .Tubular steam boiler(s) in. by ft.

02912 Largeness .Two manholes only both in front head
02913 Largent . . . Two sets of guy ropes
02914 Largess . . .Vertical tubular boiler [ Ibs. pressure.
02915 Larghe . . . .Water tube boiler of horse power. To work at
02916 Larghetto . .What boiler is to be used
02917 Largiamur .What horse power boiler is required
02918 Largianos . .What is distance of boiler from engine
02919 Largianum .What is the horse power and condition of boiler
02920 Largiebar . . AVhat pressure is required at boiler
02921 Largiendi . .What type and size of boiler do you wish
02922 Largifica. . .What will be the cost of boilers horse power, to

work at pounds pressure
02923 Largiflui . . .With complete water front
02924 Largiment .With smoke boxes extending in front
02925 Largitate . .Without brick setting
02926 Largiva . . .BOND. (Binding, Duty, Transit.)
02927 Largivano .A bond will be given
02928 Largorum . .A bond will be required
02929 Largura . . . Average bond
02930 Lariat . . . .Bond will be provided by
02931 Larifla . . . .Can get the property bonded
02932 Larifugis. . .Can ship through in bond
02933 Larifugo. . .Can we accept bond(s)
02934 Larigni . . . .Cannot accept bond(s) in payment
02935 Larignos. . .Cannot ship through in bond
02936 Larignum . .first mortgage bond(s)
02937 Larigot. . . .Have given bond for
02938 Lariksen. . .Insist upon heavy bond
02939 Larikstak . . Is the property bonded
02940 Larinadam .Please give necessary bond; we guarantee you
02941 Larinatis. . .Second mortgage bond(s)
02942 Laringeas . . Shall (we) ( ) ship in bond [bond
02943 Larinum . . . Shall (we) ( ) ship on through bill of lading in
02944 Larisos. . . .Ship in bond (through to)
02945 Larissa. . . .Shipped in bond
02946 Laristan . . .The goods are in bond at
02947 Larker . . . .The property has been bonded
02948 Larklike . . . The property has not been bonded
02949 Larkspur . .Who will give necessary bond [Record.)
02950 Larnika .. .BOOKS. (Account, Page, Publications,
02951 Larrup .... Book (entitled) (on)
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02952 Lartius Books are correct
02953 Larualas. . .Books are not correct
02954 Larum . . . .Books can be examined at any time
02955 Larunda . . . Books have not been closed
02956 Larva .... Books not yet posted
02957 Larvado . . .Books will be closed
02958 Larvales. . .Bring the books with you
02959 Larvalium . Closed our books on
02960 Larvated. . .Desire to have books examined
02961 Larvavis. . .Examine books and report if correct
02962 Larveggia . Have books examined by
02963 Larymna. . .In book
02964 Laryngaca . Refuse to have books examined
02965 Laryngeal . Stock transfer books will close [ent fiscal year
02966 Laryngite . .When will (you) ( ) close your books for the pres-

02967 Lasanis . ..BOOSTERS.
02968 Lasanorum Booster generator
02969 Lasanum . .Booster motor
02970 Lascaba . . .Booster outfit consisting of
02971 Lascabais . .Constant potential or shunt booster
02972 Lascar . . . .Differential booster
02973 Lascato . . . .Differential booster with separate exciter
02974 Laschhak . .Motor-generator booster outfit

02975 Laschita . . -Series booster
02976 Laschjes. . .To boost volts with amperes
02977 Lasha . . . BORROW. (Advance.)
02978 Lasharon . .At what rate can (we) ( ) borrow
02979 Lashfree. . -At what rate can you borrow
02980 Lashing . . -Borrow as little as possible
02981 Lasitud . . . Borrow enough
02982 Laskaris . . . Borrowing rate is

02983 Lasket . . . -Can borrow (at)
02984 Laspring. . .Can (you) ( ) borrow
02985 Lassabit . . .Cannot borrow
02986 Lassabunt .Difficult to borrow
02987 Lassalle . . .How much can (you) ( ) borrow
02988 Lassamus . . If (you) ( ) can borrow
02989 Lassandos .Must endeavor to borrow
02990 Lassanlet . .Shall we borrow
02991 Lassavis . . .Will borrow at plus commission
02992 Lassbinde . .Will borrow at no commission
02993 Lassitude ..BOUGHT. (Buy, Purchase.)
02994 Lasskopf . .At what price can be bought
02995 Lasslorn . . -At what price have (you) ( ) bought
02996 Lasso Bought for immediate delivery
02997 Lassoing. . -Bought subject to your confirmation
02998 Lasspende .Can be bought at
02999 Lasstafel . -Cannot be bought (at your limit) (for less than)
03000 Lassulata . .Have bought (at)
03001 Lassulos . . .Have bought cost freight and insurance
03002 Lastage . . .Have bought f. o. b.

03003 Lastaurum .Have bought most of the material
03004 Lastbar . . .Have not bought
03005 Lastery. . . .Have they bought
03006 Lastfuhr. . .Have (you) ( ) bought
03007 Lastgeld . . .If (you) ( ) have not bought
03008 Lasthenes . .Was (were) bought (of) (by)
03009 Lastima . . .We have bought the following materials
03010 Lastimaba .What have you bought
<i:',!!ll Lastimeis . .Where can it be bought
03012 Lastimero . -BOX. (Case, Package.)
03013 Lastimoso .BRACKETS. (Style.)
03014 Lasting. . . -BRAND. (Mark.)

Lastingly ..BREACH. (Infringement, Violate.)
BREADTH. (Width.)

Lastraful . -Alter ih- tuvadth to

Any breadth
1

< -Breadth at narrowest part
08020 Lasts< -hip . . i: r ,. : ,,ltli at \vid.-st part

""
I .! :n!th in feet
in-, a.lth in inches

fart) . .Breadth is too great
l<i:i - -Breadth is too little

5 Latchava . -Bn-adth not to be less than
I'.n-adth imt to exceed

03027 Latch f-.Mt . . Kxtreme breadth
03028 Latchkey . .internal breadth
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03029 Latchkovo
03030 Lategada .

03031 Latein . . .

03032 Latemsoto
03033 Latency . .

03034 Latentium
03035 Latently . .

03036 Lather . . .

03037 Lathered. .

03038 Lathering .

03039 Lathing . .

03040 Lathyrus .

03041 Latialite. .

03042 Latibulo . .

03043 Laticlave .

03044 Latiflcan. .

03045 Latigazo. .

03046 Latinabun
03047 Latinada. .

03048 Latinajo. .

03049 Latinamus
03050 Latined .. .

03051 Latinism. .

03052 Latinison. .

03053 Latinists. .

03054 Latinity . .

03055 Latinize . .

03056 Latinorum
03057 Latinos . .

03058 Latipedem
03059 Latipedis .

03060 Latish . . .

03061 Latissimo .

03062 Latitancy .

03063 Latitanda .

03064 Latnagels .

03065 Latobrigi .

03066 Latonero. .

03067 Latonigen .

03068 Latonpol. .

03069 Latrabam .

03070 Latrabile. .

03071 Latrament
03072 Latrant . .

03073 Latrated. .

03074 Latrating .

03075 Latredcos .

03076 Latria . . .

03077 Latruncu . .

03078 Latschend
03079 Latschgan
03080 Latschig . .

03081 Latten . . .

03082 Latterly . .

03083 Lattice. . .

03084 Lattifugo .

03085 Lattimoso .

03086 Lattugone
03087 Latuis . . .

03088 Latuistis. .

03089 Laturgo . .

03090 Latusculi .

03091 Laubaltar .

03092 Laubapfel .

03093 Laubartig .

03094 Laubband .

03095 Laubdach .

03096 Laubfall .

03097 Laubfink. .

03098 Laubgang .

03099 Laubgruen
03100 Laubhain .

03101 Laubicht. .

03102 Laubig . . .

03103 Laubkelch
03104 Laublili . .

03105 Laubpalme

BREADTH ftont.

.What is the 1

LAU

breadth
.BRING. (Get, Obtain.)
.Bring with you full particulars of
.Bring with you the
.Cannot bring
.If in good condition, should bring
.Think it ought to bring
.BROKEN. (Cracked, Flaw, Violate.)
Breakage has taken place (at) (in)
Broken in transit
Broken the agreement
Broken the contract
Has broken (the)
Have not broken contract
Is (are) broken
Is (are) broken down
The engine is broken [repair
.The following parts are broken; please send new to
.Were broken by careless handling
.Were broken when received
.Will replace broken parts
.Write specifying what is broken [ture, Work.)
BUILD. (Construct, Erection, Manufac-

. Are holding ourselves in readiness to build
Before beginning to build
Build as proposed by your letter of
Build as proposed by your telegram of
Build with as proposed; other dimensions
Can build (in ) [and weights as specified
Can (you) ( ) build and deliver by
-Please build and ship by
.What will it cost to build
.Who are to build
.Will build
.Would cost to build
BUILDER. (Make, Manufacture.)
Any first-class builder
Are the builders
Builders' number is

Builders unknown
Do other builders include
First-class builders
Not (a) first-class builder(s)
Other builders bidding
Other builders do not include
Other builders include
The builders are
Who are the builders
BUILDING. (Station.)
Before building
Building(s) all destroyed
Building(s) cannot be finished (until)
Building(s) in bad condition
Building(s) in good condition
Building(s) ready for machinery
Building(s) will be finished
Can the present building be enlarged
Duplicate(s) of that (those) now building for
Erect the necessary building(s)
Not yet begun building
Now building and expected to be ready about
The building(s) consist(s) of
What is the condition of the building(s)
When will the tauilding(s) be finished
Who is (are) building
Without the building(s)
BUILT. (Armature, Construct.)
Armature to be built up at destination
Built by
Built for
Duplicate of that (those) built in (for).
Field to be built up at destination
If built according to our specifications
In what year was it (were they) built
Revolving element to be built at destination
Revolving element to be built in factory
Stationary element to be built at destination
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03106 Laubsack
u:!lnT Laubwald
03108 Lauchart

Lauches .

03110 Lauchfarb
03111 Laudabant
03112 Laudabile .

03113 Laudables
03114 Laudabund
03115 Laudandos
03116 Laudativa .

03117 Laudator .

03118 Laudatrix .

03119 Laudatura
03120 Laudavel .

03121 Laudavit. .

03122 Lauded . .

03123 Laudemus
03124 Laudevole
03125 Laudibus. .

03126 Laufgrabe
03127 Laufhund .

03128 Laufjagd .

03129 Laufjunge
03130 Laufkampf
03131 Laufkorb .

03132 Laufkugei
03133 Laufmaus
03134 Laufpass. .

03135 Laufrad . .

03136 Laufruthe
03137 Laufstuhl .

03138 Laufvogel
Laufwagen

03140 Laugenbad
03141 Laugenfas
03142 Laugenkor
03143 Laugensac
03144 Laughably
03145 Laughing .

03146 Laughsome
03147 Laughter. .

03148 Laugold . .

03149 Laugona . .

03150 Lauling . .

03151 Laumelli. .

03152 Laumellum
03153 Laumonite
03154 Launch . .

03155 Launched .

03156 Launching
03157 Laundlot. .

03158 Laundress
03159 Laundry . .

03160 Launisch .

03161 Laura . . .

03162 Laurago . .

03163 Laurear . .

03164 Laureate. .

03165 Laurel . . .

03166 Laurent . .

03167 Laurentum
03168 Laureola. .

03169 Laurestin .

03170 Laurlacum
<>::i .1 Laurlano. .

03172 Lauriculi. .

n:!17:: Laurinda. .

03174 Laurlnos. .

03175 Laurus. . .

":',17<; Lausbube .

03177 Lauschitf . .

03178 Lausohsam

03180 Lausinn . .

BUILT Cont.

.Stationary element to be built in factory

.To be built by

.To be built in accordance with drawings furnished

.To be built in accordance with drawings, mentioned
in our letter of [nished

.To be built in accordance with drawings to be fur-

.To be built in accordance with specifications

.Were built to

.Who built

. Will be built complete in factory

.Will not be built (for)

.BURNT. (Lightning Arresters.)

.Burnt out, machinery destroyed
Burnt out, machinery seriously damaged
Has been burnt

. Is burnt out. Send by express at once

. Is burnt out. Send by freight at once

.Partially burnt out

.Part of the shipment is burnt

.Reported burnt out

.BUS-BARS. (Style, Switchboard.)

.BUSINESS. (Affairs, Contract, Line, Mat-

.A profitable business [ter.)

.A safe business

.Advise (you) ( ) to close the business and return

.An unsafe business

.Are following business closely

.Are having sharp competition in this business

.Are working the business, and have every prospect

.Attend to this business at once [of success

.Business manager absent

.Business of an important nature demands

.Business referred to is not open

.Business referred to is still open

.Business will pass into opponents' hands unless
(you) ( ) lower price

.Cannot do the business on (your) ( 's) terms

.Consider the business safe

.Decline further business with

.Do not consider the business safe

.Do not think our party means business

.Do not think your party means business

.Do (you) ( ) think the business safe

.Do you understand the business

.Endeavor to keep the business in hand

.Endeavor to secure the business

.Have every facility for doing the business

.Have (you) ( ) facilities for doing the business

.If absolutely necessary to secure the business, you

.If no business results [may go as low as

. If (you) ( ) can do the business

.If (you) ( ) cannot do the business

.If (you) ( ) care for the business

.Is at business now

. Is away from business at present

.Is the business of any importance

.It is a business of considerable importance

.It Is impossible to do business

.It may lead to business

.Leave the business as it is

.Leave the business in (our) ( *s) hands

.May lead to further business

.More business to follow

.Must or we shall lose the business

.No business can be done

.No business on account of

.Our party means business

.Owing to press of business
. KaHx-r th.-ui Inse the business
.Refuse to do the business
.Satisfactorily arranged the business
.See very little prospect of business
.Special business
.Takes an active part in the business
.Takes no part In the business [the business
.Telegraph quickly as other houses are treating for

.The business does not suit us
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03181 Lausinnes .

03182 Lauskraut
03183 Lausonie .

03184 Lautbar . .

03185 Lautendes

03186 Lautenton
03187 Lauxanide
03188 Lavaba . .

03189 Lavabrum
03190 Lavabunt .

03191 Lavacapo .

03192 Lavacaras
03193 Lavacarne
03194 Lavadero .

03195 Lavador . .

03196 Lavadoras
03197 Lavafeld. .

03198 Lavaglas .

03199 Lavamos. .

03200 Lavancos .

03201 Lavandeco
03202 Lavando . .

03203 Lavandula
03204 Lavarian .

03205 Lavarinde
03206 Lavascunt
03207 Lavastein .

03208 Lavatic . .

03209 Lavatigs .

03210 Lavativo. .

03211 Lavatory .

03212 Lavavano .

03213 Lavaware .

03214 Laviamo . .

03215 Lavicane. .

03216 Laving . . .

03217 Lavinium .

03218 Lavish . . .

03219 Lavishing .

03220 Lavishly. .

03221 Lavolt . . .

03222 Lavoltas. .

03223 Lavons. . .

03224 Lavorando
03225 Lavorassi .

03226 Lavorata .

03227 Lavoriate .

03228 Lavoteado
03229 Lavotear. .

03230 Lavoura . .

03231 Lavragem
03232 Lavranca .

03233 Lawcalf . .

03234 Lawday . .

03235 Lawfulan .

03236 Lawfully .

03237 Lawgiver .

03238 Lawgiving
03239 Lawing . .

03240 Lawless . .

03241 Lawlessly .

03242 Lawmaker
03243 Lawmonger
03244 Lawn ....
03245 Lawsonia .

03246 Lawyerly .

03247 Laxadas . .

03248 Laxament
03249 Laxandis .

03250 Laxante . .

03251 Laxation. .

03252 Laxator . .

03253 Laxaturam
03254 Laxaturi. .

03255 Laxavimus

LAX

BUSINESS- Cont.

.The business has been done with [house

.The business has been offered us through another

.The business is not of sufficient importance

.The chances of doing business will not warrant (me)
( ) in remaining here longer

.There is a prospect of doing business here, and I

will remain a little while yet
.There is every prospect of business
.There is very little prospect of doing the business
.Think he (they) mean business
.This business properly belongs to us
Trying hard to secure the business
.Very important business
We accept the business proposed
.We decline the business proposed
What are the prospects of business
.Will be obliged if (you) ( ) will see if there is any
.Will do the business [business in it

.Will not do the business
Would (you) ( ) advise business (with)
BUT. (If, Unless.)
But if they (he) will
.But if they (he) will not
But if (you)
But if (you) ( ) can
But if you can

,
do so

But if you can ,
wire at once

But if (you) ( ) cannot
But if you will
But if you will not
But look out for
But not if

But not unless
But only on condition
BUY. (Customer, Price, Purchase.)
Advise lowest price(s) you can buy
Buy all you possibly can
Buy at last price if possible
Buy best quality only
Buy cost and freight [sible
Buy following at your quotations, or at less if pos-
Buy for prompt delivery
Buy if possible
Buy immediately
Buy in bond
Buy on best terms possible
Buy the lot mentioned (in your letter of)
Buy the lot mentioned (in your telegram of)
Can buy (about) (at)
Can buy at ; (what is your opinion)
Can buy at prices you name
Can buy more at same price
Can only buy
Can probably buy at
Can you buy (at) (about)
Can (you) ( ) buy more at same price
Cancel order to buy
Cannot buy (at)
Cannot buy at less than
Cannot buy more at same price
Cannot buy now at prices previously advised, as
they have advanced

Cannot buy on better terms than quoted
Did you buy for our account
Do not buy
Do not buy if it cannot be shipped at once
Do not want to buy
Do (you) ( ) wish to buy
Do your best to buy
How much (many) shall we buy
If we buy will telegraph (you)
If (you) ( ) can buy [you can do
If (you) ( ) cannot buy at our limit, telegraph best
Intends buying
Lowest can buy at is

May be able to buy cheaper
Might possibly buy (at)
Recommend (you) ( ) to buy promptly
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LAX
BUY Cont.

03256 Laxavisti . .Shall we buy
03257 Laxemur. . .Try to buy more cheaply
032o& Laxitatis. . .Wait further instructions before buying
03259 Laxitud . . .What is the lowest price you can buy at
0326U Laxity .... Will buy at
03261 Laxmannie . Would (you) ( ) buy
03262 Laxness . . .You can buy (at)
03263 Layaramos . CABIN. (Reserve, Steamer.)
03264 Layback All cabin accommodation is engaged
03265 Layclerk . .Cabin accommodation reserved (for)

03266 Layering. . .Engage first cabin accommodation (for)

03267 Layfigure . .Following cabin accomi idation at your disposal
03268 Layland . . .Have reserved cabin accommodations as requested,

the number is

03269 Layman . . . CABLE. (Feeder, Telegraphing, "Wire.)
03270 Lazardo . . -CALCULATE. (Estimate, Figure, Rates.)
03271 Lazarist . . .At what rate have (you) ( ) calculated
03272 Lazarites . .At what rate shall we calculate
03273 Lazarlike . .Calculate freight at cents per cubic foot
03274 Lazaroni. . .Calculate on the basis of
03275 Lazarwort . Can be calculated
03276 Laziness . . .Can (we) ( ) calculate on
03277 Lazulite . . .Can you calculate on
03278 Leachtub . .Cannot calculate on less than for
03279 Leadingly . .Cannot calculate on more than for
03280 Leadsman .Cannot safely calculate (on)
03281 Leadwort . .Do not calculate on
03282 Leafage . . .Have calculated at the rate of
03283 Leafbud . . . How do (you) ( ) calcula .e

03284 Leanness . .Is calculated (to) (for)
03285 Leaflet .... May calculate on for
03286 Leagued . . .Should be calculated for
03287 Leakage . . .Was calculated (to) (for)
03288 Leaky ....We can calculate on
03289 Leakyness .What are we to calculate (on) (for)
03290 Learner . . .What have (you) ( ) calculated for
03291 Leanfacet . .You can safely calculate" (on)
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LEV

03946 Letantes . .CALL. (Appointment, Engagement, Tele-
03947 Letargico .And call on [phone, Visit.)
03948 Letargo. . .Be sure to call (on) (at)
03949 Letargosa . Call at hotel
03950 Letatam . -Call at our office
03951 Letaturum -Call at your earliest convenience (on)
03952 Letradas. .Call at your office
03953 Letradura -Call at for letters and telegrams
03b54 Letreca. . -Call for letters (addressed to Gen. Dely.) (at)
03955 Letrillas . . call for telegrams (at)
03956 Letrille. . .Call immediately (on)
03957 Letrudo. . .Call on about
03958 Letsel . . . Call on about electric plant
03959 Lettering. -Call on about engines
03960 Lettino . . .Call on when you are
03961 Lettish . . -Called, but was absent
03962 Lettrage . -Called on me (us)
03963 Lettrilla . -Called to-day (on)
03964 Lettrina . -Can you call (on) (at)
03965 Lettrique -Cannot call (on) (at)
03966 Lettuce . .Do not call (on) (at)
03967 Letturina . Expects you to call
03968 Letushim. -Has called on you
03969 Leucadium .Has called on me (us)
03970 Leucasion . -Have arranged for to call (on) (at)
03971 Leuchemie .Have been unable to call (on) (at)
03972 Leuchtend .Have called at post-office and found letters
03973 Leuchtgas .Have called (on) (at)
03974 Leuchtung .Have not called on (us)
03975 Leuciscus . .Have you called (on) (at)
03976 Leucitic . . . How soon can you call on
03977 Leucitoid. . .if you are going as far as , you had better call on
03978 Leucofill ... If you call (on) (at)
03979 Leucofri . . .If you cannot call (on) (at)
03980 Leucograf . . If calls
03981 Leucojum . .May call on (you)
03982 Leucolith. . -On your way home call (on) (at)
03983 Leucoma. . .Please arrange to call (on) (at)
03984 Leucone . . . Shall I (we) call (on) (at)
03985 Leuconote . .Telegraph (them) when you will call

03986 Leucopat. . .Telegraph when (you) ( ) will call on (us)
03987 Leucophor .Try to call (on)
03988 Leucosia. . .Wants you to call
03989 Leucoside . .When will you call (on) (at)
03990 Leucospis . .While calling upon
03991 Leucostom .Why do you not call (on)
03992 Leucotal . . .Will arrange for to call (on) (at)
03993 Leucous . . .Will call immediately (on) (at)
03994 Leucoxyle . -Will call (on) (at)
03995 Leuctrum . .Will call on you (about)
03996 Leudaris. . .Will not call (on) (at)
03997 Leudaste. . .Will not call on you
03998 Leugarum . .You must call soon as possible (on) (at)
03999 Leugbar . . .You need not call (on) (at) [able.)
04000 Leukippos . . CAN. (Able, Could, How, Impossible, Un-
04001 Leukolla . . .All he (they) can
04002 Leukopet. . .All I (we) can
04003 Leuktra . . . Can anything be
04004 Leukweg. . -Can be
04005 Leummim . .Can I (we)
04006 Leumund. . .Can it be
04007 Leumundes .Can it be made
04008 Leunculos . .Can only
04009 Leunculum .Can you (they)
04010 Leunende . -Cannot be
04011 Leunkusse . Cannot be made
04012 Leunmuur . -Cannot it be
04013 Leurrait . . -Cannot possibly
04014 Leute He (they) can
04015 Leutestub . -He (they) cannot
04016 Leuthaus . . if he (they) can
04017 Leutlohn. . -If he (they) cannot
04018 Levabile . . .If I (we) can
04019 Levacanto .If I (we) cannot
04020 Levadizo. . .If it can be
04021 Levadoura .If it cannot be (done)
04022 Levadures .If you can (be)
04023 Levaldina . .If you cannot
04024 Levaminum It can be
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LEV
CAN-Cont.

04025 Levano ... .It cannot be
04026 Levant .... Telegraph what you can dr
04U27 Levantado . We can
0402S Levantar. . . We cannot
04029 Levantina . . What can he (they) do
04030 Levariamo . What can (you) ( ) do
04031 Levasseur . . When can he (they)
04032 Levator . . When can I (we)
04033 Levaturus . When can (you)
04034 Levedfont . .Whichever you can do
04035 Levellism . .Why can not (you)
04036 Levelness . . You can
04037 Levemente . You cannot
04038 Levenslam .CANCEL. (Countermand, Omit, Order.)
04039 Levenslop . .Advise (you) ( ) to cancel
04040 Levenspad .After cancelling
04041 Levenssap .All orders cancelled
04042 Leventje. . .Before cancelling
04043 Leverage. . .Buyers have cancelled (on account of)
04044 Leveret . . .Buyers to have the option to cancel
04045 Leverock. . .Can be cancelled
04046 Leviable . . .Can cancel
04047 Leviathan . .Can (you) ( ) cancel
04048 Levibus. . . -Cancel all orders of
04049 Leviculis. . .Cancel all previous information referring to
04050 Leviculum .Cancel my (our) instructions (of)
04051 Levifldi. . . .Cancel order unless delivered by
04052 Levifidos. . .Cancel our letter of
04053 Levifidum . .Cancel our order (No. ) (dated )

04054 Levigable . .Cancel our reference to
04055 Levigais . . .Cancel our telegram of
04056 Levigammo Cancel the contract (with) (because of)
04057 Levigassi . .Cancel the following items in our order (No. >

04058 Levigata. . .Cancel the order (of) [(dated )

04059 Levigates . .Cancel the sale
04060 Levigatur . .Cannot be cancelled
04061 Levigavat . .Cannot cancel the contract (for)
04062 Leviginan . .Desire to cancel and substitute ; on what

terms can this be done
04063 Leviginet . .Desire to know upon what terms cancellation can be
04064 Levipede .. .Do not advise cancelling [effected of

04065 Leviposta . .Do(es) not cancel
04066 Levisane. . .Good until cancelled
04067 Levisticu. . .Have agreed to cancel order
04068 Levita . . . .Have buyers cancelled
04069 Levitarum .Have cancelled (the)
04070 Levitiche. . .Have not cancelled
04071 Levitico . . .If it can be cancelled
04072 Levitidis . . .If it cannot be cancelled
04073 Levitique . .If it has been cancelled
04074 Levitones . .If it has not been cancelled
04075 Levity . . . .If they cancel
04076 Levkoje . . .If they do not cancel
04077 Levraude. . .If we cancel
04078 Levriche . . .If we do not cancel
04079 Levuline . . .If you advise cancelling
04080 Levying . . .If you can possibly cancel
04081 Levyne . . . .Instructions to cancel were received too late
04082 Lewat . .. .Must be cancelled
04083 Lewdly . . . .Must not be cancelled
04084 Lewdness . .On what terms can you cancel
04085 Lewdster . .Or order will be cancelled
04086 Lewisie . . .Order will be cancelled unless
04087 Lewisson . .Requires the option to cancel (if)

04088 Lexiarca. . .Shall we cancel (the order)
04089 Lexiarque . .Should be cancelled at once [once)
04090 Lexical . . . .Threaten to cancel the order (unless shipped at
04091 Lexically. . .To be cancelled on condition that
04092 Lexicon . . .Unless you cancel
04093 Lexldia. . . .We do nqt think they will cancel the order
04094 Lex ilogrle. . .What has lu-i-n canrHl.-.!
04095 Lexique . . .Will be cancelled immediately [ing to
04096 Lexlsta . . . .Will ram-H if thoy will pay for work done amount-
04007 Lexuvium . .Will can<- 1 m-.lrr (unless)
04098 Leyden . . . .Will n
04099 Liaculls . . .Will (you) ( ) cancel
04100 Llandum ..CAPABLE. (Able, Competent, Feasible.)
04101 Liaramos . .(But capable of much more
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04102 Liaras . ,

04103 Liardant ,

U41U4 Liardeur.
04105 Liasform.
04106 Liasicas .

041U7 Liasique
04108 Liaskalk.
04109 Liassic . ,

04110 Liasstein.
04111 Liaste .

04112 Liatieo .

04113 Liaton . .

04114 Libabit. .

04115 Libabitis.
04116 Libabunt.
04117 Libacion .

04118 Libage . .

04119 Libament
04120 Libandor.
04121 Libanella
04122 Libanien .

04123 Libanius .

04124 Libant . .

04125 Libantem
04126 Libanus .

04127 Libarium.
04128 Libasti . .

04129 Libatarum
04130 Libation .

04131 Libatrant
04132 Libaturi .

04133 Libavimus
04134 Libavisti .

04135 Libbard .

04136 Libbit . .

04137 Libella . .

04138 Libellant.
04139 Libellous.
04140 Libelo . .

04141 Libentine.
04142 Libequam
04143 Liberate .

04144 Libertad .

04145 Libertemo
04146 Libethra .

04147 Libethrus
04148 Libica . .

04149 Libicos . .

04150 Libidib . .

04151 Libidinem
04152 Libidinor.
04153 Libisosa .

04154 Libitum .

04155 Libkin . .

04156 Libnah . .

04157 Libongo .

04158 Libonoti .

04159 Libonotos
04160 Libonotum
04161 Librabat .

04162 Librabis .

04163 Libradiga
04164 Libramen
04165 Libramina
04166 Librarian
04167 Library. .

04168 Libratory
04169 Libravi . .

04170 Librile . .

04171 Librofaut
04172 Libuam . .

04173 Liburna .

04174 Liburnato
04175 Liburnico
04176 Liburnien
04177 Liburnos.
04178 Libussa. .

LIB

CAPABLE- Cant.
Consider (him) ( ) in every way capable
Do you think (he) ( ) is capable (of)

iiingage capable man to assist
Hardly capable of what is required
If (he) (it) is capable
Is (are) quite capable of carrying out all engage-
Not capable (of) [ments
Send capable person to
Should think it (them) capable of
Think him a very capable man
Will guarantee it (them) capable of
.Will you guarantee capable of
CAPACITY. (Efficiency, Flywheel, Horse-
A gross capacity of [power, Measurement.)
Additional capacity
Capacity in c. p. lamps
Capacity is about
Capacity is equal to
Capacity is limited
Capacity is not equal to
Capacity is too great
Capacity is too small
Capacity of ( is)

Capacity of the plant to be increased ( per cent.)
Fuel capacity is (to be)
Generating capacity
Guaranteed capacity (of)
Has a kilowatt capacity of
Has capacity (for) Cof)
.If capacity increased ( ), will cost extra
Increase the capacity
.Must have sufficient capacity for
.Not enough capacity for
.One-half the capacity
.Total generating capacity (of)
.What is the capacity in amperes of
.What is the capacity of (each)
.CAPITAL. (Funds, Money.)
.A capital of
A very large capital
A very small capital
Are increasing capital
Can find capital (for)
Cannot ascertain the amount of capital
Cannot find capital (for) [par value
.Capital is divided into shares, common stock,
Capital is divided into preferred, common,
Camtal is too small [par value
Capital of the company (to be)
Capital subscribed
Capital will be
Finds the capital required
In order to provide a working capital
Increase the capital (to)
Insufficient capital
No capital
Of the capital
Of the capital stock
On capital account
Paid up capital (is)
Reduce the capital to
The whole of the capital
What amount of capital (is required)
What capital has the company
What is the capital of
Who finds the capital
Working capital (of) [Truck.)
CAR. (Gear, Service, Suspension, Trolleys,
Brake shoes on driven axles
Brake shoes on free axles
Cars for shifting service
.Cars for street railway service
.Cars to carry passengers
.Cars will be operated at once
.Car wheel flange is inches deep
Car wheel flange is inches wide
.Car wheel tread is inches wide
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04179 Libyan . .

04180 Libycorum
04181 Libycum .

04182 Libyque .

0416J Libystmo
04164 Licame. .

04185 Licencia .

04166 Lieensate
04187 Licensed .

04188 Lichened.
04189 Lichenous
04190 Lichgate .

04191 Lichowl .

04192 Licitness.
04193 Licito . .

04194 Licked . .

04195 Licodids .

04196 Licorice .

04197 Licosa. . .

04198 Lictor . .

04199 Liddelast
04200 Lidiaba. .

04201 Lidiabais.
04202 Lidiador .

04203 Lidiamos.
04204 Lidimar .

04205 Lidimo . .

04206 Lidless . .

04207 Liebekran
04208 Liebesban
04209 Liebesnot
04210 Liebespar
04211 Liebesruf
04212 Liebessin.
04213 Liebessol.
04214 Liebestat.
04215 Liebestod
04216 Liebeswag
04217 Liebeswor
04218 Liebevoll.
04219 Lieblich .

04220 Lieblinge.
04221 Lieblos . .

04222 Liebsten .

04223 Liebtraut
04224 Liedchen.
04225 Liefde . .

04226 Liefdeban
04227 Liefdelos.
04228 Lieflokke.
04229 Liefoogen
04230 Lieftall. .

04231 Liegegeld
04232 Lienicum.
04233 Lienique .

04234 Lienosam
04235 Lienosis .

04236 Lienum. .

04237 Lienzo . .

04238 Liesbuil .

04239 Liesch . .

04240 Liespfund
04241 Lievratic.
04242 Lievrite .

04243 Lifebelt .

04244 Lifeblood
04245 Lifeboat .

04246 Lifebuoy .

04247 Liferlmp .

04248 Lifeful . .

04249 Lifeless. .

04250 Lifelike .

04251 Lifeweary
04252 Liflaf . . .

04253 Liflaffen .

04254 Llftable .

04255 Lifter . . .

CAR-Cont.
.Diameter of car axle at gear seat is inches
.Diameter of car wheel is inches
.Distance between driven axles is feet inches
.Distance between hub faces on axles is inches
.Distance between track centres is feet
.Double deck cars passengers inside
Double deck cars passengers outside
Double truck car(s) [maximum
.Height of car above track is feet inches
.How many cars are required
.Length of car body is feet
.Motors mounted on inside of car axles
.Motors mounted on outside of car axles
.Single truck car(s)
. Weight of car and trucks is pounds
.Weight of car body is pounds
.Weight of car wheel is

.What is depth of car wheel flange
What is diameter of car axle at gear seat

. What is diameter of car wheel

.AVhat is distance between driven axles

.What is distance between truck centres

.What is distance on axles between hub faces

.What is length of car body [equipment

.What is weight of car body and trucks without

.What is weight of car body without equipment

. \Vhat is weight of car wheel

.What is width of car wheel flange

.What is width of car wheel tread

. Width of car is feet inches maximum
CAREFUL. (Attention, Caution, Mind.)
Are very careful
Be very careful how you (approach)
Be very careful in selecting
Be very careful not to
Be very careful that you are not deceived (in) (by)
Be very careful (to)
Carefully examine
Have carefully considered suggestion(s)
Have taken care (of) (to)
Have (you) ( ) taken care (of) (to)
Must be more careful
Not sufficiently careful
Take special care
The work must be more carefully done
They are very careful
To be more carefully packed than before
Will be careful
Will be very 'careful in our dealings with
\Vill be very careful in selecting
You must be very careful (in) (to)
You must take care (of) (to)
CARELESS. (Forget, Neglect, Overlook.)
CARGO. (Goods, Landing, Steamer, "Wharf.)
A large portion of the cargo nas been saved
Cargo delivered in bad condition
Cargo entirely lost
Cargo shifted and must restow
Cargo will be sent by another vessel
Must discharge cargo
l';irt of cargo will be saved
Will tranship cargo for at
CARLOAD. (Freight.)
Can have carload ready
Carload will be shipped
Carloads and less
In carload lots
Last carload
Less than carload lots
\\lu-n can (you) ( ) have a carload ready
Will h.-iv .-i carload
CARRIAGE. (Freight.)
CASE. (Action, Conditions, Contingent,

in the caso ..r [Package, Weight.)
.But In any case

I '.ut in no case
Case will come up
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04256 Liftinate. .

04257 Ligabais . .

04258 Ligados . .

04259 Ligadura. .

04260 Ligagamba
04261 Ligais. . . .

04262 Ligame . . .

04263 Ligameset
04264 Ligaminis .

04265 Ligarian . .

04266 Ligatodos .

04267 Ligdag . . .

04268 Ligdagen. .

04269 Ligdini . . .

04270 Ligdinus . .

04271 Liggement
04272 Liggingen .

04273 Lightable .

04274 Lightened .

04275 Lightest . .

04276 Lightfoot .

04277 Lightful . .

04278 Lightless. .

04279 Lightship .

04280 Lightsome
04281 Ligiatura .

04282 Lignantis .

04283 Lignard . .

04284 Lignatte . .

04285 Ligneous. .

04286 Ligneul. . .

04287 Ligniform .

04288 Lignify . . .

04289 Lignin . . .

04290 Lignitic . .

04291 Lignito . . .

04292 Lignolet . .

04293 Lignosas. .

04294 Lignoso . .

04295 Lignoulot .

04296 Lignulmat
04297 Ligplats . .

04298 Liguames .

04299 Ligueur . .

04300 Liguilla . .

04301 Ligula . . .

04302 Ligularum
04303 Ligulate . .

04304 Ligulis . . .

04305 Liguloso . .

04306 Liguons . .

04307 Liguorian .

04308 Liguribus .

04309 Liguritum
04310 Liguriunt .

04311 Lijabamos
04312 Lijabas. . .

04313 Lijadosto .

04314 Lijar . .

04315 Lijaran . .

04316 Likbagas. .

04317 Likeable . .

04318 Likehood. .

04319 Likely. . . .

04320 Likened . .

04321 Likeness . .

04322 Likening. .

04323 Likewake .

04324 Likewise. .

04325 Likhout . .

04326 Liking . . .

04327 Likkepot. .

04328 Liksteen . .

04329 Lilablau . .

04330 Lilac . . . ,

04331 Lilachtig. ,

04332 Lilacine . ,

04333 Lilalithe .

LIL

.Combined cases

.Do not ship in tin-lined cases

..Entirely alters the case

.If such is not the case

. If such is the case

.In any case

.In case he (they)

.In case (of)

.In case I (we)

.In case you

.In certain cases

.In every case

.In no case

.In such a case

.In this case

.In which case

.Is considered a hopeless case
It does not alter the case
.Largest case measures- by -- feet

.Largest case weighs -- pounds

.Our case No.

.Ship in tin-lined cases

.United States case No.

.What does largest case measure

.What does largest case weigh

.When will case come up
CASH. (Money, Payable, Payment, Terms.)
Accept the business for cash only
Are short of cash
Balance of cash
Can obtain cash at a discount of
Cannot pay cash
Cash advanced
Cash against shipping documents in (New York)
Cash as soon as work is completed
Cash at end of month
Cash balance
Cash; balance in
Cash before delivery
Cash by cable
Cash in exchange for
Cash in 2 days from (shipment)
Cash in 3 days from (shipment)
Cash in 4 days from (shipment)
Cash in 5 days from (shipment)
Cash in 10 days from (shipment)
.Cash in 12 days from (shipment)
Cash in 14 days from (shipment)
Cash in 21 days from (shipment)
.Cash in 30 days from (shipment)
.Cash in 1 month from (shipment)
.Cash in 2 months from (shipment)
.Cash in 3 months from (shipment)
.Cash in 4 months from (shipment)
Cash in 5 months from (shipment)
Cash in 6 months from (shipment)
Cash in- months from (shipment)
.Cash less 2 per cent.
.Cash less 5 per cent.
Cash less- per cent.
Cash on arrival
.Cash on delivery
Cash payment(s)
.Depositing cash in the hands of
.For cash only
First cash payment
Second cash payment
Third cash payment
Fourth cash payment
Fifth cash payment
Sixth cash payment
Have obtained cash
Have you any cash in hand
In cash at current rate of exchange
In exchange for cash
Last cash payment
Must have cash
Net cash
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CASH Oont.

04334 Liliarden. . .One-half cash, balance
04335 Lilien . . . .One-third cash, balance
04336 Liliengra. . .Our cash balance to-day is

04337 Lilinis . . . .Send C. O. D.
04338 Lilinorum . . Shall we send C. O. D. [tached
04339 Lilinum. . . .Terms cash by sight draft with bill of lading at-
04340 Liliputia . . .What amount of cash
04341 Lillato .... What cash is required
04342 Lillende . . . Will need in cash
04343 Lilliput .... Will pay cash
04344 Limaceous .CASTINGS. (Patterns.)
04345 Limacodes .Bad castings
04346 Limacon . . .Brass castings
04347 Limador . . .Brass castings will be used
0434S Limadura . .Castings are not all made
04349 Limaille . . -Castings have been made
04350 Limalha . . .Complete set of castings (for)
04351 Limamento -Cracked casting
04352 Limames. . .Delayed by imperfect castings
04353 Limancha . .Duplicate set of castings (for)
04354 Limandell . .Imperfect castings
04355 Limara . . . .Iron castings
04356 Limasen . . . iron castings will be used
04357 Limataste .It will be necessary to make new casting(s)
04358 Limatode . .Most of castings are completed or in partial com-

pletion in foundry
04359 Limatule. . .On account of defective casting
04360 Limatulos . .Send what castings have been made
04361 Limax . . . .Steel castings will be used
04362 Limbat . . . .What castings have been made for
04363 Limber . . . .Will casting(s) be made of steel
04364 Limbilite. . .Will new casting(s) be necessary
04365 Limbineal ..CATALOGUES. (Publications.)
04366 Limekiln. . .CAUSE. (Effect, Make, Reason.)
04367 Limelight . .Arising from any cause
04368 Limenean . .Arising from any cause beyond our control
04369 Limeplant . .Arising from any other cause
04370 Limesink. . .Ascertain the cause and telegraph us
04371 Limestone . .Assigns as the cause
04372 Limette . . .Can trace it to no other cause
04373 Limetwig . .Cannot ascertain the cause (of)
04374 Limeurs . . .Cause not known
04375 Limewater .Has been caused by
04376 Limiforme .Has not been caused by any
04377 Limigante . .If it does not cause
04378 Limigeni . . .If it has been caused
04379 Limigenos . .If it should cause
04380 Limigenum . I f not caused by
04381 Liminibus . .Is not the cause
04382 Limitable . .May cause
04383 Limitado. . .Might have caused
04384 Limitalia. . .Or any other cause
04385 Limitammo The cause (is) (of)
04386 Limitary. . .The whole trouble was caused by
04387 Limitassi. . .Was not caused by
04388 Limitedly . .What is the cause (of)
04389 Limitless. . .Will cause
04390 Limit rofe . .Will it cause
04391 Limitum . . .Will not cause
04392 Limmati . . .Will trace the cause
04393 Limniades .CAUTION. (Beware, Careful, Precaution.)
04394 Limning . . .Act with great caution
04395 Limnobie . .Advise caution (in dealing with)
04396 Limnodyte .Are acting with great caution
04397 Limnofila . .Caution against
04398 Limnornis .Due entirely to want of caution
04399 Limoada. . .Exercise great caution (in what you say)
04400 Limonata . -Have been cautioned against
04401 Limoniate . .In spite of all the caution
'Jl'fj Limonoso . .it is still r-iuisito to act with extreme caution

i .linos- -n.-i . .on account of extreme caution
04404 Limosidad .Utmost < Million

04405 Llmosino. . .CEASE. (Discontinue, Stop.)
<UHN; Limosls . ..CENSURE. (Complaint, Fault.) (Zero.)
04407 Llmosna . ..CENTIGRADE. (Degrees. Temperature,
04408 Limousin. . .CENTRE. (Dimensions, Distance, Measure-

ment.)
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CERTAIN- Cont.
04532 Linstock. . .Cannot be quite certain as to
04533 Lintel If he is (they are) certain (to)
"43.J4 Lintendos . .If he is (they are) not certain (to)
04535 Lintgras . . .If it is certain (to)
04536 Linthand. . .If it is not certain (to)
04537 Linthurie . .If (you) ( ) are certain

Lintmolen . .If (you) ( ) are not certain
04539 Lintricul . .It is by no means certain (that)
04540 Lintris . . . .(It) is certain
04541 Lintstrik. . .(It) is not certain
04542 Lintvisch . .Make certain about
04543 Lintwhite . .Must be absolutely certain (of) (that)
04544 Lintwink. . .Reasonably certain
04545 Lintworm . .You must be certain
04546 Linyfi CERTIFICATE. (Documents, Insurance.)
04547 Linyforum .A certificate of customs will be necessary in this
04548 Liny fos. . . .Against certificate of [matter
04549 Linyfum . . .All the certificates
04550 Linyphide . .Apply for certificate
04551 Liondog . . .Before any certificate can be issued
04552 Lioness . . .Builder's certificate
04553 Lionize . . . .Can get certificate (of) (from)
04554 Lionlike . . .Can (you) ( ) get certificate (of) (from)
04555 Lionship . . .Cannot get certificate (of) (from)
04556 Lipalite. . . .Captain's certificate
04557 Lipangue. . .Certificate accompanies the goods
04558 Lipararum .Certificate is useless
04559 Liparitan . .Certificate is useless; should be
04560 Lipemania .Certificate must be made out in the name of
04561 Lipgood . . .Certificate of origin (required)
04562 Lipjes . . . .Certificate of origin will be sent
04563 Lipklamp . .Certificate will be sent as soon as possible
04564 Liplabor . . .Consular certificate
04565 Liplappen . .Engineer's certificate
04566 Liplet Expert's certificate [at once
04567 Lipman . . .Goods arrived without certificate of origin; send it

04568 Lipodemia .Have no certificate of
04569 Lipodorus . .Have obtained a certificate of
04570 Lipogram . .Have (you) ( ) returned landing certificate
04571 Lipoma. . . .In whose name must certificate be made out
04572 Liponfalo . .Insurance certificate
04573 Lippant . . .Landing certificate
04574 Lippfisch. . .Landing certificate returned
04575 Lippig . . . .Must have official certificate of
04576 Lippitudo . .Send certificate of by post
04577 Lipporum . .Send certificate of the discharge
04578 Lippos . . . .Weigher's certificate
04579 Lippuli . . . .What certificate do (you) ( ) require
"!>" Lippulos . . .Will ( ) certificate be required
04581 Lippulum . .Will not require certificate (of)
04582 Lipsius . . . .Will require certificate (of)
04583 Liptang. . . .Will (you) ( ) require certificate of discharge (of)
04584 Liquamina .CERTIFY. (Verify.)
04585 Liquativo . .A certified copy
04586 Liquates. . .All the documents must be certified
04587 Liquatura . .As soon as certified
04588 Liquavist . .Can certify (to) (that)
04589 Liquebis . . .Can (you) ( ) certify (to)
04590 Liquefact . -Cannot get it certified
04691 Liquefy . . . .certified check
04592 Liquentem .Certified copy (copies) were mailed to (you)
04593 Liquid . . . .Certified to by [No.
04594 Liquidaba . .Do (you) ( ) desire certified copy (copies) Case
04595 Liquidize. . .Has been legally certified 0\ i

04696 Llquidly . . .Have ordered certified copy (copies) Case No.
04597 Liquidos . . .Must be certified (by)
04598 Liquimus . .Must have a certified copy
04599 Liquistis. . .Need not be certified
04600 Liquor . . . .Procure and forward certified copy (copies) Case No.
04601 Lirion . . . .Request to certify
04602 Li rip.,,,. . . .Will certify
04603 Lirocone . . .Will procure and forward certified copy (copies)
04604 Llsamente .Will s.-ml a certified c.,

t
,\ ,,f

isbonnin . .CHANCE. (Opportunity, Probable.)
04606 Lischblad ..CHANGE. (Affect, Developments, Modify,

Move, Substitute, Variation.)
04607 Lischdode . .A change will be made (in)
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CHANGE- Cant.
04608 Lischgras . .A most important change
04609 Lisiar ... .A very great change (in)
04610 Lisiaramo . .Accept changes proposed
04611 Lisibilit . . .Advise (us) ( ) of any change
04612 Lisinema. . .Among changes desired are
04613 Liskenne. . .Are (we) ( ) authorized to make the change
04614 Liskor . . . .Can change
04615 Lisonja. . . .Can change subject to increased cost involved, viz.
04616 Lisons Can (you) ( ) change
04617 Lispelend . .Cannot be changed (on account of)
04618 Lispeln . . . .Cannot get time changed
04619 Lispelton . .Change as follows
04620 Lisper . . . .Change his plan
04621 Lisping. . . .Change price on to read
04622 Lispingly. . .Change your accordingly
04623 Lisptong. . .Change(s) already made
04624 Lispund . . .Changes decrease cost
04625 Lissanthe . .Changes increase cost
04626 Lissogene . .Changes in the text
04627 Lissome . . .Cost of changes must be (borne by)
04628 Lissonote . .Dp(es) not change [changes
04629 Lista Give benefit of any decrease of cost involved in
04630 Listammo . .Has any change taken place in
04631 Listando . . .How can change be made
04632 Listavate . .How much will changes decrease cost
04633 Listello. . . .How much will changes increase cost
04634 Listenate . .If (we) ( ) can change
04635 Listening . .If (we) ( ) cannot change
04636 Listenius. . .If you can change
04637 Listful . . . .If you cannot change
04638 Listiate . . .Is there any change (in)
04639 Listing . . . .Make any change that is necessary
04640 Listkopf . . .Make following change(s)
04641 Listless . . .Make no changes
04642 Listrado . . .Make no other changes
04643 Lisura . . . .Make the change referred to
04644 Lisyanthe . .Must be changed
04645 Litabile. . . .Must not be changed
04646 Litabilis . . .No change has been made
04647 Litabrum . .No change of importance
04648 Litany . . . .No change(s) necessary
04649 Literata . . .Numerous changes required:
04650 Literary . . .Only change(s) is (are)
04651 Literator. . .Please telegraph approval of following changes
04652 Lithagogo .Principal change (s) is (are)
04653 Litharge . . .Recommend the following change
04654 Lithate . . . .There is no change
04655 Litheness . .To change
04656 Litherly . . .To make change desired (would involve discarding)
04657 Lithesome .Too late to change
04658 Lithiasis . . .What change do (you) ( ) advise
04659 Lithique . . .What changes have you made
04660 Lithium . . .When there is a change telegraph
04661 Lithobate . -Why can it not be changed
04662 Lithocarp . .why did (you) ( ) change
04663 Lithocola . -Why did (you) ( ) not change
04664 Lithoderm .Will be obliged to change
04665 Lithodome .Will change
04666 Lithoidal. . .Will make change at actual additional cost involved
04667 Lithologo . -Will make change desired
04668 Lithomar. . .Will make the change on condition (that)
04669 Lithope. . . .Will not change
04670 Lithophil. . .Will telegraph immediately, if there is any change
04671 Lithophon .Will (you) ( ) change
04672 Lithornis. . .Without change
04673 Lithoside. . .Without changing
04674 Lithotint. . .Would like to change
04675 Lithotom. . .You are authorized to make the change
04676 Lithotype . .You may change
04677 Lithoxyle . .You will be obliged to change
04678 Litigasse. . .CHARACTERISTICS. (Curve, Feature,

Operation, Performance.)
04679 Litigator. . .Can (you) ( ) inform us as to the characteristics
04680 Litige . . . .Having same characteristics and potentials as [of
04681 Litighi . . . .Having same characteristics (as)
04682 Litigious. . .Performance characteristics
04683 Litigone . . .What are the performance characteristics

[be sent
full specifications will
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04684 Litmus . ..CHARGE. (Engineer, Responsibility, Su-
perintend.)

04685 Litodomo . .A competent person will be sent to take charge of
04686 Litofagas . .Advise- to take charge of
04687 Litofago . . .Had better remain in charge
04688 Litofalco. . .Has gone to take charge (of)
04689 Litofila . . . .Has (have) taken charge (of)
04690 Litofllos . . .Leave a responsible person in charge
04691 Litofisi . . . .No one was in charge
04692 Litoglifo . . .Relinquish charge
04693 Litoglos . . .Send a competent person to take charge
04694 Litografo . .Take charge of
04695 Litologia . . .Who will have charge
04696 Litomarga . Will have charge
04697 Litontri . . .You had better remain in charge
04698 Litotomia .-C-IARGES. (Cost, Demurrage, Expenses,

Fees, Freight, Lien, Pay, Storage, Under-
04699 Litotomo. . .Account of charges [charge, Wharf.)
04700 Littamum .Add all charges
04701 Littlest . . . .Admit the charge
04702 Littoral . . .After payment of all charges
04703 Littorano . .All charges to go forward
04704 Lituanas. . .All other charges to be paid by the purchaser
04705 Lituano . . .All other charges to be paid by (us)
04706 Litubium . . .All other charges to be paid by you
04707 Lituiform . .And charges to them (him)
04708 Lituole. . . .And charges to (us)
04709 Lituolida. . .At a charge of
04710 Lituolite . . .Can charge
04711 Litumena . .Cannot charge
04712 Liturabat . .Cannot reduce the charge
04713 Liturando . -Charge him (them) (

-
) with

04714 Lituratos. . .Charge to account of (contract dated)
04715 Liturayis. .-Charge to (our) (

-
) account

04716 Liturgico. . .Charges are about
04717 Liturgie . . -Charges are very heavy
04718 Liturgist. . -Charges will be
04719 Livebat. . . .Deduct(ing) charges
04720 Livebox . . -DO not charge him (them) with
04721 Liveliest . . -Do not charge us with
04722 Livelily. . . -Do not pay the charges
04723 Livelland . -Extra charges (on account of)
04724 Livellato. . -Extra charges to be paid by
04725 Livellava . -Free of charge(s)
04726 Liveil ol. . . -Freight charges deducted
04727 Livelong . . -Freight forwarding and insurance charges
04728 Liverwort . -Have charged your account and paid to
04729 Livestock . .Have incurred charges amounting to
04730 Liviandad . -Have not charged
04731 Livianos . . . Have not paid charges
04732 Liviarum. . -Have paid charges
04733 Lividinus. . .]f we can charge
04734 Lividity . . -If we cannot charge
04735 Lividness . -If (you) (

-
) can charge

04736 Livido . . . .If (you) (
-

) cannot charge
04737 Lividorum . Including all charges
04738 Lividulos. . -Landing and storage charges and duty
04739 Lividulum . -Lowest charge is
04740 Lividume. . -Must charge
04741 Lividura . . -My (our) charge will be- (for)
04742 Liviondad . -No extra charge to be made (in case of) (for)
04743 Liviono . . .Ought to be charged (to)
04744 Livissent. . -Please keep charges as low as possible
(>4745 Livistis. . . -Please pay the charges
04746 Livonica . . -Regular charge is
04747 Livourin . . .s.-ml account of charges

jivrable . . -Shall I (we) pay charges
jiyraiflOn . -Should- b' .h.-iru'-d with
,ivram<-s. . -Subject to tin- usu:il chargefc)
.ivraria . . .The additional ch:ir*r<- is

. . .There will be a small charge for
04753 Lixabundi . -There will b<- im extra h.irge(s) for
04754 Lixarum . . . T> ! c-hart-vd (t< (for)
HIT:.". Llxlvarum .what an- tin- <}}-.>

iiJT.".'; Lixivia . . . -What is additional <-harge for
HIT:.? Lixiviel. . . .what will (y.m (

--
) charge for

.ixlvium. . .Who is to pay charges
04759 Lixulago . .Will not pay charges
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04760 Lixularum
04761 Lizard . . .

04762 Loadas . . .

04763 Loadline . .

04764 Loader . . .

04765 Loadring. .

04766 Loadslota .

04767 Loadstar. .

04768 Loathful . .

04769 Loathly . .

04770 Loathness .

04771 Loathsome
04772 Loaves . . .

04773 Lobados . .

04774 Lobagante
04775 Lobanillo .

04776 Lobarate. .

04777 Lobarique .

04778 Lobated . .

04779 Lobato . . .

04780 Lobby . . .

04781 Lobbying. .

04782 Lobcock . .

04783 Lobelia. . .

04784 Lobesam . .

04785 Lobgebet . .

04786 Lobgesang
04787 Lobinho . .

04788 Lobiska . .

04789 Loblobo . .

04790 Loblolly . .

04791 Lobosos . .

04792 Lobostome
04793 Lobpsalm .

04794 Lobrezo . .

04795 Lobrigado .

04796 Lobscouse .

04797 Lobsided. .

04798 Lobspound
04799 Lobspruch
04800 Lobster. . .

04801 Lobstimme
04802 Lobulated .

04803 Lobulato . .

04804 Lobule . . .

04805 Lobulosa. .

04806 Lobuno . .

04807 Loburg . . .

04808 Localism. .

04809 Lochan ...
04810 Lochial. . .

04811 Lochiamo .

04812 Lockage . .

04813 Lockjaw . .

04814 Locklasto .

04815 Lockless . .

04816 Lockfam . .

04817 Locksill . .

04818 Lockup . . .

04819 Lockwood .

04820 Locmine
04821 Locular.
04822 Loculose
04823 Locust .

04824 Locution
04825 Locutory
04826 Lodabile
04827 Lodacal .

04828 Lodammo
04829 Lodando .

04830 Lodassimo
04831 Lodativa.
04832 Lodavate
04833 Lodesman
04834 Lodevoli .

04835 Lodgeable
04836 Lodged. .

04837 Lodgegate

LOD
CHARGES- C'ont.

.Will not pay extra charges

.Will pay charges

.Will pay the extra charges

.You are not to pay charges

.You are to pay charges

.You cannot charge

.You have chapged

.You may charge

.CHEAP. (Cost, Less, Undersell.)

.Are very cheap

.Can be done cheaper by

.Can be done very cheaply

.Can buy cheap

.Can it be done cheaper any other way

.Cannot be done cheaper

.Cheap as possible

.Cheapest can do

.Do not think it will be cheaper (to)

.Furnish whichever is the cheaper

.How much cheaper

. If cheaper

.If it can be done cheaper any other way

.Is cheaper and better than

.Is cheapest (route, way)

.Send by cheapest route

.Which is the cheapest (route)

.Whichever is the cheaper

.Will be cheaper

.Will be the cheapest (route)

.Will not be cheaper

.You must get them cheaper

.CHECK. (Bank, Draft, Signature.)

.A certified check for- required

.A check for

.Amount of check is

.Can send check (for)

.Can (you) (
-

) send check (for)
.Cannot send check (before)
.Cashier's check
.Certified check (has been sent)
.Check dated
.Check dishonored
.Check (for-) has been paid
.Check (for -) has not been paid
.Check (for-) mailed to-day
.Check goes to protest
.Check has been lost
.Check honored
.Check (is) for
. Check is good
.Check is improperly endorsed
.Check is not endorsed
-Check not dated
.Check not signed
.Check was not enclosed in letter
.Do not pay check
.Do not present check
.Get certified check [paid
.Has check (on-) sent in ours (of- for-) been
.Has handed us check for
.Have check certified
.Have not received (your) (

-'s) check (for)
.Have received (your) (

--
's) check (for)

.Have sent check

.Have stopped payment of check

.Have you received check (from) (for)

.Have you received our check (for)

.Instruct- bank not to pay check (to)

-Payment of check guaranteed
-Payment of check refused
-Please send check immediately
-Present check as soon as possible
-Protest check, and hand to attorney for collection
-Send certified check for
-Send check first post (for) (to) [pay bill

-We send you by to-day's mail our check for- to
.WT

ill send check in a few days
-Will send (you) (

-
) check for
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LOD
04838 Lodiculis. .

04839 Lodka . . .

04840 Lodolette .

04841 Lodosas . .

04842 Lodoso . . .

:843Lofanto . .

4 Lofbazum .

04845 Lofdicht . .

04846 Loffoden . .

04847 Lofgalm . .

04848 Lofgebed. .

04849 Lofklank. .

04850 Loflied . . .

04851 Lofogona. .

04852 Lofornico .

04853 Lofsprak. .

04854 Loftily . . .

04855 Loftiness. .

04856 Loftus ...
04857 Lofty
04858 Logaritmo
04859 Logarium .

04860 Logbasis. .

04861 Logboard .

04862 Logbuch . .

04863 Logcabin. .

4 Logeais. - .

04865 Logement .

04866 Logenhaus
04867 Logenlist .

04868 Logenrang
04869 Logentag. .

04870 Logettams
04871 Loggiato. .

04872 Logheap . .

04873 Logheid . .

04874 Loghouse .

04875 Loghut . . .

04876 Logic
04877 Logicam . .

04878 Logicando
04879 Logicassi .

04880 Logicavat .

04881 Logique . .

04882 Logismo . .

04883 Logistic . .

04884 Loglasat . .

04885 Logliella. .

04886 Logline . . .

04887 Logman . .

04888 Logografo
04889 Logogram .

04890 Logomachy
04891 Logophile .

04892 Logorammo
04893 Logorando
04894 Logorassi .

04895 Logorata. .

04896 Logradour
04897 Logramos
04898 Lograr . . .

04899 Lograrian .

04900 Logratlvo .

04901 Logrecat . .

04902 Logreel. . .

04903 Logreros. .

04904 Logrono . .

04905 Logthing. .

04906 Logwood. .

04907 Lohbeeten
04908 Lohblume .

04909 Lohfarh . .

04910 Lohfarbl* -

o!M1 T.ohgar. . .

04912 Lohgrube .

04913 Lohkuchen

.CHIMNEY. (Smokestack.) [Prefer.)

.CHOICE. (Alternative, Favor, Option,

.CHOKE-COILS. (Style.)

.CIRCUIT BREAKER. (Style.)
-Circuit breaker to be fitted with
-Double pole automatic circuit breakers
-Double pole non-automatic circuit breakers
.Four pole automatic circuit breakers
.Four pole non-automatic circuit breakers
-Generator requires double pole circuit breaker for

positive and equalizer circuits
.Range of circuit breakers is

.Single pole automatic circuit breakers

.Single pole non-automatic circuit breakers

.Triple pole automatic circuit breakers

.Triple pole non-automatic circuit breakers

.What is the range of circuit breakers

.What kind of circuit breakers shall we furnish

.With reverse current attachment

. With time limit and reverse current attachment
With time limit attachment
-CIRCULARS. (Publications.)
.CIRCULATE. (Issue.)
-CIRCUMFERENCE. (Diameter.)
.CIRCUMSCRIBE. (Confine, Limit.)
-CIRCUMSTANCE. (Conditions, Facts.)
.Are circumstances favorable
-As soon as circumstances will permit
.Cannot be had under any circumstances
.Carefully consider all the circumstances
-Carefully considering all the circumstances
.Certain circumstances
.Circumstances are changed
.Circumstances are favorable (for)
-Circumstances are unfavorable
.Circumstances do not allow
.Circumstances have arisen [doing as we intended
.Circumstances have since occurred which prevent
.Circumstances over which we have no control
Depends entirely on circumstances
.If circumstances will permit
.If under the circumstances
.Owing to circumstances
.Telegraph the circumstances
.The circumstances are
.Under any circumstances
.Under no circumstances whatever
.Under ordinary circumstances
-Under the altered circumstances
-Under the circumstances he (they) should
-Under the circumstances we will allow
.Under the circumstances we will not allow
-Under the most favorable circumstances
.Unforeseen circumstances
.Unless circumstances should justify another course
What are the circumstances
.Will be necessary under the circumstances
-Will circumstances (admit)
.You must act according to circumstances
. CITY. (Village.)
.City has a population of
-City of
.Expect to visit the principal cities of
.In the city of
.Including the city (of)
.Is a large city
.Is a small city
.What cities do you expect to visit
. \vhnt iM.pulation has the city (of)

.Will be in your city (Lien, Recognize, Settle.)

.CLAIMS. (Collect, Compromise, Demand,

.Admit the claim

.Admit the Justice of (your) (
-*s) claim

-Advise paying claim
.Allow the claim if not excessive
-Amount of claim(s) is

-Any lawful claim



04914 Lohnbar . .

04915 Lohnbuch .

04916 Lohnen. . .

04917 Lohnliste. .

04918 Lohnsold. .

04919 Lohntag . .

04920 Lohntages
04921 Lohnwagen
04922 Lohrinde. .

04923 Loiter . . .

04924 Loiterer . .

04925 Loitering. .

04926 Lojanosta .

04927 Lokaas. . .

04928 Lokaasden
04929 Lokalblat .

04930 Lokales . .

04931 Lokalitat. .

04932 Lokalpost .

04933 Lokalton. .

04934 Lokduif . .

04935 Lokduiven
04936 Lokeren . .

04937 Loket . . .

04938 Loketkast .

04939 Lokgeld . .

04940 Lokgelden
04941 Lokgiften .

04942 Lokken. . .

04943 Lokmees. .

04944 Lokvink . .

04945 Lollacant .

04946 Lollepot . .

04947 Lollia . . .

04948 Lollianam .

04949 Lolliani. . .

04950 Lolligine. .

04951 Lollingly. .

04952 Lollipop . .

04953 Lollium. . .

04954 Lollop . . .

04955 Lomandra
04956 Lomaria . .

04957 Lomatie . .

04958 Lombagie .

04959 Lombard. .

04960 Lombata . .

04961 Lombatell .

04962 Lombatina
04963 Lombriga .

04964 Lombudo .

04965 Lomia . . .

04966 Lomillo . .

04967 Lominado .

04968 Lomond . .

04969 Lomonite .

04970 Lompenbak
04971 Lompenkis
04972 Lompenman
04973 Lompennet
04974 Lompheid .

04975 Lompo . . .

04976 Lomtingue
04977 Lonato . . .

04978 Lonchorum
04979 Lonchos . .

04980 Lonchum .

04981 Loncloath .

04982 Loncostom
04983 Londiga . .

04984 Londobris .

04985 Londonism
04986 Lonurin . .

04987 Lonefact . .

049&8Loneness. .

04989 Lonesome .

04990 Longabat .

LON
CLAIMS Cont.

.Appears to be a reasonable claim [accept

.As payment on account of this claim; shall we

.Buyers have made a claim (of)

.Can claim be compromised

.Can settle all claims for
Can you make collection of this claim
Cannot entertain claim
.Cannot make collection of this claim without suit
.Claim against
.Claim all you can
Claim can be settled (for)
.Claim can probably be compromised (for)
.Claim cannot be compromised
.Claim doubtful
.Claim everything called for in the contract
Claim has been settled
Claim is allowed
.Claim is disputed
.Claim is fraudulent
Claim is good
.Claim is in accordance with
.Claim is indisputable
.Claim is not allowed
.Claim is not in accordance with
.Claim is reasonable
.Claim is withdrawn
.Claim made by
.Claim no more than I (we) are entitled to
.Claim on insurance
.Claim on them for amount
.Claim shortage from
.Claim(s) compensation for
.Claim(s) damages (of) (for)
Claim(s) priority
.Claim(s) should have immediate attention
.Claim(s) sustained
.Claim(s) that
Claim(s) the (right)
.Dispute claim
.Do not claim
.Do not dispute claim
.Do not give up the claim
.Do not pay claim
Do you advise paying claim
Do (you) ( ) claim
Do (you) ( ) think claim can be collected
Endeavor to compromise claim
Fear heavy claim
.General average claim
.Get claim allowed
.Have made a claim
.Have not made a claim
.Have thoroughly investigated the claim
Have (you) ( ) any claim (against) (upon)
.Have (you) ( ) made a claim (for) (upon)
How soon can the claim be settled
.If absolutely impossible to get claim settled
If claim is correct, it will be allowed
If claim is not settled, enforce it legally
If claim is not settled, shall I (we) take steps to
.If the claim is settled [enforce it legally
.If the claim is withdrawn
If they have a claim
.If (we) ( ) have a claim
.Insist upon the claim
.Investigate the claim thoroughly
.Is (are) there any other claims
Is client willing to accept a less sum than the full

claim in settlement
.Not sufficient to make a claim
.Offer(s) to pay any reasonable claim
.Particulars of claim as follows
.Press for settlement of claim
.Put in a claim at once (for)
.Put the claim in hands of a good lawyer
.Refuse(s) to admit the claim [in full settlement
.Refuses to pay claim in full, but offers to pay
.Send full particulars of the claim
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ton
CLAIMS- Cont.

04991 Longadant .Settle the claim(s) on best terms possible
04992 Longanime .Shall have to pay claim [final settlement
04993 Longaniza .Shall we accept less than full amount of claim as a
04994 Longanon . .Shall we admit the claim
04995 Longarium .Shall we pay claim
04996 Longarmed .Shall we resist the claim
04997 Longboat .Shall we try to compromise the claim
04998 Longbow. .There are other claims
04999 Lonercloth .There is (are) no other claim(s)
05000 Longeant. .Unless claim is satisfied
05001 Longemus .Very best that can be done in this claim is

05002 Longevas .What is the amount of the claim
05003 Longevite .What is the nature of the claim
05004 Longevo . .What progress are you making with claim (of)
05005 Longevous .What will take in full of all claims
05006 Longfacit .Will accept in full of claims
05007 Longholte .Will not recognize claim [this claim
05008 Longiamus .Will this party make proposition for settlement of
05009 Longianda .Will you accept less than full amount of claim as a
05010 Longiatur . .Withdraw the claim(s) [final settlement
05011 Longimane .CLASH. (Interfere, Opposition.)
05012 Longinant .CLASSIFY. (Arrangement.)
05013 Longincua .CLAUSE. (Agreement, Insert, Omit.)
05014 Longing . . .According to clause
05015 Longingly . .After clause insert
05016 Longinquo .All clauses (same as)
05017 Longipalp . .All the usual clauses
05018 Longipe>d. . .Alteration in clause agreed to
05019 Longiscap . .Alter following clause (No. ) to read as follows
05020 Longisma . .Buyers require the following clause
05021 Longismos .Cannot agree to the clause beginning [agree \o)
05022 Longitiam . .Cannot agree to the clause mentioned; (but will
05023 Longitude . .Cannot agree to the withdrawal of clause mentioned
05024 Longiturn . .Clause agreed to [(but will agree to)
05025 Longkruid .Clause altered as follows
05026 Longlived . .Clause cannot be altered
05027 Longlyan . .Clause has been added (providing for)
05028 Longmynd .Clause has been stricken out
05029 Longneck . .Clause is necessary to
05030 Longness. . .Clause may be waived
05031 Longnose . .Clause must be stricken out
05032 Longorum .Erase from clause (No. ) from the beginning to

the word latter inclusive (and insert)
05033 Longotte . . .Erase from clause (No. ) from the word to

both inclusive (and insert)
05034 Longrange .Erase from clause (No. ) from the word to

the end, former inclusive (and insert)
05035 Longrine. . .Erase the following clause
05036 Longrun . . .Following clause indispensable [add the following
05037 Longsight .In clause (No. ) between the words and ,

05038 Longspun . .Insert following clause (in bill(s) of lading) (in)
05039 Longstop . .Insert the usual arbitration clause
05040 Longtemps .Insert the usual strike clause
05041 Longuet . . .Insert usual clause about
05042 Longulano .May insert desired clause
05043 Longulite . .Must have customary clause
05044 Longulos. . .Must have the clause
05045 Longura . . .Must have the clause struck out
05046 Longvaten .Must insert a clause (specifying)
05047 Longways . .Must insert clause referred to
05048 Longwise . .Omit clause
05049 Longworm .Protest against the clause
05050 Lonja . . . .Refer to clause No.
05051 Lonjlsta . . .See that the clause is in the contract
06062 Lontanet. . .The clause is objected to
06053 Lontgaten .What clause is required (in contract) (bill of lading)
05054 Lontkist . . .Will agree to the clause, if [serted
06056 Lontra . . . .Will not accept, unless clause referred to, be in-

06056 Lontslot . . .Will not admit the clause
05057 Lontstok. . .Will not alter the clause
06068 Loobily. . . .Will (you) ( ) aprr-i> to the clause if

06069 Loodglans . .CLEAR. (Definite, Explicit.)
06060 LoodTes . . .All parts of engine must clear
06061 Loodkalk . .Arrange parts to clear obstructions
05062 Loodkonin . Cannot make clear by correspondence
06063 Loodkrud . .Cannot make clear by telegram, please await letter
05064 Loodlepel . .Clear it up if possible
06066 Loodmelk . .Clear of all



LOQ
CLEAR Cont.

05066 Loodnagel .Does it (do they) clear
05067 Loodoli. . . .If not clear
05068 Loodoven . .In the clear
05069 Loodoxyde .Is (are) made clear as to
05070 Loodpan . . .Is (are) quite clear
05071 Loodsboot . .It is not at all clear [mistake
05072 Loodsen . . .Make terms and conditions clear, so there can be no
05073 Loodsende .Must clear inches each side at a height of
05074 Loodsgeld . .Must parts be made to clear
05075 Loodspath .Will clear inches each side
05076 Loodtalie. . .Will it clear
05077 Loodtang. . .Will not clear
05078 Loofdaken .CLOSED. (Accept, Conclusion, Contract.)
05079 Loofed . . . .Advise you to authorize me to close
05080 Loofgash. . .After the close of
05081 Loofhut . . .Authorize you to close at
05082 Loofhutte . .Before closing
05083 Loofmest . .Better close at once on best terms obtainable
05084 Loofstil . . .Can close (at)
05085 Loofworm .Can close if (you) ( ) allow
05086 Loogbad . . .Can close on following terms
05087 Loogbaden .Can close on terms mentioned (in)
05088 Loogbakke .Can (you) ( ) close [the best you can do
05089 Loogkuip. . .Can (you) ( ) close on our terms; if not what is

05090 Loogmand .Cannot close on your terms; (but can close at)
05091 Lookbed . . .Cannot close (without) (until)
05092 Lookbol . . .Cannot now close on terms previously offered
05093 Lookraket .Close immediately [gram
05094 Lookout . . .Close the contract on terms of (your) ( 's) tele-
05095 Looksaus . .Close the matter up on following terms
05096 Looksmak .Closed at the price offered
05097 Loomgale . .Closed on your terms
05098 Loomheid . .Closed subject to immediate confirmation
05099 Loomst. . . .Contract closed
05100 Loondagen .Do not close (if) (unless)
05101 Loopboden .Do not close under
05102 Loopers . . .Do not close until you hear from me (us)
05103 Loopgang . .Expect to close at (about)
05104 Loophole. . .Feel certain of closing
05105 Looping . . .Figure as close as possible
05106 Loopmar. . .Has he (have they) closed
05107 Looppad . . .Has (have) closed (with)
05108 Looppaden .Have closed (at ) subject to your confirmation
05109 Loopplank .Have (you) ( ) closed (with) (for)
05110 Loopplats . .He (they) can close
05111 Loopschaf .He (they) cannot close
05112 Loopstok. . .How close can (you) ( ) come to
05113 Loopveld. . .If not already closed
05114 Loopvogel . .If (you) ( ) can close
05115 Loopwagen .If (you) ( ) cannot close
05116 Loosed ... .Is (are) very close
05117 Loosely . . .Keep as close as possible to
05118 Loosened. . .May we close (at) (for)
05119 Looseness . .Must close
05120 Loosening . .Not ready to close
05121 Loosingat . .Not yet closed
05122 Loosurne. . .Probably close
05123 Lopadicus . .Ready to close
05124 Lopadis . . .Shall we close
05125 Lopadusa . .Should be closed
05126 Lopas . . . .This is figured down very close
05127 Lopeman . . .What is the best at which you can close
05128 Lophanthe .When do (you) ( ) expect to close
05129 Lophidie . . .Will be closed
05130 Lophogone .Will close
05131 Lophome. . .Will close (at)
05132 Lophopode .Will close on best terms possible
05133 Lophops . . .Will not be closed until
05134 Lophornis, . .Will not close
05135 Lophortyx .You are authorized to close
05136 Lophosie. . .You may close (at) (providing)
05137 Lopping . . .CLUTCHES. (Couplings, Pulleys.)
05138 Lopposo . . .Four arm clutch (diameter of shaft inches) (for)
05139 Loquacity . .Four jaw clutch (diameter of shaft inches) (for)
05140 Loquacula .Friction clutch(es) (diameter of shaft in.) (for)
05141 Loquat . . . .Friction clutch four segments (diameter of shaft

inches) (for) [inches) (for)
05W2 Loqueado . .Friction clutch pulley(s) (diameter of shaft
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LOQ

05143 Loquebar .

05144 Loquela . .

05145 Loquent . .

05146 Loquero . .

05147 Loquita . .

05148 Loquitati. .

05149 Loraine . .

05150 Loramenta
05151 Loranto . .

05152 Lorarium .

05153 Lorate . . .

05154 Lorbaum. .

05155 Lorcha . . .

05156 Lordag. . .

05157 Lordament
05158 Lordasti . .

05159 Lordato . .

05160 Lorddom. .

05161 Lordlike . .

05162 Lordling . .

05163 Lordmaten
05164 Lordops . .

05165 Lordosis . .

05166 Lordship. .

05167 Lordura . .

05168 Lorenzo . .

05169 Loresman .

05170 Loretto. . .

05171 Lorigada. .

05172 Lorigados .

05173 Lorikeet . .

05174 Lorimer . .

05175 Lorina . . .

05176 Loriped . .

05177 Lorkeboom
05178 Lormander

05179 Lorpidon. .

05180 Lorquinas .

05181 Lorsque . .

05182 Losament .

05183 Losbadach
05184 Losbandig .

05185 Losbarste .

05186 Losbeuken
05187 Losbinden .

05188 Losbraus .

05189 Losbringe .

05190 Losdampen
05191 Losdansen
05192 Losdelven .

05193 Losdonner
05194 Loaduwen .

05195 Losenger. .

05196 Losfessel .

05197 Losgan . .

06198 Losgande .

06199 Losgatet . .

06200 Losgeben .

OR201 Li.Hgobogp
05202 Losgebrud
06203 Losgebung
06204 Losgedamp
06206 Losgedruk
06206 Losgegan .

05207 Losgegord
05208 Losgegote .

06209 Losgejagt .

05210 Losgpprikt
06211 Losgeprik .

05212 Losgespel .

05213 Losgetlkt .

CLUTCHES Cont.

.Friction clutch two segments (diameter of shaft
inches) (for) [inches) (for)

.Six arm clutch coupling (diameter of shaft

.Split clutch coupling (diameter of shaft in.) (for)

.Three jaw clutch (diameter of shaft in.) (for)

.Two arm clutch (diameter of 'shaft inches) (for)

.Two jaw clutch (diameter of shaft inches) (for)

.With electric clutch

.With friction clutch (diameter of shaft in.) (for)

.COAL. (Consumption, Economy, Efficiency,
Fuel, Gas, Guarantee.)

.Analysis of coal, moisture per cent., volatile
per cent., fixed carbon per cent., sulphur

.Anthracite coal [per cent., ash per cent.

.At what price can (you) ( ) contract for coal (for)

.Bituminous coal

.Coal costs per ton delivered

.Coal not at all suitable for

.Coal very bad

.Coal very good

.Consume(s) about tons of coal per day

.Consumption of coal

.Percentage of in coal is

.Pounds of coal per h.-p. per hour

.Run of the mine coal

.Slack coal

.What is the calorific value of the coal

.What is the consumption of coal per hour

.What is the consumption of coal per h.-p.

.What is the nature of the coal

.What is the percentage of in the coal

.COAL AND ASH HANDLINGMACHINERY.

.Can stokers be arranged with coal platform in front

.Coal and ash handling machinery will be used

.Coal and ash handling machinery will cost

.Coal and ash handling machinery will not be used

.Coal handling machinery, but not ash conveyors,
will be used

.Recommend 's coal and ash handling machinery
What make of coal and ash handling machinery is

required [machinery
.What will be the cost of coal and ash handling
.Will coal and ash handling machinery be used
.COCKS. (Fittings, Piping.)
.Cocks to be made of brass
.Cocks to be made of brass and nickel-plated
.Cocks to be placed (above)
Cocks to be placed on the
.How many cocks are there to be on
.Where will the cocks be placed
CODE. (Mistake, Telegraphing.)
A mistake was made in coding our telegram; for
Code book received [read
Code every message you send
Code the estimate
Code word
.Code words inserted as per letter of
Coded message correctly; error occurred in trans-
mission, we now repeat

.Find no such word as In our code

.For following word see code
Missing code word (is)
See code word No.
The word is from code
.This telegram contains words from <.!
Use A. B. C. code coupled with the WestinghouM
Use code as much as possible [code
.Use Lieber's code coupled with the Westinghouse
.Use the new Westinghouse code [code
Use Western Union code coupled with the Westing-

. \\ < are using the code [house code

. What code are you using

. \Vonl not in our code

.COERCE. (Compel.)

.COGENT. (Conclusion, Force.)

.COILS. (Armature, Transformer.)
Coils for lower field



LOT

COILS- Oont.

05214 Losgieten . .Coils for upper field

05215 Losgorden . .Field coils and armature interchangeable (with )

05216 Losgraven .Field coils strap on edge
05217 Loshelpen .Field coils wire wound
05218 Loshoofd . .High tension coils
05219 Loshouden .Low tension coils
05220 Loskammen One set high tension coils
05221 Loskappen .One set low tension coils
05222 Loskauf . . .Send coils
05223 Loskaufen .Series field coils
05224 Losklinke . .Set of armature coils, insulation and binding wire
05225 Loskloppe . .Shunt field coils

05226 Loskoppel . .COINCIDE. (Agreement, Conformity.)
05227 Loskuipen .COLLECT. (Claim, Demand, Get, Obtain,
05228 Loslassen . .Can collect balance [Payment.)
05229 Loslaten . . -Can (you) ( ) not collect
05230 Loslatmg . -Cannot collect
05231 Losmachen .Collect all information you can
05232 Losnagele . -Collect and deposit in bank to our credit
05233 Losnestel . -Collect and remit
05

ool
Lospakken -Collect from

05235 Lospellen . -Collect on delivery tin
05236 Lospraten . -Collections to-day in cash , notes , deposited
05237 Losraspen . .Do not collect from
05238 Lossagen . -Expect to collect (balance due)
05239 Lossagung .Have not collected
05240 Lossende. . -Have (you) ( ) been able to collect
05241 Lossful . . -How much have (you) ( ) collected (from)
05242 Lossing . . -How much is now due (from ), and when can you
05243 Losslaan. . .if (you) ( ) can collect [collect it
05244 Lossless . . -if (you) ( ) cannot collect
05245 Lossmeden .in order to collect
05246 Lossodone .it is necessary to collect
05247 Lossonat . . .it is too soon to collect
05248 Lossopsia . . it will be very difficult to collect
05249 Lossotal . . .Must push your collections
05250 Losspanne .Report on collections
05251 Losspelde . -Send C. O. D. for collection
05252 Losspil . . . -Send for collection
05253 Lostag . . . .Sent C. O. D. by express
05254 Loste Sent for collection
05255 Lostoomig -Shall I (we) collect
05256 Lostrappe .Telegraph what (you) ( )

05257 Losung . . . .We are promised collection
05258 Losvellen . -What collection have (you) ( ) made
05259 Lotastri . . .What shall we do if we cannot collect
05260 Lotastrum .When can (you) ( ) collect balance due (from)
05261 Lotbus .... Why have (you) ( ) not collected
05262 Lotbussen .Will collect (from)
05263 Loteling . . .Will collect information desired
05264 Lotgemeen .Will put matter in hands of a lawyer to collect
05265 Lotgeval . . .Will put matter in hands of mercantile agency to
05266 Lothasche .Will remit as soon as collected [collect
05267 Lothgarn. . .Will send you authority to collect for us
05268 Lothian . . .Will try to collect
05269 Lothleine . .You can collect from [Join.)
05270 Lotichius ..COMBINATION. (Agreement, Consolidate,
05271 Lotiforme . .A combination (of)
05272 Lotilenti . . .Advisable not to combine with
05273 Lotingen. . .Advisable to combine with
05274 Lotiongus . .Can be combined with present contract
05275 Lotofago. . .Can we make a combination with
05276 Lotolente . .Cannot be combined with present contract
05277 Lotometra .Cannot make combination with
05278 Lotononis . .Combination has gone to pieces
05279 Lotophagi . .Combination may be made with
05280 Lotoribus . .Combine if possible (with)
05281 Lotoris . . . .Has (have) combined with
05282 Lotosart . . .Has (have) not combined with
05283 Lotosklee . .Have formed a combination
05284 Lotoso . . . .If in combination with
05285 Lotsbeste . .If necessary combine with
05286 Lotsmann . .If possible combine freight with
05287 Lotspel. . . .If (you) ( ) can combine
05288 Lotspelen . .If (you) ( ) cannot combine
05289 Lotspraak . .In combination with
05290 Lotteryns . .In order to combine

[where deposited)
have collected (and
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COMBINATION- Con t.

05291 Lottogeld . .Make a combination with
05292 Lottokart . .May we combine
05293 Lottokuge .Offer to combine with (you)
05294 Lotusbaum .Outside of the combination
05295 Lctusboom .Said to have formed a combination
05296 Lotusleaf . .So as to combine shipments
05297 Louait . . . .Strong combination to keep prices down
05298 Louange . . .Strong combination to maintain prices
05299 Louasses. . .There is a combination (to)
05300 Loubine . . .To combine shipment with
05301 Loucainha . Why did (you) ( ) not combine
05302 Louchard . .Will combine with us
05303 Loucura . . . Will not combine (on account of)
05304 Loudful . . .Will try to combine with
05305 Loudly . . . .Will (you) ( ) enter into a combination (with)
05306 Loudness . .You must combine
05307 Loudvoice . .You must not combine
05308 Louquejar .GOME. (Arrival, Meet, Return.)
05309 Louquinho .Advise (you) ( ) to come if possible [tied
05310 Louraca . . .As soon as comes; things can be definitely set-
05311 Lourdismo .As soon as (you) ( ) can come
05312 Lourigado . . Be ready to come on receipt of telegram
05313 Lourinho. . .Be sure to come
05314 Lousewort .Can come
05315 Lousiness . .Can do nothing until you come
05316 Lousinha. . .Can he (they) come here
05317 Lousonna . .Can (you) ( ) come (by) (to) %

05318 Lousy . . . .Cannot leave until comes
05319 Loutish . . .Come as soon as you can
05320 Loutishly . .Come (back) immediately
05321 Loutnique .Come if you can
05322 Louvador . .Come in time for
05323 Louvain . . .Do not come
05324 Louvanist . .Do not come until you hear from us
05325 Louvarlou .Do nothing until I (we) come
05326 Louvavel. . .Expect to come on
05327 Louvelle . . . Expect (you) ( ) to come
05328 Louvetage .Have decided not to come
05329 Louveteur . .How many will come
05330 Louvor . ... If (you) ( ) can come
05331 Lovable. . . .If (you) ( ) cannot come
05332 Lovage . ... Is (are) coming
05333 Loveapple . .Is it important that I ( ) should come
05334 Loveday . . .It is important that you ( ) should come at once
05335 Lovefavor .Not expected to come
05336 Lovefeast . .Not necessary to come
05337 Lovejoy . . . Not ready to come
05338 Loveknot . .Quite useless troubling to come here
05339 Loveless . . .Ready to come
05340 Leveling . . .Recommend (you) ( ) to come if possible
05341 Lovelock. . .Shall I (we) come (to)
05342 Lovelorn. . .Telegraph when (you) ( ) can come
05343 Lovely . . . .When are (you) ( ) coming
05344 Loveront . .When can (you) ( ) come
05345 Loveshaft . .Who is likely to come
05346 Lovesick. . .Will come
05347 Lovesome . .Will come at once (if wanted)
05348 Lovesoton . .Will not come
05349 Lovesuit . . .Will (you) ( ) come
05350 Lovetale . . .You may come
05351 Lovingly. ..COMMENCE. (Begin, Start.)
05352 Lovnm:t . . . .\li.t<ly commenced
05353 Lowando. . .Before commencing
05354 Lowbell. . . .Can commence (at once)
06355 Lowbelled .Can (you) ( ) common..
05356 Lowborn . . -Cannot commence (on account of) (until)
06357 Lowbred . . .Commence (at once)
06358 Lowchurch .Do not commence (until you hear from) ( ) (us)
06359 Lowery . . .Expect to commence about
06360 Lowland. . .Have not commenced (work)
05361 Lowllhood .If it can be commenced
05362 Lowllly. . . .If you have not commenced
06363 Lowliness . .Is (are) waiting Instructions to commence
06364 Lowly nt i . .is It commenced
06365 Lowminded .It was commenced
06366 Lowness. . .It was not commenced
06367 Lowsunday .Ready to comm< :

06368 Lowwater . .Shall cumin
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COMMENCE Cont.

05369 Lowwines . .Shall (we) ( ) commence
05370 Loxanthe . .Unless commenced
05371 Loxodon . . .Was commenced (by)
05372 Loxodonta . When will (you) ( ) commence
05373 Loxomma . . Will commence (on the)
05374 Loxoneme . . Will commence shipping
05375 Loxopyge . . Will (you) ( ) commence
05376 Loxostome .You may commence (at once)
05377 Loyal COMMENT. (Noted.)
05378 Loyalist . . .COMMISSION. (Allow, Division, Per Cent.,

Price, Profit, Reserve.)
05379 Loyalty. . . .A commission of per cent.
05380 Lozanfa . . .Add commission
05381 Lozano . . . .Agents commission to (you)
05382 Lozenge . . .Agree to divide the commission
05383 Lubbard . . .All commission must be paid (by)
05384 Lubbentin . .Allowing a commission (of)
05385 Lubberly. . .Are entitled to a commission
05386 Lubieux . . .Are not entitled to a commission
05387 Lubin . . . .Bank commission (is)

05388 Lubric . . . .Can allow you commission (of)
05389 Lubricous . .Cannot allow commission (of)
05390 Lubrifian. . .Cannot allow higher commission
05391 Lubriga . . .Cannot pay commission (to)
05392 Lucana. . . .Cannot pay more than commission
05393 Lucanicus . .Commission is not due until all contract payments

have been made
05394 Lucanida . .Commission to be divided (between and)
05395 Lucanien. . .Commission will be allowed (of)
05396 Lucanor . . .Deduct commission
05397 Lucanorum .Does not include 's commission
05398 Lucaribus . .Expect will require commission
05399 Lucarino . . .Free of commission
05400 Lucent. . . .Full commission
05401 Lucernal . . .Have to divide the commission (with)
05402 Luchabamo .It will not allow of any commission
05403 Luchadora .Must have a commission (of)
05404 Luchamos . .Our commission for doing the business
05405 Luchanfat .Our price quoted is net cash f. o. b. cars (East Pitts-

burg) ( ) you must add for all commissions
05406 Lucharan . .Our price quoted is net cash f. o. b. steamer (New

York) ( ) you must add for all commissions
05407 Luchelie . . .Paying a commission (of)
05408 Luchetton . .Requires a share of the commission
05409 Luchsauge .This price does not include commission
05410 Luchsfell. . .This price includes a commission (of)
05411 Luchtbol. . .Waiving our commission
05412 Luchtgang .We expect a share of commission
05413 Luchtgat . .We will divide commission with (you)
05414 Luchthart . .What amount of commission
05415 Luchtig . . .What commission do (you) ( ) allow
05416 Luchtijes . .What commission do (you) ( ) charge
05417 Luchtkete .What commission will allow
05418 Luchtkolo . .Will accept the commission offered
05419 Luchtkuip .Will allow per cent, commission
05420 Luchtkund .Will not divide commission
05421 Luchtmout .Will return of the commission
05422 Luchtpomp .Will (you) ( ) divide commission
05423 Lucian . . . .COMMISSIONER.
05424 Lucid Acting commissioner
05425 Lucidly. . . .Assistant commissioner
05426 Lucidness . .Commissioner of patents
05427 Lucifer. . . .Commissioner of patents has decided in favor of
05428 Luciform. . .Have nominated as commissioner in re
05429 Lucimeter -Highway commissioner
05430 Lucius . . . .Special commissioner
05431 Luckily. . . .Street commissioners
05432 Luckiness . .Water commissioners [ardize.)
05433 Luctabit. ..COMMITTED. (Binding, Compromise, Jeop-
05434 Luctamin . .Are not committed (to)
05435 Luctantem .Are (we) ( ) committed to
05436 Luctas . . . .Are you committed (to)
05437 Luctatori . .DO not commit us in any way (to)
05438 Luctavis . . .DO not commit yourself (with ) until hearing

further from us
05439 Luctiflca. . .Try to get them to commit themselves
05440 Luctisona . .We are committed
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05441 Luctitaba .

05442 Luctuadam
05443 Luctuosa. .

05444 Luctuosos .

05445 Lucubram
05446 Lucubrate

05447 Luculenta .

05448 Lucullana .

05449 Luculli . . .

05450 Luculorum
05451 Luculum. .

05452 Lucuma . .

05453 Lucumon .

05454 Lucumonen
05455 Lucunculo .

05456 Luddite . ..

05457 Ludebant .

05458 Ludebatur
05459 Ludendos .

05460 Ludendum
05461 Luderup. .

05462 Ludet . . .

05463 Ludibundi .

05464 Ludicrous .

05465 Ludifica . .

05466 Ludimus . .

05467 Ludmilla. .

05468 Ludovico. .

05469 Luebati . .

05470 Lueftchen .

05471 Lueften . .

05472 Lueftest . .

05473 Lueftung .

05474 Luegenbol
05475 Luegengel .

05476 Luegenhaf
05477 Luegenma
05478 Luegensat
05479 Luegenvol
05480 Luegenwan
05481 Luegenwor
05482 Luella . . .

05483 Luellarum
05484 Luellis . . .

05485 Luendam .

05486 Luendis . .

05487 Luenga . . .

05488 Luengos . .

05489 Lufalufa. .

05490 Luftartig .

05491 Luftball . .

05492 Luftblase .

05493 Luftdruck
05494 Luftfahrt .

05495 Luftfang. .

05496 Luftfarbe .

05497 Luftgelst. .

05498 Luftnahn .

05499 Lufthauch
05500 Lufthaut. .

05501 Lufthelb . .

05502 Lufthonig .

05503 Luftkampf
05504 Luftkanal .

06605 Luftkugel .

05506 Luftkunde
05507 Luftlinie . .

05608 Luftmetal .

06609 Luftnacht .

06610 Luftofen. .

05511 Luftpumpe
06612 Luftraum .

06613 Luftschif .

06614 Luftsprun

COMMITTED Cont.
.Will not commit himself (themselves)
.Will not commit ourselves (until we)
.Without committing us to
.Without (before) committing yourself
.COMMITTEE. (Board, Decision, Village.)
.Committee appointed to investigate reported (favor-

ably) [favorably
.Committee appointed to investigate reported un-
.Committee appointed to investigate will report

(favorably) [favorably
.Committee appointed to investigate will report un-
.Committee has been appointed
.Committee of investigation
.Committee of management
.Committee's vote stands
.Is- on the committee
.Is not on the committee
.Is on the committee
.The committee are influenced by
.The committee has awarded
.The committee has resolved
.The committee will not consider
.The committee's legal adviser
.The next meeting of the committee
.Under consideration by the committee
.What are the views of the committee
.When will the committee consider the matter
.Will appoint a committee
.Will the committee consider
.Will this meet the views of the committee
.COMMUNICATIONS. (Conference, Corres-
pondence, Letter, Negotiate, Notification.)

.Address communications to

.Advise (you) (
-

) to communicate direct with
.All communication stopped
.Am (are) awaiting a communication from
.Am (are) in communication (with)
.Are there any means of communication (with)
.Await a communication (from)
.Can we communicate with
.Can you communicate with (

-
) (our agent)

.Cannot communicate (with) (for the reason)

.Communicate anything of importance by telegraph

.Communicate contents of letter (to)

.Communicate immediately with (
-

) (us)
.Communicate in future direct (with)
.Communicate the following to
.Communicate to
.Communicate with (

-
) (them)

.Communicate with (me) (
-

) in care of
.Communicate with our agent (at)
.Communicating with- (in regard to)
.Communication (with-) is now restored
.Desire to communicate with (your) [me (us)
.Do not communicate with them until you hear from
.Have communicated with
.Have instructed- to communicate with (you)
.Have no communication yet from
.Have they communicated with
.Have (you) (

-
) communicated with

.Have (you) (
-

) received any communication from
.In communication with
.In regular communication with
.Is it advisable to communicate with
.It is advisable to communicate with
.It is not advisable to communicate with
.Keep in communication with
.Last communication was dated
.No means of communication (between- and)
.Not in communication \\iih

.Shall (we) communicate with

.Telegraphic communication (with)

.The means of communication between - and -
are interrupted

.There is only postal communication with

.To whom whiill we address communications for (you)

.What communication have you (from)

.What communication is there (between- and)
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05515 Luftstoss .

05516 Luftstric. .

05517 Luftthurm
05518 Luftvent. .

05519 Luftvulka .

05520 Luftwelle .

05521 Luftwesen
05522 Lugano. . .

05523 Lugareno .

05524 Lugarinho
05525 Lugduni . .

05526 Lugdunum
05527 Lugeant . .

05528 Lugentia. .

05529 Lugger . . .

05530 Lugmark .

05531 Lugsail. . .

05532 Lugubrant
05533 Lugubris. .

05534 Lugworm .

05535 Luhith . . .

05536 Luibuis. . .

05537 Luidkeels .

05538 Luifels .

05539 Luiheid. . .

05540 Luikgat .

05541 Luikgaten .

05542 Luilak . . .

05543 Luilakken .

05544 Luimen. . .

05545 Luisant. . .

05546 Luiskruid .

05547 Luissetis. .

05548 Luissimo. .

05549 Luites .

05550 Luitklank .

05551 Luitsnar .

05552 Luitspel . .

05553 Luituram .

05554 Luituri . . .

05555 Luiwagens
05556 Lujosas. . .

05557 Lujoso .

05558 Lukeness' .

05559 Lukewarm
05560 Lukgodin .

05561 Lukkende .

05562 Lukrak.
05563 Lukte .

05564 Lulianas
05565 Luliano.
05566 Lulismo
05567 Lullaby.
05568 Lulling.
05569 Lullisme
05570 Lullus .

05571 Lumaca
05572 Lumachel .

05573 Lumachin .

05574 Lumarius .

05575 Lumbagine
05576 Lumbago .

05577 Lumbar . .

05578 Lumbaris .

05579 Lumbellos
05580 Lumbering
05581 Lumbreras
05582 Lumbria . .

05583 Lumbrical
05584 Lumbricos
05585 Lumbricum
05586 Lumbulor .

05587 Lumettino
05588 Lumignon .

05589 Luminade .

05590 Luminanda
05591 Luminaria
05592 Luminatio

COMMUNICATIONS- Cant.
.Where shall communicat

LUM

communications be sent
. Will communicate immediately (with)
.Will communicate with you
. Will you communicate (with)
.You had better communicate with
.COMPANIES.
.Agar, Cross & Co.
.Ahearn & Soper
.Alioth Electric Co.
.Allegemeine Electric Co.
.Allegheny County Light Co.
.Alsacienne Electric Co.
.American Brake Co., The
.Atha, Benjamin & Co.
.Bagnall & Hillis
.Baker Street & Waterloo Railway
.Baldwin Locomotive Works
.Bement, Miles & Co.
Bethlehem Steel Co.
.Blackwell, R. W. & Co., Ltd.
.Braniff, G. & O. Co.
.Brill, J. G. & Co.
.British Electric Traction Co., Ltd.
.British Schuckert Electric Co., Ltd.
.British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.
.British Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Ltd., The
.Brompton & Piccadilly Railway
.Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co.
.Brown, Bouverie & Co
.Brown Boveri Electric Co.
.Bruce, Peebles & Co.
.Brush Electric Co.
.Brush Electric Engineering Co., Ltd.
.Brush Electric Light & Power Co.
Brush Electric Light Co.
.Bullock Electric Co.
.C. & C. Electric Co.
.Cable Co.
.Cameron, R. W. & Co.
.Cataract Construction Co.
.Chamberlain & Hookham, Ltd.
.City Street Railway Co.
.Clarke, Chapman & Co.
.Coal Co.
.Coal & Coke Co.
.Consolidated Electric Co.
.Consolidated Electric Light & Power Co.
.Consolidated Street Railway Co.
.Consolidated Traction Co.
.Construction Co.
.Crocker Wheeler Co.
.Crompton & Co., Ltd.
.Curtis Electric Motor Co.
.Deloitte, Dever, Griffiths & Co.
.Dick, Kerr & Co., Ltd.
.Drake & Gorham
.East Pittsburg Improvement Co.
.Eddy Electric Co.
.Edison & Swan United Electric Light Co.
.Edison Electric Illuminating Co.
.Electric & Gas Light Co.
.E^ctric & Power Co.
.Electric Co.
.Electric Construction Co.
.Electric Illuminating Co.
.Electric Illuminating & Power Co.
.Electric Light Co.
.Electric Light & Fuel Co.
.Electric Light & Motor Co.
.Electric Light & Power Co.
Electric Light & Railway Co.
.Electric Light & Transit Co.
.Electric Light, Fuel, Gas & Supply Co.
.Electric Light, Gas, Power & Heating Co.
.Electric Light, Heat & Power Co.
.Electric Light, Power & Heating Co.
.Electric Light, Power & Street Railway Co.
.Electric Merchandise Co.
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05593 Luminella
u55i4 Luminemus
U5595 Lumining
05596 Lumino .

05597 Luminota
05598 Luminous
05599 Lummox.
05600 Lumpen .

05601 Lumpenact
05602 Lumpenfut
05603 Lumpengel
05604 Lumpenhaf
05605 Lumpenkra
05606 Lumpenlad
05607 Lumpennes
05608 Lumpensac
05609 Lumpenvol
05610 Lumpenwet
05611 Lumpenwor
05612 Lumpig. . .

05613 Lumpish. .

05614 Lumpishly
05615 Lumpkines
05616 Lumpy . . .

05617 Lunabam .

05618 Lunabitis .

05619 Lunabunt .

05620 Lunacy . .

05621 Lunaison .

05622 Lunam. . .

05623 Lunarians .

05624 Lunaribus .

05625 Lunarino. .

05626 Lunarisch .

05627 Lunatica . .

05628 Lunaticos .

05629 Lunaticum
05630 Lunation. .

05631 Lunatique
05632 Lunatisme
05G33 Lunaturis .

05634 Lunavimus
05635 Lunavisse .

05636 Lunch . . .

05637 Luncheon .

05638 Lundbeck .

05639 Lundberg .

05640 Lundiste .

05641 Lunette . .

05642 Lunettone
05643 Lungagnol
05644 Lungament
05645 Lungarna .

05646 Lungenban
05647 Lungenmos
05648 Lungensac
05649 Lungern . .

05650 Lunghe. . .

06651 Lunghesso
05652 Lunghino .

06663 Lungis . . .

05654 Lungitano
06656 Lungless . .

06666 Lungura . .

05657 Lungwort .

06668 Lunlform .

06659 Lunisolar .

06660 Lunistice. .

06661 Lunitidal .

06662 Lunsjes . .

05663 Lunt< ;

06664 Luntendam
06666 Lunulado .

06666 Lunular . .

06667 Lunule. . .

06668 Lunulets. .

06669 Lunulite . .

06670 Luoghetto

COMPANIES- C&nt.
.Electric Railway Co.
.Electric Railway & Power Co.
.Electric Railway, Light & Power Co.
.Electric Street Railway Co.
.Electric Street Railway & Light Co.
.Electric Supply Co.
.Electric Traction Co.
.Electrical Co., Ltd.
.English Electric Mfg. Co., Ltd.
. Ferranti Electric Co.
. Flint, Eddy & American Trading Co.
.Fort Wayne Electric Co.
.Fowler, John, & Co., Ltd.
.Ganz Electric Co.
.Gas & Coke Co.
.Gas & Electric Light Co.
.Gas Co.
k Gas, Electric Light & Power Co.
Gas, Electric Light & Street Railway Co.
.Gas Light & Coke Co.
.Gas Light & Heating Co.
.Gas Light Co.
.General Electric Co.
.General Electric Co., Ltd., London
.Graham Bros.
.Great Northern & City Railway
.Hayward & Wreaks
.Heat, Power & Light Co.
.Helios Electric Co.
.Holmes, J. H. & Co.
..Illuminating Co.
.Illuminating & Motor Co. [Co., Ltd.
.India Rubber, Gutta Percha & Telegraph Works
.International Electric Co. of Liege
.Iron & Coal Co.
.Iron & Steel Co.
.Johnson & Phillips
.Laclede Car Co.
. Lamokin Car Works
.Land Co.
. Land & Coal Co.
. Langdon-Davies Electric Motor Co., Ltd.
. Leaycraft & Co.
.Light & Fuel Co.
. Light & Fuel Manufacturing Co.
.Light & Power Co.
. Light, Heat & Power Co.
.Light, Heating, Power & Water Co.
.Lighting Co.
.London County Council
.Manhattan General Construction Co.
.Manning, Maxwell & Moore
.Mather & Platt, Ltd.
.Mersey Railway Co.
.Metropolitan District Railway, London
.Metropolitan Railway, London
.Mining & Milling Co.
.Mining Co.
. Morgan Engineering Co.
.Morse Twist Drill Co.
.Muckle", Jr., M. R. & Co.
.National Electric Mfg. Co., Eau Jlaire, Wis.
.National Iron & Steel Works, The
. Nernst Lamp Co., Pittsburg
.Niagara Development Co.
. Niagara Falls Power Co.
.Niles Tool Works Co.
.Northern Electric Co.
.Norton, Rose, Norton & Co.
.Noyes Bros., Melbourne
. Noyes Bros., Sydney
.Nuttall, R. D. f Co., Pittsburg
.Passenger Railway Co.
. I'ittsburu- Meter Co., Pittsburg
.Pond Machine Tool Co.
.Post &Co., Alfred N.
.Postal Vlney Electric Co.
. Power Co.
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COMPANIES- Cant.

05671 Luoghi .... Power & .Light Co.
05672 Luogo Power, Light & Heat Co.
05673 Lupabaris . .Pratt & Whitney Co.
05674 Lupabimur . Railroad Co.
05675 Lupabor . . .Railway & Electric Co.
05676 Lupantur . .Railway & Lighting Co.
05677 Lupatello . .Railway Co.
05678 Lupatorum .Rapid Transit Co.
05679 Lupatos . . .Rapid Transit Railway Co.
05680 Lupatria. . .Rogers, R. & Co.
05681 Lupattmo . . Rothschilds, London
05682 Lupatto . . .Rothschilds, Paris
05683 Lupeggi . . .Royal Electric Co.
05684 Lupercal . . . Safety Electric Light & Power Co.
05685 Lupesche. . .Sawyer-Man Electric Co.
05686 Lupesco . . . Schneider Electric Co.
05687 Lupettin . . . Schuckert Electric Co.
05688 Lupeux. . . .Scott & Mountain, Ltd.
05689 Lupiamus . . Security Investment Co., Pittsburg
05690 Lupillo. . . .Sellers, Wm. & Co.
05691 Lupillus . . .Siemens & Halske Co. of America
05692 Lupinella . . Siemens Bros. Electric Co.
05693 Lupinine . . .Socie'te' Anonyme Westinghouse, Paris
05694 Lupino .... Socie'te' Anonyme Westinghouse, St. Petersburg.

(Brake Dept.)
05695 Lupishom . . Soci6te* Anonyme Westinghouse, St. Petersburg.
05696 Lupivis. . . . Socie'te' Generale, Paris [(Electric Dept.)
05697 Lupivisti . . Sprague Electric Co.
05698 Lupoduni . .Standard Traction Brake Co., New York
05699 Lupodunum Standard Underground Cable Co.
05700 Lupous. . . .Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
05701 Luppolo . . .Starr, John, Son & Co., Ltd.
05702 Luptow . . . Steel Co.
05703 Lupularum . Street Railroad & Light Co.
05704 Lupulina. . .Street Railway Co.
05705 Lupuloet . .St. Louis Car Co.
05706 Lupus .... Suburban Railway Co.
05707 Luquesa . . .Takata & Co.
05708 Luqueses . .Thames Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd.
05709 Lurcation . .Thomson-Houston Electric Co.
05710 Lurchante .Thomson-Houston Electric Light Co.
05711 Lurcher . . .Thomson-Houston International Electric Co.
05712 Lurdane . . .Thompson-Ryan Electric Co.
05713 Luridatos . .Thresher Co.
05714 Luridatum .Traction Co.
05715 Luridite . . .Traction & Power Securities Co., The, Ltd.
05716 Lurido . . . .Triumph Electric Co.
05717 Luriclorum .U. Baird Machinery Co.
05718 Luringest . .Union Electric Co.
05719 Lurking . . . Union Switch & Signal Co., The, Swissvale, Pa.
05720 Lurry . . . .United Electric, Gas & Power Co.
05721 Luscious. . .United Electric Light & Power Co.
05722 Lushburg . .United States Electric Lighting Co.
05723 Lusiad . . . .Wagner Co.
05724 Lusingato .Walker Manufacturing Co.
05725 Lusingava .Warner & Swasey
05726 Lusinghi . . .Warren Electric Co.
05727 Lusingo . . .Water & Electric Light Co.
05728 Lusitamus .Water & Light Co.
05729 Lusitana. . .Water & Power Co.
05730 Lusitanos . .Water, Heat, Light & Power Co.
05731 Lusitante . .Water, Ice, & Electric Light Co.
05732 Lusitet . . .Water, Light & Power Co.
05733 Luskish . . . Water Power Co.
05734 Luskishly . .Water Works, Power & Light Co.
05735 Lusones . . . Wellman-Seaver Engineering Co.
05736 Lusorious . .Western Electric Co.
05737 Lusory. . . .Westinghouse Air Brake Co., The, Pittsburg
05738 Lusses . . . .Westinghouse Automatic Air and Steam Coupler

Co., St. Louis
05739 Lussuria. ..Westinghouse Brake Co., Ltd., The, London
05740 Lustboot. . .Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co., New York
05741 Lustbosch . .Westinghouse Companies' Publishing Dept., The
05742 Lustende . .Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Lustepat. . .Westinghouse Electricitats Actiengesellschaft,
Luster . . . .Westinghouse Electric Co., Ltd., London [Berlin
Lustered . . .Westinghouse Friction Draft Gear Co., Pittsburg,
Lustering , .Westinghouse Machine Co., The, Pittsburg [Pa.
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Lusteront
Lusteroso
Lusterpla
Lusterque
Lustfalen
Lustfamed
Lustfarat
Lustfator
Lustfega.
Lustfello.
Lustfetin
Lustforan
Lustfotto
Lustfuane
Lustfuego
Lustfujen
Lustful .

Lustfully.
Lustgarte
Lustgas .

Lustgauge
Lustgelog
Lustgesan
Lustgrand
Lustgreto
Lustgrore
Lustgruat
Lustguban
Lustguger
Lustgukat
Lusthabor
Lusthague
Lusthelda
Lusthero.
Lusthina.
Lustholan
Lusthoste
Lusthoven
Lusthuzgo
Lustlbana
Lusticant
Lustifor .

Lustifuge
Lustig . .

Lustigera
Lustihead
Lustihood

05743 Lustily . .

05744 Lustiness
05745 Lustkelch
05746 Lustless .

05747 Lustlos .

05748 Lustrador
05749 Lustral. .

05750 Lustrammo
05751 Lustrando
05752 Lustrarla
05753 LustrassI
05754 Lustrate.
05755 Lustratif .

05756 Lustrific .

05757 Lustrocal
05758 Lustrous.
05759 Lustrulho
05760 Lustrum .

05761 Lustsabat
(5762 Lustsache
05763 Lustsplel.
05764 Lusttrank
06765 Lusttuln .

05766 Lustucru.
05767 Lustw.'ikl
05768 Lustwort
05769 Lusurum.
05770 Lutabamus
05771 Lutablt .

05772 Lntfidiirn
06773 Lutandos

COMPANIES- Cant.

.Westinghouse Mfg. Co., Ltd., The, Hamilton, Ont.
. White, J. G. & Co.. Ltd., London
. White, J. G. & Co., New York
.Witting Bros., Ltd.

.'COMPANY. (Board, Directors, Dividend.)

.Are stockholders of the company

.Can organize a company

.Can you organize a company

.Cannot organize a company

.Company has been organized

.Directors of the company
[Limited liability company
.Of whom is the company composed
.The name of the company is

.The stockholders of the company are

.When will the company be organized
Will organize a company
.COMPARE. (Equal, Same.)
.As compared with
.Cannot be compared (with) (to)
.Comparative results
.Comparatively
Compare(d) with
.Comparers) favorably (with) (to)

.Compare(s) unfavorably (with) (to)

.Do(es) not compare with

.Have carefully compared (with) (to)

.Have not compared (with) (to)
Have (you) ( ) compared (with) (to)

.How does it (do they) compare (with) (to)

.If (you) ( ) compare

.If (you) ( ) compare with will find

.To compare (with) (to)
\Vh<-ii ronipan-.l with fgation.)
.COMPEL. (Enforce, Force, Necewity, Obli-
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05774 Lutanist . . .Are compelled to
05775 Lutantibu . . Are (you) (

-
) compelled to

05776 Lutantium .Can compel
05777 Lutarious . . Can compel him (them) to
05778 Lutatiani . . Can (you) (

-
) compel

05779 Lutaturam . Cannot compel him (them) to
05780 Lutecase. . .Compel them
05781 Lutensium . Compels us to
05782 Lutescent . . If compelled to
05783 Lutetia . . . If not compelled to
05784 Luthedost . .May be compelled to
05785 Lutheran . . So as to compel
05786 Lutheux . . . Unless compelled (to)
05787 Lutiano . . . We are not compelled to
05788 Lutinais . . . Will be compelled to

05Y89 Lutinons. . .Will not be compelled to [to

05790 Lutitabat . . Would not be well to attempt to compel him (them)
05791 Lutitat. . . .You are not compelled to [Redress, Wages.)
05792 Lutosum. ..COMPENSATION. (Allow, Fees, Indemnify,
05793 Lutrin ... .A compensation of- has been paid
05794 Luttasses . . A liberal compensation
05795 Lutteur . . . A reasonable compensation
05796 Luttons . . . As compensation (for)
05797 Luttuoso. . .Claim(s) compensation for
05798 Lutulent. . .Compensation is claimed (for)
05799 Lutzen .... Compensation will be made
05800 Luvetto . . . Compensation will have to be made
05801 Luxabimus . Compensation will not be made
05802 Luxada. . . .Dispute claim for compensation
05803 Luxandi . . . No compensation is claimed
05804 Luxate .... No compensation is offered
05805 Luxatsat . . Unless full compensation is made
05806 Luxavit . . . What compensation has been made
05807 Luxissent . . What would be a fair compensation
05808 Luxistis . . . Who will compensate
05809 Luxorum . . Will allow as compensation
05810 Luxuria . . . Will be amply compensated
05811 Luxuriant . . Will not accept compensation
05812 Luxurists . . Will require heavy compensation
05813 Luxury . . . Without any compensation
05814 Luxusada . . Would be a fair compensation
05815 Lyang .... COMPENSATORS. (Style.) [ted, Man.)
05816 Lyceum . . . COMPETENT. (Engineer, Experience, Fit-
05817 Lycopod . . .A competent and reliable engineer (person) (to ex-

amine and report upon)
05818 Lydiades. . .Advise (you) (

-
) to send a competent person (to)

05819 Lydian .... Believe he is (they are) quite competent
05820 Lydiasta. . .Do(es) not feel competent (to)
05821 Lydienne. . .Entirely competent
05822 Lydos . ... He is (they are) not competent (to)
05823 Lygdamus .He is (they are) thoroughly competent (to)
05824 Lygdina . . .Is he (are they) competent (to) [(of)
05825 Lygdinos. . .Send a competent man to superintend the erection
05826 Lygdinum .Will send a competent man to superintend the erec-

tion [Opposition, Order.)
05827 Lygosome . .COMPETITION. (Bid, Contract, Opponents,
05828 Lyingly. . . .Can compete (with)
05829 Lykewake . . Can you compete (with)
05830 Lykiskos. . .Cannot compete (with)
05831 Lykon .... Cannot meet competition
05832 Lykosura . . Chief competition is from
05833 Lykurgos. . .Competition is with
05834 Lymaneta . .Competition will be close
05835 Lymanopod Competition will be limited to- and ourselves
05836 Lymbara. . .Competition will not be close
05837 Lymexylon . Competitors are quoting
05838 Lymna .... Competitors have quoted- to- for
05839 Lymnite . . . Do you expect much competition
05840 Lymphabas .Expect no competition
05841 Lymphad . . If not, competition will secure it
05842 Lymphando In order to exclude competition
05843 Lymphatic . Is there any competition
05844 Lymphatos . Meet competitors by quoting
05845 Lymphavis . No competition whatever
05846 Lymphe . . . On account of- competition
05847 Lymphetis . Owing to competition
05848 Lymphone . Strong competition
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05849 Lymphoris
05S50 Lynched . .

05851 Lynching .

05852 Lynchlaw .

05853 Lyncurium

05854 Lyntraria .

05855 Lynxes . .

05856 Lynxwet. .

05857 Lysanias. .

05858 Lysantem .

05859 Lysantis. .

05860 Lysas . . .

05861 Lysiacos . .

05862 Lysiacum .

05863 Lysiades .

05864 Lysianax .

05865 Lysidicus .

05866 Lysidis . .

05867 Lysikles . .

05868 Lysimach .

05869 Lysimaque
05870 Lysimelia .

05871 Lysineme .

05872 Lysinia . .

05873 Lysippe . .

05874 Lysippos. .

05875 Lysippum .

05876 Lysitani . .

05877 Lysithide. .

05878 Lysithous .

05879 Lysmate. .

05880 Lythrum. .

05881 Lytrae . . .

05882 Lyttam . .

05883 Lyttarum .

05884 Mabel. . . .

05885 Macadam .

05886 Macaroni. .

05887 Macauco . .

05888 Macaw . . .

05889 Macawtree
05890 Macbeth . .

05891 Maccabean
05892 Macduff . .

05893 Maceale . .

05894 Macedon . .

05895 Maceproof
05896 Machabeum
05897 Machacado
05898 Machacar .

05899 Machacona
05900 Machado. .

05901 Machageni
06902 Machanaim
05903 Machane . .

05904 Machanida
05905 Machaques
05906 Machary . .

05907 Machatins

05908 Machement
06909 Machilo . .

05910 Machinabo
05911 Machinal.-

Machinass
Machlneta

05914 Ma<-!iiiiho .

Ma.'hiimli .

Marhloayn
Marhmas .

\Iarhonnon
Machoquet
\Iachorra .

05923 Machotte. .

06924 Machtigan

COMPETITION- Cont.
.The competition is chiefly as to (early delivery)
.The competition is entirely as to
.To enable us to compete with
.This is special price to meet competition
.Who is our principal competitor? Telegraph present

status of negotiations. How do we stand
. "\N ill have to meet competition (of)
.Will invite competition
. With whom are we in competition
.COMPLAINT. (Defective, Fault, Imperfect.)
Advisable to complain
Advise what to do about the complaints
And other minor complaints
Are receiving complaints (from)
Before any complaint
Cause of complaint is

Complain delivery not made at time agreed
Complain ( ) (engine) not well finished
Complain have not sent
Complain it does (they do) not
Complain machinery generally too weak
Complain (of) (that)
Complain of defective
Complain of quality of
Complain of variations from specifications
Complain that (we) ( ) did not
Complain to (us)
Complain not as specified
Complaining bitterly because
Do not complain of
Do they (does he) complain of
Have complained (of)
Have good cause to complain
Have no cause to complain

. Have several complaints
Have they any cause to complain
Have (you) ( ) received any other complaints
If he (they) complain of
.Ignore the complaints
In reference to the complaints would advise
.Make the following complaints
.Of what do they complain
.Refer the complaint to
.Should complain to
.Still complain of quality of
.Telegraph us fully just what are the complaints
.Who makes the complaint(s)
."\Vrite full details of complaints [Quite.)
COMPLETE. (Conclusion, Execute, Finish,
A complete set (of)
After is completed
All completed, awaiting opportunity to ship

. All in complete working order
And complete
.As soon as completed
Can be completed by
.Can complete (within)
.Can (you) ( ) have all completed by
Cannot be completed on account of
.Cannot be completed until we have furtaer informa-

tion (about) (from)
.Cannot complete (in less than) (before) (without)
.Complete as soon as possible
.< 'ornplete if possible
. ( 'omplete with
. c,,nipl ( -ti"ii of the contract
. I )o not << itnpl.-t .- until
. Kvi-rythinjr is ronipl.-t.-un

,
1 to romplt-tr (I>V)

n completed
.Has (have) not i..-.-n completed
.How many have (you) ( ) completed
. Uo\v soon ran (you) ( ) complete
. i r (,rnpi,-t.-<i n.\

.If not completed n.y)

. Tn time to complete
. is faro) almost completed
.Must be completed (by)
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05925 Machtlos. .

0592U Machtvoll .

05927 Machtwort
05928 Machubut .

05929 Machucamo
05930 Machucfor
05931 Machucha .

05932 Machuchos
05933 Machuele .

05934 Machurais
05935 Machurat .

05936 Macilento .

05937 Mackerel. .

05938 Mackles . .

05939 Macline . .

05940 Maclosina .

05941 Maclou. . .

05942 Maclurite .

05943 Macolla . .

05944 Macomades
05945 Macoucou .

05946 Macquage .

05947 Macrocosm
05948 Macrodeme
05949 Macrology
05950 Macruran .

05951 Macsurah .

05952 Mactabant
05953 Mactabile .

05954 Mactamus
05955 Mactant
05956 Mactaris
05957 Mactator
05958 Mactet .

05959 Mactitis
05960 Mactorum .

05961 Mactrisme
05962 Macularum
05963 Maculassi .

05964 Maculate. .

05965 Maculava .

05966 Macule . . .

05967 Maculeux .

05968 Maculons .

05969 Maculosas
05970 Maculoso .

05971 Macuquina
05972 Macusson .

05973 Madablote
05974 Madama . .

05975 Madapolan
05976 Madapple .

05977 Madarus . .

05978 Madates . .

05979 Madaura. .

05980 Madbrain .

05981 Madcap . .

05982 Maddalena
05983 Maddenam
05984 Maddenet .

05985 Maddesant
05986 Madebat . .

05987 Madebimus
05988 Madefacum
05989 Madefatto
05990 Madefias. .

05991 Madefiunt .

05992 Madefy. . .

05993 Madefying
05994 Madegassy
05995 Madeline. .

05996 Madennata
05997 Madescunt
05998 Madge . . .

05999 Madhava. .

06000 Madheaded
06001 Madhouse .

MAD
COMPLETE- Cont.

. Nearly all completed

.None yet completed

.Not complete by any means

.Not ready to complete
Send complete
.Shall (we) ( ) complete
.So as to complete
.Telegraph when complete
.Try to complete (by)
. Unless (you) ( ) can complete
. Was complete when it left here
. When complete
. Why do (you) ( ) not complete
.Will be completed (by) [thereafter
. Will complete and ship by first steamer sailing
.Will complete as fast as possible
. Will complete in days after receiving order
.Will not be completed (by)
.Will try to complete
. You may complete [formity )

.COMPLIANCE. (Accordance, Act, Con-
. COMPLICATIONS. (Difficulty, Trouble.)
.A serious complication (has)
.All complications at an end
.Complicated by
.Complication of
.Complications caused by
.Complications have arisen
.Complications likely to arise
.Do not complicate matters
.Impossible to avoid complications
.Should complications arise
.There might be a serious complication
.To avoid complication
.Very complicated
. What is the cause of complication
. Will avoid complication if possible [ity.)
.COMPLY. (Accede, Agreement, Conform-
.Are willing to comply
.Can (you) ( ) comply with (request)
.Cannot comply with conditions (of)
.Cannot comply with (request)
.Complied with
.Comply if possible
.Comply with every reasonable demand
.Comply with the terms
.Have complied with
. Have not been complied with
. Have (you) ( ) complied with
.If complied with
.If he (they) cannot comply
.If he (they) comply
.If he (they) do not comply
.If we comply
.If we do not comply
. If (you) ( ) comply
.If (you) ( ) do not comply
. In order to comply
.Is to comply
.Must be complied with
.Must comply
.Must not be complied with
.Shall (we) ( ) comply
Unless complied with
.When they comply
.When will (you) ( ) comply with
Why do they not comply
.Why do (you) ( ) not comply
.Will comply with conditions of

. Will comply with request

.Will not comply with the terms (unless)

.Will (you) ( ) comply with

.COMPOSED. (Consist, Construct.)

.Composed of

.Composed principally of

. Must be composed of

.Provided it is composed of
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06002 Madiabun .

06003 Madian . .

06004 Madianita .

06005 Madidamus
06006 Madidetis .

06007 Madido. . .

06008 Madidorum
06009 Madison . .

06010 Madjoun . .

06011 Madlynde .

i;uii' Madman . .

06013 Madmannah
06014 Madness . .

06015 Madonna. .

06016 Madracal .

06017 Madrafan .

06018 Madrague .

06019 Madrano . .

06020 Madrasta .

06021 Madreperl .

06022 Madrepore
06023 Madrigada
06024 Madrigal. .

06025 Madrilene .

06026 Madronero
06027 Madruga. .

06028 Madrugado
06029 Madrugand
06030 Madrugone
06031 Maduateni
06032 Madud . . .

06033 Maduistis .

06034 Madulsa . .

06035 Madulsis . .

06036 Madura . .

06037 Madurabis
06038 Maduradas
06039 Madurado .

06040 Maduramos

06041 Madurativ
06042 Madwort. .

06043 Madytus . .

06044 Maelstrom
06045 Maestro . .

06046 Mafflu . . .

06047 Mafoma . .

06048 Maforte . .

06049 Mafrach . .

06050 Magadino .

06051 Magagnato
06052 Magagnava
06053 Magagne. .

06054 Magaleppo
06055 Magalibus .

06056 Magalium .

06057 Magallon .

06058 Maganom .

06059 Magari . . .

06060 Magasin . .

06061 Magbish . .

06062 Magdala . .

06063 Magdeante
06064 Magdeburg
06065 Magdiel . .

06066 Magdolum

06067 Magellane .

06068 Magenaque
06069 Magenbalo
06070 Magen fell .

06071 Magengrub
06072 Magen i.l 11 .

06073 Magenruhr

COMPOSED- Cont.
.Should be composed of
. I'nless it is composed of
. What is it composed of
. What is it principally composed of
.COMPOUND STEAM ENGINES.(Page 485.).COMPREHENSIVE. (Include.)
.If it is full and comprehensive
.Is too comprehensive
.It is not very comprehensive
.It is very comprehensive
.L,ess comprehensive
Make it full and comprehensive
.More comprehensive
.Should be made more comprehensive
.COMPRESSORS. (Pressure, Ventilation.)
.Air compressor capable of maintaining air pressure
.Air compressor driven by [of pounds
.Air compressor has capacity of
.Air compressor, motor driven (page 474)
.Air cylinder(s)
.Air cylinder(s) to have (Corliss) ( ) valves
.Air cylinders water jacketed only for cooling
.Air cylinders with water injector only for cooling
.Arranged in tandem form
.Arranged in twin form [the capacity later
.Arranged to permit of compounding and doubling
.Arranged to permit of doubling the capacity later
.Automatic air pressure regulator
.Band fly wheel large enough for duplex
.Belt power compressor, duplex
.Belt power compressor, single
.Both jacketed, and injection for cooling
.Capacity at feet elevation
.Capacity at sea level
.Capacity in cubic feet of air per minute
.Capacity in cubic feet of air per revolution
.Compound steam and air cylinders
.Compressor complete in every respect (excepting)
.Compressor complete with regulator, foundation

bolts and arches
.Compressor will be used to compress gas
.Crank for other half of compressor
.Either jacket or injection for cooling
.Figure on four stage compression
.Figure on three stage compression
.Figure on two stage compression
.Geared compressor duplex
.Geared compressor single
.Horizontal instead of vertical compressor
.How many pounds of air pressure required
.Intermediate cooler has sq. ft. cooling surface
.No steam jackets
.Pounds air or gas pressure required
.Require a new air or gas compressor
.Steam arch pipe connections for duplex
.Steam compressor duplex pattern double
.Steam compressor duplex pattern single
.Steam compressor, st might line
.Steam governor and air regulator
.There will be one intermediate cooler [cooler
.There will be one intermediate cooler and one after
.There will be two Intermediate coolers [cooler
.There will be two intermediate coolers and one after
.Vertical instead of horizontal compressor
.What is cooling surface in square feet in intermedi-

ate air cooler(s)
. What is price of compressor plant complete, includ-

ing compivssi.r. lx.il. r. heaters, feed pumps, steam
a tul exhaust piping, and pipe covering

.Will send for air compressor

. Wilh horizontal moler

. With spur gear wheel

. With spur K-ar wheel large enough for duplex

. Wit h \ !! ic:il riinl.-r

COMPRISE. (Contain, Include.)
COMPROMISE. (Arbitration, Claim, Com-
mitted, Concession, Settle.)
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COMPROMISE- Cont.

06074 Magenwurm Accept compromise
06075 Magetrona .Advisable not to compromise (for)
06076 Magganis . .Approve of reasonable compromise
06077 Maggesam .Are trying to compromise
06078 Maggesand .Are willing to compromise (as follows)
06079 Maggesass .Are (you) ( ) willing to compromise (for)
06080 Maggesato .Authority to compromise
06081 Maggesava .By a compromise
06082 Maggeso . . .Can probably compromise for
06083 Maggot. . . .Can you compromise (with for)
06084 Maggotish .Cannot compromise for less than
06085 Magian. . . .Cannot compromise on any terms
06086 Magianism .Compromise as best you can
06087 Magic . . . .Compromise if possible
06088 Magicalet . .Compromise is accepted
06089 Magically . .Compromise is not accepted
06090 Magician. . .Compromise provided
06091 Magidarum .Compromise rather than litigate
06092 Magidem. . .Do you advise us to compromise [(their) terms
06093 Magidibus .Effect compromise if possible; if not accept his
06094 Magilp . . . .Expect to compromise (for)
06095 Magilus. . . .Get to compromise
06096 Maginfred .Has (have) agreed to compromise
06097 Magique . . .He (they) will compromise (for)
06098 Magisch . . .He (they) will not compromise
06099 Magister . . .If it can be done without compromise
06100 Magistrad .If it cannot be done without compromise
06101 Magliano . .If (you) ( ) can compromise (for)
06102 Magliasse . .If (you) ( ) cannot compromise (for)
06103 Magliavan .No compromise has been effected
06104 Magmadon .Offer as a compromise
06105 Magmatum .Settled by compromise
06106 Magna . . . .The compromise offered is

06107 Magnace. . .Upon what terms can you compromise
06108 Magnacon . .Will he (they) compromise for [tion.)
06109 Magnarium .COMPUTE. (Calculate, Estimate, Valua-
06110 Magnaten ..CONCEAL. (Private.)
06111 Magnator . .Can conceal (from)
06112 Magnaura . .Cannot conceal (from)
06113 Magnelith . .Conceal from
06114 Magnesian .Concealed the true state of affairs
06115 Magnesit. . .Desires to conceal
06116 Magnestab . Do not conceal
06117 Magnetand .If there is anything to conceal
06118 Magnetico . Is it advisable to conceal
06119 Magnetida .Is there any attempt to conceal
06120 Magnetist . .Provided there is nothing to conceal
06121 Magnetuhr .Shall I (we) conceal (from)
06122 Magnifico . .There is an attempt to conceal
06123 Magnify . . .There is apparently something concealed
06124 Magnitas . .Will try to conceal
06125 Magnolia. . .CONCERN. (Affect, Firm, Interests.)
06126 Magnopoli . .A large concern
06127 Magnorum .A private concern
06128 Magofonia .A small concern
06129 Magog . . . .Best concern is

06130 Magolato . .Concern has passed into the hands of
06131 Magona . . .Concerns us
06132 Magophon .Concerns you
06133 Magoras . . . Does not concern (us)
06134 Magpiash . .Does not concern you
06135 Magpie .... Does this concern (you)
06136 Magrabine .For account of whom it may concern
06137 Magrapha . .If it concerns (you)
06138 Magrinho . .If it does not concern (you)
06139 Magrissim . Is this a large concern
06140 Magsame . .Were concerned (in)
06141 Maguey . . .Were not concerned (in)
06142 Magulis . . .Were they concerned in
06143 Magullado .What concern makes
06144 Magullar. . .Which is best concern
06145 Magulleis . .Whom does it concern
06146 Magulorum .Will not concern
06147 Maguntino .CONCESSION. (Admit, Allow, Compromise.)
06148 Magus ... .A further concession
06149 Magusto . . .A great concession v
06150 Magyar . . .A reasonable concession
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CONCESSION- Cont.

06151 Magydaris .A small concession
06152 Mahabali. . .By the concession (of)
06153 Mahaboub . .Can (you) ( ) make any concession
06154 Mahadeva . .Cannot get a concession (from)
06155 Mahagoni . .Cannot make any (further) concession
06156 Mahaica . . .Concede everything
06157 Mahakala . .Concession will be granted
06158 Mahaleb . . .Have granted concessions
06159 Mahanaim .Have granted no concessions
06160 Mahanama .If following concessions are allowed
06161 Maharajah .If necessary make slight concession
06162 Maharam . .Is it likely to be conceded
06163 Maharbal . .It is likely to be conceded
06164 Maharmah .Make no concession
06165 Mahlart . . .May we make following concession
06166 Mahlbank . .Must make concessions (of) (or)
06167 Mahlen . . . .Should be conceded
06168 Mahlgang . . Want following concession to secure business
06169 Mahlgast. . .What concession is necessary (to)
06170 Mahlgeld. . . Will make a concession (of)

06171 Mahljahr Will they make a concession
06172 Mahlkorn . .Will (you) ( ) make the concession requested
06173 Mahllohn . . Without a concession
06174 Mahmel . . .You may grant the concession asked (provided)
06175 Mahnst . ..CONCILIATE. (Favor.)
06176 Mahnwort .CONCLUSION. (Closed, Complete, Decide,
06177 Mahogany .After the conclusion (of) [Final, Finish, Issue.)
06178 Mahogon. . .Are (is) conclusive
06179 Mahomed . .Arrived at the following conclusion
06180 Mahomedan As soon as a conclusion is reached
06181 Mahometis .Before the conclusion (of)
06182 Mahometry .Cannot arrive at a conclusion (until)
06183 Mahompa . .Cannot be concluded until
06184 Mahon . . . .Consider it conclusive
06185 Mahonille . .Do not consider it conclusive
06186 Mahonnais .Has any conclusion been arrived at (by)
06187 Mahonne. . .Has been concluded
06188 Mahound. . .Has (have) finally concluded (to)
06189 Mahout . . .Has not been concluded
06190 Mahovos . . .Have they concluded (to)
06191 Mahratta . .In a great hurry to conclude
06192 Mahudel . . .In no hurry to conclude
06193 Mahunga. . .Is not conclusive
06194 Maibaum. . .Must be concluded
06195 Maibaumes .Must be conclusive
06196 Maibowle . .No conclusion has been arrived at

06197 Maidateba .Should conclude not to

06198 Maidens . . .Should conclude to [(about)
06199 Maidenhar .Telegraph what conclusion you have arrived at
06200 Maidenlip . .The conclusion
06201 Maidenly. . .The conclusion arrived at is

06202 Maidhood . .There is no other conclusion
06203 Maidpale. . .To be concluded
06204 Maigrisse . .Unless a conclusion is arrived at

06205 Maiheften . .When will conclusion be reached
06206 Mailable . . .Will be concluded
06207 Mailath . . .You must come to some conclusion at once
06208 Mailich. . ..CONCUR. (Accede, Accordance, Admit,

Agreement, Approval, Consent.)
06209 Maillade. . .Cannot act without 's concurrence
06210 Mailleton. . .Cannot concur
06211 Mailleur . . .Concur in the
06212 Maillot . . . .Concurred in by all

06213 Maillotin. . .Concurs with us (in)

06214 Mailroute . .Do(es) not concur
06215 Mailstage .Do (you) ( ) cgncur
06216 Mailuft. . . .Have concurred
06217 Maimed . . . Have not concurred
<;LMV M.-iim.-n.ii . .Must h:ivi- th- concurrence of

06219 Maiming . . .Our concurrence necessary
06220 Maimonat . .We concur
06221 Malmoni'I.- ,W ! not (in-nr in -8 views
06222 Malmonism .With the concurrence of

06223 Maims . . . .Without tin- i-.,n. -urn-nee of

(W224M:.in.1.-ck ..CONDEMN. (Refnse.)
nkeel. /.Are condemned as worthier

06226 Mainland. . .Are likely to condemn
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CONDEMN- Cont.

06227 Mainly . . .Are not condemned
06228 Mainmast .Are not likely to condemn
06229 Mainmis . .Before being condemned
06230 Mainmorte .Condemn(s) the
06231 Mainor . . .Following condemned
06232 Mainote . .Has it (have they) been condemned
06233 Mainpern . If condemned
06234 Mainprize .If it has been condemned
06235 Mainsail . .If possible avoid being condemned
06236 Mainsheet .it has been condemned
06237 Mainstay. -Should be condemned as totally unfit
06238 Mainswear -should not be condemned
06239 Mains-worn . Why do they condemn
06240 Maintaino .will be condemned
06241 Maintenon .Would condemn it [Water.)
06242 Maisfeld .. .CONDENSERS. (Engine, Pumps, Vacuum,
06243 Maisgelb. . -Compound condensing with independent surface

condenser [pump combined
06244 Maiskolbe . -Compound condensing with jet condenser and air
06245 Maismeel . .Condenser(s) not to be included
06246 Maisonet . . Condenser (s) will be used
06247 Maistring . .Cost of jet condenser is
06248 Maitaca . . .Cost of surface condenser is
06249 Maitag . . . -Does not include condenser (s)
06250 Maithau . . .Extra cost of surface condenser square feet

with air and circulating pump, in place of jet
condenser and air pump figured on in quotation

06251 Maitinant . -Extra cost of surface condenser square feet
with air pump in place of jet condenser and air

pump figured on in quotation
06252 Maitines . . .For outboard pipe condenser
06253 Maitrank. . .Have you water enough for condensing
06254 Maiwurmes .Horizontal surface condenser
06255 Majadales . .How many condensers will be used
06256 Majadeado .How much water will be required for condensing
06257 Majadero. . .Independent air pump and jet condenser
06258 Majaftor . . .It will pay you to use condenser
06259 Majadpent .It will require gallons of water per minute for

condensing with jet condenser
06260 Majadura . -Jet condenser (will be used)
06261 Majalibus . .Outboard pipe condenser
06262 Majalium . -Price does not include condenser
06263 Majam . . . -Price of condenser and relief valves is

06264 Majesan . . -Square feet cooling surface
06265 Majestade . .Square feet surface condenser
06266 Majestic . . . Surface condenser diameter in., length ft.

06267 Majestos. . .Surface condenser(s) (will be used)
06268 Majesty . . .To run condensing
06269 Majolica. . .To run non-condensing
06270 Majolique . .Vertical surface condenser
06271 Major We have ample water for condensing
06272 Majordame .We have not enough water for condensing
06273 Majordomo .What is cost of a jet condenser for this engine
06274 Majority . . .What is cost of a surface condenser for this engine
06275 Majorship . -With air pump driven from main engine and jet

condenser
06276 Majuelo . . .With condensing capacity of cubic feet

06277 Majugena . .With condensing surface of square feet

06278 Majuma . . .With independent crank motion air pump and jet
condenser [denser

06279 Majuscule . .With independent direct acting pump and jet con-
06280 Majuskel. . .With jet condenser and relief valve
06281 Makable . . .With surface condenser and relief valve
06282 Makelhaft . .CONDITIONS. (Case, Circumstances, De-
06283 Makellos. . .A conditional [livery, Provision, Terms.)
06284 Makemba . .Accept on the condition that
06285 Makepeace . Agree to all conditions (except)
06286 Makeshift . .All conditions (same as)
06287 Makheid . . .All other conditions same as (before)
06288 Makheloth .Best conditions obtainable (are)
06289 Makis Can conditions be (modified)
06290 Makistos. . .Can (you) ( ) improve the conditions
06291 Makkedah .Cannot accept the conditions
06292 Makkum . . .Cannot improve the conditions
06293 Makouke. . .Conditional upon
06294 Maktesh . . .Conditions as follows
06295 Makulatur .Conditions cannot be
06296 Malabaila . .Conditions may be modified (if)
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named in our letter
[(telegram) (of)

named in your letter

HAL
CONDITIONS- Cant.

06297 Malabar . . .Conditions satisfactory
06298 Malabaric . .Conditions unchanged
06299 Malabath. . .Depends on the condition of
06300 Malabbiat . .Have had to slightly a*ter the conditions, but noth-

ing of very great importance
06301 Malabran. . .If he (they) will agree to the conditions
063U2 Malacal. . . .If he (they) will not agree to the conditions
06303 Malacarne .If in good condition
06304 Malacassa . .If my (our) conditions cannot be obtained, please

cancel the offer and substitute the following
06305 Malacatun .If you agree to conditions
06306 Malacetto . .If (you) ( ) will not agree to conditions
06307 Malachias . .In damaged condition
06308 Malachite . .Insist upon the following conditions
06309 Malaconot . .In what condition were the goods delivered
06310 Malacost . . .In what condition were the goods shipped
06311 Malacra . . .Make the conditions as easy as possible
06312 Malactico . .May we alter the conditions (as follows) (mentioned)
06313 Maladeque .Must be conditional (upon)
06314 Maladetan .Must keep strictly within conditions
06315 Maladif. . . .New conditions
06316 Maladroit . .On condition that (he, they)
06317 Malady ... .On condition that delivery is made by
06318 Malagasy . . On condition that (you) ( ) supply
06319 Malagevol . .On no other conditions [offered order
06320 Malagma. . .On what conditions have you taken, or are you
06321 Malagmata .On what conditions will (you)
06322 Malagueno .Other conditions same as
06323 Malaingba . Same conditions as above
06324 Malainok. . .Same conditions as (before)
06325 Malakanos .Shall we accept conditions
06326 Malakon .. .Subject to the conditions

(telegram) (of)
06327 Malambo. ..Subject to the conditions
06328 Malandato .Subject to the usual conditions
06329 Malanders . .Telegraph the condition of
06330 Malandrin .The conditions accepted (as altered)
06331 Malanton . .The conditions are (to be)
06332 Malapari. . .The conditions are not
06333 Malapert. . .The conditions cannot be altered
06334 Malaqueta .The conditions of the contract
06335 Malarial . . .The conditions to be altered as follows
06336 Malarious . .The conditions will be complied with
06337 Malascara .Under favorable conditions
06338 Malasmat . .We have not agreed to the conditions
06339 Malassada .What are the conditions (of)
06340 Malasso . . .What are the conditions under which
06341 Malastan. . .What is the general condition of
06342 Malattia . . .Will not agree to the conditions named
06343 Malaxabit . .CONDUCT. (Manage, Wire.)
06344 Malaxage ..CONFERENCE. (Communications, Consult,

Interview, Meet, View.)
06345 Malaxamus .A conference should be arranged (with)
06346 Malaxando .A conference was held
06347 Malaxatio . .A conference will be held (at ) to consider
06348 Malaxatur .After (you) ( ) have conferred with
06349 Malaxed . . .And confer with
06350 Malaxeur. . .At a conference (of)
06351 Malayans . .Can be decided only by conference with
06352 Malays . . . .Confer with (and) (in regard to)
06353 Malbarato . .Confer with and telegraph result
06354 Malbati. . . .Conference has decided on the following
06355 Malblad . . .Do nothing until you confer with
06356 Malbladen . .Expect to confer with
06357 Malcasado .Have had a conference with (and they)
06358 Malcasar. . .Have not yet conferred with
06359 Malcauto. . .Is a conference necessary
06360 Malcham. . .No conference necessary
06361 Malchiah. . .Shall I (we) confer with
06362 Malcolmie . .To be conferred with (upon)
06363 Malcolusa . .To confer with
06364 Malcomais .Until (you) ( ) have conferred with
06365 Malcomido .What was the result of the conference
06366 Malcomo. . .When will a conference be IK Id

06M7 MalCOrajt . .Will :irr;nm<- for prop"*' 1

'! conference
06368 Malcorte. . .Will not be able to confer with ( ) (him) (uiM.il

) as he is now away
08869 Malcurato . .Would like to confer with (you)



MAL
CONFERENCE- Cont.,

06370 Maldacon. . .You had best confer with [Sure, Trust.)
06371 Maldigo. .. .CONFIDENCE. (Depend, Faith, Private,
06372 Maldije . . . .Am (are) )y no means confident (that)
06373 Maldijimo . .Am (are) confident (of the result) (that)
06374 Maldisant . .Are (you) ( ) confident (of) (that)
06375 Malaistes. . .Can we confidentially inform
06376 Maldivas. . .Confidential
06377 Maldonne . .Confidentially inform
06378 Maldoux . . .Do not be too confident
06379 Maleabais . .Do not betray the confidence
06380 Maleabamo .Do not place any confidence in
06381 Maleachi. . .For want of confidence
06382 Maleado . . .Have lost confidence in
06383 Maleadora .Have (you) ( ) confidence in
06384 Maleamos . .1 tell you in strict confidence; keep it to yourself
06385 Malebete. . .In whom (you) ( ) can place every confidence
06386 Malebolge . .Our confidence is somewhat shaken
06387 Malebosse . .Unless (you) ( ) are confident
06388 Malebouch .We have their confidence [strictly confidential
06389 Maledissi. . .Will consider (your) ( *s) communication as
06390 Malefabra . .You have our confidence
06391 Maleficat. ..CONFINE. (Limit.)
06392 Malefice . . .Confine yourself strictly to
06393 Malefidus . .Do not confine yourself to
06394 Malefigue. . .Expect(s) to be confined to
06395 Maleglout . .Must I (we) confine myself (ourselves) to
06396 Maleitas . . .Prefer not to be confined to [(within)
06397 Malemort ..Very important that it (they) be confined (to)
06398 Malengine . .We will confine our attention to
06399 Malentent . .Will be confined to [Testimony, Verify.)
06400 Malestan. . .CONFIRMATION. (Approval, Sanction,
06401 Malesuadi . .As soon as confirmation is received
06402 Maleta . . . .Awaiting confirmation (of)
06403 Maletines . .Cannot confirm (because) (unless)
06404 Maletolt . . .Cannot confirm the arrangement (agreement)
06405 Maletroit. . .Cannot confirm the contract (order)
06406 Maleum. . . .Confirm the arrangement (agreement)
06407 Maleventi . . Confirm the contract (order)
06408 Malevolo . . . Confirmation of
06409 Malfacon. . .Contract is confirmed
06410 Malfadado .Depends upon confirmation (from)
06411 Malfatto . . .Does it confirm
06412 Malfeitor. . .Do(es) not confirm
06413 Malfend . . .Expect to confirm
06414 Malfident. . .Expect to get confirmation by
06415 Malfondat . .For immediate confirmation (by telegraph)
06416 Malfrat. . . .Forward confirmation by letter
06417 Malfurada .Have not received confirmation
06418 Malgache . .Have received confirmation
06419 Malgalant . .Have (you) ( ) any confirmation (of)
06420 Malgastar .If business is confirmed, telegraph at once
06421 Malgrado. . .If confirmed at once
06422 Malhabile . . If he (they) confirm
06423 Malhablad .If (you) ( ) confirm
06424 Malhada. . .If (you) ( ) do not confirm
06425 Malhadado .In confirmation (of)
06426 Malhecho . .Is confirmed
06427 Malheur . . .Letter (from ) confirming
06428 Malhonnet .Must have *s confirmation
06429 Malhorn . . .Not necessary to confirm [fullest details
06430 Malhumor . .Please confirm your telegram by letter, and go into
06431 Maliachus .Price is hereby confirmed
06432 Maliarda. . .Refuse to confirm
06433 Malibran. . .Shall we confirm
06434 Malice . . . .Subject to confirmation
06435 Malicho. . . .Telegraph confirmation at once (of)
06436 Malicious. . .Telegraph whether (you) ( ) confirm or not
06437 Malieklik . .We confirm our quotations of
06438 Maliekolf . . .We hereby confirm
06439 Malienhem .Will confirm
06440 Malienkap .Will not confirm
06441 Maliensis . .You may confirm
06442 Malignava .CONFLICT. (Deny, Opposition.)
06443 Maligned. . .Cannot conflict
06444 Maiignify . .Conflicting reports
06445 Maligning . .Conflicting with each other
06446 Malignly . . .Conflicts with
06447 Maligno . . .Conflicts with (your) ( 's) former instructions
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06448 Maliki . . .

06449 Malilla . . .

06450 Maliloqui. .

06451 Malimbe . .

06452 Malinche. .

06453 Malincon. .

06454 Malinello. .

06455 Malinger. .

06456 Malinorum
06457 Malison . .

06458 Malissia . .

06459 Malissimo .

06460 Malitatem .

06461 Malitatis . .

06462 Malkaar . .

06463 Malkin . . .

06464 Malkruid. .

06465 Mallard. . .

06466 Mallaspis .

06467 Malleator .

06468 Malleavel .

06469 Mallejan . .

06470 Mallemock
06471 Mallet . . .

06472 Malletos . .

06473 Mallevato .

06474 Mallingis .

06475 Mallius . . .

06476 Mallodon. .

06477 Mallophag
06478 Mallora . .

06479 Mallorus . .

06480 Mallosome
06481 Mallotes . .

06482 Malluvia. .

06483 Malmaison
06484 Malmandad
06485 Malmenate
06486 Malmenons
06487 Malmetto .

06488 Malmisi . .

06489 Malmondo .

06490 Malmsey . .

06491 Malnommee
06492 Maloder . .

06493 Malogrado
06494 Malogramo
06495 Malograr. .

06496 Malonique .

06497 Malope .- . .

06498 Malotha . .

06499 Malouche .

06500 Malparado
06501 Malparto. .

06502 Malpica . .

06603 Mai pollto. .

06504 Malpolo . .

06605 Maipract. .

06506 Malquisto .

06607 Malrotar . .

06608 Mai sain. . .

06511 Malsch . . .

Malsemain
M.-.ls-nti . .

06514 Malsinar. .

06515 Malsofrid
06616 Malsolato
06617 Malsonna
06618 Malstatt .

06619 Maistead.

06621 MalBiifri.l
06622 Maltsw
06623 Maltartuf
06624 Maltdrink

CONFLICT- Cont.

.Do(es) not conflict with

.Does not this conflict with

.Do not let this conflict -with previous (instructi9ns)

.If it can be done without conflicting with (previous

.If it will conflict (with) [instructions)

.It must not conflict (with)

.There is a confliction

. Will this conflict with

.Without conflicting with [Comply.)
CONFORMITY. (According, Agreement,
If in conformity (with)
If not in conformity (with)
In conformity (with)
Is (are) in conformity with
Is (are) not in conformity with
Is it in conformity with
Must be in conformity with
Must we conform strictly to
Not in conformity (with)
To be in conformity
Will conform strictly to
You must conform strictly to
You need not conform strictly to
.CONFUSION. (Misunderstanding.)
.All is in confusion
Considerable confusion caused by
Have done this to avoid confusion

.If.it does not cause confusion
Must be no confusion
There is no confusion
To avoid confusion (we suggest)
.Will cause confusion
.Will it cause confusion
.Will not cause confusion

| tions, Switchboard.)
CONNECTION. (Join, Piping, Refer, Rela-
All necessary connections
At the point of connection
Avoid all connection with
Better connections
Can make good connections
Can put (you) ( ) in connection with
Can you put (us) ( ) in connection with
Cannot connect
Connected (by) (with)
Connecting with the
Connection can be easily made
Connections front and back for
Direct connected
fEstablish(ed) connection with
.Failed to connect
For direct connection (with)
For direct connection with Westinghouse generator
Has he (it) any connection with
Has severed connection with
.Have (has) a connection with
Have (has) no connection with
.In connection with
.In order to connect the
.In order to make a connection with
Is it advisable to make a connection with
Is there any way of connecting with
.Is there any way of connecting (with)
.Is in any way connected (with)
No connections provided for
.On account of connection with
. I'ri-vide connections t'm-

.S;iiil to be connected (with)

.Shall we provide connections for

.So as to connect

.Tin-re is no connection between

.To be direct connected to

.Try to connect

. W;"is formerly Connected fwiih)
wh;it conned with
with connection! f"i-

! CONNECTORS. (Style.)
CONSECUTIVE. (Follow.)



MAM
CONSECUTIVE Cont.

06525 Maitdust . . .In consecutive order
06526 Maltemuto .Number consecutively from [vised to contrary
06527 Maltentig . . Will give next consecutive number(s) unless ad-
06528 Malthinus . .CONSENT. (Agreement, Authorize, Concur,
06529 Malthorse . . All consent [Permission, Sanction.)
06530 Malthus . . .And with (our) ( 's) consent
06531 Maltinto . . .And with their consent
06532 Maltlicor. . .And with your consent
06533 Maltman . . .Are likely to consent
06534 Maltmill . . .As soon as consent is obtained
06535 Maltornit . .Await the consent (of)
06536 Maltosta . . .By mutual consent
06537 Maltraba. . .Can get the consent (of)
06538 Maltraigo . .Can you get the consent (of)
06539 Maltraje . . .Cannot be done without the consent of
06540 Maltratam .Cannot consent (to)
06541 Maltratta . .Cannot get the consent of [( ) advise
06542 Maltreat . . -Consent has been refused, what action do (you)
06543 Maltster . . .Consent of will be necessary
06544 Maltusian . .Get consent of
06545 Maltworm . .Have consented (to)
06546 Maluchas . .Have not consented (to)
06547 Maluco . . . .Have the consent of
06548 Maluebung .Have (you) ( ) consented (to)
06549 Maluentum .Have (you) ( ) the consent of
06550 Maluissen . .If consent can be obtained
06551 Malum . . . .If consent cannot be obtained
06552 Malumigi . . .Please telegraph consent
06553 Malundris . .Try to get 's consent
06554 Malundrum .Waiting to get consent (of)
06555 Malung . . . .Will consent
06556 Malurina. . .Will he (they) consent
06557 Malusar . . .Will not consent (to) (because)
06558 Malusato. . .Will (you) ( ) consent
06559 Malvabis. . .With my consent
06560 Malvado . . .With the consent of
06561 Malvasia. . .With (your) ( 's) consent
06562 Malvavone .Without my (our) consent
06563 Malve . . . .Without the consent of
06564 Malveduto .Without your consent
06565 Malvella . . .Written consent is (required)
06566 Malvendia .You have my (our) consent [Result.)
06567 Malvisto .. .CONSEQUENCE. (Depend, Effect, Owing,
06568 Malvivent . .Consequences may be serious
06569 Malvivora . .Do not apprehend serious consequences
06570 Malvoulu. . .Do you apprehend serious consequences
06571 Malweise. . .In consequence of
06572 Mamadero .in consequence of which (we must)
06573 Mamalhudo .in order to avoid more serious consequences
06574 Mamaluco . .Is it of any consequence
06575 Mamanite . .It is of no consequence
06576 Mamanplan .it is of the utmost consequence (to)
06577 Mamarosa .Of consequence only to
06578 Mambrine . .Of very little consequence
06579 Mamede . . .Stand the consequences
06580 Mamelon. . .The consequences (will be)
06581 Mamelonne .Unless will be responsible for the consequences
06582 Mameluke . .What will be the consequence
06583 Mamilius. . .Will be held liable for consequences
06584 Mamillani . .Will not be liable for consequences [Think.)
06585 Maminha. . .CONSIDER. (Advisable, Entertain, Regard,
06586 Mamma . . .Are (we) ( ) to consider
06587 Mammabit -Cannot consider
06588 Mammalian -Cannot consider less than
06589 Mammalogi -Consider it preferable
06590 Mammamus Consider that (you) ( ) ought to
06591 Mammante .Considered good for [done)
06592 Mammarib -Considering all things (it is the best that could be
06593 Mammary . -Considering (that)
06594 Mammator .Did not consider (that)
06595 Mammavim .Do not consider (it)
06596 Mammavist .Do (you) ( ) consider (it)
06597 Mammeated Has been well considered
06598 Mammeefa -Have (you) ( ) considered
06599 Mammeluk .He (they) consider
06600 Mammette .If it is considered
06601 Mammicula .If it is not considered
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CONSIDER- Cont.

06602 Mammifer .If (you) ( ) consider
06603 Mammiform If you do not consider
06604 Mammock . .Is considered
06605 Mammodis .Is not considered
06606 Mammolet .Should not consider
06607 Mammolino .This is considered
06608 Mammolo . .Time to consider
06609 Mammon. . .Unless you consider
06610 Mammoneu .Was not considered
06611 Mammonish Well considered
06612 Mammonite What do you consider
06613 Mammosa . .When will it be considered
06614 Mammosis .Will consider
06615 Mammouth .Will it be considered
06616 Mammule . .Will not be considered
06617 Mammuleux Will (you) ( ) consider
06618 Mammulis .You must consider [ment, Price, Reconsider.)
06619 Mamphul. . .CONSIDERATION. (Attention, Induce-
06620 Mamphulis .After careful consideration (have decided)

!1 Mamposta . .All these things must be taken into consideration
!2 Mampsarus .An important consideration

06623 Mampuesta .Are giving consideration to
06624 Mamuchus .Before giving consideration to
06625 Mamudo . . .Consideration must be definitely stated
06626 Mamun . . . .For (a) (the) consideration of
06627 Mamurian . .For further consideration
06628 Mamurius . .For (our) ( 's) consideration
06629 Mamutjak .For their (his) consideration
06630 Manabamos For your consideration
06631 Manabilis . .Have given no consideration to
06632 Manachtig .In consideration of
06633 Manacles. . .Must give it further consideration
06634 Manacling .Must take into consideration
06635 Manacou. . .Not worthy of consideration
06636 Manaethon .Offer as a consideration
06637 Manahath . .Please give it further consideration
06638 Manalgie. . .Provided the consideration is
06639 Manalha . . .Put aside every other consideration
06640 Manalvo . . .Take (taking) into consideration that
06641 Manamina .The consideration is
06642 Manaminis .Under any consideration
06643 Manaminum Under no consideration
06644 Mananeaba .Upon further consideration
06645 Mananear . .Was net taken into consideration
06646 Mananica . .What is the consideration
06647 Manantial . .Will have consideration
06648 Manaras . .Without taking into consideration
06649 Manatim ..CONSIGNEE. (Expenses, Risk.)
06650 Manatino . .At consignee's expense
06651 Manatus . .At consignee's risk
06652 Manavi . . .At consignee's risk and expense
06653 Manavisti . .Consignee will be held responsible
06654 Manbote . . .Consignee will be responsible
06655 Manbound . .Consignee will not be held responsible
06656 Mancal . . . .Consignee will not be responsible
06657 Mancalah . .Consignees are
06658 Mancammo .Have advised consignee
06659 Mancando . .If consignee can be found
06660 Mancassim .If consignee cannot be found
06661 Mancavamo Notify consignee immediately
06662 Mancavate .On account of consignee
06663 Mancha. . . .See the consignee
06664 Manchebo . .Telegraph name of consignee [Send.)
06665 Manchette .CONSIGNMENT. (Destination, Forward,
06666 Mancheur . .A consignment of
06667 Manchevol .A similar consignment
06668 Manohmal .Against consignment (of)
06669 Manchon. . .Are sending you a consignment by
06670 Manchua. . .Can close out consignment
06671 Mancilla . . .Can consignment be altered
06672 Manclnite . .Can send regular consignment
06673 Mancipate .Cannot close out consignment
06674 Manciple. . .Cannot consign
06676 Mancommu .Cannot send regular consignment
06676 Mancone . . .Claim the consignment
06677 Maneupabo .Consign' <1 msi^n '' directed by
06678 Mancupis . .Consigned (mnstem t (your order)
00679 Mancus. . . .Consigned (consign) to order (of)
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CONSIGNMENT- Cant.

06680 Mandacaru .Consigned (consign) to our agents (at)
06681 Mandalot . .Consigned (consign) to our order
06682 Mandament .Consigned in bill of lading to , deliver t^

06683 Mandamos .Consignment to be made
06684 Mandantem Date of consignment
06685 Mandantis .Do not consign (to)
06686 Mandarias .Future consignments
06687 Mandarin . .Had better consign to
06688 Mandates . .Has arrived to the consignment of
06689 Mandateur .Has (have) been consigned (to)
06690 Mandato . . .Has (have) consigned (to)
06691 Mandatory .Has (have) not been consigned (to)
06692 Mandaturi .Have closed out consignment
06693 Mandavist .Have you consigned
06694 Mandchou . .Hold the consignment (until)
06695 Mandelani . .How shall we consign
06696 Mander. . . .If it has been consigned
06697 Mandesium .If we consign
06698 Mandible. . .If we make consignment
06699 Mandibula .If (you) ( ) can consign (to)
06700 Mandil . . . .If (you) ( ) consign
06701 Mandilaba .Instruct to consign
06702 Mandilado . .Last consignment
06703 Mandilais . .Shall we consign (to)
06704 Mandiles . . .Shipment will be consigned to
06705 Mandilion . .Should have been consigned (to)
06706 Mandinga . .Stop further consignments
06707 Mandioc . . .The is consigned to
06708 Mandment .To be consigned (to) [port Co., New York
06709 Mandolin. . .To be consigned to the agents of the Atlantic Trans-
06710 Mandom . . .To be consigned to the agents of the American Line,

New York [New York
06711 Mandones . .To be consigned to the agents of the Cunard Line,
06712 Mandonius .To be consigned to the agents of the Lamport &

Holt Line, New York [Line, New York
06713 Mandore . . .To be consigned to the agents of the White Star
06714 Mandorlo. . .To be consigned to the agents of the line, New
06715 Mandracho .To be consigned to us at [York
06716 Mandragor .To whom did (you) ( ) consign
06717 Mandrake . .To whom shall (we) ( ) consign
06718 Mandrarum .Try to close out consignments
06719 Mandrillo . .What advance will be made on consignments
06720 Mandubi . . .Will accept consignment
06721 Mandubois .Will close out consignment
06722 Manducar . .Will consign immediately
06723 Manducate .Will consign (to)
06724 Manducava .Will furnish on consignment account
06725 Manduco. . .Will make no advance on consignment
06726 Manducoll . .Will make no further consignments (until) (unless)
06727 Manduque . .Will not consign
06728 Manduria . .Will send a consignment (of)
06729 Mandvol . . .Will you furnish on consignment account
06730 Maneh . ...CONSIST. (Composed.)
06731 Manejadas .Consisting of
06732 Manejado . .Consists (of) (in)
06733 Manejar . . .Consists principally of
06734 Manejasen .Does not consist of
06735 Manejemos -Now consists of
06736 Manejoo . . .Should consist of
06737 Maneque. . .What does it (do they) consist of
06738 Manequim . .Will consist of
06739 Manfanile . .CONSOLIDATE. (Combination, Join.)
06740 Manfredo . .Agree to consolidate
06741 Manful. . . .Can be consolidated
06742 Manfully. . .Cannot be consolidated
06743 Mangaan. . .Consolidation be effected
06744 Mangaby. . .Consolidation of
06745 Mangaiba . .Have been consolidated (with)
06746 Mangala . . .If not consolidated
06747 Manganand .If the consolidation should be effected [date
06748 Manganass .Is there any possibility of getting them to consoli-
06749 Manganato .Not possible to get them to consolidate
06750 Manganava .Provided they consolidate
06751 Manganell . .Will be consolidated
06752 Manganese .Will consolidate on following terms
06753 Manganeux .Will not agree to consolidate (unless)
06754 Manganic . .Will try to effect a consolidation
06755 Manganspa .CONSTANT SPEED MOTORS. (Page 448.)
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06756 Mangativo .CONSTRUCT. (Build, Composed, Erection,

Made, Make, Work.)
06757 Mangcuten .Can construct and deliver (f. o. b. East Pittsburg)
06758 Mangeable .Can (will) construct in accordance with drawings
06759 Mangeames .Can (will) construct in accordance with specifica-
06760 Mangedour .Can (you) ( ) construct [tions
06761 Mangeleto .Cannot construct
06762 Mangelgel . .Construct similar to that (those) built for
06763 Mangelgod .Constructed for (by)
06764 Mangelhaf .Do not construct
06765 Mangelin. .If (you) ( ) can construct
06766 Manger. . .If (you) ( ) cannot construct

: Mangeton .Must be constructed in accordance with [for
06768 Manghan .Shall we construct similar to that (those) built
06769 Mangiano .To construct
06770 Mangiapan .Will be constructed at destination
06771 Mangiapel .Will be constructed in accordance with
06772 Mangiasse .Will construct and deliver (in)
06773 Mangiatur .You may construct as you suggest
06774 Mangkassa .CONSTRUCTION. (Engineer, Labor, Line,

Manufacture, Transmission.)
06775 Mangkorn . .A correct construction
06776 Manglille. . .A wrong construction
06777 Mangling. . .Bid does not include construction
06778 Mango . . . .Bid includes construction
06779 Mangobaum Can a local contractor be found who would do the

construction work satisfactorily
06780 Mangoboom Construction work will be finished
06781 Mangofish .Cost of construction exceeds
06782 Mangonear .Cost of construction will be
06783 Mangonel . .Do not begin construction (until)
06784 Mangonism .General features of construction (same as)
06785 Mangostan .Has all the construction work been approved
06786 Mangote . . .Have received offers from ( ) contractors to do

construction work (for )

06787 Mangrove . .How far along is construction
06788 Manguiton .How many miles of construction work will there be
06789 Manhoadet .If the cost of construction does not exceed
06790 Manholed . .If the cost of construction exceeds
06791 Manhood. . .Is construction work included in bid [work
06792 Manhunter .Is it necessary that we should do the construction
06793 Maniac . . . .On account of the defective construction
06794 Maniaculo . .Other features of construction same as
06795 Maniaque . .Push construction with all possible speed
06796 Maniatado .Push construction with all possible speed and spare

no expense to have it completed at once
06797 Maniatar. . .Special features of construction (as)
06798 Manicaca. . .There is cubic feet of foundation construction
06799 Manicamus .We do not care to bid on the construction work
06800 Manicant. . .Well under construction
06801 Manicaria . .What is material used in construction (of)
06802 Manichina .What part of construction work has been approved
06803 Manichord .What part of construction work has not been ap-
06804 Manicleat . .What would be the cost of construction [proved
06805 Manicoba . .When will construction work be finished
06806 Manicome . .When will construction work begin
06807 Manicou . . .AVho furnishes labor for construction
06808 Maniculis . .Who furnishes material for construction
06809 Manifacto . .Who is to do construction at
06810 Manifesto . .Will begin construction
06811 Manifold. . .Will do construction at
06812 Manigance .Will stop construction
06813 Manigaux . .You are safe in beginning construction of

06814 Manignone .Your construction I (by)

06815 Manigoldo . . Your method of construction will not be approved
06816 Manikup. ..CONSUL. (Certificate, Documents.)
06817 Manilanfo . .CONSULT. (Advice, Conference, Lawyer,
06818 Manilarga . .Advise you to consult [Opinion.)
06819 Manilelo . . .After (you) ( ) have consulted
06820 Manilhado .Consult as soon as possible
06821 Manilius . . .Consult competent lawyer
06822 Manillage . .Consult me (us) before acting
06823 Manillan . . .Consult with
06824 Maningen . .Desires to consult
06825 Maniobra. . .Did they consult you
06826 Maniplar. . .Do not consult with
06827 Manipleto . .Has not been consulted
06828 Maniplus. . .Have ronsulti-ii
06829 Manipular . .Have consulted a competent lawyer, and he advises
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06830 Manipule. .

06831 Manipulum
06832 Maniqueas
06833 Maniquete .

06834 Manisurid .

06835 Manitou . .

06836 Manitrunk
06837 Maniveau .

06838 Manivelle .

06839 Manjadour
06840 Manjase . .

06841 Manjolaba
06842 Manjolar. .

06843 Manjolase .

06844 Mankiller .

06845 Mankind .

06846 Manless . .

06847 Manlessly .

06848 Manlianam
06849 Manliani . .

06850 Manlianos .

06851 Manliest . .

06852 Manlike. . .

06853 Manliness .

06854 Manling . .

06855 Manlius . .

06856 Manly .

06857 Manna . . .

06858 Mannaboom
06859 Mannagras
06860 Mannaklee
06861 Mannakorn

Mannasap .

06863 Mannastof
06864 Mannedorf

06865 Mannenkor

06866 Mannental

06867 Mannered .

06868 Mannerist .

06869 Mannerly .

06870 Mannesmut

06871 Manneswor

06872 Mannetjes .

06873 Manngrab .

06874 Mannhaft .

06875 Mannhof . .

06876 Mannhofes

06877 Mannikins

06878 Manninget

06879 Mannish .

MAN
CONSULT- Cont.
.Have not consulted
.Have (you) ( ) consulted
.Is it advisable to consult
.Must consult (you) ( ) before acting
.Not advisable to consult
.Should be consulted (upon)
.Was consulted
.Was not consulted (on account of)
.Who was consulted
.Why were we not consulted
.Why were (you) ( ) not consulted
.Will consult
.Will consult (you) (- ) before acting
.Will not consult
.CONSUMPTION. (Coal, Economy, Effi-

ciency, Fuel, Gas, Guarantee, Steam, Test.)
Actual consumption
Consumption in regular service averages
Consumption (is) (will be)
Consumption is large
.Consumption is small
.Consumption of is about per
.Consumption of coal must be guaranteed [tons
.Consumption of coal per day of 24 hours about
Consumption will probably
.Estimate consumption at
.Gas producer consumption pounds of coal per

B. H. P. hour at engine
.Guaranteed consumption of coal
.How much would the gas consumption increase if

the speed of engine were reduced to r. p. m.
If consumption be guaranteed
.If consumption cannot be guaranteed
.In order to diminish the consumption
.The average consumption
The cooling water consumption for gas engine
jackets is about galls, per hour

.The daily consumption

.The gas consumption would increase about p. c.

if the speed of engine be reduced to r. p. m.
The steam consumption will decrease about per
cent, for initial pressure of Ibs. above 100 Ibs.

per sq. in.

We guarantee gas consumption (based upon natural
gas containing 1,000 B. T. U. per cu. ft.), at full

load, at cu. ft. per B. H. P. hour
We guarantee gas consumption (based upon natural
gas containing 1,000 B. T. U. per cu. ft.), at f load,
at cu. ft. per B. H. P. hour

We guarantee gas consumption (based upon natural
gas containing 1,000 B. T. U. per cu. ft.), at \ load,
at cu. ft. per B. H. P. hour

We guarantee gas consumption (based upon natural
gas containing 1,000 B. T. U. per cu. ft.), at \ load,
at cu. ft. per B. H. P. hour

.We guarantee gas consumption at cu. ft. per
B. H. P. hour at full load

.We guarantee gas consumption at cu. ft. per
B. H. P. hour at f load

We guarantee gas consumption at cu. ft. per
B. H. P. hour at } load [B. H. P. hour at \ load

We guarantee gas consumption at cu. ft. per
.We guarantee gas consumption of from to

B. T. U. per B. -H. P. hour
We guarantee steam consumption for engine when
producing B. H. P., operating condensing,
pounds

.We guarantee steam consumption for engine when
producing B. H. P., operating non-condensing,

pounds
.We guarantee steam consumpti9n for engine when

producing I. H. P., operating condensing,

.We guarantee steam consumption for engine when
producing I.' H. P., operating non-condensing,

pounds
.We guarantee steam consumption for engine at full

load, non-condensing, at pounds per I. H. P.
hour
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06880 Mannishly

06881 Mannitate

06882 Mannite . .

06883 Mannitose .

06884 Mannorum

06885 Mannsbild .

06886 Mannsdick

06887 Mannshemd

06888 Mannsinn .

06889 Mannsleut

06890 Mannsmahd

06891 Mannsname

06892 Mannsvolk

06893 Mannuli . .

06894 Mannulos .

06895 Mannulum

06896 Mannus. . .

06897 Mannweib

06898 Mannwolf .

CONSUMPTION- Cord.
. \\ e guarantee steam consumption for engine at f

load, non-condensing, at pounds per i. h. p. hour
.We guarantee steam consumption for engine at \

load, non-condensing, at pounds per i. h. p. hour
.We guarantee steam consumption for engine at i

load, non-condensing, at pounds per i. h. p. hour
.We guarantee steam consumption for engine at full

load, condensing, at pounds per I. H. P. hour
.We guarantee steam consumption for engine at J

load, condensing, at pounds per I. H. P. hour
.We guarantee steam consumption for engine at i

load, condensing, at \ ounds per I. H. P. hour
.We guarantee steam consumption for engine at \

load, condensing, at pounds per I. H. P. hour
We guarantee steam consumption at full load, non-
condensing, at pounds per B. H. P. hour

.We guarantee steam consumption at J load, non-
condensing, at pounds per B. H. P. hour

.We guarantee steam consumption at i load, non-
H. P.

Manobra . .

06900 Manofatto .

06901 Manojo . . .

06902 Manolho . .

06903 Manominto
06904 Manomisi .

06905 Manopla . .

06906 Manor . . .

06907 Manorial. .

06908 Manorina .

06909 Manorseat

06910 Manoscopy

06911 Manoseo . .

06912 Manotadas

06913 Manoteaba

06914 Manovale .

06915 Manovella .

06916 Manovrand

06917 Manovrass

06918 Manovrato

06919 Manovrava

condensing, at pounds per B. hour
We guarantee steam consumption at 1 load, non-
condensing, at pounds per B. H. P. hour

We guarantee steam consumption at full load, con-
densing, at pounds per B. H. P. hour

.We guarantee steam consumption at f load, con-
densing, at pounds per B. H. P. hour

.WT
e guarantee steam consumption at \ load, con-
densing, at pounds per B. H. P. hour

.We guarantee steam consumption at \ load, con-
densing, at pounds per B. H. P. hour

.We guarantee steam consumption condensing
pounds, non-condensing pounds per h.-p. hour

.What gas consumption can you guarantee per
B. H. P. hour

.What is the consumption of coal in producer per
B. H. P. hour at engine

.What is the cooling water consumption for gas
engine jackets [hour

.What is the gas consumption in B.T.U. per B. H. P.

.What is the gas consumption at full load per
B. H. P. hour [hour

.What is the gas consumption at | load per B. H. P.

.What is the gas consumption at \ load per B. H. P.
hour [hour

.What is the gas consumption at \ load per B. H. P.

.What is the consumption (of)

.What steam consumption can you guarantee for
engine when producing B. H. P., operating
condensing

.What steam consumption can you guarantee for
engine when producing B. H. P., operating
non-condensing

.What steam consumption can you guarantee for
engine when producing I. H. P., operating
condensing

.What steam consumption can you guarantee for
engine when producing I. H. P., operating
non-condensing

.What steam consumption can you guarantee for
engine at full load, operating condensing

.What steam consumption can you guarantee for
engine at i load, operating condensing

.What steam consumption can you guarantee for
engine at \ loaf, operating condensing

.What steam consumption can you guarantee for
engine at \ load, operating condensing

.What steam consumption can you guarantee for

engine at full load, operating non-condensinp
.What steam consumption can you guarantee for

engine at 3 load, operating non-condensing
.What steam consumption can you guarantee for

engine at \ load, operating non-condensing
.What steam consumption can you guarantee for

ine at \ load, operating non-condensing
.What steam consumption can you guarantee con-

densing
.What steam consumption can you guarantee non-

condensing (donslng and non-condensing
.What steam consumption can you guarantee con-
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MAN
06920 Mansament .CONTAIN. (Held, Hold, Include.)
06921 Mansard . . .Contained in
06922 Mansbewin .Contains all that is necessary
06923 Manse . . . .Contains nothing which
06924 Mansfeni. . .Contains nothing which will prevent us
06925 Manshart . .Contains only
06926 Manshemde .Contains the following
06927 Mansila. . . .Does it contain (any)
06928 Mansinho . .Does not contain
06929 Mansion . . .Must contain
06930 Mansionry .Must not contain
06931 Mansitant .Should contain
06932 Mansitet. . .What does it contain
06933 Mansjas . . .Would be better if it contained [pose.
06934 Manslag .. .CONTEMPLATE. (Intention, Mean, Pur-
06935 Mansmante .CONTINGENT. (Case, Depend, Sure, Un-
06936 Mansmuts . . Allowing for contingencies [certain.)
06937 Mansos . . .Contingencies
06938 Mansstam . .Contingent upon
06939 Mansuesca .For contingencies
06940 Mansuetav .If it is contingent upon
06941 Mansuetos .If it is not contingent upon
06942 Mansuetud .Make it contingent upon
06943 Mantabat . .Must not be contingent upon
06944 Mantabis. . .Not contingent upon
06945 Mantacand .The contingency of
06946 Mantacato .This does not allow for contingencies
06947 Manteaba . .CONTINUE. (Extension, Insist, Last, Be-
06948 Manteadas .Can continue [main, Stay.)
06949 Manteamos .Can (you) ( ) continue
06950 Manteau . . .Cannot be continued longer than
06951 Manteca . . .Continue(s) to
06952 Mantecada .Continue until further notice
06953 Mantecoso .Do not continue
06954 Mantedor . .Has been continued
06955 Mantegne . .How long is it likely to continue
06956 Manteista . .How long shall we continue
06957 Mantel . . . .Must be continued (until)
06958 Mantelado .Necessary to continue
06959 Manteleta . .Shall we continue
06960 Mantelgod .To continue (the)
06961 Manteline . .Will continue
06962 Mantelium .Wish to continue
06963 Manteljas . .You must continue (to)
06964 Mantelli . . .CONTRACT. (Agreement, Award, Bid,

Business, Competition, Customer, Invali-
dated, Option, Order, Tender, Undertake,

06965 Mantelo . . -About to contract (for) [Withdraw.)
06966 Mantelofe . .Accept the contract
06967 Mantelsac . .Accept the contract at the price (of)
06968 Mantelsto . .According to contract
06969 Manteltaf . .Adding to present contract [any dealer in
06970 Mantenca . .Advise me by telegraph if we have a contract with
06971 Mantenedo .After signing contract
06972 Mantenend .Answer if contract is closed on this basis
06973 Mantener . .Are parties ready to contract
06974 Manteness .Are willing to contract if (we) (-

06975 Manteneva .As required by the contract
06976 Manteniam .Before signing contract
06977 Manteque . .By terms of contract
06978 Manteudo . .Can arrange to extend time on (-
06979 Manticar. . .Can make contract (for)
06980 Mantichor . .Can secure contract
06981 Manticula . .Can secure contract if you will accept
06982 Mantida . . .Can secure contract if you will substitute
06983 Mantiger. . .Can (you) ( ) arrange for extension of time on
06984 Mantiglir. . .Can (you) ( ) contract for [( ) contract
06985 Mantilla . . .Cancel the contract for
06986 Mantillos. . .Cannot accept the contract at that price
06987 Mantineus .Cannot annul the contract
06988 Mantis . . . .Cannot approve contract (unless)
06989 Mantispe. . .Cannot complete contract in time specified
06990 Mantissa. . .Cannot complete the contract until

06991 Mantles . . .Close contract on basis of (your telegram)
06992 Mantling. . .Close contract without delay (with)
06993 Mantolano .Closing contract depends (on)
06994 Mantology .Confirm the contract
06995 Mantonas . .Contract awarded (to us> for

[delivery by
-) will guarantee

-) contract (until)



MAN

06996 Mantonnet
06997 Mantram. .

06998 Mantrugia
06999 Mantuan. .

07000 Mantuanas
U7001 Mantuda . .

07002 Mantudos .

07003 Mantuvimo
07004 Manuable .

07005 Manuabor .

07006 Manual . . .

07007 Manualist .

07008 Manually. .

07009 Manuamur
07010 Manuandi .

07011 Manuandos
07012 Manuandum
07013 Manuary. .

07014 Manuatos .

07015 Manubrial
07016 Manucode .

07017 Manudoque
07018 Manuleato
07019 Manuluye .

07020 Manumis. .

07021 Manumisos
07022 Manumitto
07023 Manumotiv
07024 Manungale
07025 Manuor . .

07026 Manuplair
07027 Manurable
07028 Manurage
07029 Manurajat
07030 Manurance
07031 Manuring .

07032 Manutenga

07033 Manutenia
07034 Manutius. .

07035 Manveu . .

07036 Manworthy
07037 Manycleft .

07038 Manyplies .

07039 Manysided
07040 Manytoned
07041 Mapalibus .

07042 Mapalis. . .

07043 Mapalium .

07044 Mapamundi
07045 Maphalda .

07046 Mapkonag
07047 Maple . . .

07048 Mapletree .

07049 Mappemond
07050 Mappery. .

07051 Mappingen
07052 Mappone. .

07053 Mappula . .

07054 Mappulls. .

07055 Mapurunga
07056 Maquarie .

07067 Maqueaban
07058 Maqui . . .

07059 Maquignon
07060 Maquilaba
07061 Maquiland
07062 Maquilar. .

07063 Maquilase .

07064 Maquina . .

07065 Maquinaba
07066 Maqulnado
07067 Maquinlst .

07068 Marabba . .

07069 Marabout .

07070 Marabuto .

07071 Maracana .

CONTRACT- Cont.
.Contract begins
.Contract calls for
.Contract cancelled
.Contract cannot be changed
.Contract cannot be closed (unless)
.Contract changed as desired
.Contract divided between us and
.Contract does not admit of
.Contract does not provide
.Contract expires
.Contract for
.Contract given (to)
.Contract has been approved (by) [tive officer
.Contract is accepted subject to approval of execu-
.Contract is dated
.Contract is in New York for approval of credit
Contract is not signed
.Contract lost
.Contract must be approved by
.Contract practically closed
.Contract price is [later than
.Contract provides that (we) ( ) shall not ship
.Contract signed [tion
.Contract signed; subject to (your) ( 's) confirma-
. Contract states that
.Contract will be awarded (later)
.Contract will not be given at present
.Delay in signing contract is caused by
.Desire(s) to change contract
.Do not close the contract (until)
.Do not confirm contract
.Do not sign contract
.Does contract provide
.During the execution of the contract
.Endeavor to get contract with
.Expect to sign contract(s)
.Expect (you) ( ) here to close contract, some

changes required which can be arranged
.Expiration of contract
.Extension of contract
.From the date of signing the contract
.Fulfilment of contract will be insisted upon
.Has contract (made with ) been approved
.Have closed contract (for) (with)
.Have closed contract on terms of your cable (of)
.Have closed contract on terms of your letter (of)
.Have closed contract, subject to (your) ( *s) con-

firmation by telegraph
.Have (you) ( ) made contract (for)
.His (their) part of the contract has been performed
.Hold rigidly to contract
.Hold (you) ( ) to the contract
.Holds us to the contract
.If contract is not signed (with)
.If likely to carry out the contract
If necessary to secure the contract
.If not likely to carry out the contract
.If quick delivery will secure contract
.If (you) ( ) can contract for
.If (you) ( ) cannot contract for
.Impossible to fulfil the contract
.In order to finish the contract
.Is a breach of contract
.Is (are) about to contract
.Is it according to contract
.Is not a breach of contract
. It \vmild :inmil tin- contract
.Make a contract (with)
.M.-iko a fresh contract (with)
.Make following change in contract
.May we contract for
.Mi-ntion (it) in the contract
.Must close contract
.Must fulfil conn [tract

.Must have security for the fulfilment of the con-

.New contract

.No contract possible Just rmw

.No mention made in contract
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07072 Maracock .

07073 Maragata .

07074 Maragatos
07075 Maragnon .

07076 Marail . . .

07077 Marakanda
07078 Maramelle
07079 Maranade .

07080 Maranatha
07081 Marandara
07082 Maranisch
07083 Maranon . .

07084 Maranta . .

07085 Maraphien
07086 Maraschin

07087 Marasmado
07088 Marasmo. .

07089 Marasmus .

07090 Marasquin
07091 Marathi . .

07092 Marathone
07093 Maraud. . .

07094 Maraudage
07095 Maraudait
07096 Marauder .

07097 Marauding
07098 Maraudons
07099 Maravalha
07100 Maravedi .

07101 Maravilha
07102 Maravillo .

07103 Marbach. .

07104 Marbella . .

07105 Marbete . .

07106 Marbling. .

07107 Marbod. . .

07108 Marburg . .

07109 Marcador .

07110 Marcasite .

07111 Marchamar
07112 Marcher . .

07113 Marchesan

07114 Marcheta .

07115 Marcheux .

07116 Marchiact .

07117 Marchiana
07118 Marching. .

07119 Marcid . . .

07120 Marcidity .

07121 Marcigous
07122 Marciluta .

07123 Marco . . .

07124 Marcodur .

07125 Marcolan. .

07126 Marcomagu
07127 Marcomano
07128 Marcosian .

07129 Marcotte. .

07130 Marcuisti .

07131 Marculent .

07132 Marculi. . .

07133 Marfado . .

07134 Marfaga . .

07135 Marfllena. .

07136 Marfim .

07137 Margajat. .

07138 Margania .

07139 Margaramo
07140 Margaret. .

07141 Margarida
07142 Margarine

MAR
CONTRACT- 0m*.
.None included in contract
.No probability of securing contract (because)
.Not according to contract
.No work is being done on the contract
.Object to closing contract on terms named
.On completion of contract [expire
.On what date does contract begin, and when does it

.On what terms do you authorize us to contract

.Our part of the contract has been performed

.Outstanding contracts

.Owing to alleged breach of contract

.Pro-forma contract

.Proposed contract [signed our contract

.Referring to apparatus for the customer has

.Referring to apparatus for the customer has
verbally awarded us the contract. I consider the
negotiation closed for our apparatus

.Referring to contract

.Refuse to sign contract

.Send some person authorized to close contract

.Shall we close contract

.Should be able to secure contract at a slight advance
over our principal competitor, who is

.Should be inserted in the contract

.Sign contract on our account

.Signing of contract will be delayed (until)

.Stand good chance of getting contract

.Terms of contract appear suitable

.Terms of contract not suitable

.Terms of contract (to be same as)

.To enable us to close contract

.Total amount of contract (amounts to)

.Total amount of new contracts secured

.Try to stop closing of contract

.Upon signing contract

.We have contracts pending

.What is the contract price

.What is the date of contract

.When will he (they) be ready to close contract

.When will (you) ( ) arrive; must close contract

.When will you be ready to close contract

.Will accept contract if clause is cancelled

.Will accept contract, provided buyer will guarantee

.Will be able to secure contract at per cent.

higher prices than our principal competitor, who is

.Will be able to secure contract at slightly less than
our principal competitor, who is

.Will be able to secure contract at per cent, less
than our principal competitor, who is

.Will be able to secure contract at per cent, less
than prices you have authorized

.Will be able to secure contract on even terms with
our principal competitor, who is

.Will be ready to close contract in days

.Will contract on same terms as before

.Will lose contract unless price largely reduced

.Will not contract

.Will not increase contract price

.Will not sign contract (because)

.Will send contract for execution

.Will send pro-forma contract

.Will soon want to contract for
Will this secure us contract
.Will (you) ( ) contract for
.You cannot contract [letter
.You may close contract on basis named in your
.You may close contract on basis named in your
.You may contract on following terms [telegram
.You may deliver approved contract to

.CONTRADICT. (Conflict, Deny, Opposi-

.CONTRARY. (Opposite, Same.) [tion.)

.Contrary to (our)

.Contrary to custom

.Contrary to expectation

.Contrary to instructions

.If contrary to

.If on the contrary (they) (he)

.May conclude unless you hear to the contrary

.Provided we hear nothing to the contrary
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07143 Margarous
07144 Margaste. .

U7145 Margay . .

07146 Margelle. .

07147 Margenes .

07148 Marginal. .

07149 Marginate .

07150 Margode .

07151 Margolato .

07152 Margosa . .

07153 Margotta. .

07154 Margoulin .

07155 Margrave .

07156 Margravin
07157 Marguemos
07158 Margutto. .

07159 Margylite .

07160 Mariable . .

07161 Mariage . .

07162 Marialite. .

07163 Mariambul
07164 Marianism
07165 Maribondo
07166 Maribrait .

07167 Maricon . .

07168 Marido .

07169 Marigiana .

07170 Marigold . .

07171 Marigraph
07172 Marikina. .

07173 Marimacho
07174 Marimanta
07175 Marimoth .

07176 Marinaje. .

07177 Marinar . .

07178 Marineado
07179 Marinesca .

07180 Marinoram
07181 Marines . .

07182 Mariposa. .

07183 Mariput . .

07184 Mariscal . .

07185 Mariscamo
07186 Mariscos .

07187 Marish . . .

07188 Marisia. . .

07189 Marisus . .

07190 Maritabit .

07191 Marital. . .

07192 Maritamas
07193 Maritammo
07194 Maritavat .

07195 Maritimal .

07196 Maritime. .

07197 Maritorum
07198 Marittimo .

07199 Marjolain .

07200 Marjoram .

OTL'u] Markable. .

07202 Markaslt. .

"7L':: Markbaum
07204 Marke . . .

07205 Markedly. .

07206 Markgenot
07207 Markgraf . .

07208 Markhaut .

07209 Markig . . .

07210 Markiges. .

07211 Marklilie. .

f'TLML' M.-.rklos . .

07213 Markolf . .

07214 Markova.
07215 Markpalme
07LM: Markpfahl
07217 Marksaft. .

07218 Marksarko

CONTRARY- Cord.
.Provided (you) ( ) hear nothing to the contrary
.Unless (you) ( ) wish to the contrary
.Until I (we) hear to the contrary
. Will be contrary to
.Will it be contrary to
.CONTRIVE. (Design, Manage, Plan.).CONTROL. (Authority, Disposition, GOY-

erned, Influence, Manage.)
.Can be controlled by
.Can control
.Cannot be controlled (by)
.Controlled by
.Control(s) order
.Entirely beyond my (our) control
.Have (you) ( ) the control (of)
.If can secure control
.Is under the control (of)
.Must have control of
.To be controlled by
.To control the
.Trying to secure control
.Under (our) ( 's) control
.Unless control is granted
.We can control
.Who has the control at present
.Will require some control
.CONTROLLER. (Equipment, Style.)
.A. C. crane controller
.A. C. elevator controller
.Commutator type controller
.Controller for type

" F " motor
.Controller in this case will be special
.Controller not to have magnetic blowout
.Controller to be of our standard make
.Controller to have magnetic blowout
.D. C. crane controller
.D. C. elevator controller
.Drum type controller
.Each car requires a four and two motor controller
.Each controller complete including resistances
.How many controllers per car
.Including controller(s) and rheostat (s)
.Non-reversing controller
.Power brake controller
.Reversing controller
.Reversing controller with separate reverse switch
.Reversing controller with single handle
.Rheostatic controller
.Series, multiple controller
.Series multiple electric brake controller
.Together with necessary controller
.Two motor equipment with one controller
.CONVENIENT. (Adapted, Inclination, In-

convenience, Suitable, Willing.)
.As most convenient
.As soon as convenient
.If convenient, wish (you) ( ) would
.If it is not convenient (please telegraph)
.It will be convenient
.It will not be convenient
.Whatever will be most convenient to (you)
.When will it be convenient
. Whenever convenient
.Will it be convenient
.Would it be more convenient
.CONVENTION. (Exhibition, Meeting.)
.After the convention [tion
.American Institute of Electrical Engineers' Conven-
. American Society of Mechanical Engineers' Con-
. Attend the convention [vention
.Before the convention
.Convention <>f Clectrical KiiLrineers
.Convention of Mechanical Kngineers
.Convention will I).- held (at)
.National l-:i. .(!-!< Lighting Convention
.No convention will be held
.Street Railway Convention
.When will the convention be held



07219 Marksman
07220 Markstein .

07221 Markstoff .

07222 Marktbude
07223 Marktgast
07224 Marktgut .

07225 Markthall .

07226 Marktkauf
07227 Marktkorb
07228 Marktkram
07229 Marktleut .

07230 Marktorde
07231 Marktstan
07232 Markttag .

07233 Marktveld .

07234 Marktvlek
07235 Marktweib
07236 Markung-. .

07237 Markvoll. .

07238 Marline . .

07239 Marlining- .

07240 Marlitic . .

07241 Marlota . .

07242 Marlow. . .

07243 Marlpit . .

07244 Marlslag- . .

07245 Marlstone .

07246 Marltotet .

07247 Marmaglia
07248 Marmaille .

07249 Marmalet .

07250 Marmaric .

07251 Marmarige
07252 Marmatite
07253 Marmelade
07254 Marmeluta
07255 Marmessus
07256 Marmista .

07257 Marmitee .

07258 Marmiton .

07259 Marmoles .

07260 Marmolino
07261 Marmolist .

07262 Marmor. . .

07263 Marmoram
07264 Marmorato
07265 Marmorava
07266 Marmorbil
07267 Marmorwan
07268 Marmoset .

07269 Marmotego
07270 Marmoties
07271 Marmotton
07272 Marmuscul
07273 Marneux . .

07274 Maroon. . .

07275 Marostica .

07276 Marpaud . .

07277 Marpesso. .

07278 Marphyte .

07279 Marplot . .

07280 Marprime .

07281 Marputius .

07282 Marque. . .

07283 Marquesa .

07284 Marquesin
07285 Marquesot
07286 Marquetry
07287 Marquilla .

07288 Marquis . .

07289 Marquisat .

07290 Marquisdo
07291 Marquons .

07292 Marrano . .

07293 Marrow. . .

07294 Marrowfat

CONVENTION- Cont.

.Where will the co

MAR

convention be held
.Who will attend the convention
. Will attend the convention
.Will (you) ( ) attend the convention
.CONVERSANT. (Familiar, know.)
.CONVERSATION. (Call, Conference, In-

terview, Visit.)
.CONVERTERS, ROTARY. (Page 451.)
.CONVINCE. (Proof, Satisfaction.)
COPY. (Duplicate, Issue, Original, Pub-
A copy of the [lications.)
Attach certified copy
Can get (certified) copy of
Can you get a copy ( copies) of
.Certified copy (of)
Copies of the following patents
Copies urgently wanted (of)
.Copy has been lost
Copy has been lost; please send another
Copy mailed (you) ( ) on
Copy of (agreement)
Copy of application
.Copy of certificate
Copy of claims
Copy of documents
Copy of drawings
.Copy of invoice
.Copy of patent
.Copy of specifications
.Copy prepared
.Forward certified copy U. S. application case
.Forward copies (of ) immediately
.Forward legalized certified copy U. S. application
.Forward me (us) full copies [case
.Full copies
.Have no copy (of)
.Have sent by mail a copy (of)
.Have (you) ( ) a copy (of)
.How many copies do (you) ( ) want
.Make a copy ( copies) (of)
.Powers and certified copies
.Send certified copy (of)
.Send copy of correspondence
.Sworn copy
.Wants a copy ( copies) of
.We are sending copy by this mail
.We are sending further copy by this mail
.Will send certified copy of
.Will send copy(ies)
COPYRIGHT. (Publications, Publish.)
.Cable received that Circular No. is copyrighted,
Copyright in [we will publish it on
Copyright in name of
Copyright publication No.
.Have copyrighted Circular No. publish it on
.Ts copyrighted, publish it on
.CORPORATION. (Board, Company.)
.CORRECT. (Incorrect, Rectified, Remedy,
.All correct (O. K.) [Right, True, Wrong.)
.Appears to be correct
.Are not correct (as to)
.Are we correct
.As corrected (by)
.Correct immediately
.Do(es) not appear to be correct
.For correction
.Have been corrected
.Have not been corrected
.Have sent a correct
.Is the (account) ( ) correct
.Make the following corrections (in)
.Make the necessary corrections
.Price(s) is (are) correct
. Send (us) ( ) a correct
.Should be corrected
.Telegraph us if we are or are not correct
.The necessary corrections have been made
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[Letter, Writing.)
(Communications,

MAR
CORRECT- Cont.

07295 Marrowish . Too late to correct
07296 Marsaigue . What is the correct
07297 Marsala . . . Will be corrected
07298 Marsault. . .Wish to make a correction in

07299 Marsaune . .You are correct
07300 Marsband . . You are not correct
07301 Marsdenie . .You must correct
07302 Marshals. ..CORRESPONDENCE.
07303 Marshbred .All correspondence
07304 Marshy. . . .Are in correspondence with
07306 Marsian . . .Copy of the correspondence
07306 Marsilian . .Correspond with (in regard to)
07307 Marsjahr. . .Do(es) not correspond (with) [proposal (to;
07308 Marslicht ..Have had correspondence with, and submitted
07309 Marsonia. . .Have had no correspondence with, nor submitted
07310 Marsopla. . .Have no further correspondence with [proposal (to)
07311 Marsouin. . .Have sent (you) ( ) copies of correspondence
07312 Marsrande .Have you had correspondence with, or submitted
07313 Marssteng .Please get into correspondence with [proposal to
07314 Marstall . . .Referring to correspondence between
07315 Marsteten . .Referring to our correspondence in regard to
07316 Marsupial . .Send us all correspondence (relating to)
07317 Marsupite . .Shall we correspond with
07318 Marsupium .Should correspond (with)
07319 Marsvelle . .Who is correspondent of (at)
07320 Martagone .Who is (your) ( *s) correspondent at
07321 Martalic . . . Will mail (you) ( ) correspondence to-day
07322 Marteau . . .With whom shall we correspond (in regard to)
07323 Marteleur ..CORROBORATE. (Confirmation.)
07324 Martello . . .COST. (Amount, Charges, Cheap, Estimate,

Expenses, Price. Quotation, Save, Valua-
07325 Martesco. . .Add cost of [tion.)
07326 Martha. . . -Additional cost is
07327 Marthonas -Approximate cost (is)
07328 Martially. . .At actual cost
07329 Martianus .At my (our) cost
07330 Martigena . .At (your) ( *s) cost
07331 Martignon .Barely covers the cost
07332 Martillad. . .Cannot estimate the cost (until) (of)
07333 Martillen. . .Cost and freight (must not exceed) [exceed)
07334 Martinell . .Cost f. o. b. steamer New York ( ) (must not
07335 Martinete . .Cost f. o. b. cars at factory, East Pittsburg ( )

(must not exceed) [not exceed)
07336 Martingal . .Cost free alongside steamer New York ( ) (must
07337 Martinho. . .Cost freight and insurance (must not exceed)
07338 Martinism . .Cost in bond (must not exceed)
07339 Martinmas .Cost including everything but
07340 Martinsta . .Cost of erecting
07341 Martinus. . .Cost of labor is (will be)
07342 Martlet . . -Cost of maintenance for will be
07343 Martly . . . .Cost of material is (will be)
07344 Martora . . .Cost of must be added
07345 Martulum . -Cost of must be deducted
07346 Martynie. . .Cost of repairs will be
07347 Martyr . . . .Cost of transportation
07348 Martyrdom .Cost of will be less than at first estimated
07349 Martyrly. . .Cost of will be more than at first estimated
07350 Maruja .. . .Cost per mile
07351 Marulhada .Cost per pound
07352 Marulhoso .Cost per ton (2,000 Ibs.)
07353 Marullus . . .Cost per ton (2,240 Ibs.)
07354 Marunke. . .Cost to (us)
07355 Maruthas . .Cost up to the present has been
07356 Marvaux. . .Cost will be (paid by)
07357 Marvel . . . .Cost will not exceed
07358 Marvelled . -Difficulty of estimating the cost arises from
07359 Marvelous . .Does the estimated cost include
07360 Marwa . . . .Estimate additional cost (of) (at)
07361 Masahib . . .Estimated cost (of)
07362 Masaloth. . .Estimated cost does not include
07363 Masamuda .Estimated cost includes [at
07364 Masari . . . .Estimated cost of erecting the necessary machinery
07366 Masarides . . Free of cost
07366 Masaupada .Full information as to cost
07367 Mascados . .How is the total cost made up
07368 Mascaforo .How much (more) would it cost (to)
07369 Mascagnln .If it costs
07370 Mascagno . .If it does not cost
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MAS
COST Cont.

07371 Mascali. . . .If the cost does not exceed
07372 Mascalong .If the cost exceeds
07373 Mascara . . .If the cost is too much
07374 Mascarada .Including cost of
07375 Mascarino . .In future the cost of will be
07376 Mascarpin .In your estimate of cost do not include
07377 Mascled . . .Is the actual cost
07378 Mascolino . .It would cost too much
07379 Mascujada .Mail method of figuring cost on
07380 Mascujar . .Please quote extra cost of
07381 Masculate . .Plus the actual cost of
07382 Mascullar . .Plus the additional cost of
07383 Masculo . . .Provided it costs no more
07384 Masedness .Regardless of cost
07385 Masera . . .Shop cost includes profit of per cent, after figur-

ing labor and material on usual basis
07386 Masher. . . .Shop cost is estimated on basis of
07387 Mashingot .Telegraph approximate cost (of)
07388 Masico . . . .Telegraph cost (of)
07389 Mask^tes . .Telegraph cost and freight
07390 Masigiton . .Telegraph cost freight and insurance
07391 Masilicas. . .Telegraph cost f. o. b.
07392 Masilico . . .Telegraph method of figuring cost on
07393 Masinissa . .The cost must not exceed
07394 Masistes . . .The probable cost will be about
07395 Masita . . . .To cost (less than)
07396 Masitholu . .Total cost is made up as follows
07397 Maskames .Total cost must not exceed
07398 Masked. . . .Total cost which will be incurred (by)
07399 Maskenbal .To which add the cost of
07400 Maskery . . .We will pay actual cost of doing the work
07401 Maskhouse .What is additional cost (of)
07402 Maslach . . .What is the cost (of)
07403 Masnage . . .What percentage of profit is included in shop cost
07404 Mason . . . .What will be the cost of delivered (at)
07405 Masonicas . .What will be the cost of erecting the
07406 Masonico. . .What will be the cost of maintenance for
07407 Masonry . . .What will be the probable cost (of)
07408 Masopine. . .What will it cost (to) (for)
07409 Masora . . . .Will cost (but little more)
07410 Masoretic . .Will cost less (on account of)
07411 Masorite . . .Will cost more
07412 Masovien. . .Will cover the cost (of)
07413 Maspetis. . .Will it cost
07414 Maspeto . . .Will more than cover the cost
07415 Maspetoru .Will not cover the cost (of)
07416 Maspha. . . .Will pay half the cost
07417 Masquais. . .Without cost to us
07418 Massafra. . .COULD. (Able, Can, Must.)
07419 Massagada .Could be
07420 Massalate . .Could it (be)
07421 Massalium .Could it not be
07422 Massamita. .Could not (be)
07423 Massapast .Could only
07424 Massaride . .Could they
07425 Massaturi . .Could you
07426 Massbonta .If it could
07427 Massellan . .If you could
07428 Masselott . .So could
07429 Massemill . .So could not
07430 Massengra .We could
07431 Massenhaf .We could not
07432 Massepain .What could (I, we)
07433 Massgabe . .When could (it, he, they)
07434 Massgeben .When could you
07435 Massilia . . .COUNT. (Calculate, Number.)
07436 Massima ..COUNTENANCE. (Approval.)
07437 Massimill ..COUNTERMAND. (Cancel.)
07438 Massimino .Cannot be countermanded
n

Massitoro . .Countermand order (No. ) (dated )
0(440 Massivant . .Countermand order unless shipped by
0,441 Massivbau .Countermand previous instructions
0(442 Massive. . . .Instructions countermanded
07443 Massively . .My (our) order is countermanded
07444 Massivite . .Order is countermanded
07445 Masskrug . . Subject to countermand until
07446 Masslos. . . .Unless countermanded
(17447 Massnahm .Will countermand unless



MAS
07448 Massue . . .

07449 Massuelle .

07450 Massular. .

07451 Massulis . .

u74.")^ Massurius .

07453 Massvoll . .

07454 Massy . . .

07455 Mastalgia .

07456 Mastanaba
07457 Mastax . . .

07458 Mastband .

07459 Mastboom .

07460 Mastbosch
07461 Mastdarm .

07462 Masteluin .

07463 Mastenlos .

07464 Master . . .

07465 Masterdom
07466 Masterly. .

07467 Masterous .

07468 Mastful. . .

07469 Mastgat . .

07470 Mastgaten
07471 Mastgedam
07472 Masthead .

07473 Masthout. .

07474 Mastibino .

07475 Mastica . .

07476 Masticado .

07477 Masticand .

07478 Masticate .

07479 Masticava .

07480 Mastichat .

07481 Mastichis .

07482 Mastidim. .

07483 Mastiff .

07484 Mastigode .

07485 Mastigopo .

07486 Mastikbom
07487 Mastiquat .

07488 Mastique. .

07489 Mastiquon
07490 Mastitis .

07491 Mastiume .

07492 Mastkegge
07493 Mastkeil . .

07494 Mastklamp
07495 Mastkorbe
07496 Mastkorf. .

07497 Mastkraag
07498 Mastodon .

07499 Mastology .

07500 Mastramel
07501 Mastranto .

07502 Mastrind. .

07503 Mastrucat .

07504 Mastruga .

07505 Mastschal .

07506 Mastschor .

07507 Maststang
07508 Maststut . .

07509 Mastton . .

07510 Mastwange
07511 Masudi . . .

07512 Masulito . .

07513 Masuola . .

07514 Masurlana
07515 Masurisch .

07516 Masurka . .

07517 Matabals. .

07518 Matacanto
07519 Matachin. .

07520 Matadero .

07521 Matadors. .

07522 Matadulan
07523 Matafucgo
07524 Matafund .

07525 Matagoso .

0752 Matuluhos .

. COUNTER-OFFER. (Offer.)

.Best counter olTer is

.Please get a counter offer

.Please make counter offer at including

.Please make counter offer at less

.Please make counter offer at more

.We make counter offer at less

.We make counter offer at more

.Will consider counter offer

.Will not consider counter offer

.Will not make a counter offer

.COUNTERPART. (Copy, Duplicate.)
COUNTERSHAFT. (Shaft.)
COUNTRY. (Territory.)
.Convention countries
.In the same country
. In which country
.Usual eleven European countries
.COUPLING. (Clutches, Generator, Shaft.)
Are we to furnish coupling
Complete couplings
Coupled direct to
Coupling bolted to one wheel
Coupling to be furnished by us
Coupling to be furnished by you
.Coupling to be on end of engine
Engine half of coupling
Exclusive of coupling
Exclusive of half coupling
For coupling direct to
.Generator half of coupling
Half coupling except rail pulley
.Half coupling to be furnished by (us)
.Inclusive of coupling
. Inclusive of half coupling
.Muff coupling
.On which end of engine is coupling to be placed
.Separate coupling pressed on end of shaft
.Solid coupling forged in one piece with the shaft
.Spring coupling type A
.Spring coupling type B
.Spring coupling type C
.Spring coupling type D
.To have ( ) coupling at the end of crank shaft
.What kind of coupling is required
.Who will furnish the coupling
.With elastic coupling
.With flanged coupling
.With flexible coupling
.With solid coupling
.COURSE. (Method, Policy, 'Way.)
A wrong course
.As a matter of course
.Do not approve of such a course
.In course of construction
.In the course of
.Nothing to be gained by such a course
.Of course
.The proper course
.What course (shall)
.What is the best course to t:ik-
. \VK-itever course (you) ( ) think best
.CRACKED. (Broken, Defective, Flaw.)
.A cracked
.Cracked at
.Cracked on arrival
.Cylinder cracked
.Cylinder head cover cracked
.Is (are) badly cracked
.Piston rod cracked
.CRAFT. (Lighterage.)
.CRANE. (Headroom, Hoist.)
.Are there cranes or sh.ars? if so, give capacity
.Contract for use of crane
.Crane here will lift tons
.Crane motor and controller
.Crane must be able to lift tons
.Do you kiH'U what crane accommodation there la

.For crane purposes
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07527 Matalones .

07528 Matalotad .

07529 Matamata .

07530 Matapana .

07531 Matapi . . .

07532 Matapolvo
07533 Mataran . .

07534 Mataribus .

07535 Matarife . .

07536 Matassa . .

07537 Matassina .

07538 Matavam. .

07539 Matavane .

07540 Matchable
07541 Matcher . .

07542 Matchless .

07543 Matchlock
07544 Matelas. . .

07545 Mateless . .

07546 Matellaru .

07547 Matellis. . .

07548 Mateology
07549 Matelot. . .

07550 Matematic
07551 Materile . .

07552 Maternit . .

07553 Mateur . . .

07554 Matfelon . .

07555 Matgrass. .

07556 Mathanfat
07557 Mathemeg

07558 Matherlot .

07559 Mathesius .

07560 Mathias .

07561 Mathilde. .

07562 Mathis . . .

07563 Mathura . .

07564 Mathusala
07565 Matiane . .

07566 Matigden .

07567 Matigende .

07568 Matigheid .

07569 Matiging. .

07570 Matilda. . .

07571 Matilica . .

07572 Matin . . .

07573 Matinal. . .

07574 Matisco . .

07575 Matiscone .

07576 Matojora .

07577 Matombo .

07578 Matones . .

07579 Matorral . .

07580 Matosas . .

07581 Matou. . . .

07582 Matraca . .

07583 Matracula .

07584 Matralia .

07585 Matralium
07586 Matraqueo
07587 Matrarum .

07588 Matrasjes .

07589 Matratunt .

07590 Matricida .

07591 Matrigna. .

07592 Matrikel .

07593 Matrimols .

07594 Matrinate .

07595 Matrissag .

07596 Matrix . . .

07597 Matronact
07598 Matronega
07599 Matronly. .

07600 Matross . .

MAT
\-Cont.

ree use of crane to be allowed
.Is a make of crane
.No crane accommodation to be obtained
.Overhead travelling electric crane to lift tons.

Space between rail centres feet.
.Overhead travelling hand crane to lift tons

Space between rail centres feet.
. Powerful hand crane
.Small crane
.There is a crane of ample capacity
. What make of crane
.CREDENCE. (Believe.)
CREDIT. (Account, Bank, Believe, Books,
Financial, Firm, Responsibility.)A credit in (your) ( 's) favor has been telegraphed

.Additional credit
Advice of credit has been received
Advice of credit has not been received
Any credit
Are in good credit
Are not in good credit
Arrange bank credit
Bank credit available against shipping documents
Bank credit exhausted; please send another
Bank credit given for
Bank credit has been opened (with)
Can be credited
Can (you) ( ) arrange bank credit
Can you credit
Cancel credit opened in favor of
Cannot arrange a bank credit
Cannot be credited [banker's credit
Cannot draw on (you) ( ) as requested; give us a
Cannot execute order unless a confirmed bank credit

is opened on signing contract
Circular letter of credit
Confirm the credit
Credit expires
Credit item
Credit my (our) account
Credit on account
Credit opened in your favor with (for)
Credit their account
Credit (us) ( ) with proceeds
Credit will be opened
Do not credit
Do you recommend for credit on terms proposed
Extend time of credit

. For what amount shall (we) ( ) open credit

.Give credit (for)
Give credit to (to the amount of)
Have cancelled credit in favor of
.Have credited (your) ( 's) account
.Have not credited (your) ( 's) account
Have opened credit in favor of
Have placed to the credit of .

*

. Have telegraphed a credit in your favor with
Have (you) ( ) credited
How about credit item of in ours of the

. In case object to furnishing bank credit
Is the credit of (of ) good for shipment not
Open a credit in favor of [exceeding
.Place to the credit of
.Placed to your credit on account of
. Please telegraph credit of (in favor of)
. Shall we credit
.Should be credited
.Should not be credited
To be credited
To our credit
To their credit
.To (your) ( 's) credit
.We approve for credit on terms proposed
.We cannot credit [until goods are returned
.We cannot give credit to offset invoice dated
.We credit [must have
.We do not approve for credit on terms proposed,
.What has been credited
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MAT

07601 MatrueMs .

07602 Matsuri . .

07603 Matsvot . .

o7Goi Matsya. . .

07605 Mattabas. .

07606 Mattava . .

07607 Mattavano
07608 Mattblau. .

07609 Mattblond .

07610 Matteam. .

07611 Mattelin . .

07612 Mattenbie .

07613 Mattenkor
07614 Mattenman
07615 Mattest . .

07616 Mattgelb. .

07617 Mattgold. .

07618 Mattgrost .

07619 Matthania
07620 Mattiamo .

07621 Mattinand .

07622 Mattinass .

07623 Mattolina .

07624 Mattona . .

07625 Mattoname
07626 Mattonell .

07627 Mattotto. .

07628 Mattress . .

07629 Mattulla . .

07630 Mattutino .

07631 Matularum
07632 Matulis. . .

07633 Maturamus
07634 Maturando
07635 Maturator .

07636 Mature . . .

07637 Maturely. .

07638 Matuteaba
07639 Matuteand
07640 Matutice . .

07641 Matutinal .

07642 Matweed. .

07643 Matwork. .

OT'i-H Maubouge .

07645 Maudites. .

07646 Maulheld. .

07647 Maulkampf
07648 Maulkorb .

07649 Maullada. .

07650 Maullados .

07651 Maullando
07652 Maullar. . .

07653 Maulsack .

D7654 Maulstick .

07655 Maunage. .

07656 Maunca . .

07657 Maunder . .

07658 Maupiteux
07659 Mauricaud
07660 Maurice. . .

07661 Maurisch .

07662 Mauritana

07663 Maurum . .

07664 Maurusia. .

07665 Mausoleum

Maussadr
olio
i;, .

07670 Mavolunt

CREDIT- Cent.
.Who is to be credited
.Will be credited to (you)
.Will injure (our) (

-
's) credit

.Will (you) (
-

) require a banker's credit
.You have not credited us with
.CREDITORS. (Bankrupt, Meeting.)
.A majority of creditors
.A majority of creditors are willing to accept
.A meeting of creditors was held on
.A meeting of creditors will be held [settlement
.Are conferring with creditors in view of compromise
.At a meeting of creditors
.Attend meeting of creditors and telegraph result
.Creditors are willing to
.Creditors have agreed to
.Has been offered at a meeting of creditors
.Have arranged with the principal creditors
Is in trouble and being pressed by creditors

. Principal creditors are

.What are creditors likely to recover

.Who are principal creditors

.Will join other creditors (in)

.CRITICISE. (Fault, Judge.)

.CUBIC. (Dimensions, Feet.)

.CURRENCY. (Dollars, Money, Sterling.)

.CURRENT. (Potential, Pressure, Trans-
mission.) [

formance.)
.CURVE. (Characteristics, Grades, Per-
.Are curves combined with grades
.Combined with a curve of -- feet radius
.Curve is combined with grade
.Curve is not combined with grade
.Curve No.
.Have mailed you performance curve (No.-) (of)
.Have you performance curve of [named is

.Heaviest grade occurring in combination with curve

.Mail at once performance curve (No. -) (of)

.Mail set of curves for

.Performance curve (No. -) (of) [bined

.Please state heaviest grade and shortest curve com-

.Referring to performance curve (No.-) (of)

.Sharpest curve in combination with grade of -

.Shortest curve is- feet radius [per cent, is

.To traverse curves- feet radius [heavy grades

.To traverse curves - feet radius combined with

.What is radius of shortest curve

.CUSTOM. (Practice, Usual.)

.As customary

.Claim it is according to custom

.If it is customary

.In accordance with our usual custom

.It is not the custom

.It is the custom

.It is the custom and cannot be altered

.There is no stated custom

.CUSTOMER. (Buy, Purchase, Quotation.)

.A custom, r who should be well taken care of

.An important customer

.Is a good customer

.Is a new customer

.Is a poor customer

.Is the customer

.Judging from apparatus in use this party would ap-
pear to be a regular customer of [apparatus

.Please protect us, as customer is in favor of our

.This is our custom* r. ami our quotation should be
such as to secure order. Telegraph what quotation
we shall i

.This is our customer, and w should like to get his
if you -hink prlc<

i \\.- shonl.l quote to be certain to

seci:
.This p

<'>ur> I Vt customer
.Who i: (Tariff.)
.CUSTOM HOUSE. (Bond, Duty, Entry,

of lh- custom I

.Custom-house authoril
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07671 Mavortia. .

07672 Mavortium
07673 Mawkish. .

07674 Mawkishly
07b75 Mawmet . .

07676 Mawmetry

07677 Mawworm
07678 Maxagua. .

07679 Maxentian
07680 Maxilla . .

07681 Maxilleux .

07682 Maxillis. . .

07683 Maxima . .

07684 Maximiano
07685 Maximilia .

07686 Maximist. .

07687 Mayapple .

07688 Maybloom

07689 Maybug- . .

07690 Maybush. .

07691 Mayday . .

07692 Mayfly . . .

07693 Maygame .

07694 Mayhap . .

07695 Mayhem .

07696 Maylady .

07697 Maylily. . .

07698 Maymorn .

07699 Mayoral . .

07700 Mayorazzo
07701 Mayoress. .

07702 Mayorista .

07703 Maypole . .

07704 Mayqueen .

07705 Maythorn .

07706 Mayuscula
07707 Meadowort
07708 Meadowrue
07709 Mealharia .

07710 Mealies. . .

07711 Mealiness .

07712 Mealman. .

07713 Mealtime. .

07714 Mealy ....
07715 Meander . .

07716 Meandrine
07717 Meapte . . .

07718 Measles. . .

07719 Meatless . .

07720 Meatorum .

07721 Meavisses .

07722 Meavisti . .

07723 Meazling .

07724 Mebunnai .

07725 Mecanico. .

07726 Mecanique
07727 Mecanisme
07728 Mecastor. .

07729 Mechabamo
07730 Mechage . .

07731 Mechammen
07732 Mechanent
07733 Mechanic. .

07734 Mecharial .

07735 Mechidia . .

07736 Mechinal. .

07737 Meconium .

07738 Medaba. . .

07739 Medaille . .

07740 Medallion .

07741 Medal. . . .

07742 Medalet. . .

07743 Medallic . .

07744 Medallist. ,

07745 Medallone .

07746 Medardo .

MED
CUSTOM HOUSE- Cont.
.Custom-house authorities have seized
.Custom-house authorities require
.Custom-house authorities will allow
.Custom-house authorities will change
.Custom-house authorities will refuse to allow
.Do you anticipate trouble with the custom-house

authorities [authorities
.Expect to have trouble with the custom-house
.For custom-house purposes
.Have goods passed custom house [ities
.Have some trouble with the custom-house author-
.Is (are) not in the custom house
.Not yet through custom house [(us)
.Please pay the custom-house duties and forward to
.The custom-house duties amount to
.To avoid difficulties with the custom house
.Try to get the custom-house authorities to release
.Was passed by the custom-house authorities
.Was there any trouble with the custom-house

authorities
.We will be responsible for custom-house duties
.Will be through custom house
.Will the custom-house authorities permit
.CUT. (Illustrated, Reduction.)
.And cut out
.Cut down the weight
.Cut out the
.Cut out the defective part(s)
.Have cut off the
.Have cut out the defective part(s)
.Have cuts been made (for)
.Have cuts made (for)
.Main cut out
.Motor cut out
.Send cuts Nos.
.Send to cut No. for our advertisement
.Send us cuts to illustrate articles (publications)
.Shall have to cut [(circulars) on
.CWT. (Tons, Weight.)
.At per cwt.
.Cwts. (100 Ibs.)
.Cwts. (112 Ibs.)
.How many cwts. of 100 Ibs.
.How many cwts. of 112 Ibs.
.How much per cwt. of 100 Ibs.
.How much per cwt. of 112 Ibs.
.Per cwt. of 100 Ibs.

.Per cwt. of 112 Ibs.

.CYCLES. (Alternations.)

.CYLINDERS. (Compressors, Engine.)

.Air cylinder driven by belt

.Air cylinder driven by gear [engine

.Air cylinder placed in line with cylinder of ( )

.Air cylinder placed on one crank ( ) engine on the

.Both heads and cylinders jacketed [other

.Cylinder(s) to be jacketed [in. and in.

.Diameter and stroke of air or gas cylinder(s)

.Diameter and stroke of steam cylinder(s) .in.

.Diameter of air cylinders inches [and in.

.High-pressure cylinder
High pressure steam cylinder to have poppet valves
-Intermediate cylinder
Low-pressure cylinder [stroke
Sizes of cylinders to be inches diam., inches
Steam cylinders to have Corliss valves
Steam cylinders to have piston valves
Steam cylinders to have poppet valves
Steam cylinders to have slide valves fjury.)
DAMAGE. (Accident, Compensation, In-
All more or less damaged
Amount of damage is estimated at
Appear to be much damaged
Appears to have sustained little damage
Can repair damage [age
Cannot be held responsible for consequential dam-
Damage cannot be repaired
Damage caused by
Damage caused by bad packing



MED
DAMAGE- Cont.

07747 Meddix .... Damage caused by fire
07748 Meddler. . . .Damage caused by lightning
07749 Medeamur .Damage caused by water
07750 Medebar . . .Damage is covered by insurance
07751 Medebaris . . Damage is repaired
07752 Medebidde .Damage must be repaired
07753 Medebimur .Damage to the extent of
07754 Medeblate . .Has arrived damaged
07755 Medeborg . .Has done considerable damage
07756 Medebruta .If any damage should be caused (by)
07757 Mededanse .In what respect are they damaged
07758 Mededinge .Is damaged
07759 Mededooge .Is (are) not damaged
07760 Mededrave . Is there any damage
07761 Medegaan . .Nothing damaged (except)
07762 Medegast. . .Not much damaged
07763 Medegeven .On account of being damaged
07764 Medegrave . Pay for the damage
07765 Medehulp . .Repair the damage
07766 Medejasse . . Slight damage has occurred (to)
07767 Medekampe .Sustained serious damage
07768 Medeklage .Telegraph nature of damage
07769 Medeklank .Was damaged
07770 Medekolve .Was not damaged
07771 Medekomen .What is (are) damaged
07772 Medelabe . .What is the extent of damage
07773 Medelache . . What was the cause of damage
07774 Medeladen .Will be seriously damaged
07775 Medelarum .Will not be damaged
07776 Medelid. . . .With damage to [Serious, Unsafe.)
07777 Medendam -DANGER. (Fear, Jeopardize, Risk, Safe,
07778 Medendi . . .Can see no danger (of) (in)
07779 Medendos . .Consider it very dangerous
07780 Medenemen .Danger might arise from
07781 Medeprate .Dangerous to
07782 Medesimo . .If it is not too dangerous
07783 Medevalle . .If there is any danger
07784 Medeweten .If there is no danger
07785 Medewille . .In danger of
07786 Mediabais . .In no danger
07787 Mediada . . .Is there any danger (of)
07788 Mediadora .It is dangerous
07789 Medialium .it would be too dangerous
07790 Mediandat .There is great danger (of)
07791 Medianeja . .There is no danger (of)
07792 Medianile . .Think there is no danger
07793 Medianimu .What is the danger
07794 Medianito . .Will it be dangerous
07795 Mediastin ..DATA. (Details, Information.)
07796 Mediatati . .All data for
07797 Mediate . . -Any further data will be appreciated
07798 Mediately . .Are sending you full data
07799 Mediateur . .Rave sent you all necessary data
07800 Mediation . -Insufficient data [the work
07801 Mediatize . .Must have more data before we can proceed with
07802 Mediator. . -Owing to lack of data
07803 Mediatrix . -should be pleased to furnish you any further data
07804 Mediatura . -Telegraph complete data (for)
07805 Medibilis. . -There is no reliable data
07806 Medica . . . .What data have (you)
07807 Medicabil . .Whatever data (you) ( ) have
07808 Medically - -DATE. (Appointment, Days, Delivery, Due,
07809 Medicando .About what date

| Shipment, Time, When.)
07810 Medicatur . -Advise date of
07811 Medicine . .After date of
07812 Medicucho .As soon as the date is fixed
07813 Medidagem .At an early date
07814 Medidor . . -At what date (can you)
07815 Medidoras . .At what date will he (they)
07816 Mediemus . -Cannot appoint a later date
07817 Medlety . . -Cannot appoint an earlier date
07818 Medieval. . .Cannot fix the date (until)
07819 Medifixe . . .Convention date
07820 Medilunla . .Date has been fixed (for)
07821 Medimni . . .Date of contract (is)
07822 Medimnum .Date of issue
07823 Medinada . .Date of shipment (is)
07824 Mediocre. . .Date of the letter is
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MEE
DATE Cont.

07825 Mediodia . . .Date(s) from
07826 Mediopano .Date will be (about)
07827 Mediponti . .'Do not fix the date
07828 Meditadas . .Earliest possible date at which
07829 Meditador . .Effective date
07830 Meditamos .Extend the date of until
07831 Meditando .From this date (up to)
07832 Meditar. . . .Give date of
07833 Meditate . . .Have following dates open
07834 Meditatur . .If possible we will anticipate this date
07835 Meditons. . .Must appoint a later date
07836 Meditrina . .Must appoint an earlier date
07837 Medium . . . Number and date
07838 Medivalve . . No date fixed (for)
07839 Medivel ... On what date (will you)
07840 Medlares . . Telegraph date of (shipment of)
07841 Medley . . . .Telegraph earliest date at which
07842 Medma . . . .Telegraph probable date of (shipment of)
07843 Medobriga .The approximate date is
07844 Medonho. . .The date of
07845 Medontias . .The earliest date is
07846 Medontidi . .The latest date is
07847 Medora . . . .Up to what date
07848 Medorum. . .What date has been fixed for
07849 Medrabamo .What date would you suggest for
07850 Medrabas . .What is the date of
07851 Medrado . . .Would suggest date for
07852 Medranca . .You must fix a date
07853 Medrissa. . .DAY(S). (Calendar, Date, Delivery, Draw-

ing, Due, Months, Night, Payable, Terms,
Time, To-day, To-morrow, Weeks, Yester-

07854 Medroso . . .About days [day.)
07855 Meduana. . .About how many days
07856 Medubriga .About what day
07857 Medular . . .And following day
07858 Medulicos . .Any day but
07859 Medulicum .Any other day
07860 Medulina. . .At an early day
07861 Medulitis. . .At 30, 60 and 90 days
07862 Medulland .By the day
07863 Medullary . . Cannot tell to a day
07864 Medullato . .Days can be allowed
07865 Medulleux . . Days can be saved (if) (by)
07866 Medulline . .Days of grace
07867 Meduloso . .Days thereafter
07868 Medusa . : . During the day
07869 Medusgent .During the last few days
07870 Medusida . .During the next few days
07871 Medusifor . .Earliest day possible
07872 Medusula . .Every day
07873 Meeken . . .Every day
07874 Meekened . .Every other day
07875 Meekening .Every third day
07876 Meekest . . .Every fourth day
07877 Meekly. . . .Every ten days
07878 Meekness . .Few days longer
07879 Meekrapla .How many days (will it require)
07880 Meelbak . . .In days from date
07881 Meelbakke .In at) days
07882 Meelboom . .In at) 7 days
07883 Meelbuil . . .In at) 10 days
07884 Meeldrad. . .In at) 14 days
07885 Meelkalk. . .In at) 21 days
07886 Meelmees . .In (at) 30 days
07887 Meelpap . . .In (at) 40 days
07888 Meelpot . . .In (at) 50 days
07889 Meelstof . . .In (at) 60 days
07890 Meelvat ... In (at) 75 days
07891 Meelvlek ... In (at) 90 days
07892 Meelworm .In less than days
07893 Meenfosta . .In the course of a few days
07894 Meestoven .In two or three days
07895 Meetbar . . .It will take about '

days
07896 Meetgeld. . .Must appoint a day
07897 Meetis . . . .Must have at least days
07898 Meetkan . . .Will appoint a day
07899 Meetlood. . .You appoint a day
07900 Meewarig . .D. C. APPARATUS. (Pages 454 to 473.)
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MEF
07901 Mefentes. .

07902 Mefiasses. .

07903 Mefitica. . .

07904 Mefitiche. .

07905 Mefiticos. .

07906 Mefitismo .

07907 Megabasit .

07908 Megaclide .

07909 Megacosm
07910 Megafarad
07911 Megalanea
07912 Megale. . .

07913 Megaleas. .

07914 Megalfont .

07915 Megalia . .

07916 Megalitic. .

07917 Megalodon
07918 Megalonic .

07919 Megalope. .

07920 Megalorn. .

07921 Megalotis .

07922 Megamede
07923 Megapolis .

07924 Megarde . .

07925 Megarian. .

07926 Megaricam
07927 Megaricos .

07928 Megarique
07929 Megascode
07930 Megasse . .

07931 Megasthen
07932 Megastome
07933 Megellem .

07934 Megenetus
07935 Meggant . .

07936 Megiddo . .

07937 Megille . . .

07938 Megingaud
07939 Megistane .

07940 Megistias. .

07941 Megisto . .

07942 Meguson . .

07943 Mehetabel .

07944 Mehida. . .

07945 Mehkeme. .

07946 Mehlarm . .

07947 Mehlartig .

07948 Mehlbaum
07949 Mehlblume
07950 Mehldorn. .

07951 Mehlgipes .

07952 Mehlicht . .

07953 Mehlkalke .

07954 Mehlkaste .

07965 Mehlkloss .

07956 Mehlklump
07957 Mehlmilbe
07958 Mehlpalme
07959 Mehlsack. .

07960 Mehlsande
07961 Mehlstaub .

07962 Mehlstuhl .

07963 Mehlsuppe
07964 Mehlteig. .

07965 Mehlthau. .

07966 Mehltrank
07967 Mehlwagen
07968 Mehlwurm
07969 Meholah . .

07970 Mehrastig .

07971 Mehrbar . .

071*72 Mohrgebot
07973 Mehrheit. .

07974 Mehrmals .

07975 Mehrsamlg
07976 Mehrtaxe .

07977 Mehrtheil .

07978 Mehrungen
07979 Mehujal .

[papers sent you
can you collect if

.DEAR. (Cost, High.) [ment.)

.DEBIT. (Account, Books, Charges, State-

.Amount of your debit is

Cannot allow the debit
Debit all charges to
Debit balance is

Debit cost of same to us
Debit our account (for)
Debit the amount to
Debit to item number
Debited to wrong account
Do not debit (us)
Have you debited (our account)
.Nothing has been debited
Shall (we) ( ) debit you
They have debited
What is the amount of our debit
.Why did (you) ( ) not debit
.Will debit (you)
You can debit me (us) (with)
You did not debit
Your statement fails to show debit
DEBT. (Due, Indebtedness, Owing.)
Amount of debt will not exceed
Are heavily in debt
.Are responsible for the debts
Debt is good
Debt is of long standing
Do not pay their debts
In our debt to amount of
Is the debt good
No chance to collect debt
Paid the debt
The debtors are
Think we can collect debt, send papers
What is the amount of the debt(s)
Who are the debtors
Will not be responsible for debt(s)
Will pay the debt in full
.Will they be responsible for the debt(s)
.Will (you) ( ) be responsible for the debt(s)
DECIDE. (Agreement, Certain, Conclusion,
After you decide [Decision.)
Are (you) ( ) likely to decide
As soon as decided, telegraph us
Before we can decide
Before (you) ( ) decide
Board has decided
Can be decided
Cannot decide (before) (without)
Decide as you think best
Decided in favor of
Decided in our favor
Decided to
Decided to give (us) ( ) the order
Do not decide (until)
Everything is now decided
Expect it will be decided
Expect to decide
Get (him) ( ) to decide
Has anything been decided
Has (have) decided (that) (to)
Have decided definitely upon
Have not decided (upon)
.Have (you) ( ) decided (as to)
How was it decided
If it has not been decided
If it is decided
.If (you) ( ) decide (by) (to)
.Tf (you) ( ) do not decide (by) (to)
. It h.-is not been decided
.Left to (you) ( ) to decide
Nothing has yet been decided (with respect to)
Should (they) ( ) decide not to

.Should (they) ( ) decid<- to

This matter must be decided immediately
To be decided
.To enable me (us) to decide
.What has been decided (about)
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07980 Mehuman .

07981 Mehunim .

07982 Mejarkon .

07983 Mejebamus
07984 Mejebant. .

07985 Mejentem .

07986 Mejentium
07987 Mejetaque
07988 Mejetis. . .

07989 Mejillon . .

07990 Mejimus . .

07991 Mejoracat .

07992 Mejorado. .

07993 Mejorama .

07994 Mejoramos
07995 Melada. . .

07996 Meladucha

07997 Meladura. .

07998 Melagrana
07999 Melalgie . .

08000 Melalome .

08001 Melamant .

08002 Melamboct.
08003 Melamine .

08004 Melampea .

08005 Melampode
08006 Melampus .

08007 Melampyge
08008 Melanagog
08009 Melancoli .

08010 Melaneis. .

08011 Melanella .

08012 Melanema .

08013 Melanflll. .

08014 Melange . .

08015 Melangola .

08016 Melanism .

08017 Melanite . .

08018 Melanopsi .

08019 Melanosis .

08020 Melanova .

08021 Melanthos .

08022 Melaphyre
08023 Melapium .

08024 Melardina .

08025 Melasma . .

08026 Melasmic. .

08027 Melasomos
08028 Melastoma
08029 Melatiah . .

08030 Meldeado .

08031 Meldeamt .

08032 Meldekart .

08033 Meldest. . .

08034 Meldung- . .

08035 Meldungen
08036 Melech . . .

08037 Melekia. . .

08038 Melenso . .

08039 Melenuda .

08040 Melenudos
08041 Meleteum .

08042 Meletides. .

08043 Meletinos .

08044 Meletinum
08045 Meleto . . .

08046 Melgacho. .

08047 Melgar . . .

08048 Melharuco
08049 Melhorado
08050 Meliaca. . .

08051 Melianthe .

08052 Melianto . .

08053 Melibee. . .

08054 Melico . . .

MEL
DECIDE Cont.
.When must (we) ( ) decide
.When will it be decided
.Will be decided
.Will decide at once
.Will decide soon
.Will not be decided (until)
.Will telegraph (you) ( ) as soon as decided
. Will they decide what to do
.You must decide (at once) (by)
.DECIMALS. (Numerals.)
.Point off one decimal place from preceding number
.Point off two decimal places from preceding numbe/
.Point off three decimal places from preceding
number

.Point off four decimal places from preceding number

.Point off five decimal places from preceding numbt.-

.DECIPHER. (Code, Translation.)

.DECISION. (Appeal, Award, Conclusion,
Decide, Final, Judgment, Settle, Verdict.)

An early decision (will)
.Anxiously awaiting decision (regarding)
.As soon as we get our decision
.Decision cannot be rendered before
.Decision has been reversed (by)
Decision has been sustained (by)
.Decision in (our) ( 's) favor
. Decision is not
.Decision of the Board
.Decision of the Committee
.Final decision (is to)
.Has any decision been reached
.If the decision is
. If the decision is not
.Is the decision final
.Must havev a decision on or before
.Please let (us) ( ) have your decision
.The decision is

.The decision is now with (you)

.DECLINE. (Accept, No, Refuse.)

.Advise you to decline

.Decline the offer

.Decline to act as suggested

.Decline to have anything to do with (it)

.Do not decline

.Have declined to have anything to do with (it)

.If declines to accept

.If (you) ( ) decline

.No doubt will be declined

.Price of has declined

.Therefore must decline

.We must respectfully decline

.Wr
ill most probably decline

.DECREASE. (Abatement, Less, Reduction.)

.DEDUCTION. (Abatement, Addition, Al-
-) has been made
-) is claimed
-) must be allowed

1*9 xa.A

[low.).A deduction (of
.A deduction (of
.A deduction (of -

.After deducting

.After deducting all charges

.Can get no deduction

.Can (we) ( ) deduct the following

.Cannot allow (any) deduction (of)

.Deduct freight charges

.Deducting for

.Did (you) ( ) make any deduction (for)

.Has (have) deducted

.Make a deduction (of)

.No deduction can be

.We authorize deduction not exceeding

.What deduction can be made in consideration of

.What deduction has been made (for)

.What deduction is required

.Will allow deduction (of)

.Will be deducted

.Without deduction of any kind

.You can deduct [complete.)

.DEFECTIVE. (Fault, Flaw, Imperfect, In-
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MEL

08055 Melicope . .

08056 Melicrags .

08057 Melifeto . .

08058 Melifila . . .

08059 Meliflua . .

08060 Melifluos . .

08061 Meligeno .

08062 Meligunis .

08063 Meliheid . .

08064 Melilot . . .

08065 Mel ilotus. .

08066 Melimeli . .

08067 Melindes . .

08068 Meliorate .

08069 Meliority .

08070 Meliphaga
08071 Melisform .

08072 Melissa. . .

08073 Melissum .

08074 Melitato . .

08075 Meliticat. .

08076 Melitinam .

08077 Melitinos. .

08078 Melittide . .

08079 Meliuscul. .

08080 Melkagaat
08081 Melkart . .

08082 Melkbaard
08083 Melkbad . .

08084 Melkbaden
08085 Melkbrug. .

08086 Melkbuik. .

08087 Melkdieve .

08088 Melkdiste .

08089 Melkeppe. .

08090 Melkgeite .

08091 Melkhaar .

08092 Melkhuis. .

08093 Melkispis .

08094 Melkjuk . .

08095 Melkmaat .

08096 Melkmuil .

08097 Melknapf . .

08098 Melkpomp .

08099 Melksaus. .

08100 Melksteen .

08101 Melkstuhl .

08102 Melktand. .

08103 Melktonne
08104 Melkvaten
08105 Melkvloot .

08106 Melkwagen
08107 Melkweg . .

08108 Melkwinke
08109 Mellabais .

08110 Mellado . .

08111 Mellamos .

08112 Mellarian .

IMI:; Mellate. . .

08114 Mellay . . .

08115 Melletton .

08116 Mellibus . .

OS117 Melllcrat. .

08118 Melliculo. .

OS11! MHliflcO . .

08120 Melllflue . .

08121 Mellina. . .

08122 Mellingen .

08123 Melliniam .

08124 Mellisono .

06126 Mellitate. .

06126 Mellite . . .

08127 Mellone . .

08128 Mellosam .

08129 Mellow . . .

DEFECTIVE Cotit.

.Appear(s) defective

.Claim is made the following parts are defective

.Defective on account of

.Due to defective design

.Due to defective workmanship

.If defective [good, but must be returned to factory

.If the- is (are) defective, we will make it (them)

.Is (are) not defective

.Is defective

.Owing to defect in the

.Thoroughly defective

.Will have examination made, and defect remedied

.DEFEND. (Justified, Protect.)

.DEFER. (Action, Delay, Postpone, Wait.)

.Advisable not to defer

.Advisable to defer

.Can be deferred

.Can defer until

.Can it be deferred (until)

.Defer action on our letter of

.Defer action on our telegram of

.Defer it as long as possible

.Defer the matter if possible (until)

.Defer the matter until (my return)

.Do not defer any longer

.How long can it be deferred

.If deferred

.If it can be deferred

.If it cannot be deferred

.If not deferred

.In order to defer

.Instruct- to defer

.Is it advisable to defer

.Must be deferred

.Must not be deferred

.Not safe to defer

.On account of having been deferred

.To be deferred

.To what date has it been deferred

.Will be deferred (until)

.Wr
ill it be deferred

.Will not be deferred

.Wishes (you) (
-

) to defer
.You had better defer
.DEFICIENT. (Missing, Short, Want.)
.DEFINITE. (Certain, Clear, Correct, Ex-

plicit, Indefinite, Information.)
Arrange something definite (with regard to)
As soon as I (we) have anything definite
As soon as (you) (

-
) have anything definite

Be more definite
Can get nothing definite (from)
Can give nothing more definite at present
'Definite instructions
Give definite information (instructions)
Has anything definite been agreed upon
Has (have) definite information (regarding)
Has (have) no definite information (regarding)
If (you) (

-
) can do something definite

May be able to do something definite soon
Must know definitely (in regard to)
Not definite enough
Nothing definite (agreed upon by)
Telegraph definite (instructions)
There is nothing definite
.Will give definite information (instructions) soon
.Your iniMini.ition is not definite enough
DEGREES. (Temperatnre, Zero.)

. I >. ITK-CS below (zero) [point l

Degrees, Centigrade (freezing point 0, boiling)

Decrees, Fahrenheit (freezing point 32, boiling

point 212) f80 >

Degrees, Reaumur (freezing point 0, boiling point
.How many degrees
. With 40 degrees rise
with 45 degrees rise
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08130 Mellower. . .With 50 degrees rise

08131 Mellowest . .With degrees rise

08132 Melmetta. . .DELAY. (Departure, Detain, Impede, Pen-
alty, Postpone, Stop, Suspend, Uiiavoid-

08133 Melmoso . . .A delay of
I ably, Weather.)

08134 Melnik ... .A serious delay (has taken place)
08135 Meloal ... .A short delay
08136 Melobosis . .Advisable not to delay
08137 Melocoton . .Advise delaying (until)
08138 Melodeon. . .Allowing for necessary delay
08139 Melodiant . .Am (are) delayed (by)
08140 Melodies . . .An unnecessary delay
08141 Melodioso . .Any further delay will lead to serious complication
08142 Melodist . . .Are delayed (for want of)
08143 Melodorum .Be delayed
08144 Melodos . . .Can (you) ( ) delay (the)
08145 Melodrama .Cannot delay any longer
08146 Meloduni. . .Cannot delay ordering longer
08147 Melodunum .Cause of the delay (is)
08148 Melody. . . .Causing a delay (of)
08149 Melogloss . .Causing further delay and expense
08150 Melogono. . .Complains of the delay
08151 Melograph . Delay arising from any cause whatever
08152 Melojo . . . .Delay caused by
08153 Melomanie .Delay departure if you consider advisable (until)
08154 Melonafo . .Delay from causes beyond our control
08155 Melonar . . .Delay is causing serious trouble
08156 Melonares . .Delay shipment(s) until further notice
08157 Melongene .Delay unavoidable
08158 Melopee . . .Delayed on account of accident
08159 Melopepon .Estimated delay about
08160 Melophage .Get him (them) to delay closing until
08161 Melopiano . .Great delay in consequence of (not having)
08162 Meloplast . .How long will the delay last
08163 Melopsite. . .If there is any delay
08164 Meloraque . If there is any further delay
08165 Melosas . . .In case of delay
08166 Melosidad . .In consequence of delay (in)
08167 Melosmos . .It (they) will cause some delay
08168 Melotam . . .Must not be delayed
08169 Melotarum .Not responsible for delay (arising from)
08170 Melotidis . .Occasions delay in
08171 Melotype . .Owing to delay (in getting)
08172 Melovel . . .Provided shipment is not delayed [stances
08173 Melpia . . . .Regret delay; it has arisen from unforeseen circum-
08174 Melpomene .Responsible for delay
08175 Melrose . . .There must be no delay (after)
08176 Meltable . . .There will be no unnecessary delay
08177 Melting . . .This will cause a delay (of)
08178 Meltingly . .To avoid delay
08179 Meluggine .To delay
08180 Melurso . . . Unavoidably delayed (by) (until)
08181 Melusine . .Very much delayed (by)
08182 Membrabor .What is the cause of the delay
08183 Membramm Why has been delayed
08184 Membrando .Will be delayed
08185 Membrane .Will it occasion any delay
08186 Membranos . Will not delay
08187 Membranul .WT

ill probably be delayed
08188 Membrasut .Will (you) ( ) delay
08189 Membratun .Without delay
08190 Membravid .Work delayed owing to [our letter of

08191 Membriate .Work is seriously delayed awaiting your reply to

08192 Membrillo . .Work is seriously delayed awaiting your reply to

08193 Membrolis .You are greatly delaying [our telegram of

08194 Membrudas .You may delay
08195 Memement .DELIBERATE. (Consideration.)
08196 Memento ..DELIVERY. (Condition, Days, Early,

Goods, Price, Ready, Send, Shipment.)
08197 Meminhos . .Advise about delivery
08198 Memini . . . .After delivery
08199 Meministi . .Against delivery
08200 Memmia . . .Are to be delivered
08201 Memmiades Ask for extension of time of delivery
08202 Memmiano .As soon as delivered and accepted
08203 Memnon . . .At port of delivery
08204 Memnonico .At what price, and how soon can (you) ( ) deliver
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08205 Memnonida .13e careful to whom you deliver
Memorably .Before delivery
Memorali . .Can deliver

OJB08 Memoramus Tan deliver earlier than time named if desired
08209 Memorante .(."an deliver in

, balance in
08210 Memorasse .Can deliver in days after receipt of order
08211 Memorated .Can deliver in f. o. b.
08212 Memoratif .Can extend delivery
08213 Memorator .Can (you) ( ) deliver in f. o. b.
08214 Memoravel .Can you deliver by
08215 Memorial . .Cannot be delivered (sooner on account of) (before)
08216 Memorist . .Cannot deliver by time stated, but will ship
08217 Memory . . .Cannot deliver f. o. b., but free to docks or wharf
08218 Memphian .Cannot extend time of delivery
08219 Memphis . .Cannot get delivery until
08220 Memphite . .Cannot guarantee delivery (before) [before
08221 Memucan . .Conditional upon delivery at (New York) ( ) on or
08222 Menacing . .Conditional upon delivery here by
08223 Menage . . .Cost of delivery will be
08224 Menageur . .Deliver against payment of
08225 Menagogo . .Deliver immediately
08226 Menahem . .Deliver (to) (at)
08227 Menaide . . .Deliver to under our guarantee
08228 Menalcas . .Delivered cost freight and insurance
08229 Menald . . .Delivered free alongside at
08230 Menalippe . .Delivered f. o. b. cars at works
08231 Menames . .Delivered f. o. b. cars (here)
08232 Menandara .Delivered free to your (port) (place)
08233 Menanini . .Delivered in bad condition
08234 Menaninos .Delivered in good condition
08235 Menatella . .Delivered short, claim from
08236 Mencaude . .Delivered short, shall we claim from
08237 Mencionar .Delivered to
08238 Mendabosa .Delivery alone stands in the way of business
08239 Mendacity .Delivery cannot be made (before)
08240 Mendaite . .Delivery during first half of
08241 Mendassi . .Delivery during last half of
08242 Mendava . .Delivery f. o. b. cars
08243 Mendavano Delivery f. o. b. dock
08244 Mencles . . .Delivery guaranteed (by)
08245 Mendetofa .Delivery has been completed
08246 Mendiait . .Delivery in days (after receipt of order)
08247 Mendiamo .Delivery in months (after receipt of order)
08248 Mendiants. .Delivery in time specified
08249 Mendicant .Delivery must be guaranteed (before)
08250 Mendichi . .Delivery must be made (by) (to)
08251 Mendiculi . .Delivery must be made immediately (.order
08252 Mendigado .Delivery of can be made in from date of
08253 Mendigar . .Delivery of first from date of order second
08254 Mendingam .Delivery of remainder one monthly
08255 Mendip . . . .Delivery of remainder two monthly
08256 Mendmeque .Delivery of remainder three monthly
08257 Mendosam .Delivery on or before
08258 Mendosos . .Delivery soon as possible
08259 Mendoza . .Delivery to be completed by
08260 Mendracul .Delivery to be made (at in)
08261 Mendrugo . .Delivery to commence
08262 Meneaban . .Delivery within
08263 Meneaste . .Does the price include delivery
08264 Menedeme .Do not deliver (to)
08265 Menedemus Earliest date of delivery is

08266 Menegetas . K.I rly delivery
08267 Mem.'hould . Kxpect that will be delivered [ceipt of order
08268 Menelaum . . Kirst delivery can In- mado in after date of re-
08269 Menem (at ) before
08270 Menephta .11 delivered
08271 Menester .Has (have) not be< red
08272.Menestral .Has it (1 d.-livered

i in days)
08274 M .Have iM--.rais.-d to d.-livr within
08275 Mengano . ll;i\<- (\--.m < ) d-li\

08276 Mengbaar .How l.nir will it take to <Miv.-r
rid.- .H..w many can (you) ( ' now

Ite . .If ii" .-M-.-id.-nt -n route, can deliver in (New York)
08279 Mengt hell .Immediate deliv< 'within days
06280 Mt-n^iiados .In what tinn- hnv fy.ni) ( ) agreed to make de-

. Instruct to deliver [livery
06282 Mengueis . .Later delivery will not do
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08283 Mengung . .Must deliver immediately or order will be cancelled
08284 Mengungen .Not yet ready for delivery
08285 Menhaden . .Nothing- has been delivered
08286 Menialist . . Now ready for delivery
08287 Meniane . . .On final delivery
OS288 Menianto . .Only delivered in days
08289 Menidia . . .Other deliveries will follow at intervals of
08290 Menigvoud .Please deliver to
08291 Menilite . . .Price does not include delivery
08292 Meningeal .Price includes delivery
08293 Meningieii .Price to include delivery
08294 Menino . . . .Purchaser insists upon immediate delivery
08LJ5 Menippeam .Quick delivery is of the utmost importance
08296 Menippide . .Railroad company refuses to make delivery
08297 Menippus . .Ready for delivery (by) (about)
08298 Menique . . .Shall we deliver (to)
08.299 Meniscal . .Stop delivery of until you hear from us
08300 Menisco . . .Telegraph immediately respecting delivery
08301 Meniscoid . .Telegraph the earliest date (you) ( ) can deliver
08302 Menist . . . .Telegraph to whom (we) ( ) are to deliver
08303 Menisten . .Time of delivery has expired
08304 Meniver . . .Time of delivery is extended to
08305 Menjiban . .To be delivered (not later than) (to)
08306 Mennesson .We can only guarantee delivery here; will require to
08307 Menning . . .We should deliver . [reach New York days
08308 Mennonite .What delivery is required [York)
08309 Menodilha .What is earliest date (you) ( ) can deliver (in New
08310 Menogenes .What is ready for immediate delivery (in)
08311 Menoload . .What will be the cost of delivery (from to)
08312 Menomamu .When and where is delivery to be made
08313 Menomando When can (you) ( ) commence to deliver
08314 Menomassi .When can (you) ( ) deliver balance (of)
08315 Menomata .When will delivery be made (of)
08316 Menomiate .Where shall we deliver
08317 Menonia . . .Will be delivered
08318 Menopont . .Will be sufficient time to deliver
08319 Menoscabo .Will be sufficient time to deliver and erect
08320 Menosgada .Will deliver
08321 Menothal . .Will deliver f. o. b. cars at (works)
08322 Menottant .Will guarantee delivery (on or before)
08323 Menovile . .Will not be delivered
08324 Mensacas . .Will not deliver
08325 Mensagem .Will pay delivery to railroad station at your end,

but our responsibility to cease upon shipment
08326 Mensaje . . .Will (you) ( ) deliver
08327 Mensalibu . .Will (you) ( ) guarantee delivery
08328 Mensalis . . .Wrong delivery (caused by)
08329 Mensarum .You can deliver
08330 Mensch . . .You may deliver the to
08331 Menschdom You should deliver [Require.)
08332 Mensolone .DEMAND. (Ask, Claim, Inquiry, Request,
08333 Mensonge . .Can meet all immediate demands
08334 Mensuafos .Cannot accede to demands
08335 Mensurado .Demand immediately (from)
08336 Mensural! . .Demand made is for
08337 Mensurara .Demand payment at once
08338 Mensurina .Do not demand
08339 Mentagra . .Every reasonable demand has been complied with
08340 Mentagris . .Have demanded (nothing but what is fair)
08341 Mental . . . .Have not demanded
08342 Mentality . .Have (you) ( ) demanded
08343 Mentecato .In full of all demands
08344 Mentendo . .Is demand likely to
08345 Mentesque .Make formal demand at once
08346 Mentha . . .Pay on demand
08347 Menthyle . .Payable on demand
08348 Menti Should demand
08349 Mentidero . .They demand that (you) ( ) should
08350 Mentimes . .Very absurd demand
08351 Mentituri ..DEMONSTRATE. (Shown.)
08352 Mentivamo .DEMURRAGE. (Charges, Detain, Freight.)
08353 Mentivate . .Add demurrage to bill
08354 Mentonig . .Avoid demurrage
08355 Mentor . . . .Days on demurr.
08356 Mentorial . .Deduct the demurrage from the bill
08357 Mentorum .Demurrage amounts to
08358 Mentovava .Demurrage not to be reckoned (until)
08359 Mentovato .Demurrage to be paid at the rate of per day
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08360 Mentovo . . .Demurrage to commence on
08361 Mentulato .Demurrage will be incurred
08362 Mentulis . . .If any demurrage is incurred
08363 Mentum . . .Insist upon demurrage being paid by (customer)
08364 Menuchon .No demurrage incurred
08365 Menudaton .Pay the demurrage
08366 Menudeamo What is the amount of demurrage
08367 Menudear . . When does demurrage begin
08368 Menudillo . . Will have to pay demurrage
08369 Menuisons .DENOTE. (Imply, Indication.)
08370 Menulpho . .DENY. (Conflict, Said, Say, True.)
08371 Menura . . .A denial is necessary
08372 Menuridal .Deny any knowledge of it
08373 Menuthis . .Denial has been made
08374 Menyanthe .Do not deny (it)
08375 Mephisto . .Do you deny (it)
08376 Mephitico . .If they deny
08377 Mephitis . . .If they do not deny
08378 Meplat . . . .They cannot deny
08379 Mepris . . . .They deny
08380 Meprisait . .Will deny
08381 Meprisons . .Will not deny
08382 Meramente .Will you deny
08383 Mercery . . .DEPARTMENTS OF W. E. & M. CO.
08384 Merchet . . .A. C. department
08385 Merchetas .Auditor's department
08386 Merciful . . .Construction department
08387 Merciless . .Cost department
08388 Mercurial . .D. C. department
08389 Mercurily . .Detail department
08390 Mercutio . .Detail engineering department
08391 Mercy . . . .Electrical engineering department
08392 Mercyseat .Export department
08393 Meredith . .Foreign department
08394 Mergauser .Legal department
08395 Mergus . -Mechanical engineering department
08396 Merlin . . .Publishing department
08397 Mermaid . -Purchasing department
08398 Merman . .Returned material department
08399 Merops . .Sales' department
08400 Mersion . .Storekeeper's department
08401 Merulidan .Superintendent's department
08402 Mesacmee . .Treasurer's department
08403 Mesadou . .Vehicle motor department [Start, Withdraw.)
08404 Mesancula .DEPARTURE. (Delay, Go, Leave, Port,
08405 Mesape . . .After the departure (of)
08406 Mesapia . . -Date of departure is fixed (for)
08407 Mesarfelt . .Date of departure not yet fixed
08408 Mesartin ..Delay departure if necessary
08409 Mesaule . . .Delay departure until (you hear from us)
08410 Mesaulos . .Departure cannot be postponed
08411 Mescabar . .Departure postponed (until) [leave
08412 Meschino ..Departure postponed, will telegraph what date I

08413 Mescolam . .Hasten departure (of)
08414 Mescolato . .Have (has) departed (from)
08415 Mescolava .Telegraph date of departure (of)
08416 Mescolo . . .Will telegraph date of departure
08417 Mesfades . .DEPEND. (Confidence, Consequence, Con-
08418 Meshach . .Are obliged to depend upon [tingent, Trust.)
08419 Mesheften .Can be depended upon (for)
08420 Meshobab . .Can (you) ( ) depend upon
08421 Meshullam .Can we depend upon
08422 Mesianica . .Cannot be depended upon
08423 Mesianism .Cannot depend upon
08424 Mesidine . . .Depends entirely upon (circumstances)
08425 Mesines . . .Do(es) not depend upon
08426 Mesinesas . .Do they depend upon us
08427 Mesingle . .Have depended upon
06428 Mesite .... Have not depended upon
08429 Mesitique . .If it depends upon
08430 Mesityle . . .It it does not depend entirely upon
08431 Mesixant . .If we can depend upon
08432 Mesmament Should be depended upon
0X433 Mrsmriluil .Should not In- clrpnnl-<l upon
08434 Mesmerist .To depend upon
08436 Mesmino . . .We depend upon
08436 Mesnada . .What does it depend upon
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08437 Mesnality . .What may we depend upon
08438 Mesne ....Whom may we depend upon
08439 Mesnil . . . .Will depend very much upon
08440 Mesobaite . .You can depend upon ( ) (us)
08441 Mesoblast . .You cannot depend upon ( ) (us)
08442 Mesole . . . .DEPOSIT. (Bank, Money, Payment.)
08443 Mesoleuco . .A deposit of is required
08444 Mesoline . .Be sure to make deposit to-day (in)
08445 Mesolithe . .Can deposit (about)
08446 Mesolobar . .Can you deposit to our credit
08447 Mesolobp . .Cannot make deposit
08448 Mesologie . .Deposit for safe keeping
08449 Mesoloma . .Deposit has been made
08450 Mesomelan .Deposit in
08451 Mesonaje . -Deposit to my (our) credit (with)
08452 Mesoneme .How much can (you) ( ) deposit
08453 Mesonfalo . .Must have a cash deposit (of at least per cent.)
08454 Mesophyte .Refuses to make a deposit
08455 Mesoplie . . .Shall we make deposit (in)' [bank)
08456 Mesopo . . . .What was the amount of the last deposit (in
08457 Mesopolob . .Will make deposit
08458 Mesopylam .Will not make deposit
08459 Mesopyli . . .With whom shall we deposit
08460 Mesopylos . .Your deposit was received
08461 Mesotipo . . .DEPOT. (Station.) [Worth.)
08462 Mesotype . ..DEPRECIATE. (Estimate, Less, Valuation,
08463 Mesoxalic . -DEPTH. (Dimensions.)
08464 Mespilus . . .At a depth of feet
08465 Mesprise . . -At what depth
08466 Mesquin . . .Average depth (of)
08467 Mesrug . . . .Depth at centre
08468 Messabata . Depth at e.nd(s)
08469 Messagist . .Depth in feet (is)
08470 Messale . . .Depth in inches (is)
08471 Messalina . .Has a depth of
08472 Messamt . . .Maximum depth
08473 Messamtes .Minimum depth
08474 Messapium .To a depth of
08475 Messbar . . .What depth is the
08476 Messbrief . .What is the depth [Specifications.)
08477 Messgebet . .DESCRIPTION. (Account, Details, Facts,
08478 Messgeld . .According to description
08479 Messhala . .As stated in (your) ( 's) description
08480 Messiado . .Can (you) ( ) obtain a description of
08481 Messianic . .Complete description follows
08482 Messias . . .Describe your wants fully
08483 Messidor . . .Described in
08484 Messieurs . .For a general description, see page
08485 Messinese . .Full description will be sent as soon as possible
08486 Messkelch . .If the description is satisfactory
08487 Messkunde .Must have a full description $pf the)
08488 Messlage . .Not according to description
08489 Messleute . .Of any description
08490 Messlokal . .Of same description as last
08491 Messmate . .Send detailed description (of)
08492 Messnavel . .There is no detailed description (of)
08493 Messogis . . .There is no general description (of)
08494 Messpult . . .Where can description be found
08495 Messringe . .Will try to obtain a description of
08496 Messruthe . .Write to-night description of desired
08497 Messtrube . .DESERT. (Abandon.) [Scheme, Sketch.)
08498 Messuimus .DESIGN. (Drawings, Intention, Plan,
08499 Messuisti . .As soon as design is approved
08500 Messungen .Best design possible
08501 Mestbakke .Can (you) (-^) send us design (for)
08502 Mestbeest . .Design approved, proceed at once
08503 Mesteque . .Design approved (provided)
08504 Mesthaak . .Design is not approved on account of
08505 Mesthokke .Design will be sent as soon as possible
08506 Mestizo . . .Designed specially for
08507 Mestkalf . . .Designed to
08508 Mestkar . . .Do you approve cover design submitted (for)
08509 Mestkuil . . .Get to submit cover design (for)
08510 Mestolata . .Have design for
08511 Mestolino . .Have no design for
08512 Mestolone . .Latest design and make
08513 Mestorus . .May use your own designs
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08514 Mestosseii. . ..Nut assigned to
08515 Mestote . . .Our latest design
08516 Mestplant . .Our own design

Mestraco . .Same design as
08518 Mestranca . .Special design
08519 Mestrinho . .Will prepare design
08520 Mestschop .Your own design [Wish.)
08521 Mestvork . .DESIRABLE. (Advisable, Favor, Prefer,
08522 Mesuradas .Appears to be desirable
08523 Mesurado . .Are desirable
n>.',ui Mesurait . .Are they desirable
08525 Mesuramos .Do not think it desirable (to)
08526 Mesurinha .If desirable
08527 Mesvormig .If not desirable (to)
08528 Metabasis . .Is (are) not desirable
08529 Metabit . . .Is it desirable (to have)
08530 Metabitur . .It is very desirable (that)
08531 Metabole . .Take such action as appears desirable
08532 Metacarpe . Think it desirable
08533 Metacism . .Which is the most desirable
08534 Metadella . .Will be desirable
08535 Metadupe . .Will not be desirable
08536 Metaforis . .DESIST. (Discontinue, Stop.)
08537 Metage .... DESPAIR. (Encouragement, Hope.)
08538 Metagene . .DESTINATION. (Arrival, Consignment,

Port, Route, Shipping.)
08539 Metagenic . .Arrived at destination
08540 Metagoge . -Can the destination be changed
08541 Metagonta -Can (you) ( ) give destination
08542 Metagraph -Cannot be at destination (until)
OS543 Metalepsy . -Change destination (to)
08544 Metalept . . -Destination can be changed
08545 Metalico . . -Destination cannot be changed
08546 Metaliga . . .Destination has been changed to
08547 Metalinos . -Destination has not been fixed
08548 Metallarm . -Destination is believed to be
08549 Metallass . -Destination is (unknown)
08550 Metallbad . -Destination must be known
08551 Metallfes . -Destination must not be known
08552 Metallgel . .Destination to be named on signing bills of lading
08553 Metallgla . .Expect to reach destination (about)
08554 Metalline . .Give destination (of)
08555 Metallist . . .Have been forwarded to destination
08556 Metallkal . .Have given destination
08557 Metallkor . .Have not yet arrived at destination
08558 Metal lo ... .If destination can be changed
08559 Metalloid . .]f destination cannot be changed
08560 Metalluhr . .If destination is known
08561 Metallum . .If destination is not known
08562 Metalman . .Not likely to reach destination
08563 Metalurgy .Telegraph destination of
08564 Metamelos .The destination of apparatus will be
08565 Metamus . .Wants to alter destination of to
08566 Metania . . .What is the destination
08567 Metantium .What will be the destination of apparatus
08568 Metaphor . . Will arrive at destination (on time)
08569 Metapina . .Will reach destination late

08570 Metaponti . .DETAIL APPARATUS. (Style.)
08571 Metaptosl . -DETAIL CATALOGUE. (Publications.)

Metasoma . -DETAILS. (Data, Description, Item, Par-
08573 Metastase . .All details [ticulars.)
08574 Metatarsu . .Can get full details from
08575 Metatone . .Can get only minor details
08576 Metatosl . . .Cannot get any details at all

08577 Metal ura . .r.mimt w\ full details (from)
08578 Metaturls . .Detail -a<-h item
08579 Metatypir . .Detail figure report No.

[etauri . . .Details will inail-<l
M.-iaiirum .Full .1. -tails will f.-llnv. mail

;.-nt fullest (1. Mails
08583 Metayage . .Have details

er ... i lave \\ ''--tails

08685 Metedora . .is not sufficiently detailed
vre ili-taii

Us will follow
i.la . . .s.iini- - (above)
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08590 Meteoric .

08591 Meteorite .

08592 Metesilla .

08593 Metewand .

08594 Meteyard .

08595 Methanja .

08596 Methglas .

08597 Methode . .

0859s Methodico
08599 Methodum
08600 Methoque .

08601 Methought
08602 Methule . .

08603 Methulmat
08604 Methusael .

08605 Methyl . . .

08606 Methylate .

08607 Methylic . .

08608 Methyline .

08609 Methymna
08610 Methyne . .

08611 Metiadusa .

08612 Metica . . .

08613 Metiendis .

08614 Metileno . .

08615 Metimient .

08616 Metimur . .

08617 Metiscus .

08618 Metissage .

08619 Metitoris .

08620 Metitorum
08621 Metivage .

08622 Metoche . .

08623 Metodica .

08624 Metodiche .

08625 Metonic . .

08626 Metonimia
08627 Metonomy
08628 Metonymic

08629 Metopage .

08630 Metoparum
08631 Metopia . .

08632 Metopique
08633 Metopisme
08634 Metralgie .

08635 Metralha .

08636 Metrical . .

08637 Metridest .

08638 Metrifier . .

08639 Metrifluo .

08640 Metrique .

08641 Metrisch .

08642 Metrist . . .

08643 Metrograf .

08644 Metrology .

08645 Metronome
08646 Metropole .

08647 Mettant . .

08648 Mettedico .

08649 Metterdad
08650 Metterwon
08651 Mettled . .

08652 Mettwurst
08653 Metuistis .

08654 Metutum .

08655 Metwand .

08656 Meublant .

08657 Meublons .

08658 Meularde .

08659 Meuleau . .

08660 Meulenard
08661 Meulequin
08662 Meulette . .

08663 Meursius .

08664 Meurtrime

MEU
DETAILS Cont.
.Send full details ^oon as possible
.Telegraph most important details
.They will not give out any details
.We can do nothing without full details
.We shall prepare very full details
When will (you) ( ) furnish details
.DETAIN. (Delay, Demurrage, Held, Stop.)
.Cannot detain
.Detain if possible
-Detained by (accident)
.Detained here by
.Detained on account of [tions
.Detained through having missed railroad connec-
.Do not detain
.Has (have) detained me (us) seriously
.How long will (you) ( ) be detained
.Is (are) detained (by)
.Probably will not be detained at all
.Should (you) ( ) be detained
.Unless detained by
.Was (were) detained (by)
.Will be detained for
.Will detain (me)
DETECT. (Discover.) [cide, Fix.)
.DETERMINE. (Ascertain, Conclusion, De-
DEVELOPMENTS. (Change, Data, Infor-
,Are there any further developments [mation.)
Await further developments [developments
.Better hold off for the present, and await further
.If there are any further developments
.If there are no further developments
.Important developments
.Later developments
No further developments
.Will await further developments
DEVIATE. (Change, Variation.)
DEVICE. (Appliances, Invention.)
DEVISE. (Plan.)
DIAMETER. (Curve, Dimensions, Feet,
Flywheel, Inches, Numerals, Shaft.)

Alter diameter to
And inches diameter
.And sixteenths of an inch diameter
Can we alter diameter to
.Circular mils in diameter
.Diameter is
.Diameter not to exceed
.Diameter of axle is inches
.Diameter of is inches
.Diameter of the
.Diameter same as (before)
.Give exact inside diameter
.Give exact outside diameter
.Inside diameter (is)

.Largest diameter is

.Making diameter (of)

.Milimeters in diameter

.Outside diameter (is)

.Smallest diameter is

Telegraph diameter(s) of
.Too large in diameter
.Too small in diameter
.What is largest diameter
.What is smallest diameter
DICTATE. (Authority, Control, Governed.)
DID. (Done.)
Did he
Did he not
Did not
Did they
Did they not
Did you
Did you not
If you did
If you did not
It did
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MEV

08665 Mevanatem
08666 Mevanatis
08667 Mevaniam
08668 Mevlevi . .

08669 Mewing . .

08670 Mewscan .

08671 Mexedura .

08672 Mexicain .

08673 Mexonada .

08674 Mezzolano
08675 Miagolava
08676 Mialgia . .

08677 Mianmai . .

08678 Miasma . .

08679 Miasmatic
08680 Miastenia .

08681 Mibhar . . .

08682 Micaceous

Micantem .

08684 Micantis . .

08685 Micarel . .

08686 Micarial . .

08687 Micaslate .

08688 Michaelia .

08689 Michelos .

08690 Michmash
08691 Michordia .

08692 Michotunt .

08693 Michovius .

08694 Michtam .

08695 Mickle . . .

086% Micmac . .

08697 Micolino . .

08698 Microdant .

08699 Microphon
08700 Micropyle .

08701 Microtine .

08702 Mictitabo .

08703 Mictori . .

08704 Mictuale . .

08705 Mictualis .

08706 Micula . . .

08707 Micularum
08708 Miculis . . .

08709 Micyllus . .

08710 Midamus .

08711 Midan . . .

08712 Midcourse
08713 Middagen .

08714 Middeling .

08715 Middelpad
08716 Middelrif .

08717 Middenin .

08718 Middest . .

08719 Middin .

08720 Middleage
OS721 Middleman
08722 Middlings .

08723 Midgets . .

08724 Midlnum

08725 Midland .

08726 Midleg . .

08727 Midlent .

06728 Midloque
08729 Midmost .

08730 Midnight
08731 Midolla . .

08732 Mid oilone
Mil lo]]oso

08734 Mi. 1.. Hut.,
08735 Midntls .

08736 Mldnish .

08737 Mldribbed

DID Vont.
It did not
.Or did you
.We (I) did
.We did not
.What did
.What did you
. When did
.When did you
.Where did
.Where did you
. Which did
.Which did not
.Which did you
.Why did
.Why did you
.Why did you not
.You did not
.DIFFERENCE. (Change, Discrepancy, Dis-

pute, Margin, Same, Variation.)
.Actual difference is

.Any difference

.Cannot the difference be arranged

.Difference between

.Difference can be arranged
Difference to be paid for
.Differs materially
.Divide the difference
Do(es) not differ materially
.Entirely different
.If (you) ( ) can settle the difference
.Is there any difference (between)
It makes a difference (of)

.It makes no difference
Settle the difference as best you can
.The difference is not
There is no difference (between)
.We differ with you (about)
What is the difference
.Will it make any difference
.DIFFICULTY. (Complications, Trouble.)
.Anticipate no difficulty (in)
.Difficult to (make)
Difficulties have arisen
Difficulties have been overcome
Difficulty can be overcome
Difficulty cannot be
Difficulty will be [instructions
.Following difficulties have arisen, please telegraph
.Have great difficulty (with the)
.How shall (we) ( ) arrange the difficulty
If there is any difficulty (in)
Is there any difficulty (in)

Telegraph fully what the difficulty is (with)
.The difficulty
.There is no difficulty
.What difficulty do you anticipate
.Will have no difficulty
.Will have some difficulty
With great difficulty
.Without difficulty
.DIMENSIONS. (Centre, Depth, Diameter,

Distance, Extension, Feet, Height, Inches,
Length, Measurement, Width.)

Any dimensions required
Approximate dimension!
Are dimensions exclusive or
Are dim- iisi-.ns inclusive of

Can <!'> nothing until we have the dimensions
-change dimensions of as follows
-

1 .im.-nsion from base of engine to centre of shaft

lMiii.-nsi..ii from ln-:irin^ housing t. end "f shaft

DiiTu-nsioti fr..m centre Mm- ..f armature
.Dimension from centre lin.- "f shaft
. Dini.-nsi.m from centre lin- of sh;ift to face of sup-

porting l,r:i.-k.-t on fi.-H Hi''ld ''asting
. 1 MriK'tisi-m from centre of shaft to bottom face of
Dimension over-all at right angles to shaft
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08738 Midriff . . .

08739 Midsea . . .

08740 Midship . .

08741 Midstream
08742 Midsummer

08743 Midward
08744 Midway .

08745 Midwife .

08746 Midwinter
08747 Mielga . .

08748 Mielleux .

08749 Miemite .

08750 Mienne . .

08751 Mientras
08752 Miethbar
08753 Miethest .

08754 Miethfrau
08755 Miethgabe

08756 Miethgaul .

08757 Miethung .

08758 Miethwage
08759 Mietitori . .

08760 Mietitura .

08761 Miffed . . .

08762 Migajada .

08763 Migajo . . .

08764 Migalens .

08765 Migalha . .

08766 Migdal . . .

08767 Mig-dilyps .

08768 Mightfant .

08769 Mightily . .

08770 Mightloso .

08771 Mighty . . .

08772 Migmorum
08773 Mignardas
08774 Mignella . .

08775 Mignolano
08776 Mignolass .

08777 Mignon . .

08778 Mignonnet
08779 Migraines .

08780 Migrant . .

08781 Migrasse .

08782 Migrate . .

08783 Migratory .

08784 Migravist .

08785 Miguel . . .

08786 Miguelete .

08787 Miguelist .

08788 Mijamin .

08789 Mikado . .

08790 Mikail .

08791 Mikania .

08792 Mikking .

08793 Mikknop
08794 Mikmakken
08795 Mikpaal . .

08796 Milalai . . .

08797 Milanais . .

08798 Milaneau .

08799 Milax ....
08800 Milbchen .

08801 Milbe ....
08802 Milchahor .

08803 Milchbade
08804 Milchblau .

08805 Milchbork .

08806 Milchfarb .

08807 Milchfis .

8

MIL
DIMENSIONS- Cont.
.Dimensions are (as follows)
.Dimensions are cubic feet
.Dimensions are length , breadth

, depth
.Dimensions are too great (for)
Dimensions from centre of armature to limiting
lines of engine parts on commutator side are
inches, on fly-wheel side are inches

.Dimensions given are incorrect

.Dimensions may be modified (as you propose)

.Dimensions of largest piece are

.Dimensions of no piece exceeds cubic feet

.Dimensions were forwarded to you

.Dimensions will be found on page

.General dimensions same as

.Give dimensions of largest piece

.No dimensions given

.Outline dimensions

.Over all dimensions

.Same dimensions as

.What are dimensions from centre of armature to
limiting lines of engine parts on commutator side
and on flywheel side

.What are the dimensions (of)

.DIMINISH. (Abatement, Less, Reduction.)

.DIRECT. (Address, Governed, Manage.)

.DIRECT CURRENT APPARATUS. (Pages
454 to 473.) [Manage, Order.)

DIRECTIONS. (Guidance, Instructions,
As soon as we have directions
As soon as (you) ( ) have directions
Directions as heretofore
Directions have been given (to)
Directions received from
Directions will be given (to)
Have written giving full directions
No directions have been given (to)
No directions received (from)
Will not give directions
Will (you) ( ) give directions (to)
DIRECTLY. (Immediate, Soon.)
DIRECTORS. (Board, Company, Manager.)
A meeting of the directors will be held
By resolution of the board of directors
The directors approve
The directors are absent
The directors authorize
The directors do not approve [Directors
The matter must be submitted to the Board of
When will the directors meet
Would the directors (agree to) (approve) [Loss.)
DISADVANTAGE. Advantage, Damage,
A great disadvantage
Disadvantage caused by
If there is any disadvantage
If there is no disadvantage
There is a decided disadvantage
Under a disadvantage
Unless it should be a disadvantage
What is the disadvantage
Will be greatly to our disadvantage
Will be greatly to their disadvantage
Will be to our mutual disadvantage
Without disadvantage
.DISAGREEMENT. (Difficulty, Difference,

Dispute, Misunderstanding.)
DISAPPOINTMENT. (Failure.)
Are very much disappointed (in)
Being disappointed
Cannot owing to being disappointed (in)

Greatly disappointed at non-arrival of
Greatly regret that we must disappoint
Having disappointed (us)
Is a great disappointment
There must be no disappointment
There will be no disappointment
Will endeavor not to disappoint (you)
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(Approval.) [ceipt.)
(Delivery, Destination, Re-

MIL
08808 Milchgeld ..DISAPPROVE.
08809 Milchglas ..DISCHARGE.
08810 Milchhall ..DISCONNECT. (Division.)
08811 Milchhund .Can be disconnected
OS812 Milchicht . .Cannot be disconnected
08813 Milehkalb . .Is (are) disconnected
08814 Milchkra . .Is (are) not disconnected
08815 Milchlade . .Very disconnected
08816 Milchmann . Was disconnected
08817 Milchmark .Will be disconnected
08818 Milchquel ..DISCONTENT. (Dissatisfaction.)
08819 Milchrahm .DISCONTINUE. (Stop.)
08820 Milchruhr . .(Action) will be discontinued
08821 Milchsack . .(Action) will not be discontinued
08822 Milchsohn .Advise (you) ( ) to discontinue
08823 Milchstar . .Can be discontinued (if)
08824 Milchsupp . .Cannot be discontinued (unless)
08825 Milchtopf . .Discontinue at once
08826 Milchtuch . .Discontinue the work by degrees
08827 Milddadig . .Has been discontinued (on account of)
08828 Mildened . .Have to discontinue the use of
08829 Mildestan . .Have (you) ( ) discontinued
08830 Mildew . . . .Must be discontinued
08831 Mildewing .Not discontinued
08832 Mildheit . . .Shall we discontinue (action)
08833 Mildly . . . .The practice has been discontinued
08834 Mildness . .To be discontinued
08835 Mileage . . .Will discontinue the work by degrees
08836 Mileno ....DISCOUNT. (Allow, Interest, Negotiate,
08837 Milenrama .Allowed discount [Price Form.)
08838 Milesias . . .An additional discount of
08839 Milesimos . .And per cent, discount
08840 Milesimum .Are unwilling to discount
08841 Miletida . . .At a discount of
08842 Miletos . . . .Available for discount
08843 Milfoil . . . .Bank rate of discount
08844 Milfonte . . .Bank refuses to discount
08845 Milharada .Can be discounted at the usual rate
08846 Milhenta . .Can discount
08847 Milhomens .Can (you) ( ) discount
08848 Miliacos . . .Cannot allow any discount
08849 Miliaria . . .Cannot be discounted at the usual rate
08850 Milichus . . .Cannot discount (for you)
08851 Miliciano . .Cash discount of
08852 Milieu . . . .Did not discount
08853 Miligina . . .Did (you) ( ) discount
08854 Miliginis . . .Discount advanced
08855 Miliginum . .Discount allowed
08856 Miligramo .Discount and place proceeds to our credit (at)
08857 Milingior . .Discount charged
08858 Milipedis . .Discount must be deducted
08859 Militaban . .Discount new note for (them)
08860 Milltamus . .Discount rate is higher
08861 Militant . . .Discount rate is (lower)
08862 Military . . .Discount will be allowed for cash
08863 Militavan . .Do not discount
08864 Militia ... .Do not intend discounting
08865 Militibus . .Do (you) ( ) intend discounting
08866 Militones . .Everything has been discounted
08867 Militonum . .For cash with order will allow discount of per

cent, per annum from date of receipt to date of

shipment from our works
08868 Milkendid . .From which we can offer a discount of
08869 Milkfever . .Have discounted
08870 Milkiness . .Have discounted the paper enclosed in your letter
08871 Milkmaid . .Have succeeded in getting discounted
08872 Mllkpail . . .If (you) ( ) can discount
08873 Milkscore . .If (you) ( ) cannot discount
08874 Milksop . . .Less a discount of per cent.
08875 Mllktooth . .Less the usual discount
08876 Milkvetch . .Must allow p-r cent, discount
08877 Milkweed . .Must be discounted
08878 Milkwhite . .Must not discount
08879 Mlllangue . .No discount jillnw-1 [this <th.-s<> prir.-s

Mill.iutiin . .Our pn-s.-nt discount to you on applies also to
08881 Mlllanto . . .Rate of discount (is)
06882 Millarada . .Refuse(s) to discount
08883 Millcogr . . . .Require(s) discount of (for cash)
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MIN
DISCOUNT- Cont.

08884 Milldam . . .Shall i (we) discount
08885 Millegeux . .Special discount (to enable us to)
08886 Millenist . .Subject to a discount of per cent., and an addi-

tional discount, making a total of per cent.,
if paid within 30 days of invoice

08887 Millepede . .Telegraph rate at which (you) ( ) can discount
08888 Millepore . .Think a moderate discount would induce payment
08889 Millerand . .This is an extra discount [in cash
08890 Millerite . . .To be discounted
08891 Millesimo . .Unless some discount is allowed
08892 Millhorse . .Was (were) discounted (at the rate of)
08893 Milliarde . .What discount is required
08894 Millimodi . .What discount shall we allow
08895 Millinery . .What discount will be allowed for cash
08896 Millingos . .What is the rate of discount
08897 Millioned . .Will be discounted (at the usual rate)
08898 Millipant . .Will ( ) discount
08899 Millipora . .Will not be discounted
08900 Millones . . .Will not discount
08901 Millpond . . .Will pay under discount " [mission
08902 Millrace . . .Will send for discount at rate of and com-
08903 Millstone . .Will send for discount at rate of with9ut
08904 Milogutod . .With discount [commission
08905 Milonia . . .Without discount
08906 Milordino . .You can allow if necessary per cent, discount
08907 Milouinan . .DISCOVER. (Ascertain, Find, Trace.)
08908 Milphose . .Can (you) ( ) discover
08909 Milpies . . . .Cannot discover (anything wrong with)
08910 Miltbreuk . .Has (have) been discovered
08911 Miltdampe .Has (have) not been discovered
08912 Miltenbon . .If you should discover
08913 Milter . . . .Should be able to discover
08914 Miltha . . . .Was discovered by me
08915 Miltiades . .Will undoubtedly be discovered
08916 Miltkruid . .You must discover [understanding.)
08917 Miltos . . . -DISCREPANCY. (Difference, Error, Mis-
08918 Miltvorm . .A serious discrepancy
08919 Miltwaste . .A slight discrepancy
08920 Miluago . . .Discrepancy is due to
08921 Miluam . . .if there is a serious discrepancy
08922 Miluarum . .if there is no discrepancy
08923 Miluinat . . .Is there a discrepancy
08924 Miluinis . . .Qn account of a discrepancy
08925 Miluogo . . .There is a discrepancy
08926 Milvagino . .There is likely to be a discrepancy
08927 Milvina . . .There is no discrepancy
08928 Milvus . . . .There must be a discrepancy
08929 Milyada . . . What caused the discrepancy
08930 Milyadis . . .What is the discrepancy [Policy.)
08931 Mimantem .DISCRETION. (Judge, Liberty, Option,
08932 Mimarais . .At my (our) discretion
08933 Mimarian . .At the discretion of
08934 Mimbar . . .At your discretion
08935 Mimes . . . -Cannot allow (you) ( ) any discretion
08936 Mimetic . . .Give (you) ( ) discretion to
08937 Mimeticos . .Has (have) no discretion in the matter
08938 Mimetism . .Have we any discretion
0893P Mimeux . . .Have (you) ( ) any discretion
08940 Mimiambi . .If you will leave it to (our) ( 's) discretion
08941 Mimiambos .Must have a discretion of at least
08942 Mimic . . . .Must use great discretion
08943 Mimical . . .Please allow me (us) to use my (our) discretion
08944 Mimically . The matter is left to your absolute discretion; do
08945 Mimicked . .Use your own discretion [what seems best
08946 Mimique . . .DISCRIMINATE. (Discretion, Difference,
08947 Mimisch . . .Discriminate between [Judged
08948 Mimisches -Discriminating against (us)
08949 Mimmation .Discrimination (in)
08950 Mimnedus .How shall we discriminate
08951 Mimologia .Impossible to discriminate
08952 Mimologos .Must discriminate (between)
08953 Mimosite .Must not discriminate (against)
08954 Mimosos . .Unfair discrimination
08955 Mimuli . . .We cannot discriminate in (your) ( 's) favor as
08956 Mimulus . .With discrimination [against our other customers
08957 Mimusope .Without discrimination [ment, Clear.)
08958 Minacity . .DISENTANGLE. (Adjustment, Arrange-
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HIM
08959 Minadas . .

08960 Minador .

08961 Minandae ,

08962 Minandis .

08963 Minandor .

.\linurei . .

08965 Minargent
08966 Minatarum
08967 Minatory .

08968 Minaudait .

08969 Minbekend
08970 Mincemeat
08971 Mincepie .

08972 Mincest . .

08973 Minchiate .

08974 Minctorum
08975 Minctum .

08976 Minded . .

08977 Mindful . .

08978 Mindfully .

08979 Mindingit .

08980 Mindless .

08981 Mindowe .

08982 Minebamus
08983 Minebrens ,

08984 Minebunt .

08985 Minella . .

08986 Minenast .

08987 Minenbau .

08988 Minengang
08989 Mineral . .

08990 Minerva . .

08991 Minestrav .

08992 Mineuxon .

08993 Mingacho .

08994 Mingle . . .

08995 Mingledly .

08996 Minglosat .

08997 Mingoado .

08998 Minham . .

08999 Min.abas .

09000 Miniabit . .

09001 Miniando .

09002 Miniard . .

09003 Miniated .

09004 Miniatori .

09005 Miniatuli .

09006 Miniature .

09007 Miniavist .

09008 Minibus . .

09009 Minihi . . .

09010 Minikin . .

09011 Minimant .

09012 Minimesse
09013 Minims . . .

09014 Minion . . .

09015 Miniponta .

09016 Minlstral .

09017 Ministry . .

09018 Minnoflrnn
09019 Minnedrif .

09020 Minnegod .

09021 Minnehof .

09022 Minnekind
09023 Minnelied .

09024 MinnHlyt .

09025 Minnelonk
09026 Minnoluim
09027 Minnepand
09028 Minnesang
09029 Minnas-old .

09030 Minn
09031 Mlnnlth . .

09032 Mlnnor-k . .

09033 Minnows .

09034 Minor
09035 Minor
09036 Minoratos .

.DISORDER. (Confusion.)

.DISPATCH. (Hasten, Hurry, Shipping.)
DISPENSE. (Omit.)

. ( ';m dispense with
Tun (you) (, ) dispense with
Cannot be dispensed with
.Cannot dispense with (it)

.Dispense with

.Have dispensed with

.If (you) ( ) can dispense with

.If (you) ( ) cannot dispense with

.Must be dispensed with

.Should be dispensed with
So as to dispense with
.Will be dispensed with
.DISPLEASED. (Offend.)
.DISPOSITION. (Control, Distribution, In-
.Are disposed to [clination, Sell, Sold.)
-Are not disposed to
.Are (you) ( ) disposed to
.At his (their) disposal
.At my (our) disposal
.At the disposal of
.Best way to dispose of the matter Is
.Can dispose of
.Can place at your ( 's) disposal
.Can (you) ( ) dispose of
.Can (you) ( ) place at my (our) disposal
.Cannot dispose of
.Dispose of it (them) as you see fit

.Disposed (to) (of)

.Have disposed of

.Have not disposed of

.Have you disposed of

.Hold at your disposal

.How much can (you) ( ) dispose of

.If disposed (to) (of)

.If not disposed (to) (of)

.If (you) ( ) are disposed to

.If (you) ( ) are not disposed to

.If (you) ( ) can dispose of

.Make any disposition you choose of

.Make best disposition you can (of)

.May be disposed to

.Place at the disposal of

.Placed at the disposal of

.Seems favorably disposed

.Should be disposed (of) (to)

.Should not be disposed (of) (to)

.Should place it (them) at his (their) disposal

.Try to dispose of

.ruloss (you) ( ) can dispose of

. \\ -,. hold at their disposal

. What disposition can (you) ( ) make of

.What disposition do (you) ( ) wish made of (it)

.What disposition shall be made of

.Will be disposed (of) (to)

.Yon may dispose of (it)

.Von may have the disposal of

.DISPUTE. (Difference, Question.)

.A dispute has arisen concerning

.Advisable not to dispute

.Avoid dispute if possible

.Can (you) ( ) settle the dispute

.Cannot be disputed

.Cannot settle the dispute

.Contract provides remedy in case of dispute

.Dispute is now settled

.Do not dispute

.In event of dispute

. May be disputed

.Settle the dispute

.The dispute arises from

.Th.-n- is no dlspul-

.What is the nature of the dispute

.Will dlsput.-
Will not dispute [Ovf rlook.)
.DISREGARD. (Ignore, Neglect, Omit,
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09037 Minoravam
09038 Minoridad
09039 Minority . .

09040 Minorment
09041 Minorquin
09042 Minorship .

09043 Minotauri .

09044 Minotto . .

09045 Minstrel . .

09046 Mintage . .

09047 Mintharum
09048 Mintjulep .

09049 Mintman .

09050 Mintriunt .

09051 Minuartie .

09052 Minuendo .

09053 Minuetas .

09054 Minuetto .

09055 Minuisco .

09056 Minuit . . .

09057 Minumus .

09058 Minutaba .

09059 Minutabor
09060 Minutagat
09061 Minutalis .

09062 Minutamos
09063 Minutandi .

09064 Minutar . .

09065 Minutello .

09066 Minutelus .

09067 Minutely .

09068 Minutemur

09069 Minutieux .

09070 Minuting .

09071 Minutisas
09072 Minutivis .

09073 Minutivum
09074 Minutos . .

09075 Minxisse .

09076 Minxistis .

09077 Minyabant
09078 Miocene
09079 Miquelet
09080 Mirable
09081 Mirador
09082 Miranda
09083 Mirth . .

09084 Misadjust
09085 Misadvise
09086 Misaffect
09087 Misafflrm
09088 Misaimed
09089 Misaine .

09090 Misallege
09091 Misaltam
09092 Misaltato
09093 Misaltava
09094 Misantrop
09095 Misapply
09096 Misassay
09097 Misassign
09098 Misattend
09099 Misbaar .

09100 Misbakken
09101 Misbecome
09102 Misbelief
09103 Misbeseem
09104 Misbestow
09105 Misboden
09106 Misborne
09107 Misbruik
09108 Miscall . .

MIS
.DISSATISFACTION. (Trouble.)

. .Dissatisfaction caused by
.Dissatisfaction with
.Express dissatisfaction with
.if there is any dissatisfaction (with)
.In order to avoid dissatisfaction
.Is there any dissatisfaction (on account of)
.Is there any reasonable cause for dissatisfaction
.No dissatisfaction has been expressed
.There is much dissatisfaction (on account of)
.There will probably be no dissatisfaction
.Very much dissatisfied
.What is the cause of dissatisfaction
.Will cause dissatisfaction
.DISSOLVED.
.Can be dissolved
.Cannot be dissolved
.Has been dissolved
.The injunction has been dissolved
.Will be dissolved
.Will not be dissolved
.DISTANCE. (Breadth, Centre, Diameter,

Dimensions, Far, Frame, Miles, Width.)
.A distance of
.A long distance (from)
.A short distance (from)
.Distance between centres of bolt holes is- in.
.Distance between centres
.Distance between hubs is [flywheel
.Distance from centre of engine bearing to face of
.Distance from centre of generator to edge of pit

to pull out armature coils -- inches
.Distance from centre of generator to engine parts

on line of shaft to allow for brush holder-inches
.Distance from centre of generator to face of rim of

flywheel - inches
.Distance from centre of generator to stationary

engine parts to allow movement of yoke- inches
.Distance from - to- is

. Distance is about
.Distance of motor from generator is [of
.Telegraph the distance from centre of -- to centre
.The distance from centre of- to centre of -- is

.The distance from the source of power to the point

.The distance (is) (to) [of utilization is

.The distance will not exceed

.What is the distance between centres

.What is the distance between centres of bolt holes

.What is the distance between hubs

.What is the distance between poles

.What is the distance between tracks

.What is the distance between wires

.WThat is the distance (from -- to) [point of lines

.What is the distance from power house to furthest

.What is the distance of motor from generator

.W7hat is the distance to end of line

.DISTINCT. (Clear, Difference.)

.DISTRIBUTION. (Centre, Disposition,

.Can be distributed [Division.)

.Cannot be distributed

.Distribute- copies of- holding remainder

.Distributed (among) (by) (through)

.Must be distributed

.The best method of distribution will be

.The distribution will be accomplished from

.The distribution will be by

.To be distributed (through)

.To the centre of distribution

.Will be distributed

.Will not be distributed

.DISTRICT. (Territory.)

.DISTRICT OFFICE FILE. (Index, Per-

.District office file A (No. -) [formance, Typo.)

.District office file B (No. -)

.District office file C (No. -)

.District office file D (No.-)

.District office file E (No. -)
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DISTRICT OFFICE FIL!
.District utiice tile F (No. )

FTLT? Cant.

MIS

09109 Miscarry
09110 Miscast . . .District otlh'i- file G (No. )

will Mischarge .District office file H (No. )

(0112 Mischart . .District office file I (No. )

09113 Mischbar . .District office file K (No. )

09114 Mischehe . .District office file L. (No. )

09115 Mischform .District office file M (No. )

09116 Mischiata . .District office file N (No. )

09117 Mischief . . .District office file A A (No. )

09118 Mischling . .District office file B B (No. )

09119 Mischna . . .District office file C C (No. )

09120 Mischoose . .District office file E E (No. )

09121 Mischosen . District office file F F (No. )

09122 Mischrass . .District office file G G (No. )

09123 Mischton . .District office file H H (No. )

09124 Mischvolk . .District office file I I (No. )

09125 Miscible . . .District office file L L (No. )

09126 Misclaim . .District office file M M (No. )

09127 Miscophe . .District office file N N (No. )

09128 Miscorded . .District office file card No.
09129 Miscount . .Telegraph nearest district office file drawing No.,

so we can prepare approximate drawing of set

09130 Miscuimus .DIVERTERS. (Style.)
09131 Miscuis . . . .DIVIDEND. (Bankrupt, Company.)
09132 Miscuisti . .Accept the offered dividend of
09133 Misdalent . .Annual dividend
09134 Misdating . .Are expected to declare a dividend at the rate of
09135 Misdaub . . -Cannot accept the dividend offered
09136 Misdaubed .Cash dividend
09137 Misdeal . . .Declare usual dividend
09138 Misdeeds . .Dividend of per cent.
09139 Misdeemed .Dividend of per cent, declared payable
09140 Misdemean .Dividend will be declared
09141 Misderive . .Dividend will be paid
09142 Misdesert . .Dividend will be passed
09143 Misdiet . . .Extra dividend
09144 Misdirect . . No dividend has been declared
09145 Misdivide . .Offer a dividend of
09146 Misdo On payment of dividend -

09147 Misdoer . . .Quarterly dividend
09148 Misdoing . .Semi-annual dividend
09149 Misdoubt . .Shall we accept the dividend on your behalf
09150 Misdracht . .Stock dividend
09151 Misdread . .Usual dividend
09152 Misduid . . .What dividend is declared
09153 Misduiden . .When will dividend be declared
09154 Misemploy .When will dividend be paid [cent
09155 Misentry . .Will pay a dividend for the half year of per
09156 Misepran . .Will pay a dividend for the year of per cent.
09157 Miserable . -Will pay a quarterly dividend of per cent.

09158 Misfarin . . -DIVISION. (Commission, Disconnect, Part,
09159 Misfeasor . .A division of the [Split.)
09160 Misfeign . . . Advisable to divide
09161 Misfitted . . Can be divided
09162 Misforens . .Can divide
09163 Misformed .Can (you) ( ) divide
09164 Misframe . -Cannot divide
09165 Misgave . . .Divided into
09166 Misgebed . .Division is not satisfactory
09167 Misgegan . .Division is satisfactory
09168 Misgelden . .Division of commission
09169 Misget .... Has (have) agreed to divide
09170 Misgeteld . .Has (have) been divided
09171 Misgewad . .Has (have) not been divided
09172 Misgive ... If (you) ( ) can divide
09173 Misgiving . .If (you) ( ) divide
09174 Misgomena .It will be necessary to divide
09175 Mlsgotten . .May we divide (shipment)
09176 Misgovern .Patent office requires division into cases. Do

you agree? If so, send by first mail requisite
number of ( ) powers signed by applicant

09177 Misgraft . . .Should be equally divided
09178 Mlsground .To be divided
09179 Misgrowth .Unless (you) ( ) will divide
(C.i1v> MN-,1.---; . . \V:is '!ivil'l
09181 Misguide . .Will be divided
09182 Misgunnen .Will cause a division
09183 Misgur ii . . .You must divide
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MIS

09184 Mishakken .DO. (Doing.)
09185 Mishandel .DOCK. (Wharf.)
09186 Mishappen .DOCUMENTS. (Bill of Lading, Certificate,

Papers, Signature, Voucher, Writing.)
09187 Misheard . .Accompanied by the usual documents
09188 Mishebben .Against surrender of shipping documents
09189 Mishemd . .Ali documents (must be legalized)
09190 Mishemden .Attaching shipping documents to draft
09191 Mishma . . .Corrected documents
09192 Mishmash . .Deliver documents (against) (to)
09193 Mishnic . . .Documents a,re all ;n order
09194 Misidbeg . .Documents are in the hands of
09195 Misile . . . .Documents are not in order
09196 Misinfer . . .Documents go forward to-day
09197 Misinfoda . .Documents have been duly signed and delivered
09198 Misintend . .Documents have been sent through bank (of)
09199 Misionero . .Documents must be
09200 Misisses . . -Documents not received
09201 Misitheus . .Documents received
09202 Misiva . . . .Documents required are
09203 Misjoin . . . .Documents to be handed to
09204 Misjudge . .Documents to be sent (to)
09205 Miskeep . . .Documents will be sent
09206 Miskindle . .Do not surrender the documents
09207 Miskins . . -Has (have) the documents
09208 Misklango . .Have documents certified by
09209 Miskleed . . .Have surrendered documents to
09210 Misknow . .Have (you) ( ) received the documents
09211 Miskraam . .In exchange for documents
09212 Mislay . . . .Must have documents before we can
09213 Mislayer . . .Refuses to give up the documents
09214 Misleader . .See that documents are properly executed
09215 Misleddan . .Send complete documents
09216 Misleggen . .Send documents through bank (of)
09217 Misletoe . . .Send duplicate documents
09218 Mislight . . .Send me (us) the necessary documents
09219 Misliking . .Shall we hold the documents here
09220 Mislive . . . .Shipping documents
09221 Mislodge . . .What documents are required
09222 Misloopen . .Who holds the documents [ments
09223 Misluck . . .Will furnish (you) ( ) with the necessary docu-
09224 Mislucked . .You may deliver the documents
09225 Mismatch . .DOING. (Did, Done.)
09226 Misname . .After doing so
09227 Misnaming .Am (are) doing all we can
09228 Misnomer . .Am (are) doing nothing
09229 Misocampe .Before doing anything
09230 Misogallo . .By doing so we can
09231 Misogame . .Do they propose doing anything
09232 Misomesse .If by doing so, you can
09233 Misorder . . .If (you) ( ) intend doing anything with
09234 Misour . . . .Inform me (us) what (you) ( ) intend doing
09235 Misoxyle . .Telegraph what is doing
09236 Mispaying .There is nothing doing
09237 Mispel . . . .What are (you) ( ) doing (about) (with)
09238 Mispickel . .What do (you) ( -) intend doing (about)
09239 Misplace . . .What is doing
09240 Mispolicy . .DOLLARS. (Cents, Money.)
09241 Misprints . .Dollars cash
09242 Mispriset . .Dollars each
09243 Misproud . .Dollars list
09244 Mispunt . . .Dollars list, subject to discount of per cent.
09245 Mispunten .Dollars list, subject to last discount quoted you (on)
09246 Misquolan .Dollars net
09247 Misraise . . .Dollars per (day)
09248 Misrated . . .Dollars per mile
09249 Misread . . .Dollars per ton
C9250 Misruling . .DONE. (Act, Did, Doing, Execute.)
09251 Missagra . .Advisable to do everything
09252 Missaid . . .Advisable to do nothing
09253 Missal . . . .Already done
09254 Missaria . . .And do not
09255 Missarten . .Best that can be done (is)

09256 Missaying . .Better be done immediately
09257 Missbehag .But do not
09258 Missbilde . .But little can be done
09259 Missbrauc . .By whom was it done
09260 Misschape .Can be done
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MIS

09261 Misschien
09262 Missdeute
09263 Missduft .

09264 Misseem .

09265 Misserve .

M266 Missfalle
09267 Missfarbi
09268 Missform
09269 Missgebur
09270 Missgriff .

09271 Missgunst
09272 Missiculo
09273 Missilis .

09274 Missingly
09275 Mission .

09276 Missitabo
09277 Missives .

09278 Missive .

09279 Missjahr .

09280 Misskannt
09281 Missklang
09282 Misslagen
09283 Misslaune
09284 Misslich .

09285 Misslinge
09286 Missmuth
09287 Missnatur
09288 Missound
09289 Misspeak
09290 Misspeech
09291 Misspell .

09292 Misspend
09293 Missrathe
09294 Misstappe
09295 Misstacan
09296 Missteken
09297 Misstep .

09298 Misstoot .

09299 Misstraut
09300 Misstritt .

09301 Missua . .

09302 Missuris .

09303 Missurum
09304 Misswachs
09305 Misswahl
09306 Misswear
09307 Mistagogo
09308 Mistasten
09309 Mistaught
09310 Mistbeet .

09311 Misteach
09312 Mistelche
09313 Mistelak .

09314 Misteltos
09315 Mistemper
09316 Mistepec .

09317 Misterm .

09318 Mistfinke
09319 Mistfuhr
09320 Mistfulit .

09321 Mistgabel
09322 Mistgrube

i: :::::: Misthacke
inoLM Misthink

Misthof .

if.c'.'ji; Misthofes
O:.::-JT Misthrive
n'.o-jx Misthrow
<!:',_". Mist la . .

Miatlco . .

i>'.i.;.;i Misticona
09332 Mistide . .

09333 Mlstidlng
09334 Mistlhead
<-> Mistily . .

09336 Mistime .

u'.:'.::? Mist in. -ss

09338 Mistitle .

DONE-
.Can do
.Can it be done
.Can we do anything
.Can (you) ( ) do anything
.Cannot be done (immediately)
.Cannot do
.Do everything you can
.Do it (quickly)
.Do not [from us
.Do nothing in the matter (of ) until you hear
.Do not think it can be done
.Do the best you can
.Do you (think)
.Doing everything possible
.Done by
.Everything possible has been done
.Everything possible will be done
.Had to do it (because)
.Have done nothing
.How can it be done
.How do (you)
.If anything is to be done
.If done immediately
.If it can be done
.If it cannot be done
.If it is done
.If it is not done
.If not done at once
.If we do not
.If (you) ( ) can do better
.If (you) ( ) cannot do better
.If (you) ( ) do not
.Is this best (you) ( ) can do
.It is the best that can be done
.Let us know what (you) ( ) do
.May decline to do it

.May do

.May do so later

.May not be done in time

.May -not do

.Must be done [regarding

.Must know what you have done, or intend to do

.Must not be done

.Nothing can be done (owing to) (until)

.Rather not do it

.See that it is done (at once)

.Shall we do anything about (it) (them)

.Telegraph what to do

.Telegraph what (you) ( ) do

.That could be done

.To be done

.Too late to do anything

.Unless it can be done
Very well done
.What are (you) ( ) going to do
.What do (you)
.What has been done (about) (with)
.What is being done in the matter (of)
.What is the very best (you) ( ) can do
What ought to be done (is)

.What shall we do (with) (about)

.What you ask (suggest) can easily be done

.When will it (they) be done

.Why do (you)
Why do (you) ( ) not
.Why does he (they)
.Why does he (they) not
.Will anything be done
.Will be done (by)
.Will do nothing until we hear from (you)
.Will do the best we can
.Will endeavor to get it (them) done
.Will it be done
Will not be done (unless) (until)
.Will see that it is done
.You do not
.You have done exactly right
You have done wrong
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09339 Mistpfuhl .

09340 Mistrain . .

Ot>341 Mistralie .

09342 Mistreat . .

09343 Mistrust . .

09344 Miststatt .

09345 Misttrape .

09346 Mistufano
09347 Mistune . .

09348 Misturada
09349 Misturam .

09350 Misturns .

09351 Mistutor . .

09352 Mistwagen
09353 Mistyllo . .

09354 Mistyllus ,

09355 Misulani . .

09356 Misulanos
09357 Misurarli .

09358 Misurator .

09359 Misvatten .

09360 Misventur .

09361 Misvormd ,

09362 Misvouche
09363 Miswas . .

09364 Miswassen
09365 Miswealan
09366 Miswed . ,

09367 Miswedded
09368 Misween . ,

09369 Miswegen ,

09370 Misyoke . ,

09371 Mitad
09372 Mitarbeit ,

09373 Mitbeamte
09374 Mitchrist ,

09375 Mitdienen ,

09376 Mitdulden ,

09377 Mitellasa
09378 Mitemente
09379 Mitempfan
09380 Miterans ,

09381 Miterbox
09382 Mitfasten
09383 Mitfolgen
09384 Mitgabe .

09385 Mitgeben
09386 Mitgenuss
09387 ILitgift . .

09388 Mitglied .

09389 Mithalten

09390 Mithin . .

09391 Mithodin
09392 Mithras .

09393 Mithridat
09394 Mithrines
09395 Mithuelfe
09396 Mitiatur .

09397 Mitificat .

09398 Mitigable
09399 Mitigafit .

09400 Mitigamos
09401 Mitigando
09402 Mitigante
09403 Mitigares
09404 Mitigarla
09405 Mitigassi
09406 Mitigatif
09407 Mitigatur
09408 Mitigavam
09409 Mitigeant
09410 Mitigue .

09411 Mitimno .

09412 Mitissimo
09413 Mitiuscul

MIT

.DOUBLE. (Duplicate.) [tain.)
DOUBT. (Certain, Fear, Indefinite, Uncer-
Are in doubi
jtfeyond any doubt (will)
Can no doubt
Cannot be any doubt
.Do (you) ( ) think it doubtful
.Doubt if (we) ( ) can (do)
.Doubtful about
.Have great doubt (about)
.Have very little doubt (about)
.Have (you) ( ) any doubt about (it) (them)
.If there is any doubt (about)
.In order to avoid any doubt
.There is a doubt about (it) (them)
.There is no doubt about (it) (them)
.Unless there is some doubt about (it)

.Until all doubt is removed
We doubt
Why do (you) ( ) doubt
DRAFTS. (Acceptance, Bill, Check, Draw-
ing, Extension, Note, Protest, Renew.)

Accept draft drawn by
Accept draft(s)
Accept draft(s) and we will protect it (them)
Accept draft(s) only against documents
Accept my (our) draft (for)
Acceptance of draft refused
Against acceptance of draft [first mail
All necessary papers not attached to draft send by
Amount of draft is [tested
Are advised that (our) ( 's) draft has been pro-
Are sending draft for
Attach bill of lading to draft
Can only accept drafts for
Can send draft on (us) (for)
Can you send draft (for ) (on)
Cannot accept draft
Cannot accept draft without documents
Cannot meet draft; (but can pay)
Cannot send draft (for ) (on)
Cash draft and remit to
Days sight draft
Decline to accept (your) (

f

s) draft for
Do not accept draft(s)
Do not forward draft on until
Do not pay draft (for)
Draft not paid
Draft now falling due, and not provided for
Draft will be paid upon presentation if accompanied
by a new note for

Draft will be paid upon presentation if accompanied
by a new note for same amount (at)

Draft will be paid upon presentation if accompanied
by a new note and old paid note

Draft(s) accepted (for) (by)
Draft(s) advised in letter not received
Draft(s) (at) (for)
Draft(s) but no advice to hand
Draft(s) covers
Draft(s) for has (have) been accepted
.Draft(s) for has (have) not been accepted
Draft(s) for has (have) been presented
Draft(s) for has (have) not been presented

. Draft(s) (for ) sent is (are) refused acceptance
Draft(s) for will be accepted [and noted
Draft(s) has (have) been protested
Draft(s) have all been met

. Draft(s) have been received
Draft(s) have not all been met
.Draft(s) is (are) at days date
.Draft(s) is (are) at days sight
.Draft(s) is (are) returned
.Draft(s) must be paid or we will hold machinery
. Draft(s) not to exceed

, .Draft(s) on us (for)
. .Draft(s) (on ) will "be paid
.Draft(s) on (you) ( ) (for)

, .Draft(s) paid
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MIT

09414 Mitkampf .

(jy415 Mitkommen
tf'41U Mitkul . .

(W417 Mitlachen
(/J41S Mitlaufen
09419 Mitlaut .

(M'2o Mitlautig
U'.'l-lMitleidig
W-li Mitmench
09423 Mitnahme
09424 Mitnehmen
09425 Mitobate .

09426 Mitologic
09427 Mitonnage
09428 Mitonne .

09429 Mitouche
09430 Mitrabais
09431 Mitrado .

09432 Mitragyne
09433 Mitraille .

09434 Mitral . .

09435 Mitramos
09436 Mitrati . .

09437 Mitriammo
09438 Mitriando
09439 Mitriata .

09440 Mitriavat
09441 Mitridato
09442 Mitriform
09443 Mitrmae .

09444 Mitringen
09445 Mitritb . .

09446 Mitrulin .

09447 Mitschuld
09448 Mitsegeln
09449 Mitsgader
09450 Mitsklave
09451 Mitsorgen
09452 Mitstimme
09453 Mitstosse
09454 Mittaegig
09455 Mittasse .

09456 Mittaumel
09457 Mittebam
09458 Mittelbil .

09459 Mittelcat
09460 Mittelfel .

09461 Mittelgur
09462 Mittelhor .

09463 Mittelkau
09464 Mittellan
09465 Mittelmas
09466 Mittelpas
09467 Mittelrad
09468 Mittelsal
09469 Mittelton
09470 Mitteltuc
09471 Mittelwin
09472 Mittelweg
09473 Mittelwor
09474 Mitten . .

09475 Mittheile
09476 Mitthun .

09477 Mittimus .

09478 Mittofo . .

09479 Mittragen
09480 Mittrinke
09481 Mitulito .

09482 Mitulorum
09483 Mitulos . .

09484 Mitursach
09485 Mitvormun
09486 Mitwelt .

OMVT Mitwissf-n
09488 Mitwollen
fUV Mltyl.-na
09490 Mitylo . .

09491 Mitylus ,

DRAFTS- Cont.

.Jjraii(s; payable

.Draft(s) should be paid

.Drams) to be drawn upon

.Draft(s) to hand \yithout documents

.Draft(a) unauthorized [companied by)

.Drai't(s) will be accepted upon presentation (it ae-

.Draf.t(s) will be honored (to the extent of)

.Draft(s) will be paid upon presentation

.Draft(s) will be presented

.Draft(s) will be returned

.Get draft on

.Has draft (on ) (for ) been accepted

.Has draft (on ) (for ) been paid

.Has (have) honored draft as desired

.Has (have) not accepted draft(s)

.Have made draft (on ) (for)

.Have refused to accept draft

.Have requested bank to return draft [amount

.Have returned draft and drawn on you for the

.Have sent (you) ( ) draft(s) (on)

.Have (you) ( ) accepted draft

.Have (you) ( ) paid draft

.Have (you) ( ) protected draft

.Have (you) ( ) received draft
Have (you) ( ) sent draft
Hold draft until further advice
If you do not send draft(s)
.Is it safe to take drafts upon
.It is not safe to take drafts upon
.It is safe to take drafts upon
.Make draft (at) (for) (upon)
Make draft on (us) ( ) for necessary expenses
.May now pay draft
.Must accept draft(s) (for) fure
.Must provide for payment of draft(s) without fail-

Must send draft(s) (for)
Our draft (for) [ance
.Pay all you can on draft and draw on us for bal-
.Pay draft when presented
.Payable by draft at
.Payment by New York draft
.Payment of draft
.Present draft again for acceptance
.Present draft again for payment
.Protect our draft for
.Protest draft(s)
.Protest drafts and deliver documents to
.Protest drafts and hold documents
Refuse to pay draft
.Remit by draft on bank
.Send draft immediately (for)
.Send draft upon
.Send New York draft
.Shall we accept draft(s) (for) (on)
.Shall we accept draft(s) without documents
.Shall we receive part payment on draft

.Sight draft with bill of lading attached

.Sight draft(s)

.Sight draft(s) with documents attached

.Stop payment of draft

.Subject to draft

.Unless funds are provided, draft will be returned

.Unless (you) ( ) send New York draft for the

.Upon their accepting draft smt [amount by

.We send (you) ( ) by to-day's mail our draft for

.What are these drafts drawn against

.What Is amount of draft

.When is draft payable

.Why lias - - lira ft not been paid [on you by (us)

.Why have (you) ( ) not honored the draft drawn

.Will hnl.l draft [to the contrary, for

.Will make sight draft on (you) ( ) unless advised

.Will not accept draft(s) (unless)

.Will s-nl ilr.-ift (upon ) by first mail

.Will (you) ( ) accept draft

. Will (you) ( ) honor our draft for

.Will you kindly accept and return draft

.With draft attached
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MOO
DRAFTS- Cont.

09492 Mitys lou may take their draft
09493 Miucalhas .Your draft
094y4 Miuciament . Your drai't (for ) nas been dishonored (by)
Oy4yo Mitmcas . . .Your cirart(s) will not be honored (unless)
094yt> Mixtarabe . .DKA\VI1NG. (Drafts.)
09497 Mixteque . .Acivise us on whom to draw
09498 Mixti Against this order (you) ( ) can draw for
09499 Mixtly .... (And) draw for same on shipment
09500 Mixtos . . . .Arrange to draw (upon)
09501 Mixturado .Are authorized to draw
09502 Mixturar . .Are we to draw on (you)
09503 Moabita . . .At what usance shall (we) ( ) draw
09504 Moachibo . .Can be drawn (on)
09505 Moadiah . . .Can we draw on (you) ( ) (for)
09506 Moagem . . .Cannot be drawn (on)
09507 Moagetes . .Cannot draw
09508 Moahedim .Cannot draw on (you) ( ) (for)
09509 Moallakat . .Cover and draw again
09510 Moanful . . .Do not draw (on)
09511 Moanfully .Do not draw at sight
09512 Moaning . . .Do not draw for more than of invoice
09513 Moated . . . .Do not draw until advised
09514 Mobbish . . .Do not draw; we will remit
09515 Mobcap . . .Draw against this shipment (on) (at)
09516 Mobilammo .Draw as little as possible
09517 Mobilando .Draw (at) (for) (on)
09518 Mobilasod . .Draw at as long usance as possible
09519 Mobilavat . .Draw at as short usance as possible
09520 Mobile . . . .Draw at days date
09521 Mobilgard . .Draw at days sight
09522 Mobilidad . .Draw at months date
09523 Mobilitan . .Draw at months sight
09524 Mobilitos . .Draw at sight (for)
09525 Mobilodat . .Draw at sight-for amount of renewal with old paid

note and new interest-bearing note attached
09526 Mobocracy .Draw at sight with bills of lading attached
09527 Mobolato . .Draw for amount of invoice (on) (at)
09528 Mobsman . .Draw on account of
09529 Mobular . . .Draw (on ) at one day's sight (for)
09530 Mocadest . .Draw (on ) at three days' sight (for)
09531 Mocasidad .Draw (on ) at thirty days' sight (for)
09532 Mochandit .Draw (on ) at sixty days' sight (for)
09533 Mochofas . .Draw (on ) at ninety days' sight (for)
09534 Mochuelo . .Draw on me (us) (for) (at)
09535 Mockery . . .Draw on me (us) in any way you think best
09536 Mockingly .Draw on (us) ( ) at sight for
09537 Mocordo . . .Draw on ( ) (us) with attached
09538 Modalidad .Draw to the extent of if necessary
09539 Medalist . . .Draw to the order of
09540 Modallan . .Draw on account of
09541 Modanatur .Drawn on by
09542 Modeband .Drawn on-you (by) (for)
09543 Modebild . .Drawn on (you) ( ) for amount of
09544 Modeblatt . .Drawn on (you) ( ) in settlement of
09545 Modedame .Drawn to the order of
09546 Modefarbe .Drawers want renewal, or part of
09547 Modegewan For what amount may I (we) draw
09548 Modehuete .Have arranged to draw (on)
09549 Modehut . . .Have drawn (on) (for)
09550 Modekleid . .Have drawn at days sight
09551 Modekram .Have drawn on account of
09552 Mcdekwaal .Have drawn on me (us) for
09553 Modelaco . .Have drawn on (you) ( ) (for) (in settlement of)
09554 Modeladas .Have not drawn
09555 Modelamos .Have (you) ( ) arranged to draw (on)
09556 Modelar . . .Have (you) ( ) drawn (for)
09557 Modeldege .How much has drawn
09558 Modeleurs .If they have drawn
09559 Modelland .If they have not drawn
09560 Modellass . 'If (you) ( ) draw, advise me (us) by telegram
09561 Modellava . If (you) ( ) have drawn
09562 Modelled . .If (you) ( ) have not drawn
09563 Modelmuts .Instruct to draw on (us)
09564 Modelvest . .May (we) ( ) draw (against) (at)
09565 Modenan . .May (we) ( ) draw on you (for)
09566 Modenes . . .May (we) ( ) draw with attached
09567 Modenesas .Must be drawn (for) (on)
09568 Modeplatt . .Must be drawn through
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MO*
DRAWING- Cont.

09569 Modepop . .Must draw (on)
09570 Modepuppe .Must not draw (on) (for)
09571 Modequant .Must (we) ( ) draw (on)
09572 Moderado . .Not authorized to draw [( days) sight for
09573 Moderna . .Please authorize us by telegraph to draw on you at
09574 Modesache .Prefer that (you) ( ) should draw
09575 Modesklav .Prefer that (you) ( ) should not. draw
09576 Modest . . . .Shall we authorize to draw on you for amount
09577 Modestar . .Shall we draw (for) (on) [of note due
09578 Modestie . . .Shall we draw at sight for (amount of account)
09579 Modestino . .Should have drawn at
09580 Modestly . .Should not be drawn
09581 Modestoff . .To what amount do (you) ( ) wish to draw
09582 Modesucht .To what amount may 1 (we) draw
09583 Modetaal .. .We hereby authorize you to draw on W. E. & Mfg

Co., 120 Broadway, New York (for)
09584 Modethor , .We hereby authorize you to draw on the West-
nncoc .3 * inghouse Machine Co., Pittsburg, Pa. (for)
09585 Modeton . . .We hereby authorize you to draw on Westinghouse,

Church, Kerr & Co., 26 Cortlandt St., New York
09586 Modewak . .When shall (we) ( ) draw [(for)
09587 Modewaten .Why can it not be drawn against
09588 Modewinke .Will advise (you) ( ) when to draw
09589 Modewort . .Will draw at days date
09590 Modhallam .Will draw at days sight
09591 Modhina . . .Will draw at months date
09592 Modialis . . .Will draw at months sight
09593 Modialium .Will draw to the extent of if necessary
09594 Modichone . .Will draw with attached
09595 Modicum . .Will not draw (on)
09596 Modiflait . .Will telegraph you when we draw
09597 Modifican . .Will they draw
09598 Modillion . .Wish to draw (on) (for)
09599 Modiqueto . .You can authorize them (him) to draw
09600 Modish . . . .You can draw on
09601 Modishly . .You have drawn (on us)
09602 Modismos . .You may draw (on) (at) (for)
09603 Modista . . .You may draw at sight for
09604 Modistill . . .You may draw for necessary expenses
09605 Modoaldo . .You may draw for the approximate amount
09606 Modoc . . . .You must not draw on us
09607 Modulassi . .DRAWINGS. (Blue Prints, Plan, Section,

Specifications, Tracings.)
09608 Modulated .A drawing of elevation and cross section
09609 Modulate . .A working drawing of
09610 Modulava . .After receiving drawings
09611 Modulemos .All drawings
09612 Modulemur .Are sending preliminary drawings
09613 Modules . . .Are the drawings finished (for)
09614 Moduling . .Are waiting for drawings (of)
09615 Modulons . .As shown on drawing (No. ) (marked)
09616 Moebel . . . .As shown on our drawing(s)
09617 Mofabais . .As shown on purchaser's drawing(s)
09618 Mofado . . .As shown on your drawing(s)
09619 Mofadura . .Buyers cannot close without seeing drawings
09620 Mofamos . .Cannot use drawing No.
09621 Mofandot . .Claims drawing is wrong
09622 Mofaras . . .Complete drawings follow
09623 Mofariamo .Complete working drawings (to be furnished)
09624 Mofarian . .Copy of drawing (No.)
09625 Moffeling . .Detail drawings of
09626 Mo fflet . . . .Discard drawings and work to specifications
09627 Moffussil . .Discard specifications and work to drawings
09628 Mofletuda . .Drawing No.
09629 Mofoso . . . .Drawings and specifications (of) [(by)
09630 Mofuma . . .Drawings and specifications have been approved
09631 Mogador . .Drawings and specifications must be approved (by)
09632 Mogangas . .Drawings are all right; go ahead
09633 Mogarim . .Drawings are finished
09634 Mogenheid .Drawings are not finished
09035 Mogenifad .Drawings are not on hand
09636 Mogentian .Drawings for estimating purposes only
09637 Mogequi . . .Drawings have been s nt
09638 Mogglata . .Drawings have not been approved
i>:'t;::i MoKhnmie .Drawings must be changed so as to
i>'t;in MopiKanga .Drawings must be to the scale of feet to the inch
0%li Mobile . . . .Drawings must be to the scale of in. to the foot

09642 Mogolico . .Drawings only; tracings will not do
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09643 Mogollon . . Drawings or tracings [be mailed you
09644 Mogontiac . Drawings sent are incorrect, corrected drawings will
09645 Mogoris . . .Drawings sent are incorrect; make the following
09646 Mogostoko . Drawings to be in complete detail [corrections
09647 Mogouri . . . Drawings to be prepared at once
09648 Mograbian . Drawings to be sent (to)
09649 Mogratent .Drawings to be submitted to customer for approval,

work to be held meanwhile
09650 Mogul . . . .Drawings to be submitted to customer for approval,

work to proceed meanwhile
09651 Moguntine .Drawings will be furnished (by)
09652 Mogyni . . .Drawings will be sent
09653 Mohabut . .Express me (us) drawing(s) (No. )

09654 Mohair . . . .Full drawings will be sent you (next mail)
09655 Mohallal . . .Full size drawing (of) [(by)
09656 Mohammed .Have drawings and specifications been approved
09657 Moharb . . .Have no drawings (for) (of) (No. )

09658 Mohatraba .Have received drawings (for) (of)
09659 Mohatramo Have you drawing (of) (No. )

09660 Mohatras . .Have you sent drawings (of)
09661 Mohawk . . .How soon will drawings be sent
09662 Mohegan . .If (you) ( ) do not send drawings
09663 Mohil ... .If (you) ( ) send drawings
09664 Mohinans . . Impossible to send drawings before
09665 Mohitline . .Must approve drawings (before) [with work
09666 Mohledite . .Must have approval of drawing before proceeding
09667 Mohnartig . Must have sectional drawings
09668 Mohnblau . . Not in accordance with drawings [ceive
09669 Mohnblume Official drawings cannot be prepared until we re-
09670 Mohnkapse . Official drawing will be mailed
09671 Mohnkopf . .On what scale must drawings be made
09672 Mohnkorn . .Our drawings
09673 Mohnkuche .Outline drawing (of)
09674 Mohnsaft . .Please mail immediately complete outline drawing
09675 Mohnsame .Preliminary drawings
09676 Mohnstoff . .Price of drawings, tools, and dies about
09677 Moholite . . .Purchasers' drawings
09678 Mohosa . . .Purchasers' drawings and specifications
09679 Mohosos . . . Same as drawing No.
09680 Moistfull , . See our drawing No.
09681 Moistless . .See your drawing No.
09682 Moisture . . Send by first mail detailed drawing (of)
09683 Mojaban . . .Send complete drawings immediately (for)
09684 Mojada . . .Send drawing of connections
09685 Mojadura . .Send duplicate drawing [plate (of)
09686 Mojarias . . Send to-day without fail (to ) drawing or tem-
09687 Mojeis . . . .Send working drawings of
09688 Mojeles . . . Sending drawings (for)
09689 Mojemos . .Set(s) of working drawings
09690 Mojiganza .Special drawing (of)
09691 Mojigato . . .To avoid making new drawings
09692 Mokkel . . .To enable (us) ( ) to use an existing drawing
09693 Mokkelen . .To what drawings do you refer
09694 Mokomacha Use drawing No. (modified as follows)
09695 Molabimus .We have drawing No.
09696 Molable . . .When can you send official drawing
09697 Molachtig . .Why do you not send necessary drawings our order

(No. ) (dated )

09698 Molandor . .Will involve making a new drawing
09699 Molantem . .Will make new drawing
09700 Molanus . . .Will not pay for drawings
09701 Molarinha .Will pay for drawings
09702 Molars . . . .Work to drawings
09703 Molasses . .Working drawings (of)
09704 Molatoris . .Working from the bottom on drawing
09705 Moldado . . .Working from the left on drawing
09706 Moldan . . . .Working from the right on drawing
09707 Moldavas . .Working from the top on drawing
09708 Moldboard .You must make new drawing (for)
09709 Moldeaba . .Your drawings
09710 Moldurada .DRFLL.
09711 Moldurage .Air core drill
09712 Moldusons .Air diamond drill
09713 Moldwarp . .Air percussion (reciprocating) drill
09714 Molebat . . .Air rotary drill
09715 Molecast . .Electric core drill
09716 Molecular . .Electric diamond drill
09717 Moledor . . .Electric percussion (reciprocating) drill
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09718 Moledura . .Electric rotary drill
09719 Molegonio . .Steam core drill
09720 Molehill . . .Steam diamond drill
01*721 Molemos . . .Steam percussion (reciprocating) drill
09722 Molenasse .Steam rotary drill
09723 Molendeur .DRILLED. (Holes, Template.)
09724 Molengeld . .Can be drilled in place
09725 Molengoot .Cannot be drilled here
09726 Molenkap . .Cannot be drilled in place
09727 Molenpad . .Have been drilled (if not, alter )
09728 Molenstof . . Is (are) drilled
09729 Molentjes . .Is (are) not drilled
09730 Molenvang .To be drilled and tapped for inches
09731 Moleskin . . What size has (have) to be drilled
09732 Molestand .DUE. (Accounts, Date, Days, Debt, Drafts,
09733 Molestarl . .About due [Indebtedness, Maturity.)
09734 Molestase . .Amount due
09735 Molestato . .Amount of last invoice due on
09736 Molestemo .As soon as due
09737 Molestful . . Balance still due (from ) (is)
09738 Molesting . .Due at
09739 Molestoll . .Due date
09740 Molestons . .Due in a few days
09741 Moletasto . .Due in days
09742 Moletisme . .Due in installments, beginning
09743 Moletrack . .Due in London
09744 Molevo . . . .Due in New York
09745 Molewarp . . Due in Paris
09746 Molfetta . . .Due in Pittsburg
09747 Molhadela . .Due in months
09748 Molhament .Due next week
09749 Molhinho . .Due on
09750 Moliamus . .Due on or about
09751 Moliant . . .Due to-day
09752 Molibdato . .Due to-morrow
09753 Molibdico . .Due yesterday
09754 Molibus . . .Has been due since
09755 Molienda . .If it is (they are) due
09756 Moliens . . .Is (are) due
09757 Molificar . .Is due to
Ofl758 Molilium . . .Is nearly due at
09759 Molimen . . .Not due (until)
09760 Molimient . .Not yet due
09761 Moliminis . .Now due
09762 Molinejo . . .On or before due date
09763 Molinia . . . What is due
09764 Molinillo . .When it is due
09765 Molinismo .When it is due, it will be taken care of
09766 Molinodan .When was it due
09767 Molinos . . .When will it (they) be due
09768 Molisnist . . Will be due
09769 Moliterno . .Will not be due until

09770 Molivisti . . .DUMMY. (Manuscript, Text.)
09771 Molivit . . . .Dummy was mailed
09772 Molkenhas .Dummy will be mailed
09773 Molkcnkur .Manuscript dummy (of)
09774 Molkenort . .Printed dummy (for)
09775 Molkensac .Send dummy (of)
09776 Molkicht . .Send dummy copy of
09777 Molkig . . . .Send dummy of new edition of
09778 Mollah . . . .Send typewritten copy of
09779 Mollakkor . .Send typewritten copy of new edition of
09780 Mollandol . .Typewritten dummy with illustrations
09781 Mollarlo . . .When can you send dummy copy of
09782 Mollasse . . .When can you send typewritten copy of
09783 Mollejon . . .DUPLICATE. (Copy.)
09784 Mollemoke .Also duplicate of above
09785 Mollenkop . .At what price can you duplicate (order)
09786 Mollenval . .Can be duplicated (for) (in)
09787 Mollepoot . .Can (you) ( ) duplicate
09788 Mollescas . .Cannot duplicate
09789 Molleteur . .Could not be duplicated f-i 1 ss than
09790 Molletjes . .Do not desire any duplicate parts
09791 Mollettin . .Do (you) ( ) desire any duplicate parts sent
09792 Molletudo . .Duplicate of present plant
09793 Mollevaut . .Duplicate onl.-r - if at
09794 Mollevel . . .Duplicate 's order (for) (of the)
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09795 Mollgang . .Duplicate parts
09796 Molliendi . .Duplicate parts will be sent immediately
09797 Mollient . . ..Duplicate parts will be shipped first opportunity
09798 Mollinca . . .Duplicate(s) last order
09799 Molliflui . . .Duplicate(s) of
09800 Mollify . . . .Duplicate(s) of order No.
09801 Molligini . . .Duplicate(s) of that (those) shipped per
09802 Molligo . . . .Estimate for duplicate parts as follows
09803 Molliment . .Everything in duplicate (except)
09804 Mollinet . . .Exact duplicate(s) of
09805 Mollinhos . .Have no duplicate(s) (of ) in stock
09806 Mollipede . .Have sent duplicate(s)
09807 Mollipes . . .Have you duplicate on hand [cate order No.
09808 Mollitivo . .How soon and at what price can (you) ( ) dupli-
09809 Mollituri . . .How soon can (you) ( ) duplicate
09810 Mollollo . . .If (you) ( ) can duplicate
09811 Mollugem . .If (you) ( ) cannot duplicate
09812 Mollugine . .Include in price following duplicate parts
09813 Molluschi ..Including duplicate parts named
09814 Mollusco . . .Must be exact duplicates of
09815 Molluske . .Send duplicate at once (of)
09816 Mollusque . .Send duplicate parts as follows
09817 Molmworm .Send duplicate for
09818 Molock .... What duplicate parts are required
09819 Molokani . .Will duplicate at same price
09820 Molondra . .Will duplicate for and ship
09821 Molonga . . .Will duplicate last
09822 Molopesan .Will obtain duplicate
09823 Molopso . . .Will send duplicate
09824 Moloquin . .Will send duplicate parts as follows
09825 Molossidi . .Will ship an exact duplicate on
09826 Moloxita . . .DUTY. (Bond, Custom House, Export,

Entry, Service, Tariff.)
09827 Molpadia . .An extra duty levied (on account of)
09828 Molrat . . . .Any extra duty levied
09829 Molratten . .Arrange with to pay duty
09830 Molsalade . .Before paying duty
09831 Molsgat . . .Customer to pay duty
09832 Molsgaten .Customer to pay duty and freight
09833 Molshoop . .Customs duties (are) [ing charges
09834 Moltalato . .Does (your) ( 's) price cover duties and forward-
09835 Moltatica . .Do not pay the duty until further orders
09836 Molten . . . .Duty has been (paid)
09837 Moltifldo . . .Duty has not been paid
09838 Moltiflor . . .Duty is cents per pound
09839 Moltiform . .Duty is per cent, ad valorem
09840 Moltiloba . .Duty paid
09841 Moltiplic . .Export duty
09842 Molto Free of duty
09843 Moltofess . .Has duty been paid
09844 Moltolina . .How much duty was paid
09845 Moltonnen .If (you) ( ) have not paid duty
09846 Moltwolf . .If (you) ( ) have paid duty
09847 Molucrum .Import duty
09848 Moluistis . .Including duty
09849 Molunghee .No extra duty
09850 Molya . . . .Pay the duty immediately
09851 Molybdeno .Please pay duty and charges for us
09852 Molybdeux .Price includes duty and forwarding charges
09853 Molybdide .Price quoted is exclusive of duty
09854 Molysite . . .Shall we pay duty or bond
09855 Molytide . . .Specific duty
09856 Momasse . .The duty on
09857 Mombakkes Were compelled to pay the duty
09858 Momenetto .What is the duty (on)
09859 Momengato .When will the new duty come into operation
09860 Momental . .Who will pay the duty
09861 Momentani .Will be compelled to pay the duty
09862 Momently . .Will pay the duty
09863 Momiflait . .EACH. (Either, Other.)
09864 Momificas . .EARLY. (Late, Premature, Soon.)
09865 Momifique .At the earliest possible moment
09866 Momignard .Be as early as possible
09867 Momisque . .Can make it earlier if desired
09868 Mommeamo Can (you) ( ) make it earlier (than)
09869 Mommeand .Cannot make it earlier (than)
09870 Mommeassi Earlier delivery is essential
09871 Mommeava .Earlier delivery is offered bym
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09872 Mommedans
09873 Mommeo .

09874 Mommery .

09875 Mommespel
09876 Mommevolk
09877 Momolo . .

09878 Momordi .

09879 Momordica
09880 Momordist
09881 Momotine .

09882 Momotose .

09883 Mompelars
09884 Mompelen .

09885 Mompeling
09886 Momusa . .

09887 Monacal . .

09888 Monacata .

09889 Monacavat
09890 Monachal!

09891 Monacharu

09892 Monachett
09893 Monachiam
09894 Monachina
09895 Monachism
09896 Monachne .

09897 Monacillo .

09898 Monadegan
09899 Monadelfo
09900 Monadical

09901 Monadicos
09902 Monadicum
09903 Monadifor
09904 Monadisme
09905 Monadolog
09906 Monagos .

09907 Monaguill .

09908 Monandras
09909 Monandry .

09910 Monapia . .

09911 Monarch . .

09912 Monarchal
09913 Monarchic
09914 Monarda .

09915 Monarios .

09916 Monarium
09917 Monarque .

09918 Monarquia
09919 Monastery.
09920 Monastica .

09921 Monasvoga
09922 Monatasa .

09923 Monatsbuc
09924 Monatsgel .

09925 Monatshef
09926 Monatskin
09927 Monatskle
09928 Monatsnam
09929 Monatssol .

09930 Monatstag
09931 Monatsuhr
09932 Monattlde
09933 Monauli .

09934 Monaulos
09935 Monaulum
09936 Monconas
09937 Moncome
09938 Moncoso .

09939 Mondados
09940 Mondadura
09941 Mondanise

09942 Mondanlta
09943 Mondassim

(for

EARLY ON*
earlier if ordered by
.Earlier if possible
.Earliest date at which (you) ( ) can
Early delivery
Early in the
.Have nothing to offer for earlier shipment
.Not so early as expected
.The earlier the better
.This will be the earliest
.Too early to (decide)
.Too early to do anything
.Want something earlier
Was not early enough
What is earliest (you) ( ) can promise
Will be earlier than expected
Will be early
EASY. (Facilities.)
ECONOMIZER. (Heater.)
Economizer complete consisting of pipes
flue by inside)

Economizer complete with scrapers. Total number
of pipes , and pipes in width, requiring
inside chamber feet wide [working at Ibs.

Economizer for (one) ( ) boilers of h.-p.,
Economizer will heat water degrees Fahrenheit
Have no space for economizer
Have plenty of space for economizer
Have you space for economizer
Send suitable economizer
What space will economizer (of pipes) occupy
Will an economizer be used
ECONOMY. (Consumption, Efficiency, Ex-
penses, Guarantee, Save.)

An unwise economy
Appears to be the most economical
Believe it would be economy (to)
Do not think it would be economical (to)
Do (you) ( ) think it would be economical (to)
Economically managed
Economy on account of
Every economy will be exercised
.Have been as economical as possible
In the most economical manner
Make some economical arrangements
Must be more economical
Must use every economy
Should not be too economical
.The economy is

The most economical course to pursue
There is more economy in
.There is no economy in
What is the economy of
.Whichever is most economical
Which is the most economical
.Would it be more economical [Translation.)
-EDITION. (Copy, Printing, Publications,
American edition (of)
British edition (of)
Edited by
Edition (for) (of)
Edition in language(s)
Edition with
.French edition (of)
.German edition (of)
.How large an edition (of ) shall we print
.Large edition (of)
.New edition (of)
.Polyglot edition (of)
.Print an edition of copies (of)
.Revised edition (of)

.Russian edition (of)

.Small edition (of)

.

.EFFECT. (Cause, Consequence, Impression,
Influence, Make, Result, Success.)

.A disastrous effect

.Can be effected (by)
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09944 Mondauge . .Can it be carried into effect
09945 Mondavamo Cannot be effected (by)
09946 Mondavate .Does not produce the desired effect
09947 Mondbahn .Do not know what the effect (will be)
09948 Mondballe .Do (you) ( ) think it will have the desired effect
09949 Mondbein . .Effect will be to
099oU Mondboden .Effectually stopped
09951 Mondejar . .Goes into effect
09952 Mondeling .Has been effected
09953 Mondenkla .Has had a bad effect
09954 Mondfarbi .Has had a good effect
09955 Mondfisch . .Has not been effected
09956 Mondgat . .How will it effect
09957 Mondgaten .If that (this) does not have desired effect
09958 Mondglas . .In order to overcome the effect (of)
09959'Mondharp . .It has no effect
09960 Mondhell . .Less effective
09961 Mondhout . .May have the same effect
09962 Mondiale . .More effective
09963 Mondifica . .Not to take effect (until)
09964 Mondiglia .Proves very effective
09965 Mondille . . .Should not effect
09966 Mondjahr . .The effect upon the
09967 Mondkalb . .The effect was
09968 Mondkarte .The effect was not
09969 Mondklem .Think it will have the desired effect
09970 Mondkost . .To be effective (must)
09971 Mondkramp To take effect (at once) (when)
09972 Mondkraut .Was not effected
09973 Mondkruid .What has been the effect (of)
09974 Mondkwaal .What will be the effect (of)
09975 Mondlachs .Will be effected
09976 Mondlauf . .Will be more effectually accomplished (by)
09977 Mondlicht . .Will have no effect
09978 Mondlos . . .Will (it) ( ) be effected
09979 Mondmidde .Will not be effected
09980 Mondmilch .Will not have the desired effect

09981 Mondnacht .Will not take effect
09982 Mondobim .Will produce the desired effect
09983 Mondonga . .Would be effective
09984 Mondovi . . .Would not be effective

09985 Mondraute .EFFICIENCY. (Capacity, Consumption,
Guarantee, Load, Test.)

09986 Mondring . .All day efficiency of transformer (s) is per cent.
09987 Mondsame .Average efficiency
09988 Mondshof . .Can guarantee efficiency specified
09989 Mondsiche .Cannot guarantee efficiency specified
09990 Mondsucht .Efficiency per cent.
09991 Mondswelt .Efficiency approximately per cent.
09992 Mondtafel .Efficiency at best cut off per cent.
09993 Mondualdo .Efficiency at full load per cent.; three-quarter

load per cent.; half load per cent.; one-
quarter load per cent.

09994 Mondvolat .Efficiency at $ cut off per cent.
09995 Mondvormi .Efficiency at J cut off per cent.
09996 Mondwinde .Efficiency at cut off per cent.
09997 Moneaba . .Efficiency at per cent, overload per cent.
09998 Monearias .Efficiency i load per cent.
09999 Monebis . . .Efficiency fc

load per cent.
10000 Monebitis . .Efficiency | load per cent.
10001 Moneborat .Efficiency J load per cent.
10002 Monecean . .Efficiency full load per cent. [per cent.
10003 Moneda . . .Efficiency including gear losses (is) (will be)
10004 Monedaje . .Efficiency of boilers (is) (will be) per cent.
10005 Monedule . .Efficiency of pumps (is) (will be) per cent.
10006 Monedulis . .Efficiency of the Corliss type of engine (is) (will be)

per cent.
10007 Monegas . . .Efficiency of the generator (is) (will be) per

cent. [per cent.
10008 Monelha . . .Efficiency of the Junior engine (is) (will be)
10009 Monentem .Efficiency of the line (is) (will be) per cent.
10010 Monescos . .Efficiency of the Marine type of engine (is) (will be)

per cent.
10011 Monetale . .Efficiency of the motor (is) (will be) per cent.
10012 Monetario . .Efficiency of the Single acting compound engine (is)

(will be) per cent.
10013 Monetary . .Efficiency of the Standard engine (is) (will be)

per cent.
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10014 Monetassi . .Efficiency of the 2-cylinder gas engine (is) (will be)
per cent.

10015 Monetisan .Efficiency of the 3-cylinder gas engine (is) (will be)
per cent. [ per cent.

10016 Moneybag . .Efficiency of the whole plant (is) (will be) about
10017 Moneybox .Efficiency of transformers at full load (is) (will be)
10018 Moneyed . . .Efficiency will be less than [ per cent.
10019 Moneyless .Must be efficient
10020 Moneywort .State efficiencies at various loads
10021 Monfl The maxin.um efficiency
10022 Monforte . .Total efficiency of transmission from pulley of gen-

erator (to lamps) (or motors) will be per cent.
10023 Monglave . .Very high efficiency
10024 Mongol . . . .Very low efficiency
10025 Mongolfus . .What efficiency do you require
10026 Mongolida .What is the efficiency at 4 load
10027 Mongolist . .What is the efficiency at | load
10028 Mongous . .What is the efficiency at i load
10029 Mongrel . . .What is the efficiency at f load
10030 Monguba . .What is the efficiency at full load
10031 Moniage . . .What is the efficiency at full, three-quarter, half

and quarter loads
10032 Monials . . .What is the efficiency at cut off
10033 Monigote . .What is the efficiency at load
10034 Monilifor . .What is the efficiency at per cent, overload
10035 Monillo . . .What is the efficiency of
10036 Monimento .What is the efficiency of boilers
10037 Monimolit . .What is the efficiency of ( ) engine
10038 Monimus . .What is the efficiency of pumps
10039 Monises . . . What is the efficiency of transformers
10040 Monished . .What is the efficiency of whole plant
10041 Monishing .Will be efficient
10042 Monisme . .Will not be efficient
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10148 Montadour .ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE. (Potential.)
10149 Montaegig .ELECTROTYPES. (Illustrated.)
10150 Montag . . .ELEVATION. (Altitude, Drawings, High.)
10151 Montagass .ELIMINATE. (Consider, Withdraw.)
10152 Montagna . .ELSE. (Otherwise.)
10153 Montagnos . ELSEWHERE.
10154 Montais . . .And elsewhere, as may be necessary (desired)
10155 Montaison . .Anything else
10156 Montalto . . Can be obtained elsewhere
10157 Montament .Can place elsewhere
10158 Montames .Can (you) ( ) obtain elsewhere
10159 Montanage . Can (you) ( ) place elsewhere
10160 Montanell . .Cannot be obtained elsewhere
10161 Montanesa .Has been placed elsewhere
10162 Montanian .Have (you) ( ) applied elsewhere
10163 Montanism .If it can be elsewhere
10164 Montanons .If it cannot be elsewhere
10165 Montanotu . Is (are) now under offer elsewhere
10166 Montant ... Is (are) trying elsewhere
10167 Montantad . Not to be elsewhere
10168 Montarais . . Shall have to try elsewhere
10169 Montaramo . Shall we try elsewhere
10170 Montargis . . Try elsewhere
10171 Montatile . . Try to elsewhere
10172 Montava . . Why do (you) ( ) not elsewhere
10173 Montavano .Will try elsewhere [cial, Impede.)
10174 Monteleva .EMBARRASSED. (Complications, Finan-
10175 Montem . . . EMERGENCY. (Necessity, Need, Prepare,
10176 Montensis . . An emergency may arise [Provision.)
10177 Montesina . Cannot provide for this emergency
10178 Monteth . . . Must provide for an emergency
10179 Montfert . . To provide for an emergency
10180 Montibus . .EMPLOY. (Appointment, Engagement,
10181 Monticole . .Advisable to employ [Take, Use. Vacancy.)
10182 Montifont . .Are likely to be employed
10183 Montigene . .Are not likely to be employed
10184 Montille . . . Are now employing
10185 Montinho . .Are they likely to be employed
10186 Montinie ... At what is he employed
10187 Montivago .Authorize (you) ( ) to employ
10188 Montmorin . Can be employed (in)
10189 Montoir . . .Can employ
10190 Montons . . .Can (you) ( ) employ
10191 Montorsol . .Can (you) ( ) offer any employment for
10192 Montosus . .Cannot be employed (in)
10193 Montrant . .Cannot employ
10194 Montrasse . Do not employ
10195 Montueux . . Do not employ anyone unless fully competent
10196 Montuosa . . Do not know by whom employed
10197 Montuosum .Employ some other means
10198 Montural . . Employ someone else
10199 Monubile . . Employ such means as you consider best
10200 Monubilis . .Employ what help you need
10201 Monuelo . . . Formerly in employ of
10202 Monument .Formerly in (our) ( *s) employ
10203 Moodily . . . Has been employed (in)
10204 Moodiness .Has not been employed (in)
10205 Moodishly . .Has secured employment
10206 Moody .... Have employed all possible means
10207 Mookhamer . Have (you) ( ) employed
10208 Moollahs . . .If it (he) can be employed (in)
10209 Moonbeam . If it (he) cannot be employed (in)
10210 Mooncalf . .If (you) ( ) can employ (some other means)
10211 Moonette . .If (you) ( ) cannot employ (some other means)
10212 Moonflsh . .In our employment
10213 Moongus . .In whose employment is

10214 Moonish . . .In whose employment was he
10215 Moonjah ... Is employed by
10216 Moonless . .It will be necessary to employ
10217 Moonlight . .Shall we employ
10218 Moonling . .Should be employed
10219 Moonloved .Should not be employed
10220 Moonrise . .The best employment we can afford Is

10221 Moonseed . .To be employed (in)
10222 Moonshe . . .To employ (it) (them)
10223 Moonshine .Total number employed
10224 Mponsiff . . . What is the total number employed
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10225 Moonstone
10226 Moonwort .

10227 Mooraalen
10228 Moorage . .

10229 Moorbach .

10230 Moorcaten
10231 Moordgate
10232 Moordhol .

10233 Moordlok .

10234 Moordkuil .

10235 Moordpook
10236 Moordstuk
10237 Moordtuig
10238 Moordvlie .

10239 Moordwape
10240 Mooress . .

10241 Moorfowl .

10242 Moorgame
10243 Moorgras .

10244 Moorkohle
10245 Moorkop . .

10246 Moorland .

10247 Moorpan . .

10248 Moorquell .

10249 Moorsarti .

10250 Moorsump
10251 Moortorf .

10252 Mooruk . .

10253 Moosbarte
10254 Moosbett .

10255 Moosbinse .

10256 Moosblume
10257 Mooshaube
10258 Mooshum .

10259 Moosig . . .

10260 Moosigste .

10261 Mooskappe
10262 Mooskelch
10263 Mooskopf .

10264 Mootable .

10265 Mootcase .

10266 Mootcourt
10267 Mootman .

10268 Mootpoint .

10269 Mopeful . .

10270 Mopish . . .

10271 Mopishly .

10272 Moplah . . .

10273 Moppet . . .

10274 Moppingit .

10275 Mopsianos
10276 Mopsical . .

10277 Mopsium .

10278 Mopsnase .

10279 Mopsopia .

10280 Mopsopium
10281 Mopsopus .

10282 Mopsuesti .

10283 Moquette .

10284 Moqueur . .

10285 Moquillo . .

10286 Moquisia .

10287 Moquons . .

10288 Morabethe
10289 Morabetin .

10290 Morabita .

10291 Moracha . .

10292 Morachos .

10293 Moradas . .

10294 Moradora .

10295 Moraggine
10296 Moraillon .

10297 Morainola .

10298 Moral
10299 Moraleja .

10300 Moralibus .

MOR
EMPLOY Cont.
.What means were employed [means)
.Why have (you) ( ) not employed (some other
.Will be employed (in)
.Will not employ
.You had better employ
.You had better not employ
.EMPOWER. (Authorize, Sanction.)
.ENABLE. (Able.)
.Can (you) ( ) enable us (to)
.Enabling him (them) (to)
.Has enabled (us) ( ) to
.In order to enable
.Should enable to
.To enable to
.Will anything enable
.Will enable (us) ( ) (to)
.Will enable you to
.Will not enable (you) ( ) to
.Will this enable
.ENCLOSED D. C. MOTORS. (Page 467.)
.ENCLOSURE. (Include, Letter.)
.Enclosure referred to has not been received
.Enclosures are missing [next mail
.Enclosure(s)' omitted from letter of , go(es) by
.Forgot to enclose
.No enclosure(s) in the letter just received (dated)
.Omitted enclosures have been received
.Why did (you) ( ) not enclose [Urge.)
.ENCOURAGEMENT. (Entertain, Hope,
.Can give no encouragement
Can hold out every encouragement
.Can (you) ( ) give any encouragement
.Do not encourage (the proposal)
.Encourage it all you can
.Hold(s) out every encouragement
.Is the outlook encouraging
.Offer(s) as an encouragement
.Shall we encourage the business
.The outlook is encouraging
.The outlook is not encouraging
.There is some encouragement
.Unless there is greater encouragement [suit.)
END. (Complete, Conclusion, Object, Re-

.ENDANGER. (Injury, Jeopardize, Loss.)
ENDEAVOR. (Attempt, Effort, Try.)
Are now endeavoring to
Before endeavoring to
.Endeavor to
Have been endeavoring to
.Have not endeavored to
.If they endeavor to
.If (you) ( ) endeavor to
.In spite of all our endeavors
.Shall endeavor to carry out wishes
.Until every endeavor has been made
.Use your best endeavors to
.Will endeavor to
.Without endeavoring to [Notes.)
.ENDORSEMENT. (Bill of Lading, Draft,
.Authorize you to endorse on our behalf
.Bearing interest and endorsed same as (before)
.By whom have they been endorsed
.By whom is it endorsed
.Can get the endorsement of
.Can (you) ( ) endorse
.Can (you) ( ) get the endorsement of
.Cannot endorse (it) (them)
.Cannot endorse the note of
.Cannot get the endorsement of
.Do not endorse
.Do (you) ( ) guarantee endorsement
.Endorse and return
.Endorsed by (you)
.Endorsed same as before
.Endorsed to
.Endorsement has been obtained
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MOR
ENDORSEMENT- Cont.

10301 Moralidad . .Endorsement is guaranteed
10302 Moralisch . .Endorsement is not guaranteed
10303 Moralison . .Endorsement is not satisfactory
10304 Moralista . .Endorsement must be guaranteed
10305 Moralitat . . Endorser is good
10306 Moralizar . .Endorser is not good
10307 Morana . . .Has it (your) ( 's) endorsement
10308 Morantem . .Have been endorsed (by)
10309 Morantium .Have endorsed
10310 Morass . . . .Have not endorsed
10311 Morassic . .Have notified endorsers
10312 Morasttor . .Have (you) ( ) endorsed
10313 Moration . .1 (we) will endorse
10314 Moratoria . .1 (we) will not endorse
10315 Moraturus .If endorsed by
10316 Moratus . . .If not endorsed by
10317 Morave ... .If the endorsement is
10318 Moravian . .If the endorsement is not
10319 Moravimus .If (you) ( ) will endorse
10320 Moravisse . .If (you) ( ) will not endorse
10321 Moravisti . . Is it advisable to endorse
10322 Moravos . . .Is not correctly endorsed
10323 Morbarum .Is the endorsement
10324 Morbescas .Is the endorser good
10325 Morbescun .Must be endorsed (by)
10326 Morbeux . . .Must not endorse
10327 Morbid ... .On behalf of the endorser
10328 Morbidaba .Properly endorsed
10329 Morbideti . .Require endorsement (of)
10330 Morbidly . .Returned for endorsement
10331 Morbidone .Satisfactorily endorsed
10332 Morbidott . .Serve notice on endorser
10333 Morbidum .Shall we endorse (for)
10334 Morbifico . .We guarantee endorsement
10335 Morbillo . . .We require their endorsement
10336 Morbino . . .We require your endorsement
10337 Morbosas . .When it has been endorsed
10338 Morbosity . .Whose endorsement can be obtained
10339 Morbosor . .Will accept drafts offered if satisfactorily endorsed
10340 Morbran . . .Will be endorsed (by)
10341 Mordaca . . .Will endorse (the note of)
10342 Mordache . .Will endorse when presented
10343 Mordacity . .Will not endorse (for more than)
10344 Mordancog .Will require your endorsement
10345 Mordanfal .Will (you) ( ) endorse
10346 Mordant . . .Without endorsement
10347 Mordantin .With satisfactory endorsement
10348 Mordbrand .ENERGETIC. (Urge.) [Urge.)
10349 Mordebat . .ENFORCE. (Compel, Forfeit, Penalty,
10350 Mordedura .Before enforcing
10351 Mordelle . . .Before enforcing payment (claim)
10352 Mordemus .Can be enforced
10353 Mordendum .Can (it) ( ) be enforced
10354 Mordeva . . .Can payment be enforced
10355 Mordevano .Can (you) ( ) enforce carrying out of contract
10356 Mordgesel . .Cannot be enforced (on account of)
10357 Mordiable . .Do not enforce (payment)
10358 Mordiamos .Enforce payment if possible
10359 Mordicabi . .Enforce the
10360 Mordicada ..Have enforced (payment)
10361 Mordicant . .Have not enforced (payment)
10362 Mordidas . .Have (you) ( ) enforced (payment)
10363 Mordidell . .How is it to be enforced
10364 Mordienne .If (you) ( ) can enforce
10365 Mordillag . .If (you) ( ) cannot enforce
10306 Mordiment .Must be enforced
10367 Mordimes . .Must enforce
10368 Mordiscad .Not advisable to enforce
10369 Mordisco . .Shall we enforce (payment)
10370 Mordixim . .Should be strictly enforced
10371 Mordlust . . .To be enforced
10372 Mordomo . .Will be enforced
10373 Mordons . . .Will enforce (payment)
10374 Mordrufen .Will it be enforced
10375 Mordschla .Will not be enforced
10376 Mordsigna .Will not enforce (payment)
10377 Mordslnne .You can enforce
10378 Mordstahl . .You cannot enforce
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10379 Mordwegen

10380 Moresque .

10381 Morfanho .

10382 Morfasmo .

10383 Morfendo .

10384 Morlile . . .

10385 Morfimmo .

10386 Morfivate .

10387 Morfna . . .

10388 Morfondon
10389 Morfondu .

10390 Morfotomi
10391 Morgado . .

10392 Morgane . .

10393 Morgantia .

10394 Morgarten
10395 Morgayfan
10396 Morgeline .

10397 Morgenbad
10398 Morgenbra
10399 Morgendam
10400 Morgenhen
10401 Morgenjas .

10402 Morgenkla
10403 Morgenkor
10404 Morgenkus
10405 Morgenluf .

10406 Morgenmel
10407 Morgenmon
10408 Morgenmut
10409 Morgenpos
10410 Morgentha

10411 Morgenuhr
10412 Morgenwin
10413 Morgiano .

10414 Morgigen .

10415 Morglays .

10416 Morguais .

10417 Morgueau .

10418 Morgueur .

10419 Moriah . . .

10420 Moriamur .

10421 Morians . .

10422 Moribenum
10423 Moribond .

10424 Moribund! .

10425 Morilles . .

10426 Morinda . .

10427 Morindine .

10428 Morinel . .

10429 Moringes .

10430 Morini . . .

10431 Morinorum
10432 Moriscas .

10433 Moriscot . .

10434 Morisman .

10435 Morisonia .

10436 Morisquet .

10437 Moritasgu .

10438 Morituram
10439 Morituri . .

10440 Morkin .

10441 Morlaca . .

10442 Morlacos .

10443 Morlaixa .

10444 Morlaques
10445 Morlette . .

10446 Morling . .

10447 Mormo . . .

10448 Mormonen

MOR
.ENGAGEMENT. (Appointment, Arrange-

ment, Employ, Promise, Reserve, Train.)
.A pressing engagement
.Any engagement you make will be satisfactory
.Approve of the engagement
.Are under an engagement to
.At what rate can you engage (to)
.Better engage immediately
Can you make an engagement with ( ) (us) (for)
.Cancel the engagement(s)
.Cannot keep the engagement (for)
.Cannot make an engagement with (you) (for)
.Do not make any engagement (for)
.Engage at once
.Engaged the service of
.Following are my (our) present engagements
.Have an engagement (for)
.Have engaged
.Have no engagement (for)
.Have now closed all engagements
.Have (you) ( ) any engagements (for)
.If the engagement is

.If (you) ( ) do not keep the engagement

.If (you) ( ) have no engagement

.Is the engagement to be cancelled

.More engagements than can be possibly carried out

.No positive engagements made yet

.Not open for engagement (before)

.What engagements have been made

.Will keep the engagement

.Will make an engagement with you (for)

.You must keep the engagement

.ENGINE. (Bedplate, Boiler, Condenser,
Cylinder, Foundations, Horse Power, In-
dicator, Locomotive, Power, Shaft, Sole-
plate, Speed, Steam, Water.)

.Allfree engine (operating at r. p. m.)

. Allis-Chalmers engine (operating at r. p. m.)

.Alter size of engine to

.Alter size of of engine to

.American Ball engine (operating at r. p. .m)

.American fire engine (operating at r. p. m.)

.Ames Iron Works engine (operating at r. p. m.)

.Angular displacement must not exceed

.At most economical cut off

.Atlas engine (operating at r. p. m.)

.Ball engine (operating at r. p. m.)

.Ball & Wood engine (operating at r. p. m.)

.Belliss engine (operating at r. p. m.)

.Browett engine (operating at r. p. m.)

.Buckeye engine (operating at r. p. m.)

.Buffalo Forge Co. engine (operating at r. p. m.)

.Can speed the engine to r. p. m.

.Capacity of engine is h.-p. at pounds pres-
ure condensing [sure non-condensing

.Capacity of engine is h.-p. at pounds pres-

. Centre crank engine

.Chandler & Taylor engine (operating at r. p. m.)

.Chuse Engine & Mfg. Co. engine (operating at
r. p. m.)

.C. & G. Cooper engine (operating at r. p. m.)

.Compound condensing engine(s)

.Compound condensing engine with jet condenser

.Compound condensing engine with surface condenser

.Compound non-condensing engine(s)

.Condensing engine(s)

.Corliss condensing ( ) engine (operating at
r. p. m.) [at r. p. m.)

.Corliss vertical ( ) condensing engine (operating

.Corliss vertical ( ) non-condensing engine (oper-
ating at r. p. m.)

.Cost of engine h.-p. would be

.Cost of erecting engine would be

.Cost of freight on engine will be about

.Cost of repairing engine would be [r. p. m.)

.Dayton Globe Iron Works engine (operating at

.Direct connected engine and generator

.Duplicate engine ordered
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MOR
ENGINE Cont.

10449 Mormonism .engine capacity is limited to
10450 Mormops . .Engine connected by belt and tightener
10451 Mormorata .Engine coupled to main line shaft
10452 Mornitte . . .Engine foundations
10453 Morology . .Engine frame
10454 Morondo . . .Engine is to run at r. p. m.
10455 Morosad . . .Engine is to work at pounds steam pressure
10456 Morose . . . .Engine not running satisfactorily; send man
10457 Morosidad .Engine packed for marine shipment
10458 Morphetin .Engine running all right
10459 Morpheus . .Engine runs over
10460 Morphewed .Engine runs under
10461 Morphia . . .Engine to be of the type
10462 Morphine . .Engine to be reversing [ pounds
10463 Morphique .Engine to be shipped in pieces, no piece to exceed
10464 Morphium .Engine to give i. h.-p., cutting off at stroke
10465 Morphnos . .Engine will be in same building
10466 Morpholog .Engine will cost delivered at
10467 Morphon . .Engine will cost delivered dock (New York)
10468 Morphosis .Engine will cost f. o. b. cars (East Pittsburg)
10469 Morplame . .Engine works well [r. p. m.)
10470 Morralada .Erie City Iron Works engine (operating at
10471 Morrallas . .Explain how power is applied from engine, by coup-

ling or belt
10472 Morrinha . .Filer & Stowell engine (operating at r. p. m.)
10473 Morrinoso . .Fisher Foundry & Machine Co. engine (operating at

r. p. m.)
10474 Morrisbat . .For engine No. ready for shipment
10475 Morrowcas .Forbes, W. D. & Co. engine (operating at r. p. m.)
10476 Morruda . . .Fulton Iron Works engine (operating at r. p. m.)
10477 Morrudos . .Green engine (operating at r. p. m.)
10478 Morschgra .Harrisburg engine (operating at r. p. m.)
10479 Morsdood . .Have you a more economical engine
10480 Morsicam . .High speed engine
10481 Morsicand .Hooven Owens & Rentschler engine (operating at

r. p. m.)
10482 Morsicass . .Horizontal engine(s)
10483 Morsicato . .Horizontal instead of vertical engine
10484 Morsicava .Horse power engine
10485 Morsico . . .How is engine running
10486 Morsjurk . .Ide engine (operating at r. p. m.)
10487 Morskeuke .Ideal engine (operating at r. p. m.)
10488 Morspot . . .Include for engine extra parts liable to breakage
10489 Morspotte . .Indicated horse power at most economical point of

cut off [r. p. m.)
10490 Mortacans .International Power Co. engine (operating at
10491 Mortadell . .Is engine right or left hand [what
10492 Mortaisan . .Is engine to drive any additional machinery, if so,
10493 Mortajas . .Lane & Bodley engine (operating at r. p. m.)
10494 Mortal . . . .Left hand end of engine
10495 Mortality . .Left hand (standing at cylinder, looking toward

shaft, flywheel to your left)
10496 Mortally . . .Mclntosh Seymour engine (operating at r. p. m.)
10497 Mortandad .MUSLIM v<> engine (operating at r. p. m.)
10498 Mortarium -New York Safety Steam Power Co. engine (operat-

ing at r. p. m.)
10499 Mortelbak .Payne engine (operating at r. p. m.)
10500 Mortellon . .Pelton Water Wheel (operating at r. p. m.)
10601 Mortes . . . .Pennsylvania Iron Works engine (operating at

r. p. m.)
10602 Mortetont . .Phoenix Iron Works engine (operating at r. p. m.)
10603 Mortical . . .Prepare for immediate shipment for engine No.

. How soon can you ship
10604 Mortifero . .Providence Engineering Co. engine (operating at

r. p. m).
10506 Mortiflc . . .Rice & Sergeant engine (operating at r. p. m.)
10606 Mortify . . .Right hand end of engine
10607 Mortildam .Right hand (standing at cylinder looking toward

shaft, flywheel to your right) [r. p. m.)
10608 Mortise . . .Robb Engineering Co. engine (operating at
10509 Mortising . .Russell engine (operating at r. p. m.)
10510 Mortlto . . .Shop number of engine is
10511 Mortllnsr . . .Side crank engine
10512 Mortmain .Simple engine will be used
10613 Mortodes . .Skitin-r i-rmlne (operating at r. p. m.) ,

10514 Mortone . . .Southwark Foundry & Machine Co. engine (operat-
ing at r. p. m.)

10615 Mortpay . . .Speed of engine Is r. p. m.
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10516 Mortrew . .

10517 Mortstone .

10518 Mortuage .

10519 Mortualha
10520 Mortuaria .

10521 Mortuary .

10522 Mortulhas
10523 Mortuoso .

10524 Morturas .

10525 Moruau . .

10526 Morue . . .

10527 Morularum
10528 Morulis . .

10529 Morulum .

10530 Morveau .

10531 Morveque .

10532 Morvolant
10533 Morxama .

10534 Moryan .

10535 Mosachtig

10536 Mosaic . . .

10537 Mosaical .

10538 Mosaisme .

10539 Mosam . . .

10540 Mosambe .

10541 Mosandrit .

10542 Mosarabe .

10543 Mosbah . .

10544 Moscadas .

10545 Moscadato
10546 Moscadell .

10547 Moscammo
10548 Moscando .

10549 Moscardon
10550 Moscaruol
10551 Moscassim
10552 Moscatel .

10553 Moscavamo
10554 Moscavate
10555 Mosille . . .

10556 Mosinho . .

10557 Mositicos .

10558 Mositicum
10559 Moskuil . .

10560 Moskuilen .

10561 Moslem . .

10562 Moslemita
10563 Moslings . .

10564 Mosollam .

10565 Mososauru
10566 Mosque . .

10567 Mosqueado
10568 Mosquelam
10569 Mosqueta .

10570 Mosquille .

10571 Mosquinha
10572 Mossclad .

10573 Mosselban

10574 Mossiness .

10575 Mossland .

10576 Mosspine .

10577 Mossrose .

10578 Mosstenge

10579 Mossyfont ,

10580 Mostachon
10581 Mostag-an .

10582 Mostahiba
10583 Mostajo . .

10584 Mostali ,

ENGINE- Cont.

.Speed of pis

MOS

Speed of piston feet per minute
.Split crank case head on both ends
.Split crank case head on one end
.Straight Line engine (operating- at r. p. m.)
.St. Louis Iron & Machine Co. engine (operating at

r. p. m.) [r. p. m .)

.Sturtevant B. F. & Co. engine (operating at

.Telegraph on which side of engine the generator

.The clearance of the engine [will be placed

.The engine has arrived

.The engine is in good condition

.The engine is on the way

.The engine is set up and in working order

.Triple expansion engine(s)

.Vertical cross compound engine

.Vertical simple engine

.Want an engine similar to No. catalogue

.Watertown engine (operating at r. p. m.)

. Westinghouse Corliss compound engine (operating
at r. p. m.) [(operating at r. p. m.)

.Westinghouse single acting compound engine

.Westinghouse Junior engine (operating at -

r. p. m.) [r. p. m.)
.Westinghouse Standard engine (operating at -

.What i. h.-p. engine is required

.What is heaviest weight of any one piece of engine

.What is shop number of engine

.What is the clearance of the engine

.What kind of engine is required

.What make of engine is used

.What power has the engine

.What size engine would you advise [minute
What speed of engine is wanted in revolutions per
.What will be cost of engine delivered (at) [York)
.What will be cost of engine delivered dock (New
.What will be cost of engine f. o. b. cars (East
.When can engine be shipped [Pittsburg)
.Willans engine (operating at r. p. m.)
.With water circulation around bearings
.ENGINE (GAS). (Pages 487 to 49O.)
Blast furnace gas engine
Cost of running gas engine ( b. h.-p.) per hour is

.Engine will be run with

.Gas engine b. h.-p., driving pulley in. diam.

.Gas engine ( b. h.-p.) will use cubic feet (

gas) per hour fully loaded
Gas engine suitable for
Gasolene engine
Gasoline will be used to run engine
How many cubic feet of ( ) gas per hour will

b. h.-p. gas engine use
.Illuminating gas engine
.Is the engine to be run with gasoline
Is the engine to be run with natural gas
.Is engine to be run with producer gas
Natural gas engine
Natural gas will be used to run engine
Producer gas engine
.Producer gas will be used to run engine
.Westinghouse gas engine (operating at r. p. m.)
.What diameter of supply pipe is required
.What is the cost of parts necessary to change

engine from gasoline to gas
What is the cost of parts necessary to change
engine from gas to gasoline

.What will be the cost of running a b. h.-p. gas

.Without air starting device [engine per hour
With separate sparking generator and Edison-
Lalande batteries [tery

With separate sparking generator and storage bat-
With sparking storage batteries to be charged from
lighting circuit [Superintend.)

.ENGINEER. (Competent, Erection, Man,

.A steam engineer

.An electrical engineer

.Agree to send engineer for per day [expenses

.Agree to send engineer for per day and his

.Are consulting engineers (for)
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MOS

10585 Mostapfel
10586 Mostardal
10587 Mosteada

10588 Mosteando
10589 Mostellar
10590 Mostenos
10591 Mosticks

10592 Mostig
10593 Mostillo
10594 Mostmeth
10595 Mostoly
10596 Mostoso
10597 Mostra .

10698 Mostrabil
10599 Mostrador
10600 Mostramos
10601 Mostraran
10602 Mostrenco
10603 Mostrino
10604 Mostruosa

10605 Mostsaft .

10606 Mostwage
10607 Mostwhat
10608 Mosyni . .

10609 Motabilis .

10610 Motabimus
10611 Motacil . . .

10612 Motandi .

10613 Motandos .

10614 Motatoris .

10615 Moteabamo

10616 Moteamos .

10617 Moteara . .

10618 Motejado .

10619 Motejais .

10620 Motelet . .

10621 Motella . .

10622 Motetam .

10623 Moteurdls .

10624 Motgat . ,

10625 Motgaten ,

10626 Motheaten

10627 Mothen . ,

10628 Mothmulle

10629 Mothok . ,

10630 Mothulf . ,

KK;:;I Mothwrt

10632 Motlflc . .

10633 Motifs . .

10634 Motila.las
10686 Motilado .

ENGINEER- Cord.
.Can furnish engineer to go out and take charge
.Can send an engineer to supervise erection and trial
.Can send engineer for survey to place named for

per day and expenses
.Can you furnish engineer to go out and take charge
.Cannot furnish engineer (before)
.Company's engineer
.Does not include services of engineer to supervise

erection [supervise erection
.Does price quoted include services of engineer to
.Employ an engineer to erect
.Engineer leaves here for
.Engineer states positively that
.Have directed engineer to go to
.Have engaged an engineer
.How soon can (you) ( ) send engineer
.Includes services of engineer to supervise erection
.Is it necessary to send an engineer
.It is necessary to send an engineer
.It is unnecessary to send an engineer
.Send another engineer to assist
.Send engineer at once to take complete charge of

engines and machinery [(at )

.Send engineer to as soon as he is through

.Send engineer to as soon as possible

.We await the arrival of customer's engineer

.When, and on what terms, can you send an engineer
to make examination of water power and give
cost of plant. Telegraph answer

.Who is (are) the engineer(s) [can you send

.Will be ready for erecting engineer ( ). When

.Will furnish free services of engineer to supervise
erection, purchasers to furnish all necessary labor

.Will send an engineer (by) (to) [and supplies

.\Vill send another engineer

.ENGINEERING.

.After full consideration of requirements, we cannot
undertake to prepare plans and specifications for
a plant which will cost less than

.Can arrange that you be appointed engineers for
the complete equipment if your charge does not
exceed

.Can arrange that you be appointed engineers for the
complete plant if your charge does not exceed

.Cannot undertake engineering proposition (for less
than) [original proposition

.Change(s) proposed will cost $ additional to

.Change(s) proposed will reduce cost $ from
original proposition [for the complete plant

.Endeavor to arrange that we be appointed engineers

.Engineering fee will be reduced pro rata for such
portion of plant as we may furnish

.How soon can you prepare plans, specifications, and
estimates (for) [work

.It will take days to complete the engineering

.Minimum engineering fee to be

.Our charge for designs, with plans, specifications,
and superintendence would be ( per cent.)
($ ) for complete plant

.Our charge for designs, with plans and specifica-
tions would be ( per cent.) (I ) for complete
equipment

.Our relations and authority must be satisfactory to
us and all arrangements subject to our approval

.Require plans and specifications for a complete
plant of ( h.-p.)

.The cost of complete plant must not exceed

.The maximum amount for power plant must not
exceed $ . Plans and specifications must be

prepared on this basis [under the conditions
.The percentage named is the lowest we could accept
.Too late to make changes; work is finished
.Too late to make changes; work is ordered
.We are not willing to consult with [tative
\\v an- \\-illiiiK t<. consult with as your represen-
.We will furnish estimate for doing the work and

furnishing the material on our plans and speci-
fications (for)
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10638 Motilita . . . We will furnish plans and specifications (for)
10639 Motilona . .We will furnish plans, specifications, and estimates

(for) [ready by
10640 Motilones . .We will undertake to have plans and specifications
10641 Motines . . .What is the earliest date you can set for completion

of the entire plant
10642 Motionist . .What is your lowest charge for designing and engi-

neering a complete equipment (for)
10643 Motitabat . .What is your lowest charge for designing, engineer-

ing, and superintending erection of a complete
plant (for)

10644 Motitabis . .Will prepare plans and specifications, do all engi-
neering work, buy all material and superintend
construction for per cent, on cost of material
and labor furnished

10645 Motitabun .Would you be willing for (them) (us) to also employ
as consulting engineer [crease.)

10646 Motitavit . . ENLARGE. (Dimensions, Extension, In-
10647 Motitetis . .Arranged so as to be capable of easy enlargement
10648 Motiuncul . .Can be enlarged [at a future date
10649 Motivaban .Can enlarge (the)
10650 Motivados .Can (you) ( ) enlarge the
10651 Motivais . . .Cannot be enlarged
10652 Motivammo Cannot enlarge (the)
10653 Motivando .Do not enlarge
10654 Motivasse . .Do not enlarge until you hear from us
10655 Motivavam .Enlargement of
10656 Motiving . .If (you) ( ) can enlarge
10657 Motivity . . .It is intended to enlarge
10658 Motive . . . .Make ( ) bromide enlargements (of)
10659 Motivone . .Need not at present enlarge the
10660 Motivorum .Should be enlarged
10661 Motley . . . .The enlargement will necessitate
10662 Motmot . . .To enlarge (the)
10663 Motolitas . .What will be the extent of the enlargement
10664 Motolito . . .Will be enlarged
10665 Motone . . .Will enlarge (the)
10666 Motorial . . .Will have to enlarge (the)
10667 Motorpath .Will not be enlarged
10668 Motpruik . .Will (you) ( ) have to enlarge (the)
10669 Motteau . . .You will have to enlarge (the)
10670 Mottetto . . .ENOUGH. (Satisfaction, Sufficient.)
10671 Mottled . . .Be sure to have enough (of)
10672 Motto . . . .Enough for the present
10673 Moturam . .If there is (are) enough (for)
10674 Mouchetan .If there is (are) not enough (for)
10675 Mouchette .Not enough to be of any service
10676 Mouctifan .Not large enough
10677 Moufledas . .Not quite enough
10678 Mouflon . . .Not small enough
10679 Mouggar . . .Not strong enough
10680 Mougri . . .Will there be enough (for) (to)

10681 Mouissone .ENSUE. (Follow.)
10682 Moujik . . . .ENTANGLE. (Complications.)
10683 Moulards . .ENTERPRISE. (Proposition, Undertake.)
10684 Mouldable .ENTERTAIN. (Consider, Encouragement,
10685 Moulding . .Are disposed to entertain [Favorable.)
10686 Moulinage . .Cannot be entertained
10687 Moulineur . .Cannot entertain (the business mentioned)
10688 Moultani . .Hopes are entertained (that)
10689 Moulu ... .If (you) ( ) entertain the matter
10690 Moumoute .If (you) ( ) will not entertain it, will you
10691 Mounestan .Might entertain it if
10692 Mountable .No hopes are entertained (that)
10693 Mountain . .Regret cannot entertain
10694 Mounteban .Will be entertained
10695 Mounter . . .Will entertain a proposal (to)
10696 Mounting . .Will not entertain
10697 Mountlets . .Will not (he) (they) ( ) entertain
10698 Mouphti . . .Will (you) ( ) entertain the following business
10699 Mouradite . .Will (you) ( ) entertain (the proposal)
10700 Mourisco . .ENTIRE. (Amount, Complete, Total.)
10701 Mourn ....ENTITLE. (Claim, Equitable, Justify,
10702 Mourned . . .Are entitled to (them) (it) (the) [Right.)
10703 Mournful . .Are not entitled to (them) (it) (the)
10704 Mourning . .Are (we) ( ) entitled to (them) (it) (the)
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10705 Mournival .Does it entitle (him) (them)
10706 Mournsome .Entitled under the (agreement)
10707 Mourvede . .Everything to which (you) (they) are entitled
10708 Mouse . . . .Fully entitled to a share of
10709 Mousehawk .Has entitled (you) ( ) to
10710 Mousehole .How does it entitle
10711 Mousehunt .If entitled to (it) (them)
10712 Mousetail . .If not entitled to (it) (them)
10713 Mousetrap .Is entitled to (it) (them)
10714 Mousing . . .May be entitled to (it) (them)
10715 Mousitato . .Not entitled on account of
10716 Mouskes . . .Not entitled to (more than)
10717 Mousquete .This will entitle (you) ( ) to
10718 Moussados .To be entitled to
10719 Moussant . .Was (were) entitled to
10720 Mousselin . .Was (were) not entitled to
10721 Moussu . . .Will be entitled to
10722 Moustache .Will not be entitled to
10723 Moustapha .Will not entitle (him) (them)
10724 Moustille . .Will this entitle (him) (them)
10725 Moustique .Would have been entitled if

10726 Moutage . . .You are entitled to (it) (them)
10727 Moutarde . .You are not entitled to (it) (them)
10728 Mouthful . .ENTRY. (Custom House, Duty.)
10729 Mouthing . .Date of the entry
10730 Mouthless . .Do not know the date of the entry
10731 Mouthmade Prices quoted are f . o b. port of entry
10732 Moutkuip .The date of the entry is

10733 Moutmolen .This entry should be
10734 Mouton . . .This entry was
10735 Moutonnan .What is the date of the entry
10736 Moutouchi . What will be the port of entry
10737 Moutovens .Will the port of entry be
10738 Mouttadar .ENUMERATE. (Figure, Number.)
10739 Mouvement .EQUAL. (Compare, Equivalent, Same.)
10740 Mouvette . .About equal (to)
10741 Mouvrais . .About equally divided
10742 Movably . . .Equal in all other respects (to)
10743 Movebatis .Equally distributed
10744 Movedizo . .Fully equal (to)
10745 Movedora . .Guaranteed equal (to)
10746 Movelusta . .If equally divided
10747 Movemus . .If fully equal (to)
10748 Movent . . .If not equal (to)
10749 Moventor . .In equal amounts (quantities)
10750 Movevole . .Is it equal (to)
10751 Movibile . . .Must be equal to
10752 Movibilit . .Must be equally divided
10753 Moviendo . .Not equal (to)
10754 Movilandi . .Not equal to last
10755 Movimento .Not equally divided
10756 Movimos . .They are about equal (to)
10757 Moviste . . .Will answer equally well
10758 Movisteis . .Will be equal (to)

10759 Mowburned .EQUALIZER PEDESTAL. (Style.)
10760 Mowingos . .EQUIPMENT. (Controller, Furnish, Pre-
10761 Moxama . . .Double equipment(s) [pare, Supplies.)
10762 Moxinga .. .Equipment complete including motors, hose, and

wiring, lighting material, trolley, automatic car
circuit breakers, set diverter and controller for
electric braking for regular service

10763 Moxinifad . .Equipment complete (as foregoing sentence) but
with electric brake for emergency service only

10764 Muable . . .Equipment for
10765 Muait . . . .Equipment to include
107M Muattale . .Equipment(s) will be required
10767 Mubango . .Former equipment(s)
10768 Mubarka . .Gearless double equipment(s)
107R9 Mucalla . . .Gearless single equipment (s)
10770 Mucama . . .How many equipments will be used
10771 Mucupor . . . ! f -<iuippi-l with
10772 Mucaral . . .'s (;\r>-\ -<|ujppi-il vith
10773 Muehii' '

1>< equipped with
10774 Muchwhat ..Must equip

MuHflfant . .Must have electrical equipment running before
I"i7; Mucilage . .Please equip with
10777 Muckheap .Quadruple equipment(s)
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10778 Muckhill . . .Send complete equipment
10779 Muckiness .Single motor equipments will be used
10780 Muckle . . . .Single reduction double equipment(s)
10781 Muckrake . .Single reduction single equipment(s)
10782 Mucksen . .To be equipped with
10783 Muckstill . .To equip
10784 Muckworm .Were not equipped with
10785 Mucky . . . .What equipments will be used
10786 Mucolite . . .Will be equipped with
10787 Muconate . .Will equip with
10788 Muconique .Will single or double motor equipments be used
10789 Mucorinae .With the following equipment(s).
10790 Muculent ..EQUITABLE, (Entitle, Impartial, Just,

Reasonable, Right, Wrong.)
10791 Mucum . . . .Consider it quite equitable
10792 Mucusino . .Desire to do what is equitable
10793 Mudable . . .Do what (you) ( ) think equitable
10794 Mudada . . .In an equitable manner
10795 Mudadico . .Is not equitable
10796 Mudamecas .Not equitable to other customers
10797 Mudanca . .Please make an equitable arrangement
10798 Mudar . . . .What do (you) ( ) consider equitable under the

circumstances
10799 Mudaramos Will do what (you) ( ) think equitable
10800 Mudarine . .Will make an equitable arrangement
10801 Mudavel . . .Will you consent to which we think is equitable
\0802 Muddyron . .EQUIVALENT. (Compare, Equal, Same,
10803 Mudfish . . .Can (you) ( ) get an equivalent [Worth.)
10804 Mudflat . . .Consider this equivalent to
10805 Mudiliar . . .Is equivalent to
10806 Mudjellid . . Is hardly equivalent to
10807 Mudsill ... .Is no equivalent for
10808 Mudstone . .Must have an equivalent for
10809 Mudwall . . .Nearly equivalent to
10810 Muebante . .Obtain an equivalent
10811 Muede ... .Or its equivalent
10812 Muedigkei .The equivalent of
10813 Mueffchat . .This will be about equivalent to
10814 Muehelos . .What is the equivalent
10815 Muehlbach .With an equivalent
10816 Muehlgang .ERASE. (Cancel, Clause, Omit.)
10817 Muehlgraf .ERECTION. (Build, Construct, Engineer,

Estimate, Superintend, Weather, Work.)
10818 Muehlpfah .After erection
10819 Muehlrad . .Agree to send engineer to erect; all necessary assist-

ance and supplies being furnished by purchasers
10820 Muehlspie . .And erect
10821 Muehlthal . .Approximate time required for erection will be
10822 Muehlwage .As soon as is erected
10823 Muehmchen Before erecting
10824 Muehsal . . .Can complete erection
10825 Muehsalen .Can (you) ( ) complete erection (for) (by)
10826 Muehvoll . .Cannot complete erection
10827 Mueldchen .Cannot estimate the cost of erection
10828 Muellajes . .Cannot undertake the erection
10829 Muelles . . .Complete and ready for erection
10830 Muelo . . . .Contract to erect if desired
10831 Muendel . . .Cost of erection will be about
10832 Muendig . . .Delivered and erected
10833 Muendlich . .Does estimate include erection
10834 Muendunge .Do not contract to erect [expenses
10835 Muesca . . .Engineer to superintend erection per day and
10836 Mueschlin . .Engineer to superintend erection leaves here
10837 Muessig . . .Erected complete
10838 Muesstest . .Erecting facilities good (at)
10839 Muestras . .Erecting facilities poor (at)
10840 Muethcaro .Erection progressing slowly
10841 Muetisme . .Estimate cost of erecting each at
10842 Mufachtig .Estimate does not include erection
10843 Muffeggia . .Estimate includes erection
10844 Muffeln . . .Exclusive of erection [supervise erection for you
10845 Muffelofe . .Exclusive of erection, but furnishing our engineer t<7

10846 Muffetto . . .Expect to finish the erection on or about
10847 Muffighei . .Experienced in erecting our machinery
10848 Muffin . . . .For how much can (you) ( ) contract to erect
10849 Muffler . . . .Have got on with the erection as far as
10850 Mufflig .... How is erection progressing
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10851 Muflande .

10852 Mufleau . .

10853 Mufrium .

10854 Mufti ....
10855 Muggard . .

10856 Muggebeet
10857 Muggent . .

10858 Muggepoot
10859 Mugghia . .

10860 Mugghiand
10861 Mugghiava
10862 Muggish . .

10863 Muggitos .

10864 Mughetto .

10865 Mughouse .

10866 Mugias . . .

10867 Mugidos . .

10868 Mugiendo .

10869 Mugilabat .

10870 Mugilamus
10871 Mugilavit .

10872 Mugiletis .

10873 Mugilibus .

10874 Mugilidae .

10875 Muginabor
10876 Muginaris .

10877 Muginetur
10878 Muginifad .

10879 Muginor . .

10880 Mugitum .

10881 Mugolavat
10882 Mugonia . .

10883 Muguet . .

10884 Mugweed .

10885 Mugwort .

10886 Muhallab .

10887 Muhmenhau
10888 Muhtadi . .

10889 Muhurta . .

10890 Muilband .

10891 Muilkorf . .

10892 Muilkorve .

10893 Muilprang
10894 Muisden . .

10895 Muishond .

10896 Muiskat . .

10897 Muisstil . .

10898 Muisvaal .

10899 Muiteling . ,

10900 Muitissim .

10901 Mukallad .

10902 Mukaukas ,

10903 Mukhtar . .

10904 Muktafl . .

10905 Muladar . .

10906 Mulaggine
10907 Mularibus .

10908 Mularis . .

10909 Mularium .

10910 Mulatinho ,

10911 Mulatto . .

10912 Mulbacaso
10913 Mulcabis .

10914 Mulcabo . .

10915 Mulcantem
10916 Mulcavens
10917 Mulched . .

10918 Mulching .

10919 Mulctarum

10920 Mulcte .

10921 Mulctrale .

10922 Mulctuary
10923 Mules .

10924 Muletada .

10925 Muleteer . .

ERECTION-Oont.
.Mow long will it take to erect
.How much must be included for freight and erection
.If erected by us
.In course of erection (by)
Include for freight and erection
.Including cost of erection
.Is erected yet, if not when do (you) ( ) expect

it (they) will be completed
.Is estimate to include erection
.Is to superintend erection (of)
.Let erect
.Not yet commenced the erection
.Not yet erected
.Now being erected
.Shall we contract to erect
.Take charge of erection (of)
.The erection of
.To be erected
.What facilities are there for erecting at
.When will (you) ( ) commence the erection
When will (you) ( ) finish the erection
.Who will attend to the erection (of)
.Will attend to erection (of)
.Will be erected by
.Will commence the erection
.Will erect
.Will finish the erection
.Will pay cost of erection
.Will undertake the erection and starting (of)
.You must attend to erection (of)
.ERROR. (Discrepancy, Fault, Incorrect,

Missing, Mistake, Omit, Wrong.)A clerical error
Advise an error in
Advised in error
An error has been made (in)
An error in calculation
Are you certain (you) ( ) are not in error
As a result of an error
Can correct the error
Cannot correct the error
Cannot find any error
Does not admit the error
E. & O. E.
Error in 's favor
Error on the part of
Has an error been made
Has the error been corrected
Have not corrected the error
How did the error occur
If not in error
If the error is corrected
If they admit the error
If they do not admit the error

. If you admit the error
If you do not admit the error
.In error
.In order to correct the error
.Is (are) in error
.Is it a serious error
.Is it too late to correct the error
.Is the error admitted
.Is there any error (in)
.It is an error
.It is an error on my (our) part
.It is an error on your (

f

s) part
.Just discovered error (in)
Must be in error
Not responsible for the error
.Our letter (of ) Is in error regarding the price(s)
.Our letter (of ) is in error regarding (the weight

of)
.Our telegram (of )is in error regarding the price(s)
.Our telegram (of ) is in error regarding (the
.Owing to the error (on the part of) (in) [weight of)
.Please correct error in
.Responsible for the error
.Serious error
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10926 Muletilla . . Shall we correct the error
10927 Muleton . . .Should correct the error
10928 Mulewort . .Slight error
109^y Muigaris . .The error (is) (was) with
10930 Muigetuti . .There is evidently an error

10y3l Mulgede . . .Think (you) ( ) have made an error (in)

10932 Mulgedium .Typograpmcal error

10933 Mulgentem .Very much regret the error
10934 Mulharigo .What is the error

1093o Mulhelha . .Where is the error
10936 Mulidiar . . .Will try to correct the error
10937 Mulinammo You appear to be in error

10938 Mulinavam ESCAPE. (Avoid, Prevent.)
10939 Mulinesta . .ESCORT. (Accompanied, Attention.)
10940 Mulini . . . .ESSENTIAL. (Importance, Necessary.)
10941 Mulish . . . .Essential to
10942 Mulishly . . .Is absolutely essential
10943 Mullena . . .Is it absolutely essential
10944 Mullequin . .Is not absolutely essential [advise as to
10945 Mullette . . .The essential points have been outlined, you should
10946 Mullidora ..ESTIMATE. (Bid, Calculate, Cost, Engi-

neering, Erection, Price, Quotation, Ten-
10947 Mullidos . . .A close estimate is necessary [der, Valuation.)
10948 Mulligong . .Above the estimate
10949 Mulligrub .Allow if necessary per cent, on our estimate
10950 Mullingat . .Allow if necessary per cent, on your estimate
10951 Mullion . . .Answering your inquiry (of ) for estimate on
10952 Mullwurm . .Approximate estimate is
10953 Mulmicht . .At a rough estimate
10954 Mulmlaus . .At what do (you) ( ) estimate the (expense)
10955 Mulquin . . .Below original estimate
10956 Mulsa Can be estimated
10957 Mulsisti . . .Can reduce the estimate
10958 Mulsorum . .Can we allow per cent, on our estimate
10959 Mulsos . . . .Can we allow per cent, on your estimate
10960 Mulsuri . . .Can (you) ( ) give estimate (on)
10961 Multaban . .Cannot be estimated
10962 Multados . .Cannot complete estimate until
10963 Multandi . .Cannot reduce the estimate
10964 Multandum .Change (our) ( *s) estimate by adding (for)
10965 Multangul .Change (our) ( 's) estimate by deducting (for)
10966 Multanime .Complete details of estimate mailed (to-day)
10967 Multar . . . .Detailed estimate and drawings (sent)
10968 Multassi . . .Details of estimate No.
10969 Multatam . .Did not estimate the
10970 Multator . . .Did (you) ( ) estimate the
10971 Multava . . .Do not estimate (for)
10972 Multavano .Estimate drawings and specifications
10973 Multemos . .Estimate for
10974 Multesima .Estimate for the following delivered and erected (at)
10975 Multibidi . .Estimate has been made
10976 Multicaul . .Esumate is accepted
10977 Multicava . .Estimate is based upon
10978 Multifidi . . .Estimate is reasonable
10979 Multifluo . .Estimate is too high; can price be reduced to
10980 Multifold . .Estimate must cover ( per cent.)
10981 Multigans . .Estimate not accepted
10982 Multigem . .Estimate (of ) includes
10983 Multigrum .Estimate (of ) is in error, total should have been
10984 Multijugo . .Estimate sent covers a discount of
10985 Multilobe . .Estimate sent is net
10986 Multimam . .Estimate sent to-day
10987 Multimodi . .Estimate the expense(s) (at)
10988 Multinome .Estimate will be forwarded (on)
10989 Multinubi . .Estimated cost (is)
10990 Multiovul . .Estimated value (is)
10991 Multipede . .Estimating the to be
10992 Multiplex . .Get estimate soon as possible, and telegraph (for)
10993 Multiples . .Give him an approximate estimate on the apparatus
10994 Multiply . . .Has anything been estimated for [required
10995 Multipol . . .Have estimated (on) (for)
10996 Multisign . .Have included in the estimate
10997 Multisono . .Have not included in the estimate
10998 Multitaba . .Have (you) ( ) sent estimate
10999 Multitet . . .How much can (you) ( ) increase the estimate
11000 Multitude . .How much can (you) ( ) reduce the estimate
11001 Multivagi . .If estimate is not accepted
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11002 Multividi . .11 estimate is not here by it will be useless
11003 Multivoli . .If this will reduce the estimate
11004 Multoca . . .If (you) ( ) can estimate
11005 Multongul . .If (you) ( ) cannot estimate
11006 Multorum . .If (you) ( ) have not presented estimate
11007 Multoties . .Include in the estimate
11008 Multum . . .Is our estimate (.dated ) accepted [price
11009 Mulucha . . .Mail detail of estimate and telegraph weight and
11010 Mulvianos .Make estimate
11011 Mulviarum .Must have estimate by
11012 Mulvius . . .Must increase the estimate
11013 Mumble . . .Must reduce the estimate
11014 Mumblemen No estimate has been made [graph here (at)
11015 Mumbudget .Obtain estimate(s) as soon as possible, and tele-
11016 Mumchance .Other estimates are higher
11017 Mumford . .Other estimates are lower
11018 Mumiegat .Our estimate is (above)
11019 Mumienha- .Our estimate is below
11020 Mumminch .Prefer not to estimate (upon)
11021 Mummified .Rather more than original estimate
11022 Mummigost .Request immediate estimate
11023 Mummolus .Same as details of our estimate number
11024 Mummy . . .Same as details of our estimate number with the

exception of
11025 Mummycho Same as details of your estimate number
11026 Mumpishat .Same as details of your estimate number with
11027 Mumpishly .Send detailed estimate (for) [the exception of

11028 Munatia . . .Send estimate (for)
11029 Munatios . .Send estimate and drawings (for)
11030 Munatium .Send estimate drawings and specifications (for)

11031 Mundabam .Send estimate for the following f. o. b. cars at works
11032 Mundabiti .Send estimate for the following f. o. b. (New York)
11033 Mundanal . .Shall send estimate (for) [packed for export
11034 Mundanely . Shall we estimate (for)
11035 Mundani . . .Should be estimated (at)
11036 Mundanum .Telegraph (us) estimate (on)
11037 Mundart . . .Telegraph what discount estimate covers [terial

11038 Mundation .This estimate is based on American labor and ma-
11039 Mundatrix .This will increase the estimate
11040 Mundavel . .This will reduce the estimate
11041 Mundawoht .To be estimated (on) [time
11042 Mundbedar .To prepare this estimate will require considerable
11043 Mundgeld . .We are now estimating on
11044 Mundglaub .We estimate the cost (of the necessary)
11045 Mundialis . .Were estimated
11046 Mundic . . .What do (you) ( ) estimate
11047 Mundifras . .What in (your) ( 's) estimation
11048 Mundify . . .What is most we can allow on estimate
11049 Mundivago .What was your total estimate
11050 Mundlack . .When can (you) ( ) send estimate (for)
11051 Mundlappe .When must estimate be submitted
11052 Mundleim . .When was estimate submitted
11053 Mundmehl .Will be estimated
11054 Mundonue .Will be safe to estimate
11055 Mundosit . .Will this increase the estimate
11056 Mundpomad Will this reduce the estimate
11057 Mundrande .Will (you) ( ) estimate
11058 Mundschen .Would estimate (it) (them) (at)

11069 Mundspalt .You must estimate
11060 Mundtasse .Your estimate is

11061 Mundtodt . .Your original estimate
11062 Mundulos ..EVADE. (Avoid/*
11063 Mundungus .EVENING. (Hours.)
11064 Mundwinke .EVENT. (Case, Circumstances, Result.)
11065 Munemune .EVERYTHING.
11066 Munequea .AS soon as everything is (going right)
11067 Munga . . . .Do everything you can (to)
11068 Mungiasto .Everything has been done
11069 Mungosi . . -Everything included, except
11070 Mungosoru .Everything now is in first-rate order
11071 Mungosos .Everything ready (to)
11072 Munfator .Everything satisfactory
11073 Munldor . .Everything shipped
11074 Munientom . Kv.Tythhig working
11075 Muniflche .Mow is everything going
11076 Muninco . .Will attend to everything
11077 Munigato .Will do everything desired [mony, Witness.)
11078 Munitemur .EVIDENCE. (Indication, Proof, Testi-
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11079 Munites . . . All the evidence points to
11080 Munition . . Are getting evidence (of)
11081 Munituram . Can evidence (of ) be secured
11082 Munituris . . Cannot secure evidence (of)
11083 Munity .... Circumstantial evidence
11084 Muniunt . . . Documentary evidence
11085 Munivisse . . Evidence can be procured, that will prove
11086 Munivisti . . Evidence taken on commission
11087 Munjak . . . Evidence to prove
11088 Munjistin . . Evidence very strong
11089 Munkeln . . . Evidence worthless
11090 Munsell . . . Have evidence (that)
11091 Munsiff . . . Have no evidence (that)
11092 Muntafval . How does the evidence look
11093 Muntbalse . If (you) ( ) want evidence
11094 Muntblok . . Is there any evidence to prove
11095 Munthuis . . Send what evidence you can (about)
11096 Muntjak . . . The evidence is conclusive
11097 Muntkenni . There is (are) evidence(s) (of)
11098 Muntkruid .There is (are) no evidence(s) (of)
11099 Muntkunde What evidence is there (of)
11100 Muntloon . . What evidence will be given by
11101 Muntolie . . .Without further evidence
11102 Muntschel .EVIDENT. (Clear, Explicit.)
11103 Muntsoort .EXACT. (Correct, Definite, Enforce, Fig-
11104 Muntwaag .EXAGGERATED. [ure, Require.)
11105 Muphit . . . .Greatly exaggerated
11106 Murabo . . .EXAMINATION. (Audit, Inspect, Investi-

gate, Overhauling, Revise, Search.)
11107 Murage . . .A careful examination shows
11108 Muraglia . .A thorough examination will be made
11109 Muraillan . . And examine
.110 Muraille . . . Assistant examiner

LI Murajes . . .As soon as examined and found satisfactory
11112 Muralha . . .AS soon as examination has been made (of)
1113Muraltie . . .Await result of examination
11114 Muratam . .Can examine the (about) [of) (without)
11115 Muravidat .Cannot make an examination (of ) (on account
11116 Murchoso .Certificate of examination
11117 Murdoch . . . Cost of examination will be
11118 Murganfis . .Examination by competent expert
11119 Murgentin . Examination has not yet been made
11120 Murghab . . Examination was thorough
11121 Murgisoni . . Examination will be made (as soon as possible)
11122 Muriat .... Examine and report by [cited
11123 Muriatic . . . Examine file and send memorandum of reference
L1124 Muriating . .Examiner of interference
11125 Muricate . .Examiners in chief [(upon)
11126 Muridism . . lias arranged that (you) ( ) examine and report
11127 Muriform . .Has examination been made
11128 Murilegul . . Have made careful examination (and report)
11129 Murinorad . Have sent a competent man to examine
11130 Murinum . . Have (you) ( ) made thorough examination
11131 Murissant . .Hold the examination open
11132 Murkily . . .If a careful examination has been made
11133 Murleau . . .If a careful examination has not been made
11134 Murmelbac .If on examination it be found
11135 Murmelius .Instruct to examine
11136 Murmeln . . Make a thorough examination (of)
11137 Murmelst . . On examination (have found)
11138 Murmelwil . On examination were found to be satisfactory
11139 Murmillo . . On examination were found to be unsatisfactory
11140 Murmujear . On examination you will find
11141 Murmulho . Should make an examination
11142 Murmur . . . Subject to approval on examination
11143 Murmurada .Telegraph report of examination
11144 Murmuramo The (you) ( ) will have to examine is (in)
11145 Murmuria . .Upon examination it is found
11146 Murphyo . . Was discovered on closer examination
11147 Murrain . . .When making examination pay particular attention

to the following points
11148 Murrhine . .When (will) (can) examination be made
11149 Mursiam Who has guaranteed expense of examination
11150 Murtatos . . Wishes (you) ( ) to examine and report upon
11151 Murtatum . .You will make examination immediately
11152 Murwheid . .EXAMPLE. (Authority, Precedent.)
11153 Musageta . . EXCEED. (Excess, Further.)
11154 Musagetes . Are exceedingly
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MUS
EXCEED Cont.

11155 Musallam . .At not exceeding
11156 Musal . . . .But not to exceed
11157 Musaph . . . Do(es) not exceed
11158 Musaragno .Exceeded all previous
11159 Musaranha .Exceeded the cost
11160 Musardo . . .Exceeded what (we) ( ) expected
11161 Muscadeta .Has (have) been exceeded (by)
11162 Muscardln . Has (have) not been exceeded (by)
11163 Muscaria . .If exceeding
11164 Muscat ... .If it does not exceed
11165 Muschel ... If it (they) should exceed
11166 Muschelig . .May be exceeded
11167 Muscheto . .Must not be exceeded
11168 Muschiato . Must not exceed
11169 Muschjes . .Should exceed
11170 Muscleau . .Try not to exceed
11171 Muscling . . We were exceedingly
11172 Muscoid . . . Will exceed
11173 Muscolean . Will it exceed
11174 Muscologi . .Will not exceed
11175 Muscoloso . .Will slightly exceed
11176 Muscophil . .Without exceeding
11177 Muscosity . .You have exceeded your (authority)
11178 Musculado .EXCEPT. (But, Only, Unless.)
11179 Muscular . .EXCEPTIONS. (Exclude, Objection, Omit.)
L1180 Musculeux .Advisable to make an exception
11181 Musculite . .Are no exceptions
11182 Musculoso .Cannot make any exception
L1183 Muscunlan .Court has allowed the exceptions
L1184 Muscus . . . .Court has overruled the exceptions [ordered
.185 Muscusdo . .Court has sustained the exceptions; new trial

11186 Muscuskat .Did (you) ( ) make an exception
L1187 Museful . . .Do(es) not take exception (to)
11188 Museless . .Exception(s) has (have) been taken (to)
L1189 Musette . .Exception is taken to
11190 Museum . .Exception(s) should be taken (to)
11191 Musgo . . .Exception(s) will be taken (to)

2 Musgosa . .File a bill of exceptions
.1193 Musgosos . .If any exception is made
11194 Mushes . .If exception is taken
11195 Mushika . .In order to take exception
1196 Mushroom .Is it advisable to make an exception

11197 Musica ... .Is quite exceptional
1198 Musicales . .Is the only exception

11199 Musically . .Is there any exception
11200 Musicand . .Make an exception (in this case)
11201 Musicbook .Make no exception
11202 Musicry . . . No exceptions have been made
11203 Musigena . .Not advisable to make an exception
11204 Muslgenis . .Should make an exception
11205 Musikali . . .Should not make an exception
11206 Musikant . .Take exception to
11207 Musikchor .Take no exception to
11208 Musikfest . .That was an exceptional case
11209 Musikhaus .There can be no exception
11210 Musikhorn .There is no exception
11211 Musikkorp .There is nothing exceptional
11212 Musiklebe . .Try to make an exception in this case
11213 Musiklos . . .Unless an exception is made
11214 Musikpult . .What exception(s) was (were) there
11215 Musiksait . . Who has taken exceptions
11216 Musikus . . . \Vill make an exception in this case
11217 Musikwuth .Will (you) ( ) make an exception
11218 Musimon . . With few exceptions
11219 Musinabor .With no exceptions
11220 Musinaris . .With the exception of
11221 Musinetur . .With the exception of which cannot be
11222 MuslriK.it . . With the exception of which must be
11223 Musingly . .With the following exceptions
11224 Musique . . .Without exception^)
11225 Musitamos .EXCESS. (Exceed, Limit.)
11226 Musitarla . .All in <>xcess (of)
11227 Musivgold .r.rratly in excess of
11228 Musivlsch . In excess of
11229 Muslvorum .Is (are) in excess
11230 Muslvos . . .Is not this figure excessive
11231 Muslvum . .There Is an excess
11232 Muskadel . .There is no excess
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MUT
EXCESS- Cont.

11233 Muskajan . .This appears to be excessive [Substitute.)
SSIKU8^tnVs -EXCHANGE. (Bills, Drafts, Sterling,
Hf JJuskduck .A bill of exchange [sight bills)>6Muskel . . . .At current rate of exchange (for bankers' short
11237 Muskelbau . At the exchange of per
11238 Muskelig . . At the exchange of dollars per sterling
11239 Muskethan .At the exchange of francs per sterling
11240 Musketlop .At the exchange of francs to the dollar
11241 Musketoon .At the exchange of pence to the dollar
11242 Muskiness .At what rate of exchange
11243 Muskmelon .Calculate the exchange at
11244 Muskox . . . Can exchange at
11245 Muskpear . .Cannot exchange at
11246 Muskrat . . .Cannot make the exchange
11247 Muskrose . .Desire(s) to exchange
11248 Muskseed . .Do not exchange
11249 Muskwood .Exchange at present on is
11250 Muslimica . Exchange is declining
11251 Musmon . . .Exchange is rising
11252 Musmonem . Exchange on Berlin
11253 Musmonis . . Exchange on London
11254 Musnud . . .Exchange on New York
11255 Musofaga . .Exchange on Paris
11256 Musogonia . Exchange on St. Petersburg
11257 Musomania . Exchange on San Francisco
11258 Musonius . . Exchange on Vienna
11259 Musophage .Exchange on
11260 Muspilli . . .If exchange is favorable
11261 Mus~uash . .If (you) ( ) will exchange
11262 Mussabat . . In exchange for (documents)
11263 Mussabis . .On what terms will (you) ( ) exchange
11264 Mussabor . . Present rate of exchange (is)
11265 Mussaf . . . .Present rate of exchange too high
11266 Mussamus .Present rate of exchange (too low)
11267 Mussantem . Quote exchange New York on
11268 Mussasous .Quote exchange on New York
11269 Mussavit . .Short exchange upon is
11270 Musselin . . .Try to exchange
11271 Mussitato . . Wait for a fall in the rate of exchange
11272 Mussitet . . .Wait for a rise in the rate of exchange
11273 Mussitum . . What is the present rate of exchange (on)
11274 Mussolino . .Will accept in exchange
11275 Mussulman .Will make exchange for
11276 Mustabet . .Will not exchange
11277 Mustachat .Will (you) ( ) exchange
11278 Mustarium .EXCITER. (Field Current.)
11279 Mustassim . Each exciter has a capacity to excite fields of
11280 Mustele . . . Exciter(s) required [generators
11281 Mustelida . .2 exciters connected on one set of field bus bars
11282 Mustella . . .3 exciters connected on one set of field bus bars
11283 Musticam . .4 exciters connected on one set of field bus bars
11284 Mustoxidi . .2 exciters connected on two sets of field bus bars
11285 Mustulent . .3 exciters connected on two sets of field bus bars
11286 Musulami . .4 exciters connected on two sets of field bus bars
11287 Musulamos .2 exciters so connected that either exciter can excite

either or both generators
11288 Musurgue . . Exciter mounted on main engine shaft
11289 Mutabecat .Exciter will be mounted on shaft of rotary
11290 Mutabimur .Exciter will be mounted on shaft of generator
11291 Mutables . . Exciting current amperes ( volts)
11292 Mutabundi .Exciting voltage is volts
11293 Mutakki . . . Has sufficient capacity to excite [by
11294 Mutamba . . How many amperes of exciter current are required
11295 Mutamento .How many exciters will be installed
11296 Mutamid . . How will exciters be connected to generator
11297 Mutanabbi . Must exciters be direct connected to generators
11298 Mutanca . . .No exciter needed
11299 Mutandum .Recommend separately driven exciters
11300 Mutarame .Self-exciting
11301 Mutation . . Separately excited [station
11302 Mutatrat ..There is sufficient exciting capacity now in the
11303 Mutaturus . Think (you) ( ) can overcome the difficulty by
11304 Mutavisse . .What is exciting voltage [speeding up your exciter
11305 Mutawakki .What is the capacity of the exciter [tion
11306 Mutelline . .Will use as exciter a D. C. dynamo now in the sta-
11307 Mutely . . . .With belt connected exciter
11308 Mutena . . .With direct connected exciter
11309 Muteness . .Without exciter
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MUT
11310 Muthest . . .EXCLUDE. (Exception, Include, Omit.)
11311 Muthig ... .All to be excluded (except)
11312 Muthlabbe .But exclude
11313 Muthlos . . . Can be excluded
11314 Muthmasse .Cannot be excluded
11315 Muthtrank .Cannot exclude
11316 Muthuate . . Do not exclude
11317 Muthunium .Everything has been excluded
11318 Muthvoll . . Exclusive of
11319 Muthwille . .Has the exclusive right
11320 Mutianus . . Have excluded
11321 Muticae . . . Have not excluded
11322 Mutilador . .Have (you) ( ) excluded
11323 Mutilagin . . If can be excluded
11324 Mutilammo .If cannot be excluded
11325 Mutilassi . . If likely to be excluded
11326 Mutilated . . If not exclusive of
11327 Mutilatio . . If not likely to be excluded
11328 Mutilatur . . In order to exclude
11329 Mutilavam .Is (are) exclusive of
11330 Mutilavit . .Is (it) ( ) to be excluded
11331 Mutille .... Is not exclusive of
11332 Mutillide . .Is this exclusive of
11333 Mutilo . . . .Must act for us exclusively
11334 Mutilorum .Must be excluded
11335 Mutinado . .Must be exclusive of
11336 Mutinens . .Must not be exclusive of
11337 Mutinous . .Nothing has been excluded
11338 Mutiny . . . .On account of exclusion of
11339 Mutismo . . .Should be exclusive of
11340 Mutoniat . .Should not be exclusive of
11341 Mutonium .Subject to the exclusion of
11342 Mutria . . . .This will exclude
11343 Mutsaard . .To be excluded
11344 Mutsjes . . .To the exclusion of
11345 Mutsvorm . Was excluded
11346 Muttiente . .Was it excluded
11347 Muttines . . We exclude
11348 Muttiunt . .What has been excluded
11349 Muttivim . .What has caused the exclusion
11350 Muttivist . . What shall we exclude
11351 Muttonfas . .Will be excluded (if)

11352 Mutuabor . .Will not be excluded (unless)
11353 Mutual .... EXCUSE. (Justify, Neglect.)
11354 Mutualida . .A good excuse
11355 Mutualist . .A poor excuse
11356 Mutualono .Can excuse (you)
11357 Mutuament .Cannot excuse (you)
11358 Mutuarium . If no excuse is offered
11359 Mutuary . . .Must be excused
11360 Mutuatico . .Not to be excused
11361 Mutuato . . .Offer as an excuse
11362 Mutuatur . . Offer no excuse
11363 Mutuavim . There is no excuse
11364 Mutuavist .Think it is only an excuse
11365 Mutuavoca .To be excused
11366 Mutuelle . . . Unless there is a very good excuse
11367 Mutuitans .What excuse is there
11368 Mutulacot . . Will excuse
11369 Mutulosid . .Will not excuse
11370 Mutulum . .You must excuse us in this matter [cable.)
11371 Muymento .EXECUTE. (Complete, Done, Impracti-
11372 Myacanthe .Already executed
11373 Myalgie . . .As soon as executed
11374 Mycagra . . .Before executing the orders
11375 Mycalensi . .Can be executed (by)
11376 Mycalessu .Can execute the order (of)
11377 Mycoamibe .Can now execute all orders promptly
11378 Mycogenie .Can (you) ( ) execute the order (of)
11379 Mycogone . .Cannot be executed (at less than)
11380 Mycologic . .Cannot be executed at present
11381 Mycology . .Cannot execute the order(s) (because) (until)
11382 Myconos . . .Do not execute the (my) order
11383 Myconum . .Executed in favor of
11384 Mycophile . .Execute my (our) order as soon as possible
11385 Mycosis . . .Has (have) been executed
11386 Mydaus . . .Has (have) not been executed
11387 Mydriase . .Have (you) ( ) executed the order (of)

11388 Mydriasis . .If executed
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11389 Mygdonide
11390 Mygdonios
11391 Mygdonum
11392 Myiagrum
11393 Myisca . . .

11394 Mykale . . .

11395 Mykenae .

11396 Mykonius .

11397 Mylabris . .

11398 Mylarum .

11399 Mylasa . . .

11400 Mylitta . .

11401 Mylogant .

11402 Mylostome
11403 Myndones .

11404 Myndos . .

11405 Myndum . .

11406 Myniae . . .

11407 Myography
11408 Myologist .

11409 Mysia . . .

11410 Mysiarum .

11411 Mysium . .

11412 Mystagog .

11413 Mystery . .

11414 Mystic . . .

11415 Mystical . .

11416 Mystify . .

11417 Mythi ....
11418 Mythisch .

11419 Mytholog .

11420 Mythoplas
11421 Mythopoli .

11422 Mythorum
11423 Mythos . . .

11424 Mytilene . .

11425 Mytilenis .

11426 Mytilidae .

11427 Mytilithe .

11428 Mytilos . .

11429 Mytilum . .

11430 Myunta . .

11431 Myuntis . .

11432 Myxarum .

11433 Myxigene .

11434 Myxine . . .

11435 Naafband .

11436 Naafboor .

11437 Naafbusse
11438 Naafgat . .

11439 Naakter . .

11440 Naaldaar .

11441 Naaldbom .

11442 Naaldekop
11443 Naaldgras
11444 Naaldgua
11445 Naaldjes . .

11446 Naaldstee .

11447 Naaldvish .

11448 Naalien . .

11449 Naambord
11450 Naamdagen
11451 Naamgeken
11452 Naamgenot
11453 Naamgevin
11454 Naamlijst .

11455 Naampjes .

11456 Naamrol . .

11457 Naamroof
11458 NaamrooVe
11459 Naamtrek .

11460 NaamVal .

11461 Naamvalen
11462 Naamwoord
11463 Naaperij .

11464 Naaping . .

11465 Naarai . . .

NAA
EXECUTE Cont.
.If it can be executed
.If it cannot be executed
.If not executed
.Must be executed
.Shall we execute (the order of)
.To be executed
.To execute
.Was executed
.When will it be executed
.Will be executed
Will execute (the order of)
[EXECUTION. (Judgment.)
.Do not issue execution (against)
.Execution has been issued (against)
.Execution has been stayed
.Execution has not been issued (against)
.Execution will be issued (against)
.Issue execution (against)
.When was execution issued (against)
.When will execution be issued (against)
.EXEMPT. (Free, Release.)
.Are exempt from (duty)
.Are not exempt from (duty)
.Are we exempt from
.Are you exempt from
.Exempt because of
.If exempt
.If not exempt
.EXERCISE. (Employ, Take, Use.)
.EXERT. (Attempt, Effort, Endeavor.)
.EXHIBITION. (Convention, Shown.)
.Advise you to send for show at the exhibition (at)
.As shown at the exhibition (at)
.At the exhibition (at) [tion (at)
.Do not think it worth while to show at the exhibi-
. Exhibit(s) may be removed
.Exhibit(s) must be delivered by
.Exhibit(s) will consist of
.My (our) exhibit(s) [( feet by feet)
. Secure space of square feet for us at exhibition
.The exhibition will be closed
.The exhibition will be opened
.The exhibition
.We will not exhibit (unless)
.AVhat is the latest date for delivery of the exhibits
. What space (square feet floor) will (you) ( ) want
.When may exhibits be removed [at the exhibition
Who will have charge of exhibition
.Will exhibit
.Will (you ( ) exhibit at
.EXORBITANT. (Excess.) [pects, Think.)
.EXPECT. (Anticipate, Await, Hope, Pros-
Advise when we may expect
All that could be expected
.Another expected
.Are expecting (you)
Are in daily expectation of
Are not expecting
.Are (they) (any) expected
Are (we) ( ) expected
Contrary to expectations
Do not expect (us)
Do they expect
.Do (you) ( ) expect (to)
Expect every moment to hear
.Expect to be (at)
Expect to put before you (the)
.Expect to receive
. Expect to ship
.Expect you at office

.Expected to (arrive)

.Fully expect

.Have every reason to expect
Have no expectations of doing so
.Have no reason to expect
.How much do (you) (- ) expect
.How much may (we) ( ) expect
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NAA
EXPECT Cont.

11466 Naaratha .Is (are) expected
11467 Naardien . It was expected (that would)
11468 Naarmalch . May we expect
11469 Naarmate .iSot expected till

11470 Naarstig . . Shall expect (you) ( ) to
11471 Naasting . Telegraph when we may expect
11472 Nababie . .They certainly cannot expect
11473 Nabakken . What do (you) ( ) expect
11474 Nabales . .Y.hen are (we) ( ) expected
11475 Nabarzane .When do (you) ( ) expect (to ship)
11476 Nabataeos .When is expected in
11477 Nabataeum .When may we expect
11478 Nabatharu .Why do you expect
11479 Nabathean .Will expect (you)
11480 Nabathite . .You are expected
11481 Nabauwen . You may expect me (us)
11482 Nabauwing .You must not expect me (us) [Suitable.)
11483 Nabelader .EXPEDIENT. (Advantage, Advisable,
11484 Nabelbind . .All expedients have been tried
11485 Nabelbruc .As expedient
11486 Nabeldeck .As may be deemed expedient
11487 Nabellini . .Have tried every expedient
11488 Nabenchan .Some other expedient
11489 Nabenring .Suggest as an expedient
11490 Nabetalen . .EXPEDITE. (Defer, Delay, Hasten, Hurry.)
11491 Nabiani .. .EXPENSES. (Charges, Consignee, Cost,
11492 Nabica ... .All expenses (paid) [Economy.)
11493 Nabicule . .All expenses guaranteed
11494 Nabidden . .All expenses to be borne by (you)
11495 Nabidders . .All extra expenses to be borne by (you)
11496 Nabijheld . .Allow for expenses
11497 Nabissass . .Allowed for travelling expenses
11498 Nabissere . .At a trifling expense
11499 Nabissi . . .At customer's expense
11500 Nabitacam .At my (our) expense
11501 Nablaffed . .At the expense of
11502 Nableekin . .At whose expense
11503 Nablia . . . .Before any expense has been incurred
11504 Nablijven . .Cannot afford the expense of
11505 Nabliorum .Changes will be made at (our) ( 's) expense
11506 Nablium . . .Charge the expense to
11507 Nabloedin . .Decline(s) to pay expenses (of)
11508 Nablogona .Defray all expenses and send bill for same (to)
11509 Nablonie . .Estimated expense
11510 Nabobiten . .Expense account
11511 Naboening .Expense account figured on basis of labor cost only
11512 Nabonetos . Expenses for the month (of ) are
11513 Nabootsen .Expenses must be paid (by)
11514 Nabordure .Expenses must not exceed
11515 Naborio . . .Expenses not included
11516 Naboth . . . Expenses (of ) should be charged (to)
11517 Nabrengen .Expenses to be divided (between)
11518 Nabrommen Expenses to be paid by
11519 Nabruilof . .Expenses were paid (by)
11520 Nabruisen . Expenses will be (about)
11521 Nabuigen . . Expenses will be allowed
11522 Nabuitele . .Expenses will be too large
11523 Naburiger .Expenses will not be allowed
11524 Nabusseau .General expense(s) [labor cost
11525 Nabuur . . .General expense figured as per cent, of actual
11526 Nabuursta .If any extra expense
11527 Nacarada . .If changes proposed are at our expense, we prefer to
11528 Nacarados .If expense is charged to
11529 Nacarasat . .If the expenses do not exceed
11530 Nacareos . .If the expenses exceed
11531 Nacarinat .If there will be much expense
11532 Nacarino . .In order to avoid expenses [to (us)
11533 Nacarones .It Is not equitable that expense should be charged
11534 Naccarum . .Keep expenses as low as possible
11535 Naccherin . .Monthly expenses
11536 Nacclnoru .Must reduce expenses
11537 Nacclnos . .No expense (will) (to) be Incurred [from us
11538 Nacelle ... .No further expense to be incurred until you hear
11539 Naceremos .Please arrange how expenses are to be paid
11540 Nachachte .Should not defray the expense
11541 Nachafant .Spare no expense [cent, of actual labor cost
11542 Nachahnrifn SuiM-rintendence and shop cost figured as per
11643 Nachbacke .To cover expense of
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EXPENSES- Cont.

11544 Nachbar . . .Total expenses amount to
11545 JMachbarin .Travelling and living expenses
115<i6 Nachbarwe .Travelling expenses will be allowed
11547 Nachbefel . .Travelling expenses will not be allowed
11548 Nachbeize .What will be about the month's expenses
11549 Nachbild . . What will be the expense (of)
11550 Nachbohre .Will changes be made at 's expense
11551 Nachdem . . Will expenses be allowed
11552 Nachdenk . .Will pay the expenses
11553 Nachdruck . Will reduce expenses
11554 Nacheifer .Will they be responsible for the expenses
11555 Nachen . .Will (you) ( ) defray the expense (of)
11556 Nachfahre .Willing to divide the expense
11557 Nachfeier . Without expense
11558 Nachfolge .You will have to pay (your own) ( 's) expenses
11559 Nachform .Your expenses (will be paid)
11560 Nachgebot .EXPERIENCE. (Competent, Engineer, Ex-

pert, Man.)
11561 Nachgehol . Can you send an experienced
11562 Nachgekau Has (have) had much experience
11563 Nachgelen .Has (have) not had much experience
11564 Nachgenus .Has he had much experience (in)
11565 Nachgerad .Have sent an experienced
11566 Nachgluth .If (you) ( ) have had enough experience
11567 Nachgrass . If (you) ( ) have not had enough experience
11568 Nachguck . . Is (are) experienced
11569 Nachguss . . Is (are) not experienced
11570 Nachhall . .Judging from our experience
11571 Nachhauen .Must be experienced
11572 Nachheft . .Our experience is (was)
11573 Nachherb . . Practical experience
11574 Nachhobel . Thoroughly experienced
11575 Nachholen .What experience have they had
11576 Nachhuelf . .What was (your) ( 's) experience (in)
11577 Nachjagen .Will send an experienced
11578 Nachjarot .EXPERIMENT. (Inspect, Test, Trial, Try.)
11579 Nachkost . .Advisable to make the experiment
11580 Nachkur . . .As an experiment
11581 Nachlall . . .Cannot make the experiment (unless) (until)
11582 Nachlasse .Do not try the experiment
11583 Nachlaufe . Experiment has not been made on account of
11584 Nachlerne . .For experimental purposes
11585 Nachlesun .If (you) ( ) try the experiment
11586 Nachmarkt .In order to make the experiment
11587 Nachmauer . Is experimental
11588 Nachmitta .Is it advisable to make the experiment
11589 Nachmodel .It is not advisable to make the experiment
11590 Nachnahme It is not an experiment
11591 Nachor ... .It was an experiment
11592 Nachordne .What is the result of the experiment
11593 Nachporto .Why has the experiment not been made
11594 Nachputze .Will do no harm to try the experiment
11595 Nachqual . . Will make an experiment
11596 Nachraus . .Will make the experiment at your risk
11597 Nachruder .EXPERT. (Competent, Examination, Ex-

perience, Technical.) [port upon
11598 Nachruhm .A competent and reliable expert to examine and re-
11599 Nachsalze . .Can do nothing until we have expert's report
11600 Nachschla .Cannot send expert (to examine) (until)
11601 Nachschos .Consider expert's report reliable
11602 Nachschub .Do not consider expert's report reliable
11603 Nachsegel .Employ the best expert
11604 Nachsin . . .Expert has finished the examination and report
11605 Nachsitze . .Expert's charges are
11606 Nachsomme Expert's opinion is

11607 Nachsorge .Expert's report is favorable
11608 Nachspiel . .Expert's report is unfavorable
11609 Nachsprun .Has an expert been sent
11610 Nachstand .Has expert finished
11611 Nachsteu . .Have sent expert's report
11612 Nachstit . . .If the expert makes a favorable report
11613 Nachstrah .If the expert makes an unfavorable report
11614 Nachsturz .Is experienced expert
11615 Nachtanze .Is not good expert
11616 Nachtaufe .My (our) expert's report
11617 Nachtblum .Send expert as soon as possible (to)
11618 Nachtboog .Shall we send expert
11619 Nachtbro . .The expert (is)
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NAC
EXPERT Cant.

11620 Nachtellk . . u hat expert do (you) ( ) prefer
11621 Nachtesse . . What will the expert charge
11622 Nachteule . .Will require an expert (to)
11623 Nachtlink . . Will send an expert as soon as (possible)
11624 Nachtglan .EXPIRATION. (Authority, Conclusion,
11625 Nachtgoed .After the expiration (of) fPolicy.)
11626 Nachthaub .At the expiration (of)
11627 Nachthem .Before it expires
11628 Nachthirt . .Before the expiration (of)
11629 Nachthorn .Expired on
11630 Nachtigal . .Expired with prior patent in
11631 Nachtisch . .Has expired
11632 Nachtjack .if at the expiration of
11633 Nachtjes . .If it does not expire after
11634 Nachtkars .If it does not expire before
11635 Nachtkapp .It will expire (on)
11636 Nachtkauz .Owing to the expiration (of)
11637 Nachtkoud .Policy expires
11638 Nachtlabe .Renew before policy expires [expires
11639 Nachtlied . .The time for completing the work under the contract
11640 Nachtluft . . To expire on or about
11641 Nachtmahl . What is expiry date (of)
11642 Nachtmuts .when will time (of ) expire
11643 Nachtnebe .AVill expire (on)
11644 Nachtoben .Will not expire (until)
11645 Nachtpost .EXPLANATION. (Clear, Indication, Mean,

Reason, Shown, Specify.)
11646 Nachtrag . .Am (are) writing full explanation
11647 Nachtrete . .Await explanation by mail
11648 Nachtrock .Can be explained (on the ground of)
11649 Nachtruhe .Can easily explain
11650 Nachtrupp .Can get no explanation
11651 Nachts .. . .Can (you) ( ) explain (why)
11652 Nachtsack .Cannot explain
11653 Nachtscho .Do(es) not explain
11654 Nachtslap .Do they (does he) give any explanation
11655 Nachtslot . .Explain why [mail
11656 Nachtson . .Explanation cannot be telegraphed, will send it by
11657 Nachtspok .Explanation is (required)
11668 Nachtstat . .Explanation is not satisfactory
11659 Nachtthau .Explanation is satisfactory
11660 Nachttopf . .For further explanation (see)
11661 Nachttram .Fully explained in 's letter (of)
11662 Nachttrun .Give full explanation (to)
11663 Nachttuch .Has been fully explained
11664 Nachtvoge .Has (have) explained
11665 Nachtvolk .Has (have) not explained
11666 Nachtvors .Have not been explained
11667 Nachtwach .if (you) ( ) can explain
11668 Nachtworm .If (you) ( ) cannot explain
11669 Nachtzang .May be explained (by)
11670 Nachuebun .Must be explained (by)
11671 Nachwahle .Must explain more clearly [tion
11672 Nachweh . .My (our) letter of contains all possible explana-
11673 Nachwint . .Send full explanation (to)
11(574 Nachwogas -Should have explained
11675 Nachwuchs .Should like to have explanation (of)
11676 Nackenban .This will explain
11677 Nackenhol .Unless can be explained
11678 Nacktarm .What explanation can I (we) give
11679 Nacktheit . .what explanation can (you) ( ) give
11680 Nacodar . . .will not explain
11681 Nacouma . .You must give satisfactory explanation
11682 Nacuruta . -EXPLICIT. (Clear, Definite.)
11683 Nadabatha . Explicit instructions
11684 Nadabo . . .Ts not explicit as to what is required
11685 Nadacarnl .It was explicitly agreed [be
11686 Nadadas . . .It was explicitly stated (understood) that would
11687 Nadador . . .Must be more explicit
11688 Nadadura . .Stated explicitly that
11689 Nadariais . .State explicitly what is wanted
11690 Nadariamo .Unless explicitly stated in [Packing.)
11691 Nadelbarr .EXPORTS. (Bond, Custom House, Duty,
11692 Nadelbaum .Are wanted for export

N'adelburg .Export demand
-.port duty

11695 Nadelblat . .Export trade Is brisk
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11696 Nadelbri
11697 Nadelfish . .Export trade is fair
11698 Nadelgeld . .Exports promise to be extensive
11699 Nadelgrun .Exports promise to be limited
11700 Nadelhafe . .For export (only)
11701 Nadelholz . .If for export
11702 Nadelkap . .If not for export
11703 Nadelknop .Is there any export trade
11704 Nadelspit . . Knocked down for export
11705 Nadelwerk .EXPRESS. (Forward, Shipping.)
11706 Nademaal . .Additional charges to send by express to catch

steamer will be , will you pay them
11707 Nadenken . .By express
11708 Nadering . .By what express company was it sent
11709 Nadeunen . .Call at the office of Express Company
11710 Nadissche . .Can (you) ( ) express
11711 Nadivel . . .Cannot send by express
11712 Nadivo . . . .Do not send by express
11713 Nadoeners .Express charges
11714 Nadommele .Express charges to be paid by (you)
11715 Nadondere .Express company
11716 Nadorsche .Express daily shipments until advised otherwise
11717 Nadorst . . .Express rate per 100 Ibs. from Cragin, 111., to is
11718 Nadrogate .Express rate per 100 Ibs. from East Pittsburg, Pa.,

to is
11719 Nadrogend .Express rate per 100 Ibs. from Newark, N. J., to

is [ is
11720 Nadrossen .Express rate per 100 Ibs. from New York, N. Y., to
11721 Nadruipen . Express rate per 100 Ibs. (from ) to is
11722 Nadruk . . .Express rate per 100 Ibs. is
11723 Nadrukker . Express to me (us) at once
11724 Nadruksel . Express to me (us) C. O. D.
11725 Naduiken . .Has been expressed
11726 Nadulgod . .If sent by express
11727 Nadweilen . Send by express at once (to)
11728 Naedelche . Send (you) ( ) by express
11729 Naegelmal .Sent by Express Company
11730 Naeggen . . .Should be sent by express
11731 Naeggende .Try to send by Express Company
11732 Naehern . . .Via Adams Express Company
11733 Naeherte . .Via American Express Company
11734 Naeherung .Via B. & O. Express Company
11735 Naehgaros .Via National Express Company
11736 Naehgarne .Via Philadelphia & Reading Express Company
11737 Naehkaste .Via Southern Express Company
11738 Naehkorb . .Via U. S. Express Company
11739 Naehlade . .Via Wells Fargo Express Company
11740 Naehmagd .Via Express Company
11741 Naehnadel .Was (were) sent by express
11742 Naehpult . .We will pay express charges
11743 Naehrahme .When will you express
11744 Naehrinat .Will be sent by express
11745 Naehringe .Will express order complete to-morrow (for)
11746 Naehrstan .Will express to-day
11747 Naenia EXPUNGE. (Cancel, Omit.)
11748 Naeniarum .EXTENSION. (Continue, Dimensions,

Draft, Enlarge, Late, Length, Long,
11749 Naepfe ... .A further extension [Renew, Space, Time.)
11750 Naeschig . .Are reported to have asked an extension
11751 Naeselst . . .Are reported to have been granted an extension
11752 Naeves . . . .Are they likely to pay if extension is granted
11753 Naevium . . .Can get an extension
11754 Naevolus . .Can we get an extension
11755 Naevuli . . .Can (you) ( ) extend
11756 Naevuloru .Can you get an extension
11757 Naevulota .Cannot extend (longer than)
11758 Naevulum .Cannot get further extension
11759 Nafeesten . .Did they get an extension
11760 Nafego .... Did you get an extension
11761 Nafluiten . .Endeavor to obtain extension
11762 Nagalm . . .Extend as long as possible
11763 Nagalmen . Extend until
11764 Nagalming .Extension of time required
11765 Nagansk . .Extension will be granted
11766 Nagapamb .For what extension has asked
11767 Nageais .. .Has (have) asked extension
11768 Nageantan .Has (have) been extended (to)
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11769 Nageasses . Has (have) not been extended
11770 Nagebake . . Have you asked for an extension
11771 Nagebauw .If an extension of is given (will pay)
11772 Nagebeden . If a further extension is required
11773 Nageblaft . . If asked for an extension
11774 Nagebleve . If extended
11775 Nagebonde . If no extension is granted
11776 Nageboord .If not capable of extension
11777 Nagebrach . If they can extend
11778 Nagebrand . If we can extend
11779 Nagebruis . .If you can extend
11780 Nagebuur . .If (you) ( ) cannot get an extension (of)
11781 Nagedacht .In order to secure an extension
11782 Nagedanst . Is capable of extension
11783 Nagedeund . Is not capable of extension
11784 Nagedoken .Must be extended
11785 Nagedrost . Must have an extension
11786 Nageegd . . . Must have extension of time for delivery
11787 Nageflote . .Must have extension of time for shipment
11788 Nagegild . .No extension has been granted
11789 Nageglede . No extension will be granted
11790 Nagehinkt . Not to extend
11791 Nagehold . . Provided will extend the time
11792 Nagehuild . . Shall we extend
11793 Nagejuich .Should extend
11794 Nagekaats .Should have an extension of
11795 Nagekakel . Try to get to extend
11796 Nagekamd .Unless an extension is granted
11797 Nagekeken .Unless extended
11798 Nageklaag .Unless they extend
11799 Nageklapt .Unless you extend
11800 Nageklost . .What extension has been granted
11801 Nagekneed .Will ask for an extension (of)
11802 Nageknord .Will be extended (to)
11803 Nagekrope .Will grant a further extension of
11804 Nagelabd . .Will grant no further extension
11805 Nagelache .Will grant the extension
11806 Nagelag . . .Will not ask an extension
11807 Nagelarti . . Will not extend
11808 Nagelbein . . Will try to extend
11809 Nagelboor .You may give an extension (of)
11810 Nagelkram .EXTRA. (Addition, Duplicate, Part.)
11811 Nagelkrud . Extra cost of
11812 Nagellos . . .Extra for
11813 Nageln . . . .Extra parts
11814 Nagelneu . .Extra parts amount to
11815 Nagelogen . Extra parts are required (for)
11816 Nageloop . .Extra parts as per list
11817 Nagelplug . Extra parts shipped
11818 Nagelprob .Furnish extra parts as follows
11819 Nagelpunt .Furnish extra parts to value of
11820 Nagelroch .Have sent extra parts as (follows) (specified)
11821 Nagelsmid .How much extra (for)
11822 Nagelstab . .Including all extras
11823 Nagelvast . .Including extra parts as follows
11824 Nagelvlie . .Including suitable supply of extra parts
11825 Nagelwat . .Including usual extras
11826 Nagemenas .What extra parts are required
11827 Nagepeins .When will extra parts be shipped
11828 Nageplukt .Will be extra
11829 Nageraden .Will it be extra
11830 Nagerold . .Will not be extra
11831 Nageront . .Will send extra parts as (follows) (specified)
11832 Nageschal .Without any extra
11833 Nageslage . EXTRACT. (Clause.)
11834 Nagesleep . An extract from
11835 Nageslikt . . Are sending extract of
11836 Nageslope . Please send extract of [doubt
11837 Nagesmet . . Sends (us) ( ) extract of letter which leaves no
11838 Nagesmuld .The following is an extract from [reasonable.)
11839 Nagestege .EXTRAVAGANT. (Exceed, Excess, Un-
11840 Nagestove .EXTREME. (Breadth, Middle, Outside,
11841 Nagesuld . .Between extremes [Utmost, Width.)
11842 Nagetafel . .Do not go to extremes
11843 Nageteld . .Extreme depth
11844 Nagetorat . . Kxtn-me height
11845 Nagetrede . Extreme length
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11846 Nageur . . .Extreme limit is

11847 Nageven . . .Extreme measures will be necessary
11848 Nagevloge . Extreme width
1184S Nagewas .. .Take extreme care to
11850 Nagewerkt .To extremes
11851 Nagewogen .What is extreme
11852 Nagewurm .What is the extreme limit
11853 Nagezang . .FACILITIES. (Opportunity.)
11854 Nagiez .... Artord every facility
11855 Nagillen . . .Are there any facilities (for)
11856 Nagisten . . Can be facilitated (by)
11857 Naglon ... .Do not afford any facility
11858 Nagluren . . Every facility will be given
11859 Nagmilbe . . Facilities for
11860 Nagonzen . .Have now increased facilities (for)
11861 Nagor ... .If it will facilitate
11862 Nagpoor ... It will facilitate
11863 Nagrauwen .It will not facilitate
11864 Nagte . . . .There are ample facilities (for)
11865 Nagtest . . . There are no facilities (for)
11866 Nagyagite .What facilities are (needed)
11867 Nahalol . . . Will it facilitate

11868 Nahamend .FACTORY. (Work.)
11869 Naharaina .FACTS. (Circumstances, Description.)
11870 Naharvali . .All the facts are known
11871 Nahastin . .Cannot decide until we know all the facts
11872 Nahekelen . Do they know all the facts
11873 Nahesson . . If all the facts were known
11874 Nahollen . . If the facts are as stated by (you)
11875 Nahouden . . Is a question of fact
11876 Nahrhaft . .Is it a fact (that)
11877 Nahrung . .Please send all the facts relating to
11878 Nahthaken . State the facts (to)
11879 Nahuilen . . The facts are as stated
11880 Nahum . . . The fact(s) is (are)
11881 Naiads . . . .Were not aware of all the facts (before) (until after)
11882 Naicorana . What is (are) the fact(s)
11883 Naicus .... Will mail (you) ( ) all the facts relating to
11884 Naidibus ..FAHRENHEIT. (Degrees, Temperature,

Zero.)
11885 Naimar ...FAILURE. (Bankrupt, Disappointment,

Fault, Neglect, Report, Unsuccessful.)
11886 Nainsook . . A very heavy failure
11887 Naipes . . . .Are affected by the failure (of ) to the extent of
11888 Naiquems . .Are we affected by the failure (of)
11889 Naisage . . . Are (you) ( ) affected by the failure (of)
11890 Naissance . -Cause of the failure unknown to (me) (us)
11891 Naissant . .DO not fail (to)
11892 Naissus . . .Expected to fail
11893 Naitre . . . -Failed, liabilities about , assets about
11894 Naitront . . . Failed to fix
11895 Naive Failing this (must)
11896 Naively .- -Failing which
11897 Naivetes . . .Failure caused by
11898 Najacht . . -Give full particulars of the failure
11899 Najade . . . -Has (have) failed (to)
11900 Najagen . . .Have not failed (to)
11901 Najaging . .If it does not prove a failure
11902 Najeranas .if it proves a failure
11903 Najerano . .if (you) ( ) fail (to)
11904 Najerille . -is likely to prove a failure
11905 Najuichen .is there any truth in the report of the failure (of)
11906 Nakakelen .it is a failure
11907 Nakammen .it is not a failure
11908 Naked .... It will be a failure
11909 Nakedly . . .Let there be no failure
11910 Nakedness .Make every effort to prevent failure
11911 Nakermis . .No truth in the reported failure (of)
11912 Nakind . . . .Not affected by the failure (of)
11913 Naklank . . .Owing to the failure(s) (of)
11914 Naklappen .Regret to announce the failure (of)
11915 Naklossen .Reported to have failed
11916 Naklucht . .The failure is
11917 Nakluiven .There is a failure in the
11918 Nakoleia . .This must be done without fail
11919 Nakomelin .To what extent will we be involved by the failure of
11920 Nakomers . .Unless (you) ( ) fail (to)
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11921 Nakoo . . .

11922 Nakoragan
11923 Nakraam .

11924 Nakroost .

11925 Nakruipen
11926 Nakskova .

11927 Nakwaken
11928 Nakyb . . .

11929 Nalatig . . .

11930 Naleefste .

11931 Nalekken .

11932 Nalesniki .

11933 Nalevende
11934 Nalezing . .

11935 Nalime . . .

11936 Nallary . .

11937 Nalmeren .

11938 Naloopen .

11939 Naloopers .

11940 Namaakse
11941 Namaals . .

11942 Namable .

11943 Namadary
11944 Namakers .

11945 Namatian .

11946 Namboury
11947 Namby . . .

11948 Nameless .

11949 Namenlos .

11950 Namenkrat
11951 Namensfes
11952 Namensrin
11953 Namenstag
11954 Namentlic .

11955 Nameplate
11956 Namhaft
11957 Namiddag .

11958 Namidicus
11959 Namingly .

11960 Namnetes .

11961 Namnetib .

11962 Namorada
11963 Namorador
11964 Namorico .

11965 Namoro . .

11966 Nampont .

11967 Nampsant
11968 Namuelite
11969 Nananthee
11970 Nanawal .

11971 Nanceate .

11972 Nanctos . .

11973 Nancy . . .

11974 Nandapoa .

11975 Nandou . .

11976 Naneuzen .

11977 Nangueur .

11978 Nanisme . .

11979 Nankeen . .

11980 Nankinett .

11981 Nankingel
11982 Nannisque
11983 Nannophye
11984 Nannunfer
11985 Nanomelie
11986 Nanosaur .

11987 Nanosomie
11988 Nanthllde .

11989 Nantuates
11990 Naomi . .

11991 Naonatas
11992 Naonato .

Hi':':', Napaeos .

li:!'l Napegus .

11 !!."> NapHnzrn
119% Napelline
111*7 Napersan

FAILURE Cont.
.We shall not fail to
.What was the cause of the failure (of)
.Will not fail (to)
.Will probably fail (to)
.Without fail

.You failed (to)

.You must not fail (to)

.FAIR. (Equitable, Just, Reasonable.)

.FAITH (Confidence, Trust.)

.Are beginning to lose faith (in)

.Are they acting in good faith

.Can place perfect faith in

.Have acted in good faith

.Have lost faith

.Have (you) ( ) any faith in

.If offer made in good faith

.If (you) ( ) have perfect faith in

.In good faith

.Never had any faith in

.Not acting in good faith

.Unless (you) ( ) have perfect faith (in)

.We are acting in good faith

.Why have (you) ( ) lost faith (in) [Know.)

.FAMILIAR. (Confidence, Information,

.Am (are) familiar with

.Am (are) not familiar with

.Are (you) ( ) familiar with

.Familiar with

.If he is not familiar with

.If (you) ( ) are not familiar with

.Must be perfectly familiar with

.Not familiar with the

.Should be familiar with

.Thoroughly familiar with

.FAN-MOTORS. (Style.)

.FAR. (Distance, Much, Remote.)

.About as far as

.Are too far apart

.As far as possible

.As far as (we) ( ) are concerned

.As far as (we can)

.As far as (you) ( ) can

.By far

.Far below

.Far beyond

.Far greater

.Have gone as far as

.How far apart is (are)

.How far is it to

.Not far enough

.Not far enough apart

.Thus far

.Too far

.Very far

.FAST. (Binding, Fix, Quick.)
FAULT. (Complaint, Defective, Error,
.A fault (in) (of) [Failure, Imperfect.)
A fault has been found in (the)
Are decidedly in fault
.As it is partially our fault, we will
.Can the fault be remedied
.Endeavor to remedy the fault
.Free from fault
.Great fault is found (with)
.Have no fault to find with (you)
.If free from fault
.If not free from fault
.If the fault can be corrected
.If the fault cannot be corrected
.Is (are) alone in fault
.It does not appear to be anyone's fault
.It is no fault of (ours)
.It is no fault of yours
.It Is the fault of
.Same fault as (before)
.The fault can be remedied (by)
.The fault cannot now be remedied
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11998 Napersing . .The fault has been remedied
11999 Naphilus . . .The fault has not been remedied
12000 Naphish . . .The fault is entirely yours
12001 Naphtadil . .The fault is not serious
12002 Naphtase . .The fault is serious
12003 Naphtoate .The fault must be on (your) ( 's) side
12004 Napntuim . .The fault will be remedied immediately
12005 Naphtyle . . Think you are in fault
12006 Napiepen . . Through no fault of
12007 Napifonda .Through the fault of
12008 Napiste ... To be the fault of
12009 Napkin . . . .Was in fault
12010 Naplesse . .Was the fault of
12011 Napluizen . .What is the fault (with)
12012 Napluk . . . .While not acknowledging the fault, we will
12013 Naplukken .Whose was the fault
12014 Napokken . .You must endeavor to remedy the fault
12015 Napoleon . . FAVOR. (Accommodate, Assistance, Be-

half, Benefit, Obligation, Opinion, Recom-
12016 Napoule . . .Am (are) in favor of [mend, Thanks.)
12017 Nappage . . .Am (are) not in favor of
12018 Nappello . . .Are (you) ( ) in favor of
12019 Napperon . .Asks as a favor that we
12020 Nappina . . .Can do the favor requested
12021 Nappiness . .Can (you) ( ) favor (us)
12022 Nappole . . . Do not favor it (them)
12023 Napraters . . Everything in our favor
12024 Napschelp . .Everything in (your) ( 's) favor
12025 Napslak . . . Favor them if possible
12026 Naptaking .If (you) ( ) are in favor (of)
12027 Napurae . . .If (you) ( ) are not in favor (of)
12028 Napuris ... In favor of
12029 Napvorm . .In his (their) favor
12030 Naquillo . . .In my (our) favor
12031 Naquisse . . In whose favor
12032 Naraggara .In (your) ( 's) favor
12033 Narameda .Must be in favor of
12034 Narammel . Not in favor of
12035 Naranja . . .Not in (your) ( 's) favor
12036 Naranjada .Regret cannot favor (you)
12037 Naranjazo . Shall we favor (them)
12038 Naranjero . .Think it will be in our favor
12039 Naranjill . .We are not favored
12040 Naranjos . .Will be in favor of
12041 Naratelen . .Will (you) ( ) kindly favor us (with)
12042 Narbicht . .FAVORABLE. (Advantage, Consider, En-
12043 Narbigket . .Consider it a favorable [tertain, Success.)
12044 Narbonada .Do not consider it a favorable
12045 Narbonens .Everything is favorable
12046 Narbonito . .Favorable opportunity
12047 Narbonna . .Favorably disposed to
12048 Narcafto . . .If a favorable opportunity offers
12049 Narcobate .If favorable
12050 Narcosis . . .If not favorable
12051 Narcoti . . . Inclined to think favorably of (it)

12052 Narcotico . .Is (are) less favorable (to)
12053 Narcotida . .Is (are) more favorable (to)
12054 Narcotism .Is (are) not favorable (to)
12055 Narcotize . . Is (are) now favorable (to)
12056 Nardifer . . .Not at all favorable
12057 Nardinas . . Regarded favorably
12058 Nardino . . .Think it is favorable
12059 Nardoa . . . .Very favorable
12060 Nardorum .When favorable
12061 Nardusol ..FEAR. (Anxious, Danger, Doubt.)
12062 Narghile . . .Do not fear
12063 Nargild ... Do (you) ( ) fear
12064 Narguames .Fear he (they) will
12065 Narguasse .Fear it will
12066 Narguiles . .Fear it will not
12067 Naribus . . .Fear we have made mistake (in)
12068 Narica . . . .Fear will do no good
12069 Naricarum .Fear (you) ( ) will
12070 Nariform . .Fear (you) ( ) will not
12071 Narigona . .Have no fear (about)
12072 Narigones . .Have no fear as to the result
12073 Narigudos . .Have (you) ( ) any fear fin the matter) (about)
12074 Narigueta . .If (you) ( ) have any fear
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12075 Narinal . . .if (you) ( ) have no fear
12076 Narinosi . . .There is no reason to fear
12077 Narinosum .There is reason to fear
12078 Nariputen .What reason is there to fear
12079 Narique . . . Without fear (of) [ble.)
12080 Naritatis ..FEASIBLE. (Capable, Possible, Practica-
12081 Narkenby . .As feasible as
12082 Naroem . . .Do not think it feasible
12083 Narollen ... Do they think it feasible
12084 Narraban . .Do (you) ( ) think it feasible
12085 Narrabit . . . Even if feasible do not think it advisable
12086 Narrable . . If it is feasible
12087 Narradora .If it is not feasible
12088 Narrais ... It is feasible
12089 Narramus . .Not feasible
12090 Narrandos .Telegraph if it is feasible
12091 Narranti . . .The only feasible way would be to
12092 Narrasses . .When feasible
12093 Narrastuf . .FEATURE. (Characteristics, Matter.)
12094 Narration . .A leading feature
12095 Narratlad . .An unimportant feature
12096 Narratore . .If made a leading feature
12097 Narraturi . . Should be made a leading feature
12098 Narraunta .The chief feature(s) is (are)
12099 Narravist . .The objectionable feature(s) is (are)
12100 Narraxant .We object to that feature of it (which)
12101 Narren . . . .What are the most important features
12102 Narrenade .Will be the principal features
12103 Narrenhas .FEEDER. (Main, Wire.)
12104 Narrenkap .Cross section of feeder is cir. mils
12105 Narrenkof .Feeder to be fastened to composition insulators
12106 Narrenkur .Feeder to be fastened to glass insulators
12107 Narrenlus . .Feeder to be fastened to porcelain insulators
12108 Narrenpak .Feeder to be high tension lead covered cable
12109 Narrenpot .Feeder to be ( ) lead covered cable
12110 Narrenred .Feeder to be of B. & S. gauge wire No.
12111 Narrenwel .Feeder to be of capacity to supply 16 c. p. lamps
12112 Narrenwor .Feeder to be run in conduits
12113 Narrenze . .Feeder to be strung on cross arms
12114 Narrest . . .Feeder to be strung on side brackets
12115 Narrheite . . Feeder to be tapped every feet
12116 Narrified . .Feeder to be triple braid
12117 Narrify . . .Feeders will be required
12118 Narronsad .How many feeders will be required
12119 Narrowly . .Length of feeder is

12120 Narrows . . .Street feeder to be of
12121 Narthex . . .What is cross section of feeder in cir. mils
12122 Narukken . .What is the length of feeder
12123 Narykos . . .FEEL. (Disposition, Inclination.)
12124 Naryx . . . .FEES. (Charges, Compensation.)
12125 Nasaggine .A fee of and expenses
12126 Nasal . . . .Amount of fees
12127 Nasalemen .Do not pay the fee
12128 Nasalidad . . Fees and expenses
12129 Nasalis .. .Fee(s) excessive
12130 Nasality . . .Fee(s) for inspection and report
12131 Nasalized . . Fee(s) included
12132 Nasallaut . .Fee(s) moderate
12133 Nasamonit .Fee(s) not included
12134 Nasarani . .Fee(s) not paid
12135 Nasard . . . .Fee(s) paid
12136 Nasardant .Fee(s) to include all expenses
12137 Nasaria . . .Fee(s) will be (about)
12138 Nasarnak . .How much is the fee
12139 Nascamlni .My fee is per day and expenses
12140 Naschdose .Pay the fee (to)
12141 Naschelde . .Will charge a fee of
12142 Naschhaft .Will only pay a small fee
12143 Naschimpe .Will pay a fee of
12144 Naschkatz .Will pay fee and expenses
12145 Naschrift ..FEET. (Dimensions, Inches, Measurement.)
12146 Naschsuch .Cents per foot
12147 Naschudde .Cubic feet (per)
12148 Nasconder .Cubic feet per minute
12149 Nascondit . .Dollars per feet
12150 Nascondon .Feet above
12161 Nascosto . , Feet below
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12152 Naseau . . . Feet by feet
12153 Naseberry . Feet deep
12154 Nasenflus . .Feet high
12155 Nasengang .Feet in circumference
12156 Nasenkupp . Feet in diameter
12157 Nasenlaut . . Feet inches, by feet inches
12158 Nasenloch . Feet long
12159 Nasenpflu . .Feet over all

12160 Nasenton . . Feet per minute
12161 Nasenzug . . Feet per pound
12162 Naseuole . . Feet square
12163 Naseweis . . Feet wide
12164 Nashorn . . .How many cubic feet
12165 Nasican . . . How many feet (per)
12166 Nasicole . . . How many square feet
12167 Nasidien . . .How much per cubic foot
1168 Nasillard . .How much per foot
12169 Nasille . . . .How much per square foot
12170 Nasilleur . . Is (are) about feet
12171 Nasillone . .Lineal feet
12172 Nasitern . . . Per ( ) foot
12173 Nasitort . . . Send feet of
12174 Naslaan . . . Square feet
12175 Naslikken . . Superficial square feet
12176 Nasluipen . .To a depth of feet

12177 Nasmythie .FETCH. (Bring, Get, Sell.)
12178 Nasnappen .FEW. (Limit, Many.)
12179 Nasnede . . .A few (less)
12180 Nasnellen . .A few more
12181 Nasolabia . .A few more or less

12182 Nasologia . .And a few
12183 Nasonner . . Can (you) ( ) send me (us) a few
12184 Naspell . . . Only a few (wanted)
12185 Nasponsen .Send a few (more)
12186 Nasporen . . Sent a few
12187 Naspringe . . There are only a few
12188 Naspuiten . .Very few (here)
12189 Nassada . . .Will send a few
12190 Nassauer ..FIELD. (Built, Generator, Split.) [TORS.
12191 Nassette . . .FIELD CURRENTS FOR A. C. GENERA-
12192 Nasskalt . . .Field current at 100 volts D. C. is amperes for

separately excited A. C. generator at full non-
inductive load current

12193 Nassoge . . . Field current at 125 volts D. C. is amperes for
separately excited A. C. Generator at full non-
inductive load current

12194 Nassovie . . .Increase of field current with power factor of load
90$ (other conditions as below for 95$ power factor)

per cent.
12195 Nasspress . .Increase of field current with power factor of load

80$ (other condtions as below for 95$ power factor)
per cent,

12196 Nastampen .Increase of field current with power factor of load
70$ (other conditions as below for 95$ power factor)

per cent.
12197 Nasteltos . .When the separately excited generator carries its

full load current at 95$ power factor, it is neces-
sary in order to maintain its armature potential
constant at normal value, that the field current
be increased approximately $ above the field
current of the generator when it carries full load
current at 100$ power factor. By full load current
is meant the current of the generator when it de-
livers its rated output at 100$ power factor

12198 Nastiness . . FIELD PLUGS. (Style.)
12199 Nastoffen . .FIELD RHEOSTATS. (Style.) [Price.)
12200 Nastorm . . .FIGURE. (Calculate, Estimate, Numerals,
12201 Nastormen . A very close figure
12202 Nastrand . . About this figure
12203 Nastuch . . .Are figuring (on) (with)
12204 Nastuiven . . Are not figuring (on) (with)
12205 Nasturco . .Are (you) ( ) figuring (on) (with)
12206 Nasturen . . At this figure
12207 Nastvig . . .Beyond this figure
12208 Nasuante . .Can (we) ( ) meet their figures
12209 Nasukelen . .Cannot give exact figures
12210 Nasutorum .Cannot meet their figures
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12211 Nasutos . .

12212 Nasutum .

12213 Natabamus
12214 Natabat . .

12215 Natabeso .

12216 Natabulum
12217 Natabundi
12218 Natafelen .

12219 Natale . . .

12220 Natalia . . .

12221 Natalibus .

12222 Natalitie . .

12223 Natalizio .

12224 Natant . . .

12225 Natantes .

12226 Natantium
12227 Natantly .

12228 Natarem .

12229 Natatil . . .

12230 Nataverun
12231 Natavisti .

12232 Natchnee .

12233 Natellen . .

12234 Natertong .

12235 Natetorum
12236 Nathalis . .

12237 Nathalzen .

12238 Nathan . .

12239 Nathanias
12240 Nathaniel .

12241 Nathineen
12242 Nathledot .

12243 Natiguay .

12244 Natijd . . .

12245 Natillas . .

12246 Natinabor .

12247 Natinanti .

12248 Natinemur
12249 Natinor . .

12250 Nation . . .

12251 Nationum .

12252 Native . . .

12253 Natively . .

12254 Natividad .

12255 Nativisme .

12256 Nativitas .

12257 Nativity . .

12258 Nativotad .

12259 Natka . . .

12260 Natmaking
12261 Natolie . . .

12262 Natoma . .

12263 Natorsen .

12264 Natouva . .

12265 Natrium . .

12266 Natrixan .

12267 Natrolite .

12268 Natrones .

12269 Natronsal .

12270 Nattage . .

12271 Nattait . . .

12272 Nattalah . .

12273 Natterbis .

12274 Natterjac .

12275 Natteront .

12276 Nattily . . .

12277 Nattons . .

12278 Natty . . .

12279 Natuimele .

12280 Natulafet .

12281 Natulidso .

12282 Naturabil .

12283 Naturalez .

12284 Naturalit .

12285 Naturanca
12286 Naturblic .

fsponsibility.)
L, Rating, Re-

FIGURE-Ow*.
.Consider figure high
.Detailed figures
.Exact figures are
. Figure carefully and let US know
. Figured on a basis of
. Figures are too high
.Have figured as closely as possible
.His (their) figures are incorrect
. How did (you) ( ) figure
.Is figuring on [ing on this
.Nearly every large concern in (U. S.) ( ) is figur-
.Our figures
. Please figure on basis of our price list (of)
.Please reconsider your figures
.See figure
.Telegraph us the exact figures of
.You can figure (on)
. You can meet any figures quoted by (them)
.Your figures
.FILE. (District Office.)
.FILL. (Execute, Supplies.)
.FINAL. (Conclusion, Decision, Last.)
.Are we to take this as final
.Before final
.Before finally closing
.Do not take this as final
.Final payment
.Not final
. Should it finally be decided to
.The final
.This is final
.We take it as final

.FINANCIAL. (Credit, Fii

.Advise care in financial dealings (with)

.Advise us regarding their financial arrangements
with sufficient detail to enable us to pass on credit

.Are financial arrangements concluded

. Are financially embarrassed

.Cannot advise you regarding financial standing of
Considered good (for)
Doing a good business and pay(s) promptly
.Financial affairs are
.Financial arrangements (are made)
.Financial arrangements are satisfactory
.Financial arrangements not yet concluded
.Financial arrangements satisfactorily concluded
.Financial condition (of)
.Financial question
.Financial standing and credit of this party is

.For financial reasons

.If financially satisfactory

.Is financial condition of satisfactory

.Telegraph immediately credit and responsibility of

.The financial condition of is not satisfactory

.The financial condition of is very good

. We will not require financial assistance
We will require financial assistance
.Will advise you regarding financial standing of
.Will you require financial assistance
.Would advise cash transactions only
.FIND. (Ascertain, Discover, Found, Meet.)
.Can find
.Cannot find it (them) anywhere
.Do you find
. Find on further examination
.From all (I) ( ) can find out
.If (you) ( ) do not find (that)
.If (you) ( ) find (that)
.Must find
.Should find
.We do not find
.Where can letter find
.Where can telegram find
. Where shall (we) ( ) find
. You may find it in
. You will fin. I (that) (plete.)
.FINISH. (Complete, Conclusion, Incoiu-
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12287 Naturfest . .A good finish expected
12288 Naturgabe . Bad finish
12289 Naturgeis . . Can be finished
12290 Naturgrun .Can (will) finish
12291 Naturisme .Can (will) (you) ( ) finish
12292 Naturize . . .Cannot (will not) finish (because) (before) [(but)
12293 Naturkraf . . Cannot guarantee to have it (them) finished by ,

12294 Naturlebe . .Could not be finished in time
12295 Naturlost . .Do not expect to finish it (them)
12296 Naturquel . .Do(es) not finish
12297 Natursinn . . Expect to finish (about)
12298 Natursohn . Expect to finish up by
12299 Natursque .Finish as quickly as possible
12300 Naturstat . . Finish for
12301 Naturstof . . Finish must be
12302 Naturvolk . Finish same as (before)
12303 Naturweg . . Has it (have they) been finished
12304 Nauarch . . . Have finished
12305 Nauarchia . Have not finished
12306 Nauarchos . Have (you) ( ) finished
12307 Nauaris ... If (you) ( ) can finish (by)
12308 Nauboli ... If (you) ( ) cannot finish (before)
12309 Naubolide . . If (you) ( ) have finished
12310 Naubolus . . Rough finish
12311 Nauca . . . .Shall finish
12312 Naucade . . .Shall we finish
12313 Naucella . . . Should be finished
12314 Naucellis . .Smooth finish
12315 Naucleri . . . To be finished
12316 Nauclidas . .To finish
12317 Naucore . . . Until completely finished
12318 Naucrare . .Was (were) finished
12319 Naucratis . . Was (were) not finished
12320 Nauculam . .Well finished
12321 Nauculari . . When do (you) ( ) expect to finish (it) (them)
12322 Nauculor . .When finished

12323 Naucum . . . When we shall finish depends upon
12324 Naufrage . . Will (he, they) finish

12325 Naugatori . .You had better finish

12326 Naulocha . . FIRE. (Burnt.)
12327 Naulochus . FIRM. (Companies, Concern, Financial,

Name, Rating, Responsibility.)
12328 Naultine ... Be firm
12329 Naumaburg Cannot ascertain anything about the firm mentioned
12330 Naumachia .C9mmercial standing of the firm mentioned is

12331 Naumacho .Firm referred to is good for but very tricky
12332 Naumachus .Has taken the place of in the firm
12333 Naumannit .If (you) ( ) are firm
12334 Naupacti . . If (you) ( ) are not firm
12335 Naupath . . .Is a member of the firm
12336 Naupegi ... Is (are) very firm
12337 Naupegos . . Must be firm
12338 Naupegum . Name of the firm (is)
12339 Nauphylax . Name of the firm has been changed to
12340 Naupidame .No such firm (party) known here
12341 Nauplia . . .Not firm enough
12342 Naupliada . Not so firm
12343 Nauplios . . Quite firm
12344 Nauplium . . The firm does not stand well
12345 Nauporto . .The firm is composed of
12346 Nauportus . The firm of
12347 Naupridie . .The firm stands well
12348 Naurous . . . The firm was dissolved
12349 Nauscamus .The firm was established
12350 Nauscebat . What is the character of the following firm
12351 Nauscet . . .What is the financial standing of the following firm
12352 Nauscope . .What is the name of the firm
12353 Nauseando .FIRST. (Original.)
12354 Nauseata . . First class
12355 Nauseatio . . First is

12356 Nauseavit . .First thing
12357 Nauseous . .In the first place
12358 Nausicles . . Must be first class
12359 Nausimach . Must first
12360 Nausimedo .Which is (will be) first
12361 Nausimene .Will be first class
12362 Nausinic . . . Will be the first [Suitable.)
12363 Naustibul ..FITTED. (Adjustment, Fix, Join, Ready,
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SI Nautansit . .Be careful that everything is fitted according to theS gJEggT . :85&ttfi ?t

e
fi

made t0 m Specification

12367 Nauticos . . .Does it (do they) fit
12368 Nautiker . .Do(es) not fit

12369 Nautilite . . .Fit for (nothing)
12370 Nautilo . . . Fitted according to specifications
12371 Nautiloid . . Has been fitted with
12372 Nautilus . . .Has not been fitted with
12373 Nautique . . If fitted with
12374 Nautisch . .If it can be made to fit
12375 Nauvoo ... If it cannot be made to fit
12376 Nauwheid . If it is fit (for) (to)
12377 Navabimus . If it is not fit (for) (to)
12378 Navabo ... Is badly fitted
12379 Navacera . . Is being fitted with
12380 Navajado . . Is (are) fitted with
12381 Navajazos . Is fit

12382 Navajonaz . Is it fit (for)
12383 Navale .... Is not fit (for)
12384 Navalesto . .Is not fitted (for) (with)
12385 Navalhada .Is well fitted for
12386 Navaloram . Must be fitted (with)
12387 Navandum . Must fit

12388 Navangots .Not fit for my (our) purpose
12389 Navarchus . Not properly fitted, but can be made so
12390 Navarque . . So as to fit

12391 Navarrais . . To be fitted with
12392 Navarrin . . To fit

12393 Navasardi . To fit in the same place
12394 Navavi .... Were fitted with
12395 Navavisse . . Were not fitted with
12396 Navavonta .What is it fit for
12397 Navegaba . . Will be fitted here
12398 Navegadas . Will it be fit for our purpose
12399 Navegador .Will not fit (in the same place)
12400 Navegaron .FITTINGS. (Apparatus, Piping.)
12401 Navegavel .All necessary fittings (are) (to be)
12402 Navelbreu . And fittings
12403 Navelgall . . Can have the necessary fitting^ made here
12404 Navelvate . .Can (you) ( ) obtain suitable fittings
12405 Navelwort .Cannot obtain suitable fittings
12406 Naverven . .Engine fittings
12407 Navichuel . Fittings will cost about
12408 Navicular . .Have sent fittings
12409 Navlcule . . .Have the necessary fittings made
12410 Navidad . . .How much will the necessary fittings cost
12411 Navidades .Including all fittings (for)
12412 Navidenas . No fittings
12413 Navideno . .Pipe fittings
12414 Naviforme .Send fittings
12415 Navifrago . . Shall we use cast-iron pipe fittings
12416 Navigabat .Shall we use extra heavy fittings
12417 Navigably . Shall we use malleable iron pipe fittings
12418 Navigabun .The usual fittings
12419 Navigamus .Use brass fittings
12420 Navigants .Use cast-iron fittings
12421 Navigarem .Use extra heavy fittings
12422 Navigasse . .Use malleable iron fittings
12423 Navigate . . Use special fittings
12424 Navigatio . .Use standard fittings
12425 Navigavan .What fittings are required
12426 Navigavit . .Will require the necessary fittings
12427 Navighi . . .With all fittings
12428 Navigiado . .With necessary fittings will cost
12429 Navlguait . .Without fittings
12430 Navisalvi . . FIX. (Adjustment, Appoint, Impression.)
12431 Navisset . . .Better be fixed (at once)
12432 Navistian . .Can be fixed
12433 Navitatem .Can fix
12434 Navlum . . .Can he (they) fix
12435 Navliegen . .Can (you) ( ) fix (a time)
12436 Navolgers . .Cannot be fixed (unless) (before)
12437 Navorsche .Cannot fix
12438 Navorum . .Do not fix
12439 Navraged . . Do (you) ( ) wish us to fix
12440 Navraging . Knl-:ivor to fix

12441 Navrait . . .Everything has been fixed
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12442 Navrames . . Everything will be fixed (by)
12443 Navrons . . . Fix the time
12444 Navrucht . . Have (you) ( ) fixed
12445 Navuce ... If not already fixed
12446 Navvy .... If (you) ( ) can fix (it)
12447 Nawab .... If (you) ( ) cannot fix (it)
12448 Nawaga ... If (you) ( ) fix
12449 Nawaggele . In a fix

12450 Nawandel . . Is it fixed
12451 Nawassche .Must be fixed
12452 Nawefang . .Not yet fixed
12453 Naweide . . . Nothing has been fixed
12454 Nawentele . Nothing will be fixed (until)
12455 Nawerk . . . Shall I (we) fix
12456 Nawerken . . So fixed that cannot leave at present
12457 Nawfal .... Was (were) fixed by
12458 Naxarumit What has been fixed
12459 Naxiacam . . What is the time fixed
12460 Naxicorum . Will be fixed shortly
12461 Naxon . . . .Will fix

12462 Naxuana . . Will not fix

12463 Naywords . . Will try to fix

12464 Nazarenas . You may fix

12465 Nazenden . .FLANGES. (Piping, Threads.)
12466 Nazending .Are flanges faced
12467 Nazingen . . Blank flange, extra heavy
12468 Nazomers . . Blank flange, standard
12469 Nealces . . .Eccentric flange, extra heavy
12470 Neanmoins .Eccentric flange, standard
12471 Neanthe . . .Extra heavy flange(s)
12472 Neapaphos . Flanged crosses
12473 Neapelgel . . Flanged elbows
12474 Neapolif . . .Flanged reducers
12475 Neapolita . . Flanged tees
12476 Neaptide . . Flanged unions
12477 Nearchos . . Flanges attached to pipe
12478 Nearness . . Flanges not attached to pipe
12479 Nearque . . . Flanges riveted
12480 Neatherd . . Flanges standard
12481 Neatify . . . Flanges to be drilled on the core mark
12482 Neatly .... Flanges to be drilled straddling the core mark
12483 Nebaal .... Flanges to be (faced)
12484 Nebajoth . .Flanges to be fitted with inch bolts
12485 Nebalia . . .Flanges to be inches diam.
12486 Nebaliade . . Flanges to be inches diam. with bolt holes -

inches, and bolt circle inches
12487 Neballat . . .Flanges to have holes ( inches diam.)
12488 Nebbia .... Flanges to have our heavy drilling
12489 Nebelacro . .Flanges to have our light drilling
12490 Nebelasch . . Flanges to match
12491 Nebelban . .Flanges welded
12492 Nebelbild . . Furnish with companion flanges
12493 Nebelcost . .Pipe to have welded flanges
12494 Nebelduns .What are size and number of bolt holes in flanges
12495 Nebelglan . .What diameter are flanges
12496 Nebelgrau . .What diameter are flanges with size and number of

bolt holes and diameter of bolt circle
12497 Nebelgrun .What kind of flange is required [feet.)
12498 Nebellos . . .FLAW. (Cracked, Defective, Fault, Imper-
12499 Nebelluft . .A flaw has been discovered (in the)
12500 Nebelmeer .Have (you) ( ) located the flaw
12501 Nebelmona . Is the flaw serious
12502 Nebelnach .Owing to a flaw (in)
12503 Nebelring . .The flaw can be repaired
12504 Nebelsaum .The flaw cannot be repaired
12505 Nebeltag . . The flaw has been repaired
12506 Nebelthal . . The flaw is in the
12507 Nebeltuch . . There is no flaw in
12508 Nebelwolk .FLUCTUATIONS. (Variation.)
12509 Nebelzug . .Cause of fluctuation is

12510 Nebenabit . .Considerable fluctuation
12511 Nebenan . . .Fluctuations in are about
12512 Nebenarm . .Fluctuations in the current
12513 Nebenarzt . Fluctuations in the light
12514 Nebenbahn .Fluctuations in the pressure
12515 Nebenbau . .Fluctuations in the speed
12516 Nebending . .How can the fluctuations be avoided
12517 Nebenerbe , In order to check the fluctuations
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12518 Nebenfall .

12519 Nebenflus .

12520 Nebenform
12521 Nebenfrag
12522 Nebengang
12523 Nebenge . .

12524 Nebengeld .

12525 Nebeixher .

12526 Nebenhof .

12527 Nebenjoch .

12528 Nebenkan .

12529 Nebenkart
12530 Nebenklan
12531 Nebenkraf
12532 Nebenkron
12533 Nebenlade
12534 Nebenlaut .

12535 Nebenlin . .

12536 Nebenmagd
12537 Nebenmes .

12538 Nebenmond
12539 Nebenmot .

12540 Nebenofen
12541 Nebenort .

12542 Nebenpeg .

12543 Nebenplat .

12544 Nebenpunk
12545 Nebenquel
12546 Nebenrad .

12547 Nebenraum
12548 Nebenrohr
12549 Nebenrol .

12550 Nebenross
12551 Nebensaal .

12552 Nebenseit .

12553 Nebensohn
12554 Nebenstro .

12555 Nebenstub

12556 Nebentaf .

12557 Nebenthor
12558 Nebentis . .

12559 Nebentite .

12560 Nebenton .

12561 Nebentrit .

12562 Nebenweg .

12563 Nebenwelt
12564 Nebenwort
12565 Nebenwurf
12566 Nebenzahl
12567 Nebhat . . .

12568 Nebladura
12569 Neblina .

12570 Nebneb .

12571 Nebritide
12572 Nebroda .

12573 Nebrodes
12574 Nebrophon
12575 Nebschuit
12576 Nebst . . .

12577 Nebstbei .

12578 Nebstdem
12579 Nebularum
12580 Nebulas .

12581 Nebulaslt
12582 Nebulate .

12583 Nebulento
12584 Nebuletta
12585 Nebuleux
12586 Nebulize .

12587 Nebullast
12588 Nebulonls
12589 Nebulosos
12590 Nebulosum
12591 Ncbuly . .

12592 Necabatis

FLUCTUATIONS- Conf.
.On account of fluctu?uctuations in the
. Range of fluctuation is about
.The effect of these fluctuations is

.The maximum fluctuation is

.There is very little fluctuation

.Very little fluctuation

.We wish these fluctuations could be avoided

.FLYWHEEL. (Belting, Capacity, Diam-
eter, Pulley, Shafting.)

.Band flywheel diameter face

.Bore of flywheel inches, length inches

.Can we make flywheel in halves

.Combination flywheel [ Ibs.

.Cost of flywheel f. o. b. cars at works, weight

.Diameter of flywheel inches (weight pounds)

.Diameter of rotating part inches

.Flywheel capacity foot tons (of 2,000 pounds)

.Flywheel capacity pounds at inches radius

.Flywheel made in halves

.Flywheel made in sections

.Flywheel must be made in halves [ceed Ibs.

.Flywheel must be made in sections, no piece to ex-

. Flywheel must weigh at least Ibs

.Flywheel not included [weight

.Flywheel not necessary, moving parts of ample

.Flywheel to be extra heavy

.Flywheel wanted instead of band wheel

.In how many segments is flywheel to be [wheel

. Is flywheel capacity provided for by external fly-

.Is plain or band flywheel wanted

.Net weight of rotating part pounds

.Rim of flywheel weighs

.Standard flywheel

.Telegraph flywheel capacity at one foot radius

.What is diameter of flywheel

.What is flywheel capacity

.What is weight of flywheel

.What is weight of rim of flywheel

.What weight of flywheel is necessary to secure
close regulation

.What will be the cost with flywheel

.What will be the cost without flywheel

.Wheel to be

.Wheel to be forced on and keyed

.Wheel to be keyed on

.Wheel to be shrunk on Steamer.)

.F. O. B. (Cost, Delivery, Shipment,

.FOLDERS. (Publications.)

.FOLLOW. (Attention, Consecutive, In-

.Advisable to follow [structions. Next, Trace.)

.All the following

.Are (you) ( ) following up the business

.As follows

.Can follow

.Cannot follow

.Do not follow (unless)

.Does it (do they) follow

.Follow (our) ( *s) directions

.Follow the matter up (by)

.Following closely after

.Has (have) been followed

.Has (have) not been followed

.If (you) ( ) do not follow

.If (you) ( ) follow

.In the following manner

.Is (are) following

.Is (are) not following

.It does not follow

.Tt follows (that)

.It is as follows

.It is useless to follow

.Must be followed

.Must follow (up)

.Must not be followed

.Must not follow

.Remainder to follow as soon as possible

.Shall I (we) follow
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12593 Necabimur . Should be followed
12594 Necatorum . Should follow
12595 Necatrix . . . Should not be followed
12596 Necatum . . So as to follow
12597 Necaturam . That (those) which follow(s)
12598 Necaturi . . . The following (Is for)
12599 Necavisse . . The following is from
12600 Necbourg . . To be followed (by) (in)
12601 Nechoate . .To follow (per)
12602 Neckatee . . Try to follow
12603 Neckbeef . . Was (were) not followed
12604 Neckcloth . .When will (you) ( ) follow
12605 Neckest . . . Will be as follows
12606 Neckhaft . . Will be followed
12607 Neckisch . .Will follow (soon as possible) (with)
12608 Neckkampf .Will it (they) follow
12609 Necklaces . .Will not follow
12610 Neckland . . You may follow
12611 Necopini . . . FOOT. (Feet.) [Strength, Urge, Valid.)
12612 Necrofaga .FORCE. (Compel, Necessity, Obligation,
12613 Necrofobn . .Are not forcing
12614 Necrolith . . Do not force
12615 Necrology . . Forcing him (them) to
12616 Necromant .Forcing us to
12617 Necrophag . Has been in force since
12618 Necrophil . . How long has it been in force
12619 Necrophor .How long will it remain in force
12620 Necropolo . . If by forcing
12621 Necropsy . . If by not forcing
12622 Necrosis . . .Is in force
12623 Necrothyt . . Is not in force
12624 Nectabam . .Is still in force
12625 Nectabis . . . Not sufficient force to
12626 Nectabo . . . Thereby forcing
12627 Nectanab . .Try to do so without forcing
12628 Nectandre . Will be in force after
12629 Nectar .... Will force us (to)
12630 Nectarbro . .Will not be in force after
12631 Nectarial . .Will remain in force until
12632 Nectaribu . .Will try to do so without forcing
12633 Nectarine . . Without forcing
12634 Nectarous .Would have considerable force
12635 Nectique . . .FORECLOSE. (Attachment, Lien.)
12636 Nectome . . .Before we foreclose
12637 Nectopode .Can foreclose
12638 Nectosac . .Can we foreclose
12639 Nectris .... Cannot foreclose
12640 Necture . . . Do not foreclose (until)
12641 Necubi . . . .Foreclose immediately
12642 Necune . . . .Has been foreclosed
12643 Necydale . . If it should be necessary to foreclose
12644 Nedabiah . . If (we) ( ) do not foreclose
12645 Nedder ... .If (we) ( ) foreclose
12646 Nederhale . .Is it advisable to foreclose
12647 Nederjage . .It may be necessary to foreclose the mortgage
12648 Nederkome .Sale under foreclosure is advertised (for)
12649 Nedinates . .Taking steps to foreclose
12650 Nedusienn . Threaten to foreclose
12651 Neebong ... To be foreclosed
12652 Needhamie .To foreclose
12653 Neediness . .Try to prevent foreclosure
12654 Needleful . .Will be compelled to foreclose
12655 Needles . . .Will foreclose (unless)
12656 Needlon . . .Will not be foreclosed [Waive.)
12657 Neesewort .FOREGO. (Abandon, Sacrifice, Surrender,
12658 Neesie ....FORFEIT. (Enforce, Guarantee, Penalty,
12659 Neetvorm . .A forfeit of per day [Waive.)
12660 Nefandas . .Forfeit of per day is demanded
12661 Nefandiz . .Forfeit will be incurred after
12662 Nefandigi . .Likely to forfeit
12663 Nefandita . .Strike out the forfeit
12664 Nefando . . .Subject to forfeit and bonus of either way
12665 Nefaria ... To be forfeited (if)
12666 Nefarious . .Will agree to forfeit for every day of
12667 Nefastas . .Will pay forfeit (if)
12668 Nefastum ..FORGET. (Neglect, Omit, Overlook.)
12669 Nefelops . . .Do not forget this; it is very important
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12670 Neffe
12671 Nefond . . .

12672 Nefrendis .

12673 Nefro
12674 Nefrodio . .

12675 Nefrolite .

12676 Nefropsid .

12677 Nefrotoma
12678 Negabais .

12679 Negabamo
12680 Negabelha
12681 Negabilit .

12682 Negabunt .

12683 Negadores .

12684 Negalho . .

12685 Negaramin
12686 Negaritos .

12687 Negasti . .

12688 Negateur .

12689 Negation .

12690 Negatives .

12691 Negativum
12692 Negatory .

12693 Negates . .

12694 Negatric . .

12695 Negaturam
12696 Negavel . .

12697 Negaverin
12698 Negavisse .

12699 Negenjari .

12700 Negenmaal
12701 Negenoog .

12702 Negenstek
12703 Negentig .

12704 Negenvlak
12705 Negenvoud
12706 Negeon . . .

12707 Negerdorf .

12708 Negerhaus
12709 Negerin . .

12710 Negerkamp
12711 Negerkind .

12712 Negerknab
12713 Negervolk .

12714 Neghittos .

12715 Neghobarr
12716 Negibundi .

12717 Neginoth .

12718 Negitaban
12719 Negitanda
12720 Negitemus
12721 Neglectiv .

12722 Negletto . .

12723 Neglexit . .

12724 Negligam .

12725 Negligend .

12726 Negligeva .

12727 Negondo . .

12728 Negossa . .

12729 Negotale . .

12730 Negotant .

12731 Negotaste .

12733 Negotiabo .

12734 Negotiali .

12735 Negoziato .

12736 Negraille .

l :':::: Xegral . . .

.

12739 Negrilho . .

12740 Negrilla . .

12741 Negrillon .

12742 NegrisHim .

12743 Negrofumo
12744 Negroloid .

12746 Negrume .

12746 Negrrura . .

12747 Negrusco .

FORGET- Cont.
.Do not forget to (go to) (see)
.Forgot to (enclose)
.Forgot to mention (that)
.Forgot to see ; please tell him
.Had forgotten
.Have forgotten (to)
.Have not forgotten (to)
.Have (you) ( ) forgotten (to)
.1 forgot my ; please forward it to
.In my (our) hurry forgot
.Shall not forget (to)
.Think (you) ( ) have forgotten the
.Were forgotten
.Were not forgotten
.You have forgotten
.FORGIVE. (Excuse.)FORWARD. (Goods, Mail, Send, Shipping.)
.Are forwarding all we can
.Are now forwarding
.Are you forwarding
Attend carefully to the forwarding
.Before forwarding
.Can attend to the forwarding
.Can forward (at once) (by)
.Can (you) ( ) attend to the forwarding
.Can (you) ( ) forward (at once) (by)
.Cannot attend to the forwarding
.Cannot forward (until) (by)
.Delay forwarding (until)
.Do not forward (by) (via)
.Everything has been forwarded
.Execute and forward
.Expect to forward (about)
.Forward all letters and telegrams to
.Forward all telegrams to [mainder by freight
.Forward all you can immediately by express, re-
.Forward as much (many) as possible
.Forward by (via) [No.
.Forward by express direct to purchaser our order
.Forward by freight [otherwise
.Forward by freight daily shipments until advised
.Forward by freight direct to purchaser our order
.Forward immediately (by) [No.
.Forward to him (them)
.Forward to reach here by if possible
.Forwarded by
.Forwarded by last mail
.Forwarded in care of
.Give address to forward the
.Going forward (by)
.Has (have) been forwarded (to) (by)
.Has (have) not been forwarded
.Have (you) ( ) forwarded
.How is it (are they) to be forwarded
.How were the goods forwarded
.If forwarded
.If it (they) can be forwarded
.If it (they) cannot be forwarded
. 1 1 not forwarded
.If (we) ( ) can forward (by)
.If (we) ( ) cannot forward (by)
.If you can. forward (by)
.If you cannot forward (by)
.May help forward the business a good deal
.Must be forwarded
.Not to go forward
.Not yet forwarded
.Please forward the following (to)
.Send forward whatever you have ready
.Shall (may) we forward by
.Should have been forwarded
.Still to go forward
.The remainder went forward (by)
.The remainder will go forward (by)
.The work is well forward
.To be forwarded (to)
.To forward him (them) direct
.To forward us direct
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FORWARD Cont.

12748 Negruzca . .To forward you direct
12749 Negufjon . .To whom is it (are they) to be forwarded
12750 Negumabis .Was forwarded by which sailed
12751 Negumamus Was it (were they) forwarded (by)
12752 Negumand .We forward you to-day by special delivery
12753 Negumavit .What are (you) ( ) forwarding
12754 Negumet . .What has been forwarded
12755 Negundo . . .When forwarding
12756 Negusanto . When was it (were they) forwarded
12757 Nehalen . .When will (you) ( ) forward
12758 Nehemia . .Why did (you) ( ) not forward
12759 Nehmen . .Will advise (you) ( ) when to begin forwarding
12760 Nehushtan .Will be forwarded (by)
12761 Neidbau . .Will forward (in)
12762 Neidest . . .Will not be forwarded (unless)
12763 Neidgelb . .Will stop forwarding (until)
12764 Neidhaken .Will (you) ( ) forward (by)
12765 Neidhamme .You may forward (by)
12766 Neidig . . . .You must forward at once
12767 Neidsack ..FOUND. (Discover, Find.)
12768 Neidteufe . .Can be found (at)
12769 Neidwurm .Can it (they) not be found
12770 Neifty . . . .Cannot be found (anywhere) (at)
12771 Neigenque .Everything has been found
12772 Neigeux . . .Found nothing
12773 Neighbour .Has found
12774 Neigung . . .Has (have) found (out)
12775 Neigungen .Has (have) not found
12776 Neikea . . . .Has he (have they) found
12777 Neillie . . . .Have (you) ( ) found (the missing)
12778 Neiquibar . .If found
12779 Nekholte . .If not found
12780 Nekkuil . . .Is there a possibility of their being found
12781 Nekoda . . .Must be found
12782 Nekronite . .Nothing has been found
12783 Nekslag . . .The missing has (have) been found
12784 Nekspier . .Was found to be
12785 Nekstuk . . .What has been found
12786 Nektarmal .Will be found (in) [gine, Template.)
12787 Nelgada . . .FOUNDATIONS. (Basis, Construction, En-
12788 Nelicour . . .Are foundations to have cap stones
12789 Nelitris . . .Are the foundations adequate
12790 Nelkenbe . .Are the foundations completed
12791 Nelkenflo . ..Batter is to
12792 Nelkentop .Cap stones of to be used in foundations
12793 Nelombo . . .Cost of repairing foundations
12794 Nelomys . . .Defective foundations [inches)
12795 Nelumbium .Foundation bolts (diam. inches) (length
12796 Nemaconie .Foundation bolts are built in
12797 Nemalite . .Foundation bolts should be
12798 Nemapalpe .Foundation bolts too long (by)
12799 Nemastome .Foundation bolts too short (by)
12800 Nematelle . .Foundation bolts too small (by)
12801 Nematoda . .Foundation bolts, washers, and plates
12802 Nematope . .Foundations are (to be)
12803 Nematopod .Foundations are completed
12804 Nematoure .Foundations are cracked
12805 Nematrix . .Foundations are not completed
12806 Nemauchen .Foundations have sunk
12807 Nemausa . .Foundations in bad condition
12808 Nemausien .Foundations in good condition
12809 Nembrossi .Foundations not included in estimate
12810 Nemende . .Foundations of (brick)
12811 Nementuri .Foundations of concrete
12812 Nemeo . . . .Foundations of stone
12813 Nemeophil .Foundations should be [ ft. deep
12814 Nemerosas .Foundations to be ft. long, by ft. wide, by
12815 Nemeroso . .Foundations will be completed
12816 Nemertin . .Foundations will cost
12817 Nemesiano .If the foundations are not ready
12818 Nemesis . . .If the foundations are ready
12819 Nemestrin .Including foundation bolts and washers
12820 Nemetensi .Is foundation plan of our order No. suitable for
12821 Neminifan .Is there any foundation for
12822 Nemista . . .Please mail at once foundation plan (of)
12823 Nemobie . . .Price does not include foundation bolts and washers
12824 Nemoblast .The foundations are not heavy enough
12825 Nemognado .There is a bad foundation, will have to drive piles
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FOUNDATIONS- Cont.

12826 Nemophily .There is no foundation for (report)
12827 Nemopode .We await foundation plan(s) for
12828 Nemoralia .What depth have foundations to be
12829 Nemorous . .What foundation is there for
12830 Nemosome .What foundations are required
12831 Nemossus . .What is size of foundation [tions
12832 Nemotela . .\Vhat kind of footing is to be used under founda-
12833 Nemoure . .When will the foundations be completed
12834 Nempe . . . .Will commence the foundations
12835 Nennen . . .FRACTIONS. (Numerals.)
12836 Nennfall . . .FRACTURE. (Broken, Cracked, Flaw.)
12837 Nennung . .FRAME. (Bearings, Distance, Standard.)
12838 Nennwerth .Build on standard ( ) frame
12839 Nennwort . .Can frame be used for this application
12840 Nenufarin . .Diameter of yoke inches
12841 Nenuphar . .Engine type frame(s)
12842 Neochabis . .Frame cannot be used for application you mention
12843 Neoclida . . .Frame movable away from the shaft
12844 Neoclides . .Frame movable parallel to the shaft
12845 Neofitoru . .Frame split horizontally
12846 Neofitos . .Frame split vertically [office file

12847 Neofitum .Frame used will be blue print No. of district
12848 Neofranc . .How is ( ) frame divided
12849 Neogamist .Movement of yoke inches
12850 Neogene . . .To be on standard frame as listed
12851 Neogram . .What frame and type of machine do you want
12852 Neography .What frame will be used
12853 Neogreque .What is width of frame
12854 Neolacis . . .Width of frame over end bells inches
12855 Neolatina . .Width of frame without end bells inches
12856 Neolite . . . .Will use frames [lease.)
12857 Neologie . .FREE. (Exempt, Liberty, Net, Open, Re-
12858 Neologism .Absolutely free
12859 Neologo . . .Am (are) free to
12860 Neomagus .Am (are) not free to
12861 Neomenien .Are (you) ( ) free to
12862 Neomides . .AS freely as possible
12863 Neomoris . .Free (from) (of) (to)
12864 Neomorphe .Free of all
12865 Neomys . . .Free of all expense to us
12866 Neoneur . . .Free of all expense to you
12867 Neoni . . . .Free of charges
12868 Neonism . . .Free of commission
12869 Neonomien .Free on board
12870 Neonticho . .If free to
12871 Neopetre . . .If we are free to
12872 Neophobe . .If (you) ( ) are free to
12873 Neophyte . .Not free (to)
12874 Neophytus .Now free
12875 Neoplase . .You are free to
12876 Neopum . . .FREIGHT. (Carload, Charges, Demurrage,

Measurement, Fay, Rates, Release, Re-
serve, Steamer Lines.)

12877 Neorama . .About what freight per 100 pounds
12878 Neornis . . .About what freight per ton by steamer to
12879 Neoterica . .Add freight
12880 Neoterism . .Additional freight to be paid
12881 Neoterize . .Allow for freight and charges
12882 Neotherme .Am offered freight on basis of
12883 Neotheus . .Amount of freight is

12884 Neotokite . .Approximate freight rate is

12885 Neotome . . .Ascertain best freight to
12886 Neotrague .At what rate of freight (can you) [freight on
12887 Neottie . . .At what rate per cubic foot may we calculate
12888 Neotype . .Based on (present) ( ) rates of freight
12889 Neozoic . .Before settlement of freight
12890 Nepalais . .By freight
12891 Nepaulese . .Can engage freight by steamer (at) (for)
12892 Nepauth . .Can (you) ( ) send by freight
12893 Nepeta . . .Cannot be sent by freight
12894 Nepetarum .Cannot engage freight (at) (for)
12895 Nepenthes .Cannot get any reduction on current rates of freight
12896 Nepesini . . .Charges for freight added
13897 Nepeslnos . .Collect freight at < urrent market rates
12898 Nepeslnum .Current freights are
12899 Nepetelle . .Did not add freight
12900 Nepetus . . .Did not pay freight
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FREIGHT Cont.

12901 Nephalien . . Do not pay the freight (unless) (until)
12902 Nephaliod . . Do not prepay the freight (unless) (until)
12903 Nephalist . . Engage freight (for) (at) [terms
12904 Nepheg . . . .Engage freight (for ) on next steamer on best
12905 Nepheline . Excluding freight
12906 Nephelium .Freight and cartage
12907 Nephew . . . Freight and charges
12908 Nephode . . . Freight allowed to (destination)
12909 Nephoscop .Freight by all rail in carload lots per 100 Ibs. is

12910 Nephral . . . Freight by all rail in less than carload lots per 100

12911 Nephritic . . Freight cabled against bills of lading [Ibs. is

12912 Nephrolog . Freight charges are (very heavy)
12913 Nephrops . . Freight charges both ways
12914 Nephrosta .Freight duty and insurance
12915 Nephrotom . Freight forward
12916 Nephtalit . .Freight from Cragin, 111, to point named is

12917 Nephthys . . Freight from East Pittsburg, Pa., to point named is

12918 Nephtoah . . Freight from (Newark, N. J.) ( ) to point named is

12919 Nephusim . .Freight from New York, N. Y., to point named is

12920 Nepidae . . . Freight has been deducted
12921 Nepitanta . . Freight on pieces more than tons weight is

12922 Nepomuk . . Freight rate confidential
12923 Nepotabor . Freight rate per 100 Ibs. to destination is

12924 Nepotale . . .Freight per ton measurement
12925 Nepotalis . . Freight per ton weight
12926 Nepotatus . .Freight to be paid (in) (on)
12927 Nepote . . . .Freight to be paid by me (us)
12928 Nepotian . . Freight to be paid by (shipper)
12929 Nepotidos . . Freight to be paid for account of
12930 Nepotilla . . Freight to be paid on shipment
12931 Nepotilzo . . Freight was prepaid
12932 Nepotious . . Freights likely to advance soon
12933 Nepotisme .Freights likely to be lower soon
12934 Nepotor . . . Freights same as before
12935 Nepotulam . Get through rate of freight
12936 Nepotulos . .Has freight been added
12937 Nepthali . . . Has freight been deducted
12938 Nepticula . . Has freight been paid
12939 Neptunian . Has (have) been sent by freight
12940 Neptunide . . Have engaged freight (at)
12941 Neptunism .Have not engaged freight
12942 Neptuno . . . Have paid freight on this side
12943 Nequam . . .Have not paid freight on this side
12944 Nequaquan . Have (you) ( ) engaged freight
12945 Nequecol . . He (they) will pay freight charges
12946 Nequemus . If it (they) can be sent by freight
12947 Nequinate . .If it (they) cannot be sent by freight
12948 Nequissim . If (you) ( ) can get freight at
12949 Nequivist . .If you can secure through freight
12950 Nequixant . If you cannot secure a special rate of freight
12951 Neratius . . . Including freight
12952 Nerbammo . Including freight and insurance
12953 Nerbando . . Instruct - not to pay freight
12954 Nerbarono . Instruct to pay freight
12955 Nerbasse . . Is freight to be prepaid
12956 Nerbassim . Is it to be shipped by freight
12957 Nerbata . . .Less freight (from)
12958 Nerbero . . . Lowest rate of freight from (here) to is

12959 Nerboroso . . Making freight
12960 Nerboruto . . Must pay the freight
12961 Nericante . . No freight offering here for
12962 Neronia . . . Only at a cheap freight
12963 Nerprun . . . Owing to a cut rate of freight (can)
12964 Nersis . . . .Pay freight and charges
12965 Nertere . . .Per cubic metre
12966 Nerthops . .Per 1,000 kilos
12967 Neruli .... Per ton measurement (40 cubic ft.) no primage
12968 Nerval .... Per ton measurement (40 cubic ft.) with 5 per cent.

primage
12969 Nervalib . . . Per ton measurement with 10 per cent, primage
12970 Nervalium . Per ton weight or measurement, no primage
12971 Nervation . . Per ton weight or measurement with 5 per cent.

primage [primage
12972 Nerveless . . Per ton weight or measurement with 10 per cent.
12973 Nervement .Per ton weight (2,240 pounds) no primage [primage
12974 Nervenast . . Per ton weight (2,240 pounds) with 5 per cent.
12975 Nerves .... Per ton weight with 10 per cent, primage
12976 Nerveux . . .Prepay freight
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12'.<77 Nervicht .

1JH7.N Nervios .

1L':'7'. Nerviosos
12980 Nervodat
12981 Nervosite
12982 Nervously
12983 Nervule .

12984 Nervulos .

12985 Nervulura
12986 Nervuras

12987 Nesapium
12988 Nesarnost
12989 Nesga . .

12990 Nesodon .

12991 Nesokie .

12992 Nesope . . .

12993 Nesophile .

12994 Nespola . .

12995 Nespolina .

129% Nessel . . .

12997 Nesselbam
12998 Nesselgar .

12999 Nesselhan .

13000 Nesseltuc .

13001 Nessonis . .

13002 Nessuno . .

13003 Nestalik . .

13004 Nestbau . .

13005 Nestchen .

13006 Nestcocks .

13007 Nestegg . .

13008 Nestkegel .

13009 Nestkorf .

13010 Nestkuike .

13011 Nestles . . .

13012 Nestling . .

13013 Nestnadel .

13014 Nestor . . .

13015 Nestorian .

13016 Nestvogel .

13017 Netamente
13018 Netbord . .

13019 Netelheid .

13020 Netelig . .

13021 Neteliger .

13022 Netelplan .

13023 Netenkam
13024 Netenkop .

13025 Nethaniah
13026 Nethinim .

13027 Netinho . .

13028 Netschrif .

13029 Netsteen . .

13030 Netstok . .

13031 Netstokke .

13032 Nettandra
13033 Nettapann
13034 Nettarhin .

13035 Nettastom
13036 Nettativo .

13037 Nettement
13038 Nettesten .

13039 Nettingan
13040 Nettlsslm .

13041 Nettle . . .

\Vttlewor .

13043 Nettunin .

13044 Neturl . . .

13045 Networp . .

13046 Netzartlg .

i:,<H7 NVt/brurh
13048 Netzchen ,

FREIGHT- Cont.
.Procure as low freight as possible
.Quote freight by (steamer)
.Quoted a special rate of freight
.Hate of freight is

-Return by freight (to)
Secure freight if not over
Shall we engage freight (for)
Should be sent by freight if possible
Telegraph before engaging freight
Telegraph lowest freight on firm offer of tons
from to shipment in

Ten per cent, primage to be added
.Upon settlement of freight
Vessel now on berth which can take the freight
Was freight prepaid
We offer firm per ton (weight or measurement)
on tons from to for shipment,
telegraph acceptance or refusal

.We will pay freight charges
What are the freight charges
What is the best rate of freight from your place to
What is the freight from Cragin, 111., to
What is the freight rate per 100 Ibs. to destination

. What is the rate of freight (to)
What is the through rate of freight via

. Who will pay freight charges
AVill accept the freight
Will cut the rate on firm offer
.Will engage freight for
.Will send by freight
Will telegraph before engaging freight
Without charges for freight
You will (would) have to pay freight charges

. Your terms for freight are too high
FREQUENCIES. (Alternations.)
FREQUENCY INDICATOR. (Style.)
FREQUENT. (Often.)
FRUSTRATE. (Prevent, Stop.)
FUEL. (Coal, Consumption, Gas, Oil.)
Crude oil, Australia
Crude oil, California
Crude oil, Ohio
Crude oil, Pennsylvania
Crude oil, Russia
Crude oil, South America
Crude oil, Texas
.Fuel capacity
Fuel is scarce and expensive
Fuel is very abundant
The daily consumption of fuel is
Wnshed screenings
What fuel is used (in>
What is the price of fuel

. What kind of fuel do you use
FULFIL. (Complete, Effect, Execute.)
FULLY. (Quite.)
.FUNDS. (Appropriation, Capital, Ex-

change, Money, Remittance.)
.Apply for necessary funds to
, Cannot supply funds
.Do not require funds
Do (you) ( ) require funds
.Have not sufficient funds
, Have telegraphed necessary funds
If funds are required
New York funds
.Pittsburg funds
. I'lt-.-isf furnish with necessary funds
, Require immediate funds in order to
.Telegraph necessary funds
What amount of funds is required

.
Who will supply the funds [plies.)
.FURNISH. (Equipment, Provision, Sup-
, And furnish
An we to furnish
,Caa be furnished (by)
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13049 Netzhaut .

13050 Netzmache
13051 Netzpalme
13052 Neubacken
13053 Neubauten
13054 Neubildun .

13055 Neubruch .

13056 Neuchris . .

13057 Neudeuts .

13058 Neudorff . .

13059 Neudruck .

13060 Neugebur .

13061 Neuheit . .

13062 Neuheiten .

13063 Neuigkeit .

13064 Neujahr . .

13065 Neumannie
13066 Neumati . .

13067 Neumatosi
13068 Neume . . .

13069 Neumodisc
13070 Neumond .

13071 Neumonica
13072 Neumoniti
13073 Neunarmig
13074 Neunauge .

13075 Neunfach .

13076 Neunmeil .

13077 Neunripp .

13078 Neunsamig
13079 Neuntel . .

13080 Neurachne
13081 Neuractid .

13082 Neurada . .

13083 Neuradis .

13084 Neuralgy .

13085 Neuration .

13086 Neuricus . .

13087 Neurilite . .

13088 Neurisme .

13089 Neuritis . .

13090 Neurobate
13091 Neurogene
13092 Neuroglia .

13093 Neuropate
13094 Neuropter .

13095 Neurorum .

13096 Neurosica .

13097 Neurospas
13098 Neurothat .

13099 Neurotis . .

13100 Neurotom .

13101 Neurotrot .

13102 Neusbeen .

13103 Neusgat . .

13104 Neusgaten
13105 Neusgelu .

13106 Neushaar .

13107 Neusholte .

13108 Neushoor .

13109 Neusilber .

13110 Neusklank
13111 Neusmidde
13112 Neusring .

13113 Neusschot .

13114 Neusslang
13115 Neusstuk .

13116 Neutaufe .

13117 Neutelaar .

13118 Neutha . . .

13119 Neuthaler .

13120 Neutiquam
13121 Neutos . . .

13122 Neutrisa . .

13123 Neutrison .

13124 Neutrius . .

13125 Neutrubi .

13126 Neutrum , .

NEU
FURNISH- Cont.
.Can furnish
.Can (you) ( ) furnish [higher speed
.Can (you) ( ) furnish somewhat smaller at
.Cannot be furnished (by)
. Cannot furnish
.Cost of furnishing
.Fully furnished (with) (by)
.Furnish all necessary
. Furnish also
.Furnish us (with)
. Furnished by
. Has (have) been furnished (by)
.Has (have) furnished (us) ( ) with
.Has (have) not been furnished (by)
.Has (have) not furnished (us) ( ) with
.How soon can they furnish
.How soon could (you) ( ) furnish
.If furnished by purchaser
.If furnished (by us) (with)
. If not furnished
.If (we) ( ) do not have to furnish
. If (we) ( ) have to furnish
.Must be furnished (by)
.Must furnish
.Never furnished
.Please furnish
.Request to furnish
.Shall we furnish
.To be furnished (by)
. To furnish
. We are to furnish
.What has been furnished (by)
.What must we furnish
.What will it cost to furnish
.Who will furnish
, Will attend to furnishing
.Will be furnished (by)
.Will be furnished (by)
.Will furnish
.Will net furnish
.Will only furnish
.Will try to furnish
.Will (you) ( ) furnish
.You are to furnish [ance, More, Yet.)
.FURTHER. (Addition, Advance, Assist-
.Any further
.Await further advices
.Before going further
.Cannot further (your) ( 's) wishes
.Cannot go further than
.Expect to hear further from
.Further than
.Have you anything further from
.How much further
.If anything further
.If (you) ( ) do not hear further from (me) (us)
,In furtherance of
, Is it further than
.Must go further than
.No further (than)
, Not to go further than
.Nothing further (from)
.Should anything further
.Until (you) ( ) hear further from (me) (us)
.Will further matter (if)

.Will not go further than

.You will hear from us further

.FUSE. (Switchboard, Style.)

.All aluminum fuses

.Aluminum fuse, wire size No.

.Ampere fuse

.Complete with fuse blocks and oil insulation

.Copper tipped fuse

.Feeder circuits are to be fused for amperes

.Feeder fuses will be

. Fuse blocks are necessary

.Fuse blocks are (undesirable) (unnecessary)
Fuse blocks must be installed on switchboard
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13127 Neuvement
13128 Neuvieme .

13129 Neuwahl .

13130 Neuwahlen
13131 Neuwiedie
13132 Nevadas . .

13133 Nevadilla .

13134 Nevasca . .

13135 Neveda . . .

13136 Nevedinha
13137 Nevelmist .

13138 Nevelvlek .

13139 Nevelwolk
13140 Nevicata .

13141 Nevicosa .

13142 Nevielle . .

13143 Neviscaba .

13144 Neviscand
13145 Neviscar
13146 Nevoado
13147 Nevosas
13148 Nevosita
13149 Nevoso .

13150 Nevragmie
13151 Nevrileme .

13152 Nevrine . .

13153 Newcomer
13154 Newcreate
13155 Newelling .

13156 Newfangle
13157 Newfound .

13158 Newmade .

13159 Newmodel
13160 Newness . .

13161 Newsman .

13162 Newsroom
13163 Newton . .

13164 Newtonien
13165 Newtonisra
13166 Newts . . .

13167 Nexand .. .

13168 Nexandus .

13169 Nexaturi .

13170 Nexible . .

13171 Nexilibus .

13172 Nexilitas .

13173 Nexilium .

13174 Nexisse . .

13175 Nexorum .

13176 Nexulmus .

13177 Nexuisset .

13178 Nexuisti . .

13179 Nexuosi . .

13180 Nexuosos .

13181 Nexuosum

13183 Nexusada .

13184 Niable . . .

13185 Nibbio . . .

13186 Nibbladas .

13187 Nibelunge .

13188 Nibile . . .

13189 Nicagoras .

13190 Nicandfat .

i::r.ti Nicandro .

13192 Nicarchus
i::ix'. Nlcarvue .

13194 Nicaslo . .

13195 Nicchlato .

13196 Nlcchiava .

13197 Nlccolate .

N'iccoleux .

N'lccoll . . .

N'lcely . . .

i:;j"i Nicemant .

\-Cont.
'use blocks must be installed separate from the

. Fuse block style No. [switchboard
. Fuse blocks will be placed on the front of the

switchboard [board
. Fuse blocks will be placed on the rear of the switch-
. Fused circuit breaker
.Fuses are required
.Fuses style No. [amperes
.Fuses style No. safe carrying capacity
.Fusible alloy fuses with copper tips style No.
.Give style No. and capacity of fuses
.No fuse blocks are specified
. Primary fuses for
.Shall we supply fuses
. Transformer fuse block, style No.
. We advise fuses
.We do not advise fuses
.What capacity of fuses
. What is the voltage of fuses
.What kind of fuses
.FUTURE. (Time.)
.Can make no promise for the future
.For the future
.It must be clearly understood in future
.Must be in the near future
.Will in future
. Will not in future [Profit.)
.GAIN. (Advantage, Get, Good, Obtain,
.Do not believe anything will be gained
.If anything is likely to be gained
.Nothing to be gained by doing so
.What will be gained by doing so
. Will be gained
. Will gain by (it)
.You will gain ( ) (by)
. GALLONS. (Pumps.)
Gallons capacity
.Gallons of
.Gallons per hour
.Gallons per minute
Gallons per stroke
.Imperial gallons of 10 pounds (277 cubic inches)
.(Per) million gallons
. U. S. gallons of 8i pounds (231 cubic inches)
GAS. (Engine (Gas), Fuel.)

. Calorific value of the gas is B. T. U. per cubic

.City gas of B. T. U. [foot
,Coke oven gas (costs)
,Coke oven gas of about B. T. U.
Cubic feet of gas per ton
Gas free from sulphur
.Gas from crude oil about B. T. U.
, Gas not obtainable
.Gas of about B. T. U.
.Gas per 1,000 feet costs
.Good supply of gas [per ton
.How many cubic feet of gas will your coal produce
.If gas be not washed or scrubbed
.If gas be washed or scrubbed
.Illuminating gas will be used
.Natural gas (costs)
.Producer gas (costs)
.To use illuminating gas
.Town or city gas (costs)
.Waste gas from furnaces
.Water gas (costs)
.What gas is available for gas engine
. What is the cost per 1,000 cubic feet [cubic foot
, What is the calorifU- value of the RUS in B. T. U. per
GAS AND GASOLINE ENGINES.(Page 487.)
GAS METERS. (Page 492.)
GAS PLANT.
.Cost of K.-IH plant to make thousand cubic feet
.Cost of gas producer for [per 24 hours is

.Cost of producer gas plant for gas engine is

.From ( ) coal containing cubic feet of gas
per ton
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GAS PLANT Oont.

13202 Niceness . . Vv hat coal is available for a gas producer plant
13203 Nicheux . . . What will be the 0931 of a gas producer suitable for

h.-p. gas engine
13204 Nichilita . . . What will be the cost of gas plant to make

thousand cubic feet per 24 hours
13205 Nichte . . . .GATHER. (Collect, Get, Obtain.)
13206 Nichtsthu . . GAUGE. (Measurement, Rail, Truck, Wire.)
13207 Nichus . . . .Arranged for changing gauge to
13208 Nickel . . . .Birmingham wire gauge
13209 Nickelic . . .Brown & Sharp, or American wire gauge
13210 Nickelkie . . Edison wire gauge
13211 Nickelure . .Gauge is
13212 Nicking . . .Gauge is not yet decided
13213 Nicknacks . .Gauge of track (is)
13214 Nicknamin .Gauge will be changed
13215 Nickolane . .Glass water gauge(s)
13216 Nicobarin . . Have sent gauges for
13217 Nicobulus . . Have you sent gauges for (coupling)
13218 Nicodamus .Have you sent gauges for pulley [No. )

13219 Nicodeme . . Have you sent shaft and key gauges for (order
13220 Nicodorus . .Is it standard gauge
13221 Nicolovi ... Is narrow gauge
13222 Nicolson ... It is not standard gauge
13223 Nicomacha .It is standard gauge
13224 Nicomaque .Metre gauge
13225 Nicombar . . Narrow gauge
13226 Nicomedem . New British, or standard wire gauge
13227 Nicomedis .Roebling's gauge
13228 Nicophan . . Send gauges showing exact diameters
13229 Nicophore . .Send water gauge glasses
13230 Nicopinto . .Shaft and key gauges sent you are wrong; correct

ones have been forwarded to you
13231 Nicopolis . .Standard gauge (4 ft. 8 in.)

13232 Nicostra . . . Steam gauge
13233 Nicotelea . .Stubs' gauge (same as B. W. G.)
13234 Nicoteux . . Stubs' steel wire gauge (drill gauge)
13235 Nicotian . . . Two glass water gauges
13236 Nicotoque . . U. S. standard sheet gauge
13237 Nicotylia . . Washburn and Moen gauge
13238 Nicprusat . . We have sent shaft and key gauges for (order
13239 Nictabere . .What is the gauge of (track) [No. )

13240 Nictabit . . .What wire gauge
13241 Nictage . . . Will send shaft and key gauges
13242 Nictebat . . . GEAR. (Cars, Pulley, Shafting, Truck.)

(Unless otherwise stated, cut gears and diametral pitch are understood)

13243 Nictitate . . All new gear is required
13244 Nictunt . . .Are gears to be solid
13245 Nidada .... Are gears to be split
13246 Nidalie . . . .Bore for gears inches
13247 Nidamenta .Can use worm gear
13248 Nidary .... Can we gear direct
13249 Nidering . . .Can (you) ( ) supply gear
13250 Nideur . . . .Circular pitch of teeth in.,
13251 Nidgery . . . Diametral pitch of teeth ,

13252 Nidicorum .Double reduction gearing
13253 Nidicum . . .Do you want them with gears
13254 Nidificar . . .Gear dimensions are teeth,
13255 Nidifier . . . Gear No. , corresponding

engine instruction book
13256 Nidifique . .Gear No. in R. D. Nuttall's Catalogue
13257 Nidiforme . .Gearing to be
13258 Nidiuzzo . . . Gearing to consist of
13259 Nidorelle . . Gear wheels
13260 Nidoreux . .Gear wheel and pinion included
13261 Nidoricap . . Gear wheel and pinion not included
13262 Nidoris . . . .Gear wheel included
13263 Nidorosit . .Gear wheel not included
13264 Nidulaber . . Gears are solid
13265 Nidulamin . Gears are split
13266 Nidulanti . . How many teeth has
13267 Nidulari . . .Intermediate gear
13268 Nidulatio ..Intermediate pinion
13269 Nidulite . . .Largest diameter of bevel gear inches
13270 Nidulor . . .Length of backing of bevel gear inches
13271 Niebla .... Length of hub inches, size of bore inches
13272 Niedlich . . . Length through hub inches, projection beyond

face of gear on each side inches
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SEAR
Cont.

ength through hub of gear inches
13274 Niegue .... Material for gears, cast steel
13275 Nielaban . .Material for gears, steelite
13276 Nielaramo . Material for gear(s) to be
13277 Nielaria . . .Material for pinion(s) to be
13278 Niellammo .No gearing required
13279 Niellando . . Number of teeth in bevel gears and , width

of face inches, pitch inches
13280 Niellasse . . Number of teeth in gear with which bevel gear

ordered is to run [inches
13281 Niellavam .Number of teeth , with a circular pitch of
13282 Niellemen . .Outside diameter of gear inches
13283 Nielleur . . . Outside diameter of hub inches, size of bore

inches, keyseat of gear inches
13284 Niemals . . . Overhead gear [ inches bore
13285 Niemand . .Pinion dimensions are teeth, inches face,
13286 Niemanden .Pinion No. in R. D. Nuttall's Catalogue
13287 Niemendal . Send blue print or drawing with full specifications
13288 Nientemen .Send gearing for [of gears required
13289 Nientismo . . Shrouded on both sides
13290 Nierhout . . Shrouded on one side only
13291 Nierkelk . . . Single reduction gearing
13292 Nierkoek . . Specify material for gear(s)
13293 Nierkolie . . Specify material for pinion(s)
13294 Nierkoort .To be geared to one
13295 Nierkramp . To be worked by gearing (from)
13296 Niervaten . .Total number of teeth of gear
13297 Nieskruid . Use bevel gear
13298 Niesworte . .Variable speed gears
13299 Nietfest . . . What are gear dimensions
13300 Nietighid . .What are pinion dimensions
13301 Nietitant . .What diameter of gear is required
13302 Nietnagel . .What is largest diameter of bevel gear
13303 Nietnaht . . .What is length of backing of bevel gear
13304 Nietstift . . . What is length of hub and size of bore of bevel gear
13305 Niettemin . .What is length through hub and projection beyond

face of gear on each side
13306 Nieuw . . . .What is length through hub of gear
13307 Nieuwst . . . What is number of teeth in both gears
13308 Nievanto . .What is outside diameter of gear
13309 Nifling . . . .What is outside diameter of hub, and size of bore

and keyseat of gear
13310 Nigaud . . . .What is the bore for gear hub
13311 Nigauder . .What is the circular pitch and number of teeth
13312 Nigaudino . What is the diametral pitch of teeth
13313 Nigellar . . . What is the face of gear (length of teeth)
13314 Nigellata . . What is the ratio of gearing
13315 Nigellens . . What is width of face and pitch
13316 Niggard . . . What kind of gearing is required
13317 Niggarded . What width of face gear is required
13318 Niggardin . .Width of face of gear inches
13319 Niggardly . .With all necessary gear
13320 Niggish . . .With gears
13321 Niggling . . .With pinion gear and case
13322 Nightbird . . AVithout gears
13323 Nightborn . Without pinion gear and case
13324 Nightcap . . Worm gear will be used

GEAR RATIOS.
13325 Nightfans .
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GEAR RATIOS- Oont.

13382 Niligene . .

13383 Niloscope .

13384 Nilotic . . .

13385 Nilotide . .

13386 Nilotidis . .

13387 Nilotipum .



NIN

13452 Ninxero .

13453 Ninxit . .

13454 Ninyas . .

13455 Niobe . . .

13456 Niobeorum
13457 Niobeos .

13458 Niobique
13459 Niobium .

13460 Nioleur .

13461 Niortais .

13462 Nipadites
13463 Niparaia
13464 Niphaeus
13465 Niphal . .

13466 Niphobole
13467 Nipigon .

13468 Nipis . . .

13469 Nippfluth
13470 Nippingly
13471 Nippitato
13472 Nipplewor
13473 Nippons .

13474 Nippsach
13475 Nipptide .

13476 Nipptisch
13477 Niptra . .

13478 Niptrorum
13479 Niquelada
13480 Niquetage
13481 Niquina .

13482 Niquitas .

13483 Niquitoso
13484 Nirgends
13485 Nirham .

13486 Nirles . .

13487 Nirme . .

13488 Nirmide .

13489 Niruri . .

13490 Nirvana .

13491 Nisabath
13492 Nisbara .

13493 Nisberry
13494 Niscalo .

13495 Nishada .

13496 Nishan . .

13497 Nishou . .

13498 Nisibenos
13499 Nisibis . .

13500 Nispie . .

13501 Nispolas .

13502 Nisskamm
13503 Nissoflll .

13504 Nissolie .

13505 Nistagmo
13506 Nistamal
13507 Nisteln . .

13508 Nitagia .

13509 Nitebant .

13510 Nitebar .

13511 Nitebaris
13512 Nitedula .

13513 Nitedulis
13514 Nitelarum
13515 Nitelinl .

13516 Nitelinos
13517 Nitellam .

13518 Nitetis . .

13519 Nitlbundi
13520 Niticora .

13521 Niticuno .

13522 Nitidabat
13523 Nitidabis
13524 Nitidabun
13525 Nitidamus
13526 Nitldarem

GENERATOR- Cont.

.Horizontally split with shaft, half-coupling and out-
board bearing

.Inductor type generator engine type

.Inductor type generator with bearings belted

.Inductor type generator with bearings direct coupled

.Kilowatt A. C. generator

.Kilowatt D. C. generator

.Speed of generator revolutions per minute

.This generator is to be adjusted for even com-
pounding [over compounding

.This generator is to be adjusted for per cent.

.This generator is to deliver current at volts

.Vertically split for direct connection to engine

.Vertically split without shaft bearing or rails

.Vertically split with shaft and outboard bearing
Vertically split with shaft bearing and rails [ing
.Vertically split with shaft, half-coupling and bear-
.What is capacity of your generator in kilowatts
.Will generator be on right or left hand
.GENERATORS A. C. (Pages 445 to 448.)
.GENERATORS D. C. (Pages 462 to 465.)
.GENERATORS D. C. ARC. (Page 466.)
GET. (Arrival, Collect, Gain, Leave, Ob-

. After getting [tain.)

.And get

.Are they likely to get

.Are (you) ( ) likely to get

.Before getting

.Can get along with

.Can get nothing out of it

.Can they get

.Can (you) ( ) not get

.Cannot get along without

.Cannot get anything (from) (at)

. Cannot get in time, will (send) (use)

.Could get

.Could not get

.Do not get

.Do (you) ( ) expect to get

. Getting on all right

.How are (you) ( ) getting- on

.If I can get away

.If I cannot get away

.If (you) ( ) cannot get any more

.If (you) ( ) get more

.If you think you can get

.If you think you cannot get

.Important to get

.In order to get

.Most can get (is)

.Must get (more)

.Not getting enough

.Not to get

.Please get (for us)

.There is every prospect of getting

.There is no prospect of getting

.Think can get

.Was (were) not able to get any more

.What is the most (you) ( ) can get

.Will attend to getting

.Will get more

.Will not get

.Will (you) ( ) attend to getting

.You can get

.You cannot get

.You must get

.You ought to get at least

IGIVE. ^Afford, Furnish, Pay.)
.Agree to give
Can (may) we give (him, them)
Can (you) ( ) give (us)
Cannot give (you)
Cannot give longer time
.Compelled to giv.
Do not give more than
.Do(es) not give him (them)
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13527 Nitidas . . . .Give (you) ( ) additional
13528 Nitidatio . .Give him (them)
13529 Nitidatur . . Give him (them) as much (many) as desired
13530 Nitidaver . . Has (have) been given
13531 Nitidavit . . . Has (have) given
13532 Nitidorum .Has (have) not been given
13533 Nitidous . . . Has (have) not given
13534 Nitidulet . . .Have (you) ( ) given
13535 Nitidulos . .How long a time can (you) ( ) give
13536 Nitidulum . .How much (many) can (you) ( ) give
13537 Nitidum . . .If he (they) can give
13538 Nitocris . . .If he (they) cannot give
13539 Nitramide . .If not given
13540 Nitraria ... If we can give
13541 Nitratado . .If we do not give
13542 Nitratos . . .If (you) ( ) can give
13543 Nitricum . .If (you) ( ) cannot give
13544 Nitrified . . .If (you) ( ) do not give
13545 Nitrify . . . .Must (you) ( ) give
13546 Nitrigene . . Shall we give
13547 Nitriscon . .Should be given
13548 Nitrivano . . Should not be given
13549 Nitrogen . . .Should not give less than
13550 Nitrum . . . .Should not give more than
13551 Nittalop ... So as to give
13552 Nituero . . . Tell will give
13553 Nituimus . .Unless can give a
13554 Nituisti . . .Was (were) compelled to give
13555 Nituit .... What has been given
13556 Nivarium . .When will it (they) be given
13557 Niveal . . . .Will be given
13558 Nivebamus .Will give (you)
13559 Nivebatos .Will (he) (they) ( ) give
13560 Nivelaba . . .Will not be given (before)
13561 Nivelamut .Will not give (more than)
13562 Nivelando . .Will probably give (more) ( ) (if)

13563 Nivelaria . .Will (you) ( ) give a little more
13564 Nivelaron . . You can give
13565 Nivelasse . .You have given
13566 Niveleur . . .You have not given
13567 Nivelles . . . You must give (longer time)
13568 Niveous . . .You must not give
13569 Nivosorum .CrO. (Absence, Accompanied, Departure,

Lost, Meet, Missing, Proceed, Start, Visit.)
13570 Nivosos . . .Advise (us) ( ) by telegraph when ready to go
13571 Nivosum . .After I am going to
13572 Nixabitur . .All go (forward)
13573 Nixabor . . .All gone (forward)
13574 Nixabunt . . Before it has gone too far
13575 Nixantur . .Before returning go (to)
13576 Nixaris . . . Believe he has gone (to)
13577 Nixblume . . Believe they are going to
13578 Nixchen ... Be ready to go (on) (to)
13579 Nixenhexe . Better go from (to)
13580 Nixetur . . . Better go with
13581 Nixurias . . . Can go (to ) on
13582 Nixuriet . . .Can go (to)
13583 Nixurimus .Can (you) ( ) go (to)
13584 Nixuriunt . .Can (you) ( ) go on with
13585 Nizamique .Cannot get to go
13586 Nizarda . . . Cannot go (to)
13587 Nizardos . . Cannot go (on account of) (until)
13588 Noachian . . Cannot go on with
13589 Noachide . . Delay going until you hear from (us)
13590 Noadiafet . .Do not believe they are (he is) going to

13591 Noahkaste . Do not go (to) (without)
13592 Noailles ... Do not go (unless) (until)
13593 Nobaten . . .Do not go beyond
13594 Nobilezza . .Do not go until you receive our letter (dated)
13595 Nobiliar ... Do you think it worth while to go to
13596 Nobilibus . .Everything going on well
13597 Nobilisim . .Everything has gone
13598 Nobilista . . Expect to go (to ) on or about
13599 Nobilitat . . Go as quickly as possible (to)
13600 Nobility . . .Go as soon as ready (to)
13601 Nobilium . .Go at once (and see)
13602 Nobilment .Go if possible (to)
13603 Noblaill . . .Go on with the work
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13604 Nobleman
13605 Nobleness
13606 Noblesse .

13607 Nobriston
13608 Nobsticks
13609 Nocages .

13610 Nocake . .

13611 Nocebitis
13612 Nocebunt
13613 Nocella . .

13614 Noceuat .

13615 Noceur . .

13616 Nochebuen
13617 Nochmalig
13618 Nochtans
13619 Nocret . .

13620 Nocthore
13621 Noctibus
13622 Noctico .

13623 Nocticuli
13624 Noctidial
13625 Noctifer .

13626 Noctiflor
13627 Noctiluca
13628 Noctivago
13629 Noctogra
13630 Noctuary
13631 Noctuas . .

13632 Noctule .

13633 Nocturlab

13634 Nocturnal
13635 Nocturnet
13636 Nocturnes
13637 Nocturnum
13638 Nocuimus .

13639 Nocumento
13640 Nocuously
13641 Nodamina
13642 Nodamosa
13643 Nodandor .

13644 Nodandus .

13645 Nodatura .

13646 Nodavimus
13647 Nodavisti .

13648 Nodavit . .

13649 Nodded . .

13650 Nodding . .

13651 Noddingly
13652 Noddle . . .

13653 Nodinusca
13654 Nodipede .

13655 Nodopyge .

13656 Nodosaria .

13657 Nodose . . .

13658 Nodosity . .

13659 Nodosorum
13660 Nodosous .

13661 Nodotus . .

13662 Nodriza . .

13663 Nodular . .

13664 Noduleux .

13665 Nodull . . .

13666 Nodulifer .

13667 Nodusant .

13668 Noduto . . .

13669 Nogagus . .

13670 Nogentais .

13671 Noggin . . .

13672 Nogmaals .

13673 Nogrobe . .

13674 Noguerale
13675 Noguette .

i::;7; Nohemien .

13677 Nohestan .

13678 Noiseful . .

13679 Noiseless .

13680 Noisette . .

GO- Cent.
.Go to-night (to)
.Go via
.Going (by) (with)
.Going (next) to
.Gone to
.Had better go
.Has gone (to)
.Has (have) gone (to)
.Has (have) not gone (to)
.Have instructed to go
.How does one go
. How long will he (they; be gone
.1 go to
. If gone
.If I (we) can go
. If I (we) cannot go
.If not already gone
. If not ready to go [close contract
.If proposition accepted, will go immediately to

. If ready to go

. If you are going (to) (please see)

. If you are not going (to)

.If (you) ( ) can go

.If (you) ( ) cannot go

.Instruct not to go (to)

. Instruct to go (to)

.Intend(s) going (to)

.Intend(s) to go on with ( ) (it)

.Is going to , and expects to reach there

.Is going to , and expects to reach there ;

telegram sent there will reach him
. Is it important to go (to)

.It is not important to go (to)

. It is very important to go (to)

.Let go to

.May go (to)

.May go on (with) (to)

.Must go (immediately to)

. Must not go (to)

.Nearly all gone

.No more to go

.Not likely to go (to)

. Now ready to go
Otherwise cannot go
.Please go to and call on
.Propose that we go together
.Shall I ( ) go (to)
. Shall we go (on) (with) (to)
.Should go immediately
.Should go on account of
.Should not go on account of
.Suggest you go (to)
.The best way to go
.Then go to
.To go (to)
.What are you going to
.What is he (are they) going to
. When are (you) ( ) going (to)
.When (you) ( ) go (to)
.Where are you going to (next)
. Where has (he) (they) ( ) gone
. Where shall (I) ( ) go next
.Who has gone (to)
. \Vho is going (to)
.\Vhy are (you) ( ) not going (to)
. will go (to)
.\\ill go as requested (to)
.Will go (as soon as possible) (to)
. Will go by next (mail)
Will go from here (to)

. Will go from there (to)

.Will go if possible
Will go on the (to)

. Will go on with

.Will go through
Will go unless
Will have to go to
.Will most probably go
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13681 Noisily .... Will not go on with (to)
13682 Noisingud . . Will not go through
13683 Noisomely . Will not go (unless)
13684 Noivado . . . Will you go (to)
13685 Nojento . . . Without going (to)
13686 Nokbalk . . . Would go if

13687 Nokbalken . You can go (to)
13688 Nokbindse . You cannot go (to)
13689 Nokbint . . . You must go (for) (to)
13690 Nokklamp . You must not go (to)
13691 Noklood . . .You need not now go (to)
13692 Nokpaard . .You should go (to) [sponsibility, Valid.)
13693 Noleggian . . GOOD. (Advantage, Benefit, Gain, Be-
13694 Nolensis . . .As good as
13695 Nolensium . Considered very good
13696 Nolentes . . . Do not see that it will do any good (to)
13697 Nolisate . . -Doing no good (to)
13698 Nolletie . . . Equally as good (as)
13699 Noluero . . . Good enough (for)
13700 Noluisti . . .Good for nothing
13701 Nomad .... Good for (what they order)
13702 Nomadisch . Good only for to-day
13703 Nomadiser .Good until
13704 Nomadism .Has not done much good
13705 Nomadont . .If can do any good
13706 Nomadum . .If equally as good as last
13707 Nomancy . .If good and cheap
13708 Nomanza . . If it will be any good
13709 Nomaphile .If not as good as
13710 Nombles ... Is good for
13711 Nombrable . Is it (are they) good (enough) (for)
13712 Nombradia .It is (they are) good (enough) (for)
13713 Nombrado . It is (they are) not good (enough) (for)
13714 Nombraige .It will do no good (to)
13715 Nombramos Not good (enough)
13716 Nombrant . .Not so good as (last)
13717 Nombrasse .To be of any good
13718 Nombre . . . What are they good for
13719 Nombreux . Will do a great deal of good
13720 Nombril . . .WT

ill do no good
13721 Nombrons .Will guarantee ( ) to be equally good (as)
13722 Nomeador . Will he (they) make it good
13723 Nomeadura .Will it do any good (to)
13724 Nomentum .Will it (they) be good for our purpose
13725 Nomimorum Will make it good
13726 Nomimos . .Will (you) ( ) guarantee it to be equally good as
13727 Nominable . You cannot do any good
13728 Nominabun .You may be able to do some good
13729 Nominanza .GOODS. (Delivery, Forward, Release,

Packing, Storage, Wharf.)
13730 Nominate . .Accompanying goods with invoice
13731 Nominativ -Advise us if goods have reached (you)
13732 Nominator . By what line can goods arrive (at)
13733 Nominaux .By what line do you wish goods shipped
13734 Nominibus .Deliver the goods (to)
13735 Nominilla . . Goods are
13736 Nominitab . Goods are imperfect
13737 Nominitet . .Goods are in course of (shipment by)
13738 Nominor . . .Goods are not (shipped)
13739 Nomion . . -Goods are not yet (delivered)
13740 Nomionem -Goods arrived
13741 Nomionis . -Goods cannot be (accepted)
33742 Nomiope . . -Goods'cannot be traced
13743 Nomique - -Goods damaged
13744 Nomismata -Goods delivered (at)
13745 Nomismie . . Goods have not yet arrived (at)
13746 Nomius . . -Goods in perfect condition
13747 Nommemen .Goods must be returned (to)
13748 Nommeras . Goods must be shipped so as to reach (us) ( ) by
13749 Nommering .Goods ready to ship, but no opportunity
13750 Nommertje .Goods remain at your disposal and risk
13751 Nomocanon .Goods shut out
13752 Nomocracy . Goods to be ready on or before
13753 Nomodice . .Goods will be ready for delivery (by)
13754 Nomograph -Goods will be (returned)
13755 Nomologie . Goods will be shipped (on the) (about)
13756 Nomophyla -Have been unable to send the goods (because)
13757 Nomorum . . Have the goods arrived
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13758 Nomosidad .Have the goods been (shipped)
13759 Nomothesy . Hold goods for further instructions to forward
13760 Nomothete .How and when were the goods shipped
13761 Nomprix . . .Hurry forward the goods on our order (of)
13762 Nonacid . . .Please trace goods and advise
13763 Nonacrin . . Refuses to take the goods
13764 Nonactief . .Keturn goods (to ) at 's expense
13765 Nonage . . . Send all the goods that are ready
13766 Nonageni . . Send goods to
13767 Nonagenos . bend goods via
13768 Nonagesie ..bending goods to
13769 Nonaginta . What is to be done with the rejected goods
13770 Nonagonal . When will (you) ( ) take the goods
13771 Nonagono . .Where will goods be cleared
13772 Nonalies . . .Who will clear goods
13773 Nonandret .Why are the goods not satisfactory
13774 Nonandria . Why have (you) ( ) not sent the goods
13775 Nonanorum .Will accept the goods
13776 Nonanos . . .Will not accept the goods if returned
13777 Nonantel . .Will not accept the goods unless
13778 Nonantiem .Will take goods
13779 Nonantup . .Will trace goods and advise
13780 Nonanum . .Will (you) ( ) take the goods
13781 Noncovell . .GOVERNED. (Control, Manage.)
13782 Noncurant .Govern yourself accordingly
13783 Nondimeno .Governed by the course of
13784 Nonelect . . .Must be governed by
13785 Nonentity . .Please be governed by
13786 Nonesuch . . Shall be governed by what we see of
13787 Nonetto . . .Will be governed accordingly
13788 Nongenor . .Will be governed by
13789 Nonianus ..GOVERNMENT.
13790 Nonidi . . . .By order of the government
13791 Nonjonina . .For the government
13792 Nonjurab . .Government contract
13793 Nonjuror . .Government will grant
13794 Nonnada . . .Government will not grant
13795 Nonnam . . .Government will not permit
13796 Nonnanome Government will permit
13797 Nonnenaap .Government will not take
13798 Nonnenhaf . Government will take
13799 Nonnenord .Is the government likely to interfere
13800 Nonnenth . .Not under government control
13801 Nonnetjes . .Should the government interfere
13802 Nonnette . .The government has interfered
13803 Nonnosus . .The government will

>4 Nonnulla . .The government will consider
13805 Nonnullum .The government will interfere
13806 Nonobstan .The government will not interfere
13807 Nonpariel . .Under government control
13808 Nonplus . . .Unless the government will
13809 Nonsane . . .Will the government consider
13810 Nonsuit . . .Will the government grant
13811 Nonsuited . .Will the government permit
13812 Nontenure .Will the government take
13813 Nonylene ..GRADES. (Curve, Resistance.)
13814 Nonylique .Are there any grades (at)
13815 Noodanker .Are there any grade crossings
3816 Noodbank . .Average grade is feet per mile

13817 Noodbeden .Average grade is per cent.
13818 Noodborg . . For service on grades of to
13819 Nooddam . .For working the easier grades (we recommend)
13820 Nooddien . . For working the steepest grades (we recommend)
13821 Nooddoop . .Grade crossings not allowed
13822 Nooddrang .Grade is combined with a curve of feet radius
13823 Nooddru ft .Grade is feet long
13824 Noodeloos . .Grade is feet per mile
L3825 Noodhaven .Grade is miles long
13826 Noodhelpe .Grade Is per cent.
13827 Noodhulp . . Heaviest grade on curve (is)
13828 Nood IK . . . .High grade
t829 Noodigen . .If grade does not exceed
3830 Noodjaar . .Length of the maximum grade is
831 Noodkeus . . Longest grade is

12 Noodklok . . Low grade
13833 Noodleuge .Maximum grade is feet per mile

'A Noodlott . . .Maximum grade is metres per kilometer
13835 Noodschot . Maximum grade is per cent.
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13836 Noodsein . . The grade is

13837 Noodsluis . . There are no grades (at)
13838 Noodstal . . . There are grade crossings
13839 Noodtafas . . There is a grade of per cent. [ feet radius
13840 Noodtuig . . Up a grade of per cent., combined with curve of
13841 Noodvlag . . Up a straight grade of per cent., exclusive of

curve resistance
13842 Noodwend . Up the grade and curve mentioned
13843 Noodwerk . . What is the average grade
13844 Noodwoord . What is the length of the grade
13845 Noodzaken . What is the length of the maximum grade
13846 Noonday . . . What is the maximum grade [ise.)
13847 Noordkust . GRANT. (Admit, Concession, Give, Prom-
13848 Noordoost . Delay grant as long as possible [ers.)
13849 Noordstar . . GRATES. (Boilers, Heating Surface, Stok-
13850 Noorman . . Can you increase the grate area (to)
13851 Noosingis . . Grate area square feet
13852 Nootdeks . . Grate area to total heating surface is as 1 is to
13853 Nootje .... Increasing grate area (to)
13854 Nootolie . . . Maximum grate area
13855 Nopalasto . . Retaining same grate area
13856 Nopalea . . . What is the grate area
13857 Nopalery . . Will increase the grate area to
13858 Nophah . . . Will reduce the grate area to
13859 Noptang . . . GRATEFUL. (Obligation, Thanks.)
13860 Noquet .... GREAT. (Large, More, Much, Size, Small.)
13861 Noragheda . Great many
13862 Noralite . . . Great waste of time
13863 Noramala . . If greater than
13864 Norantems . If not greater than
13865 Norbanor . . Is (are) greater than
13866 Norbanus . . It will be greatly to
13867 Norbertin . . No greater than
13868 Nordarmee . Not very great
13869 Nordbahn . . The greater
13870 Nordcape . . Very great
13871 Ncrdissan . .GROUND. (Basis, Switchboard.)
13872 Nordland . . Do not see any ground for the claim
13873 Nordlicht . .Ground connection
13874 Nordmacht . Ground detector switchboard
13875 Nordoston . Ground return
13876 Nordpfort . . Have not sufficient grounds for complaint
13877 Nordpol ... On the ground (of)
13878 Nordpunkt . On what ground is (it) ( ) based
13879 Nordsonne . Remove all grounds
13880 Nordstern . . Test carefully for grounds
13881 Ncrdsturm . There appear to be no grounds (for)
13882 Nordtheil . . There is a heavy ground on
13883 Nordwaser . There is a slight ground on [the trouble
13884 Nordwest . . There may be a ground somewhere which causes
13885 Normabam .GROUND DETECTOR. (Style.)
13886 Normabit . . GRUMBLE. (Complaint.)
13887 Normaleta . GUARANTEE. (Consumption, Economy,

Efficiency, Forfeit, Penalty, Promise, Safe,
13888 Normalfus . A guarantee (of) [Security, Undertake.)
13889 Normalien . A substantial guarantee
13890 Normalkur . Accept(s) the guarantee
13891 Normalmas . Against approved guarantee
13892 Normaluhr .Against banker's guarantee
13893 Normalwag .Against guarantee (of)
13894 Normamus . Agree to guarantee
13895 Normani . . .All material and workmanship carry our guarantee
13896 Normanize . Amount of guarantee
13897 Normarum . And guaranteed to be
13898 Normatif ..Asa guarantee (of)
13899 Normaturi . As guaranteed (by)
13900 Normavero . Be careful about giving a guarantee
13901 Norseman . . Before guaranteeing
13902 Norther . . . But without guarantee
13903 Northerly . . Can get guarantee
13904 Northstar . . Can guarantee completion
13905 Northward . Can we guarantee
13906 Northwind . Can (you) ( ) get guarantee
13907 Norval .... Can (you) ( ) guarantee date (of)
13908 Nosebag . . . Can (you) ( ) guarantee shipment (by) (in)
13909 Noseband . .Cannot accept forfeit, but will guarantee
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13910 Nosebleed . .Cannot approve the guarantee regarding
13911 Nosefish . . .Cannot be guaranteed [delivery on or before
13912 Noseforte . .Cannot get order unless (you) ( ) will guarantee
13913 Nosegay . . . Cannot give (get) required guarantee
13914 Noseless . . . Cannot guarantee [able to ship
13915 Nosing . . . .Cannot guarantee completion by , but hope to be
13916 Nosismart . .Cannot guarantee date (of)
13917 Nosocomio .Cannot guarantee date of shipment
13918 Nosodend . . Cannot guarantee to deliver by time stated
13919 Nosoderme . Date of ( ) (delivery) to be guaranteed
13920 Nosogene . .Decline(s) to guarantee
13921 Nosografo .Do(es) not guarantee
13922 Nosograpn .Following guarantee
13923 Nosohemie .Fully guaranteeing
13924 Nosologie . . Gave written guarantee that
13925 Nosomanie .Guarantee is not binding
13926 Nosonomy .Guarantee is not satisfactory
13927 Nosophob . .Guarantee is not sufficient
13928 Nosotaxy . .Guarantee is required (for)
13929 Nosotros . . -Guarantee is satisfactory
13930 Nossaris . . .Guarantee Ibs. steam per indicated horse power

per hour at rated capacity
13931 Nossibe . . .Guarantee must be made good
13932 Nostalgic . .Guarantee not to be
13933 Nostoman . .Guarantee to be as represented
13934 Nostrasie . .Guarantee to deliver by (in)
13935 Nostrate . .Guarantee to deliver by time stated
13936 Nostril . . . .Guarantee under forfeit
13937 Nostrofat . .Guaranteed by (us)
13938 Nostrum . .Guaranteed free from
13939 Notabitur . .Guaranteed not to be
13940 Notabor . . . Guaranteed to be (same as)
13941 Notabunt . .Has (have) guaranteed
13942 Notacanth .Has (have) not guaranteed
13943 Notacula . .Have (you) ( ) any guarantee
13944 Notaculum . Have (you) ( ) guaranteed
13945 Notamie . . .Have 's guarantee
13946 Notaminum .How soon can (you) ( ) guarantee
13947 Notamment .If conditions favorable can guarantee Ibs. con-

densing, Ibs. non-condensing with Ibs.

13948 Notandum .If guaranteed (by) [steam
13949 Notariado . .If not guaranteed (by)
13950 Notariale . .If we do not guarantee
13951 Notarisse . .If we guarantee
13952 Notarium . .If (you) ( ) have guaranteed
13953 Notaspide . .If (you) ( ) have not guaranteed
13954 Notassi . . .If (you) ( ) will guarantee (that)
13955 Notateur . .If (you) ( ) will not guarantee
13956 Notatoft . . .Impossible to arrange guarantee
13957 Notaturam .Is (are) guaranteed
13958 Notavano . .Is (are) not guaranteed
13959 Notavel . . .Is guarantee binding
13960 Notches . . .Is it (are they) guaranteed
13961 Notching . .Joint guarantee
13962 Notchweed .Must be guaranteed
13963 Notebas . . .Must guarantee date of (delivery)
13964 Noteboom . .Must have written guarantee
13965 Notedly . . . Not guaranteed
13966 Notedness . Obtain guarantee
13967 Notedop . . .On their (his) guarantee
13968 Notedoppe .Our guarantee
13969 Noteful . . . Our guarantees for successful operation (of)

13970 Noteless . . .Require(s) a guarantee
13971 Notenblat . .Substitute the following guarantee
13972 Notenbogre .Telegraph best guarantee you authorize
13973 Ndtenbuch .The guarantee cannot be arranged
13974 Notendruc .The guarantee has been arranged
13975 Notenheft . .They must guarantee their apparatus to be satis-

13976 Notenkopf .They to guarantee [factory to our customer
13977 Notenlin . . .l

Tnder a guarantee (that)
13978 Notenmnp . I'nder (our) ( 's) guarantee
13979 Notenplan . .Unless guaranteed
13980 Notenpu It . .Unless (you) ( ) will guarantee
13981 Notenrole . .We decline to guarantee

\ot.-nst . . .\\V guarantee it (them) to
\otenstic . .We guaranteeing

13984 Noteschil . .We (have) guarantee(d) delivery In from re-

ceipt of order under a penalty of per day
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13985 Notescunt . .We (have) guarantee(d) shipment in from re-

ceipt of order under a penalty of per day
13986 Nothanker . We will not guarantee (capacity) [you guarantee
13987 Notharb . . .What duty per million British Thermal Units will

13988 Nothbalke . What duty per 1,000 Ibs. of dry steam will you
guarantee [coal

13989 Nothbank . .What duty will you guarantee per 100 Ibs. of
13990 Nothbaues .What duty will you guarantee per 100 Ibs. of (com-

bustible)
13991 Nothbehel . .What duty will you guarantee per 1,000 Ibs. of dry

steam with Itas. pressure per sq. in. at engine
throttle at revolutions per minute

13992 Nothdach . .What economy will you guarantee at half and full

load, steam pounds condensing
13993 Nothdiens .What evaporation will you guarantee per Ib. of
13994 Notheid . . What guarantee is required [coal
13995 Nothfall . . What guarantee may I (we) make
13996 Nothfest . .WTho guaranteed
13997 Nothflagg .Who will guarantee us (against)
13998 Nothfreun .Will be guaranteed
13999 Nothfrist .Will give guarantee
14000 Nothgesel . Will guarantee a duty based upon plunger dis-

placement of million foot pounds of work for
each one hundred Ibs. of coal burned under
the boilers

14001 Nothgewan .Will guarantee a duty of million foot pounds
dry steam with a pressure of Ibs. per sq. in.

at engine throttle at revolutions per minute
14002 Nothhemd .Will guarantee a duty per 100 Ibs. coal as follows
14003 Nothhilfe . .Will guarantee a duty per 1,000 Ibs. of dry steam of
14004 Nothingis . .Will guarantee as desired
14005 Nothjahre .Will guarantee as desired but not under forfeit
14006 Nothkette .Will guarantee date of (delivery)
14007 Nothknopf .Will guarantee Ibs. evaporation per Ib. of best
14008 Nothlagen .Will guarantee the engine to perform a duty, based

upon plunger displacement, equivalent to not less
than million foot pounds of work for each one
million heat units consumed. The mode of de-
termining this duty to conform to the standard
method of conducting duty trials recommended
by the Committee of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers [(combustible)

14009 Nothleide . .Will guarantee the following duty per 100 Ibs. of
14010 Nothlos . . .Will he (they) guarantee
14011 Nothluege .Will only guarantee
14012 Nothmaste .Will (you) ( ) guarantee
14013 Nothmitel . .Without a guarantee
14014 Nothnagel .You can make following guarantee
14015 Nothorum . .You may guarantee
14016 Nothqual . .You must guarantee
14017 Nothral me .You to guarantee
14018 Nothstand .GUIDANCE. (Directions, Instructions. )
14019 Nothtaufe . .Are guided by
14020 Noththeil . . As a guide (in making)
14021 Nothuebel .Be guided by his (their) wishes as far as possible
14022 Nothweg . . .Cannot be used as a guide
14023 Nothwehr . .For guidance in the erection
14024 Nothwend . .For his (their) guidance
14025 Nothwort . .For my (our) guidance
14026 Notiamo . . .For your guidance
14027 Notidanus . .If they are guided by
14028 Notidobie . . If (you) ( ) are guided by
14029 Notierung . .In need of guidance
14030 Notificar . . .Please be guided by
14031 Notifichi . . . Shall we be guided by
14032 Notifico . . . Should be guided by
14033 Notified . . .Under whose guidance
14034 Notifigue . .Unless they are willing to be guided by
14035 Notitiam . . .Unless (you) ( ) are willing to be guided by
14036 Notium . . . .Will not be guided by
14037 Notodonte . .Will send for your guidance
14038 Notomia . . .HABIT. (Custom, Practice, Repeat, Usual.)
14039 Notomista .HAD. (Has, Have.)
14040 Notommata .Had I (we)
14041 Notomys . . .Had I (we) not
14042 Notons .... Had it been
14043 Notope .... Had it not (been)
14044 Notopede . .Had to
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14045 Notophyse . Had you (been)
14046 Notopod . . . Had you not (been)
14047 Notoriban . . If they had
14048 Notorious . . If they had not
14049 Notornis . . .If this had not been done
14050 Notosperm . Must have had
14051 Notostene . . Or had (we) (it) better
14052 Notostome . Said that he (they) had
14053 Nottata . . . Should have had
14054 Notte This had
14055 Nottetemp . This had not
14056 Nottilud . . . Until (we) (it) had
14057 Nottivago . . We had
14058 Nottola ... We had not
14059 Nottolino . . You had
14060 Nottolone . . You had not
14061 Notuistis . . HALF. (Division, Split.)
14062 Notularan .About one-half
14063 Notulat . . . And a half
14064 Notulen ... At least half
14065 Notulifas . . First half (of)
14066 Notwegen . . Half of the
14067 Notwheat . . Half to be
14068 Notylie ... If less than half
14069 Noudles ... If more than half
14070 Noulet .... In halves
14071 Noumenal . .Less than half
14072 Noumonon . More than half
14073 Nourish . . . Second half (of)
14074 Nourished . The two halves fastened together by
14075 Nourrain . . The two halves to be bolted together
14076 Noutka . . . The two halves to be rivetted together
14077 Nouveau . . . To be made in halves
14078 Nevada . . .HALFTONE CUTS. (Illustrated.)
14079 Novaclis .. .HAND. (Contrary, Control, Left, Right,
14080 Novaclor . .At first hand [Stock.)
14081 Novaculit . . At second hand
14082 Novador ... By hand
14083 Novadoras . Entirely in your hands
14084 Novalenta . . For left hand side of
14085 Novalia . . .Have nothing on hand
14086 Novamente . Have on hand ( ) suitable for service stated
14087 Novaminis . Have placed in hands of
14088 Novaminum Have (you) ( ) on hand (suitable for)
14089 Novanabo . . If not on hand
14090 Novandar . If on hand
14091 Novantena . In good hands
14092 Novantib . . In our hands
14093 Novaramos .In the hands of
14094 Novargent . In whose hands is the
14095 Novariais . . Is at hand
14096 Novaspars . Is not at hand
14097 Novastro . .Keep It (them) In hand as long as you can
14098 Novatada . . Left hand is wanted
14099 Novations . . Must be on hand to
14100 Novator . . .Not in our hands
14101 Novaturo . . Not in the hands of
14102 Novaturus .On the other hand
14103 Novatus . . . Put the in the hands of
14104 Novavisti . . Right hand is wanted
14105 Novedad . . . Short of hands
14106 Novedades . The matter is now in the hands of
14107 Novelabas .The matter is now out of our hands
14108 Novelaran . .What is there on hand
14109 Novelesca . .Which hand do you require
14110 Novelette . .Will be entirely in (our) ( *s) hands
14111 Novelista . .Will be on hand
14112 Novellato .-HAPPEN. (Circumstances, Place.)
14113 Novellava . .HARD. (Difficulty.)
14114 Noveller ...HARM. (Damage, Injury.)
14115 Novelty . . .HARMLESS. (Indemnify, Security.)
14116 Novembrls .HAS. (Had, Have.)
14117 Novemcost .Has (he) (it)
1118 Novemdial .Has (he) (it) not

14119 Novemfoli . .He has
14120 Novemlobe -He has not
14121 Novempagl , (ile) (it) has (been)



14122 Novemsil .

14123 Novenary .

14124 Novennial .

14125 Novenorum
14126 Novenside .

14127 Noventa . .

14128 Noventavo
14129 Noventona
14130 Novercal .

14131 Novesium .

14132 Noviani . .

14133 Novifuto . .

14134 Novilant . .

14135 Novisima .

14136 Novisimos
14137 Novissime .

14138 Novisti . . .

14139 Novitandu
14140 Novitiate .

14141 Novitious .

14142 Novocomum
14143 Nowadays .

14144 Noways . .

14145 Nowise . . .

14146 Noxalibus
14147 Noxalium .

14148 Noxarum .

14149 Noxiales . .

14150 Noxious . .

14151 Noxiously .

14152 Noxitudin .

14153 Noxitudo .

14154 Nuageux . .

14155 Nuaison . .

14156 Nuancait .

14157 Nuancames
14158 Nuancasse
14159 Nubada . .

14160 Nubamus .

14161 Nubbin . . .

14162 Nubibus . .

14163 Nubicogo .

14164 Nubidi . . .

14165 Nubidos . .

14166 Nubidum . .

14167 Nubienne .

14168 Nubiferas .

14169 Nubifuge .

14170 Nubifugos
14171 Nubifugum
14172 Nubigenet
14173 Nubigenis .

14174 Nubigenum
14175 Nubilamus
14176 Nubiland .

14177 Nubilaria .

14178 Nubilavit .

14179 Nubileux .

14180 Nubiloso . .

14181 Nubilrat . .

14182 Nubivago .

14183 Nublado . .

14184 Nublar . . .

14185 Nublosas .

14186 Nubosa . .

14187 Nubosos . .

14188 Nucalis . .

14189 Nucament .

14190 Nucellis . .

14191 Nuchter . .

14192 Nuckienne
14193 Nuclearem
14194 Nucleated .

14195 Nucleates .

14196 Nucleavit .

14197 Nuclebam .

MUG
Cont.

(He) (it) has not (been)
.How has (he) (it)
.If (he) (it) has
.If (he) (it) has not
.Says that (he) (it) has
.Says that (he) (it) has not
.Unless (he) (it) has
.What has
.Which has
.Which has not
.Who has (it)

.Why has (it)

.Why has not [Urge.)

.HASTEN. (Hurry, Prompt, Quickly, Rush,

.As a result of too much haste
Can be hastened (by)
Can hasten
Can you hasten
Cannot hasten
.Everything possible is being done to hasten
Hasten the completion of
Hasten the delivery of
.Have made all possible haste
If we can hasten
.If (you) ( ) can hasten
.If (you) ( ) cannot hasten
.In greatest haste
.In order to hasten
.Is this likely to hasten
Must hasten
.Shall we hasten
.To hasten
.Too much haste
. Try to hasten
.Unless haste is made
.Will hasten matters (if)

.Will make all possible haste

.Will not hasten matters (by)

.With haste

.Without haste

.HAUL. (Locomotive, Tractive.)

.Cannot haul more than

.Estimate will haul

.Guaranteed to haul gross tons of 2,240 pounds
cars and load (on ) if track and cars in good

Hauling capacity (on level estimated at) [condition
.How far must the (coal) (ore) be hauled
.How many gross tons of 2,240 pounds will it haul
.Must be hauled
.Must guarantee to haul
.Please give hauling capacity on a grade of
.Prefer not to guarantee hauling capacity
To haul gross tons of 2,240 pounds of cars and

. Total .weight to be hauled per day [load

.What is the total weight to be hauled per day
Will guarantee it (them) to haul the load stated if

track and cars in good condition [curve stated
.Will haul tons of 2,240 pounds on the grade and
.Will haul tons of 2,240 pounds up the grade
Will (you) ( ) guarantee hauling capacity
.HAVE. (Had, Has.)
Anxious to have
Are having
Are likely to have
As soon as have
Can have (it done)
Can let (you) ( ) have
Can (may) we have
Can (you) ( ) let me (us) have
Cannot have (it done)
Cannot have longer than
Cannot let (you) ( ) have
Did (you) ( ) have
.Expect to have
Have been (to)
Have had to
Have I (we) to
Have just
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14198 Nuclebeto . . Have more than (we require)
14199 Nuclebi . . . Have no more than (we require)
14200 Nuclebunt . .Have not been (to yet)
14201 Nucleo .... Have not had
14202 Nucleus . . .Have not (yet)
14203 Nucode . . . .Have nothing to do with it (them)
14204 Nuculaine . . Have they
14205 Nuculam . . Have they been (to)
3,4206 Nuculebat . .Have you
14207 Nuculeux . . Have you any
14208 Nudabimur . Have you been (to)
14209 Nudares . . . Have you not
14210 Nudatdam . How have they (has he)
14211 Nudatoris . .How have (you)
14212 Nudatos ... If has (have)
14213 Nudaturi . . If has (have) not
14214 Nudaturum .If he (they) have (to)
14215 Nudaviset . . If he (they) have not (to)
14216 Nudelchen . If we have (to)
14217 Nudeldick . .If we have not (to)
14218 Nudelform . If (you) ( ) have (to)
14219 Nudelgans . If (you) ( ) have not (to)
14220 Nudelmehl . Let (you) ( ) have
14221 Nudelmuld . Must have
14222 Nudelsupp . Must have it (them) not later than
14223 Nudibran . . Not necessary to have
14224 Nudicaude . Ought to have
14225 Nudifidia . . Please have (it done)
14226 Nudillo .... Shall have (to)
14227 Nudipare . . Shall have it done
14228 Nudipedis . . Shall not have (to)
14229 Nudissima . Should not have
14230 Nuditatem . Should (you) ( ) have
14231 Nuditatis . . So as to have
14232 Nudite .... They have not
14233 Nudosas . . .They will have (to)
14234 Nudoso . . . .We have
14235 Nudulorum . When shall (we) ( ) have
14236 Nudulum . . When will (you) ( ) have
14237 Nuegados . .When (you) ( ) have
14238 Nuesschen .Which have
14239 Nuestramo .Will have (to)
14240 Nuestro . . .Will not have (to)
14241 Nuevament . Will try to have
14242 Nuevemil . . Will (you) ( ) have
14243 Nuevos .... You have
14244 Nuffen .... You have not
14245 Nugabimur .You will have (to)
14246 Nugalibus . .You will not have (to)
14247 Nugatrix . . HEADROOM. (Crane, Hoist.)
14248 Nugget .... Headroom between top of engine cylinder and bot-

tom of crane at least feet
1424Q Nugify .... Headroom not to be less than
14250 Nugifying . .How much headroom is there [engine
14251 Nugivendi . How much headroom will be necessary to dismantle
14252 Nugolato . . Is there plenty of headroom (for)
14253 Nugonem . . Require headroom
14254 Nugonibus .There is only headroom
14255 Nugonis . . . There is plenty of headroom [and bottom of crane
14250 Nugulae . . .What is headroom between top of engine cylinder
14257 Nuisible . . . Will feet of headroom be suitable
14258 Nulidad ...HEALTH. (Sickness.)
14259 Nulidades . .HEAR. (Advice, Information, News.)
14260 Nullacam . .After hearing from (you)
14261 Nullahs . . .Anxiously waiting to hear from (you)
14262 Nullamont .AS soon as we hear (from)
14263 Nullaten . . -Cannot hear (until)
14264 Nulletjes . .Directly after hearing from
14265 Nullgard . . .Do not expect to hear (before)
14266 Nullibiet . . .Do nothing until you hear (from)
14267 Nullidade . . Expect to hear from (you) ( ) (by)
14268 Nullifica . . . Has anything been heard
14269 Nullipare . .Have heard (from) (that)
14270 Nullipora . -Have heard in confirmation of
14271 Nullita . . . .Have heard nothing (from) <<>r>

14272 Nullltes . . .Have heard nothing in confirmation or
14273 Nullorum . . Have just heard
14274 Nullos . . . .Have not heard (from) (of)
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14275 Nullpunkt . .Have not heard from (you) ( ) since
14276 Nullstric . . .Have since heard (that)
14277 Numariati . .Have (you) ( ) heard anything (of) (from)
14278 Numantin . .Have (you) ( ) heard anything- in confirmation of
14279 Numaria . . .Have (you) ( ) heard from them yet
14280 Numbed . . . Have (you) ( ) heard that
14281 Numberful . Heard confidentially
14282 Numbing . . Heard that (you) ( ) were
14283 Numbness . If we do not hear from (you) ( ) in hours
14284 Numella . . .If we do not hear from (you) ( ) to the contrary
14285 Numellati . . If (you) ( ) hear anything further
14286 Numenia . . If (you) ( ) hear nothing further
14287 Numerada . If you do not hear from me (us) (by ) you may

consider the business off

,If you do not hear from me (us) in hours
,If (you) ( ) should hear (of) (from)
Let us hear frequently

14288 Numerally
14289 Numeratio
14290 Numerico .

14291 Numero . .

14292 Numestran
14293 Numfarum
14294 Numicos . .

14295 Numidas . ,

14296 Numidian .

14297 Numidico .

14298 Numismal
14299 Numismati
14300 Numistro .

14301 Numitor . .

14302 Nummaria
14303 Nummer .

Must have heard
Must wait until we hear (of) (from)
Not having heard to the contrary
Not hearing from (you) ( ) we have
Shall be glad to hear from (you)
Telegraph if anything is heard
Unless we hear to the contrary
Unless (you) ( ) hear to the contrary
Until we hear from (you)
Wait until you hear from (me) (us)
We hear that (you) ( ) have
What do (you) ( ) hear (from) (about) (of)
When may we expect to hear (from you) (about)

14304 Nummifoga . When we last heard
14305 Nummorum Why do (we) ( ) not hear from (you)
14306 Nummos . . .Will hear shortly
14307 Nummular .Will let (you) ( ) hear as soon as possible
14308 Nummuli . . Will wait until we hear
14309 Nummulite .You ought to hear
14310 Numne . . . .HEAT. (Temperature.)
14311 Numonius . .HEATER. (Economizer.)
14312 Numquando Can open heater be used
14313 Numskull . .Heater and purifier
14314 Numularia .Heater complete (excepting)
14315 Nunca . . . .Heater covered with asbestos board inch thick,
14316 Nuncubi . . .Heater for boiler of h.-p. [and asbestos cement
14317 Nuncupaba .Heater for engine(s) of h.-p.
14318 Nuncupate .Heater horizontal pattern
14319 Nundina . . .Heater, pump and piping
14320 Nundinaba .Heater to be by-passed [flanges
14321 Nundinary . Heater to be complete with safety valves and
14322 Nundines . * Heater to have boiler tubes in place of brass
14323 Nundinor . .Heater to have brass tubes in place of boiler tubes
14324 Nundinum .Heater to have copper tubes in place of brass or iron
14325 Nunmehr . . Heater to have square feet of heating surface
14326 Nunmehrig .Heaters covered with 3 inches thick pipe cover-
14327 Nunnari . .Open heater can be used [ing
14328 Nunnation .With scum chamber
14329 Nunnery . .With special feed water heater heating surface
14330 Nunqua . . . With special feed water heater utilizing exhaust
14331 Nuntiabor .Without scum chamber [steam of main engine
14332 Nuntiando .HEATING SURFACE. (Boilers, Grates.)
14333 Nuotammo . Has not sufficient heating surface [than to 1

14334 Nuotando . .Heating surface to grate area should not be less

14335 Nuotasse . .Increase heating surface to [face to do the work
14336 Nuotassim . It will require about square feet of heating sur-

14337 Nuotavamo . Square feet heating surface
14338 Nuotavate The approximate heating surface is square feet

14339 Nuotiate . . .
What is the heating surface

I tions.)
14340 Nuovona . .HEIGHT. (Altitude, Dimensions, Limita-
14341 Nupedale . .Are we right in making height and width respec-
14342 Nuphar . . . Average height (to be) [tively
14343 Nupsisset . .Can you allow inches additional height
14344 Nupsisti . . .Extreme height
14345 Nuptabat . .Extreme height allowed is [are
14346 Nuptabunt .Extreme height and width allowable respectively
14347 Nuptamus .Height above is
14348 Nuptatura .Height is
14349 Nuptavit . . Height is about
14350 Nuptial . . .Height must not exceed
14351 Nuptiator . . Height of
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14352 Nuptiaux
14353 Nuptular
14354 Nuptura .

14355 Nupturiv
14356 Nuraghe .

14357 Nurkacht
14358 Nurksch .

14359 Nurses . .

14360 Nursing .

14361 Nursinos
14362 Nursinum
14363 Nurslings
14364 Nurtured
14365 Nurturing
14366 Nusquam
14367 Nussartig
14368 Nussdolde
14369 Nusselen .

14370 Nussfarbe
14371 Nussfruch
14372 Nusskodam
14373 Nusskuche
14374 Nusslaub .

14375 Nusslilie . .

14376 Nussmast .

14377 Nusspalme
14378 Nusssatel .

14379 Nussschal
14380 Nussstaud
14381 Nusstraub
14382 Nutabimus
14383 Nutabost .

14384 Nutamina .

14385 Nutaminis
14386 Nutaturo .

14387 Nutbrown
14388 Nutgall . .

14389 Nuthatch .

14390 Nuthook . .

14391 Nutmeg . .

14392 Nutmegged
14393 Nutmeggy
14394 Nutration .

14395 Nutriamo .

14396 Nutriboca .

14397 Nutricul . .

14398 Nutridas .

14399 Nutrifuso .

14400 Nutrilite . .

14401 Nutriment
14402 Nutrimina
14403 Nutritif . .

14404 Nutritive .

14405 Nutrivist .

14406 Nutshell . .

14407 Nuttainle .

14408 Nuttalite .

14409 Nuttaluga .

14410 Nutteloos .

14411 Nuttiger . .

14412 Nutting . .

14413 Nutuales .

14414 Nuvolag . .

14415 Nuvoletta
14416 Nuvolone .

14417 Nuvolosit .

14418 Nuvoloso .

14419 Nuxie . . .

14420 Nuytsie . .

14421 Nyctalmos
14422 Nyctalmum
14423 Nyctates . .

14424 Nycteum .

14425 Nycthemer
14426 Nyetibie . .

IHL'T Nyctibius .

1442X Nyctimene
14429 Nyctipate .

HEIGHT Cont.

.Height should be

.Height will exceed

.Height will not exceed

.If the height does not exceed

.If the height exceeds

. If the height is

.In height

.Make height (same as)

.Maximum height at sides and middle respectively Is

.May (we) ( ) make height

.Same height as [width allowable

.Telegraph immediately the extreme height and

.What is height above

.What is the extreme height (allowable)

.What is the height (of)

.You may make height

.HELD. (Contain, Hold.)

.By whom held

.Can be held

.Can it be held

.Cannot be held (longer than)

.Everything has been held

.Have been held

.Have (you) ( ) held

.Held because

.Held by (you)

.Held for (your) account (of)

.Held subject to the order of

.Held subject to your order

.Held until

.If it can be held

.If it cannot be held

.If likely to be held

.If not likely to be held

.Is it likely to be held

.Must be held

.Must not be held

.Nothing has been held

.Not likely to be held

.Not to be held

.Principally held by

.Should be held

.Should not be held

.To be held

.Unavoidably held

.Unexpectedly held

.Was held

.Was it held

.Was not held

.What has been held

.Why has it been held

.Why has it not been held

.Will be held (unless) (until)

.HELP. (Assistance, Man, Men, Remedy.)

.Are sending to help you

.Can (you) ( ) get sufficient help (to)

.Cannot help (him) (it) (them)

.Cannot manage ( ) without some help

.Do not if you can help it

.Do not think it would help

.Do (you) ( ) think it would help

.Have insufficient help

.Have you sufficient help

.Please send someone to help (me)

.Telegraph if (you) ( ) need help

.Think it would help

.To help (you) (to)

.Until help arrives

.Will help (you)

.Will help him (them)

.You must help (him) (them)

.HERE. (Call, Go, Place, Visit.)

.Can (he) ( ) come here (by)

.Can (he) ( ) remain here

.Can you come here (by)

.Come here immediately

.Do not come here (before)

.Expect to be here (until)
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14430 Nyctisaur . . Expected here
14431 Nyctobron . From here
14432 Nyctophan . Has (have) been here
14433 Nyctophil . Has (have) not been here
14434 Nygdosor . Has left here (for )

14435 Nylandtie . How soon can (you) ( ) be here
14436 Nylgaut . . If (he) ( ) cannot come here (by)
14437 Nyman . . .If (he) ( ) could be here (by)
14438 Nymarum . If (you) ( ) can come here (by)
14439 Nymbaeum . If (you) ( ) cannot be here (by)
14440 Nymis . . . Impossible to be here
14441 Nymphal . In order to be here
14442 Nymphalis . Instruct (him) ( ) to be here (by)
14443 Nympharu . Is (are) expected here (about)
14444 Nymphedot . Is (are) not expected here (until)
14445 Nymphical . Is (are) not here
14446 Nymphidie . Is (are) wanted here
14447 Nymphigen . Must be here (by) (until)
14448 Nymphite . . Not wanted here (before)
14449 Nymphly . . Should be here (by)
14450 Nymphonen Should have been here (by)
14451 Nymphonis . Unless (you) ( ) can be here by , do not come
14452 Nymphotom When could (you) ( ) manage to be here
14453 Nyphone . . When do you expect him to be "here
14454 Nysiacor . . When do you expect to be here
14455 Nysiade . , . Will be here (until)
14456 Nysigena . . Will not be here (until)
14457 Nysigenis . . Will stay here
14458 Nyssanthe . (You) ( ) must be here the latest

O The letter " O "
prefixed to code words des-

O ignates that the corresponding code num-
O ber is used as a numeral. Look for the
O code word without the prefixed

" O." Code
O words beginning with " O " relate to nu-
O xnerals only. (See page 267.)

14459 Pabellon . . . HEREAFTER. (Future.)
14460 Pabillos . . . HESITATE. (Doubt, Fear.)
14461 Pabillum . . . HIDE. (Conceal.)
14462 Pabilo .... HIGH. (Cost, Over, Price.)
14463 Pabilones . . As high as
14464 Pabnyram . At a higher figure
14465 Pabone .... At the highest
14466 Pabonibus . . Considered high
14467 Pabonum . . Higher than
14468 Pabulorum . How high is (are)
14469 Pabulosi . . . How much higher
14470 Pabulosos . . If not too high
14471 Pacandor . . If too high
14472 Pacandum . Is high enough
14473 Pacatesol . . Is highest
14474 Pacatian ... Is it too high
14475 Pacativo ... Is not high enough
14476 Pacato .... Is not high when you take into account
14477 Pacavisse . . Is not higher than
14478 Pachacama . Is not so high (as)
14479 Pachalik ... Is not too high
14480 Pachaman . Is too high
14481 Pacharil . . . Much higher
14482 Pachas .... Must be feet high
14483 Pachinus . . Must not be higher (than)
14484 Pachismo . . Not necessary to be so high
14485 Pachmina . . Presume they will go a little higher
14486 Pacholast . .Seems high; can it be a mistake
14487 Pachomius . Should be high enough to
14488 Pachorra . . The highest point
14489 Pachten ... To highest part
14490 Pachtest . . . What is the highest
14491 Pachtgeld . . Will be too high (for)
14492 Pachtgut .. Will not go higher
14493 Pachthaus . Would like to make it inches higher [Stop.)
14494 Pachtkrug .HINDRANCE. (Delay, Detain, Impede,
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14495 Pachtlehe . .HOIST. (Crane, Headroom.)
14496 Pachtleut . .Can hoist
14497 Pachtsach .Can hoist tons of 2,000 pounds per day
14498 Pachtspel . . Can you hoist
14499 Pachtung . .Cannot hoist
14500 Pachuchad .Condition of hoist unsatisfactory
14501 Pachydis . .Hoist in first-rate condition
14502 Pachylope .Hoist will lift a gross load of pounds
14503 Pachyma . .Horse power direct acting compressed air hoist
14504 Pachyneme .Horse power direct acting electric hoist
14505 Pachyote . .Horse power direct acting steam hoist
14506 Pachypalp .Horse power double reduction compressed air hoist
14507 Pachypode .Horse power double reduction electric hoist
14508 Pachysome .Horse power double reduction steam hoist
14509 Pachystol . .Horse power of hoist is

14510 Packboden .Horse power single reduction compressed air hoist
14511 Packender .Horse power single reduction electric hoist
14512 Packetpos . .Horse power single reduction steam hoist
14513 Packfond . .Maximum load for hoist in pounds is
14514 Packhause .Shall require a new hoist
14515 Packhof . /.So as to be able to hoist
14516 Packhorse . Speed of hoist is
14517 Packkoste .This will enable us to hoist
14518 Packlack . . To hoist
14519 Packleine . .What is the capacity and condition of hoist
14520 Packman . . What is the horse power of hoist
14521 Packnadel . .What is the maximum load for hoist in pounds
14522 Packraum . .What is the speed of hoist
14523 Packsign ..HOLD. (Binding, Held, Include, Keep, Ob-

ligation, Responsibility.)
14524 Packst .... Advise (you) ( ) to hold
14525 Packstaff . . Can (will) hold (us)
14526 Packtasch .Can they hold
14527 Packtuch . .Can we hold
14528 Packwagen .Can (you) ( ) hold (him)
14529 Packwax . -Cannot hold (us) (longer than)
14530 Packwesen .Did not hold
14531 Paclite ... .Did they hold
14532 Pacotilha . . Did you hold
14533 Pacotinho .Do not hold
14534 Pacquagon .Do they hold
14535 Pactados . . Do you hold
14536 Pactaramo . For how long can (you) ( ) hold
14537 Pactilis . . . For how long shall (you) ( ) hold
14538 Pactisais . . Hold as long as you can
14539 Pactisons . . Hold at all hazards
14540 Pactole . . . .Hold back
14541 Pactolide . .Hold firm until you hear from (me)
14542 Pactolora . .Hold for
14543 Pacuviano . .Hold for account of
14544 Pacuvius . .Hold for our account
14545 Paddactos . .Hold for their account
14546 Paddelnot . .Hold for your account
14547 Paddengif . .Hold on account of
14548 Paddlebox .Hold subject to (our) ( 's) order
14549 Paddlers . . .Hold the matter open
14550 Paddock . . .Hold them (him) (to)
14551 Paddy . . . .Hold until arrival of
14552 Padejador . .Hold until further orders
14553 Padelicas . .Hold until we arrive
14554 Padel in . . .Hold yourself in readiness (to)
14555 Padellone . Holding off on account of
14556 Padellott . .How long shall we hold
14557 Padesoy . . .If they do not hold
14558 Padishah . .If they hold
14559 Padlockin . .If we do not hold
14560 Padlocks . .If we hold
14561 Padnag ...If (you) ( ) can hold
14562 Padolles . . .If (you) ( ) cannot hold
14563 Padouane . .If you do not hold
14564 Padrasto . .If you hold
14565 Padrinhar . .In order to hold
14566 Padrinos . . .Instruct to hold
14567 Paduanas . .Is it safe to hold
14568 Padulesco . .It is not safe to hold
14569 Paduloso . .It is safe to hold
14570 Paffant . . . Please hold order open until you hear from us
14571 Paffuto . . . .Prefer not to hold
14572 Paflon . . . .Prefer to hold
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HOLD Cont.
14573 Paflones . . . Shall we hold
14574 Pagack .... Unless they can hold
14575 Pagadoria . .Unless we can hold
14576 Paganalia . .Unless you can hold
14577 Paganesim .What shall we hold
14578 Paganias . . What will you hold
14579 Paganical . . Why are they holding off

14580 Paganico . .Why are (you) ( ) holding off

14581 Paganiga . . Will hold until the arrival of
14582 Paganish . . Will hold until you arrive
14583 Paganismu .Will hold (you) ( ) for damage
14584 Paganity . .Will not hold
14585 Paganly . . .Will try to hold
14586 Paganorum .Will (you) ( ) hold
14587 Paganos . . .You must hold [Template.)
14588 Pagavel . . . HOLES. (Drilled, Flanges, Foundations,
14589 Pagayas . . .Are the holes to be drilled or punched
14590 Pagayeur . .Centers of holes to be inches apart
14591 Pageada . . .Drill all holes
14592 Pageant . . . Holes are to be
14598 Pageanted .Holes to be drilled inches diameter
14594 Pageantry -Holes to be punched inches diameter
14595 Pagehood . .How many holes are there
14596 Patella . . . .To have holes ( inches diameter)
14597 Pagellaru . .To have holes for
14598 Pagellus . . .What size are the holes to be
14599 Paginabun .HOLIDAY. (Vacation.)
14600 Paginamus .After the holidays
14601 Paginante . .Can do nothing until after the holidays
14602 Paginetta . .Holiday here next
14603 Paglia ... -It will be a holiday here to-morrow
14604 Paglietta . -Will be at during the holidays
14605 Pagmenta . -Will return from his holiday
14606 Pagnones . .Works shut down on account of (holiday)
14607 Pagondas . -HOLLY RETURN SYSTEM. (Page 490.)
14608 Pagorum - -HONOR. (Draft, Pay, Protect.)
14609 Pagotines . . Advise whether the following has (have) been
14610 Pagurian . -Anything but honorable [honored
14611 Paguridal . .Can (we) ( ) honor
14612 Paharia . . -Do not honor
14613 Pahouin . . -For honor of drawer
14614 Paideutic . . Has been honored
14615 Pailebote . .Has (have) refused to honor
14616 Pailfuls. .-Must honor
14617 Paillasse . .We believe him (them) to be perfectly honorable
14618 Pailleule . . .Will honor your draft (for)
14619 Paillis . . . -Will not honor (your draft)
14620 Paillole . . .Will (you) ( ) honor
14621 Painelas . ...You can honor [Urge.)
14622 Painterly . .HOPE. (Believe, Encouragement, Expect,
14623 Painting . . . Have every hope (that)
14624 Paintless . .Have not abandoned hope
14625 Paisano . . -Hope they will (be able to)
14626 Paisibles . .Hope they will not
14627 Paisselag . . Hope to do so shortly
14628 Paitrais . . .Hope to do so to-morrow
14629 Pajanlie . . .Hope to meet (you) ( ) as proposed
14630 Pajara . . . .Hope (you) ( ) will (be able to)
14631 Pajarilla . . .Hope (you) ( ) will not
14632 Pajaruco . .Is there any hope (of)
14633 Pajeaba . . -Seems to be very hopeful
14634 Pajeabamo -There is no hope whatever
14635 Pajeadas . .There is very little hope
14636 Pajonal ...HORIZONTAL. (Level, Split.)
14637 Pajonisme .Horizontal distance
14638 Pajosa . . . .Horizontally divided
14639 Pajosos . . .If horizontal
14640 Pajuela . . -If not horizontal
14641 Pakarad . . .In a horizontal direction
14642 Paketboot . . Is not horizontal
14643 Pakhuis . . .Measured horizontally
14644 Pakjes . . . .Placed horizontally
14645 Pakkist . . .What is the horizontal distance
14646 Pakkisten . .Worked horizontally
14647 Pakmand . . Workings are horizontal
14648 Pakschuit . .HORSE POWER. (Power.)
14649 Pakspeld . . Brake horse power
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HORSE POWER- Cont.

14650 Paktolos . . .Capable of developing i. h. p. with pounds
14651 Palabatur . .Effective horse power [steam (and r. p. m.)
14652 Palabrada .Electrical horse power
14653 Palabrita . . Engine of i. h.-p.
14654 Palabunt . .Horse power at miles per hour [power
14655 Palacenta . . How many square feet of grate surface per horse
14656 Palacurna . Indicated horse power (of )

14657 Paladar . . . Indicated horse power required (to)
14658 Paladeamo .Mean effective horse power
14659 Paladial . . . Nominal horse power
14660 Paladroge . .Of i. h.-p.
14661 Palaemon . . Of insufficient horse power
14662 Palafitta . . .Of sufficient horse power
14663 Palafox . . .Per indicated horse power
14664 Palagarum .Per indicated horse power per hpur
14665 Palage . . . .Present horse power of station is

14666 Palagonit . .Proposed to add horse power to station
14667 Palagra . . .Required horse power
14668 Palahuso . .Square feet of grate surface per h.-p.
14669 Palamalha .Square feet of heating surface per i. h.-p.
14670 Palamedis .What is the brake horse power
14671 Palamitar .What is the effective horse power (required)
14672 Palamoud . . What is the i. h.-p. (of)
14673 Palampore .What is the indicated horse power (required)
14674 Palanca . . .What is the nominal horse power (required)
14675 Palancamm Will give i. h.-p.
14676 Palanches . .HOTEL. (Reserve, Room, Stay, Stop.)
14677 Palanchin . .Address to hotel
14678 Palancon . .Advise (you) ( ) to stop at hotel
14679 Palandrea . .At the hotel
14680 Palanque . .At what hotel can we find
14681 Palanquin . .At what hotel do you (does he) stop
14682 Palantib . . .Have reserved ( ) room(s) for you at hotel
14683 Palardeau . He is at hotel
14684 Palassem . . Hotel expenses
14685 Palastdam .How long will (you) ( ) remain at hotel
14686 Palastro . . . Inquire at hotel (for)
14687 Palasttho . . Reserve ( ) room(s) at hotel (for)
14688 Palatable . . Shall stop at the ( ) hotel
14689 Palatal . . . Usually stops at hotel
14690 Palathar . . Will be at hotel ( ) until
14691 Palatinad . .Will meet you at hotel
14692 Palchetti . .HOURS. (Long, Time.)
14693 Palchi . . . .After business hours
14694 Falcone . . -At any hour (of the)
14695 Palcuto . . . At what hour
14696 Paleaban . . Before business hours
14697 Paleades . . Between the hours of and
14698 Paleador . . -Caused a delay of hours
14699 Palealium -Cents per hour
14700 Palearius . .Dollars per hour
14701 Paleggiav . . During business hours
14702 Paleness . . -During hours test
14703 Palenques . -Every hour
14704 Palentes . . -Every hours
14705 Palerons . . -Hours will be required (to)
14706 Palesano . -How many hours are required (to)
14707 Palesavan . in the course of a few hours
14708 Palestine . . it takes hours (to get from to)
14709 Palestra . . .Not after business hours
14710 Paletabon . .Not before business hours
14711 Paletada . .Not during business hours
14712 Paletatio . .Number of hours
14713 Paletoque . . Per horse power hour
14714 Paletot . . . .Per hour
14715 Palewise . . .Will cause a delay of hours
14716 Palfrey . . . -Within hours
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14976 Panamahut .HOW. (Can, Manner, Way.)
14977 Panasco . . .About how

.Cannot discover how

.How about (It)

.How are we (am I) to

.How are (you) ( ) going to arrange about

.How can I (we)

.How can (you)

.How did (you)

.How do (you)

.How do (you) ( ) wish us to

.How have (they)

.How have you

.How is (are)

.How is it (that)

.How it was done

.How long

.How many are there

.How many (much)

.How many (much) do you require

.How many (much) less

.How many (much) more

.How many (much) shall I (we)

.How often

.How ought

.How shall I (we)

.How should

.How soon

.How was (were)

.How will he (they)

.How will (you)

.Try to discover how

.HOWEVER. (Bnt, Notwithstanding.)

.HUNDRED-WEIGHT. (Cwt.)

.HURRY. (Hasten, Quickly, Rush, Urge.)

.Are hurrying

.Are (you) ( ) in a great hurry (for)

.Can (you) ( ) make specially and hurry through

.Do not hurry

.Hurry as much as possible [(ajt)

.Hurry forward all you possibly can; wanted quick

.Hurry forward material on orders

.Hurry our order (dated ) (No. )

.Hurry (our) ( 's) stock requisitions

.Hurry work to completion

14978 Panatella .

14979 Pancadari .

14980 Pancale . .

149S1 Pancarpia .

14982 Pancarpos
14983 Pancartes .

14984 Panchaeum
14985 Panche . . .

14986 Panchetto .

14987 Panchway
14988 Pancleon .

14989 Panconoso
14990 Pancottin .

14991 Pancratis .

14992 Pancturam
14993 Pancudo . .

14994 Pandabast
14995 Pandabit ,

14996 Pandabunt
14997 Pandales .

14998 Pandarane
14999 Pandatar .

15000 Pandation .

15001 Pandatura
15002 Pandavero
15003 Pandean . .

15004 Pandeaste .

15005 Pandemia .

15006 Pandemico
15007 Pandemon
15008 Pandisset .

15009 Pandisti . .

15010 Pandorga .

15011 Pandorium
15012 Pandorus .

15013 Pandosia .

15014 Pandours .

15015 Pandowy .

15016 Pandrosos .

15017 Pandsadat
15018 Pandspel .

15019 Pandur . .

15020 Pandurate
15021 Pandya . . .

15022 Paneas . . .

15023 Panellada .

15024 Panelles . .

15025 Panellino .

15026 Panemone
15027 Panfano . .

15028 Panfilo . . .

15029 Pangajoa .

15030 Pangam . .

15031 Pangencod
15032 Pangendum
15033 Pangentem
15034 Pangolino .

15035 Pangonies .

15036 Pangonos .

15037 Pangonum
15038 Pangues . .

15039 Panharing
15040 Panhormo
15041 Panichist .

15042 Paniculad .

15043 Panlcum .

15044 Paniegas .

15045 Paniflcat .

15046 Panllla . . .

15047 Paniquant
15048 Paniscus .

15049 Pankruit .

15050 Pannade . .

15051 Pannnry . .

15052 Pannatura
15053 Pannedak .

.If (you) ( ) are in a hurry

.If (you) ( ) do not hurry

.Impossible to hurry more than (we) ( ) are doing

.Is (are) in a great hurry (for)

.Is (are) in no hurry (for)

.Will hurry as much as possible

.HURT. (Damage, Injury.)

.HYDRAULIC.

.Cannot commence hydraulic operations (before)

.Does your price include the hydraulic apparatus

.Hydraulic machinery

.Hydraulic operations

.Hydraulic plant complete ready to run

.Hydraulic power

.Hydraulic press

.Our price does not include the hydraulic apparatus

.Our price includes hydraulic apparatus
When will hydraulic operations commence
Will commence hydraulic operations
Will require for hydraulic operations
HYPOTHECATE. (Bill of Sale, Lien.)
.IDEA. (Impression, Opinion, Plan, Pur-
Abandon the idea [pose, View.)
.An absurd idea
.An excellent idea
.Had an idea that he (they) would
.Have no idea of
.Have (you) ( ) any idea of
.Idea is to
. Impossible to form .-my i

.In iirrlor to form ;m IdBtt

.L<-t (us ( li.tv.- your ideas (of) (on)

.My (our) idea
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15054 Pannefin . .

15055 Panneggi .

15056 Pannejadp
15057 Pannequet
15058 Pannikin .

15059 Panninho .

15060 Pannonast
15061 Pannones .

15062 Pannoniac
15063 Pannonuta
15064 Pannosoru
15065 Pannosos .

15066 Pannosum
15067 Pannum ...

15068 Pannychi .

15069 Panocha . .

15070 Panojas . .

15071 Panomphe
15072 Panonpoli .

15073 Panopea . .

15074 Panophob .

15075 Panoplia . .

15076 Panopside .

15077 Panoptes .

15078 Panoptica .

15079 Panorama .

15080 Panoramic
15081 Panorpide .

15082 Panossake
15083 Panotype .

15084 Pansait . .

15085 Panscope .

15086 Pansfluit .

15087 Panshon . .

15088 Panslavic .

15089 Pansophie
15090 Pantable .

15091 Pantacles .

15092 Pantacosm
15093 Pantagamy
15094 Pantagath
15095 Pantagoge
15096 Pantalet . .

15097 Pantalla . .

15098 Pantalon .

15099 Pantamere
15100 Pantamorp
15101 Pantanal .

15102 Pantannes
15103 Pantanoso
15104 Pantapho .

15105 Pantauch .

15106 Panteismo
15107 Pantejora .

15108 Pantelant .

15109 Pantelium .

15110 Panteus . .

15111 Pantheism
15112 Pantheon .

15113 Panther . .

15114 Panthoum
15115 Panticape .

15116 Pantilius .

15117 Pantograf
15118 Pantolab .

15119 Pantolies .

15120 Pantolort .

15121 Pantomet .

15122 Pantomima
15123 Pantophag
15124 Pantopoda
15125 Pantoque .

15126 Pantoscop
15127 Pantotele .

15128 Pantothri .

15129 Pantoufle .

15130 Pantoun . .

15131 Pantschen

PAN

ose idea was It

.Will abandon the idea

.Your idea [way

.Your ideas of (price) (
-

) are altogether out of the
.IDENTICAL.. (Same.)
.Almost identically the same (as)
.Is (are) identical (with)
.Is it identical (with)
.Is not identical (with)
.Need not be identical
.Should be identical (with)
.Will be identical (with)
.IDENTIFY. (Introduction.)
.Can be identified (by)
.Can identify
.Can (you) (

--
) be identified (by)

.Can (you) (
-

) identify
.Cannot be identified (by)
.Cannot identify, please give construction number
.For the purpose of identification
.How can (we) (

-
) identify

.Identification of

.If- can be identified

.If (you) (
-

) cannot identify
.In order to identify
.It is important to identify
.Must be identified (by)
.Must (you) (

-
) be identified

.Need not be identified

.Proper identification

.Require(s) identification

.This will serve to identify

.To be identified (by)

.Will be identified (by)

.Will serve to identify

.Without identification

.IF. (But.)

.And if

.And if so

.But if he (they)

.But if not

.But if we

.If he (they)

.If he (they) will

.If it is

.If it is not

.If not (there)

.If not; when will (you)

.If only

.If so, can (you)

.If there

.If we can

.If we cannot

.If we (I) do

.If we (I) do not

.If you can

.If you cannot

.If you (do)

.If you do not

.Not if (it)

.Not if they

.Not if we

.Not if (you)

.IGNORANT. (Ascertain, Know.)

.IGNORE. (Neglect, Recognize.)

.Can we ignore

.Can you ignore

.Cannot be ignored

.Cannot ignore

.Do not try to ignore

.Has been ignored

.If they ignore

.If (you) (
-

) do not ignore
.If (you) (

-
) ignore

.Must ignore

.Must not ignore

.Why do (you) (
-

) not ignore
.Why has it been ignored
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PAN

15132 Pantufada
15133 Panunto . .

15134 Panurgy . .

15135 Panvisch .

15136 Panvlies . .

15137 Panximus .

15138 Panxissen
15139 Panxit . . .

15140 Panyardes
15141 Panyasis . ,

15142 Papachtig .

15143 Papada . . ,

15144 Papadilla .

15145 Papadinha
15146 Papafigo . ,

15147 Papagayo .

15148 Papahigos
15149 Papahuevo
15150 Papal
15151 Papalist . .

15152 Papality . .

15153 Papalize . .

15154 Papally . .

15155 Papalment
15156 Papamosca
15157 Papanatas
15158 Papanduja
15159 Papaphob .

15160 Paparchy .

15161 Paparia . .

15162 Papariamo
15163 Paparium .

15164 Papasismo
15165 Papasso . .

15166 Papaute . .

15167 Papavel . .

15168 Papavero .

15169 Papavist .

15170 Papegais .

15171 Papegot . .

15172 Papelagem
15173 Papelard .

15174 Papelejo . .

15175 Papelinat .

15176 Papelinho .

15177 Papelista .

15178 Papelon .

15179 Papelonad
15180 Papelucho
15181 Papenkap .

15182 Papenmuts
15183 Papesche .

15184 Papesco . .

15185 Paphages .

15186 Paphian . .

15187 Paphlagon
15188 Papier . .

15189 Papiflant .

15190 Papilla . . .

15191 Papillous .

15192 Papinhas .

15193 Papiniani .

15194 Papismo . .

15195 Papistas . .

15196 Papistica .

15197 Papistry . .

15198 Papiumcat
15199 Paplepel . .

15200 Papmeat . .

15201 Papotons .

lf.21'2 Papon . . .

15203 Papouche .

15206 Papoula .

IGNORE- Cont.
.Will ignore
.ILL. (Sickness.)
ILLEGAL. (Legal.)
.Advise that it is illegal
.Do nothing that is illegal
.Do not think it is illegal
.Do (you) ( ) consider it illegal
.Is not illegal
.Would be illegal
.Would not be illegal
-ILLUSTRATED. (Cut, Photographs.)
.Article illustrating and describing
.As illustrated in the
.As illustrated on page of
.Cuts are indistinct; should be replaced
.Cuts at printers
.Cuts destroyed
.Cuts in circular No. will be replaced
.Cuts not finished
.General design illustrated by catalogue page
.General design illustrated by photo (negative No.)
.General design illustrated by print from tracing No.
.Half tone(s) numbered
.Half-tone reproduction(s)
.Have ( ) electrotypes made of cut(s) No.
.Have you electrotype(s) No. on hand
. Have you half tone(s) from photograph(s) No.
.Have you sent electrotype(s) (of)
.Have you sent half tone(s) No.
.How many electrotypes did you send
.How many half tones did you send
.Illustration(s) shown on page(s) No. of
.Illustrating
.Illustrations
.See illustration page of
. Send electrotype(s) of
.Send electrotype(s) of half tone(s) No. ,

. Send electrotype(s) of illustration(s) on page(s)

.Send half tone(s) (of) (No. ) [No. of

.Send half tone(s) of illustration(s) on page(s)
No. of

.Wax plate reproduction(s) [ on hand

.We have no electrotype(s) from half tone(s) No.

.We have no half tone(s) from photograph(s) No.

.We send half tone(s) (of) (No. ) [ on hand

.We sent electrotype(s) of by express [express

.We sent electrotpye(s) of half tone(s) No. by

.We sent half tone(s) of by express

.We sent half tone(s) No. by express

.We will send electrotype(s) from half tone(s) No.

.We will send electrotype(s) of illustration(s) on
page(s) No

.We will send half tone(s) from photograph(s) No.

.We will send half tone(s) of illustration(s) on
page(s) No. [No.

.When will you send electrotype(s) from half tone(s)

.When will you send electrotype(s) of illustration(s)
on page(s) No [No.

.When will you send half tone(s) from photograph(s)

.When will you send half tone(s) of illustration(s)

.Where can illustration be found [on page(s) No.

.Will illustrate it

.Zinc etching reproduction(s)

.IMAGINE. (Believe, Think.)

.IMITATE. (Copy, Duplicate.)
IMMATERIAL. (Importance, Matter.)
.Everything immaterial (to)
.Immaterial to
.It is almost immaterial (to)
.It is quite immaterial to him (them)
.It is quite immaterial to me (us)
.Think(s) it is immaterial
.Unless it is immaterial
IMMEDIATE. (Come, Once, Prompt, Send.)
.Act immediately
.Acted immediately
.And immediately
.Can be done immediately
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PAR
IMMEDIATE- Cant.

15206 Pappabat . .Can come immediately
15207 Pappagall . .Can (you) ( ) come immediately
15208 Pappalard . Can (you) ( ) give it (them) immediate attention
15209 Pappamus .Cannot come immediately
15210 Pappandi . .Come or send someone immediately
15211 Pappandum Immediate delivery
15212 Papparbe . .Immediate shipment
15213 Pappatori . . Immediately after
15214 Pappava . . .Immediately on receipt of (your)
15215 Pappavim . . It was done immediately
15216 Pappavist . .Must be done immediately
15217 Pappband . .Need not come immediately
15218 Pappbogen .Needs immediate (reply) (attention)
15219 Pappel . . . .Should be done immediately
15220 Pappelbam .To be done immediately
15221 Pappelgan .Unless immediate
15222 Pappelkol . .Will give it (them) immediate attention
15223 Pappenlem .Will go immediately
15224 Pappeux . . .Will send someone immediately
15225 Pappiamo . .Will start for immediately
15226 Pappicht . .You must do it immediately
15227 Pappkaste .IMPARTIAL. (Equitable.)
15228 Pappolata . An impartial report
15229 Pappolone . .An impartial view of the subject
15230 Pappooses .Have not been impartial
15231 Papposo . . . Have tried to be impartial
15232 Pappot .... Impartial decision
15233 Pappotten . Is impartial (in the matter)
15234 Pappous . . .Is not impartial in the matter
15235 Pappwespe . Leave it to any impartial person
15236 Papschote .Must be thoroughly impartial [(you)
15237 Papstwahl .Think an impartial view of the matter will convince
15238 Papujado .-IMPASSABLE. (Road.)
15239 Papulabat . .Are the roads impassable
15240 Papularum . How long will they remain impassable
15241 Papygrine . .If the roads are impassable
15242 Papyrus . . . Impassable in winter
15243 Paquebot . . The roads are impassable
15244 Paqueteur . Will likely remain impassable (until)
15245 Paquife . . . IMPATIENT. (Anxious.)
15246 Paquilain . . Are becoming very impatient
15247 Paquons . . .Are not impatient
15248 Parabane . . Do not be impatient
15249 Parabimur .Getting impatient
15250 Parablast . .Impatient (to) (for)
15251 Parabling . . Try to keep from becoming impatient
15252 Parabola . . (You) ( ) are impatient
15253 Parabysto -IMPEDE. (Delay, Postpone.)
15254 Paracaida -Do not on any account impede
15255 Parachili . . Do nothing that will impede
15256 Parachute . Has (have) been greatly impeded (by)
15257 Paraclet . . .Has it been impeded
15258 Paraclito . . Has not been at all impeded (by)
15259 Paraconat . .If it will impede
15260 Paracous . .If it will not impede
15261 Paradarum .If not impeded (by)
15262 Paradeado .Likely to impede
15263 Paradebet . . Many things have occurred to impede
15264 Paradeta . .Must not impede
15265 Paradigm . . Not likely to impede
15266 Paradilla . .Which has impeded
15267 Paradiste . .Will impede
15268 Paradoja . . Would greatly impede
15269 Paradrome -IMPERATIVE. (Authorize, Importance.)
15270 Parafango .Gave (you) ( ) imperative (orders) (instructions)
15271 Parafasse . . If imperative [to
15272 Parafeu ... If not imperative
15273 Paraffand . . If (you) ( ) do not make it imperative
15274 Paraffass . . If (you) ( ) make it imperative
15275 Paraffava . . Is it imperative (that)
15276 Paraffin ... It is not imperative
15277 Paraffo . . . Make(s) it imperative
15278 Parafimos . . Orders are imperative
15279 Parafonia . .Renders it imperative
15280 Parafraso . .Says it is imperative
15281 Parafusar . .This is imperative and must be strictly carried out
15282 Paraganas .Will be imperative
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PAR
15283 Paragenic . .IMPERFECT. (Defective, Fault, Flaw.)
15284 Paragnath .Any imperfection will be remedied
15285 Paragogic . .Are there any imperfections in
15286 Paragogum .Free from flaws or other imperfection
15287 Paragones .Imperfect in the following particulars
15288 Paragrafo . . Imperfect only in respect to
15289 Paragram . . In what respect is it imperfect
15290 Paraguant . Is a serious imperfection
15291 Paraiso ... Is (are) imperfect
15292 Paraisson . . Is discovered to be imperfect
15293 Parait .... Must be entirely free from imperfections
15294 Parajour . .On account of being imperfect
15295 Paralaje . . .On account of imperfect (castings)
15296 Paralela . . . Please return imperfect
15297 Paralello . . Quite a number imperfect
15298 Paralepsy . .Slight imperfection(s) (in)
15299 Paralian . . .Very imperfect
15300 Paralipsi . .Will return imperfect
15301 Paralique . .(You) ( ) must remedy this (these) imperfection(s)
15302 Paralogit . . IMPLEMENTS. (Appliances.)
15303 Paralume . .IMPLICATE. (Complaint, Complications,

Conclusion, Imply.)
15304 Paralysan . -IMPLY. (Explanation, Mean.)
15305 Paralytas . . Can be implied
15306 Paralytic . -Cannot be implied
15307 Paramelie . -Do(es) not imply
15308 Paramenta -Do(es) not mean to imply
15309 Parameque . Does this imply
15310 Parammis -if implied
15311 Paramnesi .if not implied
15312 Paramodet .if they mean to imply
15313 Paramorph .if (you) ( ) mean to imply
15314 Paramorum Implied by
15315 Paramosch . is meant to imply
15316 Paramouda .Is not meant to imply
15317 Paramount .Mean(s) to imply
15318 Paramucat . Must be implied
15319 Paramylen .Must not be implied
15320 Paranapen .This would imply
15321 Paranchin . Unless it is implied
15322 Parandros . .What does it imply
15323 Parandrum . What is implied
15324 Paranete .-IMPORTANCE.
15325 Parangon . -Attach less importance to
15326 Parangue . -Attach more importance to
15327 Paranilin . -Attach no importance to
15328 Paraninfo . -Consider it very important
15329 Paranomie -Do not consider it sufficiently important
15330 Paranymph .DO not seem to realize the importance (of)
15331 Parapar ... Do (you) ( ) attach any importance to
15332 Parapegma .If it is not important
15333 Parapet . . -If of sufficient importance (to)
15334 Parapetad . If you cons.der it important
15335 Paraphon . -If you do not consider it important
15336 Paraphys . -Important to have
15337 Parapigli . . Important to the success of
15338 Paraplegy -Important (you) ( ) should not
15339 Parapod ... Is (are) not important
15340 Parapside . .Is it important (that)
15341 Parasang . .Is of vital importance
15342 Parasites . .Is the most important
15343 Parasito . . -Make(s) it important
15344 Parasols . . .Not of sufficient importance
15345 Parassimo .Nothing important (turned up)
15346 Parastade . .Of some importance
15347 Parastas . . -The least important
15348 Parastyle . -This is very important
15349 Paratario . .Unless it is of great importance
15350 Parataxis . .Very important that
15351 Parathesi . .Very important that they do not
15352 Parathet . . .Very important that we do not
15353 Paratitle . . .Very important that you do not
15354 Paratome . -Very important that (you) ( ) should
15355 Paratomou .Was a very important (consideration)
1 .",:;-,; Paratonic . -What is there important
15357 Paratopie . . Which is most important
if.?,:8 Paratrope . .Will be very important
15359 Paraturls . -Will not be imp..rt:mt
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PAR
15360 Paravent ..IMPOSSIBLE. (Able, Can, Possible, Un-
15361 Paraviset . .An utter impossibility I able.)
15362 Paraxylat . .Conditions are impossible
15363 Parboiled . . Do not believe it to be impossible
15364 Parbuckle . . Do (you) ( ) believe it to be impossible
15365 Parcament . Find it impossible to
15366 Parcaria . . .If impossible (to do so)
15367 Parchago . .If impossible, do not (telegraph)
15368 Parchemin . If impossible, do not try to
15369 Parchinet . .If impossible, try to
15370 Parchmula .If impossible, will not
15371 Parcloses . . If not impossible
15372 Parcouran .Impossible at present
15373 Parcourt . . . Impossible because (of)
15374 Pardactyl . . Impossible for want of
15375 Pardalibu . . Impossible to do anything
15376 Pardalide . . Impossible to do much
15377 Pardalion . . Is not at all impossible
15378 Pardalium .It has been impossible (to)
15379 Pardalots . . It is impossible (to)
15380 Pardanthe . It is impossible for me (us) (to)
15381 Pardelha . . It is impossible to do so
15382 Pardessus . . It will be impossible (to)
15383 Pardilho . . .Otherwise impossible
15384 Pardillos . .Owing to the impossibility of
15385 Pardoca . . . Renders it impossible
15386 Pardoneta . .Telegraph if impossible
15387 Pardoning . Think(s) it is impossible
15388 Pardonnas . Unless it is impossible
15389 Pardoso . . .Was thus rendered impossible
15390 Pardulpho .Why is it impossible
15391 Parduscas . Will be impossible (until) (after)
15392 Parentage .IMPRACTICABLE. (Done, Execute.)
15393 Parentall . . An impracticable undertaking
15394 Parenthod . Consider it impracticable
15395 Parfait . . . .Do not consider it impracticable
15396 Parfilage . . Has been tried and proved impracticable
15397 Parfondai . .If it should be impracticable (try to)
15398 Parfondon .If not impracticable
15399 Parfum ... If this is impracticable, do the best you can
15400 Parfumer . .If (you) ( ) consider it impracticable
15401 Pargasite . . Is it impracticable
15402 Pargework . It is impracticable (because)
15403 Pargneau . .It is not impracticable
15404 Pargolett . . Unless it is proved impracticable
15405 Pargolo . . . Until it is proved impracticable
15406 Parhelie . . . Will likely prove impracticable
15407 Parhippum IMPRESSION. (Believe, Effect, Fix, Idea.)
15408 Parhypate .A bad impression
15409 Pariabat ... A favorable impressi9n
15410 Pariabor . . Can make no impression on
15411 Pariade . . . Had a mistaken impression
15412 Pariahs . . . Has (have) an impression that
15413 Pariambo . . Has caused the impression
15414 Pariamus . . Have made an impression on
15415 Pariandum . Have tried to impress upon
15416 Parianos . . . Impressions from cuts
15417 Pariator ... In order to remove a wrong impression
15418 Pariatsag . . Is (are) under the impression (that)
15419 Pariavim . . Made a bad impression (on)
1*5420 Pariavist . . Made a good impression (on)
15421 Parichrum . My (our) impression (is)

15422 Paridol .... My (our) impression was (correct)
15423 Parifica . . . My (our) impression was not (correct)
15424 Parifigut . .Surely laboring under a wrong impression
15425 Parihuela . . The impression is quite right
15426 Parilibus . .'ihe impression is quite wrong
15427 Parilidad . . Try to impress upon him (them)
15428 Parilita . . . Under a wrong impression
15429 Parilium . . . Upon what is the impression based
15430 Parimente . Were under the impression (that)
15431 Parinari . . . What impression did
15432 Paripenne . . What is (your) ( ) impression
15433 Parippo . . . AVill impress upon
15434 Parippus . . (You) ( ) must impress upon
15435 Parisapfe . . Your impression (is)

15436 Parisian . . .IMPROBABLE. (Probable.)
15437 Parisolog ..IMPROVEMENT. (Better, Increase, Pro-
15438 Paristem . .And improve [gress, Valuation.)
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PAR
IMPROVEMBNT-C^.

15439 Paritet . . . .And other improvements [ments
15440 Paritorat . .Are we at liberty to include the following improve-
15441 Pariuntur . .Can improve (upon)
15442 Parjurais . .Can (you) ( ) improve (if)

15443 Parkanlag . .Cannot be improved
15444 Parkartig . .Cannot improve the price, but may the conditions
15445 Parkesine . .Consider it a great improvement
15446 Parkies . . .Do not consider it an improvement
15447 Parkleave . .Do (you) ( ) see any improvement in
15448 Parladill . . .Does it improve
15449 Parladora . .Does not improve
15450 Parlanch . .Great improvement(s)
15451 Parlantin . .Greatly improved
15452 Parlassi . . .Has (have) been improved
15453 Parlatens . .Has (have) not been improved
15454 Parlavano . .Have any improvements been made (in)
15455 Parlement .Have made many important improvements
15456 Parleta . . . .Have no other improvements to suggest
15457 Parletico . . If improved
15458 Parleurs . . .If it will improve
15459 Parlevole . .If there is no improvement in
15460 Parley ... .If (you) ( ) cannot improve
15461 Parlor .... Impossible to improve upon
15462 Parlotean . .Improved in all respects
15463 Parlotta . . .Improved methods
15464 Parlously . .Improved patterns
15465 Parmain . . . Improved style
15466 Parmashta .Improvement(s) consist(s) of
15467 Parmatos . .Improvements in details of
15468 Parmelie . . .Including latest improvements
15469 Parmenide .In order to make the necessary improvements
15470 Parmenon . Latest improved
15471 Parmens . . .May improve
15472 Parmesan . .May (we) ( ) include latest improvements
15473 Parmi .... Must be improved
15474 Parnass . . .Must improve
15475 Parnassin . . No improvement(s) of any kind
15476 Parnassos . Some improvement in
15477 Parnasum . .Suggest as improvements
15478 Parnopes . .There is a marked improvement
15479 Parody . . . .There is a prospect of improvement (in)
15480 Parodying .There is no sign of improvement (in)
15481 Paroles . . .This is a great improvement
15482 Paroma . . .To be improved
15483 Paronimo . .To improve (design)
15484 Paropter . . .Try to improve (upon)
15485 Paropus . . .Unless there is (are) great improvements (in)
15486 Parotidas . .Very little improvement
15487 Paroxysm .What improvements are necessary
15488 Parpado . . .What improvements do (you) ( ) suggest
15489 Parpalla . . .Will be improved (if) (by) (thereby)
15490 Parpallot . .Will improve
15491 Parpatana .Will it improve
15492 Parpayuel . .Will not be improved (thereby)
15493 Parquedad . Will not improve
15494 Parquemen .With all the latest improvements
15495 Parragone -IMPRUDENT. (Advisable, Judge.)
15496 Parrains .. .INACCURATE. (Correct, Incorrect.)
15497 Parral ....INADEQUATE. (Competent, Equal, Suffi-

cient.)
15498 Parraria . . .INCAPABLE. (Able, Capable, Competent.)
15499 Parrilha . . .INCANDESCENT LAMPS. (Page 483.)
15500 Parroco ...INCHES. (Feet.)
15501 Parrot .... At per inch
15502 Parrotry . . .Cubic inches
15503 Parrudo . . . Eighths of an inch
15504 Parseeism .How many cubic inches
15505 Parsimony .How many inches above
15506 Parsimunt .How many inches below
15507 Parsisgan . .How many inches deep
15508 Parsley . . .How many inches diameter
15509 Parsnip . . .How many inches long
15510 Parsoleta . .How many inches of mercury
15511 Parsonage .How many inches of water
15512 Parsonica . .How many inches square
15513 Parses .... How many inches thick
15514 Parsuros . . .How many Inches wide
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PAR
INCHES- Cont.

15515 Parsurum . . How many square inches
15516 Partage . . . Inches above
15517 Partaking . .Inches below
16518 Partasana . . Inches by inches
155iy Parteabas . .Inches by feet
15520 Parteais . . . Inches circumference
15521 Partearan . . Inches deep
15522 Parteggia . . Inches diameter
15523 Partejada . . Inches diameter by inches long
15524 Partevist . .Inches inside diameter
15525 Parthenic . .Inches long
15526 Parthenop .Inches narrowest we can recommend
15527 Parthicum . Inches of mercury
15528 Parthini . . . Inches of water
15529 Parthorum . Inches outside diameter
15530 Partiamos .Inches square
15531 Partible . . .Inches thick
15532 Participe . .Inches we can recommend
15533 Partida . . .Inches wide
15534 Partiendo . .Miners inches of water (used by)
15535 Partiment . Of an inch
15536 Partimes . . Per cubic inch
15537 Partipede . .Per miner's inch
15538 Partiquin . . Per square inch
15539 Partisan . . . Sixteenths of an inch
15540 Partisset . . Sixty-fourths of an inch
15541 Partiste . . . Square inches
15542 Partisuan . .Thirty-seconds of an inch

Partisvog . .One inch
Partisvud . .Two inches
Partisyre . .Three inches
Partitaba . .Four inches
Partitact . .Five inches
Partitado . .Six inches
Partitana . .Seven inches
Partitbot . .Eight inches
Partitbuc . .Nine inches
Partitcim . .Ten inches
Partitcus . .Eleven inches
Partitdag . .Twelve inches
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PAW
16037 Pawns . . . .INCLINATION. (Convenient, Disposition,
16038 Pawpaw . . .Appears to be inclined to [Willing.)
16039 Paxilli . . . .Did they show any inclination
16040 Paxilloru . .Inclinations are for
16041 Paxillose . .Inclined to (think that)
16042 Paxillum . .Is there any inclination to
16043 taxus . . . .Much against 's inclination
16044 Paxwax . . .Not inclined to go into
16045 Paxyllome .Very favorably inclined towards
16046 Payant . . . .Very unfavorably inclined towards
16047 Payasada . .When inclined to
16048 Payaso . . . .Will not be inclined to
16049 Payasses . .Would be inclined to if [closure, Exclude.)
16050 Paysage . . .INCLUDE. (Comprehensive, Contain, En-
16051 Paysagean .And include(s)
16052 Paysagist . .Are including
16053 Paysannes .Are (we) included
16054 Payuelas . . .Are (we) ( ) likely to be included
16055 Peaceably . .Can include
16056 Peaceful . . .Can it be included
16057 Peaceless . .Can (you) ( ) include
16058 Peacemake .Cannot be included
16059 Peachy . . . .Cannot include
16060 Peacock . . .Do (you) ( ) include
16061 Peacocked .Do(es) not include
16062 Peafowl . . .Everything included (in)
16063 Peahen . . . .Failed to include
16064 Peahorned .Has not been included
16065 Peajacket . .Have included
16066 Peakish . . .Have (you) ( ) included
16067 Peanha . . . .If likely to include
16068 Peanuts . . .If not likely to include
16069 Pearlash . . .If they are not included
16070 Pearled . . .If we are not included
16071 Pearlines . .If we do not include
16072 Pearlspar . .If we include
16073 Pearly ... .If you are not included
16074 Pearmain . .If (you) ( ) have included
16075 Pearmong . .If (you) ( ) have not included
16076 Peartree . . .If you will include
16077 Peasantly . .If you will not include
16078 Peasants . . .Inadvertently included
16079 Peascod . . .Include also
16080 Peashell . . .Include(s) everything (except)
16081 Peastone . . .Included in
16082 Peatmoss . .Including all
16083 Peaton . . . .Inclusive of (all)
16084 Peatones . . .Inclusive of , but exclusive of
16085 Pebble ... .In order to include
16086 Peccable . . .Instruct to include
16087 Peccantly . .Is included
16088 Peccavi . . .Is it likely to be included
16089 Pectocans .Is it to be included
16090 Peculatio . .Is to be included
16091 Peculedam .Likely to be included
16092 Peculiara . .Must include
16093 Pecunious . .Must not include
16094 Pedabis . . .Nothing has been included (for)
16095 Pedabunt . .Not included (in)
16096 Pedags . . . .Not including
16097 Pedagna . . .Not likely to be included
16098 Pedagnone .Not permitted to be included
16099 Pedagogo . .On account of having omitted to include
16100 Pedagogue .Permitted to include
16101 Pedaires . . .Shall (may) I (we) include
16102 Pedales . . .Should be included
16103 Pedalibus . .Should not be included
16104 Pedalium . .So as to include
16105 Pedamen . .To be included (in)
16106 Pedaminis . .To include
16107 Pedaminum .Try to include
16108 Pedantar . .Unless included
16109 Pedantesc . .What are (yon) ( ) including (for)
16110 Pedantic . . .What did they include
16111 Pedantino . .What has been included
16112 Pedantism .What shall we include
1;113 Pedantry . .What should be included
1i;il4 Pedants . . .What will they include
16115 Pedasos , , ,Why has (It) ( ) been included
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PEG

16116 Pedatifid
16117 Pedatilob
16118 Pedavisse
16119 Peddled .

16120 Peddling .

16121 Pedegalvo
16122 Pedestal .

16123 Pedestria
16124 Pedial . .

16125 Pediaques
16126 Pediatia .

16127 Pedibus .

16128 Pedieux .

16129 Pediforme
16130 Pedigolho
16131 Pedigon .

16132 Pediguena
16133 Pedilanth
16134 Pedilone .

16135 Pediluve .

16136 Pedimanou
16137 Pedimento
16138 Pedinammo
16139 Pedinando
16140 Pedinassi .

16141 Pedinavam
16142 Pediniate .

16143 Pedipalpi .

16144 Pedleress .

16145 Pedomancy
16146 Pedomotiv
16147 Pedomotor
16148 Pedoncule
16149 Pedonne .

16150 Pedophile
16151 Pedotisia
16152 Pedoto . .

16153 Pedotribe
16154 Pedradas
16155 Pedrusco

16156 Peducli . .

16157 Peducloru
16158 Peduclos .

16159 Peduclum
16160 Peduculo
16161 Pedulibus
16162 Pedulium
16163 Peduncle
16164 Peduncolo
16165 Peduncula
16166 Pedunt .

16167 Peephole
16168 Peerdom
16169 Peeress .

16170 Peevish
16171 Peevishly ,

16172 Peewit . . ,

16173 Pegadillo
16174 Pegadizo .

16175 Pegadura
16176 Pegajosas
16177 Pegajoso .

16178 Pegamaca
16179 Pegamoste
16180 Peganum
16181 Pegasiano
16182 Pegasides
16183 Pegasus .

16184 Pegatas .

16185 Pegelstok
16186 Pegisset .

16187 Pegmalite
16188 Pegmatib
16189 Pegmatum
16190 Pegoteaba

INCLUDE- Gone.

. Why has (it) ( ) not been included
Will include
.Will not include
.Will (you) ( ) include
.You ( ) did not include
>You ( ) must include [ish, Rough.)
.INCOMPLETE. (Complete, Defective, Fin-
.Find still very incomplete
.If still incomplete, please hurry completion
.Is (are) still incomplete
.Very crude and incomplete
.Would be incomplete (without) [Contrary.)
.INCONSISTENT. (Agreement, Conformity,
.11*CONVENIENCE. (Convenient.)
.At great inconvenience
.Can without inconvenience
.Can you without inconvenience
. Cannot without inconvenience
.Causes much inconvenience (to)
.Customer is seriously inconvenienced
.Has caused no inconvenience (to)
. If it can be done without inconvenience
.If it causes any inconvenience
.Is very inconvenient
.It will cause great inconvenience
.Must cause no inconvenience
.Regret putting (you) ( ) to the inconvenience
.Will cause no inconvenience (to)
.INCORRECT. (Correct, Error, Misrepre-

sent, Repeat, Wrong.)
.Appears to be incorrect; (should it not be)
.Because it was incorrect
.Cannot be incorrect (because)
.Given are incorrect
.If incorrect
.In what respect is it incorrect
.Incorrect; should be
. Is (are) ( ) incorrect (with regard to)
.Previous statement is incorrect
.Statement is incorrect
.INCREASE. (Addition, Enlarge, Extension,
Improvement, Limit, Progress.)

Agreed with to increase
An increase (of)
.At an increased price (of)
Be careful not to increase the
.By increasing
Can be increased (to)

. Can be increased

.Can (may) increase
Can (you) ( ) increase (the ) (to)
.Cannot be increased (to)
. Cannot increase (the)
.Cause of the increase is

.Do not think will increase

.Do you think will increase

.Do(es) not increase

. Expect to increase

.Has (have) been increased (to)

. Has (have) not been increased

.Have (you) ( ) increased
How much can it be increased

. How much will (you) ( ) increase
If it does (they do) not increase
.If it increases
.If not increased
. If the can be increased (to)
. If (you) ( ) can increase
.If (you) ( ) cannot increase
.Increase compared with last
.Increase the
.Increasing the
.Intends to increase
.Is there an increase
. Material increase
.Must be increased

. .Must increase
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PEG
INCREASE- Cont.

16191 Pegoteemo .Must not be increased
16192 Pegotear . . .Must not increase
16193 Peguan . . . .Not increased
16194 Peguilho . . .Recommend increasing ( to)
16195 Pegujal . . . Shall we increase
16196 Pegujales . . The increase will be
16197 Pegujon . . . There is no increase (in)
16198 Pegujones . .There will be an increase (in)
16199 Pegulhal . . .Thereby largely increasing (the)
16200 Peguntaba . They will increase
16201 Peguntamo .To be increased (by)
16202 Peguntand .Unwilling to increase
16203 Peguntar . .What is the increase (in)
16204 Pehlavi . . . .What will be the increase (in)
16205 Peignage . .Will be increased (thereby)
16206 Peigne . . . .Will he (they) increase
16207 Peigneurs . .Will increase
16208 Peignises . . Will need an increase (of)
16209 Peilkompa .Will not be increased
16210 Peille Will not increase
16211 Peilloth . . .Will (you) ( ) increase
16212 Peilstang . .Wish to avoid increasing
16213 Peilstift . . .Without increasing
16214 Peilstok . . .You can increase ( ) (by) (to)
16215 Peilstuhl . . . (You) ( ) have increased
16216 Peinadora . (You) ( ) have not increased
16217 Peinons . . .INCUR. (Contract, Expense, Liability.)
16218 Peinturag . .After it was incurred
16219 Peitavent . . Before it was incurred
16220 Peitilho . . .By whom was it incurred
16221 Peitsche . . .Do not incur
16222 Peixelim . . .Has been incurred
16223 Pejepalo . . .Has (have) not incurred
16224 Pejesapo . . .If likely to incur
16225 Pejinas . . . .If we incur
16226 Pejoramur .If you incur
16227 Pejorand . .Incurred by
16228 Pejorarag . .Must not incur
16229 Pejoratio . .Not to incur
16230 Pejoratur . .Should not have been incurred
16231 Pekelnat . . .Unwilling to incur
16232 Pekelsaus . .Will be incurred
16233 Pekelspek . .Will not be incurred
16234 Pekelveld . .Will you incur
16235 Pekod INDEBTEDNESS. (Debt, Due, Obligation.)
16236 Pektari . . .Amount of indebtedness is

16237 Peladilla . . . Are indebted to
16238 Peladon . . .Are not indebted to (you)
16239 Peladuras . .Are (we) ( ) indebted (to)
16240 Pelafusta . .Indebtedness will exceed
16241 Pelagallo . .Indebtedness will not exceed [when due)
16242 Pelagatos . .Is indebted to us. and in what amount (and
16243 Pelagheto . .Much indebted to (you) ( ) for
16244 Pelagianb . .To meet indebtedness
16245 Pelagien . . .What is the total amount of indebtedness
16246 Pelagique . .Will be much indebted to (you) ( ) if

16247 Pelakonit ..INDEFINITE. (Definite, Doubt, Uncertain.)
16248 Pelambrad .Cannot hold open indefinitely
16249 Pelambro . . Indefinitely postponed
16250 Pelamento .Instructions too indefinite
16251 Pelamide . .It is too indefinite (as to)
16252 Pelamydem .The (offer) ( ) is too indefinite [ticulars
16253 Pelamydis . .The offer is too indefinite; please send further par-
16254 Pelamys . . .Your (report) (description) is too indefinite (in re-
16255 Pelandola . .Your telegram is too indefinite [gard to

16256 Pelapiedi . .INDEMNIFY. (Compensation, Damage, Se-
16257 Pelapolli . . .Cannot undertake to indemnify (you) [curity.)
16258 Pelaran . . .Have indemnified
16259 Pelargone . .Indemnity offered is not sufficient
16260 Pelargus . . .Indemnity offered is sufficient
16261 Pelargyle . .Must be indemnified (for the)
16262 Pelasgian . .Must indemnify
16263 Pelasgico . .Unless indemnified
16264 Pelasgo . . .Who will indemnify mo> (us) against (any loss)
I'liss Pelattage . .win be Indemnified
16266 Peldano . . .Will indemnify (you) ( ) (against any loss)
16267 Pelearais . .Will not indemnify (you)
16268 Peleium . , .Will (you) ( ) indemnify me (us) against loss
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16269 Pelethite . . -INDEPENDENT. (Free.)
16270 Pelexie .... INDEX. (District Office File, Type.)
16271 Pelhancas . . Article index
16272 Peliacos . . -Cut index
16273 Peliacum . -Cut index alphabetical
16274 Peliade .. . -Cut index numerical
16275 Peliaguda . .Circular index
16276 Peliamola . -Contract index
16277 Peliblanc . -Correspondence index
16278 Pelicanda . -District office file card No.
16279 Pelicular . . Installation index
16280 Pelidnote . -Is indexed under guide card
16281 Peligno . . . -Library index
16282 Pelignus . . . Mailing list index
16283 Peligraba . - Photograph index
16284 Peligramo . . Photograph index alphabetical
16285 Peligrand . . Photograph index numerical
16286 Peligrar . . .Refer to index card(s) No.
16287 Peligrase . . Under what guide card is indexed
16288 Pelikan . . .What are the numbers of index cards referring to

16289 Pelisstad . -INDICATION. (Evidence, Explanation,
Mark, Shown, Specify.)

16290 Pelitiesa . . Can (you) ( ) indicate
16291 Peliuses . . -Cannot indicate
16292 Pellacaly . . Did not indicate
16293 Pellagra . . -Do(es) not indicate
16294 Pellamus . -From present indications
16295 Pellardea . -Has (have) not been indicated
16296 Pellarium . -if not indicated (by)
16297 Pellatina . . -if (you) ( ) will indicate
16298 Pellebat . . . indicated by
16299 Pellegrin . . -Indication (is) (of)
16300 Pellejos . . -indications are favorable
16301 Pellejuel . . -Indications are not favorable
16302 Pellendos . . TS (are) not indicated (by)
16303 Pellendum . ] s there any indication that
16304 Pellesuin . . It is a good indication
16305 Pelletage . -Must indicate
16306 Pelleteur . . No indication (of)
16307 Pellexim . . -Should be indicated (by)
16308 Pellexiss . . -There is every indication that
16309 Pelliar .... There is no indication that
16310 Pellica .... This indicates
16311 Pellicano - - TO be indicated (by)
16312 Pellicle . . . -what are the present indications
16313 Pellicule . . -Will indicate
16314 Pellinum . . -will not indicate
16315 Pellotin . . -INDICATOR. (Engine, Performance, Test.)
16316 Pelludo . . . -Indicator cards mailed to you
16317 Pelluenda . -Indicator spring mailed to you
16318 Pelluente . -indicator spring too heavy
16319 Pellute .... Indicator spring too light
16320 Pelmatod . -Indicator tests show
16321 Pelmatope . Mail indicator cards to me
16322 Pelme Send engine indicators by express at once
16323 Pelobates . . Send indicator cards
16324 Pelodyte . . -Send indicator reducing motion
16325 Pelofila . . . -Where is engine indicator
16326 Pelogene . . -Where is indicator reducing motion
16327 Pelogones . -Who indicated the engine
16328 Pelophile .-INDIFFERENT. (Affect, Concern, Interest.)
16329 Pelopidis .-INDISPENSABLE. (Must, Necessary.)
16330 Pelopique . -INDUCED DRAFT. (Smokestack.)
16331 Pelopium . -Are conditions suitable for induced draft
16332 Pelorism . . -induced draft can be used
16333 Pelosards . . induced draft plant will cost
16334 Pelota . . . -induced draft with horizontal fans
16335 Pelotazo . . -Induced draft with vertical fans
16336 Peloteaba . -Westinghouse system of induced draft
16337 Pelotear . . -What will be the cost of an induced draft for -

h.-p. power plant I Urge.)
16338 Peloton . . . .INDUCEMENT. (Consideration, Influence,
16339 Pelourada . .As an inducement to
16340 Pelourin . . -Can any inducement be offered
16341 Pels.ias . . . -Can offer following inducement
16342 Pelsjasen . -Cannot be induced (to)
16343 Pelso Cannot induce
16344 Peltand . . Cannot offer any inducement^
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INDUCEMENT- Con t.

16345 Peltaria . . . Do(es) not offer sufficient inducement
16346 Peltasten . .Endeavor to induce (to)
16347 Peltastis . . . Have induced
16348 Peltate . . . .Hope to induce (to)
16349 Peltately . . If sufficient inducement is offered
16350 Peltatif . . .If (you) ( ) can induce
16351 Peltator ... If (you) ( ) cannot induce
16352 Peltatsas . .Induced (to) (by)
16353 Peltatum . . May be induced
16354 Peltes Offered as an inducement
16355 Peltidea . . . Offers great inducements
16356 Peltidies . . . See no inducement
16357 Peltifide . . .Unless better inducement is offered
16358 Peltipart . .What inducements have (you) ( ) to offer
16359 Peltodons . .Would be a great inducement
16360 Peltogyne . . Would it be any inducement if were to

16361 Peluche ...INEVITABLE. (Must, Necessary.)
16362 Pelucheux .INFER. (Conclusion, Decide.)
16363 Pelucon ...INFERIOR. (Less, Low.) [ducement.)
16364 Pelucones . . INFLUENCE. (Affect, Control, Effect, In-
16365 Peluquero . .A strong influence (is being exerted)
16366 Peluquin . . .And others of influence
16367 Pelurant . . . Bad influence
16368 Pelusiaco . .Bring all the influence to bear possible (upon)
16369 Pelusian . . .Can be accomplished with (your) ( ) influence
16370 Pelusilla . . .Can bring influence (to bear on)
16371 Pelusium . .Can overcome the influence (of)
16372 Pelussa . . . Can secure the influence of
16373 Pelvicula . . Can they bring any influence to bear upon
16374 Pelviform . .Can (you) ( ) influence
16375 Pelvipode . .Can you secure the influence of
16376 Pelvis Cannot be accomplished unless you influence
16377 Pelvitom . . .Cannot influence them one way or the other
16378 Pemmata . . Cannot secure the influence of
16379 Pemmatum .Completely under the influence of
16380 Pemmican . Could probably influence
16381 Pempelus . .Do not think ( ) could influence
16382 Pempherid . Do you think ( ) could influence
16383 Pemphigod .Do(es) not influence
16384 Penachera . Good influence
16385 Penacho . . . Had a favorable influence
16386 Penachuda .Had an unfavorable influence
16387 Penachuel . .Has lost very much influence
16388 Penalidad . .Have any influence (with)
16389 Penally . . . .Have considerable influence (with)
16390 Penalment .Have no influence (with)
16391 Penalogis . .Have not sufficient influence
16392 Penance . . .Have secured the influence of
16393 Penannula . Have they sufficient influence
16394 Penarium . . Have very great influence
16395 Penascal . . . Have very little influence
16396 Penascos . . Have you sufficient influence
16397 Penates . . .If they have sufficient influence
16398 Penatibus . . If we have not sufficient influence
16399 Penaude . . .If we have sufficient influence
16400 Penavel . . .If (you) ( ) can influence
16401 Pencase . . .If you have not sufficient influence
16402 Penchais . . If you have sufficient influence
16403 Penchant . . Influence is not necessary
16404 Penchasse .Influence of against us
16405 Pencheron .Influence of in our favor
16406 Penchons . . Influence (of ) is necessary
16407 Penchute . .Influence of is sufficient
16408 Pencil ... .In spite of (your) ( *s) influence
16409 Pencilled . .Is a man of great influence
16410 Pencraft . . .Is influence needed
16411 Pencudas . .Is thought to have great influence
16412 Pencutter . .Is supposed to have influence
16413 Pendaglia . .Know of no one who could influence
16414 Pendaille . .Might secure the influence of
16415 Pendanga . .Must secure the influence of
16416 Pendardea .Owing to influence
16417 Pendards . .Owing to some of the influences
16418 Pendeamus .Party of greatest influence is [tion
16419 Pendebat . .Strong influences are brought to bear by the oppogi-
16420 Pendelo . . .The influence of
16421 Pendent . . .The result of outside influence
16422 Pendentem .They have not sufficient influence
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PEN
INFLUENCE- Cont.

16423 Pendentif . . Think (we) ( ) could influence
16424 Pendently . . To influence
16425 Pendessa . . Try to get the influence of
16426 Pendiamo . . Use all your influence (for) (with)
16427 Pendiculo . . Using all their influence against (us)
16428 Pendigin . . .Using all their influence against you
16429 Pendillar . .Using all their influence for (us)
16430 Pendingue .Using all their influence in favor of
16431 Pendolaje . . Using all their influence in your favor
16432 Pendolas . . .Who can influence
16433 Pendolist . . Who can secure the influence of
16434 Pendolo . . . Will bring strong influence to bear on
16435 Pendolone . .Will influence (him) (them)
16436 Pendones . . Will make every effort to influence
16437 Pendorado .Will not influence (him) (them)
16438 Pendraba . . Will the influence of be sufficient
16439 Pendrador . .Will use all their influence (to)
16440 Pendragon .Would have great influence
16441 Pendulor . . .INFORMATION. (Advise, Data, Hear,

News, Particulars, Understand.)
16442 Pendulous . .According to the best information we can get
16443 Pendulum . .Additional information [required
16444 Peneau . . . .Advise by telegram what additional information is
16445 Penelline . .After receipt of complete information
16446 Penelope . . .After receipt of complete manufacturing informa-
16447 Peneques . .All necessary information [tion
16448 Penestar . . .All the information (we) ( ) can obtain (is)
16449 Penestiam . .Any information
16450 Penestis . . .Are mailing full information to-day (regarding)
16451 Penetica . . .Are not informed concerning
16452 Penetrab . . .As soon as you can secure the information
16453 Penetrali . .Await further information [tion
16454 Penetramo .Can do nothing until we have (full) (such) informa-
16455 Penetrate . . Can give no further information
16456 Penetrige . .Can inform (you)
16457 Penetrons . . Can you give us any further information
16458 Penfigo . . . .Can you give us any information as to the where-
16459 Penfish . . . .Can (you) ( ) inform (me) [abouts of
16460 Penfolds . . .Cannot advise you without having more information

regarding conditions to be met
16461 Penguiner . .Cannot decide until we have further information
16462 Penguins . .Cannot get any reliable information (about)
16463 Penhasco . .Cannot inform (you)
16464 Penholder . .Cannot mail information before
16465 Penhora . . . Cannot obtain any information concerning
16466 Penhouse . .Cannot secure this information (until)
16467 Penible .... Definite information
16468 Peniches . . .Do not give any information (to)
16469 Penillon . . . Do not put too much faith in this information
16470 Peningue . .Expect information from
16471 Peninsule . .Expect to give you desired information
16472 Peniscola . . Expect to obtain further information
16473 Penisla .... For further information refer to
16474 Penitarum .For information regarding
16475 Penitence . .For our information
16476 Penitenda . .For the information of
16477 Penknife . .For want of information
16478 Penknives . . For your information
16479 Penman . . .For (your) ( 's) private information only
16480 Pennabim . . From information at hand we do not believe
16481 Pennabor . .From information at hand we have full confidence

in the matter [in the matter
16482 Pennached . From information at hand we have no confidence
16483 Pennacho . .From private information
16484 Pennageat .From the best information (we) ( ) can obtain
16485 Pennalism . .From the information at hand we believe
16486 Pennamat . .From whom did (you) ( ) get this information
16487 Pennando . .Full information about setting and connecting
16488 Pennant . . .Full information can be obtained (of) (from)
16489 Pennatola . . Further information by mail
16490 Pennatos . .Further information (will be sent)
16491 Pennatule . .Give all the information you can (about)
16492 Pennekuns .Give earliest possible information
16493 Pennellan . .Give us full information of what is possible
16494 Pennello . . .Had information about
16495 Pennemes . .Has applied to us for information
16496 Pennescun .Has the information been confirmed
16497 Pennifide . .Hasten information requested in my (our) letter (of)
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16498 Penniform . Have been informed (by) (of) (that)
16499 Penniglum . Have been informed in confidence
16500 Penniless . . Have been informed on good authority
16501 Pennilobe . . Have definite information concerning
16502 Penniner . . . Have had private information (that)
16503 Penningas . Have informed (me) (us)
16504 Penninoru . . Have no definite information (as to)
16505 Pennisete . . Have not informed
16506 Pennivein . .Have obtained the following information concerning
16507 Pennonage . Have secured the information to the effect that
16508 Pennoncea . Have secured information that we want
16509 Pennons . . . Have secured the necessary information
16510 Pennugem . Have sent all the information in our possession
16511 Pennular . . Have sent full information by letter
16512 Pennywort . Have to inform you that tgard to)
16513 Penologit . . Have (you) ( ) any reliable Information (with re-
16514 Penombran . Have (you) ( ) informed
16515 Penombre . . How soon can you secure the information
16516 Penon How was the information sent
16517 Penoradas . If informed
16518 Penorado . . If not informed
16519 Penrack ... If they inform
16520 Pensabam . . If we inform
16521 Pensabo ... If the information is definite
16522 Pensabunt . If the information is not definite
16523 Pensandos . If the information is not reliable
16524 Pensant .... If the information is reliable
16525 Pensaramo .If the information is satisfactory
16526 Pensative . . If the information is unsatisfactory
16527 Pensator ... If (you) ( ) can get any information (regarding)
16528 Pensaturi . . If (you) ( ) can inform
16529 Pensavim . . If you cannot inform
16530 Pensavist . . If you do not inform
16531 Pensicu ... If (you) ( ) have informed
16532 Pensiculo . . If (you) ( ) have not informed [by telegraph
16533 Pensif .... Impossible to give information and price properly
16534 Pensilib ... In reply we have to inform you
16535 Pensility . . . Inform fully concerning
16536 Pensilium . . Inform fully concerning
16537 Pension . . . Inform if you hear anything further concerning
16538 Pensioner . . Inform immediately
16539 Pensisist . . Inform us if you hear anything further concerning
16540 Pensitam . . Inform (us) ( ) by letter
16541 Pensitato . . Inform (us) ( ) by telegraph
16542 Pensites . . .Inform (us) ( ) directly you
16543 Pensively . . Inform us all you know (about)
16544 Pensivite . . Inform us fully as to the prospects
16545 Pensons . . . Inform us fully your opinion concerning
16546 Pensoris . . . Inform us if there is any change (in)
16547 Pensosos . . . Information from reliable source to the effect that
16548 Penstock . . Information has been received here
16549 Pensuram . . Information is confidential
16550 Pentacarp . . Information is insufficient
16551 Pentachor . . Information is satisfactory
16552 Pentacte . . . Information not received, please forward at once
16553 Pentades . . Information not sufficient to make intelligent esti-

mate. Give particulars
16554 Pentad ibu . .Information received (from)
16555 Pentafid . . . Information requested by our letter (of)
16556 Pentafill . . .Information requested by ouf telegram (of)
16557 Pentaglot . . Information sent by your letter (of)
16558 Pentagona . Information sent by your telegram (of)
16559 Pentagram . Information submitted is incomplete
16560 Pentagyn . . Information submitted must be satisfactory
16561 Pentalee . . . Information to enable (me) (us) ( ) to take
16562 Pentalepe . . Information was intended for (us) ( ) only
l;r,;:j Pontaloba . . In order to rontirm the information
16564 Pentalpha . . In order to inform
16565 Pentamet . . Is information correct
16566 Pentandre . . Is it advisable to inform
l;r,t;7 IVnt;mr . . .Just informed (nf) <th;it)

16668 Pentanglo . . Latest information (is) fas soon as completedMM Pentanome . l.-tti-r with full inr-Tina t i. >n will !> sent. Plans also
16570 Pentanthe ..Manufacturing Information
16571 Pentapasm .Make use of the Information
K.'Tii Pentaphil . .May we give information to
16573 Pentapogo . May we use the information
16574 Pentapole . .Must be informed immediately (of) (that)
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16575 Pentapyla . . Must have further information
16576 Pentarchy . .Must have information to-day, or will lose order(s)
16577 Pentarque . . Must have information (to-morrow) (by)
16578 Pentaspas ..Must (should) inform
16579 Pentastic . .Must keep us regularly informed
16580 Pentastom .Must procure information (regarding)
16581 Pentatome .No further information to hand yet
16582 Penteabas . .Obtained information
16583 Penteadur .Our information leads us to think [sible
16584 Pentecost . .Please furnish information required as soon as pos-
16585 Pentelho ...Please telegraph date of mailing information re-

quested by our letter (of)
16586 Pentelic . . .Please telegraph date of mailing information re-

quested by our telegram (of)
16587 Penteliko . . Private information
16588 Penterbal . . Refuse information
16589 Penthiaco . . Send full information by letter
16590 Penthilos . . Send such information as you have [negotiation
16591 Penthines . .Send us by earliest mail information respecting
16592 Penthouse . Send (us) ( ) full information regarding their
16593 Penthylus . .Shall we inform [organization and finances
16594 Pentisul . . .Sorry to inform you (that) (of) [(regarding)
16595 Pentodons . .Telegraph all the information (you) ( ) can get
16596 Pentola . . . .Telegraph information as fast as received
16597 Pentolett . .Telegraph information as soon as obtained
16598 Pentolone . .Thank you for the information
16599 Pentonyx . .The following information
16600 Pentroof . . .The information has been confirmed
16601 Penture . . . The information is entirely too indefinite
16602 Penuarius . .The information is not reliable
16603 Penuela . . . The information is reliable
16604 Penular . . . The information was intended for them only
16605 Penulatus . .The only information
16606 Penult . . . .Think information is correct
16607 Penultimo .This is all the information (we) ( ) can obtain
16608 Penumbra . . This will confirm the information
16609 Penurious . . To be informed
16610 Penwiper . . To inform [garding)
16611 Penwoman . Unless (you) ( ) can get some information (re-
16612 Peonza .... Until they inform
16613 Pepastica . . Until you inform
16614 Pepediset . . Waiting for (you) ( ) to send information about
16615 Pependist . .Was not informed of it (until)
16616 Pepiement . We do not believe the information to be reliable
16617 Pepigi . . . .Were informed (of) (that)
16618 Pepigimus . . What shall we inform
16619 Pepiginon . .When did you inform [ing)
16620 Pepigisti . ..When may (we) ( ) expect information (regard-
16621 Pepinal . . . When shall we inform
16622 Pepinillo . . .When will they inform
16623 Pepite .... When will you inform
16624 Pepitoria . .Who did they inform
16625 Pepitosas . . Who is your informant
16626 Pepitoso . . .Whom did you inform
16627 Peplides . . . Whom shall we inform [my (our) letter (of)
16628 Peplidib . . .Why do (you) ( ) not send the information as per
16629 Peplium . . .Why do (you) ( ) not send the information prom-
16630 Peplo Will be informed [ised (in yours of)
16631 Pepolim . . .Will give the information as soon as (we) ( ) can
16632 Peponibus . .Will inform [get anything authentic
16633 Peponite . . .Will inform (you) ( ) as soon as possible
16634 Pepperbox .Will keep (you) ( ) fully informed
16635 Peppercor . .Will not give any information
16636 Peppering . .Will procure the information (regarding)
16637 Peppermin .Will send further information as soon as obtained
16638 Pepperwor .Will telegraph full information as soon as received
16639 Pepping . . .Will telegraph later information (regarding)
16640 Pepsin . . . .Will (you.) ( ) inform
16641 Pepsinas . . .With full information (about) [(they) apply
16642 Peptico . . ..You may give all information to should he
16643 Peptique . . .Your information is correct
16644 Peptogene . .Your information is not .correct
16645 Pequenuel . .INFRINGEMENT. (Patent, Violate.)
16646 Peractos . . .An infringement of patent claimed
16647 Peracute . . .Begin suit at once for infringement against
16648 Perada . . . .Claims it infringes
16649 Peragites . . Consider it an infringement
16650 Peragito . . . Does it infringe
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16651 Peragrada
16652 Peragrate
16653 Peralbos .

16654 Peraltado
16655 Peraltar .

16656 Peramans
16657 Peranton
16658 Perasper .

16659 Perboni .

16660 Perbreve .

16661 Percador .

16662 Percandid
16663 Percarum
16664 Percatar
16665 Percello .

16666 Percept .

16667 Perches .

16668 Perchpest
16669 Perclusio
16670 Percognit
16671 Percolate
16672 Percopata
16673 Percope .

16674 Percrudi .

16675 Percrudos
16676 Percudais
16677 Percudido
16678 Perculsos
16679 Percumbo
16680 Percunto
16681 Percurvo
16682 Percused
16683 Perdavant

16684 Perdedor .

16685 Perdelebo
16686 Perdensos
16687 Perdepses
16688 Perdepso .

16689 Perdicali .

16690 Perdicamu
16691 Perdidizo
16692 Perdifoil .

16693 Perdigana
16694 Perdigar .

16695 Perdignos
16696 Perdigoto
16697 Perdimos
16698 Perdition
16699 Perdivido
16700 Perdolab .

16701 Perdoland
16702 Perdolavi
16703 Perdomabo
16704 Perdonaba
16705 Perdono .

16706 Perdu . . .

16707 Perdurab
16708 Perfacund
16709 Perfebun
16710 Perfect .

16711 Perfeneda
16712 Perfendon
16713 Perfervid
16714 Perfldo . .

16715 Perfilado .

16716 Perfingis .

16717 Perfixum
16718 Perflable .

16719 Perflabo .

16720 Perfiamen
16721 Perflate .

16722 Perflavit .

16723 Perforage
16724 Perforce .

16725 Performad
16726 Perfrlctu

INFRINGEMENT- Cont.
.Does not infringe
.For infringement
.Infringement of (our) ( ) patent
.Infringement on
.It infringes
.Provided it does not infringe
.To avoid infringement of patent
.Will be an infringement of (our) ( ) patent No.
.INHERENT. (Essential, Necessary.)
.INJURY. (Accident, Damage, Jeopardize.)
.A serious injury (to)
.Can it be done without injury to
.Cannot be done without injury to
.Cannot injure
.Causing great injury [serious
.Extent of injury not yet known, but thought to be
.Injurious to our interests
.Injurious to (your) ( 's) interests
.Injuriously affecting
.Injury amounts to
.Injury slight
.It will injure (the)
.It will not injure (the)
.May injure our chances
.No injury has been done (by)
.No other injury (has been discovered)
.Was injured
.Were injured (by)
.What injury has been done
.Will result in great injury to
. Will there be any injury
Without injury (to)

.INQUIRY. (Ask, Demand, Investigate, Nu-
merous, Refer, Request, Search.)

.And inquire if

.Are making inquiry

.Ascertain from whom the inquiry emanates

.Ascertain if the inquiry has been made elsewhere

.Do not answer the inquiry, refer to us

.Do not say from whom the inquiry comes

.Do not think the inquiry will lead to business

.From inquiries we have made

.From whom does inquiry come

.Has same inquiry been made (by)

.Have an inquiry (from ) for [can do

.Have inquiry for ; telegraph best (you) ( )

.Have made all possible inquiry (and find)

.Have no inquiry (from)

.Have the same inquiry from ( ) (elsewhere)

.Have (you) ( ) made inquiry regarding

.Have (you) ( ) received inquiry from

.If (you) ( ) should have any inquiry for

.If (you) ( ) will inquire

.In answer to (your) ( ) inquiries [(much)

.Inquire about ,
and let us know how many

.Inquire (at) (of)

.Inquire at for (him)

.Inquire how soon

.Inquire immediately (for)

.Inquired (at) (of)

.Inquiring (about) (for)

.Inquiry does not state

.Inquiry has been referred to

.Inquiry is (for) (from)

.Inquiry is too vague

.Inquiry must (should) be made

.TH it a genuine inquiry

.Is this the same inquiry

.Make further inquiry

.Make no further inquiry

.No inquiry for

.Please inquire into the matter

.Refer(s) inquiry to

.Referring to your inquiry (dated)

.Replied to (your) ( ) inquiry in our letter of

.Several other firms have received the same inquiry

.Think the inquiry comes from
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16727 Perfringe . .This is another inquiry
16728 Perfumed . . This is in reply to (your) ( ) inquiry of
16729 Perfuming .Was inquiry made about , if so how did it result
16730 Perfumo . . .Will answer inquiry
16731 Perfusive . . Will make further inquiry
16732 Perfusos . . .Will make inquiries (about)
16733 Perfusum . . (You) ( ) will probably have an inquiry for
16734 Pergeno ...INSERT. (Clause.)
16735 Pergola . . . A clause must be inserted
16736 Pergolino . .Advise (you) ( ) to insert (the following)
16737 Pergratos . .Agree to allow the insertion
16738 Pergravis . . Be sure to insert
16739 Perhand . . . Can insert
16740 Perhibito . .Can (you) ( ) insert
16741 Periambi . .Cannot allow the insertion mentioned
16742 Peribant . . . Could not get the inserted
16743 Peribole . . .Do not insert (the unless)
16744 Peribolos . .Has (have) inserted
16745 Pericarp . . . Have inserted
16746 Periclem . . .Have not inserted
16747 Periculor . .Have (you) ( ) inserted
16748 Peridium . .If we can insert
16749 Perifolio . . .If we cannot insert
16750 Perifrasi ... If (you) ( ) can insert (a clause to the effect that)
16751 Perigallo . . If (you) ( ) cannot insert (a clause to the effect
16752 Perigean . . .If (you) ( ) do not insert [that)
16753 Perigini . . . Insert after the word in line the following
16754 Perigo .... Insert after the word the following
16755 Perigoso . . . Insert before the word the following
16756 Perigual . . . Insert in the following
16757 Perihelio . . Insert the words
16758 Perilous . . . Inserted by mistake
16759 Perils It would not be advisable to insert
16760 Perimetro . . May (we) (: ) insert
16761 Perinanis . .Must be inserted
16762 Perinola . . . Must have following clause inserted
16763 Perinthos . .The following insertion has been made in the
16764 Perinthum .To be inserted
16765 Perinvito . . Try to insert clause providing (for) (against)
16766 Periodico . .Will be inserted
16767 Periplast . . .Will (you) ( ) insert
16768 Periploca . .Wish to insert the following
16769 Periplos . . .Would it be advisable to insert
16770 Periquito . . (You) ( ) may insert
16771 Perished . . .INSIST. (Demand, Require, Urge.)
16772 Peristyle . . Before insisting upon
16773 Peritas . . . .Can insist upon
16774 Perivel . . . .Cannot insist upon
16775 Periwig- . . .Do (you) ( ) insist (upon)
16776 Periwiged . .Do(es) not insist (upon)
16777 Periwink . .He (they) insist (upon)
16778 Perjuraba . .If he (they) insist (upon)
16779 Perjurato . .If insisted upon
16780 Perjured . . .If (you) ( ) do not insist upon
16781 Perkaline . . If (you) ( ) insist upon it, we will
16782 Perkin . . . . Insist(s) upon [ment
16783 Perkinism . .Insist upon an immediate and satisfactory settle-
16784 Perlaro . . . .Insist upon (having ) (immediate payment)
16785 Perlartig . . Insisted upon
16786 Perlatico . . .Must be insisted upon
16787 Perlatura . .Not insisted upon
16788 Perlavabo . . Shall we insist (upon)
16789 Perlegend . . Should be insisted upon
16790 Perlegunt . . Should not be insisted upon
16791 Perlevis . . .They will not insist (upon)
16792 Perlfarbe . .Unless insisted upon
16793 Perlgrau . .We insist (upon)
16794 Perlimes . .We shall insist (upon)
16795 Perlimo . .Will be insisted upon
16796 Perlina . . . Will not be insisted upon
16797 Perlinos . .Will not insist upon (it)

16798 Perlituro . . Will (you) insist upon (it)
16799 Perlkorn . . .You must insist (upon)
16800 Perlmuter . .You need not insist (upon)
16801 Permaneas .INSOLVENT. (Bankrupt, Debts.)
16802 Permeable .INSPECT. (Examination, Investigate,

Overhauling, Search, Test.)
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16803 Permeator .A first-class man to inspect
16804 Permeatus .After inspection
16805 Permenas . .An incompetent inspector
16806 Permensos .Are they (is it) to be inspected
16807 Permian . . .Can (you) ( ) inspect
16808 Perminges .Cannot be inspected (until)
16809 Permingo . .Cannot inspect
16810 Permis . . . .Carefully inspected (by)
16811 Permisor . .Could not have been carefully inspected
16812 Permista . . .Government inspector
16813 Permito . . .Has (have) been inspected
16814 Permituca .Has (have) been inspected and approved
16815 Permivant .Has (have) inspected
16816 Permixed . .Has (have) not been inspected
16817 Permixing . .Has it (have they) been inspected [soon as possible
16818 Permolo . . .Have it inspected, and get letter of acceptance as
16819 Permolunt .Have nothing to do with the inspection
16820 Permotos . .If (you) ( ) can inspect
16821 Permultos . .Inspect and report (on)
16822 Permunda . .Inspector's certificate
16823 Permutab . .Must be inspected
16824 Permutant .Pay against inspector's certificate
16825 Permuting .Please send your inspector at once
16826 Pernalto . . .Previous to inspection
16827 Pernear . . .Ready to be inspected
16828 Pernearon .Rigid and thorough inspection
16829 Pernecav . .Shall be ready by to inspect
16830 Pernegudo .Since previous inspection
16831 Pernetas . . .Subject to inspection (by)
16832 Pernicity . .To be erected under the inspection of
16833 Pernicium . .To be inspected (by)
16834 Pernocha . .To be manufactured under the inspection of
16835 Pernoctar . .To inspect
16836 Pernonida . .Unless (we) ( ) are allowed to inspect
16837 Pernoque . .Was the inspected,' and by whom
16838 Pernotto . . When will it (they) be inspected
16839 Perolebis . .When will it be ready for inspection
16840 Peronate . . .Who will inspect
16841 Perorata . . .Will be inspected (by)
16842 Peroxyd . . .Will be ready for inspection
16843 Perpateas . .Will inspect
16844 Perpaucos . .Will pay for inspection (of)
16845 Perpend . . .Will you waive inspection by customer's engineer
16846 Perpoliun . .INSTALLATION. (Apparatus, Equipment,

Machinery, Plant.)
16847 Perponte . . .INSTALLMENTS. (Pay, Payable.)
16848 Perprimo . .By installments
16849 Perpuros . . .Can be paid by installments
16850 Perputes . . .Can be shipped in installments
16851 Perquam . .Cannot be shipped in installments
16852 Perron . . . .Equal installments
16853 Perroquet . .Has ( ) installment been paid
16854 Perrumpo . .How many installments are due
16855 Perrunas . .If shipped in installments
16856 Perruptos . .If (you) ( ) cannot pay the installment
16857 Persaluto . .In installments each of
16858 Perscribe . .In monthly installments
16859 Perscript . .Installment was due
16860 Perscruto . .Installments due
16861 Persecute . .Installments overdue
16862 Persegnis . .Installments paid
16863 Persenile . .Next installment will be due
16864 Persepoli . .Payable in installments of
16865 Perseus . . .When is the next installment due
16866 Persevere . .Wish to pay in installments
16867 Persgeld . . .First installment
16868 Persians . . .Second installment
16869 Persicot . . .Third installment
16870 Persimmon .Fourth installment
16871 Persolve . . .Fifth installment
16872 Personast . .Sixth installment
16873 Pertempto .INSTEAD. (Place.)
16874 Pertensos . .But instead of
16875 Pertentas . .If instead of (you) ( ) will accept
16876 Pertersa . . .Instead of (the) (this) (these)
16877 Pertes . . . .Instead of tin- almv.-
16878 Pertlnacy . .Instead of substitute
16879 Pertinent . .Instead of which
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16880 Pertness . . .is this (are these) instead of
16881 Pertract . . .Not instead of

16882 Perturbe . . .INSTRUCTION BOOKS. (Publications.)
16883 Pertused . . .INSTRUCTIONS. (Advice, Advise, Direc-

tions, Order, Supersede.)
16884 Pertusion . .According to instructions (from)
16885 Pertusos . . .Act on his (their) instructions
16886 Peruanas . .Act only upon written instructions (of)
16887 Peruggine . .All instructions now cancelled
16888 Peruke . . . .Alter instructions as follows
16889 Perules . . . .Am (are) instructed (to) (by)
16890 Perunctos . .Apply to for instructions
16891 Perunges . .Are awaiting instructions (from)
16892 Perusinas . .Are instructions
16893 Perussit . . .Are instructions to be strictly adhered to
16894 Perustos . . .Are there any instructions about
16895 Perustum . .Are (you) ( ) following instructions (as to)
16896 Perutile . . .As per instructions (in our letter of)
16897 Peruvian . .As per instructions in our telegram of
16898 Pervade . . .Ask for full instructions (about)
16899 Pervagor . .Ask(s) for instructions
16900 Pervasion . .Await further instructions (before sending)
16901 Pervasive . .Await my instructions
16902 Pervasto . . .Await our telegraphic instructions
16903 Pervelles . .Awaiting instructions as to details (of)
16904 Perveniva . .Before beginning work must have the instructions
16905 Perverse . . .By instructions of [requested
16906 Pervetus . .By whose instructions (was) (did)
16907 Pervial . . . .Cancel instructions (of)
16908 Pervially . .Cannot follow instructions (because)
16909 Pervictos . .Cannot send instructions (until)
16910 Pervidist . .Claim they have no instructions
16911 Pervigil . . .Complete instructions
16912 Pervinca . . .Do not understand instructions [your discretion
16913 Pervious . . .Do not wait for further instructions, but act at
16914 Pervium . . .Follow instructions in every particular
16915 Pervolvo . . .Follow the instructions (of)
16916 Pervorsis . .Follow the instructions given in my (our) letter of
16917 Pervulgar . .Follow the instructions given in my (our) telegram
16918 Pervulgo . . .Following instructions [ot
16919 Pesadelo . . .Fresh instructions
16920 Pesage . . . .From whom shall (we) ( ) receive instructions
16921 Pesais . . . .Full instructions were sent (on the)
16922 Pesamment .Gave written instructions (to)
16923 Pesamondi .Get written instructions (from ) (regarding)
16924 Pesamos . . .Give instructions (to)
16925 Pesando . . .Give (me) ( ) positive instructions (regarding)
16926 Pesanted . .Gives all necessary instructions
16927 Pesanteur . .Had positive instructions not to
16928 Pesaron . . .Had positive instructions to
16929 Pesaroso . . .Has full instructions
16930 Pesaruolo . .Have been instructed (to) (by)
16931 Pesassi . . . .Have instructed ( ) (to)
16932 Pesavano . .Have instructions been given (to)
16933 Pescaban . .Have instructions from
16934 Pescabile . .Have no authority to give instructions
16935 Pescada . . .Have no instructions (from ) (to)
16936 Pescadin . . .Have not been instructed (to)
36937 Pescadora . .Have not given instructions (to)
16938 Pescados . . .Have telegraphed instructions (to)
16939 Pescan . . . .Have (you) ( ) any instructions to give
16940 Pescantes ..Have (you) ( ) received instructions
16941 Pescaste . . .Hold subject to instructions of
16942 Pescatelo . .If instructed (to)
16943 Peschetta . .If no instructions to the contrary
16944 Pescota . . .If so instructed
16945 Pescuda . . .If (you) ( ) cannot carry out instructions
16946 Pescudand .If (you) ( ) have any instructions, telegraph them
16947 Pescudara . .If (you) ( ) have no instructions [at once
16948 Pescuidar . .In absence of other instructions
16949 Pescuno . . .In instruction book [( 's) permission
16950 Pesebrera . .Instruct department not to use without (my)
16951 Pesebron . .Instruct them how to
16952 Pesiamo . . .Instruct to follow our orders (about)
16953 Pesillite . . .Instruct to leave immediately for (here)
16954 Pesimismo .Instruct to proceed to if 'not needed longer
16955 Pesimista . .Instruct (me) (us) what to do (with) [(at)
16956 Pesinho . . .Instructed (by) (to)
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16957 Peskily . . . .instructions are being carried out
16958 Pesky Instructions arrived too late
16959 Pesmancos .Instructions (as to) (for)
16960 Pesolone . . .Instructions do not
16961 Pesomaque .Instructions in my (our) letter of
16962 Pesons . . . .Instructions mailed (to)
16963 Pespuntar . .Instructions must be given not later than
16964 Pespunto . .Instructions need not now be complied with
16965 Pesquen . . .Instructions quite clear
16966 Pesquis . . .Instructions will be sent shortly
16967 Pesquisar . .Mail instructions (regarding) (to)
16968 Pessima . . .Modify instructions
16969 Pessimabo . .Must be instructed (to)
16970 Pessimamu .Must have more definite instructions
16971 Pessimand .No further instructions (given)
16972 Pessimavi . .Not according to instructions
16973 Pessimes . . .Not unless instructed to
16974 Pessimism .Original instructions
16975 Pessimita . .Our instructions were
16976 Pessimo . . .Please get to telegraph instructions (direct to)
16977 Pessoman . .Please instruct (me) (us)
16978 Pessula . . .Refuse to obey instructions
16979 Pessuleta . .Require instructions regarding
16980 Pessulor . . See that (your) ( 's) instructions are followed
16981 Pestachti . .Send full instructions (to me at)
16982 Pestaneab . .Send instructions (to)
16983 Pestaneja . .Should be instructed (to)
16984 Pestaneo . . .Telegraph for instructions (direct to)
16985 Pestanudo .Telegraph instructions (care of)
16986 Pestard . . .Telegraph instructions to
16987 Pestarola . .Telegraph shipping instructions and marks for
16988 Pestartig . .These instructions [order (No. ) (dated )
16989 Pestblase . .They instruct me (us) to
16990 Pestbuil . . .To whom shall (we) ( ) apply for instructions
16991 Pestdamp . .Unless instructed (to)
16992 Pestdunst . .Unless (we) ( ) receive instructions at once (to)
16993 Pester . . . .Until you receive instructions from ( ) (us)
16994 Pestering . .Verbal instructions
16995 Pestermen .Waiting for instructions
MW6 Pesterous . .What instructions hav- (you) ( ) received (about)
16997 Pestessig . .Why do (you) ( ) not follow instructions
16998 Pestfleck . .Will be instructed (to)
16999 Pesthaft . . .Will follow instructions (in your letter of)
17000 Pesthauch .Will give (you) ( ) instructions (on or before)
17001 Pesticile . . .Will hold subject to instructions [tions
17002 Pestiduct . .Will observe previous instructions regarding quota-
17003 Pestile . . . .Will send instructions (to)
17004 Pestilent . .Will telegraph instructions (to)
17005 Pestilibu . . .Will wait for instructions (to)
17006 Pestilium . .With instructions (to)
17007 Pestillos . . .Without definite instructions (in regard to)
17008 Pestkrank . .Written instructions
17009 Pestlucht . .You are hereby instructed (to)
17010 Pestluft . . .(You) ( ) have not followed instructions
17011 Pestmid . . .Your instructions (are)
17012 Pestonam . .Your instructions are not
17013 Pestonand .Your instructions cannot be carried out
17014 Pestonasi . .Your instructions have been complied with
17015 Pestonato . .Your instructions received, will act upon them at
17016 Pestonava . .Your instructions will be carried out [once
17017 Petagnies . .INSULATION. (Resistance, Material, Test.)
17018 Petalacte . .Coils with all necessary insulation complete ready
17019 Petale .

,
. .Glass insulator [for assembling

17020 Petalidie . . .Insulating material complete for
17021 Petallfor . . .Insulating material necessary for re-winding
17022 Petal in . . . .Insulation resistance in meg-ohms
17023 Petalisme . .Insulation test for
17024 Petalodes . .Insulation tests in accordance with sections 32 'to 41,

of Report of Committee on Standardization.
17025 Petaloma . .Oil insulation [A.I.E.E., June, 1899
17026 Petaloped . .Our standard insulation test is volts
17027 Petalous . . .Porcelain insulator [ing material
17028 Petarculo . .Send Immediately by express the following insulat-
17029 Petardass . .Standard insulation tests will be satisfactory
17030 Petardato . .Thickness of insulation in thirty-seconds of an inch
17031 Petarduva . .We can guarantee an insulation test of volts
17032 Petardear . .What insulation material will be required
17083 Petasati . . .What insulation test can you guarantee
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17034 Petasorum
17035 Petasos
17036 Petaud .

17037 Petauris
17038 Petebamus
17039 Petebare
17040 Petebat
17041 Petechial
17042 Petelinos

17043 Petelinum
17044 Petendoru
17045 Petendos .

17046 Petendum
17047 Petenti . .

17048 Petenuche
17049 Petequia .

17050 Petersili .

17051 Peterstag
17052 Peterwort
17053 Petesies .

17054 Petesseba
17055 Petessend
17056 Petessim .

17057 Petesso . .

17058 Peteus . .

17059 Petigacut
17060 Petiginos
17061 Petiginum
17062 Petillant
17063 Petillass
17064 Petimen
17065 Petinga
17066 Petinine
17067 Petiolary
17068 Petiolule .

17069 Petisseba
17070 Petitacos
17071 Petitarus
17072 Petitemen
17073 Petitesse .

17074 Petitie . .

17075 Petition .

17076 Petitor . .

17077 Petitrix .

17078 Petituram
17079 Petituros
17080 Petivimus
17081 Petivisse .

17082 Petivisun
17083 Petivit . .

17084 Petoffe . .

17085 Petoncle .

17086 Petoncolo
17087 Petong . .

17088 Petovio . .

17089 Petrary .

17090 Petrifian .

17091 Petrifico .

17092 Petrify . .

17093 Petrilith .

17094 Petrinal .

17095 Petrinoru
17096 Petrinos .

17097 Petrinum
17098 Petrissag
17099 Petroton .

17100 Petschaft

17101 Pettabott
17102 Pettengod
17103 Pettensto
17104 Petticoat
17105 Pettifog .

17106 Pettinell .

17107 Pettingos
17108 Pettishan
17109 Pettishly
17110 Pettitoes .

17111 Pettorale

PET
.INSULATOR. (Wire.)
.Deep groove double-petticoat screw glass insulator
.Deep groove screw glass insulator
.Fluid insulator
.Glass insulator
.Lock's latest double-petticoat porcelain insulator
.Oil insulator
.Porcelain insulator
.INSURANCE. (Average, Invalidated, Pol-

icy, Premium, Rates, Underwriters.)
.Amount of insurance to be covered is

.Are insured (against)

.Attend to the insurance at once

.Can insure (against) (at)

.Can only cancel half the insurance

.Can you insure (against)

.Cancel the insurance

.Cannot insure (against)

.Certificate of insurance

.Certificate of insurance was attached to draft

.Certificate of insurance was overlooked, we are now

.Cost of insurance is [forwarding it

.Cover insurance

.Effect insurance on your side

.Exclusive of insurance
..Extra insurance (if any)
.Fire insurance policy
.For how much shall we insure
.Fully insured
.Have cancelled half the insurance
.Have insured (against)
.Have you effected the insurance (on) (against)
.If (you) ( ) have not effected the insurance
.Including the insurance
.Increase the amount of insurance to
.Insurance company have admitted claim
.Insurance company reject the claim
.Insurance covers
.Insurance does not cover
.Insurance has been effected (here) (in )

.Insurance is attended to by

.Insurance is covered by blanket policy

.Insurance is to be covered by

.Insurance rate is same as before

.Insure (against) (for)

.Insure for amount of invoice (plus per cent.)

.Insure on from to

.Insured (against) (for)

.Is insurance to be effected here

.Marine insurance policy

.Per cent, insurance has been paid for war risks

.Premium of insurance is per cent.

.Quote rate of insurance

.Send insurance policy

.Shall (we) ( ) insure against

.Telegraph instructions for insurance

.The amount insured is

.There is no insurance (upon)

.Value for insurance is

.We have insured provisionally

.What is amount of insurance

.What is amount of insurance premium

.What is rate of insurance premium

.Who attends to insurance

.Will insure

.Would vitiate the insurance

.INTELLIGENCE. (Information, News.)

.INTENTION. (Mean, Purpose.)

.Believe has no intention of buying

.Do not intend to

.Do (you) ( ) intend to

.Have changed my intention

.If he (they) do not intend to

.If he (they) intend to

.If his (their) intention is not changed

.If (you) ( ) intend to

.Intended to

.Is it the intention to use

.It is his (their) intention (to)
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INTENTION-Con t.

17112 Pettoruto . .it is not his (their) intention (to)
17113 Pettychap . .It is not my (our) intention (to)
17114 Petudance .My (our) intention is

17115 Petulant . . .The present intention is

17116 Petulbum . .What do (you) ( ) intend to do about
17117 Petulcor . . .What is his (their) intention (regarding)
17118 Petulcous . . What is (your) ( *s) intention (regarding)
17119 Petunakos .Will let (you) ( ) know later what we intend to do
17120 Petunias . . . With the intention of
17121 Peucolaus . . Without intention
17122 Peulgewas .INTERCEPT. (Stop.)
17123 Peulschil . . .Can intercept
17124 Peulthai . . .Can (you) ( ) intercept
17125 Peulvan . . .Cannot be intercepted
17126 Peulvorm . .Great danger of being intercepted
17127 Peuplades . .Has (have) been intercepted
17128 Peuplemen .Have (you) ( ) tried to intercept
17129 Peuples . . .If (you) ( ) can intercept
17130 Peurkwast .If (you) ( ) cannot intercept
17131 Peurworm .Letter of has evidently been intercepted
17132 Peusavit . . .Suspect that letters and telegrams have been inter-

cepted
17133 Peuvent . . .To avoid having communications intercepted
17134 Peuwormen .Try to intercept [tute.)
17135 Pewits . . . .INTERCHANGEABLE. (Duplicate, Substi-
17136 Pewter . . . .Absolutely interchangeable
17137 Pewterer . .All parts are interchangeable
17138 Pexatorum .All parts are not interchangeable
17139 Pexatos . . .Can make parts interchangeable with
17140 Pexerunt . .Can you make interchangeable
17141 Pexibarbi . .Guaranteed interchangeable
17142 Pexissemu .Important parts guaranteed interchangeable
17143 Pexisset . . .Interchangeable with
17144 Pexitas . . . .Interchangeable with both [(with)
17145 Pexitatis . .Making as many parts as possible interchangeable
17146 Pexity . . . .Must be interchangeable (with)
17147 Pexodoro . .The following parts will be made interchangeable
17148 Pexossat . .What parts are made interchangeable
17149 Pexurim . . .Will make all important parts interchangeable
17150 Pfahlbau . .INTEREST. (Discount, Drafts.)
17151 Pfahldorf . .Accrued interest (amounts to)
17152 Pfahlkopf . .Allow no interest
17153 Pfahlmast .Amount of interest to date is

17154 Pfahlstic . . .And bearing legal interest
17155 Pfahlweid . .And interest
17156 Pfandbuch .At legal rate of interest
17157 Pfandgeld . .At what rate of interest
17158 Pfandgut . .Calculate interest at per cent.
17159 Pfandhaus .Cannot accept less than interest
17160 Pfanditel . .Do not claim interest
17161 Pfandklag . .Does that include interest
17162 Pfandkont .Drawing interest at per cent.
17163 Pfandlehn .Entitled to interest at per cent.
17164 Pfandsach .Exclusive of interest
17165 Pfauchen . .Has interest been paid
17166 Pfauen . . . .How much is accrued interest
17167 Pfauenaug .If they will allow interest at per cent.
17168 Pfauenrad .Including interest (at)
17169 Pfaufasan . .Interest at the rate of (six) ( ) p. c. per annum
17170 Pfauflsch . .Interest-bearing note
17171 Pfauhenne .Interest charged
17172 Pfaunelke . .Interest is due
17173 Pfauvogel . .Interest is paid
17174 Pfennig . . .Interest not paid
17175 Pfennigar . .Interest payable
17176 Pfennigen . .Interest per annum not to exceed per cent.
17177 Pferdezeu . .Interest to commence [the rate of per cent.
17178 Pflngste . . .In the event of non-payment, interest to accrue at
17179 Pflngstma . .Less interest at
17180 Pflaume . . .May (we) ( ) waive interest
17181 Pflegaban . .Must charge interest (upon)
17182 Pflegamte . .Must not charge interest
17183 Pfloge No interest charged
17184 Pflegehau . .No interest will be allowed
17185 Pflegekin . .Not bearing interest
I7isr, Pflegelos . . .Not entitled to interest
17187 Pflegst . . . .Rate of interest is

17188 Pflicht . . . .Shall we (charge) (allow) interest
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17189 Pflichtba . .The interest "is)"
'

17190 Pflichtlo . .To cover loss of interest
17191 Pflictig . . .What interest will be charged
17192 Pflogen . . . What interest will be paid
17193 Pnuegen . .What is the legal rate of interest
17194 Pflug . . . .What is the rate of interest
17195 Pflugbaum .What rate of interest
17196 Pfluggabe . .When does interest payment fall due [annum
17197 Pflughaup . .Will allow interest at rate of per cent, per
17198 Pflugket . . .Will charge interest at
17199 Pnugkorn . .Will not pay any interest
17200 Pflugland . .Will pay interest
17201 Pfluglohn . .Will waive interest
17202 Pflugscha . .With accrued interest to
17203 Pflugsohl . .With interest at (six) ( ) per cent, per annum
17204 Pflugspin . .Without interest [tect.)
17205 Pfuelbe . . . .INTERESTS. (Advantage, Concern, Pro-
17206 Pfund All interests should be consolidated
17207 Pfundapel . .Are interested (in)
17208 Pfunden . . .Are not interested (in)
17209 Pfundnote . .Are you interested (in)
17210 Pfuschen . .Believe it will be to our interest (to)
17211 Pfuschest . .Believe it will be to your interest (to)
17212 Phacobat . .Can he (they) be interested in
17213 Phacolite . .Can (you) ( ) sell our interest (in) [the business
17214 Phaconine .Endeavor to get ( ) (him) to take an interest in
17215 Phacopien . .For the best interest of all concerned
17216 Phacusada .For the protection of our joint interests
17217 Phagedena .Has (have) a large interest in
17218 Phalangal . .Has (have) a small interest in
17219 Phalanx . . .Has (have) no interest in
17220 Phalarope . .Have (you) ( ) any interest in
17221 Phalenite . .If not prejudicial to interests
17222 Phaleravi . .In order to get them interested (in)
17223 Phaleron . .Is it consistent with (our) ( ) interests
17224 Phalerum . .Look after (our) ( ) interests
17225 Phalidure . .Protect all interests
17226 Phaliga . . .Quite separate and distinct interests
17227 Phalinos . . .Seems very much interested (in)
17228 Phalkes . . .There is a strong interest at work to
17229 Phallene . . .To what extent are interested in
17230 Phallifas . .What interest will (you) ( ) take (in)
17231 Phallorum .Will have an interest (in)
17232 Phallus . . . .Will have no interest (in)
17233 Phallusie .Will look after your interest
17234 Phaloria . . .Wishes to sell his interest in
17235 Phanee . . . .INTERFERE. (Opposition.)
17236 Phanium . . .Are not interfering (with)
17237 Phanodem .Can be done without interfering (with)
17238 Phanothea .Can (you) ( ) interfere
17239 Phansigar . .Cannot be done without interfering (with)
17240 Phantasie . .Cannot interfere with (you)
17241 Phantasma .Constantly interfere(s) (with)
17242 Phantast . .Do not allow to interfere with
17243 Phantom . . .Do not wish to interfere
17244 Phaondat . .Do(es) not interfere (with)
17245 Phaonem . .Have not interfered (with)
17246 Phaonis . . .If it will interfere (with)
17247 Phapstos . .If it will not interfere (with)
17248 Pharakida .If not interfering (with)
17249 Pharames . .Interferes with
17250 Pharamund .May interfere (with)
17251 Pharaon . . .Must not interfere (with)
17252 Pharaonen .On account of interfering
17253 Pharathon .Think (you) ( ) had better interfere
17254 Pharbelus . .Think (you) ( ) had better not interfere (with)
17255 Pharbitis . .Who is interfering
17256 Phareka . . .Why did (you) ( ) interfere (with)
17257 Pharillon . .Will interfere (with)
17258 Pharisean . .Will not interfere (with)
17259 Pharisuta . .Will this interfere (with)
17260 Pharnuch . .INTERFERENCE.
17261 Pharobank .Amend preliminary statement
17262 Pharology . .Interference decided against us
17263 Pharos . . . .Interference decided in our favor
17264 Pharsalia . .Interference has been dissolved
17265 Pharsalos . .Interference has been declared (between)
17266 Pharygae . .Interference has been reinstated
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INTERFERENCE Cont.

17267 Pharynge . . Interference has not been declared (between)
17268 Phasael . . . Interference not probable
17269 Phasaelis . . Interference possible
17270 Phascogal . .Interference probable
17271 Phascol . . .Interference probably unavoidable
17272 Phascolid . . Interference will be declared
17273 Phascolom . Is in interference with
17274 Phascum . .Motion to dissolve interference
17275 Phasganon . Please get stipulation from
17276 Phasiacum . Preliminary statement
17277 Phasiana . .Preliminary statements are due
17278 Phasianes . . Shall I move to dissolve interference
17279 Phasianin . .Shall I oppose motion to dissolve interference
17280 Phatagin . .INTERROGATE. (Ask, Inquiry, Question.)
17281 Phatnicum .INTERRUPTION. (Interfere, Prevent,
17282 Phaules .. .Can proceed without interruption [Stop.)
17283 Phaulium . .If interrupted now will cause serious delay
17284 Phaxantes .If we can go on without further interruption
17285 Phaylopsi . . It will not do to interrupt the work now
17286 Pheasant . .Must not be interrupted
17287 Phebalion . . No fear of any interruption
17288 Phebo No more interruptions likely to occur
17289 Phedimcos .Will be interrupted [Visit.)
17290 Phedrope . .INTERVIEW. (Conference, Meeting, See,
17291 Phegaea . . .After an interview with
17292 Phegeos . . . Are to have an interview with (on the)
17293 Phegeum . .Arrange for interview (with)
17294 Phegidis . . . Can arrange an interview (at on) [and )

17295 Pheidon . . .Can (you) ( ) arrange an interview "(between
17296 Phellines . .Cannot arrange an interview with (until)
17297 Phellique . .Cannot arrange without an interview
17298 Phellose . . .Have arranged for interview (with)
17299 Phelsuma . .Have had an interview (with)
17300 Phemiae . . . Have not been able to get an interview (with)
17301 Phemius . . . Interview at once (in regard to)
17302 Phenakism .It was arranged in an interview (with)
17303 Phenate . . .Must have an interview (with)
17304 Pheneatis . . Name time and place of interview
17305 Phengite . . .Nothing has resulted from the interview (except)
17306 Phengode . .Result of interview
17307 Phenigme . .

Will endeavor to arrange an interview (with)
17308 Phenisome .

Will telegraph after interview (with)
17309 Phenogame .INTIMATE. (Familiar, Know, Suggest.)
17310 Phenogyne .INTRODUCTION. (Identify, Insert, Inter-

view, Present.)
17311 Phenol . . . .Can secure an introduction through
17312 Phenolies . .Can (you) ( ) get an introduction
17313 Phenomena .Do (you) ( ) require an introduction
17314 Phenometo .Have sent letters of introduction
17315 Phenopode .How can (we) ( ) secure an introduction
17316 Phenyle . . . Please prepare letters of introduction for me and
17317 Phenylia . . .Please secure an introduction (to ) (for) [mail to
17318 Phetrium . .Require an introduction
17319 Phetuse . . .Send letters of introduction (to)
17320 Phialarum .Will send letters of introduction
17321 Phialled ...INVALIDATED. (Contract, Effect, Insur-

ance, Policy, Valuation.)
17322 Phialling . .Cannot be invalidated (by)
17323 Phichol . . . .Invalidated by
17324 Phidiacos . .May be invalidated by
17325 Phidiacum .Will not be invalidated by
17326 Phidolaus . . Would be invalidated by
17327 Phlgallan ..INVENTION. (Patent.)
17328 Philactis . . .An invention has just been patented
17329 Philagon . . .Date of invention
17330 Philammon .For how much can the invention be bought
17331 Philander . .Invention appears to be new
17332 Philarche . .Invention believed to be valuable
17333 Philately . . .Invention can be bought for
17334 Philatory . .Invention deserves investigation
17335 Philautie . .Invention is an old device
17336 Phil elph . . .Invention is thought well of
17337 Phllcmata . .Invention is worthless

Phllomon . .Invention should be patented at once
17:'.:?: J'hil.-sias . . .What is (your) ( 's) opinion of the invention
17340 Philerie . . .Would advise buying the invention
17311 Philetam . . .Would not advise buying the invention
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17341 Philinos . . .INVENTORY. (List, Schedule.)
17343 Philipods ..INVESTIGATE. (Committee, Examination,

Inquiry, Inspect, Search.)
17344 Philippa . . .A committee of investigation
17345 Philippik . . .After thorough investigation (find that)
17346 Philipsit ... Be sure to investigate thoroughly
17347 Philiscus . ..Can (you) ( ) investigate
17348 Philistim . .Find upon investigation
17349 Philistos . . .Has been fully investigated
17350 Phillipen . .Has not been investigated
17351 Philoavu . . .Have (you) ( ) investigated
17352 Philocalo . . How soon can (you) ( ) investigate
17353 Philocarp . .If upon investigation you find
17354 Philocome . . If (you) ( ) investigate
17355 Philodame . .Investigate carefully
17356 Philodoxe . . Investigate carefully and report fully
17357 Philodul . . .Investigate carefully erecting facilities at
17358 Philogyny . .Investigate carefully financial responsibility and re-
17359 Philokles . .Must be carefully investigated [port fully
17360 Philoktet . .Result of the investigation is favorable
17361 Philokyon . .Result of the investigation is unfavorable
17362 Philolog . . . Send some one to investigate
17363 Philomach . Subject to investigation being satisfactory
17364 Philomele . . To investigate
17365 Philometo . .We are investigating
17366 Philopato . . Will bear the closest investigation
17367 Philopena . .Will be investigated
17368 Philopon . . .Will investigate and advise result
17369 Philopote . . Will it bear investigation
17370 Philosar . . . (You) ( ) must investigate [der.)
17371 Philosoph . .INVITE. (Ask, Bid, Inquiry, Request, Ten-
17372 Philotes . . .INVOICE. (Account, Documents.)
17373 Philothe . . .Above invoice price(s)
17374 Philotimi . .All invoices must be (in)
17375 Philoxeno . .Amount of invoice (is)
17376 Philter ... .As per invoice (dated)
17377 Philtris ... .At the invoice price(s)
17378 Philtrum . .Below the invoice price(s)
17379 Philydres . .Certified invoice
17380 Philyque . . .Consular invoice
17381 Phimi Correct invoice (by)
17382 Phimorum . .Detailed invoice (of)
17383 Phimos . . . .Has invoice been sent
17384 Phimum . . .Have no invoice (of) (for)
17385 Phinida . . .In whose name should invoice be made
17386 Phinides . . .Invoice amounts to
17387 Phinopoli . .Invoice and bill of lading (have gone by)
17388 Phintias . . .Invoice has been sent
17389 Phippsies . .Invoice has not been sent
17390 Phisnomy . .Invoice presented; payment promised
17391 Phison . . . .Invoices to be certified by Consul
17392 Phlasca . . .Make invoices in name of
17393 Phlascaru . . Not to exceed last invoice prices
17394 Phlebetis . .Paying invoice against
17395 Phlebolit . . .Please send invoice immediately
17396 Phlebolog . .Send consular invoice
17397 Phlebotom .Send copy of invoice to
17398 Phledale . . .Send duplicate invoice with bill of lading
17399 Phlegetho . .Send duplicate invoice with shipping schedule show-

ing contents of package with gross and net
17400 Phlegma . . .Send invoice prices for order [weights (to)
17401 Phlegmasi . Send invoice with goods
17402 Phlegmata . Send pro forma invoice
17403 Phlegmon . .Sent consular invoice
17404 Phleum . . . .There is an error in the invoice
17405 Phlias . . . .What is the amount of invoice
17406 Phliasia . . .When was the invoice sent
17407 Phliasium . .Will send invoice immediately
.17408 Phliunta . . .Within (30) ( ) days of invoice
17409 Phlogisto . .INVOLVED. (Complications.)
17410 Phlogitid . .IRON. (Steel.)
17411 Phlogode . .Air furnace iron
17412 Phlogopit . .And iron
17413 Phlogotic . .Are they (it) to be of cast or wrought iron
17414 Phlomides .Cast iron [tensile strength
17415 Phlomis . . .Cast iron to be our standard grade of 15,000 Ibs.

17416 Phlomorum .Channel iron
17417 Phloramin .Double refined iron
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17418 Phlox
17419 Phlygone .

17420 Phobaruda
17421 Phobelies .

17422 Phobetor .

17423 Phobodips .

17424 Phodiles . .

17425 Phoebe ...
17426 Phoera . . .

17427 Pholades .

17428 Pholidote .

17429 Pholques . .

17430 Phoma . . .

17431 Phomothis
17432 Phonagog .

17433 Phonalite .

17434 Phonascos
17435 Phonascum
17436 Phonateur
17437 Phonatibo
17438 Phonetica .

17439 Phonetism
17440 Phonic ...
17441 Phonogram
17442 Phonolog .

17443 Phonomim
17444 Phonoscop
17445 Phonotyp .

17446 Phonygame
17447 Phoque ...
17448 Phoranthe .

17449 Phoraspis .

17450 Phorimes .

17451 Phorkys . .

17452 Phorminx .

17453 Phormosta
17454 Phorone . .

17455 Phosgenga
17456 Phosgenit .

17457 Phosphate .

17458 Phosphide
17459 Phosphora
17460 Photedons .

17461 Photinia . .

17462 Photogene .

17463 Photogram
17464 Photolo . .

17465 Photology .

17466 Photophob
17467 Photophyg
17468 Photopsie .

17469 Phototype .

17470 Phoxichil .

17471 Phradates
17472 Phragmid .

17473 Phragmite
17474 Phraseman
17475 Phrasimed
17476 Phrasing .

17477 Phrasis . . .

17478 Phrasons .

17479 Phratry . .

17480 Phrenic . .

17481 Phrensy . .

17482 Phrlgius . .

17483 Phrissome
17484 Phrygi.-m .

17485 Phrygibus .

17486 Phrynes . .

17487 Phrynich .

17488 Phrynium .

17489 Phrynops .

17490 Phrynosom
ITini Phryscon .

17492 Phryxiani .

17493 Phryxus . .

17494 Phturl . . .

IRON- Cont.
Galvanized iron

. If of iron

. Iron for

.Iron No.- wire gauge

.Iron ore

.Iron or steel

.Iron to be

. Of iron

.Sheet iron

. Wrought iron

.IRRESPECTIVE. (Regard.)

.IRRITATE. (Disappointment, Failure, In-

.IS. (Are, Be, Been.) [convenience.)

.And is

.But is

. He is

. He is at present (in) (with) (at)

.He is not

.How is (it)

.If (he) (it) is

.Is (at) (in)

.Is it (to be)

.Is it not

.Is not (to be)

. Is there (any)

.Is to

.It is

.It is not

.Says that there is

. There is

.There is (no) (not)

.What is (the) (it)

.When is (the) (it)

.Where is (the) (it)

. Which is (the) (it)

. Who is (the) (it)

.Why is (the) (it) [Periodicals, Publications.)
-ISSUE. (Conclusion, Copy, Number, Patent,
.Amount of entire issue (is)
.Before (we) (

-
) can issue

.Cable date when U. S. patent case- will issue

.Cannot issue- (until)

.Delay issue as long as possible

. Entire issue

.Has (have) - been issued

. Has (have) been issued

.Has (have) not been issued

.How much is the issue (of)

.In a recent issue of the

.In order to issue

. Instruct- to issue

. Is it intended to issue

.Issue of

.Issued prior to

.It is intended to issue

.It is not intended to issue

.Last issue (of the)

.Must be issued

.Not to issue

.Not yet ready to issue

.Patent will probably issue

.Prevent issue

.Propose to issue

.To a successful issue

.To bring matter to a successful issue

.Will issue

.Will not issue

.Will probably Issue

.You can issue

.You can issue patent when you please

.IT. (Will.)

.It will

.It will not

.Unless it

.What if It

.When it

.Where it
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17495 Phycolog .

17496 Phycomate
17497 Phycopsis .

17498 Phycorum
17499 Phycostem
17500 Phyganthe
17501 Phygasie . .

17502 Phygela . .

17503 Phygelids .

17504 Phygellus .

17505 Phylarque .

17506 Phylen . . .

17507 Phylique . .

17508 Phyllach . .

17509 Phyllanth .

17510 Phyllary . .

17511 Phyllisan .

17512 Phyllite . .

17513 Phylloben .

17514 Phyllodia .

17515 Phyllon . .

17516 Phyllorum
17517 Phyllosom
17518 Phyllula . .

17519 Phyllules .

17520 Phylogate .

17521 Phylonome
17522 Phyma . . .

17523 Phymata .

17524 Phymateg .

17525 Phymatid .

17526 Phymation
17527 Phymatuld
17528 Phymosie .

17529 Phynon . . .

17530 Phynonem
17531 Phynonis .

17532 Phypes . . .

17533 Physalia . .

17534 Physalide .

17535 Physapode
17536 Physarum .

17537 Physcoa . .

17538 Physconia .

17539 Physicum .

17540 Physikus .

17541 Physinga .

17542 Physiolog .

17543 Physique .

17544 Physisch . .

17545 Physnomy
17546 Physonot .

17547 Physonyal
17548 Physoon . .

17549 Physophor
17550 Physsadea
17551 Phytalid . .

17552 Phytalos . .

17553 Phyteuma .

17554 Phytogeny
17555 Phytola . .

17556 Phytolein .

17557 Phytoleme
17558 Phytolog . .

17559 Phytomyde
17560 Phytonome
17561 Phytoxys .

17562 Phyxalium
17563 Phyxelis . .

17564 Phyxium .

17565 Piabamus .

17566 Piabile . . .

17567 Piabilgos .

17568 Piabilium .

17569 Piabuque .

17570 Piacontis .

17571 Piaculabo .

17572 Piaculamu

[jury, Risk.)
Danger, In-

PIA
.ITEM. (Account, Article, Credit, Details.)
.A few items have been omitted
.All the items [(dated )

.Duplicate the following items in order (No. )

.First item

.Itemized account
Second item
Several important items omitted
.Third item
.What are the items of bill

.JAW SWITCHES. (Style.)

.JEOPARDIZE. ( Committed,

.If our interests will be jeopardized (by)

.If our interests will not be jeopardized (by)

.Is (are) jeopardized (by)

.Is (are) not jeopardized (by)

.It (they) will jeopardize

.It (they) will not jeopardize

.Will be jeopardized (by)

.Will it (they) jeopardize

.Will not be jeopardized (by)

.JOIN. (Combination, Fitted, Meet.)

.Advise joining

.Are ready to join

.By joining

.By joint action

.Can join

.Can (you) ( ) join

.Cannot join (on)

.Do not join

.Do (you) ( ) advise joining

.Has joined in with the

.Have joined

.Have not joined

.Have (you) ( ) joined

.If (you) ( ) have joined

.If (you) ( ) have not joined

.If (you) ( ) will join

.Insulated joint

.Join ( ) (him) at

.To join (with)

.Will join (him)

.Will not join (in the)

.Will (you) ( ) join (in the)

.JOURNEY. (Arrival, Go, Start.)

.JUDGE. (Discretion, Discriminate,
<
Mind,

.Accept the judgment of [Opinion./

.According to your judgment

.Against the best judgment of

.As far as I (we) can judge

.Bad judgment

.Cannot form a judgment on the matter

.Exercise your best judgment (in the matter of)

.Good judgment

.Great judgment must be used [matter

.Have (you) ( ) formed any judgment on the

.His (their) judgment is

.In the judgment of

.My own judgment is

.Shall we use best judgment

.Shows a great want of judgment

.Thlnk(s) it would be judicious
Think(s) it would not be judicious
.To the best of (your ( *s) judgment
.We rely on (your) ( 's) judgment
.What is your judgment (in the matter of)

JUDGMENT. (Award, Decision, Recover,
[Can judgment be appealed [Verdict.)
.Can obtain judgment against
.Cannot tell when judgment will be given
.For what amount is the judgment
.Has judgment been entered (against)
.Have not obtained judgment (against)
.How soon can judgment be obtained
.If the judgment is against us, we must appeal
.In whose favor has judgment been given
.Is judgment likely to be set aside
.Judgment against
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PIA

JUDGMENT- Cont.
17573 Piaculand . .Judgment for
17574 Piacular . . .Judgment has been entered
17575 Piaculoat . .Judgment in favor of for
17576 Piaculord . .Judgment will be given
17577 Piaculous . .When will judgment be given
17578 Piafaba . . .JUNIOR STEAM ENGINES. (Page 486.)
17579 Piafabais . .JURISDICTION. (Authority.)
17580 Piafabamo .Court has exclusive jurisdiction
17581 Piafador . . .Has no jurisdiction
175^.2 Piafamos . .In the jurisdiction of
17583 Piafar ... .Is it in the jurisdiction (of)
17584 Piafarian . .Is not in the jurisdiction (of)
17585 Piaffait . . . .Want of jurisdiction
17586 Piaffeur . . .Within the jurisdiction (of) [Right.)
17587 Piagarla . . .JUST. (Equitable, Impartial, Reasonable,
17588 Piagasset . .Do not consider it just (that)
17589 Piagassim . .Do (you) ( ) consider it just (that)
17590 Piagata . . .Has (have) just had
17591 Piagayat . . .Just the man for
17592 Piaggiamm .Just the thing for
17593 Piaggias . . .Not just now
17594 Piaggiato . .Think it perfectly just
17595 Piagniste . .JUSTIFIED. (Explanation, Reason, Right.)
17596 Piagnone . .Are justified (in)
17597 Piagolla . .Are not justified (in)
17598 Piagoso . .Are (we) ( ) justified (in)
17599 Piailleur . .Can be justified only on ground of
17600 Piallatur . .Can it be justified
17601 Piallona . .Hardly justified in doing so
17602 Piamater . .If it can be justified
17603 Piamente . .In justification (of)
17604 Piamlna . . .Must justify
17605 Piaminibu . -Would be justifiable
17606 Piaminum .Would not be justifiable
17607 Piandorum -KEEN. (Competition.)
17608 Piandos . . -KEEP. (Advise, Hold, Observe, Remain.)
17609 Pianeggia . .And keep
17610 Pianella . . .Can be kept
17611 Pianellin . .-Can keep (it) (them)
17612 Pianektal . .Can (you) ( ) keep (it) (them)
17613 Pianetton . -Cannot be kept
17614 Piangendo . -Cannot keep (it) (them)
17615 Piangevat . .DO not keep ( longer than)
17616 Piangevol . .Had to keep
17617 Piangiate . .Has (have) been kept
17618 Pianigian . .Has (have) not been kept
17619 Pianino . . -Have not kept
17620 Pianissim . -Have (you) ( ) kept
17621 Pianist ... -If not kept
17622 Piano if (you) ( ) will keep
17323 Pianofort . -Keep an eye on
17624 Pianograp . -Keep as much as possible
17625 Pianospil . -Keep if possible
17626 Pianostul . -Keep it open
17627 Pianotais . .Keep (it) (them) separate
17628 Pianotons . .Keep it to yourself
17629 Planotype . .Keep (me) (us) ( ) well posted
17630 Pianposat . -Keep until further notice
17631 Piantabil . .Keep out of
17632 Piantados . .Keep what is required
17',::; IMantale . . .Keep within
17634 Piantarlo . .Not to keep the goods
17635 Piantes . . . .Out of keeping (with)
17',::'; Piantollo . .Prefers to keep
17637 Planura . . .Should be kept
17638 Piaran ... .To be kept
17639 Piaranth . . .To keep
17640 Pianists . . .What will (you) ( ) keep
17641 Piassava . . .Why do (you) ( ) not keep
17642 Piaster . . . .Will be kept
17643 Piastruol . .Will keep where he is for some time
17644 Piatoris . . .Will keep (you) ( ) posted
17646 Plattello . . .Will not keep
17646 Plattoprun . .Will (you) ( ) keep [(of)
17647 PJattolos . . .(You) ( ) have omitted to keep me (us) informed
17648 Piattono . . .(You) ( ) may keep
17649 Piauler . . . .(You) ( ) must keep (out of)
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PIE
17650 Pibougat . . .KEYS AND KEYWAYS. (Pulley, Shaft.)
17651 Piboulade . .Keyway in armature or revolving field is inch

wide, by inch deep
17652 Pibroch . . .Keyway in armature or revolving field should be

inch wide, by inch deep
17653 Picabas . . .Keyway in pulley is inch wide, by inch deep
17654 Picaceras . .Keyway in pulley is too narrow
17655 Picadillo . . .Keyway in pulley is too wide [inch deep
17656 Picador . . .Keyway in pulley should be inch wide, by
17657 Picadufai . .Keyway in shaft is inch wide by inch deep
17658 Picadura . . .Keyway in shaft should be inch wide by
17659 Picafigo . . .Make for driven key [inch deep
17660 Picagrega . .Make for feather key
17661 Ficajosat . .Shall we cut the keyway .

17662 Picajosos . .We furnish key
17663 Picamare . .We do not furnish key
17664 Picamilho . .You will have to cut the keyway
17665 Picanco . . .You will have to fit the keys
17666 Picardead . .KILOWATTS.
17667 Picardia . . .Capacity in kilowatts (is)
17668 Picaril . . . .Kilowatts A. C. generator
17669 Picarones . .Kilowatts A. C. motor
17670 Picaroon . . .Kilowatts D. C. generator
17671 Picarote . . .Kilowatts D. C. motor
17672 Picarroso . .What is the capacity in kilowatts
17673 Picaturam. .KIND. (Description, Nature, Thanks.)
17674 Picaude . . .Any kind (will suit)
17675 Picavit ... .Be so kind as to
17676 Piccadil . . .Each kind
17677 Piccando . . .Of same kind (as)
17678 Piccolo ... .Of the kind
17679 Picentium .Other kinds
17680 Pichacha . .The only kind
17681 Pichina . . .What kind (of ) have you
17682 Picholine . .Which kind do (you) ( ) want
17683 Pichons . . .You (are) (were) very kind (to) [stand.)
17684 Pickaxe . . .KNOW. (Ascertain, Information, Under-
17685 Pickback . .Anxious to know
17686 Pickelch . . .Are believed to know all about
17687 Pickerid . . .Are known
17688 Pickeroon . .As far as known
17689 Picklock . . .Better let know
17690 Pickmeise . .Better not let know
17691 Pickpurse . .Do they know (anything about)
17692 Pickthank . .Do you know where is (are)
17693 Picktooth . .Do(es) not know anything (about)
17694 Picnic Do(es) not know (whether)
17695 Picnicked . .Done without our knowledge
17696 Picnotlco . .Expect to know
17697 Picolapte . .How do (you) ( ) know
17698 Picorant . . .1 (we) know
17699 Picoreur . . .Is it generally known
17700 Picotelle . . .Knew nothing about (it)
17701 Picotin . . . .Know(s) very little (of)
17702 Pictavium . .Let (us) ( ) know as soon as possible
17703 Pictavoru . .Let (us) ( ) know (before)
17704 Pictavos . . .Must know (soon) (by)
17705 Picteties . . .Must not be known
17706 Pictilium . .No one knows
17707 Pictils . . . .Nothing can be known (until)
17708 Pictipen . . .Nothing is known (further than)
17709 Picton . . . .Only know of
17710 Pictores . . .Ought to know (that)
17711 Pictum ... .So far as I (we) know
17712 Pictumaru .Thought (you) ( ) knew of
17713 Pictumas . .Want to know immediately (regarding)
17714 Pictural . . .Well known
17715 Picturata . .What do (you) ( ) know (about)
17716 Picturize . .When will (you) ( ) know (about)
17717 Picturum . .Will be known
17718 Picucule . . .Will know soon (if)

17719 Picudilla . Will let (you) ( ) know as soon as possible
17720 Picudos . . .Will let (you) ( ) know before
17721 Picumme . .Will not be known (before) (until)

17722 Picumnine .(You) ( ) must let it be known (that)

17723 Pidytes . . . .LABOR. (Employ, Help, Material, Men,
17724 Piebald . . . .Cost of labor [Strike, Wages, Work.)
17725 Pieceless . . .Cost of labor and material
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PIE

LABOR Cont.
17726 Piecely .... Labor and material
17727 Piecemeal . . Labor is cheap
17728 Piedade . . . .Labor is expensive
17729 Piedino . . . .Labor is plentiful
17730 Piedness . . . Labor is very scarce
17731 Piedoso . . . .Labor troubles
17732 Piedouche . .If will pay for the extra labor
17733 Piedritto . . . Impossible to get the labor required
17734 Piedroit . . . Including labor
17735 Piedstall ... In consequence of labor troubles [and material
17736 Piegament . Please telegraph price f . o. b. New York, also labor
17737 Piegatell . . .Will pay for the extra labor
17738 Piegolina ..LAMINATIONS. (Steel.)
17739 Piekeval ...LAMPS. (Lighting, Service.)
17740 Piekstok . . .A. C. arc lamp(s)
17741 Pielago . . . .Arc lamp(s)
17742 Pieman . . . .All lamp sockets to be Edison type
17743 Pienotto . . .All lamp sockets to be Sawyer-Man type
17744 Pienso .... Base all porcelain
17745 Pientibus . . Bulb pear-shaped
17746 Piepente . . . Bulb reflector type
17747 Piepfig .... Bulb round
17748 Piephahn . . Bulb tubular
17749 Piesmanta .C. P. incandescent lamp(s) ( volts)
17750 Piesmes . . . Candle power hours to 15% of original c. p.
17751 Piestosom . . Candle power hours to 80# of original c. p.
17752 Pietalant . .Color dipped green
17753 Pietage . . . .Color dipped blue
17754 Pietinons . .Color dipped purple
17755 Pietist . . . .Color dipped amber
17756 Pietistic . . .Color dipped opal
17757 Pieton .... Color dipped ruby
17758 Pietoset . . .Color dipped canary
17759 Pietrisco . . .Color natural green
17760 Pieuxtet . . .Color natural blue
17761 Pievanato . .Color natural purple
17762 Pievania . . .Color natural amber
17763 Pifferava . . Color natural opal
17764 Piffero . . . .Color natural ruby
17765 Piflabamo . .Color natural canary
17766 Piflaran . . . D. C. arc lamp(s)
17767 Piflarias . . . Filament anchored at bottom only
17768 Pigaca .... Filament anchored at tip and bottom
17769 Pigamon . . . Filament without anchor
17770 Figaro .... Full complement of (16) c. p. lamps
17771 Pigasse . . . How many arc lamps do you require
17772 Pigeonry . . How many incandescent lamps do you require
17773 Pigeons . . . Incandescent electric lamps
17774 Piggeries . . Incandescent lamp, reflector No.
17775 Piggery . . . Incandescent lamp, reflector No. 1

17776 Pigiament . . Incandescent lamp, reflector No. 2

17777 Pigiarld . . . Incandescent lamp, reflector No. ?

17778 Pigiavant ..Incandescent lamps, round bulb,
inch diameter

17779 Pigliabil . . .Incandescent lamps,
17780 Pigliam ...Incandescent lamps,

inch diameter
17781 Pigliando . .Incandescent lamps,
17782 Pigliassi . . .Incandescent
17783 Plgliavat . . Incandescent
17784 Piglievol . . .Incandescent lamps
17785 Pigmatico . .Is the of an Edison Licensee plant
17786 Pigmeas . . .Lamps fitted with A 4 base
17787 Pigmen . . . .Lamps of 8 candle power
17788 Plgmentar .Lamps of 16 candle power
177S9 Pigmento . .Lamps of 25 candle power
17790 Pigmy . . . .Lamps of 32 candle power
177H1 Pignattas . .Lamps of high efficiency desired
17792 Pignattin . .Lamps of low efficiency desired
17793 Plgnolato . .Railway series lamps
17794 Pignonne . .Range in watts per lamp
17796 PIgnorada . .Sample lamps for test
17796 Pignorasn . .Street series lamps
17797 Plgnorati . .This Is a trial lot of lamps
17798 Pignuost . .IT. S.

" Mogul
"

l.mip. H.T. < . p. volts
17799 Pignut . . . . I'sirm 10 c.-p. pear-shaped bulb
17800 Pigolone . . . I'sing 16 c.-p. pear-shaped bulb
17801 PIgotlte . . . I'Hing c.-p. pear-shaped bulb
17802 PlgouWe . . .Watts per candle
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17803 Pigrabim
17804 Pigraboca
17805 Pigrament
17806 Pigrantes
17807 Pigrebunt
17808 Pigremus
17809 Pigrissim
17810 Pigritaun
17811 Pigritiam
17812 Pigritor .

17813 Pigroque .

17814 Pigweed .

17815 Pigwiggin
17816 Pihelanta
17817 Piheula .

17818 Pikachti .

17819 Pikarden
17820 Pikelin . .

17821 Pikeman .

17822 Pikestaff .

17823 Piketons .

17824 Piketspel
17825 Piketten .

17826 Pilabimus
17827 Pilado . .

17828 Pilanga .

17829 Pilanorum
17830 Pilantium
17831 Pilaremus
17832 Pilaribus
17833 Pilatus . .

17834 Pilavisse .

17835 Pilavisti .

17836 Pilchard .

17837 Pilcrow .

17838 Pildanthe
17839 Pildash . .

17840 Pildora . .

17841 Pilement .

17842 Pileront .

17843 Pileworks
17844 Pileworn
17845 Pilfered .

17846 Pilfering
17847 Pilgarlic .

17848 Pilger . . .

17849 Pilgerwel
17850 Pilgrim . .

17851 Pilgrimed
17852 Pilhagem
17853 Pilhancar
17854 Pilharast
17855 Pilidium .

17856 Piliforme
17857 Pilipede .

17858 Pilipogon
17859 Pilladora
17860 Pillaffe . .

17861 Pillarded
17862 Pillarist .

17863 Pillaw . .

17864 Pilleara
17865 Pilleatos
17866 Pillegift
17867 Pillendo
17868 Pillenfor
17869 Pillente
17870 Pilleurs
17871 Pillion .

17872 Pillobolo
17873 Pillorize
17874 Pillottan
17875 Pillottos
17876 Pilluelos
17877 Pillular ,

17878 Pillus . .

17879 Piloada ,

17880 Pilobole

PIL

LAMPS Cbn&
.Watts per lamp
.Weather-proof
.We require arc lamps
.We require incandescent lamps
.We require lamps of candle power
.What base is required
.What candle power lamps do you require
.What do you consider the annual lamp require-
.What lamps [ments of the of
.What type are lamp sockets to be
.Will incandescent or arc lamps be used
.LANDING. (Cargo, Delivery, Destination,
.As soon as landed [Goods, Steamer.)
.Can it (they) be landed (at)
.Cannot be landed (until) (at)
.Could not be landed in consequence of
.Date of landing cannot be guaranteed
.Date of landing guaranteed
.Get it (them) landed as quickly as possible
.Have not landed
.In what condition did they land
.Landed here to-day
.Landed in bad condition
.Landed in fair condition
.Landed in good condition
.Must be landed (at) (by)
.Not yet landed
. Part of the goods are landed
.When will they be landed
.Will be landed [Size, Weight.)
.LARGE. (Enlarge, Extension, Great, Piece,
.Accept the larger
.As large as (possible)
.How large
How large is it (are they)
.How much larger should be
.If is 'not too large
.If large enough
.If not large enough
.If not larger than
.If not too large
. If too large
.Is large enough
Is it large enough
.Is it too large
Large enough (to)
Larger than (expected)
.Larger the better
.Make larger
Must be as large as
Not large enough (to)
.Not so large as
.Not too large
.Quite large enough
.The pieces (packages) are too large
.Too large
.Very large
.Will make larger
.LAST. (Continue, Final, Worn.)
.Cannot last much longer

, Expected to last about
.How long will it (they) last
.If it does not last
.If it lasts (until)
.Is this (are they) the last
.Last departure this season
.Last letter
.Last telegram
.Like last
.Make it last as long as possible
. May last until
.The last time
.This is the last
.This is not the last
.To the last
.What is the last
.Will it last (until)
.Will last (about) (until)
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PIL
"LAST-Cont.

17881 Pilofora . . . Will not last (until)
17882 Pilogyne . . .Your last [News.)

il .us ... .LATE. (After, Early, Extension New
17884 Pilosisme . . At the latest
17885 Pilosity ... Be here not later than
17886 Pilosorum . . Be there not later than
17887 Pilostyle . . . But not later than
17888 Pilotage . . .Came too late
17889 Pilotait .... Can give (you) ( ) later
17890 Pilqtammo . Can go later
17891 Pildtando . . Can you (get) (give) later (date for delivery)
17892 Pilotassi . . .Can you go later
17893 Pilotavam .Cannot give later than
17894 Pilotfich . . .Cannot go later
17895 Pilotinac . .Do not be late
17896 Pilotism . . .Do not think it will be too late
17897 Pilotrico . . .From the latest
17898 Pilotry .... Have you anything later (about) (from)
Ia99 Piltrafa . . .How late (will it do to)
17900 Piltrud ... .If late
17901 Pilulador . .If later than
17902 Pilular .... If not later than
17903 Pilularia . . .If not too late
17904 Pilumkas . .If too late [livery)
17905 Pilumnus . . If (you) ( ) can (get) (give) later (date of de-
17906 Pilunno . . .If (you) ( ) cannot (get) (give) later (date of cle-

17907 Pimalot . . .Later might do [livery)
17908 Pimardusa . Later than
17909 Pimaric . . . Latest news
17910 Pimbamar . .Latest style
17911 Pimelique . .Must be latest
17912 Pimelite . . .Must be ready at latest by
17913 Pimelode . . Not later (than)
17914 Pimelopes . . Not too late
17915 Pimentale . . Otherwise it will be too late
17916 Pimentsa . .Telegraph if too late
17917 Pimgenet . .Telegraph the latest
17918 Pirnientos . .The latest is

17919 Pimpido . . .Too late (for) (to)
17920 Pimpignon .Too late to be of any use
17921 Pimpilim . . .Too late to make the change
17922 Pimpillax . .Very late
17923 Pimpillo . . .What is the latest
17924 Pimpleid . . .What is the latest for delivery (of)
17925 Pimpleum . . Will be late
17926 Pimpliade . .Will be later than expected
17927 Pimplites . .Will be too late
17928 Pimply . . . .Will it be too late
17929 Pimpolho . .Will not be too late
17930 Pimpollos . .Will try not to be late
17931 Pinakone ..LAW. (Illegal, Legal.)
17932 Pinalem . . .Avoid law proceedings
17933 Pinalibus . .Do laws of permit
17934 Pinalies . . .Is it according to law
17935 Pinalium . .Law requires
17936 Pinangpal . .Laws (of ) do not permit
17937 Pinasse . . . .Required by law
17938 Pinastell . . .The law has been changed
17939 Pinastrum .The law has not passed
17940 Pinaxent . . .The law has passed
17941 Pinbouke . .Under the banking laws
17942 Pincasses . .Under the corporation laws
17943 Pinchaban .Under tho laws of [to
17944 Pinchador . .What Is the law of your (State) (country) relating
17945 Pinchbeck . .LAWYER. (Attorney, Consult, Opinion.)
17946 Plnchfist . . . Rmploy a good lawyer
17947 Pinchlna . . . Has (have) employed a lawyer
17948 Pinchotan . .Have (you) ( ) consulted a lawyer
17949 Pindaiba . . .In lawyer's hands
17950 Plndal ... .Is our In

17!'.~1 Pindaric* . .La'wyer recommends a compromise
17952 Plndarlsm .Our lawyer considers [of the matter

I'lmlemont .Refer (you) (them) to our lawyer who has charge
IT

1

'"-} Plrulenfss . . I "nn< < ss.n \ t<> employ a lawyer
i 'ini'.im;i . .\vh.it !<,< (your) ( s) lawyer adviso
I'in.l'm^ii" . \Vh;it will it cost to employ a good lawyer in this

. .Who is (your) ' 's) lawyer [matter
17968 Pineapple . .Will employ a lawyer
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LAWYER Cont.

17959 Pinenchym .Will meet you and your lawyer
17960 Pinetorum .Will you and your lawyer meet (us)
17961 Pingadour . .LEADS. (Switchboard.)
17962 Pingalhet . .A. C. rotary leads consist of
17963 Pinganell . .D. C. rotary leads consist of
17964 Pinganito . -Exciter leads consist of
17965 Pingendos . .Feeder leads consist of
17966 Pingouin . -Generator and exciter leads come to board from

above, feeder leads from above
17967 Pingres . . ..Generator and exciter leads come to board from

above, feeder leads from below
17968 Pinguamen -Generator and exciter leads come to board from

below, feeder leads from above
17969 Pinguedin . .Generator and exciter leads come to board from

below, feeder leads from below
17970 Pinguedos . .Ground leads consist of
17971 Pinguefy . .Ground rotary leads consist of
17972 Pinguesco . .Number of cables per lead will be [cable will be
17973 Pinguetud . -Size of each positive negative and equalizer machine
17974 Pinguibus . .Transformer leads consist of
17975 Pinguitud . . LEAN. (Disposition, Inclination.)
17976 Pinhoada . .LEARN. (Ascertain, Hear, Information,
17977 Pinhole . . . .LEAST. (Low, Small.) [Know.)
17978 Pinicello . . .LEAVE. (Absence, Away, Departure, Go,

Hand, Omit, Permission, Ready, With-
17979 Pinienast . . After (you) ( ) leave [draw.)Pmiennus . . After (you) ( ) left

Fmitorto . - As soon as you can leave, go to
17982 Pinigros . . -Before (you) ( ) leave
17983 Pimgrum . . Be sure you before leaving (for)
17984 Piningly . . . By leaving off
17985 Pinioned . . . Can be left in charge
17986 Pinioning . . can be left in charge
17987 Pinjabamo -can leave (immediately)
17988 Pinjadant . -can (you) ( ) leave (at once) (by)
17989 Pinjadps . . . Cannot leave at present
17990 Pinjarian . -Cannot leave in the absence of
17991 Pinjeste ... Do not leave before you get our letter (of)
17992 Pinkingly . -Do not leave until further advised
17993 Pinkjes . . . .Expect(s) to leave (about) (by)
17994 Pinknet . . . Expected to leave
17995 Pinkneten . .Goods will leave (by)
17996 Pinkoogen . . Has (have) left (for)
17997 Pinkring . . .Has not left yet
17998 Pinkroot . . . Have finished, can leave at any time
17999 Pinkschip . .How soon can (you) ( ) leave
18000 Pinkster . .If (you) ( ) do not leave (before)
18001 Pinkstok . . .If (you) ( ) leave (before)
18002 Pinmaker . -Intend(s) to leave here (for)
18003 Pinmoney . . Instruct to leave for
18004 Pinnace . . . Leave(s) by the (sailing on)
18005 Pinnacles . . Leave(s) for (on the)
18006 Pinnacolo . . Leave(s) it to
18007 Pinnacula . . Leave(s) the general arrangement to you
18008 Pinnately . . Leave(s) the selection to you
18009 Pinnatifi . . .Left here (on the)
18010 Pinnatoru . . Left (here) to-day (for)
18011 Pinnebaum . Left (here) yesterday (for)
18012 Pinnester . . Left immediately for
18013 Pinnhamer . Left last (week)
18014 Pinnigene . . Left on hand
18015 Pinnigrad . . Left on the (for)
18016 Pinnipede . . Left side
18017 Pinnocked .Might leave (by)
18018 Pinnofilo . . . Must leave (here immediately for ) (by)
18019 Pinnola . . . Must not leave (before)
18020 Pinnother . .None left yet
18021 Pinnulado . . Not to leave
18022 Pinnulate . . Nothing can leave (until)
18023 Pinnulent . . Now ready to leave
18024 Pinnulis . . -Obtain leave (from) (to)
18025 Pinolemo . -Our Mr. left (for ) on
18026 Pinonatan -Our Mr. will leave (for ) on
18027 Pinonates . . Shall (I) (we) ( ) leave
18028 Pinoneaba . Shall leave here (for)
18029 Pinoneamo . Shall leave (you) ( ) in charge
18030 Pinoneand .Should not be left to
18031 Pinophile . . Telegraph when (you) ( ) leave



PIN

18032 Pinophyla
18033 Pinoraban
18034 Pinoraria
18035 Pinques .

18036 Pinsard .

18037 Pinsbek .

18038 Pinsissem
18039 Pinsitaba
18040 Pinsitant
18041 Pinsitura
18042 Pinson . .

18043 Pinsuisse
18044 Pinsuisti .

18045 Pintacat .

18046 Pintadil .

18047 Pintadine
18048 Pintado .

18049 Pintaga .

18050 Pintail . .

18051 Pintainho
18052 Pintamono
18053 Pintasil .

18054 Pintiparo
18055 Pintojant
18056 Pintojos .

18057 Pintonas .

18058 Pinturas .

18059 Pinuelos .

18060 Pinulam .

18061 Pinusklo .

18062 Pinxisset
18063 Pinxisti .

18064 Piomesi .

18065 Piotassi .

18066 Piotes . .

18067 Piously . .

18068 Pioveant .

18069 Piovendo
18070 Pioveva .

18071 Piovosita
18072 Piovoso .

18073 Pipabimus
18074 Pipabunt
18075 Pipagens
18076 Pipantibu
18077 Piparote .

18078 Pipaste . .

18079 Pipavisse
18080 Pipdig .

18081 Pipeau .

18082 Pipeclay
18083 Pipefish
18084 Pipelines
18085 Pipenstab
18086 Piperone .

18087 Piphano .

18088 Pipiabais
18089 Pipiabama
18090 Pipiamos
18091 Pipiando .

18092 Pipiarian
18093 Pipiaros .

18094 Pipiaste .

18095 Pipiavima
18096 Pipiavist .

18097 Pipiebas .

18098 Pipilabis .

18099 Pipilabor
18100 Pipilabun
18101 Pipilavit .

18102 Pipinnar .

18103 Pipinnis .

18104 Pipiatrel .

18105 Pipitanas
18106 Pipkins . .

18107 Piponcles
18108 Pippal . .

18109 Pippin . .

LEAVE Cant.
.Then leave (for)
.There will not be more than left
.Train leaves here at
.Try to leave before
.Unless you telegraph, will leave immediately (for)
.Upon receipt of your telegram will leave (for)
.Was left behind
.What is left (for)
.When did (it) (they) ( ) leave
.When do (you) ( ) leave (for)
.When will (he) ( ) leave
.When will (you) ( ) be ready to leave
.When will (you) ( ) leave Europe for U. S.
.When will (you) ( ) leave U. S. for Europe
Will be ready to leave (on)
Will leave (about ) (for)

. Will leave as soon as possible (for)
Will leave for Europe (on steamer)
Will leave for U. S. (on steamer)
Will leave for (your place)
Will leave in a few days
Will leave in about
Will leave nothing for us
.Will leave to-day (for)
Will leave to-morrow (for)

. Will not be ready to leave (before) (until)
-Will telegraph before leaving
Will telegraph when ready to leave
Will (you) ( ) leave

. You left (without)
You must leave (at once)

. You must leave this business alone

. You must not leave (until) (without)
LEFT. (Leave.) [Valid.)
LEGAL. (Force, Illegal, Law, Proceedings,
Commence legal proceedings at once (unless)
Do not take legal proceedings
Do not think it is legal
Have legal proceedings been commenced
Have threatened legal proceedings
In a legal manner
In order to avoid legal proceedings
Is it legal
It will not be legal
Legal opinion
Legal proceedings
Legalized by Consul
.Legalized by respective Consuls
. Must be done in a legal manner
Serve legal notice at once
Stop legal proceedings
The best legal opinion
Will investigate legality
Will it be legal
Will resort to legal measures
.LEISURE. (Time.)
.LEND. (Advance, Borrow.)
.LENGTH. (Dimensions, Extension, Long,
Additional length [Measurement.)
Alter length of to
.Any length(s) (up to)
Approximate length (of)
.By lengthening
Extreme length (of) (is)
Feet In length
.Give the length (of)
.In lengths of feet each
.In what lengths
.Length and width (same as)
.Length between
.Length in feet
.Length in inches
.Length inside
.Length is

.Length not to exceed

.Length of

.Length outside is

.Length over all (not to exceed)
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LENGTH Cont.
18110 Pipridae . . . Length same as
18111 Pipris The whole length (of,
18112 Piptanthe .To what (which) does the length you give apply
18113 Piptolep . . . Usual length(s)
18114 Pipulumit . .What is the exact length (of)
18115 Pipuncle . . .What is the extreme length (of)
18116 Piquades . . What is the length over all

18117 Piquammen .What length (of time)
18118 Piquancy . . What will be the length (of)
18119 Piquet . . . .Without lengthening
18120 Piramena . .LESS. (Low, More, Much, Small, Under.)
18121 Piramidat . .A less amount (number) will do
18122 Pirapedes . .A less amount (number) will not do
18123 Piratagem .A shade less might be accepted
18124 Pirated . . .Anything less than
18125 Pirathon . . .Anything less will not do
18126 Piratical . . .At less than
18127 Pirating . . .At not less than
18128 Piratique . .Cannot make it less
18129 Pirausta . . .Do not accept less than
18130 Piretrum . .How much less (if)
18131 Pirgoma . . .How much less will do
18132 Piritus ... .If less than
18133 Pirlito ... .Is less than
18134 Piromaca . .Less if omitted
18135 Piropeaba. . Less if (possible)
18136 Piropear . . .Less per cent.
18137 Piropos . . . .Less than (last)
18138 Pirosofla . . .Much less than (expected)
18139 Pirotexat . .Must be less (than)
18140 Pirotico . . .Must not be less (than)
18141 Pirtiga .... Not less (than) (if)

18142 Pirueta . . . .Provided not less than
18143 Piruetario . .Rather less than more
18144 Pirustae . .Should be less (than)
18145 Pirustaru .Slightly less
18146 Pirustis . .Was not less (than)
18147 Pisaban . .Will be less (than)
18148 Pisadella .Will it be less (than)
18149 Pisadura . .Will not be less (than)
18150 Pisaflore . .Will take less if necessary
18151 Pisanorum .LETTER. (Address, Communications, Cor-

respondence, Enclosure, Mail, Reply,
18152 Pisariamo . . Act according to letter (of) [Writing.)
18153 Pisasfalt . . .Act at once on our letter (of)
18154 Pisaturas . .Address all letters to
18155 Pisaurum . .Address letters to till ; (after that to)
18156 Pisauvas . . After receipt of (your) ( 's) letter
18157 Pisaverde . .All letters etc. to be retained until further notice
18158 Pisavian . . . All letters have been forwarded (to)
18159 Piscabar . . .All letters regarding
18160 Piscabim . .All other conditions as per our letter (of)
18161 Piscantin . . All other conditions as per your letter (of)
18162 Piscarium . .Anxiously expecting a letter from (you)
18163 Piscary . . . .Are we to understand from (your) ( 's) letter that
18164 Piscation . .As per (our) ( 's) letter (of)
18165 Piscatory . .As per (your) ( 's) letter (of)
18166 Piscatos . . .Await his (their) letter (of)
18167 Piscaturo . .Await letter of instructions (sent in care of)
18168 Piscinfor . .Await letter of (this date)
18169 Piscolab . . .Await reply to my (our) letter (of)
18170 Piscoso .... Awaiting letters from (you)
18171 Pisculeda . .Before the receipt of (your) ( 's) letter (we had)
18172 Pisculos . . .Bring all the letters and other documents (pertain-
18173 Pisgah ... .By registered letter [ing to)
18174 Pisiclide . . .Call for letters (at)
18175 Pisidicos . . .Cancel instructions contained in letter (of)
18176 Pisidicum . .Cannot agree to proposal contained in (your) ( 's)

letter (of)
18177 Pisiferes . . .Cannot reply to (your) ( 's) letter (until)
18178 Pisiform . . .Conditions as per (our) ( 's) letter (of)
18179 Pisinnoru . .Confirm by letter
18180 Pisinnos . . .Contents of letter mailed to-day strictly private
18181 Pisinnum . .Contents of (your) ( 's) letter of
18182 Pisistrat . . .Copy of letter
18183 Pisnets .... Date of the letter is
18184 Pisolite . . . .Did not receive letter (of)
18185 Pisoniano . . Did you receive (our) ( 's) letter (of)
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18186 Pisonibus
18187 Pisophalt
18188 Pisoteaba
18189 Pisotones
18190 Pispannes
18191 Pispinell .

18192 Pispissan
18193 Pispistur
18194 Pispolans
18195 Pispolet .

18196 Pissannus
18197 Pissinis .

18198 Pissodes .

18199 Pissonnag
18200 Pissophan
18201 Pissote . .

18202 Pissufh . .

18203 Pistabam
18204 Pistabit .

18205 Pistabunt
18206 Pistachet

18207 Pistachio
18208 Pistadero
18209 Pistado . .

18210 Pistagnon
18211 Pistassen
18212 Pistavist .

18213 Pistavito
18214 Pistekor .

18215 Pisteurs .

18216 Pisticum .

18217 Pistill . . .

18218 Pistillid .

18219 Pistiloso .

18220 Pistolaco
18221 Pistoless .

18222 Pistolete .

18223 Pistolled .

18224 Pistoloto
18225 Pistonner
18226 Pistonset
18227 Pistool . .

18228 Pistriger .

18229 Pistrilla .

18230 Pistrinet .

18231 Pistrino .

18232 Pistrix . .

18233 Pisturar .

18234 Pisturust
18235 Pisuetae .

18236 Pisuram .

18237 Pisuros . .

18238 Pitanca .

18239 Pitapat . .

18240 Pitarchia
18241 Pitavia . .

18242 Pitched . .

18243 Pitchfork
18244 Pitchines
18245 Pitchon .

18246 Pitchore .

18247 Pitchpipe
18248 Pitcoal . .

18249 Piteous . .

18250 Piteously
18251 Pitfall . .

18252 Pithanote
18253 Pithegies
18254 Pithenor .

18265 Pithily . .

18256 Pithiness
18257 Pitholaus
18258 Pithole . .

18259 Pitholeon
18260 Pithom . .

18261 Pithopha

LETTER Cont.
.Do not act on (our) ( 's) letter (referring to)
.Do not give letter of guarantee
.Do not understand (your) ( 's) letter (of)
.Does in letter say anything about
. Enclosure referred to in letter (of ) was omitted
. Explain by letter
.Explanatory letter sent
.Follow instructions as per letter (of)
.Forward letters and telegrams (to)
.Forward (my) ( 's) letters until further notice to
.Full particulars by letter
.Get letter addressed to you at (general delivery)
.Get letter addressed to you at hotel
.Get letter of acceptance of plant
Has brought letter of introduction (from)
.Have acted in accordance with (your) ( 's) letter

.Have given a letter of introduction to (you) ( )

.Have mailed your letter with enclosure [in favor of
, Have no letter from [to
.Have not received (your) ( 's) letter in reference
.Have not received (your) ( 's) letter (referred to)

(dated) [(because)
.Have not replied to (your) ( 's) letter of
.Have received letter (from) (of)
.Have received no letter from (you) ( ) since
.Have received the letter referred to
,Have sent by registered letter [be sent
.Have some letters for (you) ( ), where shall they
.Have you received letter (from) (of)
,How shall we address letters
,If important telegraph us contents of letter dated

, as it has not arrived
.Immediately on receipt of (our) ( 's) letter

.Important letters (at)

.In our letter (of)
, In your letter (of) (to)
,In your next letter
.Keep (us) ( ) informed by letter
.Last letter was dated
.Letter by last mail
.Letter by next mail
.Letter by to-day's mail gives full particulars
.Letter contained nothing of any special importance
.Letter containing full instructions was mailed
.Letter follows
.Letter forwarded by mistake to
.Letter is on the way
.Letter mailed to-day will reach (me) ( ) at
.Letter mailed to-morrow will reach (me) ( ) at
.Letter mailed to-night will not reach me before
.Letter must have gone astray
.Letter of acceptance
.Letter of advice
.Letter (of ) explains everything
.Letter of credit
.Letter of guarantee
.Letter of introduction
. Letter of recommendation
.Letter received too late for attention yesterday
.Letter sent relating to
.Letter sent to addressed care of
.Letter should be registered
.Letter stating that everything is satisfactory
.Letter will reach him (them) at
.Mail arrived and no letter from (you)
.Mailed (you) ( ) a letter on [full particulars
.Mailed (you) ( ) a letter to-day (on ) giving
.Mailed (you) ( ) a letter yesterday giving full

particulars
.Mailed (you) ( ) a special delivery letter yesterday
.Mimeograph letter (No. )

.Missing letters received

.My (our) letter of [anything important

.No letter from (you) ( ) report by telegraph if

.Obtain letter guaranteeing account

.On receipt of (your) ( 's) letter

.On the terms and conditions set forth in letter (of)

.Please mail at your earliest convenience

.Please see circular letter No.
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LETTER- Oont.

18262 Pithorum . . Provided we have letter of guarantee from
18263 Pithosill . . .Received letter for and have mailed it to proper
18264 Pitiable . . .Refer to my (our) letter (of) [address
18265 Piticos . . . .Refer to your (copy of) letter of
18266 Pitiebon . . .Referring to your letter (in regard to)
18267 Pitiedly . . .Registered letter
18268 Pitiful . . . .Reply by letter
18269 Pitifully . . .Report fully by letter
18270 Pitiglian . . .See mimeograph letter form No. as applied to

apparatus for ; act on these lines and reply
18271 Pitiless . . . .Send a copy of letter (of) [(by)
18272 Pitimini . . .Send (us) ( ) copies of letters relating to
18273 Pitipie .... Send (us) ( ) the ( ) letters relating to
18274 Pitman . . . .Sent to us by your letter (dated)
18275 Pitonille . . .Sent to (you) ( ) by our letter (dated) [ing
18276 Pitonisa . . .Sent (you) ( ) (on ) registered letter contain-
18277 Pitoxine . . .Shall we give letter of guarantee
18278 Pitoyable . .Since my (our) last letter
18279 Pitsaw . . . .Telegraph reply to my (our) letter (of)
18280 Pittacal . . .Until you receive our letter dated (to-day)
18281 Pittakos . . .Upon receipt of letter
18282 Pittance . . .What is 'date of letter
18283 Pittheid . . .When may we expect letter
18284 Pittones . . .Where will letter reach (him)
18285 Pittura . . . .Why have I (we) received no reply to my (our) letter
18286 Pitturarl . . .Will address (your) ( 's) letters to [(of)
18287 Pituinos . . .Will carry out instructions in (your) ( 's) letter
18288 Pituinum . .Will confirm by letter
18289 Pituique . . .Will mail (you) ( ) a letter giving full particulars
18290 Pituiteux . .Will reply fully by letter
18291 Pituitis . . . .You do not explain in your letter
18292 Pituitkal . .(Your) ( 's) last letter was dated [mistake
18293 Pituitous . .Your letter (dated ) addressed sent to us by
18294 Pitulani . . .Your letter (of)
18295 Pituranto . .Your letter (of ) not received until to-day
18296 Pityant . . . .Your letter (of ) received [yet arrived
18297 Pityassus . .Your letter (of ) to not delivered; he has not
18298 Pitying . . . .Your letter with stated enclosure(s) received
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18609 Plattlack
18610 Plattnarb
18611 Plattnasi
18612 Plattrose
18613 Plattrund
18614 Plattstic .

18615 Plattung .

18616 Platujas .

18617 Plature .

18618 Platybune
18619 Platygeni
18620 Platyholm
18621 Platymen

18622 Platyneme
18623 Platynote .

18624 Platyomid
18625 Platyonyx
18626 Platypalp
18627 Platypod .

18628 Platypus .

18629 Platypyge
18630 Platyrhin .

18631 Platyses ..
18632 Platyslat .

18633 Platystom
18634 Platystyl .

18635 Platythri .

18636 Plaudebat .

18637 Plaudend .

18638 Plaudit . .

18639 Plauditor .

18640 Plaudunt .

18641 Plaumorat
18642 Plausible .

18643 Plausisse .

18644 Plausisti .

18645 Plausitab .

18646 Plauso ...
18647 Plaustro . .

18648 Plausuram
18649 Plausurit .

18650 Plautarum
18651 Plautia . . .

18652 Plautiano .

18653 Plautidis . .

18654 Plautilla .

18655 Plaveiblo .

18656 Playacad .

18657 Playadatu
18658 Playados .

18659 Playday . .

18660 Playdebt . .

18661 Playful . . .

18662 Playfully .

18663 Playgame .

18664 Playgoer . .

18665 Playgoing .

18666 Playhouse .

18667 Playless . .

18668 Playmate .

18669 Playones . .

18670 Playsome .

18671 Pleadable .

18672 Pleaded . .

18673 Pleadest . .

18674 Pleading . .

18675 Pleamar . .

18676 Pleasance .

18677 Pleasedly .

18678 Pleaseman
18679 Pleasurer .

18680 Plebaglia .

18681 Plebamus .

18682 Plebano . .

18683 Plebeans . .

18684 Plebeism . .

18685 Plebejum .

RLE
.LETTERS-SUB. (Type.)
.LEVEL. (Altitude, Horizontal.)
.Above the sea level
.Below the level (of)
.Down to water level
.Foot level
.How much above water level
.Level with
. Lower level
.Must be level with
: On a level
.On the same level
.LIABILITY. (Assets. Contract, Incur, Ob-

ligation, Responsibility, Risk.)
.Accept liability
.Admit liability
. Cannot accept liability
. Claim a liability
.Do you admit the liability
.Have received notice that we are held liable for
.If it will not render us liable
.If it will render us liable
. If liable
. If not liable
.If they are liable
. If they are not liable
. If you are liable
. If you are n9t liable
.Is any liability incurred
. It is agreed that the liability shall be
.Liabilities are about
.Liabilities are heavy
.Liabilities are light
.Liabilities over assets
.Liability ceased
. Liability has not ceased
.Liability to cease (on shipment)
. Liable to (us)
. No liability is incurred
.Our liability
.There is (are) no liability (ies)
.To what extent are they (

-
) liable

.What is (are) the liability(ies)

.Will hold ourselves liable

.Will hold themselves liable

.Will not be held liable

. Will not hold ourselves liable

.Will not hold themselves liable

. Will render liable

.Will (you) (
-

) accept the liability
.(Your) (

-J

s) liability [mission.)
.LIBERTY. (Allow, Discretion, Free, Per-
.Are at liberty to
.Are we at liberty to
.Are (you) (

-
) at liberty to

.Can have the liberty desired

.Cannot have the liberty desired

. Have no liberty as to

. If (we) (
-

) can have liberty to
.Must have liberty to
. Not at liberty to

.Take the liberty to

.Will be at liberty (to) (on)

.LIEN. (Attachment, Bill of Sale, Charges,

.Can have a lien (on) [Claims, Foreclose.)

.Have a lien on

.Have no lien on

.Have (you) (
-

) a lien on
.Is there any lien (on)
. Lien contract
. Must have a lien on
. Place a lien on
. Provided (we) (

-
) can get a lien on

.AVho holds lien

. Will give lien

.Will not give lien [until final payment

.With lien vesting title of property in (us) (
-

)

.LIFT. (Crane, Hoist.)
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18686 Plebitati . .

18687 Plechtig . .

18688 Pleegkind .

18689 Plegaba . .

18690 Plegader . .

18691 Plegadora .

18692 Plegmatio .

18693 Plegueis . .

18694 Pleguete . .

18695 Pleister . .

18696 Pleitdag . .

18697 Pleiteaba .

18698 Pleiteado .

18699 Pleiteas . .

18700 Pleitesia . .

18701 Pleitvoge .

18702 Plejaden . .

18703 Plejadis . .

18704 Plemini . .

18705 Plemmyriu
18706 Plemnaeus
18707 Plempe . . .

18708 Plenament
18709 Plenarias .

18710 Plenarily .

18711 Plenarty . .

18712 Plengfees .

18713 Plenilune .

18714 Plenipos . .

18715 Plenish . . ,

18716 Plenisme .

18717 Plenitaso .

18718 Plenitati . .

18719 Plenitude .

18720 Plenteous .

18721 Plentiful .

18722 Plentium .

18723 Plentyda .

18724 Pleonasmo
18725 Pleonasti .

18726 Plesictid . .

18727 Plessis . . .

18728 Plessota . .

18729 Plestieds .

18730 Plestinl . .

18731 Pleteux . ,

18732 Plethamer

18733 Plethoric ,

18734 Plethosom

18735 Plethron . ,

18736 Plethrum

18737 Pletmolen
18738 Pletora . .

18739 Pletrol . . ,

18740 Pletsteen
18741 Pleturar .

18742 Pleurable
18743 Pleuralga
18744 Pleurant .

18745 Pleurard .

18746 Pleurasse
18747 Pleuritid .

18748 Pleurnich
18749 Pleurosom

.LIGHTERAGE.

.Lighterage clause

.Lighterage free

.Lighterage included

.Lighterage (if any) to be paid by

.Lighterage will cost about

.Lighterage will not be necessary

.Ship will pay the lighterage

. What will the lighterage cost

. Who will pay the lighterage

. Will not pay the lighterage

. Will pay the lighterage
Will there be any charge for lighterage

.Will there be any lighterage necessary

.Will you pay the lighterage

.LIGHTING. (Lamps, Service.)

.All night lighting

.Arc commercial lighting
Arc lighting
.Arc street lighting
.Commercial lighting
.House lighting

lighting
.Incandescent street lighting
.Incandescent lightii

.Is the lighting to be by incandescent or arc lamps

.Lighting to be by enclosed arc lamps
LIGHTNING ARRESTERS. (Burnt, Static-
Interrupters, Style.)

Auxiliary adjustable gap for low equivalent ar-
rester (S. O. ) (Style No. )

Car lightning arrester [No. )

Cylinders for type R. W. gap units (S. O. ) (Style
Double pole low equivalent lightning arrester (

.Has been burned out by lightning (and) [volts)
Holder for series resistance for low equivalent
arrester (S. O. ) (Style No. )

.Holder for shunt resistance for low equivalent
arrester (S. O. ) (Style No. ) [station

.Install lightning arresters where lines enter or leave

.Lightning arrester (S. O. ) (Style No. )

.Lightning arrester choke coils (S. O. ) (Style No.

.Lightning protection [ )

Line arrester (S. O. ) (Style No. )

.Low equivalent A. C. lightning arresters (S. O. )

(Style No. )

.Low equivalent A. C. lightning arresters volts

.Necessary lightning protection apparatus

.Porcelains for holding resistance spools for low
equivalent arrester, (S. O. ) (Style No. )

.Porcelains for type R. W. gap units (S. O. )

(Style No. )

.Put lightning arresters on back of switchboard

.Series resistance complete for low equivalent
arrester (S. O. ) (Style No. )

.Shunt resistance complete for low equivalent
arrester (S. O. ) (Style No. )

.Station arrester (S. O. ) (Style No. )

.Style No. type
" R " modified arrester (for

volts amperes)
.Tank arrester (Style No. ) for amperes
Type " 5

"
lightning arrester choke coils ( am-

peres) [amps. volts)
.Type "7" lightning arrester choke coils (

Type " R " arrester (S. O. ) (Style No. )

Type "R" marble mounted arrester for volts
and amperes

.Type " R. W." gap units (S. O. ) (Style No. )

.What method of grounding arrester would you
suggest [Same.)

LIKE. (Compare, Difference, Equal, Prefer,
LIKELY. (Probable.)
-LIMIT. (Bid, Confine, Excess, Few, In-

crease, Price, Reduction, Utmost.)
Above the limit(s) (<-i i

Are we limited strictly to
At this limit
Between the following limits

.Beyond* the limit of
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LIMIT Cant.

18750 Pleuvant . .Can (you) ( ) increase limit
18751 Pleuvrait . .Can you increase limit of height
18752 Plevitati . . . Can you increase limit of weight
18753 Plexaure . . Can you increase limit of width
18754 Plexero . . .Can (you) ( ) reduce limit (of)
18755 Plexerunt . .Cannot increase limit
18756 Plexiform . .Did not exceed limit
18757 Plexilis . . . .Do(es) not exceed limit
18758 Plexilium . .Do(es) not limit us
18759 Plexisti . . .Do(es) not limit (you) ( ) (with regard to)
18760 Plexoaten . . Extend the limit of time to
18761 Plexuisse . .If limited to
18762 Plexuram . .If not limited to
18763 Pliadens . . If subject to the limit you name
18764 Pliancy . . Impossible to conform to limits specified
18765 Pliantora . .Limit him (them) to
187b6 Pliasses . . Limit is too high
18767 Plicabar . . Limit is too low
18768 Plicabiti . .Limited to
18769 Plicabost . .Limits the
18770 Plicandos . .Must be limited (to)
18771 Plicandum . Must come within following limits
18772 Plicatent . .No limit
18773 Plicatfas . .Not limited (to)
18774 Plicatif . . . .Reduce limit (to)
18775 Plicatile . . .Shall we limit
18776 Plication . . . Should be limited (to)
18777 Plicatos . . . Should not be limited (to)
18778 Plicatule . . .Subject to a limit of
18779 Plichten . . . The limit (is) (of)
18780 Pliciform . .The limit of time has expired
18781 Plicuimus . .There is no limit
18782 Plicuisse . . .What is the limit (of)
18783 Pliegont . . .Within reasonable limit
18784 Pliegue . . . .Within the prescribed limits
18785 Pliform . . .Within what limits must the speed be
18786 Plightans . .Within what limits must the voltage be
18787 Plighted . . .You may increase limit (by)
18788 Plighting . .You may reduce limit (by)
18789 Plinthes . . .LIMITATIONS. (Height, Width.)
18790 Plinthidi . . .Cannot work to the limitations given as to
18791 Plinthium . .Cannot work to the limitations of height and width
18792 Plinthor . . .Limitations of height and width same as [given
18793 Plintote ... No limitations as to height and width
18794 Plipiabis . . . Only limitation is

18795 Plipiabon . .To come within limitations of
18796 Plipiamus . .To come within limitations of height and width
18797 Plipiand . . .What are the limitations (if any) as to height and
18798 Plipiavit . . .Within the limitations given [width
18799 Plisimos . . .LINE. (Business, Construction, Transmis-

sion, Wiring.)
18800 Plisimum . .Cannot estimate cost of line without knowing loca-

tion of station and distribution of lights
18801 Plisseurs . .Estimate the cost of line construction, exclusive of

material (poles, insulators, wire) to be
18802 Plisthene . .Estimate the cost of the necessary line material
18803 Plistinus . . . If in your line [(poles, insulators, wire) to be
18804 Plistoana . .If not in your line
18805 Plistonic ... In a straight line
18806 Pliurets .. .Is it in (your) ( 's) line
18807 Ploccano . . .It is in (my) (our) ( 's) line
18808 Ploddinus . .It is not in my (our) ( 's) line
18809 Plodebat . . . Line has stopped running
18810 Plodendin . .Not in that line of business
18811 Plodenfat . .On a line with
18812 Plodengur . .On the direct line to
18813 Plodimus . .Send by regular line
18814 Plomabamo .What is your estimate of cost of line construction,

exclusive of material (poles, insulators and wire)
18815 Plomados . .What is your estimate of cost of the necessary line

material (poles, insulators and wire)
18816 Plomazon . .LIQUIDATION. (Assignment, Pay, Settle.)
18817 Plombada . .Are now in liquidation
18818 Plorr.bagin .Being liquidated by
18819 Plomber . . .Has (have) not gone into liquidation
18820 Plombeurs .Liquidation in hands of
18821 Plombique .Resolution passed to wind up in liquidation
18822 Plombons . .Will go into liquidation
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18823 Plomero . .

18824 Plompebla
18825 Plonged . .

18826 Plongemen
18827 Plongeon .

18828 Plonsstok .

18829 Plootwol . .

18830 Ploquer . .

18831 Plorabam .

18832 Plorabili . .

18833 Plorabosa .

18834 Plorabunt .

18835 Plorassen .

18836 Plorator . .

18837 Ploraturi .

18838 Ploravist .

18839 Plostella . .

18840 Plostinda .

18841 Plostrabo .

18842 Plostram .

18843 Plotful . . .

18844 Plotianib .

18845 Plotianos .

18846 Plotium . .

18847 Plotoses . .

18848 Plotting . .

18849 Plough . . .

18850 Ploughboy
18851 Plougher . .

18852 Plougheth .

18853 Ploughing
18854 Ploughman
18855 Ploutage . .

18856 Plouter . . .

18857 Plovebat . .

18858 Plovers . . .

18859 Ploxemado
18860 Ploxemis .

18861 Ploxemor .

18862 Ploxemum
18863 Ployable . .

18864 Plucheux .

18865 Pluchia . .

18866 Pluckbad .

18867 Plucked
18868 Plucking
18869 Pluesch
18870 Pluesches
18871 Plugging
18872 Pluietat
18873 Pluimbal
18874 Pluimbos .

18875 Pluimcato .

18876 Pluimenbe

18877 Pluimesch
18878 Pluimgras .

18879 Pluimmuts
18880 Pluiskrud .

18881 Plukkorf .

18882 Plukkorve

18883 PIukvogel .

18884 Plukvruc .

18885 Plumabar .

18886 PIumagem
18887 Plumall . .

18888 Plumaje . .

18889 Plumajeab
18890 Plumajost .

18891 Plumalib .

18892 Plumasse .

18893 Plumatel .

18M Plumator .

18895 Plumaturo

LIQUIDATION- Cant.

.Will liquidate any obligations

.LIST. (Schedule.)

.Complete and itemized list of

.Has (have) sent list

.List has been completed

. List prices less per cent.

.Mail t9~night complete list (of) (to)

.Send list as soon as completed

.Shipping list of each box must give net weight of
material of each article

.Shipping lists give total net weight of contents

.Should shipping lists give itemized details of each

.Will send list [box

.LISTEN. (Attention.)

.LITERATURE. (Publications.)

.LITTLE. (Much, Small.)

.As little as possible

.How little

.If not too little

.Little if any

.Little less than

.Little more than

.Too little

.Very little

.LOAD. (Efficiency, Field Currents, Grade,
Average load [Haul, Tractive, Temperature.)
Constant load
Distributed load
Does load stated include weight of cars
Engine will be required to carry a maximum load
of i. h.-p., and an average load of i. h.-p.

Engine will be required to haul a load of
.Give safe overloads for
Gross load ( tons)
Load should not exceed
.Loaded with
.Maximum load (is)
Minimum load (is)
.Must not load
.Not to load
.Overload 25 per cent, for one hour
.Overload 25 per cent, for two hours
.Overload 25 per cent, for three hours
.Overload 25 per cent, for four hours
.Overload 25 per cent, for ten hours
.Overload 25 per cent, continuously
.Overload 50 per cent, for one hour
.Overload 50 per cent, for two hours
.Overload 50 per cent, for three hours
.Overload 50 per cent, for four hours
.Overload 75 per cent, for minutes
.Overload 75 per cent, momentarily
.Overload 100 per cent, momentarily
.Per cent, overload ( hours)
.Per cent, overload for short periods
.The maximum load will be carried for hours,

and average load for hours
.Tons of cars and load
.Variable load
.What is total load
. What load is engine required to haul
.What load will locomotive haul
.What will be maximum and average loads for

engine, and how many hours will each be carried
.LOAN. (Advance, Borrow.)
.LOCATE. (Erection, Place, Set.) ftive.)
.LOCOMOTIVE. (Engine, Haul, Mine, Trac-
.A heavier electric locomotive will be necessary
.A lighter electric locomotive will answer the purpose
.Capacity of electric locomotive
Combination electric locomotive and car
Double ender electric locomotive
.Electric locomotive (must be)
.Electric locomotive must have
.Electric locomotive must not be
. Kl<-ctric locomotive must not have
.Electric locomotive same as
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LOCOMOTIVE- Cont.

18896 Plumbabar .Electric locomotive to have
18897 Plumbabis .Electric locomotive weighs gross tons in work-
18898 Plumbabun .Electric locomotive will be shipped [ing order
18899 Plumbacot .Electric mine locomotive
18900 Plumbamus .General design of electric locomotive as
18901 Plumbando .Switching or shunting electric locomotive
18902 Plumbarun .When will electric locomotive be shipped
18903 Plumb line . .LONG. (Distance, Extension, Hours, Length,
18904 Plumbosit . .About longer [Time.)
18905 Plumbosos .As long as (we can)
18906 Plumbrule ..As long as (you) ( ) can
18907 Plumcake . .As long before as you can
18908 Plumeaux . .At the longest
18909 Plumeless . .Can give longer
18910 Plumemur .Cannot give longer
18911 Plurneries . .Feet longer
18912 Plumes . . . .How long (before)
18913 Plumesco . . How long can you (get) (give) us (to)
18914 Plumescun .How long have we to wait (for the)
18915 Plumigene .How long will be required
18916 Plumiped . .How long will (you) ( ) be (at)
18917 Plumista . .How much longer (will you)
18918 Plumitif . . .Is it (are they) long enough
18919 Plummet . .It will not take much longer
18920 Plumosite . .It will take about longer to
18921 Plumosor . .It will take too long
18922 Plumotage .It would not take very long (to)
18923 Plumous . . .Long distance transmission plant(s)
18924 Plumped . . .Longer than expected
18925 Plumpheit . .Must not be long
18926 Plumpie . . .Must not be longer than
18927 Plumply . . .Must remain longer
18928 Plumpness .Not long enough (to)
18929 Plumpsen . .Not much longer
18930 Plumtree . .Too long (for)
18931 Plumula . . .Will it take much longer
18932 Plumuleux .Will not be long
18933 Plumuline . .Will (you) ( ) be long at
18934 Plunder . . .Would take too long to
18935 Plungeon . . (You) ( ) can remain longer
18936 Plupart ...LONGITUDINAL.
18937 Pluper . . . .Longitudinal braces
18938 Pluquet . . .Longitudinal seams
18939 Plural ....Longitudinally
18940 Pluralism . .LOOK. (Appearance, Attention, Interests.)
18941 Pluralium . .Am (are) looking out for
18942 Pluralize . .Appears to look favorably upon
18943 Plurally . . .Are (you) ( ) looking after
18944 Plurati . . . .Being looked after
18945 Plurativo . . Be on hand to look after
18946 Pluribus . . .Be on the look out for
18947 Plurident . .Cannot look after (the matter)
18948 Pluriform . .Do not look for (any)
18949 Plurigam . .How do(es) (you) ( ) look upon
18950 Plurilobe . . Let (him) ( ) look after
18951 Plurimam . .Look out for ; expected
18952 Plurimos . .Look over the apparatus and report its condition to
18953 Plurival . . . Look(s) upon
18954 Plurivoc . . .Looking after the matter
18955 Plusage . . . Looking at
18956 Plusculit . .Looking into (it) (the)
18957 Plusculos . .Looking over (it) (them)
18958 Plusher . . .Looking the matter up
18959 Plusiaque . . Must look into it

18960 Plusimar . .Please look up (the matter)
18961 Plusimosa ..Shall we look (after) (into)
18962 Plutarcho . .To look after
18963 Plutavque .Who is looking after
18964 Plutear . . . .Will look after (the matter)
18965 Pluteum . . .Will look into matter first chance
18966 Plutiari . . .Will look out for
18967 Plutocra . . .Will look over (it) (them)
18968 Plutonian . .Will (you) ( ) look after
18969 Plutonium .LOSS. (Disadvantage, Indemnify, Injury,
18970 Plutorib . . .Actual loss [Profit, Sacrifice, Transformer.)
18971 Plutot ... .At a loss of per cent.
18972 Pluvial ... .At what loss do they expect to run
18973 Pluviarum .At what loss shall we estimate
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"LOSS Cent.

18974 Pluviatil . Do not think there will be any loss
18975 Pluvieux . Estimate the loss (of) (at)
18976 Pluvine . Except at a loss
18977 Pluviose .How much will the loss be
18978 Plynter . .How will we be secured against loss
18979 Pneumatel .If the loss does not exceed
18980 Pneumatic .If the loss will exceed
18981 Pneumatod . Loss caused by
18982 Pneumique .Loss of pressure in the line is

18983 Pneumolog . Loss will be (about)
18984 Pneumopon .Loss will be light
18985 Poachard . . Loss will exceed
18986 Poachine . .Loss will not exceed
18987 Pobeda . . . .Show(s) a loss of
18988 Poblabamo .Size of wire used necessitates a loss of
18989 Poblacho . .There will be a loss of
18990 Pobladas . .Think there will be loss
18991 Pobladona .Without loss
18992 Poblicos . . .LOST. (Disadvantage, Go, Missing.)
18993 Poblicum . .Can lose nothing (by)
18994 Poblilia . . .Cannot find ; fear it has been lost
18995 Pobrismo . . Do not lose any time (in)
18996 Pobrissim . .Do not lose sight of
18997 Pochade . . .Fear we shall lose (contract) (order)
18998 Pochesado .Have lost the ; can you send duplicate
18999 Pochettes . .Have not lost
19000 Pochettot . .Have (you) ( ) lost
19001 Pochgang . . Is lost
19002 Pocilga .... Lost has been found
19003 Pockarred .Must have been lost; send duplicate(s)
19004 Pocketed . .Per cent, is lost in
19005 Pocketful . . Reported lost
19006 Pocketing . .Shall lose
19007 Pocketlid . .Shall not lose (by)
19008 Pocketsac . .The following is (are) lost
19009 Pockhole . .Will be lost (in) (by)
19010 Pockmark . .Will lose (order) (contract)
19011 Pockrants . .Will (you) ( ) lose anything by it

19012 Pocoson . . (You) ( ) will lose nothing (by) [Small.)
19013 Podacanth .LOW. (Closed, Less, Price, Rednction,
19014 Podaduras .A little too low
19015 Podagra . . . Are lower than
19016 Podagrica . .As low as (possible)
19017 Podagrism .Ascertain the lowest
19018 Podagrous .At lowest
19019 Podagrum . Do not lower
19020 Podarges . . For lowering
19021 Podariar . . .Go as low as
19022 Podasfon . .How much lower
19023 Podasimus .If lower than we
19024 Podasteis . .If lower than you
19025 Podaxon . . .If not lower (than)
19026 Podebusk . .If not too low
19027 Podeileme . . If too low
19028 Podengo . . .Is lowest
19029 Podestat ... Is the lowest we will take
19030 Podestess . .Is this the lowest (you can)
19031 Podetium . .Lower than
19032 Podiebrad . . Must go lower (than)
19033 Podilymbe . Must have lower terms
19034 Podineme . .Must not go lower (than)
19035 Podismabo .Not low enough
19036 Podismam . Not lower than
19037 Podismavi . Telegraph the lowest
19038 Podismes . . The very lowest we can take (is)

19039 Podismor . .This is lower than
19040 Podisome . .To lower
19041 Podocarpo .Too low
19042 Podogyn . . .Unless you go lower business will go elsewhere
19043 Podolepid . .We will go as low as other bids

19044 Podolobio . .Which is the lowest
1'toir, I'odolnK.v . .Will you KO ;is low as othrr bids

19046 Podomales .You may go as low as , or lower, if absolutely
necessary to sec-ure the business

19047 Podophule .LUBRICATION. (Oil.)
19048 Podophyll . .Combined oil and grease lubrication
lltoj:. pniiopsi's . .Lubrication by wn-asi- bOZM only
19050 Podopside . .Lubrication by oil only, using waste
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LUBRICATION- Oont.

19051 Podoscaph .Lubrication by oil only, using wicks
19052 Podosomat .Lubrication by sight feed oil cups
19053 Podosperm .Lubrication by spring grease cups [able.)
19054 Podostoma .LUCRATIVE. (Advantage, Benefit, Favor-
19055 Podridos .. .LUGGAGE. (Baggage.) [Plant.)
19056 Podureles . .MACHINERY. (Apparatus, Appliances,
19057 Poduridae . .Alterations to machinery [patterns, dies, etc.
19058 Poeantis . . .Entirely special machine, requiring new drawings,
19059 Poelwater . .Erection of machinery has been delayed by
19060 Poematib . .Estimate the cost of erecting the necessary elec-

trical machinery (exclusive of line construction)
to be

19061 Poemessa . .Estimate the cost of erecting the necessary power
house machinery

19062 Poemetto . k Estimate the cost of erecting the power house
machinery exclusive of the electrical apparatus

19063 Poemone . . .Estimate the cost of the station electrical machin-
19064 Poenalis . . .Has the machinery arrived [ery to be
19065 Poenarum . .Hoisting machinery
19066 Poeninos . . .How is the machinery working, telegraph report
19067 Poento . . . .How soon can (you) ( ) ship machinery
19068 Poenulos . .Is the machinery in good condition
19069 Poenulum . .Machinery broken down
19070 Poephage . .Machinery in sections not over
19071 Poephila . . .Machinery is fer
19072 Poespas . . .Machinery is in bad condition
19073 Poetabor . .Machinery is in good condition
19074 Poetabunt . .Machinery is now all erected
19075 Poetamus . .Machinery was shipped on
19076 Poetaster . .Machinery was started
19077 Poetavamo .Machinery will be shipped by
19078 Poetavate . .Must get machinery (here) (there) by
19079 Poetavimu .Owing to break down of machinery
19080 Poetavit . .Repairs to machinery (will take)
19081 Poetess . .Same machine (except)
19082 Poetica . . .Shall we order machinery
19083 Poeticall . .The machinery will be ready to run by
19084 Poeticos . .What kind of machinery will be required
19085 Poeticule . .What style of machinery do you advise for the

following service
19086 Poetique . . .When will the machinery be ready
19087 Poetizing . .When will (you) ( ) be ready for the machinery
19088 Poetresse . .Who is the machinery for
19089 Poetridas . .Will want machinery not later than
19090 Poggiammo .MADE. (Consist, Construct, Make, Manu-
19091 Poggiando .Am having a made [facture.)
19092 Poggiassi . . Are having them made
19093 Poggiav . . .Are made, but will change as desired
19094 Poggiavat . .As soon as made
19095 Pogingas . .By whom was it made
19096 Pogingen . . Can be made here (by) (in)
19097 Poglante . . .Can (it) ( ) be made (at) (by)
19098 Pogogynes .Cannot be made (here) (in)
19099 Pogonanto .Do not have them made
19100 Pogonate . .Get it made at once
19101 Pogoniar . .Had to have it (them) made here
19102 Pogonops . .Have made
19103 Pogonotom .Have made no
19104 Pogostome .Have not made
19105 Pohlana . . .Have (you) ( ) made
19106 Poignant . .How is made
19107 Poignard . . If already made
19108 Poignets . . .If not already made, please
19109 Pointal ... .If not made by , will be useless
19110 Pointedly . . If (you) ( ) can get it (them) made
19111 Pointinat . .If (you) ( ) cannot get it (them) made
)112 Pointlete . .If (you) ( ) have not made

19113 Pointsman .In order to get made, must have exact
19114 Pointure . .It is made
19115 Poising ... .It (they) will be made about
19116 Poison . . . .Must be made immediately
19117 Poisoned . .Must be made (with)
19118 Poisonful . .Must not be made
19119 Poisoning . .Not made (by)
9120 Poisonous . .Nothing made (by)
19121 Poisonsom . Shall have to get made
19122 Poissons . . .Shall we have them made (here) (in)
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19123 Poitrail .

19124 Pokachlit
19125 Pokalton
19126 Pokdalig .

19127 Pokeweed
19128 Pokgift .

19129 Pokhout
19130 Pokstof
19131 Polackei
19132 Polacra
19133 Polainas
19134 Polarfuch
19135 Polaridad
19136 Polarily .

19137 Polarisan
19138 Polarizin
19139 Polarlieh

19140 Polaruhr .

19141 Polary . .

19142 Polatouch
19143 Polatucha
19144 Polbildun
19145 Polcaba .

19146 Polcamos
19147 Polcando
19148 Polcarian
19149 Polcaron
19150 Polcastis .

19151 Poldergas
19152 Poldway .

19153 Poleadas
19154 Polearum
19155 Polecat . .

19156 Poledavy
19157 Poledrino
19158 Poleggio .

19159 Polemanni
19160 Polemarch
19161 Polemical
19162 Polemlen
19163 Polemique
19164 Polemisan
19165 Polemiste.
19166 Polemonia
19167 Polemusa
19168 Polemy
19169 Polenor
19170 Polentar
19171 Polergal
19172 Poleward
19173 Polewig
19174 Polhacra
19175 Polhinha
19176 Polhodie
19177 Poliacant
19178 Pollaldo .

19179 Poliandri
19180 Polianthe
19181 Poliarcas
19182 Poliarchi
19183 Poliarque
19184 Pollatrla .

19185 Polibotra
19186 Policant .

19187 Pollcheto
19188 Pollclal . .

19189 Polidesmo
19190 Polldlpsa
19191 Polldonte
19192 Polldor . .

19193 Poliebat .

19194 Polledria .

19195 Pollersan
19196 Polleum .

19197 Polifagria
19198 Polifagon

MADE Cent.

.They are already made

.They are not made

.Were made

.Were not made (owing to)

.What have you made

.When will (they) ( ) be made

.Why have they not been made

.Will be made (about)

.Will have to be made over again

.Will they be made

.You had better have made

.MAGNETIC PULL.

.Magnetic pull inch displacement, pounds

.Telegraph us magnetic pull with 3Vinch displace-

. What will be the magnetic pull [ment of armature

.MAGNITUDE. (Great, Importance.)
MAIL. (Address, Correspondence, Delivery,
Forward, Letter.)

Address mail until further notice in care of
After mailing
.Await arrival of mail
Before the mail arrived
By last mail
By mail (via) (not later than)
By registered mail
.By the first mail
By to-day's mail
.Could not await arrival of mail
.Do not mail
.Follow by next mail
.Forwarding (you) ( ) by to-night's mail
.Have mailed (you)
Have not mailed (you)
.Have (you) ( ) mailed
Hope to have it ready for next mail
Lost in the mail
Mail arriving
.Mail closes here
.Mail due
.Mail from London
.Mail from New York
.Mail from Paris
.Mail from Pittsburg
.Mail has not yet arrived (from)
.Mail leaving
.Mail to-day sure (to)
.Mail us immediately (the)
.Mailed by steamer sailing to-day
.Mailed (you) ( -) last night
.Mailed (you) ( ) reply
Mailing list

.Mailing (you) ( ) to-day (the following)

.Next mail leaves

.Particulars by mail

.Send by next mail without fail

.Send my mail to-day (to)

.Sending by next mail

.Sending your mail to-day (to)

.What is next mail day

.When did (you) ( ) mail

.Will be mailed (at once)

.Will mail by next steamer (from)

.Will mail it (them) to (you)

.Will mail (you)

.Write by next mail (to)

.MAIN. (Feeder, Wiring.)

.Consisting mainly of

.In the main shaft
Mainly due to
.Main to be of capacity to supply 16 c. p. lamps
Mains to be of B. & S. gauge wire No.
.Street main to be of
.The main tunnel
MAINTAIN. (Reason, Support.)
MAKE. (Builder, Construct, Effect, Made,
Able to make [Manufacture.)
All with one maker
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19199 Polifilia .

19200 Poliflllo .

19201 Poligalin .

19202 Poligamia
19203 Poligar . .

19204 Poligloto .

19205 Poligon . .

192i>ti Poligrafo
19207 Polilepa .

19208 Polilha . .

19209 Polilinfi .

19210 Poliloget
19211 Polimela
19212 Polimento
19213 Poliminum
19214 Polimisso
19215 Polimorfa
19216 Polinnia .

19217 Polinomio
19218 Polipasto
19219 Polipetal .

19220 Polipite .

19221 Polipocat
19222 Polipogon
19223 Poliptoto
19224 Polisande
19225 Polish . .

19226 Polished .

19227 Polishing
19228 Polishmen
19229 Polisila . .

19230 Polispast
19231 Polisperm
19232 Polissage
19233 Polissais .

19234 Polissant
19235 Polisseur
19236 Polisson .

19237 Politasta
19238 Politipia .

19239 Politique .

19240 Politisch .

19241 Politivag
19242 Politizin .

19243 Politos . .

19244 Polittong
19245 Politure .

19246 Poliuto . .

19247 Polivalvo
19248 Foliage . .

19249 Pbllak . .

19250 Pollard . .

19251 Pollarded
19252 Pollardin
19253 Pollastra
19254 Polldavy .

19255 Pollebam
19256 Pollegada
19257 Pollenger
19258 Pollenies .

19259 Pollepel .

19260 Pollichie .

19261 Pollieson
19262 Pollinar .

19263 Pollinbun
19264 Pollincto .

19265 Pollinejo .

19266 Pollineux
19267 Pollinges
19268 Pollingot
19269 Pollingun
19270 Pollinib .

19271 Pollinxit .

19272 Polliwigs
19273 Polliwog .

19274 Pollocfas
19275 Pollonand
19276 Pollonass

POL
MAKE- tan*.

.Any makers (except)

.Are making

.Are the best makers of

.Are (you) ( ) making

.Before making

.Better make

.By making

.Can make (if) (within)

.Cannot make

.Did not make

.Do (you) ( ) make

.Have arranged to make the

.How soon can (you) ( ) make

.If it will make

.Make the best (of it)

.Make the most of it (them)

.No other make accepted

.Not making

.Of what make is (are)

.Ought not to make

.Ought to make

.Recommend making

.Same make

.Shall we make

.Start making

.The make is

.What difference will it make

.What is maker's name and address

.WThen (can) (will) you make

.Who is (are) the best makers (of)

.Will any other make be accepted

.Will it make any difference

.Will make

.Will not make

.Will (you) ( ) make

.Without making

.(You) ( ) must make

.(You) ( ) must not make

.MAN. (Competent, Engineer, Help, Men.)

.Can (you) ( ) have man here by

.Can (you) ( ) send a man (to)

.Have sent man (to)

.Man leaves (for)

.Man left yesterday (for)

.No man available to-day

.Please send man at once (to)

.Ready for man to complete installation

.Will send man as soon as possible

.Will send man at once (to) jtions, Manager.)

.MANAGE. (Arrangement, Control, Direc-

.As soon as (you) ( ) can manage (to)

.At last have managed to

.By bad management

.By good management

.Can it be managed

.Can manage (to) (without)

.Can (you) ( ) manage (to) (without)

.Cannot manage (to) (without)

.Change in the management
,C9uld be managed (if)
.Did not manage
.Did (you) ( ) manage to
.Do not think shall be able to manage
.Easily managed
.Has (have) managed it all right
.Have not yet been able to manage
.If (you) ( ) can manage (to)
.If (you) ( ) cannot manage (to)
.Is now under new management
.It will be best to leave the management (of) (to)
.Manage as best you can
.Management left to ( ) (you)
.Might manage (to)
. Must manage (to) (without)
.Please manage
.Requires careful management
.Shall be able to manage
.Think (/I) ( ) will be able to manage
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19277 Pollonato
19278 Polios . . .

19279 Polltax . .

19280 Pollucta .

19281 Polluctur
19282 Polluebar
19283 Polluendi
19284 Polluimur
19285 Polluisse .

19286 Polluted .

19287 Pollution
19288 Pollux . .

19289 Polluxim
19290 Polluxist .

19291 Polnacht .

19292 Polnisch .

19293 Polograf .

19294 Polonaise
19295 Polonisme
192% Polorum .

19297 Polpasan
19298 Polpetta .

19299 Polpodes .

19300 Polpudoca
19301 Polputell .

19302 Polquedon
19303 Polqueis .

19304 Polschuss
19305 Polsmeter
19306 Polsoque .

19307 Polsslag .

19308 Poltern .

19309 Polterton
19310 Poltfoot .

19311 Poltrimmo
19312 Poltrisco .

19313 Poltrissi .

19314 Poltrivam
19315 Poltrona .

19316 Poltrufat
19317 Polubris .

19318 Polubrum
19319 Polulinad
19320 Polulos . .

19321 Polulum .

19322 Polvilhar
19323 Polvilhos
19324 Polviscol .

19325 Polvora .

19326 Polvoroso
19327 Polyade .

19328 Polyadene
19329 Polyandry
19330 Polyanth
19331 Polyarat .

19332 Polyarch .

19333 Polyargit
19334 Polyatom
19335 Polybaphi
19336 Polybasic
19337 Polybetes
19338 Polybiade
19339 Polybldas
19340 Polybotum
19341 Polycanth
19342 Polycarbo
19343 Polychord
19344 Polychrom
19345 Polychyle
19346 Polyclaue
19347 Polyclea .

19348 Polycono
19349 Polycracy
19350 Polyrt.-tu
19351 Polyctor .

19352 Polydamna
19358 Polydesme

MANAGE- Coxt.
. j.mnk it the result of bad management
.To whom can you leave the management (of).
.Unless can be managed some other way
.Very difficult to manage
.Well managed
.Who has the management (of)
.Why did (you) ( ) not manage
.Will manage (otherwise)
.Will require some little management
.Will try to manage without
.Will (you) ( ) manage
.With proper management.
.Without proper management
.(You) ( ) must manage
.MANAGER. (Board, Company, Directors.)
.Acting manager
.Appoint manager
.Assistant manager
.Communicate with the manager
.During the absence of the manager
.Has been appointed manager
.Manager of
.Manager will
.Manager will not
.Managing director
.On referring to the manager
.Refer it to the manager
.To the manager
.Who is the manager (of)
.Will act as manager
.Will the manager [(Page 482.)
.MANHATTAN ENCLOSED ARC LAMP'S.
.MANIFEST. (Bill of Lading, Clear.)
MANNER. (So, Style, Way.)
Can in this manner
In a satisfactory manner
In some manner
In such a manner as to
In the best manner possible
In the manner explained
.In the same manner (as before)
In the usual manner
In what manner (is the work being done)
The only manner (in which)
.There is no manner in which
.MANUFACTURE. (Builder, Make, Work.)
.Can manufacture
Can you manufacture
.Cannot manufacture [piece of apparatus
.Do not care to undertake the manufacture of such a
.Do not manufacture
.Get it direct from the manufacturers
.Hold the manufacturer responsible (for)
.In process of manufacture
.Manufacture at once the following
.Manufactured (in) (by)
.Manufactured in the U. S.
.Manufacturers do not require
.Manufacturers (of) (are)
.Manufacturers require
.Manufacturers will agree
.Manufacturers will not agree
.Manufacturers will not take the risk
.Manufacturers will take the risk
.Manufacturing has
.(We) ( ) are the sole manufacturers (of)
.What will it cost to manufacture
.Who are the manufacturers (of)
.Will commence manufacture (of) (about)
.Will cost to manufacture
. U 'ill take about to manufacture
.MANUSCRIPT. (Dummy, Original, Publi-
.<'"i>y of manuscript [cations, Text.)
.Manuscript approved by
..Manuscript in duplicate (of)
.Manuscript In triplicate (of)
.Manuscript of
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MANUSCRIPT Cont.

19354 PolydiC . , . .Manuscript of article
19355 Polydipsi . .Manuscript prepared by
19356 Polyfoil . . .Manuscript submitted to
19357 Polygalas . .Original manuscript (of)
19358 Polygalet . .Prepare manuscript (of)
19359 Polygarch . .Revise(d) manuscript (of)
19360 Polyglot . . .MANY. (Few, More, Number, Numerous.)
19361 Polyglypt . .A good many (will be required)
19362 Polygnath . .Are there many
19363 Polygnoti . .As many (as)
19364 Polygomph .As many as (possible)
19365 Polygonal . .As many as you can get
19366 Polygonop . .As many more
19367 Polygrams .Do not want many
19368 Polygraph .Do you want many
19369 Polygynia . .Great many
19370 Polyhalit . .How many
19371 Polyhedra . .How many can (we) ( ) depend upon
19372 Polyhist . . .How many can you (send)
19373 Polyhymn . .How many do (you) ( ) want
19374 Polykarp . .How many have (you)
19375 Polykrate . .How many shall we (send)
19376 Polylaus . . .If not many
19377 Polylepis . .Or as many as
19378 Polylobe . . .There are a good many
19379 Polylogue . .There are not many
19380 Polylogy . . .Too many
19381 Polymat . . .Will send as many as possible
19382 Polymathe .Will take as many as you can get
19383 Polymedon .Will there be many
19384 Polymetre .You will not get many
19385 Polymnies . .MARGIN. (Allow, Difference, Profit.)
19386 Polymnite . .Ample margin
19387 Polymorph .How much margin is allowed
19388 Polymyth . .Leave a margin of for contingencies
19389 Polymyxen .Leaves a wide margin (for) (of)
19390 Polymyxos .Margin is too small
19391 Polynemus .Must have a margin for contingencies (of)
19392 Polynome . .Should be allowed a reasonable margin (for)
19393 Polynus . . .This leaves no margin for contingencies
19394 Polyodont . .You are allowed a margin of
19395 Polypage . .MARK. (Number, Package.)
19396 Polypappe . .All one mark
19397 Polypary . .Any mark(s) will do
19398 Polypedat . .Can mark
19399 Polypemon .Can you mark it (them)
19400 Polypeux . .Cannot alter the mark(s)
19401 Polyphago .Cannot mark
19402 Polyphemo .Do not know the mark(s)
19403 Polyphide . .Do not mark
19404 Polyphony .Have separate mark for each
19405 Polyphrad .How shall we mark
19406 Polyphyll . .Is there no distinguishing mark
19407 Polyphyse .Mark as before
19408 Polypidom .Mark as follows
19409 Polyplus . . .Mark consists of a
19410 Polypodio . .Mark (marked) following letters in O
19411 Polypollu . .Mark (marked) following letters in a
19412 Polyporum .Mark (marked) following letters in A
19413 Polyposo . . .Mark (marked) following letters in <$>

19414 Polypotom .Mark on each
19415 Polypous . .Mark where you want the
19416 Polypto . . .Mark with country of origin
19417 Polypum . . .Marks obliterated
19418 Polyscope . .No marks required (number them)
19419 Polysome . .Shall we mark
19420 Polyspat . . .Shipment to be marked with
19421 Polyspeds . .Shipping marks are
19422 Polyspile . .Take out the present marks and re-mark
19423 Polystemo . .The marks are
19424 Polystict . . .What are the marks (and numbers)
19425 Polystig . . .Will send marks by letter
19426 Polythe . . .MARKET. (Business, Open.)
19427 Polytimus . .Are in the market for
19428 Polytmes . .At market prices
19429 Polytone . . .At the market price with discount of
19430 Polytrop . . .How is the market
19431 Polytrype , ,If in the market
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19432 Polytypa .

19433 Polyxena .

19434 Polyxo . . .

19435 Pomacanto
19436 Pomachile
19437 Pomadasys
19438 Pomade . .

19439 Pomadetop
19440 Pomagetis
19441 Pomander .

19442 Pomangion
19443 Pomatlons
19444 Pomatomes
19445 Pomatomox
19446 Pomatum .

19447 Pomatumed
19448 Pomatumin
19449 Pomaxans
19450 Pombinha
19451 Pomella .

19452 Pomellato
19453 Pomeroy .

19454 Pomeroyal
19455 Pomesan
19456 Pometiam
19457 Pometinis
19458 Pomfolige
19459 Pomiforme
19460 Pommadait
19461 Pommadons
19462 Pommaille
19463 Pommeau .

19464 Pommestia
19465 Pommette .

19466 Pomolog . .

19467 Pomonafag
19468 Pomonale .

19469 Pomonasat
19470 Pomones . .

19471 Pomosos . .

19472 Pomosum .

19473 Pompabar .

19474 Pompabile .

19475 Pompabunt
19476 Pompaisto
19477 Pompasse .

19478 Pompatic .

19479 Pompator .

19480 Pompatura
19481 Pompavero
19482 Pompavim
19483 Pompavist
19484 Pompbakke
19485 Pompboor .

19486 Pompboute
19487 Pompbuis .

19488 Pompdaal .

19489 Pompeabas
19490 Pompeggia
19491 Pompejani
19492 Pomperont
19493 Pompeux .

19494 Pompgast .

19495 Pompgoot .

19496 Pomphaft .

19497 Pomphamer
19498 Pompholyx
19499 Pomplcum
19500 Pompileca .

19501 Pompillan .

19602 Pompilite .

19603 Pomplllum
19504 Pompilns .

19506 Pomplscus
19606 Pompketel
19607 Pomplam .

19606 Pompmaker

MARKET- Gont.
,ln the open :open market
.Is (are) ( ) in the market (for)
.Is still in the market
.Market is demoralized
.Market is strong
.Market is weak
.No market for
.Not now in the market
.Reported to be in the market (for)
. What is the market price of
.Will be in the market (for) [Iron, Labor, Steel.)
MATERIAL. (Construction, Insulation,
.All the very best material
Best material and workmanship
.Cost of materials only will be
.Cost of materials steadily increasing
.For the materials (to)
.Have no material suitable for
.Have the materials on hand
.If material
.If not material
.If the material [necessary
.Increased cost of materials makes higher prices
.Is it material
.Is much better material (than)
.Is much cheaper material (than)
.Is not material
.Is the best material
.Material for (plant)
Material tests to conform to
.No material on hand [cent, commission
.On all outside material to be furnished add per
.On account of the non-arrival of material
.Outside material, what is net cost to you
.Quality of materials guaranteed
.Rewinding material [(to)
.Shall have to send to for necessary materials
.The material is not specified, (use)
.The material is to be (of)
.The necessary material for
.The proper material
.Tied up for want of this material
.What is the increased cost of material
.What material is to be used (in the)
.What will be the cost of necessary material
.MATTER. (Affairs, Business, Feature, Im-

material, Importance, Question, Subject.)
A matter of great importance to (me) (us)
According to (our) ( *s) view of the matter
.Advised to let the matter drop
.After re-considering the matter will
.Are working on the matter
.Arrange the matter as (you) ( ) think best
.Can the matter be arranged
.Does it matter (if)
.Does not matter (if)

Do not drop the matter
.Expect to have the matter arranged (by)
.Expedite matters all you can
.Have nothing to do with the matter
.Have (you) ( ) formed any opinion in the matter
.Hold the matter open until arrives
.How do matters stand (with)
.If (you) ( ) can arrange the matter
.If (you) ( ) cannot arrange the matter
.Important matter (requires your attention at)
In order to expedite matters
.In the matter (of)
.Is a matter of
,It does not matter
.Keep the matter as quiet as possible
.Know(s) nothing about the matter
.L,eft the matter entirely to (you)
.Matter can be arranged
.Matter cannot 1>< arrangedM iit.-r is not understood
.Matter referred to in
Must have the matter attended to
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19509 Pompoleon
19510 Pomponian
19511 Pomponium
19512 Pomponnas
19513 Pomponnon
19514 Pomponsuc
19515 Pomposaru
19516 Pomposas .

19517 Pomposett
19518 Pomposita .

19519 Pomposotu
19520 Pompous .

19521 Pompously
19522 Pompput .

19523 Pompslag .

19524 Pompstang
19525 Pompsteel .

19526 Pompstok .

19527 Pomptinat
19528 Pomptinos
19529 Pomptinum
19530 Pomtinus .

19531 Pomusculi
19532 Ponamus .

19533 Poncage . .

19534 Ponceau . .

19535 Ponctuas .

19536 Ponctuel . .

19537 Ponctuons .

19538 Pondaison .

19539 Ponderace .

19540 Pondhuis .

19541 Pondicula .

19542 Pondpapir
19543 Pondriamo
19544 Ponduscul .

19545 Ponebamus
19546 Ponebat . .

19547 Ponedora .

19548 Ponendos .

19549 Ponente . .

19550 Ponentell .

19551 Ponentina
19552 Ponentisc .

19553 Ponevano .

19554 Pongamos .

19555 Ponghees .

19556 Pongolam .

19557 Pongutas .

19558 Poniamo . .

19559 Poniard . .

19560 Poniarded .

19561 Ponibilit . .

19562 Ponientad .

19563 Ponimecas
19564 Ponsglas . .

19565 Ponskom .

19566 Ponslepel .

19567 Ponslied . .

19568 Pontagono
19569 Pontagudo
19570 Pontaje . .

19571 Pontalete .

19572 Ponteado .

19573 Pontearan
19574 Ponteauca
19575 Pontgast . .

19576 PontgeJ . .

19577 Pontianit .

19578 Pontianos .

19579 Pontibest .

19580 Pontiche . .

19581 Ponticor . .

19582 Ponticulo .

19583 Pontifex . .

19584 Pontiff . . .

19585 Pontifica . .

19586 Pontigrad .

MATTER- Cant.
.Nothing canNothing can be done in the matter until

.Nothing is the matter (with)

.Please advise what to do in the matter

.Please give the matter your prompt attention

. Refer the matter to

.Settle the matter best way you can

.Take it as a matter of course

.The matter has been attended to

.The matter is being (investigated)

.The matter is entirely in the hands of

.The matter must be arranged (at once)

.The matter will have immediate attention

.What has been done in the matter of

.What is the matter (with)

.When will the matter be (settled) (taken up)

.Will facilitate matters

.Will have nothing to do with the matter

.Will it facilitate matters to [hands

.Will leave the matter entirely in (your) ( 's)

.Will take matter up

.Wish to settle the matter in a friendly way

.MATURITY. (Due.)

.After maturity

.At maturity

.Before maturity

.By or before maturity

.If not provided for at maturity

. What is the date of maturity

.When does note of mature

.Will be provided for at maturity

.Will not be paid at maturity (of)

.MAXIMUM. (Grades, Great, Quantity.)

.MAY. (Might.)
As may be
.He (they) may
.He (they) may not be able to
. I (we) may be able to
. If it (they) may
. If I (we) may
.If I (we) may not
.It may be possible to
.May be possible to
.May he (they)
.May I (we)
.May I (we) not
.May it not
.May not (be)
. So that it (they) may
.Unless we may
.When may he (they)
.When may we
.Which may
.Which may not
.You may be able to
.You may not [Purpose.)
.MEAN. (Explanation, Imply, Intention,
By all means
By means of
.By no means
.By what means
.Do not know what (you) ( ) mean
.Do (you) ( ) mean
. Do(es) not mean
.Every possible means will be taken
. Have no means of
.Have tried every means
.Have (you) ( ) any means of
.Is this what (you) ( ) mean
.Meaning is not clear
.Meaning is now quite clear
.Meant to say
.Or do (you) ( ) mean (to)
.Prompt means must be taken
.Take every means to
.The meaning of
.Try other means
.Use every means to
.Was meant
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19587 Pontilha . . . Was not meant
19588 Pontilib . . .What do (you) ( ) mean (by)
19589 Pontilium . . What does it (do they) mean
19590 Pontilsan . . What is the meaning of
19591 Pontine . . . What means would (you) ( ) suggest (to)
19592 Pontivagi . . Will take other means (of) (to)
19593 Pontlevis . .(Your) ( 's) meaning not at all clear
19594 Pontones . .MEANS. (Financial, Mean, Rating.)
19595 Pontonibu . MEASUREMENT. (Capacity, Centre, Di-

mensions, Feet, Length, Piece, Scale.)
19596 Pontonnag .Cannot be measured exactly
19597 Pontonous . .Cannot proceed with the work until measurements

of have been received
19598 Pontoons . .Each machine will measure boxed cubic feet
19599 Pontreep . . .Electrical measurements have been made
19600 Pontsalfo . .Electrical measurements will be made
19601 Pontuficu . .Give inside measurements
19602 Poodles . . . .Give outside measurements
19603 Poolkat . . .Have the carefully measured and report
19604 Poolkatte . .Inside measurements are
19605 Poolkring . .Measurements are
19606 Poollatos . .Measurement cubic feet
19607 Poollicht . . .Measurement square feet
19608 Poolvos . . .Must electrical measurements be made
19609 Poophages .Outside measurements are
19610 Poorhouse . .The entire shipment boxed measures cubic feet
19611 PoorJohn . .What are the measurements (of)
19612 Poorlaws . .Will measure approximately
19613 Poortgat . . .MECHANICS. (Help, Men.)
19614 Poortgeld ..MEDDLE. (Interfere.)
19615 Poorthaak .MEET. (Agreement, Destination, Go, Join,
19616 Poortklam .Arrange to meet [Start.)
19617 Poortklok . .Can meet (you) ( ) (at)
19618 Poortkran . . Can (you) ( ) meet me (at)
19619 Poortlake . -Cannot meet as arranged, but will meet
19620 Poortluik . .Cannot meet you ( ) (at)
19621 Poortring . .Did not meet
19622 Poorttali . '.Did (you) ( ) meet
19623 Pootvisch . .Do(es) not meet
19624 Popabais . .Does it meet
19625 Popadora . -Endeavor to meet
19626 Popamient -Expect to meet
19627 Popamos . . -Have arranged for to meet (us) (at)
19628 Popanorum .Have instructed to meet
19629 Popanum . .How soon can (you) ( ) meet
19630 Poparals . . .If convenient meet (me) ( ) (at)
19631 Poparaset . .]f does not meet you
19632 Popedom . . .If (you) ( ) cannot meet ( ) (him) (at)
19633 Popehood . .If (you) ( ) meet
19634 Popejoan . . Important (you) ( ) meet
19635 Popeline . . .Meet (him) (them) ( ) if you possibly can
19636 Popelloru . .Meet (me) ( ) (at) (in)
19637 Popellos . . .Meet (me) ( ) at (New York) upon arrival
19638 Popellum . .Not necessary to meet
19639 Popeshead .To meet
19640 Popeship . . .When and where will (you) ( ) meet me
19641 Popilium . . .When can (you) ( ) meet
19642 Popillius . . .When we meet
19643 Popinabor . .Where will (you) ( ) meet me (us)
19644 Popinalet . .Will meet (me) ( ) at
19645 Popinalis . .Will meet you (at) [vessel
19646 Popinalum .Will meet (you) ( ) in (New York) on arrival of
19647 Popinamur .Will (you) ( ) meet
19648 Popinando .(You) ( ) must meet
19649 Popinesta ..MEETING. (Board, Conference, Conven-

tion, Creditors, Interview.)
19650 Popinonls . .A meeting between and
19651 Popinonum .Annual meeting will be held on
19652 Popishens . .Attend the meeting, and report result
19653 Popishota . .At the meeting of the
19654 Poplared . . .At the next meeting of the board
19655 Poplars . . .Call a meeting of
19656 Popletem . .Can the meeting be postponed
19657 Popletib . . .Cannot attend the meeting (on account of)
19658 Poplicum . .Consider this meeting absolutely necessary
19659 Popllfuga . .Do not f;iil t> !> pn-srnt at the meeting
19660 Popliteal . .Had meeting with
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19661 Poplorum .It was resolved at the meeting
19662 Popolagla . Last meeting
19663 Popolando .Meeting- arrang-ed for
19664 Popolarit .Meeting- cannot be postponed
19665 Popolata . .Meeting- has been postponed (to)
19666 Popolino . .Meeting- must be postponed
19667 Popolosa . .Meeting- of board takes place
19668 Poponeque .Meeting- of creditors will be held
19669 Poponessa .Meeting- will be held
19670 Poponide . . Monthly meeting
19671 Poppammo .Next meeting (will be held)
19672 Poppando . .Quarterly meeting
19673 Poppassim .Semi-annual meeting- (will be held on)
19674 Poppatola . .Shall we (I) attend the meeting on your behalf
19675 Poppauvac .Special meeting has been called to consider
19676 Poppavate .Telegraph the result of the meeting
19677 Poppejurk . .The annual meeting- (of the ) has been held, (and

a dividend of declared)
19678 Poppellin . .When is the next meeting (of)
19679 Poppengek .Where will the meeting- be held
19680 Poppenhem .Will attend the meeting
19681 Poppenkas .Will you attend the meeting
19682 Poppysmat .MEMORANDUM. (Note, Record.)
19683 Poppysme .MEMORY. (Forget, Mind, Overlook.)
19684 Populabar . .MEN. (Help, Labor, Man.)
19685 Populacho .Am (are) having trouble with the men
19686 Populanda .Can get men
19687 Popular . .Can get no more men
19688 Populariz .Can get plenty of good men
19689 Populated .Can (you) ( ) send any men (to)
19690 Populatio .Cannot get the men needed
19691 Populatus .Get the necessary men locally
19692 Populavit .Have all the men needed
19693 Populeux .Have engaged men
19694 Populina . .How many men are needed
19695 Populit . . . How many men can (you) ( ) get
19696 Populitav .Men are (required)
19697 Populnem .Please send men
19698 Populnoru .Put on as many men as you can
19699 Populogy . Will send men at once
19700 Populonim .Will (you) ( )send men or shall we get them
19701 Poquettes .MEND. (Repair.)
19702 Poquitos . .MENTION. (Said, Say, Specify.)
19703 Poranes . .MERIT. (Valuation, Worth.) [ing, Word.)
19704 Porbeagle .MESSAGE. (Communications, Telegraph-
19705 Porcated .METERS, WATER AND GAS. (Pp. 491-2.)
19706 Porcelain .METERS. (Style, Switchboard.)
19707 Porcone . .Dead beat meters throughout
19708 Porculato .Foreign type meter(s)
19709 Porcunos .Illuminated dial meters throughout
19710 Porcupine . Long scale meters throughout
19711 Poreblind .Round type meters throughout
19712 Porfiabis . .Send diagram showing connection of meter
19713 Porfiador . Standard meters throughout
19714 Porfiam os .Type ammeter
19715 Porfiar . . .Type voltmeter
19716 Porfiaran .Type wattmeter
19717 Porfidos . . Westinghouse integrating wattmeter
19718 Porfijada .Westinghouse meters throughout
19719 Porfijo . . .Weston meters throughout
19720 Porgebari .What is the average and maximum load which the

meters will be required to measure
19721 Porgemmo .What is the normal voltage and frequency of the

circuit on which meters are to be used
19722 Porgessim .METHOD. (Course, Manner, Practice, Sys-
19723 Porgevamo .A good method (of) [tern.)
19724 Porgevate .A new method (of)
19725 Porgiamol .Any other method (of)
19726 Porgimur .By this method
19727 Porgunt . .No better method (of)
19728 Poriferan .The very best method
19729 Poriform .What method (of)
19730 Porillon . .What method would (you) ( ) suggest (for)
19731 Porismato .Which is the best method (of)
19732 Porisme . .Your method (of)
19733 Porloutit . .MIDDLE. (Extreme.)
19734 Porosical . .About the middle (of)
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MIDDLE- Cont.

19735 Porosos . . .At or near the middle (of)
19736 Porpesse . . .In the middle (of the)
19737 Porpezite . . In the midst of
19738 Porphyr . . .The middle of the
19739 Porpora ...MIGHT. (May.)
19740 Porporato . . And he (they) might (be)
19741 Porqueron . .And you might (be)
19742 Porques . . .He (they) might
19743 Porquinho .If you might
19744 Porridge . . .It might be
19745 Porrigin ... It might not
19746 Porrillo . . . Might be (able to)
19747 Porrina . . .Might not (be)
19748 Porringer . . There might be
19749 Porrixas . . .There might not be
19750 Portable . . .MILES. (Distance.)
19751 Pjortabunt . .About miles from
19752 Portacana .Average speed of miles an hour
19753 Portacape . . Distance in miles from to is
19754 Portadill . .Distance in miles (to) (is)
19755 Portador . . .How many miles (of )
19756 Portafusi . . How many miles is it (from to)
19757 Portagem . .Miles per hour
19758 Portagran . .Within miles of
19759 Portajes .. .MILLION. (Numerals.) [ion.)
19760 Portalejo . .MIND. (Attention, Careful, Judge, Opin-
19761 Portalime . .Bearing in mind
19762 Portalone . .Do(es) not mind
19763 Portament .Have changed (his) their mind
19764 Portamita . .Have changed my mind about
19765 Portandal . .If (you) ( ) do not mind
19766 Portanola . .If you should change your mind (let us know)
19767 Portanto . . .May change his mind
19768 Portanuel . . Mind and
19769 Portapaz . . .Mind you
19770 Portapoll . .Please bear in mind
19771 Portaria . . .Remains open if should change mind
19772 Portariso . . Will bear in mind
19773 Portarse . . .Will most likely change his mind
19774 Portatil ...MINE. (Load, Locomotive.)
19775 Portatorm .A mine is to be started at (near)
19776 Portatura . .At the mine
19777 Portavero . . How deep is the mine
19778 Portavim . . In different parts of the mine
19779 Portavist . .In the mine
19780 Portbar . . .Mine haulage by electricity
19781 Portcanon . .Mine is feet deep
19782 Portculis . .Mine was originally worked by
19783 Portebras . .The mine is situated in

19784 Portendin . .MINE LOCOMOTIVE, BALDWIN-WEST-
INGHOUSE. (Page 474.)

19785 Portensio ..MINIMIZE. (Reduction.)
19786 Portensum .MINIMUM. (Less, Small.)
19787 Portentiv ..MINUTE. (Definite, Details. Hour, Time.)
19788 Portentos ..MISCALCULATE. (Error.)
19789 Porterabo ..MISCHIEF. (Trouble.)
19790 Porterage . .MISCONSTRUCTION. (Construction.)
19791 Porterly . . .MISDIRECTED. (Address.)
19792 Portevole ..MISINFORMED. (Information.)
19793 Portfolio . . .MISREPRESENT. (Incorrect.)
19794 Portgrave . .Has been misrepresented
19795 Porthmeit . .Has it been misrepresented
19796 Porthmeum .Has not been misrepresented
19797 Porthole . . .If not misrepresented
19798 Portiamo ..Misrepresentation
19799 Portico . . . .Misrepresented (by) (in)
19800 Porticoes . .Misrepresenting
19801 Porticuli . . . Must not be misrepresented
19802 Portifrax . .On account of having been misrepresented
19803 Portigue . . .Very grossly misrepresented
19804 Portionin . .MISSING.' (Error, Go, Lost, Omit.)
19805 Portiques . .Are there any missing
19806 Portiscul . .DO not miss a chance (to)
19807 Portitori . . .Has been missing (since)
19808 Portland . .Have found the missing
19809 Portlast . . .Have missed
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MISSING- Cant.

19810 Portlid . . . .How (many) (much) are missing
19811 Portlines . .If the missing does not turn up
19812 Portlydos . .If (we) ( ) miss the
19813 Portman . . .In the event of missing
19814 Portmote . .Intended enclosure missing
19815 Portobuch . .Missing mail
19816 Portolano . .None are missing
19817 Portomak . .Send missing parts at once
19818 Portotaxe . . Some are missing
19819 Portrait . . .Telegraph what is missing
19820 Portrayal . .The is (are) missing
19821 Portrayin . .The following (packages) are missing
19822 Portuchos . .MISTAKE. (Code, Error, Fault, Misunder-

standing, Word.)
19823 Portugues . .Are (you) ( ) not mistaken (in)
19824 Portulaca . .Be careful to avoid a mistake (in)
19825 Portulant . .By mistake
19826 Portularu . .Can (you) ( ) rectify mistake
19827 Portumnus .Correct the mistake(s) at once
19828 Portunali . .Has mistake been (found) (made)
19829 Portuosat . .Have made no mistake (in)
19830 Portuosos . .If any mistake has been made
19831 Portuosum .In your telegram is not the following word a mistake
19832 Portwein . . Is a mistake; it ought to be
19833 Poruscat . . .Is not a mistake
19834 Porussen . .Is there not some mistake (in)
19835 Porventur . .Is there not some mistake in the date given
19836 Porvida ... It was a great mistake (to)
19837 Porwigle . . .It would be a great mistake (to)
19838 Porzana . . .Mistake has been corrected
19839 Posadero . .Mistake in
19840 Posamento .Mistake is (in)
19841 Posandola . .Mistake must be rectified
19842 Posaplano . .Not mistaken
19843 Posarla . . .Our mistake
19844 Posasses . . .The mistake is on our side
19845 Posato . . . .The mistake is on (your) ( 's) side
19846 Posauneda .There is a mistake (in)
19847 Posaunst . .There is a mistake in your telegram, word
19848 Posaverga . .There is no mistake (in)
19849 Poscamod . .There must be some mistake (in your)
19850 Poscular . . .Through a mistake
19851 Posculent . .Try to have the mistake corrected
19852 Poscunt . . .Unless there is some mistake (in)
19853 Posdataco . .Unless we are mistaken
19854 Posdomani .Was sent by mistake
19855 Posiamola . .We are mistaken
19856 Posibilit . . .We are not mistaken
19857 Posibles . . .Whose mistake is it

19858 Posideam . .Will rectify mistake
19859 Posidebat . .You are mistaken
19860 Posidebis . .You have made a mistake (in)

19861 Posidoni . . .MISUNDERSTANDING. (Confusion, Dif-
ference, Difficulty, Error, Mistake.)

19862 Posilho ... .Be careful to avoid any misunderstanding
19863 Posingly . . .Cannot possibly be any misunderstanding
19864 Posited . . . .Claims there was a misunderstanding
19865 Positifs . . .Have misunderstood (our meaning)
19866 Positione . .In consequence of a misunderstanding
19867 Positivet . . .In order to avoid any misunderstanding
19868 Positives . .Is entirely due to a misunderstanding
19869 Positivum . .Likely to be misunderstood
19870 Positoris . . .Must have misunderstood
19871 Positura . . .Some misunderstanding about
19872 Posnet . . . .Straighten out the misunderstanding at once
19873 Posolatur . .There is some misunderstanding (about) (between)
19874 Posolla . . . .Try to correct the misunderstanding (between)
19875 Posoloden . .What is the misunderstanding (between)
19876 Posology . . .You have misunderstood (our instructions)
19877 Pospasto . . .You misunderstand
19878 Pospolita ..MODERN. (Late, New.)
19879 Pospondat .MODIFY. (Change, Substitute, Variation.)
19880 Posponemo .Accept modifications stated
19881 Posponend .As modified (by)
19882 Posponess . .But modified to include
19883 Posponeva .Can be modified (by)
19884 Pospongo . . Can he (they) modify
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19885 Posponiam
19886 Posporant .

19887 Posposta . .

19888 Pospuesto .

19889 Posquetos .

19890 Possanca .

19891 Possante . .

19892 Possecans .

19893 Posseda . .

19894 Possedant .

19895 Possedend
19896 Possedess .

19897 Possedeva .

19898 Possediam
19899 Possedons .

19900 Posselst . .

19901 Posseneul .

19902 Possenhaf .

19903 Possessed .

19904 Possessif .

19905 Possessor .

19906 Possestri .

19907 Posseted . .

19908 Possevino .

19909 Possidega .

19910 Possident .

19911 Possiedo . .

19912 Possivel . .

19913 Possuidor .

19914 Possuinte .

19915 Possum . .

19916 Possumus .

19917 Postablag .

19918 Postafant .

19919 Postales . .

19920 Postalisc . .

19921 Postament
19922 Postamt . .

19923 Postaux . .

19924 Postbill . .

19925 Postboden .

19926 Postboy . .

19927 Postbrlef .

19928 Postbuch .

19929 Postcoach .

19930 Postdatar -.

19931 Postdated .

19932 Postdaton .

19933 Postday . .

19934 Postdiens .

19935 Postdorsa .

19936 Posteaqua .

19937 Postemoso
19938 Postenlau .

19939 Postentry .

19940 Postergar .

19941 Posterida .

19942 Posterion .

19943 Postern . .

19944 Posteunte .

19945 Postface . .

19946 Postfijas . .

1947 Postfine . .

19948 Postfix . . .

19949 Postfixed .

19950 Postfutur .

19951 Postgebe .

19952 Postgut . .

19953 Posthabea
19954 Posthiema
19955 Posthorn .

19966 Posthouse .

19967 Posthumla
19968 Posthumos
19969 Postlbus . .

19960 Postlche .

MODIFY- Cont.
.Can it be mo(modified
.Cannot agree to modifications stated
.Cannot modify
.Considerably modified
.Following modifications are necessary
.If modified (as follows)
.Including all modifications
.Including following modifications
.Modifications as per revised specifications
.Modifications of
.Modifications required are
.Modifications will cost
.Modified as follows
.Modified (by) (in)
.Must modify
.Not modified
.Try to get to modify
.What modifications (are necessary)
.What will modifications cost
.Will be modified
.Will make modifications desired without extra cost
.With slight modifications (it might do)
.Without modifications
.Would like to make following modifications
.MOMENT. (Time.)
.MONEY. (Capital, Cash, Deposit, Drawing,
Exchange, Funds, Remittance.)

.Banks are calling in their money

.Cannot raise the money on

.Cannot send money (before) (until)

.Draw on us for what money you require

.Express company's money order

.From whom shall I (we) draw money

.Further money is required (to)

.Have all the money necessary

.Have sent (you) ( ) money (to)

.Have telegraphed the money through the bank

.Have (you) ( ) sufficient money

.How is the money market

.How much money can you collect by

.How much money is required

.If money is not (required)

.If money is not sent

.If the money is not paid

.Money for travelling expenses

.Money is growing dearer

.Money is growing easier

.Money is plentiful

.Money is scarce

.Money market

.Money not received (from)

.Money on approved collateral

.Money order

.Money received (from)

.Money tight

.Money to be paid (to)

.Money will be sent (immediately)

.Must have money

.Panic in the money market

.Pay the money (into ) to our credit

.Raise the money on

.Send money at once
Send money (by) (through) (to)
.Send money order (for)
.Stop the monthly money of
.The money has been paid
.The money has been sent by registered letter

.The money has not been paid

.The money will be paid

.To whom is the money to l>< paid
Unless absolutely sure of the money
.We are quite easy as to money matters
.What money have (you) ( ) on hand
.Will be out of nioii.-y (by)
.Will furnish tin- money
.Will remit the money (to)

, .Will you furnish us with , we paying interest
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PRA
20359 Praepassi ..MONOPOLY. (Exceptions, Exclude.)
20360 Praepatia . . MONTHS. (Calendar, Delivery, Drafts,

Terms, Time, Years.)
20361 Praepetis . . About end of (current month)
20362 Praepilat . .By the end of (the current month) ( ), expect to
20363 Praeping . . During last month
20364 Praepolui . .During next month
20365 Praeporfa . . For months
20366 Praeporto . .In about months (from)
20367 Praeposui . .Monthly deliveries
20368 Praepotab . .Monthly expense account
20369 Praepotem .Monthly meeting
20370 Praepudia . .Monthly payments
20371 Praepur. . .Monthly report of business
20372 Praepurgo . .Monthly report sheet
20373 Praequest . .Next month
20374 Praesagiv . .One each month thereafter
20375 Praesagos . .One month thereafter
20376 Praesagum .Or following month
20377 Praesicam . Payable one month
20378 Praesidal . .Payable two months
20379 Praesigne . .Payable three months
20380 Praesolid . .Payable four months
20381 Praesonoc . .This month
20382 Praesonui . .Two months thereafter
20383 Praesparg . . One month
20384 Praestant . .Two months
20385 Praestrux . .Three months
20386 Praesudab . Four months
20387 Praesueti . .Five months
20388 Praesuim . .Six months
20389 Praesulem .Seven months
20390 Praesulso . .Eight months
20391 Praesulta . . Nine months
20392 Praesummi .Ten months
20393 Praesumps .Eleven months
20394 Praesumun .Twelve months
20395 Praesurge . .What month
20396 Praetaras . .MORE. (Addition, Excess, Further, Great,

Less, Many, Much, Over.)
20397 Praetardo . .And more will be required
20398 Praetegun . .Any more (than)
20399 Praetente . .As many (much) more
20400 Praetepui . .At more than
20401 Praeterab . .At not more than
20402 Praetimid . .But not more than
20403 Praetinct . .Cannot give more than
20404 Praetitul . . .For more than
20405 Praetorsu . .Get as much (many) more as you can
20406 Praetorto . .Have more (than)
20407 Praetrivi . .Have no more (than)
20408 Praetrunc . .How much (many) more (can you get)
20409 Praetulit . .If any more
20410 Praetumi . .If more than
20411 Praeturis . .If more wanted
20412 Praeumbro .If not more (than)
20413 Praeuncti . . More on the way
20414 Praeungis . . More than
20415 Praeungof . .Much (many) more
20416 Praeungun .Must be more (than)
20417 Praeuram . .Must not be more (than)
20418 Praeustum .No more (than)
20419 Praevado . .No more can be obtained
20420 Praevadun .Not much more (than)
20421 Praevalea . .There is (are) more
20422 Praevalid . .There is (are) no more
20423 Praevanca .Will not require more
20424 Praevari . . .Will probably require more
20425 Praevexit ..MORNING. (Hours.)
20426 Praeviabo . .MORTGAGE. (Lien.)
20427 Praevicat . .MOST. (Extreme, Part, Utmost.)
20428 Praevigil . .At the most
20429 Praevinct . . Is most
20430 Praevio . . .Most is (are)
20431 Praevisur . .Most of (the)
20432 Praevitie . .Most of it (them)
20433 Praevolab . . The most that can be had
20434 Praevoles . .What is the most
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PRA
20435 Praexaspe . .MOTION. (Proposition.)
20436 Pragmatic .A motion has been made (to)
20437 Pragmatum Back motion
20438 Praguejar . .Do not oppose the motion
20439 Praguento .Forward motion
20440 Prahlen . . .In favor of the motion
20441 Prahlgelb . .Must oppose the motion
20442 Prahlroth . .Shall I oppose the motion
20443 Prahlwort .You should strongly oppose the motion
20444 Praisest . . .MOTIVE. (Object, Purpose, Reason.)
20445 Praisinus . .MOTORS. (Gear, Shaft, Speed, Torque.)
20446 Praisodut . .Alternating current, type "C" constant speed motor
20447 Prakritet . .Alternating current, type "C" variable speed motor
20448 Praktisch . .Alternating current, type "F" variable speed motor
20449 Pralinant . .Direct current, compound wound motor
20450 Praline . . . .Direct current, dust-proof motor
20451 Prallhall . . .Direct current motor
20452 Prallsten . .Direct current semi-enclosed motor
20453 Pramnum . .Direct current series wound motor
20454 Pranchada .Direct current, shunt wound motor
20455 Prancing . .Double reduction motor
20456 Prandebis . .Dust proof motor
20457 Prandemus .Effective h.-p. electric motor
20458 Prandipet . .Engine type motor with shaft
20459 Prangos . . .Engine type motor without shaft
20460 Prankedat .Extra charge for mounting motors and wiring cars
20461 Prankinud . .Gearless motor
20462 Prankish . .Horse power direct current motor (at r. p. m.)
20463 Pransrix . . .Horse power polyphase motor (at r. p. m.)
20464 Pranteado . .Horse power synchronous motor
20465 Prantear . . .How will motor be connected
20466 Prasmogen .Including mounting motors and wiring cars
20467 Prasofill . . .Including starting motor, with exciter and trans-
20468 Prasselid . .Mining locomotive motor [former for same
20469 Prassugot . .Motor has to be connected by
20470 Pratastos . .Motor has to drive [proof
20471 Prateadur . .Motor to be built on dust proof frame and to be dust
20472 Pratelles . . .Motor to be built on dust proof frame with ven-

tilated hand holes and lids
20473 Pratenti . . .Prices of motor(s) do not include auto starter(s)
20474 Prathelot . .Prices of motor(s) include auto starter(s)
20475 Pratibust . .Prices of motors include field rheostats, starting and

automatic releasing rheostat, belt tighteners and
pulleys [axle bearings and suspension

20476 Praticamu .Prices of motors include gears, gear cases, pinions,
20477 Praticand . .Prices of motors include gears, pinions and gear

casings
20478 Praticato ..Prices of motors include starting and automatic

releasing rheostat, belt tighteners and pulleys
20479 Praticava . .Prices of three bearing motors include pulleys
20480 Praticone . .Railway motor
20481 Pratincol . . Railway type motor on feet
20482 Prating . . .Semi-enclosed motor
20483 Pratingly . .Send motor at once
20484 Pratinho . .Shaft to extend in. beyond bearing housing at

commutator end, no keyway
20485 Pratiquan . .Shaft to extend in. beyond bearing housing at

commutator end with standard keyway
20486 Pratiquet . .Shaft to extend in. beyond bearing housing at

pulley end, no keyway
20487 Pratisac . . .Shaft to extend in. beyond bearing housing at

pulley end with standard keyway
20488 Pratomol . .Single reduction motor
20489 Pratonic . . .Synchronous motor
20490 Prattle . . . .What is effective h.-p. to be developed by motor
20491 Prattling . .What kind of motor
20492 Pratulis . . .Without pulley and rheostat
20493 Pratuloru . .Without rheostat
20494 Pratulum . .Without rheostat and slide rails
20495 Pratumos . .Without slido rails, pulley or rheostat
20496 Pravity . . .MOVE. (Act, Change, Go, Place.)
20497 Prawn . . . .Can (it) ( ) be moved
20498 Praxagora -Cannot be moved
20499 Praxelide . .Has been moved
20500 Praxibul . . .Has (have) moved
20501 Praxidama .Has not been moved
20502 Praxinoa . .Important movements [movements
20503 Praxisot . . .Kerp us fully advised by telegraph of (your) ( 'a>

20604 Praxisvan . .Know nothing :il><>ut the movements of
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MOVE-Cton*.

20505 Praxitel . . .Move back
20506 Praxithea . .Move forward
20507 Prayerful . .Not to move
20508 Praying . . . Should be moved
20509 Prayingly . .Should not be moved [movements
20510 Preacher . .Will keep (you) ( ) advised by telegraph of my
20511 Preachify . .Will not move unless
20512 Preachman .(You) ( ) must rrfove promptly
20513 Preadam . . .(You) ( ) must watch the movements of
20514 Preaviser ..MUCH. (Far, Great, Large, Less, More,
20515 Prebend . . .As much as (you can) [Quantity.)
20516 Prebendar .How much
20517 Prebestad . .How much will (you)
20518 Prebostal .. .If as much
20519 Prebosten . .If not too much
20520 Precabor . .Is there much
20521 Precabund .Not so much (as)
20522 Precative . .Quite as much (as)
20523 Precatory . . Shall not want much
20524 Precaudal . .There is not much
20525 Precautio . .Too much
20526 Precaver . . .Very much (the same)
20527 Preceden . .Will not yet much
20528 Preceptes . .Without much (more) [verter.)
20529 Precinct . . .MULTIPLE. (Generator, Rotary Con-
20530 Precintas . .Are required to run in multiple
20531 Precious . . .Can run in multiple
20532 Precisens . .Connecting generators in multiple
20533 Precisert . .Do not recommend this for multiple running
20534 Precisiol . . .Generators required to operate rotaries
20535 Preclair . . .Generators rim in multiple on one set of bus bars
20536 Preclaron . .Generators run in multiple or separately on two sets

of bus bars [sets of bus bars
20537 Preclude . . .Generators run in multiple or separately on three
20538 Preclusiv . .Generators run in multiple or separately on four
20539 Precocity . .Multiple running guaranteed [sets of bus bars
20540 Precognit . .Multiple running uncertain under these conditions
20541 Precompo . .Requirements regarding engine operation for multi-

ple running must be literally fulfilled
20542 Precondem .Will not run in multiple
20543 Predavate .MUST. (Could, Necessary, Obligation.)
20544 Predecay . . All must (be)
20545 Predeclet . .But must not
20546 Predefunt . .He (they) must (be)
20547 Predesign . .How long must (we)
20548 Predial . . . .How much must (we)
20549 Prediales . . How must (we)
20550 Prediamol . .If it (they) must (be)
20551 Predicaba . . If it (they) must not (be)
20552 Predicaro . .If (you) ( ) must be
20553 Predicati . .Must be
20554 Predicave . .Must be at least
20555 Predict . . . .Must have (at least)
20556 Predicted . .Must immediately
20557 Predictiv . .Must know immediately
20558 Predictor . .Must not (be)
20559 Prediger . . .Must not be later than
20560 Predimes . .Must not have
20561 Predique . . .Must we
20562 Predisais . .Must you
20563 Predolla . . .Must (you) ( ) not
20564 Predomme .Not until we must
20565 Predone . . .They must not
20566 Predoomed .What must (we)
20567 Predorsal . .When must (we)
20568 Preemptio . .Where must (we)
20569 Prefacens . .Which must (we)
20570 Prefacit . . .Why must (we)
20571 Prefatory . .(You) ( ) must (be)
20572 Prefecto . . . (You) ( ) must go immediately
20573 Prefermen . (You) ( ) must not (be)

20574 Preflning ..MUTUAL. (Advantage.)
20575 Prefixed . . . NAME. (Company, Firm, Quotation, Sig-
20576 Prefixion . .Applicant's name and address [nature.)
20577 Prefool . . . .Can you find out the name (of)
20578 Prefoolin . .Cannot give you name (of)
20579 Preform . . .Company's name is
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20580 Preformer . Do not know in whose name
20581 Pregagem . . Do not know the name (of)
20582 Pregaging . .Give name of street and house number (of)
20583 Preglacia. .In (my) ( 's) name
20584 Pregofos . . .In whose name
20585 Pregonada .In whose name is the business conducted
20586 Pregonaft . .Is in the name of
20587 Pregonamo . Make in name of
20588 Pregonar . .May we use your name
20589 Pregravat . . Name and address
20590 Preguntas . .Name given is

20591 Pregunton . Name highest price
2u>92 Pregustav . .Name lowest price
20593 Pregustoc . .Name not to appear in the transaction
20594 Prehended .Name of vessel is

20595 Prehensat . . No name to be seen on the
20596 Prehensor . .Telegraph full name and address (of)
20597 Prejudans . .The name(s) (of ) is (are)
20598 Prejudica . .The name will not be mentioned
20599 Prelacy . . .What are the names of the persons associated with
20600 Prelado . . .What is the name of the person (who)
20601 Prelatict . . .What is (are) the name(s) of (purchaser)
20602 Prelation . .What is the name of the vessel
20603 Prelatism . .You can use our name
20604 Prelected . .You do not give customer's name
20605 Prelector . .You must not mention our name
20606 Prelegado . .Your name has been mentioned
20607 Prellcuto . .NARROW. (Breadth, Limit, Width.)
20608 Prellgarn ..NATURE. (Kind.)
20609 Prellring . . .Do not know nature of
20610 Prellsten . . .If of a nature to (compromise us in any way)
20611 Prellstos . . .Of a temporary nature
20612 Prelodato . .Same nature
20613 Prelorum . .The nature of the
20614 Preludame .What is the nature of (the proposal)
20615 Prelumbar .NEAR. (About, Next, Part.)
20616 Prelusive . .As near as (possible)
20617 Prelusory . .As near to
20618 Prematica . .How near (is to)
20619 Premerite . .Leaves nearly
20620 Premiadas .Must not be so near the
20621 Premiador .Near as possible
20622 Premiamol .Nearly all

20623 Premiasen .Nearly completed
20624 Premiativ . .Not near enough (to)
20625 Premier . . .Not nearly (so much as)
20626 Premised . .Now nearly
20627 Premisoto . .Nowhere near
20628 Premitura . .Quite near enough
20629 Premna . . .Should be very nearly
20630 Premnade . .The nearest point (is)

20631 Premolar . .The nearest way (is)
20632 Premonish .This is as near as can make it

20633 Premonito . .Too near
20634 Premorse . .Very near
20635 Premorto . .Very nearly (the same)
20636 Premosaic . What is the nearest point (to)
20637 Premotion . .Which is the nearest
20638 Prenable . . .NECESSARY. (Essential, Must, Need.)
20639 Prenados . .Absolutely necessary (you should ) (to)
20640 Prenais . . .All that is necessary (to)
20641 Prendado . .Before it becomes necessary
20642 Prendant . .Consider it necessary (to)
20643 Prendaste . .Do not consider it necessary (to)
20644 Prendedor .Do only what is absolutely necessary
20645 Prendevam .Do what is necessary in order to
20646 Prendibil . .Get all necessary
20647 Prendidas . .Has been rendered necessary by
20648 Prenomen . .Have done all that is necessary
20649 Prenommer .If absolutely necessary
20650 Prenons . . .If necessary
20651 Prenostic . .If not necessary (for) (to)
20652 Prenote . . .If (you) ( ) think it necessary
20653 Prenoting . .Is it necessary (to)
20654 Prensa ... .Is necessary (to)
20655 Prensabar . .Is not necessary (to)
20666 Prensadur . .It is absolutely necessary that this be done
20657 Prensamus .It is necessary (to)
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20658 Prensando .It is not necessary (to)
20659 Prensatio . .It was absolutely necessary (to)
20660 Prensile . . .It will be necessary (to)
20661 Prensista . .It will not be necessary (to)
20662 Prentkuns .May be necessary (to)
20663 Preoblige . .More than is necessary
20664 Preobtain . .Only if necessary
20665 Preoccupy .Should it be necessary
20666 Preocular . .Take all necessary means
20667 Preoption . .Unless absolutely necessary
20668 Preordain . .Very necessary
20669 Preorder . . .Whatever may be necessary (to)
20670 Preordino . .When will it be necessary (to)
20671 Prepadost . .Which is necessary
20672 Preparamo .Will be necessary (to)
20673 Preparati . .Will do all that is necessary
20674 Preparava .Will it be necessary (to)
20675 Preparoll . .Will only do what is absolutely necessary
20676 Prepense . . -NECESSITY. (Compel, Obligation.)
20677 Prepodes . .Necessitated (by)
20678 Prepoem . . .The necessity of having
20679 Prepollen . -Will avoid the necessity (of)
20680 Preponder . .Will be ready in case of necessity
20681 Preport . . .Will this obviate the necessity (of) [Want.)
20682 Prepotent . . NEED. (Emergency, Necessity, Beqnire,
20683 Prepubic . . .Are (you) in need (of)
20684 Prerectal . .Greatly in need of apparatus
20685 Preremote . .How much do(es) (you) ( ) need
20686 Preretina ..If needed
20687 Presacral . . If not likely to need
20688 Presaga . . .If (you) ( ) need (more)
20689 Presaged . .In case of need (apply to)
20690 Presbyope . .Need all
20691 Presbyta . . .Need details (of)
20692 Prescind . . .Need drawings
20693 Prescribe . .Need more
20694 Prescript . . No immediate need
20695 Prescrite . .Procure what you need (from)
20696 Prescutal . . See no need of
20697 Prescutum .Telegraph just what is needed
20698 Preselect . .Urgently needed
20699 Presella . . .When will it be needed
20700 Presensio . .Will need the following
20701 Presensut . .Will not need
20702 Presentad . .AVill telegraph if you are needed
20703 Presenton . .You need not [look.)
20704 Presidial . . -NEGLECT. (Failure, Forget, Omit, Over-
20705 Presidimo . .A serious neglect on the part of (you)
20706 Presigo .... Did (you) ( ) neglect
20707 Presmone . -DO not neglect (to)
20708 Prespinal . .Has (have) neglected to
20709 Presque . . -Have not neglected to
20710 Pressabor . -Neglect somewhere
20711 Pressages . . Negligence on the part of
20712 Pressante . .You have neglected to
20713 Pressbed .. .NEGOTIATE. (Arrangement, Business,

Communications, Discount, Open.)
20714 Pressboy . . .Already negotiating
20715 Pressfat . . .Are negotiating (for) (with)
20716 Pressgang . .Are not open for negotiation
20717 Pressimus . .Are open for negotiation
20718 Pressinga . .Can negotiate (on) (at) (with)
20719 Pression . .Can negotiate your paper (at a discount of)
20720 Pressitan . .Can they negotiate
20721 Pressive . . .Can we safely negotiate
20722 Presskey . .Can you negotiate
20723 Pressly . . . .Can (you) ( ) negotiate our paper (if so at what
20724 Pressman . .Cannot keep negotiations open longer [rate)
20725 Pressmark .Cannot negotiate
20726 Pressmost . .Cannot negotiate under the conditions
20727 Pressness . .Cannot negotiate your paper (for more than)
20728 Presspan . .Close the negotiations (with)
20729 Pressroom .Conduct negotiations through
20730 Pressulos . .Do not renew negotiations
20731 Pressulum .Has this negotiation any connection with
20732 Pressung . .Has this negotiation any connection with any other
20733 Presswand .Have negotiated (through) [deal
20734 Presswork .Have not negotiated (with)
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20735 Prestaaf , . .Have opened negotiations with
20736 Prestable . .Have you had negotiations (with)
20737 Prestadia . .How long will it take to conclude negotiations
20738 Prestamos .If possible to negotiate
20739 Prestanom . If they do not negotiate
20740 Prestante . .If we can negotiate ( ) (with)
20741 Prestes ... .If we cannot negotiate ( ) (with)
20742 Prestige ... If (we) ( ) negotiate the business through you
20743 Prestimo . .If (you) ( ) do not negotiate the business through
20744 Prestolet . .If (you) ( ) negotiate [us
20745 Prestudy . .If (you) ( ) negotiate the business through us
20746 Presultor . .In order to negotiate
20747 Presumado .Instruct to negotiate
20748 Presumend . Is it advisable to negotiate
20749 Presumimo .May be open to negotiate
20750 Presuming .Must negotiate
20751 Presuntar . .Must not negotiate
20752 Presuntiv . .Negotiate loan (with)
20753 Presurmis . .Negotiations (closed)
20754 Preteach . . .Negotiations have failed
20755 Pretencus . . Negotiations have not been broken off
20756 Pretendas . . Negotiations pending, but we have no special stand-

ing with purchaser, who has no strong preference
for our apparatus

20757 Pretendit . .Negotiations should be discontinued
20758 Preten'don . .Negotiations still pending
20759 Pretengut . .Negotiations suspended for the present
20760 Pretense . . .Not advisable to negotiate
20761 Pretermit . .Not to be negotiated (at present)
20762 Pretexing . . Open no negotiations with
20763 Pretext Open to negotiations (for) (with)
20764 Pretibial . . .Pending negotiations (with)
20765 Pretino . . . .Postpone negotiations
20766 Pretismo . .

Refuse to negotiate
20767 Pretolim . . .Renew negotiations
20768 Pretonic . . .Telegraph present status of negotiations [through
20769 Pretorian . .There is a probability of the negotiations falling
20770 Pretorsun . .There is no prospect of completing negotiations
20771 Pretortur . .Think (we) ( ) can negotiate
20772 Prettyish . ,

TO facilitate negotiations
20773 Pretypify To negotiate a loan
20774 Pretzel . . Try to negotiate
20775 Prevailat . .What did (you) ( ) negotiate
20776 Prevailos When did they negotiate
20777 Prevalemo .When did you negotiate
20778 Prevalent Will close negotiations (with)
20779 Preveamos

'

[Will negotiate
20780 Preveas Will negotiate the business through (you)
20781 Prevedor . .

Will not negotiate
20782 Preveduta . .Will postpone negotiations until
20783 Preveling . .Will require days to conclude negotiations
20784 Prevelmis . .Will try to keep negotiations open
20785 Prevenant . .Will try to negotiate [we stand
20786 .i/revengad Write fully present status of negotiations. How do
20787 Preventiv . .NEITHER. (Either, Other.)
20788 Prevenu . . .If neither
20789 Preverbo . . In neither of the
20790 Previousa . .Neither can
20791 Prevosto . . .Neither did
20792 Prevot . . . .Neither more nor less
20793 Prevoyant .Neither of them
20794 Prewarn . . .Neither of us
20795 Prewarned .Neither one nor the other
20796 Priacanto . .Neither will (do)
20797 Priamides . .Neither you nor I (we)
20798 Pribislaw . .NET. (Free, Profit, Terms, Weight.)
20799 Prickant . . .How much will it net
20800 Pricked . . .If net
20801 Prickeln . . .If not net
20802 Pricklous . .Is this the net price
20803 Prickpost . .Is weight net or gross
20804 Prickpun . .It is net
20805 Pricksong . .It is not net, but gross
20806 Prickwand .Lowest net figure
20807 Prickwood . Net cash
20808 Prideful . . . Net cost
20809 Prideless . .Net to him (them)
20810 Pridian . . . .Net to us
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20811 Pridianos
20812 Pridianum
20813 Pridingly
20814 Priested .

20815 Priestess .

20816 Priesting
20817 Prigmant
20818 Prikkel
20819 Prikslede
20820 Prikstok .

20821 Priktolle .

20822 Prilius . .

20823 Primacy . .

20824 Primadona
20825 Primaevos
20826 Primaevum
20827 Primagens
20828 rimal . . .

20829 Primality .

20830 Primament
20831 Primarica .

20832 Primasans
20833 Primatial .

20834 Primaute .

20835 Primeabas
20836 Primeggia
20837 Primely . .

20838 Primeness .

20839 Primetime
20840 Primeval .

20841 Primevot .

20842 Primevous
20843 Primichic .

20844 Primichon
20845 Primidica .

20846 Primiform
20847 Primigene .

20848 Primilla . .

20849 Primipar .

20850 Primipilo .

20851 Primitive .

20852 Primlobos .

20853 Primons . .

20854 Primopilo .

20855 Primorac .

20856 Primorado
20857 Primordia .

20858 Primosity .

20859 Primotic . .

20860 Primovant
20861 Primprint .

20862 Primrose .

20863 Primulado .

20864 Primuline .

20865 Primuloru .

20866 Primulos . .

20867 Primulum .

20868 Primusta .

20869 Primwort .

20870 Princards .

20871 Princedom
20872 Princekin .

20873 Princes . .

20874 Princesly .

20875 Princeses .

20876 Princewod .

20877 Principia .

20878 Princox . .

20879 Pringaba .

20880 Pringadas .

20881 Pringadon
20882 Pringamos
20883 Pringaran .

20884 Pringlea . .

20885 Pringonad .

20886 Pringones .

20887 Pringoson .

PRI

NET Cont
.Net to you
.Net weight
.This is net
.What is the net value (of)
.What is the net weight (of)
.Will net about
.NEVER. (Can.)
.But never
.Could never
.It never has been
.It was never
. It will never
. Never agreed (to)
.Never can be done
.Never could
.Never heard of
.Never stated
. Never was
. Never will (be)
.Should never be (done)
.NEW. (Duplicate, Late, Practice, Worn.)
.Almost new
.As good as new
.Everything new
.Following new
.Is there anything new
.It will be better to have new
.Make a new
.Must have a new
. New for
.No new developments since last report
.Nothing new (to report) (about)
.One of the newest designs
.Quite new
.Require(s) new
.Send immediately new
.Should have a new
.What is there new
.Will not require new
. (You) ( ) must furnish new [ port.)
.NEWS. (Account, Data, Information, Re-
. According to news received here (from)
All the news you have about
Anxiously awaiting news concerning
.As soon as there is any news (of) (about)
Expect to have news (of)
Have just received news (of) (from) (that)
Have you any news (of)
If we can get any further news will telegraph
If (you) ( ) have any news
Most important news (has just been received)
News expected daily (from)
News is not reliable
News is reliable
No news from (since) (about)
No news of any importance
Owing to the serious news
There is no news
Until (you) ( ) receive news (of) (about)
Wait for further news
What is the latest news (from) (about)
When do (you) ( ) expect further news (about)
NEWSPAPER. (Article, Issue, Periodicals,
Have advertised in local newspapers [Publish.)
Have published in local newspapers
In what newspaper has it been published
Insert in local newspapers
Newspaper clipping(s)
Newspapers comment favorably
Newspapers comment unfavorably
Newspapers of (this morning) ( ) announce
Publish in newspapers
Send all the newspapers that refer to
Send (me) ( ) the following newspaper(s)
The following is published to-day in newspaper
The newspaper report is correct
The newspaper report is incorrect
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NEWSPAPEB- Cent.

20888 Prininor . . .Was in the - - newspaper (of)

20889 Prinosca . . .NEXT. (After, Follow, Near.)
20890 Prinsdom . .After the next
20891 Printemps . .Before the next
20892 Printless . .Comes next (to)
20893 Prinumda . .For the next
20894 Priodon . . .In my (our) next
20895 Prionies . . .In (your) ( 's) next
20896 Priono . . . .Make the next
20897 Prionopes . .Next time
20898 Prionorat . .Next to nothing
20899 Prionoto . . .Next to (the)
20900 Priopuste . .Next to what
20901 Priorate . . .On the next
20902 Priorly . . . .The next one (is)

20903 Priorship . .The next thing: (to do is)

20904 Priscan . . . What is the next
20905 Priscorum . .Which will be next
20906 Priscos . . . .Will be next
20907 Prismes . . .NIGHT. (Date, Days, Hours, Time.)
20908 Prismetto . .All night
20909 Prismoid . . .Any night (except)
20910 Prisoar . . . .During the night
20911 Prisonaft . .Every night
20912 Prisonmen .Last night
20913 Prisope . . . .Night work
20914 Pristibus . .To-morrow night (at o'clock)
20915 Pristifor . . .Will leave to-night for

20916 Pristipom . .NO.
20917 Pristobat . .Most emphatically no
20918 Pritchel . . .No one (here to)
20919 Pritiga ... .No one we can
20920 Pritschet . .No possibility of
20921 Privabamo .No probability of
20922 Privabar . . .No, thank you
20923 Privado . . .NON
20924 Privammo .Caused by the non-delivery (of)
20925 Privanca . .In case of non-payment
20926 Privandol . .In consequence of its non-payment
20927 Privarcas . .In the event of non-compliance
20928 Privarlo . . .Non-acceptance
20929 Privassim . .Non-committal
20930 Privaste . . .Non-completion
20931 Privatban . .Non-compliance
20932 Privately . .Non-concurrence
20933 Privatif . . .Non-delivery
20934 Privation ..Non-essential
20935 Privativa . .Non-execution
20936 Privatkau . .Non-fulfilment
20937 Privatman .Non-performance
20938 Privator . . .Owing to the non-arrival (of)
20939 Privatria . .The best course will be non-committal
20940 Privatsal . .The non-payment (of)

20941 Privavamo .NONE.
20942 Privavate . .Are there none to be had
20943 Privavima .Have none
20944 Privavist . .None better (than)
20945 Privement . .None have been sent
20946 Privemos . .None here
20947 Prlvidant . .None in stock
20948 Privignis . .None left

20949 Privignum .None to be had
20950 Prizeable ..NOT.
20951 Proacarte . .If not (too late)

I'roamitis . .If (you) ( ) are not
20953 Proarfano . .Is (are) not
20954 Proava ... .It is not (too late)
20955 Proavltos . .It will not do to
20956 Proavolo . .Not available (for)
20957 Proavosta . .Not good for anything
20958 Proavum . .Not if (it can be avoided)
M866 I'n.l.al.ili . .Not iimn.-.liatdy
20960 Probamos . .Not less than
20961 Probante . .Not more than
20%2 Probarum . .Very llk.-ly n..t

2f963 Probascat . .Why do (you) ( ) not
20964 Probator . . .You are not



PRO
20965 Probering . .NOTE. (Acceptance, Bill, Drafts, Protest,
20966 Probetage . .Acceptance of note refused (until) [Renew.)
20967 Probianos . .Advise renewal of note
20968 Probibunt . .Anticipate difficulty in meeting notes
20969 Probidade . .Ascertain whether note(s) will be paid
20970 Probingat . .Authorize us to fill in place of payment on note(s)
20971 Probiteba . .Balance note days with interest (at)
20972 Problemas .Balance days note
20973 Problemno .Balance months note
20974 Proboast . .Bank will discount note
20975 Proboles . . .Bank will not discount note
20976 Probrate . . .Can (you) ( ) get his (their) note
20977 Probris . . . .Can (you) ( ) get note discounted
20978 Probrosos . .Can (you) ( ) protect note
20979 Procedura . .Cannot accept this note, but will accept
20980 Procellas . .Cannot accept (your) ( 's) note payable in

days for the amount
20981 Proceptio . .Cannot accept your note, (unless endorsed by)
20982 Procerus . . .Cannot get note discounted
20983 Procesion . .Cannot get note renewed
20984 Procesiva . .Cannot meet my (our) note
20985 Process . . .Cannot protect (your) ( 's) note [amount
20986 Processal . .Cannot renew your note (endorsed by ) for the
20987 Prochaine . .Discount new note for them
20988 Prochilon . .Do not accept note from (for )

20989 Prochilus . .Do not accept notes in payment except as a last
resort to secure contract

20990 Prochomes .Do not intend to renew note(s) [payment
20991 Prochos . . .Do not present (my) (our) ( 's) note of for
20992 Procident . .Do you intend to renew note(s)
20993 Proclaim . .Draft will be paid upon presentation if accompanied

by a new note for ( ) (same amount) (at)
20994 Proclama . .Forward note drawn to the order of yourselves for
20995 Proclitic . . .Get note(s) renewed
20996 Proclive . . .Get notes renewed for the longest term possible
20997 Procludes . .Have agreed to renew note of
20998 Procludot . .Have not agreed to renew note of
20999 Procludun .Have not received (your) ( 's) note for
21000 Procomban .Have note paid in full, and draw on us for amount

of renewal with new note attached to draft
21001 Procomion .Have received renewal note from
21002 Procomuna .Have (you) ( ) protected note
21003 Procondil . .Have (you) ( ) received my note (of)
21004 Proconiat . .(His) (their) ( 's) note is good
21005 Proconkus .(His) their) ( 's) note is not good
21006 Proconnes . .If note is not accepted
21007 Proconsul . .If note is not paid when due
21008 Procopius . .If you recommend we will renew note of (for)
21009 Proctagra . .Is his (their) note good
21010 Proctor . . . .Make note payable ( ) bank
21011 Proctorag . .New notes mailed to you to-day
21012 Proctored . .Note day's interest added
21013 Proctoria . .Note discounted
21014 Procubabi . .Note for
21015 Procubit . . .Note has been (paid)
21016 Procudum . .Note has been received
21017 Proculam . .Note has not been (paid)
21018 Proculco . . .Note has not been received [be paid
21019 Procum . . .Note has passed out of (our) ( 's) hands, and must
21020 Procumben .Note is due to-day
21021 Procumbis .Note is due to-morrow
21022 Procupido . .Note is payable
21023 Procuralu . .Note must be guaranteed (by)
21024 Procuram . .Note of returned protested
21025 Procurato . .Note protested
21026 Procurava .Note should bear interest
21027 Procurons . .Note will be due (on the)
21028 Procurvo . .Note will be paid at maturity
21029 Procusos . . .Note will be protested unless we receive by wire

waiver of protest from all endorsers
21030 Procustan . .Note with interest
21031 Procustes . .Notes of each
21032 Procustod . .Notes of equal amounts
21033 Procusum . .Notes payable
21034 Procyon . . .(Our) ( 's) note for
21035 Prodatary . .Payment refused, shall we protest note (of)
21036 Prodded . . .Place of payment not given in note
21037 Prodding . .Please protect (my) ( 's) note
21038 Prodebar . .Postal note
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21039 Prodeggia .

21040 Prodendit .

21041 Prodendos .

21042 Prodendum
21043 Prodestis .

21044 Prodigaba .

21045 Prodigall .

21046 Prodigamo

21047 Prodigbur .

21048 Prodigens .

21049 Prodigos . .

21050 Prodition .

21051 Proditor . .

21052 Prodituro .

21053 Prodomous
21054 Prodontie .

21055 Prodrands .

21056 Prodrome .

21057 Produant .

21058 Producto .

21069 Produimes
21060 Produit . .

21061 Profabim .

21062 Profabor .

21063 Profacets .

21064 Profanaba
21065 Profandun
21066 Profane . .

21067 Profanely .

21068 Profaning .

21069 Profanity .

21070 Profanola .

21071 Profeduct .

21072 Professor .

21073 Proffer .

21074 Profferin
21075 Profferta
21076 Pro fil . .

21077 Profiling
21078 Profilist
21079 Profitab
21080 Profitent
21081 Profitons
21082 Profluent
21083 Profond .

21084 Profondan
21085 Profounds
21086 Profrinat
21087 Profringo
21088 Profugada
21089 Profugos
21090 Profulgen
21091 Profundar
21092 Profuse .

21093 Profusely
21094 Profusive
21095 Progeny .

21096 Progetta .

21097 Prognato
21098 Prognesit
21099 Prognidem
21100 Prognosis
L'lioi Prognotar
21102 Programes
21103 Progresed
21104 Prohibent
21105 Prohibida
21106 Prohibimo
21107 Projected
21108 Projectls .

21109 Projector
LMllo Projetant
21111 Projetons
21112 Projimat .

21113 Projimos .

NOTE- Cont.
.JrTeier (you) (

-
) to pay note due

.Present note(s) for payment (at)

.Recommend renewal of note (of)

.Renew note(s) only on conditions named in ours (of)

.Renewal note (for)

.Renewed note (for)

.Return without protest note of- (for)

.Secure largest cash payment possible on (
-

) note,
and renew balance for

.Send us for collection note (on) [of note due

.Shall we authorize - to draw on you for amount

.Telegraph (us) (
-

) to hold note (until)
.To apply on (my) (

-
's) note [protest will be made

.Unless (your) (
-

's) note is paid upon maturity,
.When does note mature (of)
.When will note(s) be due [ment
.Where do you (

-
) wish note presented for pay-

.Why did you not pay your note for- at maturity

.Will accept your note endorsed by

.Will accept (your) (
-

's) note for the amount
.Will accept (your) (

-
's) note payable in (30) (

-
)

days for the amount
.Will give note for (the amount)
.Will he (they) accept my note endorsed by
.Will meet my (our) note
.Will not accept your note (endorsed by)
.Will not give note for (the amount)
.Will not renew (your) (

-'s) note
.Will note be paid at maturity
.Will protect (your) (

-
's) note

.Will renew (your) (
-

's) note (for) [amount
.Will renew your note endorsed by - for the
.Will renew (your) (

-
's) note for the amount

.Will you accept my note endorsed by

.Will (you) (
-

) accept my (our) note for the amount
.Will (you) (

-
) accept my (our) note payable in-

days for the amount
.Will (you) (

-
) be able to meet note

.Will (you) (
--

) give note for the amount
.Will you renew (my) (

-
's) note [the amount

.Will you renew my (our) note endorsed by- for

.Will you renew (my) (our) (
-

's) note for the
.Your note [amount (for)
.(Your) (

-
's) note at days will be accepted

.Your note endorsed by- will be accepted

.(Your) (
-'s) note is not acceptable

.NOTED. (Notification, Observe, Record.)

.And note

.Have noted

.Have you made note of the fact that

.It should be noted that

.Made a note of it

.Make a note of (this)

.Note all you say

.Please note that

.Take note of anything connected with

. We are pleased to note
. \V- regret to note
.Without noting
.NOTHING.
.Amounts to nothing
.Can do nothing during (your) (

-'s) absence
.Can do nothing (until) (with)
.Can nothing be done
.Can (you) (

-
) do nothing (about) (with)

.Do nothing (unless) (without)

.Do nothing until you hear from me (us)

.Has nothing to do with

.Have done nothing (with)

.Have nothing (to)

.Have nothing to do (with)

.If nothing can be (linn-

.In the meantime will do nothing

.Let nothing prevent (completion of)

.Nothing can be done (with) (before)

.Nothing is being done (at)

.Nothing less will do

.Nothing more can be done (until)
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NOTHING Cont.

21114 Prolagast . .Nothing of consequence
21115 Prolapsus . .Nothing to be gained
21116 Prolate . . .Nothing to do (with) (but)
21117 Prolation . .Nothing to prevent (it)
21118 Prolavast ..Nothing to suggest
21119 Prolaus . . .Nothing will be done (about) (without)
21120 Prolectad . .Nothing yet (from)
21121 Prolefled . .Practically nothing
21122 Prolega . . .There is nothing (in it)

21123 Prolegato . .Will do nothing before hearing from (you)
21124 Prolibat . . .NOTICE. (Advice, Advise, Notification,
21125 Prolico . . . .After giving notice [Observe, Word.)
21126 Prolijos . . .As soon as you receive notice
21127 Prolimen . .Before giving notice
21128 Prolissa . . .Days' notice
21129 Prolixan . . .Due notice has been given
21130 Prolixity . .Due notice must be given
21131 Prolixos . . .From date of notice
21132 Prolixum . .Further notice will be given
21133 Prolog . . . .Give formal notice (that if)

21134 Prologar . .Give legal notice
21135 Prologato . .Give notice (to) (of)
21136 Prologium .Give notice that he (they) will be held responsible
21137 Prologize . .Give (you) ( ) notice (that)
21138 Prologos . .Has due notice been given
21139 Prologuin . .Have given ( ) notice
21140 Prolonga . .Have no notice
21141 Prolostas . .Have received notice (from that)
21142 Prolubia . .Have received no notice
21143 Prolubido . .Hours' notice
21144 Preludes . . .How many days' notice (are required)
21145 Prolungo . Jf notice has not been given
21146 Prolusi ... .Is the last day of notice
21147 Prolusion . .It requires days' notice
21148 Proluviem .No further notice (will be given)
21149 Prolytis . .No notice has been taken of
21150 Promagem .No notice is required
21151 Promenade .Notice dated
21152 Promene . .Notice must be given not later than
21153 Promessa . .Notice to be given (when ready to)
21154 Prometian .Official notice has been given
21155 Prometto . .Official notice will be given
21156 Promimus .Please instruct to give notice (to)
21157 Promineb . .Proper notice will be given
21158 Prominent .Shall give notice in due course
21159 Prominor . .Shall (we) ( ) give notice
21160 Prominulo .Subject to notice
21161 Promiscam .Take no notice
21162 Promisfat . .The usual notice has been issued
21163 Promisgun .Until further notice
21164 Promision . .We give you notice
21165 Promisive What is the date of notice
21166 Promisory .Will give notice (of) (to)
21167 Promissos Without further notice
21168 Promitunt . (You) ( ) may until further notice
21169 Promotens .NOTIFICATION. (Communications, No-
21170 Promotion .Agent has notified ftice.)
21171 Promotive . (All) have been notified
21172 Promotora .And have bank notify us by telegraph
21173 Promover . .Do not fail to notify
21174 Promptam .Failed to notify
21175 Prompter . .Have agent notify
21176 Promptlon .Have not been notified
21177 Promptnes .Have not notified (him) (them)
21178 Promptoud .Have notified (him) (them) that
21179 Promptuar .Have (they) ( ) been notified
21180 Promptulo .Have (you) ( ) notified (him) (them)
21181 Promptust .Must notify ( ) in writing
21182 Promulca . .Never been notified of change
21183 Promulgar .Notified of acceptance (of)
21184 Promulged .Notified of rejection (of)
21185 Promulus . .Notify all parties
21186 Promunt . .Notify immediately
21187 Promutuos .Notify me (us) when
21188 Pronabam .Notify us before
21189 Pronador . .Not necessary to notify
21190 Pronaos . . .Not notified of
21191 Pronatabo .Ought to be notified



PRO
NOTIFICATION- Cont.

21192 Pronate . . . .flease notify
21193 Pronation . . Shall I (we) notify
21194 Pronely . . . Should be notified at once
21195 Proneness . . Unless you are notified (to the contrary)
21196 Pronepos . . We hereby notify you
21197 Pronepti . . . When were they notified
21198 Prongbuck . Will be notified
21199 Prongcast . .Will not be notified
21200 Pronghoe . .Will promptly notify (you) ( ) (if) (when)
21201 Pronghorn .Wish to be notified (when) (if)
21202 Pronipoto . .You will be duly notified
21203 Pronomus ..NOTWITHSTANDING. (Yet.)
21204 Pronotary . .And notwithstanding (this)
21205 Pronotum . .Notwithstanding the circumstances
21206 Pronoun . . .Notwithstanding the fact that
21207 Pronounce .You did this notwithstanding
21208 Pronubo . . .NOW. (Time.)
21209 Pronuncia . .NUMBER. (Amount, Figure, Many, Mark,
21210 Pronurus . .A large number (of) [Quantity.)
21211 Proofenti . .A small number (of)
21212 Proofeque . .Any number(s) (will do)
21213 Proofful . . .Approximate number (is)
21214 Proofleaf . .Awaiting numbering and lettering
21215 Proofless . .Beginning with number [number
21216 Proofmark .Cannot identify machine, please send construction
21217 Prooftext . .Construction number (is)
21218 Propagand .Do not number
21219 Propagavi . . Ending with number
21220 Propagem . . First number
21221 Propagina . .Give number of
21222 Propalamo . Greatest number of
21223 Propalar . . .Last number
21224 Propantax .Number required is about
21225 Proparent . . Number shipped (is)
21226 Propart . . . Number them from up (to)
21227 Propedal . . .Number them 1 and upwards
21228 Propelled . .Send a number
21229 Propellin . .Sufficient number
21230 Propemus . .Telegraph number shipped
21231 Propend . . .The number(s) is (are)
21232 Properlen . .What is (are) the number(s) (of)
21233 Propernes . .What is exact number (of)
21234 Prophacut . .What is the total number (of)
21235 Prophanos . What number (of)
21236 Prophasis . .Will number from to
21237 Prophetar . . Your next number

NUMERALS. (Decimals.)



NUMERALS Cont.
PRO



PRO
NUMEROUS- Cant.

21440 Provoking . . Have been very numerous or late

21441 Provolges . .More numerous (than)
21442 Provolnaf . . Not so numerous as I (we) should like

21443 Provoluti . . Numerous complaints about
21444 Provolvis . .Numerous enquiries
21445 Provomeba .Numerous offers

21446 Provomunt .Too numerous to mention
21447 Provulgum .OATH. (Affidavit.)
21448 Prowess ...OBEY. (Comply, Follow.)
21449 Proxena ...OBJECT. (Purpose, Reason.)
21450 Proxenos . .As the only object (is to)
21451 Proxies . . . .Cannot see the object (of)
21452 Proximad . . Have an object (in view)
21453 Proximeta . .Have no object
21454 Proximous .If this is the object
21455 Proxyship . . is not the real object
21456 Prudecat . .Main object is (to)
21457 Prudemme . Must make it an object
21458 Prudenacs . .No object to us
21459 Prudently . .So long as this object is attained
21460 Prudish . . .The object is (to)
21461 Prudishly . .The object is not to
21462 Pruebes . . .There is an object (in)
21463 Pruefbar . . -There is no object (in)
21464 Pruefen . . .What is (your) ( 's) object (in)
21465 Pruefling . .With the object of
21466 Prueggian . .OBJECTION. (Exceptions, Opposition.)
21467 Prugnolo . .A serious objection (to)
21468 Pruido . . . .Are there any objections (to)
21469 Pruikebol . -Cannot object
21470 Pruikedos . .Chief objection is

21471 Pruikenet . .Covers all objections
21472 Pruilmond . .Do not object
21473 Pruimebom .Do (you) ( ) object
21474 Pruimedan .Have a decided objection (to)
21475 Pruimensa .Have no objection (to)
21476 Pruinarum .Have not objected
21477 Pruinosos . . Have objected (to)
21478 Pruinosum .If there is no objection (to)
21479 Pruivel .... Is objectionable
21480 Prulacht . . .Make no objection (to)
21481 Prullig . . . .Nothing objectionable
21482 Prumnides .Object(s) because
21483 Pruneaux . .Object(s) to change
21484 Prunelet . . .Object(s) to (our)
21485 Prunellan . .Object(s) to your
21486 Prunelles . .Our objection is

21487 Prunetto . . . See no objection to
21488 Pruniform .Sure to object (to)
21489 Pruning . . .The only possible objection
21490 Prunkbett . .There is no objection (to)
21491 Prunkend . .There will be great objection (to)
21492 Prunkhaft .Unless there is some objection (on the part of)
21493 Prunkhall . .What is the objection
21494 Prunklieb . .Who objects
21495 Prunklos . .Why do(es) (you) ( ) object (to)
21496 Prunksal . .Will not raise any objection (to)
21497 Prunksuch .Will object
21498 Prunktit . . .Will there be any objection
21499 Prunkvoll . .Will (you) ( ) object
21500 Prunosa . . .You must object (to)
21501 Prusianos ..OBLIGATION. (Binding, Compel, Con-

tract, Favor, Force, Hold, Must.)
21502 Prusicafa . .Are not under obligations (to)
21503 Prussian . . .Are under obligations (to)
21504 Prussiate . .Are (we) ( ) under any obligations (to)
21505 Prussico . . .Can oblige
21506 Prussine . .Can (you) ( ) oblige me (us)
21507 Prussique .Cannot oblige (you to)
21508 Prutenic . .Do not care to place ourselves under obligations (to)
21509 Pruttelig . .If (you) ( ) can oblige
21510 Prutten . .It puts (us) ( ) under obligations (to)
21511 Pryany . . .Obligation is mutual
21512 Pryingly . .obliged to !

21513 Prymnesla .Or shall 1> obliged (to)
21514 Prymnesso .Shall we oblige
21515 Prymnesus .The obligation is

215JG Prytaneum . Will very greatly obligQ



PUD
OBLIGATION- Cont.

21517 Psacastes . .Will (you) ( ) oblige me (us)
21518 Psallenda . . (You) ( ) are under no obligation to (us)
21519 Psalmatis ..OBLITERATE. (Cancel, Omit.)
21520 Psalmist . . .OBSCURE. (Clear, Explicit, Indefinite.)
21521 Psalmiunt . .OBSERVE. (Discover, Keep, Notice, See.)
21522 Psalmjesa . .Have been observed
21523 Psalmnota .Have not observed
21524 Psalmody . .Have observed
.21525 Psalter . . . if you observe any tendency to
21526 Pselphi . . .Must be observed
21527 Psellism . .Observe no tendency to
21528 Psephenus .Will be observed
21529 Psettus . . .Will it be observed
21530 Pseudo . . .Will not be observed
21531 Pseudodox . Will observe
21532 Psoatic . . . .OBSTACLE. (Difficulty, Impede.).
21533 Psychical ..OBSTINATE. (Concession.) [Opposition.)
21534 Psychique . .OBSTRUCT. (Delay, Impede, Interruption,
21535 Psychoda . .OBTAIN. (Collect, Get, Recover, Success.)
21536 Psychole . . .Are very anxious to obtain
21537 Psycholog . .Can be obtained here
21538 Psychosis . . Can be obtained (in) (for)
21539 Ptarmico . . Can obtain (only)
21540 Ptarmigan .Can probably obtain
21541 Pteraspis . . Can (you) ( ) obtain (for) (in)
21542 Pterocles . .Cannot be obtained (until) (at)
21543 Pterodina . .Cannot obtain (any more)
21544 Pterology . .Difficult to obtain
21545 Pteroma . . .Endeavor to obtain (at least)
21546 Pteropod . . .Has been obtained
21547 Pterosaur . .Has not been obtained
21548 Pterotic . . . Have not obtained
21549 Ptilosis . . . .Have obtained
21550 Ptolemaic . .Have (you) ( ) obtained
21551 Puamment .How soon can (we) ( ) obtain
21552 Puanteur . . If anything can be obtained (from) (by)
21553 Pubblican . .Might still obtain
21554 Pubbrasha .Must be obtained
21555 Pubedarum .Not to be obtained (at present)
21556 Pubedis . . .Obtain at least
21557 Puberdade .Obtain best possible
21558 Pubertas . .Obtained (by) (from)
21559 Puberty . . . Shall we obtain
21560 Pubescunt .Telegraph what is the best that can be obtained
21561 Publiable . . The best that can be obtained (is)
21562 Publica . . . Think (you) ( ) can obtain
21563 Publicada . .Tried to obtain
21564 Publicamo .Trying to obtain
21565 Publicavi . . Unless (you) ( ) can obtain
21566 Publicola . .What can (you) ( ) obtain (for'
21567 Publieurs . .Where can (we) ( ) obtain
21568 Publikum . .Will be obtained
21569 Publipor . . .Will try to obtain
21570 Publique . . .Wish (you) ( ) would obtain
21571 Puchar . . .OBVIATE, (Avoid, Intercept.)
21572 Puchavant .OBVIOUS. (Clear, Explicit.)
21573 Pucheux . . .OCCASION. (Need, Opportunity.)
21574 Puckered . .OCCUPY. (Room, Space, Time.)
21575 Puckering .Cannot occupy more than
21576 Puckfist . . .it will occupy too much (time)
21577 Puckfoist . . To occupy a space of (about)
21578 Pucrasia . .What space (does) (will) occupy
21579 Puddeln . . .Will (does) occupy about
21580 Puddingy ..OCCURRENCE. (Again, Circumstance.)
21581 Puddlage . .OFFEND. (Complaint, Disappointment,
21582 Puddlebar .Are likely to be offended [Failure.)
?Kf?

udd
i
eurs ' Are they likely to be offended

21584 Pudebunt . .Are they offended
SI ud

,

e ac ' -Greatly offended
21586 Pudefacto .HOW did you offend
oS udelhund ' lf likel >' to offend
21588 Pudelkopf . .Is it likely to offend
21589 Pudelnass . .Is likely to offend
21590 Pudendal . .Not likely to be offended
21591 Pudendous .Offended because
21592 Pudeur ... .On no account offend
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21593 Pudges . . Should not be offended
21594 Pudibacta .Took offense at
21595 Pudibilis .Why are they offended
21596 Pudibond .Why are you offended
21597 Pudibun . .Will not offend
21598 Pudleaba .OFFER. (Accept, Bid, Counter Offer, Price,

Proposition, Quotation, Tender, With-
21599 Pudleador .A bona fide offer [draw.)
21600 Pudoratos .A firm offer of will most probably be accepted
21601 Pudoratum .A reasonable offer
21602 Pudrian . .Accept offer if (you) ( ) approve
21603 Pudworm .Accept offer if (you) ( ) cannot do better
21604 Pueblo . . .Accept offer provided [executive officer

21605 Puellasco .Accept their offer subject to the approval of an
21606 Puellitas .Accept (your) ( 's) offer
21607 Puellitor .Acceptance of offer came too late
21608 Puellulis .Advise (you) ( ) not to accept offer [doing better
21609 Puellum . .Advise (you) ( ) to accept offer; no prospect of

21610 Puelorum .An offer might be made (to)
21611 Puelsleln . .Another offer
21612 Pueltchen .Are being offered (at)-
21613 Puenktlic .Are not offering
21614 Puentes . .Are now under offer
21615 Pueppchen .As per my (our) offer (of)
21616 Puerility .As per (your) ( 's) offer (of)
21617 Puffball . .Before offer expires
21618 Puffbird . .Best offer (we) (- ) can get (is)

21619 Puffbox . . Best offer (we) ( ) can make (is)

21620 Puffery . . Better offer
21621 Pufflngly .Buyers refuse to advance their offer
21622 Puffkin . .Can do better than (your) ( 's) offer
21623 Puffleg . . .Can do nothing without firm offer
21624 Puffpaste .Can no doubt do better with firm offer in hand
21625 Puffroar . .Can repeat the offer
21626 Puffspiel .Can (you) ( ) offer
21627 Puffwagen .Cannot accept (your) ( 's) offer (for)
21628 Puffwig . .Cannot extend offer of (for)
21629 Pugdog . .Cannot hold offer open
21630 Pugfaced .Cannot make a lower offer (than)
21631 Puggardet .Cannot make you any offer at present
21632 Puggi . . . .Cannot repeat the offer
21633 Pugilabor .Confirm our offer
21634 Pugilamur .Considering offer(s) (from)
21635 Pugiland . Desire to modify offer as follows
21636 Pugilato . . Do not accept offer
21637 Pugilis . . .Do not offer more (than)
21638 Pugiliste . Does offer (of ) still hold good [possible
21639 Pugillari . Endeavor to obtain an offer (for ) as soon as
21640 Pugillens .Entire offer must be accepted or cancelled
21641 Pugilloru .Failing to obtain an offer
21642 Pugillum . Firm offer
21643 Pugilota . . Firm offer for immediate reply by telegraph
21644 Pugioni . .Get him (them) to make an offer
21645 Pugiuncul .Has our offer been accepted (for)
21646 Pugmillas .Have accepted offer
21647 Pugnabas .Have an offer of (for the)
21648 Pugnabili .Have been offered
21649 Pugnacida .Have declined offer (of) [turer)
21650 Pugnacod .Have had offer through ( ) (another manufac-
21651 Pugnaculu .Have letter from offering
21652 Pugnaland .Have not offered (to)
21653 Pugnalass .Have nothing suitable to offer
21654 Pugnalato .Have nothing to offer
21655 Pugnalava .Have obtained an offer
21656 Pugnalone .Have offered (to)
21657 Pugnassi . . Have other offers in view
21658 Pugnatori . .Have reduced our offer to
21659 Pugnavage .Have submitted your offer
21660 Pugnavano .Have telegram from asking for an offer of
21661 Pugnavimu .Have telegraphed an offer of for
21662 Pugnavist . Have (you) ( ) accepted offer
21663 Pugnello . . .Have (you) ( ) offered (to)
21664 Pugnetto . .Have you telegraphed an offer (of) (for)
21665 Pugniamo .Hold offer open until to-morrow if possible
21666 Pugniment .How long does the offer remain open
21667 Pugnitivo . .How much (many) may we offer
21668 Pugnitopo .If offer is accepted
21669 Pugnose . . .If offer is accepted confirm immediately
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21670 Pugnuolo . .If offer is declined
21671 Pugpiles . . .If offer is renewed (we) ( ) might come to terms
21672 Puikstuk . .If our offer is not accepted, withdraw it

21673 Puiloog . . .If (you) ( ) can offer
21674 Puiloogig . .If (you) ( ) cannot offer
21675 Puimsteen .If (you) ( ) have not offered
21676 Puinbak . . .If (you) ( ) have offered
21677 Puinhoop . .If (you) ( ) repeat the offer
21678 Puinkar . . .Is offer accepted
21679 Puisage . . .Is the offer still open (in hand)
21680 Puisque . . .Is this offer final
21681 Puissance . .Is under offer, will telegraph as soon as possible
21682 Puissant . . .Leave offer in our hands (until ) will do our best
21683 Puitaal . . . .Leave offer in your

1 -ds (until ) do the best you
21684 Pujamient .Leave offer open as long as possible [can
21685 Pujanca . . .Lower offer
21686 Pujante . . .Lowest offer is

21687 Pujarias . . .Make a counter offer by telegraph
21688 Pujavante .Make best possible firm offer (on ) by telegraph
21689 Pukenant . .Make the following offer
21690 Pulassari . .Make us firm offer at reduction (of)
21691 Pulchelas . .May we accept if offered
21692 Pulchellu . .Must decline (your) ( 's) offer
21693 Pulchrali . .Now free to offer
21694 Pulchrita . .Now under offer (to) (until)
21695 Puledra . . .Obtain best firm offer and telegraph
21696 Puledrini . .Offer herewith renewed
21697 Pulegium . .Offer is good until withdrawn
21698 Pulejatin . .Offer is not good enough
21699 Pulejatos . .Offer for one delivered dock (New York)
21700 Pulejatum .Offer for one f. o. b. (East Pittsburg)
21701 Pulejum . . .Offer on regular printed contract (except )

21702 Pulendo . . .Offer subject to immediate reply
21703 Pulgada . . .Offer subject to reply (to-morrow)
21704 Pulgamin . .Offer too high
21705 Pulgones . .Offer too late
21706 Pulgosas . .Offer too low
21707 Pulguenta .Offer will be accepted with following alteration
21708 Pulguilla . .Offer withdrawn
21709 Pulhanto . .Offered at
21710 Puliais . . . .Other offers much higher
21711 Puliamos . .Other offers much lower
21712 Pulicarim . .Others offer better terms and conditions
21713 Puilcose . . .Our offer has not been accepted
21714 Pulicosum .Renew offer for to-morrow
21715 Puligene . . .Shall we accept offer (of)
21716 Pulimbies . .Shall we make an offer
21717 Pulimenta .State positively they are offered
21718 Pulimmo . .Telegraph acceptance or rejection of offer
21719 Pulinglat . .Telegraph if offer holds good (for)
21720 Pulisse . . . .Telegraph offer if terms do not suit
21721 Pulissimo . .Think an offer of will be accepted
21722 Pulitura . . .This is not a firm offer, therefore do not contract

until you have our confirmation
21723 Pulivamo . .This offer cannot be improved, we must either

accept or reject, telegraph
21724 Pulivate . . .Try to get offer (repeated)
21725 Pulkhole . .Try to keep offer open
21726 Pullabam . .Wants an offer for
21727 Pullabunt . .We accept his (their) offer
21728 Pullamado .We can offer
21729 Pullamini . .We hereby countermand offer made in our (of)
21730 Pullanen . .We offer delivered dock (New York) including your

commission
21731 Pullastri . . .We offer delivered dock (New York) price net to you
21732 Pullavit . . .We offer f. o. b. cars (East Pittsburg) including your

commission [you
21733 Fullback . . .We offer f. o. b. cars (East Pittsburg) price net to

21734 Pulldoos . . .We offer f. o. b. (New York)
21735 Pullicat . . .We offer subject to previous sale
21736 Pulligine . .We renew our offer
21737 Pullinos . . .What can (we) ( ) offer
21738 Pullinuru . .What can you offer (for ) telegraph
21739 Pullista . . .What have (you) ( ) been offered
21740 Pullities . . .What have (you) ( ) offered
21741 Pullock . . .What is the best offer you can make
21742 Pullover . . .What offer will he (they) make
21743 Pullulabi . .When does offer expire
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21744 Pullulamu ."Who offer (s) (to)
21745 Pullulant . .Why did (you) ( ) not offer
21746 Pullulati . . .Why did (you) ( ) offer
21747 Pulluloru . .Will accept (your) ( 's) offer (if)

21748 Pullulos . . .Will be offered (at)
21749 Pullulum . .Will hold offer open (until,
21750 Pulment . . .Will make no offer whatever
21751 Pulmentis . .Will not accept (your) ( 's) offer
21752 Pulmograd .Will not increase offer
21753 Pulmonar . .Will not offer
21754 Pulmonell . . Will require firm offer
21755 Pulmoneum Will try to get an offer. Price quoted is too high
21756 Pulmonico .Will (you) ( ) accept offer (if)

21757 Pulmuncul .Will (you) ( ) make an offer
21758 Pulpabat . .With firm offer we could probably
21759 Pulpatist . .Withdraw offer
21760 Pulpatoon . .Without firm offer cannot work [graph further
21761 Pulpaveri . .Working on (your) ( 's) offer and hope to tele-

21762 Pulpavi . . .(You) ( ) can offer
21763 Pulpemus . .(You) ( ) must accept this offer (by)
21764 Pulperos . . .(Your) ( 's) offer has been submitted
21765 Pulpeux . . .(Your) ( 's) offer has not been submitted
21766 Pulpify . . .(Your) ( 's) offer is accepted
21767 Pulpit . . . .(Your) ( 's) offer of

21768 Pulpitica . .OFFICE. (Agent, Representative.)
21769 Pulpiting . .Address of (our) ( 's) office in is

21770 Pulpitist . . .Addressed to (your) ( 's) office
21771 Pulpitoru . .At what time can (you) ( ) be at my office
21772 Pulpmill . . .At your office
21773 Pulponat . .Call at (my) ( 's) office
21774 Pulpous . . .Call at your office
21775 Pulque . . . .Can you call at (our) ( 's) office
21776 Pulsabas . .Cannot call at (your) ( 's) office
21777 Pulsabimu .Have an office at
21778 Pulsabost . .How early will you be at (your) ( 's) office
21779 Pulsabuli . .How late will you be at (your) ( 's) office

21780 Pulsandum .Office address is street
21781 Pulsateur . .Office has been removed to
21782 Pulsatil . . .Office hours are
21783 Pulsativo . .Office of the
21784 Pulsator . . .Office will be closed
21785 Pulsatum .Office will be opened (at) (on)
21786 Pulsaturo . .Telegraph me at (my) ( 's) office [office
21787 Pulseans . .Telegraph me (in care of ) if you will be at your
21788 Pulseless . .Their office is at
21789 Pulsellum . .Where is (your) ( 's) office
21790 Pulserate . .Will arrive at (your) ( 's) office at
21791 Pulsewave .Will be at (my) ( 's) office (up to)
21792 Pulsific . . .Will be at (your) ( 's) office
21793 Pulsiloge . .Will be away from the office
21794 Pulsimet . .Write addressing to (my) ( 's) office
21795 Pulsiones . .Atlanta, Ga., office of W. E. & M. Co.
21796 Pulsionum .Birmingham office of B. W. E. & M. Co.
21797 Pulsosat . . .Boston office of Sawyer-Man Co.
21798 Pulsuosin . .Boston office of W. E. & M. Co.
21799 Pulsuosos . .Boston office of W. C. K. & Co.
21800 Pulsuosum .Buffalo, N. Y., office of W. E. & M. Co.
21801 Pulsuram . .Chicago office of W. E. & M. Co.
21802 Pulsuros . .Chicago office of W. C. K. & Co.
21803 Pultabant . .Cincinnati, Ohio, office of W. E. & M. Co.
21804 Pultarium .Cleveland, Ohio, office of W. E. & M. Co.
21805 Pultesse . . .Columbus, Ohio, office of W. E. & M. Co.
21806 Pultibus . . .Dallas, Tex., office of W. E. & M. Co.
21807 Pulticuga . .Denver, Colo., office of W. E. & M. Co.
21808 Pulticuli . . .Detroit, Mich., office of W. C. K. & Co.
21809 Pultifago . .Glasgow office of B. W. E. & M. Co.
21810 Pultifico . . .London office of B. W. E. & M. Co.
21811 Pultiphag . .Los Angeles, Cal., office of W. E. & M. Co.
21812 Pultium . . .Manchester office of B. W. E. & M. Co.
21813 Pultlampe . .Newcastle office of B. W. E. & M. Co.
21814 Pulture . . .New Haven, Conn., office of W. E. & M. Co.
21815 Pulula . . . .New York office of Sawyer-Man Co.
21816 Pululaba . .New York office of W. E. & M. Co.
21817 Pululamos .New York office of W. C. K. & Co.
21818 Pululando . .Philadelphia office of W. E. & M. Co. [Jr.)
21819 Pulularla . .Philadelphia office of W. C. K. & Co. (M. R. Muckle,
21820 Pulularon . .Pittsburg office of W. E. & M. Co.
21821 Pululeis . . .Pittsburgr office of W. C. K. & Co.
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21822 Pulveract .

21823 Pulverbit .

21824 Pulverday
21825 Pulvergan
21826 Pulverhor .

21827 Pulverigu .

21828 Pulverise .

21829 Pulverous .

21830 Pulversac .

21831 Pulvescun
21832 Pulvicule .

21833 Pulvilled .

21834 Pulvillin . .

21835 Pulvillos . .

21836 Pulvinat . .

21837 Pulvinor . .

21838 Pulvinule .

21839 Pulvinum .

21840 Pulviscul .

21841 Pumaradas
21842 Pumelos . .

21843 Pumicabar
21844 Pumicavit
21845 Pumicose .

21846 Pummalo .

21847 Pumpage .

21848 Pumpbit . .

21849 Pumpbob .

21850 Pumpbrake
21851 Pumpcart .

21852 Pumpchain
21853 Pumpcoat .

21854 Pumpdale .

21855 Pumpelac .

21856 Pumphaken
21857 Pumphood
21858 Pumpion . .

21859 Pumpkin .

21860 Pumplampe
21861 Pumplug .

21862 Pumpsatt .

21863 Pumpskeul
21864 Pumpspear
21865 Punaisot .

21866 Punatoo . .

21867 Puncante .

21868 Punchbowl
21869 Punchet . .

21870 Punchions
21871 Punchjug .

21872 Punctafas .

21873 Punctator .

21874 Punctifo . .

21875 Punctilio .

21876 Punctoar .

21877 Punctuate .

21878 Punctuist .

21879 Punctula .

21880 Puncturin
21881 Punctures
21882 Punctus . .

21883 Pundib . . .

21884 Pungebat .

21885 Pungendol

21886 Pungent .

21887 Pungentiv .

21888 Pungently
21889 Pungetto .

21890 Pungiamol
21891 Pungibarb
21892 Pungidor .

21893 Pungimos .

21894 Pungistis .

21895 Pungitori .

21896 Pungivent
21897 Pungled . .

18

OFFICE- Cont.
.San Francisco, Cal., office of W. E. & M. Co.
.Seattle, Wash., office of W. E. & M. Co.
.St. Louis, Mo., office of W. E. & M. Co.
.Syracuse, N. Y., office of W. E. & M. Co.
.Toronto, Ont., office of W. E. & M. Co.
.Washington, D. C., office of W. E. & M. Co.
.Utica, N. Y., office of W. E. & M. Co.

PUN

OFFICIALS. (Board, Directors.)
.OFFSET. (Equal, Equipment.)
.OFTEN. (Again, Repeat.)
.As often as (possible)
.Has often been (done)
.How often
.If not too often
.It is often the case
.It often happens
.Not as often as
.Not often
.Not often enough
Not very often
.Often enough
Often occurs
.Too often
Very often
.We do not often
.We often do this
.We often (have)
.Which often occurs
.OIL. (Fuel, Lubrication.)
.Atlantic Refining Co.'s Eureka gas engine oil

.Atlantic Refining Co.'s Standard gas engine oil

.Crank case oil is cts. per gallon

.Diamond paraffin oil

.Electric oil

.Gallons of oil

.How much oil is required for engine

.How much oil is required for k. w. transformer

.1. S. C. oil

.Jas. Dalzell&Son Co.'s Westinghouse crank case oil

.Leonard & Ellis' Red Star machine oil

.Mineral seal oil

.Oil for transformer serial No.

.Standard Oil Co.'s Renown engine oil

.Vacuum Oil Co.'s crank case oil [transformer

.What description of oil is required for k. w.

.What kind of oil is required for engine

.Will you sent oil, or shall we buy here

.OLD. (Worn.)

.OMIT. (Cancel, Clause, Dispense, Error,
Exceptions, Missing, Neglect.)

.A serious omission

.An unintentional omission

.Are (you) ( ) aware of the omission of

.By the omission of

.Can rectify the omission by

.Can (you) ( ) omit

.Did (you) ( ) omit (to)

.Do not omit (to)

.Enclosure omitted was sent

.Errors and omissions excepted

.Everything omitted (by)
,Has (have) been omitted
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PUN
OMIT- Cont.

21898 Pungnofar .Has (have) not been omitted
21899 Pungoland .Have not omitted
21900 Pungolass . .Have omitted enclosure referred to; please send it

21901 Pungolato . .Have omitted to reply to that part of letter referring
21902 Pungolava .Have omitted (to) (in) [to ; please do so
21903 Punhado . . . Have (you) ( ) omitted
21904 Punhalada .If it can be omitted
21905 Punhetes . . If it cannot be omitted
21906 Puniamoli . .If it should be omitted
21907 Puniantes . .In future would be better to omit
21908 Punibile . . .It should have been omitted
21909 Punica . . . .It should not have been omitted
21910 Punicanos .It will be necessary to omit
21911 Punicanti . . Much of importance has been omitted
21912 Punidora . . Must be omitted
21913 Puniness . . .Must have been omitted
21914 Punisable . . Must not omit
21915 Punished . .Nothing has been omitted
21916 Punisions . . Nothing of importance has been omitted
21917 Punitive . . .Omission is of no consequence
21918 Punitoris . .Omission on the part of
21919 Punivano . . Omit any reference to
21920 Punivimus .Omit everything (after)
21921 Punjabi . . . Omit nothing
21922 Punjum . . .Omitted to (mention that)
21923 Punkahs . .Omitted to advise
21924 Punkfist . . .Omitted to ask you (in letter of)
21925 Punkins . . .Omitted to mention (in letter of)
21926 Punktlini . .Omitting all (but)
21927 Punktsten .Omitting only
21928 Punktum . .On account of having been omitted
21929 Punnage . . .Purposely omitted
21930 Punnology .Seems to be omitted
21931 Punorum . .Shall we omit
21932 Punquetto . .There is an omission
21933 Punscheul .To avoid any omission
21934 Punschgla .To be omitted
21935 Punschlid . . Was it omitted
21936 Punschnap .What can be omitted
21937 Punster . . . What has been omitted
21938 Puntachti . . Which is omitted
21939 Puntadore . Will be omitted
21940 Puntaglia . .Will make omission good
21941 Puntalac . . Will not omit
21942 Puntaleto . . Will omit
21943 Puntament .(You) ( ) may omit
21944 Puntarla . .ONCE. (Immediate, Only, Prompt.)
21945 Puntasti . . .All at once
21946 Puntatore . .And once more
21947 Puntboor . . At once (in order to)
21948 Puntdeur . .At once to
21949 Puntdicht . .Can at once
21950 Punteggia . Can go at once (to)
21951 Puntelgon . .Can you at once
21952 Puntellav . .Cannot at once
21953 Punteloos . .Cannot be done at once (on account of)
21954 Punterola . .Get at once
21955 Puntgun . . .Go at once
21956 Punthaak . .If at once
21957 Puntholen . .If not at once
21958 Puntiagifd . Once a
21959 Puntiamol . .Once more
21960 Puntils . . . .ONLY. (But, Unless.)
21961 Punto . . . .Appears the only thing to be done
21962 Puntolin . . .Could only
21963 Puntollo . . .Has (have) not only
21964 Puntosas . .Has (have) only
21966 Puntsman .If (we) ( ) have only
21966 Puntuacos . If you have only
21967 Puntuado . .May not only
21968 Puntuagat . Not only (this but)
21969 Puntuafit . .Only a (few)
21970 Puntuamos .Only a little
21971 Puntuante .Only a short distance
21972 Puntuaron .Only a small quantity
21973 Puntura . . .Only for a few days
21974 Puntuto . . .Only on condition that
21975 Puntyrod . .The only objection that can be found (is)
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21976 Punyship .

21977 Pupacea . .

21978 Pupalies . .

21979 Puparial . .

21980 Pupifera . .

21981 Pupiform .

21982 Pupilage . .

21983 Pupilles . .

21984 Pupiloso . .

21985 Pupinium .

21986 Pupiorum .

21987 Pupiparo .

21988 Pupisfar . .

21989 Pupitres . .

21990 Pupium . .

21991 Pupivora .

21992 Pupoid . . .

21993 Puposaco .

21994 Puposos . .

21995 Puppenbal
21996 Puppenhaf
21997 Puppenkar
21998 Puppenkop
21999 Puppentan
22000 Puppet . . .

22001 Puppetish .

22002 Puppetly .

22003 Puppetman
22004 Puppies . .

22005 Puppify . .

22006 Puppydog .

22007 Puppyfish .

22008 Puppyhood
22009 Puppyism .

22010 Pupugi . . .

22011 Pupulista .

22012 Pupulum .

22013 Purabar . .

22014 Puramente
22015 Puranic . .

22016 Puraques .

22017 Purava . . .

22018 Puravero .

22019 Puravisti .

22020 Purblind . .

22021 Purcascat .

22022 Purdahs t .

22023 Purelydes .

22024 Purezza . .

22025 Purflego . .

22026 Purflewed .

22027 Purfling . .

22028 Purga
22029 Purgaban .

22030 Purgabile .

22031 Purgabunt
22032 Purgador .

22033 Purgamina
22034 Purgammo
22035 Purgaramo
22036 Purgarem
22037 Purgative .

22038 Purgatoro .

22039 Purgatos .

22040 Purgatura
22041 Purgavamo
22042 Purgavate
22043 Purgavim .

22044 Purgement
22045 Purghetta
22046 Purgitabo .

22047 Purgitam .

22048 Purgitavi .

22049 Purgortes .

22050 Purguemos
22051 Purguen . .

22052 Puridade .

PUR
ONLY-Cfcn*.

. The only (one)

.There is (are) only

.We shall have only

.Will only

.You are only

.You (have) (are) not only

.You (have) (are) only [Place, Vacancy.)

. OPEN. (Business, Free, Market, Negotiate,

.Are open (to) (for)

.Are (you) ( ) open (to) (for)

.Can be kept open until

.Can (you) ( ) keep open

.Cannot be kept open longer than

.Cannot keep open any longer

.Hold matter open

.How long will it remain open

.If (you) ( ) are open (to) (for)

.Is it (are they) still open (to) (for)

.Is there any opening for

.Keep open as long as you can

.Leave it open

.May be open (for) (to)

.No opening for

.Not open now (to) (for)

.Open to negotiate for

.Opening into mines is feet wide by feet high

.Please give size of mine opening

.Should (you) ( ) be open (to) (for)

.Telegraph if the business is still open

.The business referred to is not open now

.The business referred to is still open

.To make an opening

.Was broken open

.We will open

.When will they be open

.OPERATION. (Running, Work.)

.Already in operation [tions

.Are waiting the arrival of to commence opera-

.Are we to operate the

.Before operations (are commenced)

.Can be operated

.Can operate

.Cannot be operated

.Cannot operate

.Commence operations with a view to

.Do not operate

.Has been in successful operation

.How is it operated

.How long has it ( ) been in operation

.How many can be operated (from)

.How to operate

.Limit your operations to

.Must commence operating and require at once

.Must operate well

.Operating characteristics

.Operating (on)

.Ready for operation

.Successful operation

.To operate (on)

.When plant has been successfully operated days

.Will operate

.OPINION. (Believe, Consult, Estimate,
Favor, Idea, Judge, Mind, Think, View.)

.According to pur opinion

.Are of the opinion (that)

.Ascertain 's opinion of

.Cannot form an opinion

.Do not care to express an opinion (about)

.Engineer's opinion is

.Expert's opinion is

.Express his (their) opinion

.General opinion is

.Get the best legal opinion (on)

. Have a favorable opinion (of)

.Have an unfavorable opinion (of)

. Have changed my opinion (of)

.Have changed (their) ( 's) opinion (of)

.Have no decided opinion (but)
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PUR

22053 Purifias .

22054 Purificar
22055 Purifique
22056 Purifluit .

22057 Purifluos
22058 Purifluum
22059 Puriforme
22060 Purify . .

22061 Purifying
22062 Purimfest
22063 Purimorum
22064 Purimos .

22065 Purimum
22066 Purisima
22067 Purismus
22068 Purissimo
22069 Puristic .

22070 Puritano .

22071 Purlgoods
22072 Purlhouse
22073 Purlicue .

22074 Purlieus .

22075 Purline . .

22076 Purlinpos
22077 Purlman .

22078 Purlofist .

22079 Purloined
22080 Purpart .

22081 Purples .

22082 Purpling .

22083 Purplish .

22084 Purported
22085 Purposesa
22086 Purposive
22087 Purpurado
22088 Purpurblu
22089 Purpurear
22090 Purpurhel
22091 Purpuris.
22092 Purpurkop
22093 Purpurlac
22094 Purpuroid
22095 Purpurope
22096 Purpursaf
22097 Purseboat
22098 Pursecrab
22099 Pursecrew
22100 Purseful .

22101 Pursegang
22102 Pursegill
22103 Purseline
22104 Pursenet
22105 Pursering
22106 Purserope
22107 Pursesnap
22108 Pursiness
22109 Pursive
22110 Pursual .

22111 Pursuant
22112 Pursue . .

22113 Pursuing
22114 Pursuivan
22115 Pursument
22116 Purulent
22117 Purview .

22118 Pusane . .

22119 Pusarum
22120 Puscae . .

22121 Pushcar .

22122 Pushhole
?2123 Pushingly
22124 Pushpin .

22125 Pushtoo .

22126 Pusigrnam
22127 Pusignand
22128 Pusignato
22129 Puslgnava

OPINION- Cont.
.Have no reason to change opinion
.If in your opinion (it is best)
.If it is your opinion (that)
.If your opinion remains the same
.In the opinion of
.Not in my opinion
. (Our) ( 's) opinion is (based on)
.(Our) ( 's) opinion is unchanged
.Telegraph your opinion (of)
.That is not (our) ( 's) opinion
.That is (our) ( 's) opinion
.This confirms (our) ( 's) opinion
.What in (your) ( 's) opinion (will be) (is)

.What is the engineer's opinion

.What is the legal opinion (about)

.What is (your) ( 's) opinion (about)

.Write fully (your) ( 's) opinion (of)

.OPPONENTS. (Competition.)

.All our opponents

.Are there any opponents to fear

.Before our opponents can

.Fear our opponents will

.Have no opponents

.Head off our opponents

.Is (are) our opponents

.Name better prices than our opponents

.Name better time than our opponents

.Our opponents have

.Our opponents name better prices

.Our opponents name better time

.Shall we cut below opponents

. What price do our opponents name

.What time do our opponents name

.Who are our opponents

.You can head off opponents (by) [Time.)

.OPPORTUNITY. (Facilities, Suitable,

.Another opportunity

.As opportunity offers

.At the first opportunity (will)

.Choose a good opportunity (to)

.Do not neglect the opportunity

.Have not had a favorable opportunity (to)

.If you see an opportunity (to)

.Is there any opportunity (to)

.Lose no opportunity (to)

.May not have such an opportunity again

.No opportunity is likely to occur

.Opportunely

. Opportunities

.The first opportunity [quickly

.The opportunity will be lost unless you telegraph

.There is an excellent opportunity (to)

.There is no opportunity (to)

.This is our opportunity

.Waiting for an opportunity to

.What opportunity is there (for) (to)

.Will lose no opportunity (to)

.OPPOSITE. (Contrary.)

.Directly opposite (to)

.On opposite side (of the)

.Opposite sides

.Opposite to

.Should be opposite (to)

.Will be opposite (to) [terfere, Objection.)

.OPPOSITION. (Competition, Conflict, In-

. After considerable opposition (we) ( ) succeeded

.Anticipate no opposition [(in)

.Anticipate some opposition

.Are not opposed (to)

.Are strongly opposed (to)

.Are (you) ( ) opposed (to)

.At present there is no opposition

.Chief opposition is by

.Do all you can to oppose

.Do (you) ( ) expect opposition

.Doing: everything to oppose (us)

.Have keen opposition (from)
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22130 Pusigno .

22131 Pusilanim
22132 Pusilge .

22133 Pusillita .

22134 Pusillo . .

22135 Pusillulo .

22136 Pussly . .

22137 Pussmaste
22138 Pussmoth
22139 Pusstail .

22140 Pussulis .

22141 Pussybo .

22142 Pussycat
22143 Pustawolf
22144 Pustoloso
22145 Pustula .

22146 Pustulabo
22147 Pustuleso
22148 Pustulous
22149 Pusulati .

22150 Pusulatos
22151 Pusulatum
22152 Pusulosis
22153 Putabo . .

22154 Putage . .

22155 Putamine
22156 Putamus
22157 Putanism
22158 Putatifs . ,

22159 Putativan
22160 Putativos
22161 Putativum
22162 Putator . ,

22163 Putavimus
22164 Putbaas . ,

22165 Putboorat
22166 Putcase . ,

22167 Putchock .

22168 Putealib . ,

22169 Puteanoru
22170 Puteanos ,

22171 Putearius .

22172 Putefacta ,

22173 Puteli . . .

22174 Putgalg . .

22175 Putgraver
22176 Puthaak . .

22177 Puthahn .

22178 Puticules .

22179 Putidness ,

22180 Putidorum
22181 Putketen .

22182 Putlog . . .

22183 Putolente .

22184 Putoogas ,

22185 Putour . . .

22186 Putpin . . .

22187 Putput . . .

22188 Putramina
22189 Putrefier .

22190 Putrefy . .

22191 Putrent . .

22192 Putribile .

22193 Putridame
22194 Putridar . .

22195 Putridend .

22196 Putridiva .

22197 Putridoct .

22198 Putridus . .

22199 Putrifica .

22200 Putrilage .

22201 Putruosos .

22202 Putruosum
22203 Puttina . .

22204 Puttying . ,

22205 Puttyroot .

22206 Puttywork

[Prefer.)
Contract^ Offer,

PUT
OPPOSITION- Cant.

.Have not much opposition

.If there is any opposition

.If there is no opposition

.In direct opposition to

.May be opposed (by) (to)

.Must not oppose

.Must oppose

.Should be strongly opposed

.This was opposed by (me)

.To oppose

.Very much opposed to

.Who will oppose

.Why do (you) ( ) oppose

.Will not oppose

.Will oppose

.Will (you) ( ) oppose

.Without opposition

.(You) ( ) must not oppose

.OPTION. (Alternative,

.An option on the

.At his (their) option

.At my (our) option

.At the option of

.At whose option

.At (your) ( 's) option

.Buyers' option

.Can have the option (in)

.Can secure option (of) (to)

.Can secure option on the following terms

.Can you give option

.Can you renew option (on)

.Can you secure option (on)

.Cannot renew option (on)

.Cannot secure option (of) (to)

.For how long have you given option

.For how long may we (have) (give) option

.Have no option in the matter

.Have not the option (of)

.Have secured option (on)

.Have you secured option (of)

.If offer is not accepted, get option at best price

.If we can have the option (of)

.Is it optional

.May he (they) have option (until)

.Must be optional

.Must have option (of) (on) (to)

.Not optional

.Option expires

.Option holds good until

.Option (of) (to)

.Option referred to

.Option will be

.Or at our option

.Or at your option

.Require(s) the option of

.Should have the option (of) (to)

.The option (of) (on) (to)

.To get an option (on) (to)

.Try to secure option (on)

.Upon what terms will you give the option

.We will renew option (on)

.When does option expire

.Will allow option mentioned at

.Will give option until

.Will not allow the option

.Will they give the option

.Will try to get option (on)

.Will (you) ( ) require the option of

.With option of

.Without the option of

.(You) ( ) cannot have the option (of) (to)

.(You) ( ) have no option

.(You) ( ) have the option (of) (to)

.ORDER. (Apparatus, Competition, Con-
tract, Hold, Instructions, Offer.)

.A duplicate of order (No. ) (dated )

.About order

.About to order
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PUT
ORDER Cont.

22207 Putuit . . . .Absolutely impossible to secure the order otherwise
22208 Puxado . . .Accept no further orders from
22209 Pyaemia . . .Accept order as per letter of
22210 Pyanepsia . .Accept order as per telegram of
22211 Pycnaster . .Accept order at if best obtainable
22212 Pycnidia . . .Accept order if you cannot do better
22213 Pycnite . . .Accept the order (provided)
22214 Pycnodes . .Acceptance of order
22215 Pycnodont .Accepting order
22216 Pycnomon . .According to order
22217 Pycnon . . . .Add to (our) ( 's) order (of) (for)
22218 Pycnopalp .Additional orders
22219 Pyctam . . .Advise if order is accepted [security
22220 Pyctarum . .Advise you not to accept order without adequate
22221 Pydna . . . .Advise you to accept order, no prospect of doing

[222 Pygae . . . .After completion of order [better
22223 Pygarg . . .After receipt of order and necessary information
22224 Pygargos . .All is now in order
22225 Pygargues .All orders are now executed
22226 Pygargum .All orders (of) (to) [possible
22227 Pygathrix .Anxious to have this order executed as quickly as
22228 Pygaules . .Are greatly behind on orders
22229 Pygela . . . .Are holding the order for the , shall we ship

balance without them (it)

22230 Pygidium . .Are offered the order at
22231 Pygisacum .Are orders subject to

22232 Pygmaeus .Are you attending to our ( 's) order
22233 Pygmalion .As ordered in the first instance
22234 Pygmeu . . .As per our order (of)
22235 Pygmies . . .As per your order (of)
2223'! Pygi'lampe .At what price- can you duplicate order (No. ),

(dated ) and how soon can you ship
22237 Pygomele . .Await orders before
22238 Pygomolge .Before the orders are executed
22239 Pygopage . .Before we can (accept) ( ) order
22240 Pygopodes .Boston order No.
22241 Pygopus . . .By mistake ordered
22242 Pygostyle . .By whose order did (you)
22243 Pygure . . . .By your order
22244 Pyjama . . .Can be ordered at once
22245 Pylada . . . .Can change order as desired
22246 Pylagoras . .Can duplicate order (at) (for) [ days
22247 Pylangium .Can duplicate your order (No. ) (dated ) in

22248 Pylartes . . .Can extend the time for execution of order to
22249 Pylenorad . .Can fill order (in) (for)
22250 Pyleus . . . .Can get order
22251 Pylorus . . .Can only take the order for delivery in

22252 Pymatus . .Can order
22253 Pynacle . . .Can probably secure the order
22254 Pynogonum Can secure order at following price(s) [to
22255 Pyocolpos . .Can secure order if you can reduce time of delivery
22256 Pyogenia . .Can secure order if you can ship in

22257 Pyometra . .Can take the order cash on delivery here, good
references, shall we close

22258 Pyoscope . .Can the order be executed
22259 Pyracanth .Can we safely fill orders (from)
22260 Pyralid . . .Can you get order
22261 Pyrate . . . .Can you order
22262 Pyrethrum .Cancel order given in letter (of)
22263 Pyroscial . .Cancel order given in telegram (of)
22264 Pythagore . .Cancel order unless shipped (by)
22265 Pytharati . .Cancel remainder of order
22266 Pythaules . .Cancel the last order
22267 Pythaulic . .Cancelled the order
22268 Pythiades . .Cannot accept further orders from
22269 Pythicar . . .Cannot accept the order
22270 Pythicosa . .Cannot be ordered (until)
22271 Pythiques . .Cannot cancel order
22272 Pythodor . .Cannot change order
22273 Pythoeast .Cannot enter the order (until) (without) (unless)
22274 Pytholac . .Cannot extend the time for completion of order (to)
22275 Pythonade .Cannot fill last order at previous price, must have
22276 Pythonion . .Cannot fill order (without) (because) (until)
22277 Pythonism .Cannot get order
22278 Pyti annot get order at present, but may do so later
22279 Pytistnata .Cannot secure the order at your price, telegraph

best you can do [best you can do
22280 Pytissabo . .Cannot secure the order at your delivery, telegraph
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22281 Pytissamu
22282 Pytisses . .

22283 Pytissota .

22284 Pyttalus . .

22285 Pyulques .

22286 Pyxacant .

22287 Pyxagathi
22288 Pyxcloth . .

22289 Pyxicola . .

22290 Pyxidatos .

22291 Pyxidatum
22292 Pyxide . . .

22293 Pyxidelle .

22294 Pyxidicul .

22295 Pyxidium .

22296 Pyxidula .

22297 Pyxidules .

22298 Pyxing . . .

22299 Pyxinis . .

22300 Pyxinorum
22301 Pyxinum .

22302 Pyxipome .

22303 Quabbe . .

22304 Quabbelig .

22305 Quabbeln .

22306 Quabird . .

22307 Quacacuja
22308 Quacha . .

22309 Quackery .

22.U.O Quackhood
22311 Quackish .

22312 Quackler .

22313 Quaderca .

22314 Quadering
22315 Quaderno .

22316 Quadness .

22317 Quadra . . .

22318 Quadrabar
22319 Quadrabil .

22320 Quadradur
22321 Quadragen
22322 Quadrammo
22323 Quadramus
22324 Quadrans .

22325 Quadranta
22326 Quadrassi .

22327 Quadraste .

22328 Quadratim
22329 Quadravam
22330 Quadridu .

22331 Quadrifid .

22332 Quadriga .

22333 Quadrigon
22334 Quadrijug
22335 Quadrilha .

22336 Quadrille .

22337 Quadrilog .

22338 Quadriman
22339 Quadrimo .

22340 Quadrin . .

22341 Quadrinom
22342 Quadrivia .

22343 Quadroons
22344 Quadrorum
22345 Quadruar .

22346 Quadrules .

22347 Quadruman
22348 Quadrupe .

22349 Quadruple
22350 Quadruss
22351 Quafacan
22352 Quaffed
22353 Quaffing
22354 Quafftide
22355 Quaggiu
22356 Quaggie
22357 Quaggy
22358 Quagliand

QUA
ORDER Cont.
.Cannot take the order except on following con-
.Change our order of to [ditions
.Complete order (No. ) (dated ) as soon as
.Consign to order [possible
.Contrary to orders
.Customer's order No.
.Decline(s) the order
.Delay executing the order(s) [(in)
.Do not enter order unless you can ship (promptly)
.Do not nil order (No. ) (dated ) (until) (unless)
.Do not take the order without cash in full
.Do nothing until further orders
.Do you refer to order (No. ) (dated )
.Does order include
.Duplicate of that (those) ordered
.Duplicate order (No. ) (dated ) (if at)
.Duplicate the following items in our order (No.
.Engine order No. [ ) (dated )

.Enter order and ship as quickly as possible (from)

.Enter order and ship on steamer leaving (New York)

.Enter order but await particulars

.Enter order for

.Enter order if you can ship in [ping instructions

.Enter order, prepare for shipment, but await ship-

. Enter our order for two [business

.Execute the order if possible; it may lead to further

.Execute the order (of ) with all possible despatch

.Execution of order delayed, awaiting

.Expect order in a day or two (from) (for)

.Expect to finish order

.Expect to order

.Extend the time for executing the orders

.Fill order immediately

.For further orders

.For whom is this order

.General order No.

.Get written order from

.Give preference over all others to order of

.Going ahead with order (No. ) (dated )

.Goods must be consigned to order

.Has order been placed
Has (have) ordered
.Have cancelled (your) ( 's) order
.Have changed order as desired
.Have completed (your) ( 's) order
.Have entered order (subject to)
.Have entered order, will ship about
.Have entered order will ship on date named
.Have entered your order for immediate shipment
.Have filled the whole of order (except) [(for )

.Have formal order from for

.Have had the order through (other parties)

.Have increased (your) ( 's) order

.Have no order yet (from)

.Have not been ordered

.Have not filled the order

.Have not ordered

.Have not placed order (for)

.Have ordered him to

.Have order(s) (for) (to)

.Have placed order (for)

.Have secured part of order, (viz)

.Have secured the order

.Have special reasons for filling this order

.Have stopped work on order

.Have the following order (from)

.Have the order conditionally

.Have to report the following fresh orders

.Have verbal order (for)
. .Have you any orders (for)
. .Have you entered order (from)
. .Have you filled (my) ( 's) order
. .Have (you) ( ) ordered
. .Hold subject to (our) ( 's) 9rder [(dated )

. .How are you getting along with our order (No. )

. .How long will be required to fill order

. .How soon do you expect to finish (our) ( 's) order
.Hurry (our) ( 's) order; very important
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QUA
ORDER- Cont.

22359 Quagliass . .If all is in order
22360 Quagliato . . If imperative can fill ahead of other orders
22361 Quahaug . .If necessary to secure order
22362 Quaiche ... If not already ordered
22363 Quail If not executed as ordered
22364 Quailcall . . .If not in order
22365 Quaildove . .If order telegraphed at once (can deliver)
22366 Quailing . . .If ordered before
22367 Quailpipe . .If we are safe in proceeding with the order now
22368 Quaintly . . .If we can secure the order
22369 Quaker ... .If we order, (can you ship)
22370 Quakerdom .If (you) ( ) accept order [telegraph
22371 Quakeress . if (you) ( ) cannot fill order, inform me (us) by
22372 Quakerish .if (you) ( ) do not order
22373 Quakerly . .If (you) ( ) so order [at once
22374 Quaketail . .if (you) ( ) will make price ,

will place order
22375 Quaking . . .If (you) ( ) will order
22376 Quakingly . If your order is received not later than
22377 Qualcosa . . Impossible to fill the order in (time given)
22378 Qualcuno . . in addition to previous order(s) (of)
22379 Qualesso . . .In good order
22380 Qualhar ... in order to (avoid delay)
22381 Qualibus . . in order to have
22382 Qualifica . . .In order to know
22383 Qualifyde ..in order to make
22384 Qualinfas . .in reference to (my) ( 's) order [you to
22385 Qualitati . . .in reference to our order telegraphed , we wish
22386 Qualituor . . in regular order [tion to
22387 Quallega . . .In the execution of this order, pay particular atten-
22388 Quallend . . in working order
22389 Qualm . . . .Increase (my) (our) ( 's) order (to)
22390 Qualmish . .is (are) likely to order
22391 Qualmofat .is (my) (our) ( 's) order filled

22392 Qualort . . .Is this a new order
22393 Qualorum . .is your order (of ) still in force
22394 Qualsisia . .It is probable we cannot get order at more than
22395 Qualunque .it is very important to secure this order
22396 Qualvoll . . . Keep the order in hand
22397 Quamanho .Last order from
22398 Quamdect . -Last order ready to be shipped
22399 Quamdiu . .Last order shipped (per)
22400 Quamdudu .Making the order read
22401 Quamoelit . -Must attend to order promptly
22402 Quamplure -Must await your remittance before executing order
22403 Quampride -Must decline order
22404 Quamprimu Must have regular order (for)
22405 Quampuam .Not according to order
22406 Quamto . . .Not in order
22407 Quamvis . . .Not likely to order for some time
22408 Quandary . . Not ordered
22409 Quandel . . . Not ready to execute orders
22410 Quando . . . Now on order
22411 Quandoche . Number of order
22412 Quannet . . .Obliged to decline the order
22413 Quanon . . -On order (of) (from) (for)
22414 Quanta . . . .Qn receipt of order
22415 Quantical . -Order accepted (provided)
22416 Quantieme .Order calls for
22417 Quantilli . . .Order came through ; cannot tell from whom
22418 Quantinac ...Order cannot be completed in time specified
22419 Quantivis . -Order countermanded
22420 Quantong . .Order dated
22421 Quantos . . .Order does not call for
22422 Quantosvi . .Order entered; awaiting particulars (about)
22423 Quantulos . .Order entered on following terms and conditions
22424 Quantulum .Order filled
22425 Quantum . .Order filled; awaiting instructions to ship
22426 Quantumvi .Order filled; awaiting opportunity to ship
22427 Quaranta . -Order has gone to the G. E. Company
22428 Quarkcs . . .Order immediately
22429 Quarkklos .Order includes
22430 Quarkkorb .Order in force until
22431 Quarksack .Order is almost sure
22432 Quarman . -Order is for
22433 Quarpit . . .Order is placed with
22434 Quarrelet . .Order Is promised me
22435 Quarrello . .Order is sublect to
22436 Quarriabe . .Order must be filled (promptly) (by)
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ORDER Cont,

22437 Quarryman .Order not to be filled (until)
22438 Quartado . .Order not yet confirmed
22439 Quartaine . .Order not yet filled

22440 Quartalad . .Order not yet received
22441 Quartanos . Order (No. ) (dated )

22442 Quartarim . Order received too late to (ship by)
22443 Quartasse . .Order referred to
22444 Quartaut . . Order says nothing about
22445 Quartavan .Order should read
22446 Quartband .Order to include
22447 Quartblat . .Order will be completed (promptly) (in)
22448 Quartegas . .Order will be completed in time specified
22449 Quartelha . .Order will be filled
22450 Quartelot . .Order will be lost unless
22451 Quarteron . .Order will be placed (in)
22452 Quarteto . .Order will not be placed
22453 Quartful . . .Ordered in our letter (of)
22454 Quarticep . .Ordered in our telegram (of)
22455 Quartilho . .Order(s) have been received
22456 Quartines . .Our order (No. ) (dated )

22457 Quartlet . . .Our order on you for
22458 Quartmass .Our order was for
22459 Quartocus .Presume all will now be in order
22460 Quartolit . .Previous order
22461 Quartridu . .Proceed with order, making price as low as possible
22462 Quartzite . .Provisional order
22463 Quartzose . . Rather than lose the order
22464 Quasallon . .Received order (for) (from)
22465 Quasifee . . .Referring to our order (No. ) (dated )

22466 Quasiment .Referring to your order (No. -
) (dated )

22467 Quasimodo .Refuse further orders (for)
22468 Quassabar .Rush our order (No. ) (dated )

22469 Quassabil . .Same as order (No. ) (dated )

22470 Quassabun .Secure the order even at a loss
22471 Quassamus -Send order, and we will do best we can
22472 Quassando .Send order for the
22473 Quassatio . .Send us a duplicate of our order (for)
22474 Quassatur -Sending order
22475 Quasselto . .Shall we accept order (from) (for)
22476 Quassia . . .Shall we enter (your) ( 's) order (for)
22477 Quassorum .Shall we fill any more orders (for)
22478 Quatefact . .Shall we order (here) (from)
22479 Quateles . . .Ship at once as much of order as is finished
22480 Quatember .Ship entire order together
22481 Quaternat .Shop order No.
22482 Quatestan . -Standing order (s)
22483 Quatiunt . . .Stock order No.
22484 Quatrains . .Stop work on all orders
22485 Quatralvo . .Stop work on order (of) (for)
22486 Quatriduo . .Telegraph if last order is filled and when shipped
22487 Quatrim . . .Telegraph whether you can fill order or not
22488 Quatrinca . -Telegraphic order dated
22489 Quatsch . . -The last is a separate order
22490 Quatschen .The last order is
22491 Quatschig . -The order can only be duplicated at an advance of
22492 Quattrini . .The same as our order (No. ) (subjected )

22493 Quatuor . . -Their order number is [(dated )

22494 Quaves . . . .Their order (No. ) (dated -
) is needed imme-

22495 Quaxabam .There is a mistake in order; should be [diately
22496 Quaxabit . .There is no hurry about the order
22497 Quaxabor . .They were not ordered
22498 Quaxabunt .Think he will give order to (us)
22499 Quaxamur .Think you have advised the wrong order number
22500 Quaxatorm .Think you may safely accept orders from
22501 Quaxatura .This is a new order
22502 Quaxavims -This is a trial order [(dated)
22503 Quaxavita . .This is in addition to the order previously sent
22504 Quayage . -This is included in the order previously sent (dated)
22505 Queachy . .This order cancels all previous orders
22506 Queasily . -This order is for (two) ( ) (outfits)
22507 Queasynde .This order is for (three) ( -) (outfits)
22508 Queatur . .This order is for (four) ( ) (outfits)
22509 Quebas . . .This order is for (five) ( ) (outfits)
22510 Quebrable . .This order is for (six) ( ) (outfits)
22511 Quebracho .Time for execution of order has expired
22512 Quebrada . .To his (their) order
22513 Quebradic . .To (our) ( 's) order
22514 Quebrador . To secure order
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QUE
ORDER Cent.

22515 Quebrajad . To the order of
22516 Quebrajot . .To whose order
22517 Quebramos .To your order
22518 Quebranto .Too late to change order; work done
22519 Quebrar . . .Too late to countermand order
22520 Quedabais . .Try to get an order from
22521 Quedabamo .Trying to secure order
22522 Quedado . . . Unable to do anything with your order
22523 Quedamos . . Understand order
22524 Quedarian .Unless ordered at once [ ) do not enter order
22525 Queditas . ..Unless you can guarantee delivery (on or before
22526 Quedito . . . Until everything is in order
22527 Quedo .... Wait for further orders (from)
22528 Queencell . .Waiting for orders (from)
22529 Queencraf . .Waiting reply about our order (No. ) (dated )

22530 Queenday . .Was (were) ordered
22531 Queendom .We accept order at price(s) and terms named
22532 Queened . . . We are refusing orders
22533 Queenfish ..We await your confirmation before putting the

orders in hand [the following terms of payment
22534 Queengold .We can secure the order subject to your agreeing to
22535 Queenhood . We can secure the order subject to your guarantee-
22536 Queening . .We enter your order (of) [ing (early) shipment (byi
22537 Queenites . . We leave to your discretion such reduction as may

be expedient to secure order
22538 Queenlike . WT

e mail you formal order to-day [tract
22539 Queenly . . .We will accept 's order at with clean con-
22540 Queenpine .We will lose order of
22541 Queenpost .We will receive official order for
22542 Queenship . . Were not ordered (until)
22543 Queerish . . . Were they ordered
22544 Queerity . . .What delays placing of order
22545 Queimador .What is being done with (our) ( 's) order
22546 Queixada . . What is number of order
22547 Queixal . . .What order do you refer to
22548 Queixia . . . When will order
22549 Queixoso . . Whole or part of order may be executed
22550 Queixume . .Whose order
22551 Quejabas . . Why do you not fill the order (of)
22552 Quejadilo . . Will accept your order at price named [ment
22553 Quejando . . Will accept your order and make immediate ship-
22554 Quejasen . . Will accept your order for shipment in

22555 Quejemos . . Will be in order
22556 Quejes . . . Will be ordered
22557 Quejido . .Will begin filling order immediately
22558 Quejigal . .Will begin work on your order immediately
22559 Quejura . .Will cancel the order unless
22560 Quelcon . . Will cancel your order
22561 Quelha . . .Will complete present orders (for)
22562 Quelidon . .Will duplicate order (No. ) (dated ) for
22563 Quellader . . Will execute the orders (of)
22564 Quellchen . . Will fill order (of)
22565 Quellemen .Will give us the order (provided)
22566 Quellgrun . .Will mail formal order to-morrow
22567 Quellio . . . .Will not order (at present)
22568 Quellland . .Will order (of)
22569 Quellmoos . .Will order shortly
22570 Quellpunk .Will place order (for)
22571 Quellstoc . .Will probably order
22572 Quellyda . .Will send regular order by mail
22573 Quelques . . Will ship order to
22574 Quemadora .Will telegraph as soon as we get order
22575 Quemajosa . Will you accept order at following price
22576 Quemeful . .Wishes to cancel the order if possible
22577 Quenched . .With a positive order
22578 Quenching .Without further orders
22579 Quenelle . . .Work has not yet been commenced on order (of)

liliXi (ju.-iiiral'iid .\V.rk is ain-ady Commenced <>n order (of

22681 Quengelst . .Work stopped on order; (waiting for)

22582 Quennons . .You can fill part of order
2i83 Quenotte . .You can fill their orders
22584 Quenouile . .You may order
22585 Quentchen .You may take the order if responsibility satisfactory
22586 Quentise . . . Y.m may use your discretion in executing this order
22687 Quentovlc . .You should order at once

Juentura . .You will lose order of
iuepacat . .You will probably receive orders from ; do not

accept them (but refer them to)
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QUI
OWER-Oont.

22590 Quepais . . . You will probably receive orders from ; please
execute them

22591 Quercus . . .Your letter (of ) received, and order entered
22592 Quersack . .Your order (for ) was shipped
22593 Quersprun .Your order (No. ) (dated ) [tions
22594 Querstein . .Your order is ready for shipment; waiting instruc-
22595 Querthal . . .Your order on us for
22596 Queruanso .Your stock order No.
22597 Querubine . .Your telegram (of ) received, and order entered
22598 Quesadil . . .ORIGIN. (Cause, Commence.)
22599 Quesal .... ORIGINAL. (Copy, First, Manuscript.)
22600 Quesilia . . .According to the original
22601 Quesos . . . .Holds the original
22602 Questalit . .Must have original
22603 Questants . .Original contract
22604 Questdove .Original correspondence
22605 Quested . . .Original drawings
22606 Questesso . .Original has been lost
22607 Questeurs . .Require the original
22608 Questful . . .Send the original to
22609 Questing . . .Who holds the original [Remainder.)
22610 Questuam . .OTHER. (Alternative, Either, Neither,
22611 Questuasi . .All other parts (of)
22612 Questuato . .And all other
22613 Questuava .Any other
22614 Questuoso . .Each other
22615 Quetament . Expect other
22616 Quetant . . .Have no other to offer
22617 Quetasses . . If any other
22618 Queterias . .If no other
22619 Queteront . .In other respects
22620 Quetisim . .Is there any other
22621 Quetons . . .No other(s)
22622 Quetsches . .On the other (hand)
22623 Quetsdhun .Other matters
22624 Queusant . .Other one
22625 Queutage . .Other parties
22626 Quevedos . .Other parts (of)
22627 Quianam . . Some other (parts)
22628 Quibble . . .The other (one)
22629 Quibbling . .There are others
22630 Quibebes . .There can be no other
22631 Quiblin . . . .What other(s)
22632 Quibuscum . With other(s)
22633 Quibusque .Without other
22634 Quichuas . .Your other
22635 Quicklime ..OTHERWISE.
22636 Quickness . . But not otherwise
22637 Quicksand . But otherwise
22638 Quickset ... If not otherwise
22639 Quicongo . .If otherwise
22640 Quiconque ..If otherwise, please telegraph at once
22641 Quicquam . . Not otherwise
22642 Quicquent . .Or otherwise
22643 Quicquid . . .Otherwise cannot be done
22644 Quicumque -Otherwise prefer to
22645 Quidam . . .Otherwise same as
22646 Quiddany . .Otherwise trouble will ensue
22647 Quiddativ . .Otherwise (we) ( ) shall (have to)
22648 Quidditie ..Otherwise (we) ( ) will not
22649 Quidpiam . . OUGHT. (Should.)
22650 Quiekern . . All ought to
22651 Quiesce . . .Do not think they ought to expect
22652 Quiescunt . .Do not think we ought to
22653 Quietaba . .Do not think you ought to
22654 Quietabun . .How ought we to
22655 Quietados . . If you think we ought to
22656 Quietammo .Ought not to (be)
22657 Quietamus .Ought to be (able to)
22658 Quietarum .Ought to have been
22659 Quietassi . . Ought we (to have)
22660 Quietaste . . Think you ought to
22661 Quietativ . .We ought (to)
22662 Quietauno . .We ought not (to)
22663 Quietavam .You ought not
22664 Quietismo ..OUT. (Shut.)
22665 Quietista . .Entirely out of
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8UT
Cont.

ow far out
22667 Quieto .... If can carry out
22668 Quietone . . If cannot carry out
22669 Quietoria . .Leave it out (of)
22670 Quietous . . Nearly out of
22671 Quietsome .Out of
22672 Quietuant . .Out of centre
22673 Quietubos . .Out of line
22674 Quievi . . . .Out of stock
22675 Quieviset . .Out of the (city)
22676 Quifagla . . .Out of your (territory)
22677 Quigilar . . .The following are shut out
22678 Quigilent . . Will do best to carry out
22679 Quignon . . .Will send out
22680 Quijones . ..OUTLINE. (Sketch.)
22681 Quijotesc ..OUTSET. (Commence, Start.)
22682 Quijotism . . OUTSIDE. (Extreme, Further, Utmost.)
22683 Quilafors . .At the outside
22684 Quilatand . . Have heard through outside parties
22685 Quilatar . . .On the outside (of)
22686 Quilatesu . .Outside measurements (are)
22687 Quillacet . .Outside of
22688 Quillasma .Outside of other considerations
22689 Quillback . .Outside to outside
22690 Quilling . . .This is altogether outside of
22691 Quillnib . . .This is an outside limit
22692 Quillon . . . .Through outside parties
22693 Quillotro . . .What are the outside measurements
22694 Quillwort . .OVER. (Excess, High, More.)
22695 Quilma . . . .And over
22696 Quilombol . .Any over must be
22697 Quilosas . . .Anything over
22698 Quiloson . . .At not over
22699 Quimera . . . But not over
22700 Quimicos . .Considerably over
22701 Quimifica . .Get over
22702 Quiminha . .Has (have) gone over
22703 Quinadas . .How much over
22704 Quinado . . .If not over
22705 Quinanime .If over
22706 Quinary ... Is it over
22707 Quinate . . .It is not over
22708 Quinaude . .It is over
22709 Quincadet . .Must not be over
22710 Quincalla . . Not over
22711 Quincalog . .Nothing over
22712 Quincenal . .Over again
22713 Quincenos . .Over and above
22714 Quincha . . .Slightly over
22715 Quinconce . .There are over
22716 Quincufat ..OVERHAULING. (Examination, Inspect.)
22717 Quincunx . .A thorough overhauling (of)
22718 Quincupli . .For overhauling
22719 Quindecim .Overhauling has brought to light
22720 Quindenio . .Should have a thorough overhauling at once
22721 Quinetine ..OVERLOAD. (Load, Temperature.)
22722 Quingombo .OVERLOOK. (Forget, Neglect.)
22723 Quingosta . .It was not overlooked
22724 Quinhoar . .It was overlooked
22725 Quinible . . .Mind is not overlooked
22726 Quinina . . .Must not overlook the fact that
22727 Quinlnism .Overlooked the following
22728 Quinique . . . \\V overlook
22729 Quinogene . .OVERSIGHT. (Error, Omit.)
22730 Quinola . . .OWING. (Consequence, Debt, Due.)
22731 Quinolein . .But owing to
22732 Quinolog . . .Entirely owing to
22733 Qulnon. . . .is cm-) <>wing to '

22734 Qulnonero . .Not owing to
22735 Quinovint- . .Was (w-n-) owing to [Piece, Weight.)
12736 Quin.iu. t -PACKAGE. (Baggage, Case, Mark, Missing,
2737 Quinquina ..Kv.ry p;i<-k,i^ ami pi- ci- must IH marked

22738 Qulntaban . l-'nll<.wiiiK packages are
2739 Qulntailn . . K,.rwanl pa--k.:
22740 Quintage . . lli.w many parka^'-s \v-r<- s.-nt

22741 Quintain . . In what r.m.lit i<m W>T<- packa^.'s rrc<-i\ .-.1

22742 Quintalad . .Missing packages has (have) been found, stop work
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QUO
PACKAGE- Cont.

22743 Quintales . .No package or piece to exceed
22744 Quintanon .No package to be less than
22745 Quintario . .Package(s) in good order when shipped
22746 Quintavol . .Package(s) received (in good order)
22747 Quintell . . .Will send package by express
22748 Quinteros . .Will send package by mail Tping.)
22749 Quintidi ...PACKING. (Exports, Goods, Mark, Skip-

22750 Quintil . . . .Asbestos packing
22751 Quintilia . . .Badly packed
22752 Quintillo . . .Carefully packed
22753 Quintipor . .Charge for packing for shipment
22754 Quintole . . .Complain of poor packing
22755 Quintorum .Do not pack in tin-lined cases.
22756 Quintroon . . Do you wish the goods packed for export
22757 Quintuple . .Does not include packing
22758 Quinual . . .Does this include packing
22759 Quinuales . . Eureka packing
22760 Quipela . . .Has (have) been packed
22761 Quipos .... Has (have) not been packed
22762 Quipped . . . Have (you) ( ) packed
22763 Quippenos . Includes packing (for export)
22764 Quirinus . . .Metallic packing
22765 Quirister .Must be more carefully packed
22766 Quirking . . .No packing required
22767 Quirkish . . .Not properly packed
22768 Quiscales . . Not to be packed
22769 Quisimos . .On account of having been badly packed
22770 Quisiste . . .Pack everything in
22771 Quisquam . .Pack to stand rough handling
22772 Quisquill . . .Packed according to instructions
22773 Quistos . . . .Packed for export
22774 Quitabat . . .Packed for sea shipment
22775 Quitador . . .Packed in (tin-lined cases)
22776 Quitaguas . .Packing list

22777 Quitaipon . . Packing will cost extra
22778 Quitamota .Rainbow packing
22779 Quitandar . .Sheet packing
22780 Quitara . . .Should be packed
22781 Quitarian . .To be packed (in)
22782 Quitasol . . .United States metallic packing
22783 Quitaste . . .Very careful packing required
22784 Quitch . . . .Were carefully packed
22785 Quitclaim . .What kind of packing do you require
22786 Quitement . .What will be the cost of packing
22787 Quiteve . . .Will be packed (as^ requested)
22788 Quittable ..PAGE, (Books, Publications.)
22789 Quittais . . .Bottom of page
22790 Quittasit . . Circular No. page
22791 Quitters . . .Margin of page
22792 Quittons . . .Middle of page
22793 Quittung . . On page No.
22794 Quitumbat . On what page can we find

22795 Quitute . . . Page in

22796 Quivered . . Page No.
22797 Quivering . .Pages No. to No.
22798 Quixotada . .

Please refer to page No. (in the)
22799 Quixotic . . .Side of page
22800 Quixotism The information will be found on page
22801 Quixotry . ! [Top of page

<

22802 Quizzed . . .
What page is it

22803 Quizzism ..PAIR. (Set.)
22804 Quoad . . . .PALTRY. (Importance, Serious, Small.)
22805 Quoadus . . .PANEL. (Style, Switchboard.)
22806 Quodcum ..PAPERS. (Bill of Lading, Documents,
22807 Quoddy . . .All necessary papers (referring to) [Newspaper.)
22808 Quodlibet . .Are the papers signed
22809 Quodling . . Deliver the papers
22810 Quodnam . .Forward the papers immediately
22811 Quodvis . . . Have no papers here referring to
22812 Quogelo . . .Have original papers
22813 Quohog . . .Have papers duly legalized at the Consulate
22814 Quoinpost . .Have papers duly legalized by
22815 Quo as ... .Have papers duly legalized by all the officials

22816 Quo atis . . .Have papers signed and returned to us at once
22817 Quo i . . . . .Have sent all papers (belonging to)
22818 Quo orum . .Have (you) ( ) forwarded the required papers
22819 Quo um . . .How soon can you send us complete papers in re
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QUO
PAPERS- Cont.

22820 Quolibet . . .Paper has been mailed to you with full particulars
22821 Quolonia . . .Papers are incomplete
22822 Quominus . .Papers are not signed
22823 Quomo . . . .Papers are not yet ready
22824 Quomodo . .Papers are signed [several days)
22825 Quomodona .Papers cannot be returned to you (before) (for
22826 Quondams .Papers must be here by
22827 Quoquebat .Papers will be returned to you for re-execution, as

there seems to be a defect
22828 Quoques . . .Prepare papers in language
22829 Quoquetis . . Prepare papers in any form you think best
22830 Quoquimus .Prepare papers in English language
22831 Quoquo . . .Prepare papers in French language
22832 Quorsus *. . .Prepare papers in German language
22833 Quorumgat . Prepare papers in Italian language
22834 Quorumque .Prepare papers in Spanish language
22835 Quossum . .Prepare papers in the forms of this State
22836 Quotannet . Prepare papers in the forms of your country
22837 Quotannis . .Prepare papers in the language of the country
22838 Quoteless . .Prepare papers yourself
22839 Quotenos . .Promise(s) to sign papers
22840 Quoterem . .Return legal papers (on)
22841 Quotha . . .Send all papers by first mail in re
22842 Quotiamo . .Send all papers relating to
22843 Quotidian . .Send all papers to
22844 Quotient . . .Send papers referred to in your letter of
22845 Quotity . . . Sign and return papers at once
22846 Quotes . . . .The papers cannot be returned to you before
22847 Quotquot . . The papers cannot be returned to you for several
22848 Quottemen .Will forward (you) ( ) papers (by) [days
22849 Quotum! . . .Will furnish you fully certified papers
22850 Raadgevin .PARAGRAPH. (Clause.)
22851 Raadkamer .PARALLEL-RUNNING. (Multiple.)
22852 Raadplege .PARCEL. (Package.)
22853 Raadsbeve .PARDON. (Excuse.)
22854 Raadvrage .PART. (Division, Duplicate, Extra, Most,

Near, Piece, Section, Something.)
22855 Raafacht . .A large part
22856 Raagbocon .A part (of the)
22857 Raagbolle . .A small part (of)
22858 Raagsters . .All the parts
22859 Raagstok . .And duplicate parts (of)
22860 Raakgov . .Can only part
22861 Raakpunt . .Cannot part (with it)
22862 Raakslaan .Damaged part(s)
22863 Raamboom .Different parts
22864 Raamkoord .Do not part (with)
22865 Raapbord . .Duplicate parts of
22866 Raapjes . . .Early part of
22867 Raapkalk . .Have part (of)
22868 Raapkool . .In part payment
22869 Raapkruid .Is not part of
22870 Raapkuil . .Is only a small part of
22871 Raapland . .Is part of
22872 Raaploof . .Is this part of
22873 Raapolie . . .Latter part of
22874 Raapschil . .Not willing to supply part of the machine only
22875 Raapsteel . .On his (their) part
22876 Raapvorm .On my (our) part
22877 Raaskalle . .On the part of
22878 Raaskop . . .On your part
22879 Rabacal . . .Only require part
22880 Rabacarla .Or any part
22881 Rabachage .Part go by and part by

82 Rabachait . .part of it (them)
22883 Rabacheur . Part of the
22884 Rabacoton .Part of the order was shipped
22885 Rabadanes .Part of the order will be shipped
22886 Rabado . . ,part will be (finished)
2887 Rabals . . . .Partly finished

Rabaisson . .Please send following parts soon as possible
889 Rabaldena .Require following duplicate parts

22890 Rabalva . . .Send list of duplicate parts required
22891 Rabanho . . .Spare parts (of)
21iX!ili Rabanillo . .Th- scvt-ral parts arc u..\v finished
22893 Rabanna . .What part (.r>
22894 Rabato PART CATALOGUES. (Publications.)
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22895 Rabattion .

22896 Kabbah . .

22897 Rabbanist .

22898 Rabbassan
22899 Rabbattut
22900 Rabbavent
22901 Rabbellit .

22902 Rabbeltal .

22903 Rabbetsaw
22904 Rabbetted
22905 Rabbi
22906 Rabbiche .

22907 Rabbinado
22908 Rabbinage
22909 Rabbinica .

22910 Rabbinism
22911 Rabbino . .

22912 Rabbitear .

22913 Rabbitrat .

22914 Rabbonian
22915 Rabbonita
22916 Rabbordan
22917 Rabbostuc
22918 Rabbrivid .

22919 Rabbrusca
22920 Rabbuffar .

22921 Rabbuffot .

22922 Rabdologa
22923 Rabdonome
22924 Rabeadura
22925 Rabelejo .

22926 Rabeliana
22927 Rabello .

22928 Rabenart
22929 Rabenbalg
22930 Rabenfis .

22931 Rabenhar
22932 Rabenkind
22933 Rabenlado
22934 Rabenlock
22935 Rabennaca
22936 Rabennest
22937 Rabenpost
22938 Rabenspul
22939 Rabensten
22940 Rabentuch
22941 Rabenvate
22942 Rabequin .

22943 Rabescand
22944 Rabescato .

22945 Rabescone
22946 Rabetans .

22947 Rabiabais .

22948 Rabiacana
22949 Rabiarian .

22950 Rabiatado
22951 Rabiatams
22952 Rabiate . .

22953 Rabiator . .

22954 Rabicanat .

22955 Rabicorta .

22956 Rabicurto .

22957 Rabidity .

22958 Rabidness .

22959 Rabiebam .

22960 Rabifanto .

22961 Rabifidon .

22962 Rabijunco .

22963 Rabilanta .

22964 Rabilargo
22965 Rabilonca .

22966 Rabineta .

22967 Rabinos . .

22968 Rabisant .

22969 Rabisapug
22970 Rabiscas .

22971 Rabiscota .

22972 Rabmag . .

RAB
.PARTICIPATE. (Part.)
.Participated
.Participating
. Participation [Item.)
.PARTICULARS. (Details, Information,
.After receipt of all particulars
.Ask for particulars
.Await receipt of particulars
.Awaiting particulars
.Cannot give any further particulars at present
.For particulars see our of
.Pull particulars (by mail)
.Further particulars (by mail)
.Have you sent particulars
.Letter of contains all particulars
.More particulars wanted (concerning)
.Must be very particular (about) (to)
.Particularize
.Particularized
.Particularizing
.Particularly with regard to
.Particulars are as follows
.Pending further particulars
.Send complete particulars (of)
.Telegraph full particulars (of)
.Try to obtain particulars
.We should have fullest particulars
.Will await further particulars before quoting
.Will send full particulars (of)
.PARTNER. (Tirm.)
.PASSAGE. (Reserve.)
.PATENT. (Infringement, Invention, Issue.)
.Australian patent(s)
.Austrian patent(s)
.Belgian patent(s)
.British patent(s)
.Canadian patent(s)
.Cape Colony patent(s)
.Colonial patent(s)
.European patent(s)
.French patent(s)
.German patent(s)
.Hungarian patent(s)
.Indian patent(s)
.Italian patent(s)
.Japanese patent(s)
.Natal patent(s)
.New South Wales patent(s)
.New Zealand patent(s)
.Norwegian patent(s)
. Queensland patent(s)
.Rhodesian patent(s)
.Russian patent(s)
.South African patent(s)
. South Australian patent(s)
Swedish patent(s)
.Swiss patent(s)
.Tasmanian patent(s)
.United States patent(s)
.Victorian p'atent(s)
.West Australian patent(s)
.Are taking out patent (for)
.Cannot be patented (on account of)
.Colonial patent assignment case No.
.Corresponding to U. S. patent
Cost of patent about
Do not think worth expense of patent
European patent assignment case No.
For said patent you are authorized to offer
Have secured the patent for
His (their) patent
.If not patented
.If patented
.Infringes his (their) patent (No.)
.Infringes our patent (No.)
.Is it patented
It is patented
Look up title of patent and report to us
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22973 Rabobiner .

22974 Raboleva .

22975 Rabotadas
22976 Rabotar . .

22977 Rabotasse .

22978 Raboteco .

22979 Rabotegit .

22980 Raboteron
22981 Raboteux .

22982 Rabotons .

22983 Rabotures .

22984 Rabugento
22985 Rabularum
22986 Rabuleius .

22987 Rabusart .

22988 Rabuscu .

22989 Rabusculo
22990 Rabutinad
22991 Racahtant
22992 Racaille . .

22993 Racamas .

22994 Racambeau
22995 Racamenta
22996 Racanarum
22997 Raccatto .

22998 Racchetta .

22999 Racemule .

23000 Racesgara
23001 Rachamah
23002 Rachanam
23003 Racheakte
23004 Rachedurs
23005 Rachegeis .

23006 Racheglut .

23007 Rachegott
23008 Racheplan
23009 Rachesinn .

23010 Rachetabe
23011 Rachetait .

23012 Rachetame
23013 Rachevage
23014 Rachewort
23015 Rachialgi .

23016 Rachides .

23017 Rachidian
23018 Rachilla . .

23019 Rachiodon
23020 Rachitome
23021 Rachsucht
23022 Rackapelt .

23023 Rackarock
23024 Rackbar . .

23025 Rackblock
23026 Rackcaret
23027 Rackelhan
23028 Rackets .

23029 Rackflsh .

23030 Rackhook
23031 Rackled .

23032 Rackling
23033 Rackoon .

23034 Rackpin .

23035 Rack rail .

23036 Rackrent
23037 Racksaw
23038 Rackatick
23039 Racktau .

23040 Rackwork
23041 Raclement
23042 Racleurs
23043 Racloncar
23044 Racolage
23046 Racoler .

23046 Racoma .

28047 Racomltra
23048 Racontntfc
L'."."!:. H.-H-. .ntais
23060 Raconteur

PATENT- Cont.
.Number and date of patent is
.Our patent(s)
.Owners of patent demand
.Owners of patent will not sell
.Patent assignment(s) casfe No.
.Patent office

.Patent(s) has been applied for

.Patent(s) has been granted

.Patent(s) has broad claims

.Patent(s) has narrow claims
Patent(s) is alleged to be an infringement of
.Patent(s) is dated
.Patent(s) is numbered
.Patent(s) is of no value
.Patent(s) must be applied for
Patent(s) was issued to
Patent(s) will expire
Patent(s) will issue
.Please send copies of patents cited in Case No.
Secure patents in the following countries on Case
.U. S. patent will bear date [No.
Wait until patented
.We consider patent
.What is number and date of patent
.Whose patent
.Withdraw patent and refile

.PATTERN. (Template.)

.Are the patterns complete

.Can the patterns (for ) be changed

.Have (you) ( ) made the patterns for

.Have (you) ( ) patterns for

. How long will it take to make new patterns

.Make metal patterns (of)
Make patterns at once (for)
.Patterns and castings are completed
.Patterns are completed (for)
.Patterns can be changed
Patterns for moulding machine
.Patterns for moulding machine with stripping plate
.Patterns for moulding machine without stripping
Patterns will be completed (by) [plate
Return core boxes for pattern No. by freight
Return pattern No. at once by express
Return pattern No. at once by freight
.Skeleton pattern for loam mould
We have no patterns for this (these) size(s)
.We have patterns for this (these) size(s)
.PAY. (Bill, Cash, Check, Debt, Drafts, Give,
.Agree(s) to pay [Payment.)
.All expenses to be paid by
.All is now paid
All other charges to be paid by
.Already paid
Are we authorized to pay ( to)
Are (you) ( ) prepared to pay
.Arrange to pay
Authorize (you) ( ) to pay
.Balance to be paid (on) (in)
.Bank will not pay
.Before you pay
. Bill has been paid
.Bill has not been paid
.Bill will be paid
.Bill will not be paid
.Buyers to pay (for)
.Can pay (by)
.Can (you) ( ) arrange to pay
.Can (you) ( ) not pay
.Cannot pay (before) (more than)
.Cannot pay draft at sight
.Cannot pay in full
.Cannot pay to-day, but will do so
.Cash paid (by) (f>r)
.Consider that ought to be paid
. Decllne(B) to pay
.Do(es) not pay
. Do(es) not pay more than
. Do(es) not pay without
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RAO
PAY Cont.

23051 Raconto . . .Do not think it will be paid
23052 Racontons .Endeavor to get balance paid
23053 Racoonda . .Expect it will be paid
23054 Racopiles . .Expect to pay
23055 Racopinta . . Expect (you) ( ) will pay
23056 Racoplaca .Expenses to be paid by
23057 Racovian . .Fully paid up
23058 Racquano . .Has (have) been paid
23059 Racquetav .Has (have) not been paid
23060 Racquette . .Has (have) not paid
23061 Ractafgun . Has (have) paid
23062 Radatis . . .Have instructions to pay (you)
23063 Radbeslag .Have no instructions to pay (you)
23064 Radbod . . . .Have not paid (us)
23065 Radbraken .Have paid (balance)
23066 Radden . . .Have paid bill
23067 Raddensar .Have paid on account
23068 Raddetcas . .Have paid to your credit at Bank
23069 Raddia . . . .Have requested to pay you
23070 Raddled . . . Have to pay cash
23071 Raddleman . Have (you) ( ) been paid for
23072 Raddobban .Have (you) ( ) instructions to pay
23073 Raddobbit .Have (you) ( ) paid (for)
23074 Raddocket .How do (you) ( ) propose to pay
23075 Raddologa .How much do you think they would pay
23076 Raddossat .How much has been paid
23077 Raddossog .How much will (you) ( ) pay
23078 Radeaux . . .How must they pay
23079 Radegunde .How soon will (you) ( ) pay
23080 Radendast .If not paid (by)
23081 Raderbalk . If paid at maturity
23082 Raderloop .If paid (by)
23083 Radesige . . If paid in advance
23084 Radevicus . .If purchasers will pay actual cost
23085 Radevore . .If the installments are not regularly paid
23086 Radfelge . . .If the installments are regularly paid
23087 Radgarn . . .If (we) ( ) do not pay
23088 Radhaspel .If (we) ( ) pay
23089 Radiabari . . If we pay must hold you responsible for same
23090 Radiadas . . If (you) ( ) do not pay
23091 Radiafont . .If (you) ( ) will pay
23092 Radialis ... Is all paid
23093 Radiancy . .It will not pay (to)
23094 Radiastes . . It will pay (to)
23095 Radiata . . .Leaving balance of to be paid
23096 Radiately . .May not be paid (until)
23097 Radiateur . . Must be made to pay
23098 Radiatoro . . Must be paid
23099 Radiatule . .Must be paid in advance
23100 Radiavado .Must not be paid
23101 Radiavist . .Must not pay (more than)
23102 Radicabis . .Must pay (immediately)
23103 Radicacut . .Must (you) ( ) pay
23104 Radicada . .Need not be paid
23105 Radical . . .Not able to pay
23106 Radicalis . . Not paid
23107 Radically . . Not to be paid (before)
23108 Radicamos . Not to pay
23109 Radicand . . Not yet paid
23110 Radicarat . .Offer(s) to pay
23111 Radichela . .Offer(s) to pay in installments
23112 Radicone . . Paid by voucher No.
23113 Radicoso . . Paid for
23114 Radicular . .Paid in advance
23115 Radifont . .Paid nothing
23116 Radigast . . Paid on account
23117 Radimadia .Paid to-day
oo^2 Radiocarp . Paid to your bankers
??SS gadiola ... part of the balance has been paid
23120 Radiqueis . .Pay after deducting
23121 Radishfly . . pay against delivery of

JRadiurgia . .pay all expenses, and we will reimburse you
23123 Radmsbar . Pay and charge our account
23124 Radiussun .Pay balance
23125 Radix Pay by
23126 Radlaufen .Pay immediately (to)
23127 Radlinie . . .Pay in (cash)
.23128 Radloch . . . pay less exchange to the order of
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23129 Radmusket
23130 Radnaaf . .

23131 Radnagel .

23132 Radotand .

23133 Radoter . .

23134 Radoteurs
23135 Radoub . .

23136 Radscheen
23137 Radschlos .

23138 Radschuh .

23139 Radslot . .

23140 Radspaak .

23141 Radsprung
23142 Radspur . .

23143 Radstock .

23144 Radstoss .

23145 Radulate .

23146 Radules . .

23147 Radulpho .

23148 Radunam .

23149 Radunassi
23150 Radunata .

23151 Radundoct
23152 Radunesto
23153 Raduniate
23154 Radunt . .

23155 Radwelle .

23156 Raedam . .

23157 Raedarius .

23158 Raedchen .

23159 Raehmchen
23160 Raendeln .

23161 Raendlein .

23162 Raenke . .

23163 Raenkevol
23164 Raennest .

23165 Raethelot .

23166 Raethin . .

23167 Raethlich .

23168 Raethsel . .

23169 Raetifant .

23170 Raetos . . .

23171 Raeumlein
23172 Raeumlich
23173 Raeumung
23174 Raeupchen
23175 Raeusche
23176 Rafaelon
23177 Rafalant
23178 Rafalesta
23179 Rafanedon
23180 Rafanella
23181 Rafanino
23182 Rafanist .

23183 Rafeais .

23184 Rafearamo
23185 Raiding .

23186 Raffaello
23187 Raffammo
23188 Raffando
23189 Raffarono
23190 Raffassim
23191 Raffaux .

23192 Raffavate
23193 Raffendes
23194 Raflfgut .

23196 Rafflbbla
23196 Rafflca . .

23197 Raffigura
23198 Raffllass .

28199 Rafflnage
23200 Rafflnam
23201 Rafflnand
23202 Rafflnasa
23203 Rafflneur
22204 Rafflnons
23205 Raffled . .

23206 Rafflesla .

PAY Cont.

.Pay less usual discount

.Pay more if necessary

.Pay Mr. (Messrs.)

.Pay nothing (unless)

.Pay part cash; balance in

.Pay something on

.Pay the bill and charge to us

.Pay to our bankers

.Pay to the order of
, and charge our account

.Pay under protest

.Pay us

.Pay what you consider fair and just

.Pay you

.Pay(s) for

.Paying for cost and insurance

.Paying to cover all charges

.Please pay for my (our) account (to)

.Please pay to

.Promise to pay

.Promise to pay if granted further time

.Propose to pay

.Purchasers paying expenses

.Sellers to pay

.Shall I (we) pay (to)

.Shall we pay claim

.Shall we refuse to pay

.Should be paid

.Should not be paid

.Telegraph if paid
.Telegraph if have been paid
.Telegraph when paid
.To be paid as follows
.To be paid (by) (on) (at)
To be paid immediately (otherwise)
To be paid in advance
To be paid in exchange for
To be paid (to) (without)
To pay (you) ( ) (for)
To whom shall we pay the amount due
Total amount to be paid
Total amount paid
Try to pay
Unable to pay
Unless he (they) pay for it

Unless paid (by)
Until paid
Was not paid
Was paid (to)
We await further instructions before paying
We must pay
What is the most (you) ( ) can pay
When can (you) ( ) pay
When must (we) ( ) pay
When paid
When will it be paid
Who will pay (for)
Why has it not been paid
Why have (they) ( ) not paid
Why have you not paid
Will be paid (in about)
Will be paid on (presentation)
Will be paid to (you)
Will it pay (to)
Will not be paid (until)
Will not pay (expenses)
Will not pay more (than)
Will pay
Will pay at maturity
Will pay balance
.Will pay difference
Will pay draft
Will pay if a reduction (of ) is allowed
Will pay in installments (of)

. Will p;iy on delivery
Will pay on receipt of documents
Will p;ty under discount
Will pay under protest
Will pay up to



RAO
PAY flw*.

23207 Raffmanta .Will pay (us)
23208 Raffolait . . .Will pay you
23209 Raffolons . .Will probably be paid
23210 Raffonat . . . Will (you) ( ) pay
23211 Raffondav .Will (you) ( ) pay for our account
23212 Raffortot . . You agreeing to pay
23213 Raffoscin . .You are not to pay (more than)
23214 Raffossav . . (You) ( ) are authorized to pay
23215 Raffossot . . (You) ( ) have not paid
23216 Raffranca . . (You) ( ) must pay
23217 Raffratot . . (You) ( ) must pay according to agreement
23218 Rafmar . .PAYABLE. (Cash, Days, Installments,
23219 Raflade . .And payable (as follows) [Mouths, Note.)
23220 Raflende . .Balance payable
23221 Rafleux . .Being payable (at) (in)
23222 Raftdog . .Can be made payable
23223 Raftduck . .Drawn payable to bearer
23224 Rafters . .Drawn payable to order (of)
23225 Raftlike . .Have sent payable to your order
23226 Raftport . .How is it payable
23227 Raftrope . . How is it to be made payable
23228 Raftsmen . .How much is payable
23229 Ragabash . .It is payable (at) (to)
23230 Ragache . . .Make it payable (at) (to)
23231 Ragamuche .Payable against
23232 Ragarum . . Payable as follows
23233 Ragbolt . . . Payable at
23234 Ragbush . . .Payable at current rate of exchange
23235 Ragdust . . .Payable at the bank (of)
23236 Rageful . . . Payable by draft at days' sight accompanied

by shipping documents
23237 Rageman . . Payable by sight draft on shipment
23238 Ragengine .Payable half on shipment, remainder on delivery
23239 Ragfair . . . Payable in (cash)
23240 Raggedast .Payable in equal installments
23241 Raggiante . .Payable in exchange for bill of lading
23242 Raggiofca . . Payable in exchange on (London)
23243 Raggiuolo . . Payable in New York Exchange
23244 Raggiusta . .Payable in ten days
23245 Raggles . . .Payable in fifteen days
23246 Ragglutin . .Payable in thirty days
23247 Raggrafor . . Payable in sixty days
23248 Raggraste . .Payable in ninety days
23249 Raggravo . .Payable in one month
23250 Raggrotta . .Payable in two months
23251 Raggruppa .Payable in three months
23252 Ragguagon .Payable in four months
23253 Ragguarda . Payable in six months
23254 Raghuvans .Payable on
23255 Ragingly . .Payable on delivery (of)
23256 Ragknife . .Payable on receipt of order
23257 Raglan . . . .Payable to (bearer)
23258 Raglooper . .Payable to order (of)
23259 Ragnachar .When is it payable
23260 Ragnahild . .Where is it payable [Credit.)
23261 Ragnolone .PAYMENT. (Advance, Bill, Cash, Collect,
23262 Ragodia . . .About payment for
23263 Ragondin . .Accept part payment
23264 Ragout . . .Advise payment of
23265 Ragoutant .Against payment in full (of)
23266 Ragoutist . .Another payment will
23267 Ragpicker . .Are terms of payment satisfactory
23268 Ragrafer . .Arrange for payment
23269 Ragshag . . .Awaiting payment now due
23270 Ragshop . . .Can arrange payment
23271 Ragsorter . .Can extend time of payment
23272 Ragstone . .Can (you) ( ) arrange payment (in cash)
23273 Ragtag . . . .Can (you) ( ) extend time of payment
23274 Raguenet . .Can (you) ( ) get a payment on account
23275 Raguetnat .Cannot agree to your terms of payment
23276 Raguettes . .Cannot arrange payment
23277 Ragulated .Cannot extend time of payment
23278 Ragunant . .Cannot get payment (of)
23279 Ragusano . .Cannot obtain cash payment
23280 Ragweed . . .Cannot refuse payment (of)
23281 Ragwheel . .Cause of the non-payment is

23282 Ragwool . . .Date of payment
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PAYMENT- Cont.

23283 Ragwork . .Deferred payment(s) [interest bearing notes
23284 Rahmapfel . Deferred payments to be evidenced by negotiable
23285 Rahmens . .Delay payment (until)
23286 Rahmhalti .Demand(s) immediate payment (for)
23287 Kahmhobel .Do not present for payment (until)
23288 Rahmkanne Drawers have stopped payment
23289 Rahmkuche Extend time for payments
23290 Rahmleist . .Final payment
23291 Rahmsack .First payment
23292 Rahmsaege .For payment within (30) ( ) days of invoice
23293 Kahmschor .Further payments
23294 Rahmtorte .Future payments
23295 Raibolini . .Has payment been made
23296 Raidimes . . Has payment been stopped (on)
23297 Raidiscor . .Have arranged for payment (as follows)
23298 Raidisson . .Have guaranteed payment
23299 Raido . . . .Have not arranged for the payment
23300 Raifort . . .Have not received payment
23301 Raigales ..Have payment stopped
23302 Raigas . . .Have payments been approved (by)
23303 Raigota . .Have received payment (from)
23304 Raigotoso . .Have stopped payment
23305 Raigrases . .Have you arranged for the payment(s) (of)
23306 Railbird . . .Have you received payment
23307 Railboard . .Heavy payments have to be made
23308 Railchair . .Hold against payment
23309 Railclamp . .How are the payments to be made
23310 Railguard . . How is payment secured
23311 Railkey ... If part payment is made in advance
23312 Raillarde . . If payment is made in advance
23313 Railleur . . .If terms of payment are not satisfactory
23314 Raillons . . .If terms of payment are satisfactory
23315 Railpost . . .Immediate payment (requested)
23316 Railpunch ..In case of non-payment
23317 Railsaw ... In equal payments
23318 Railsnipe . .In part payment
23319 Railure ... .In payment of
23320 Raiment . . .Insist upon payment
23321 Rainball ... Is payment guaranteed
23322 Rainband . .Made a payment
23323 Rainbeat . .Must enforce payment
23324 Rainblume .Must have cash payment
23325 Rainbow . . .Next payment (due)
23326 Rainbowed .On payment of
23327 Rainchart . .On receipt of payment
23328 Raincloud . .Our payments will be heavy during
23329 Raincrow . .Our jpayments will be light during
23330 Raindoor . .Out of the first payment made (by)
23331 Raindrop . .Payment by draft at ( days) sight
23332 Rainfall . . . Payment by draft (on)
23333 Rainfarn . .Payment has been made
23334 Rainfowl . .Payment in advance absolutely necessary
23335 Raingage . .Payment in cash
23336 Raingoose . .Payment in full exchange for
23337 Rainhound .Payment in full (will be made)
23338 Raininess . .Payment in full will be required
23339 Rainkohl . . Payment is considerably overdue
23340 Rainlotus . .Payment is guaranteed
23341 Rainmaker .Payment is now due
23342 Rainmap . .Payment is to be made in
23343 Rainpour . . Payments have been approved (by)
23344 Rainprint . .Payments must be approved (by)
23345 Rainproof . .Payment(s) must be made
23346 Rainquall . .Payment must be guaranteed [responsible parties
23347 Raintree . . .Payment of entire amount must be guaranteed by
23348 Rainulf . . .Payment(s) to be made as follows
23349 Rainuncul .Payment(s) to be made in installments
23350 Rainwash . .Payment to be made on or before
23351 Rainwelde .Payment will be made in advance.
23352 Raisined . . .Presented for payment
23353 Raison . . . .Prompt payment
23354 Raisonnan .Prompt payment is requested on
23366 Raisonnos . .Refuse payment (of)
23356 Raitarnmo .Refuse to m.ik- payment
23357 Raitando . .Regarding payment [remit
23368 Raltarono . .Shall we draw for cash payment, or will you (they)
23359 Raitasgon . .Shall we press for payment (of)
23360 Raitassim .Stop all payments



23361 Raitavamo
23362 Raitavine .

23363 Raitiate . .

23364 Raivar . . .

23365 Raivoso . .

23366 Raixa . . .

23367 Rajadifas

23368 Rajadist . .

23369 Rajadoras .

23370 Rajahship .

23371 Rajanies . .

23372 Rajasat . .

23373 Rajolpflu .

23374 Rajoutait .

23375 Rajoutame
23376 Rajput . . .

23377 Rajustais .

23378 Rajuste . .

23379 Rajustons .

23380 Rakehead .

23381 Rakestale .

23382 Raketbal .

23383 Raketchen
23384 Raketslag .

23385 Raketspel .

23386 Rakishly .

23387 Rakketali .

23388 Rakshasa .

23389 Rakusian .

23390 Ralamente
23391 Raleadura
23392 Raleando .

23393 Raleurs . .

23394 Ralhaduft
23395 Ralhos . . .

23396 Ralineque .

23397 Ralinfito . .

23398 Ralingass .

23399 Ralingato .

23400 Ralinghi . .

23401 Ralinguan
23402 Rallaban .

23403 Ralladora .

23404 Rallaram .

23405 Rallarcos .

23406 Rallargav .

23407 Rallargot .

23408 Rallastis . .

23409 Rallengos .

23410 Rallentar .

23411 Rallento . .

23412 Rallevia . .

23413 Rallidae . .

23414 Ralliemen
23415 Ralliform .

23416 Rallones . .

23417 Rallonger .

23418 Ralludbat .

23419 Rallumass
23420 Rallumer .

23421 Rallumons
23422 Rallying . .

23423 Ralstone . .

23424 Ramadan .

23425 Ramalina .

23426 Ramastrum
23427 Ramayana
23428 Rambade .

23429 Rambganto
23430 Ramboose

RAM
PAYMENT-flm*.

. Stop the payment (of)

.Terms of payment are

.Terms of payment are not satisfactory

.Terms of payment are satisfactory

.Terms of payment (proposed) are one-third on ar-
rival at port of discharge, one-third on delivery at
destination, balance in thirty days after arrival

.Terms of payment (proposed) are one-third on
shipment, one-third on arrival at port of dis-

charge, balance on delivery at destination
.Terms of payment; one-half on presentation of

shipping documents (in ), one-quarter on ar-
rival at port of discharge, one-quarter in thirty
days after arrival

.Time of payment [not press

.Try to get payment on account from
,
but do

.Upon application to you will receive payment of

.We will collect final payment

.We would accept following terms of payment

.What are the terms of payment [payments

.What arrangements have been made for deferred

.When is payment due (on)

.When is the next payment due (on)

.When may we expect payment for

.Will do utmost to enforce payment

.Will extend time of payment (to)

.Will you guarantee payment [Guarantee.)

.PENALTY. (Contract, Delay, Forfeit,

.Accept the order subject to penalty mentioned

.Endeavor to close without accepting the penp.lty
Enforce the full penalty of [clause
Has any penalty been incurred
.If penalty be waived
.If penalty is likely to be enforced
.If penalty is not likely to be enforced
.If penalty will be enforced
.Is there any penalty attached to
.No penalty has been incurred
.No penalty is attached to
.Paying penalty for
.Penalty clause
.Penalty clause must be withdrawn
.Penalty clause withdrawn
.Penalty has been incurred
.Penalty should be enforced
.Penalty should not be enforced
.Penalty will be enforced
.Subject to penalty of per day for delay
.Subject to penalty of per week for delay
.Under penalty (of) (for)
.We are under penalty to deliver by
.What is the penalty (in case of delay) (for)
.Will not accept order subject to penalty
.Will waive penalty (clause)
.Without penalty
.PENCE. (Sterling.)
.PERCEIVE. (Discover, See.)
.PER CENT. (Commission, Rates.)
.Allowing per cent.
.Allow(s) per cent.
.And an eighth per cent, (commission)
.And a quarter per cent, (commission)
.A saving of per cent.
.How much per cent.
.Hundredths per cent. [order
.If per cent, cannot be allowed, cannot secure
.If per cent, is allowed, you will get order
.Of one per cent.
.Per cent, discount
.Per cent, efficiency
.Per cent, less
.Per cent, loss
Per cent more
.Per cent, of
.Per cent, off list
.Per cent, per annum
.Per cent, per month



RAM

23431 Rambootan
23432 Ramcat . .

23433 Ramelasod
23434 Ramemout
23435 Ramentum
23436 Ramequin .

23437 Ramescent
23438 Ramesseum

PER CENT.-
.Per cent, profit
.Per cent, will be allowed if

.Percentage is less than

.Percentage is more than

.Requires per cent.

.Thousandths per cent.

.What per cent, (do you require)
What per cent, shall I add

PER CENT., TABLE OF.

PER CENT.



RAP
PERIODICALS-^*.

23598 Rangeur . . .American Electrician
23599 Rangfolge . .American Engineer [of)
23600 Ranggetal .American Institute of Electrical Engineers (Journal
23601 Rangif . . . .American Machinist
23602 Rangifero . .American Miller [ceedings)
23603 Ranging . . .American Society of Mechancial Engineers (Pro-
23604 Rangloge . . Canadian Electrical News
23605 Rangolosa . Canadian Engineer
23606 Rangomela .Canadian Manufacturers
23607 Rangorde . . Gassier' s Magazine, American edition
23608 Rangschik . Gassier's Magazine, British edition
23609 Rangstret . .Central Station
23610 Rangstufe . . Compressed Air
23611 Rangsucht .Electrical Review
23612 Rangteek . .Electrical Review (London)
23613 Ranguenca .Electrical World and Engineer
23614 Ranguillo . .Electrician (London)
23615 Ranhosa . . . Engineer (Cleveland, O.)
23616 Ranhura . . .Engineer (London)
23617 Ranidae . . .Engineering (London)
23618 Ranilhas . .Engineering and Mining Journal
23619 Ranilies . . . Engineering Magazine, American edition
23620 Ranimable . Engineering Magazine, British edition
23621 Ranimais . .Engineering News
23622 Ranimant .Engineering Record
23623 Ranimegat .Engineering Times (London)
23624 Ranimeron . Engineers' Society Western Penna. (Proceedings)
23625 Ranivores . .Fielden's Magazine
23626 Rankaxis . .Gas Engine
23627 Rankcurve . Inland Architect
23628 Rankenbum Inland Printer
23629 Rankenhaf . Institution of Electrical Engineers (Journal of)
23630 Rankenwan Iron Age
23631 Rankheid . . Iron and Coal Trade Review
23632 Rankling . .Journal of Electricity
23633 Rankness . . Light Railway and Tramway Journal
23634 Rankplane . Lightning (London)
23635 Rankpoint . Locomotive Engineering
23636 Rankvorm . Machinery
23637 Rannestan .Manufacturers' Record
23638 Rannesto . . Marine Engineering
23639 Rannodar . .Marine Review
23640 Rannodoll .Mines and Minerals
23641 Rannosa . . .Mining and Metallurgy
23642 Rannuvola .Mining and Scientific Press
23643 Ranocchia . Municipal Engineering
23644 Ranonkels .National Engineer
23645 Ranpike . . . Paper Mill
23646 Ransack . . .Paper Trade Journal
23647 Ransacked . Power
23648 Ransels . . .Power's Central Station Directory
23649 Ransomas .Power's Street Railway Directory
23650 Ransomed . Progressive Age
23651 Ransoming .Railroad Gazette
23652 Ransuilen . . Railway Age
23653 Ranterism . Railway World
23654 Rantingly . . Railway and Engineering Review
23655 Rantipole . . Scientific American
23656 Rahtism . . . Sibley Journal of Mechanical Engineering
23657 Rantock . . . Steam Engineering
23658 Rantoloso . . Street Railway Journal, American edition
23659 Rantsoe . . . Street Railway Journal, International edition
23660 Rantsoene .Street Railway Review
23661 Rantuaque .Textile Record
23662 Ranular . . . Textile World
23663 Ranularum .Tradesman
23664 Ranuncule . Tramway and Railway World (London)
23665 Ranunkel . .Western Electrician
23666 Rapaisant . .PERMANENT. (Continue, Fix, Last.)
23667 Rapamien . .PERMISSION. (Allow, Authorize, Liberty.)
23668 Rapapies . .Asks permission (to)
23669 Rapapolvo .Authorities will not permit
23670 Raparigas ..Authorities will permit
23671 Raparigon .Before we will permit
23672 Rapassier . .Can get permission (from) (to)
23673 Rapatelle . .Can you get permission (to)
23674 Rapatri ; . . Cannot give permission (to)
23675 Rapatrion . . Do not permit
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23676 Rapecake
23677 Rapelho .

23678 Rapendat
23679 Rapendosu
23680 Raperino
23681 Rapeseed
23682 Rapetasse
23683 Rapettes .

23684 Rapeux .

23685 Rapewine
23686 Rapfull .

23687 Raphael .

23688 Raphaelis
23689 Raphaim
23690 Raphanell
23691 Raphanie
23692 Raphanino
23693 Raphanor
23694 Raphanus
23695 Raphaonem
23696 Raphapode
23697 Raphicaud
23698 Rapidana .

23699 Rapidolit .

23700 Rapiduli . .

23701 Rapidulos .

23702 Rapidulum
23703 Rapiefant .

23704 Rapiegos .

23705 Rapiforme
23706 Rapillog . .

23707 Rapillons .

23708 Rapimmo .

23709 Rapinabas
23710 Rapinador
23711 Rapinante
23712 Rapineux .

23713 Rapingac .

23714 Rapinhar .

23715 Rapiquer .

23716 Rapissimo
23717 Rapistres .

23718 Rapitore . .

23719 Rapivate .

23720 Raploch . .

23721 Raponchi .

23722 Raponcos .

23723 Raponcule
23724 Raponibus
23725 Rapontico .

23726 Rapontis .

23727 Raposika .

23728 Raposinho
23729 Raposo . .

23730 Rappadan .

23731 Rappadura
23732 Rapparamo
23733 Rapparand
23734 Rapparass
23735 Rapparaul
23736 Rapparava
23737 Rapparo . .

23738 Rappattum
23739 Rappelado
23740 Rappelait .

23741 Rappelame
23742 Rappelica .

23743 Rappelige .

'i:\l\\ Kappelkop
Itappellav .

23746 Rappian . .

23747 Rapplanar
23748 Rappiccan
23749 Rappiccol .

i::.i>pitflia .

23751 Rappists . .

PERMISSION- Cont.
.Endeavor to get ( 's) permission (from) (to)
.Have not permission (to)
.Have permission (to)
.Have (you) ( ) permission (to)
.If conditions of business will permit
.If my (our) affairs will permit
.If permission can be obtained
.It was done with permission (of)
.Must have permission (of) (to)
.Our permission (to)
.Permission to
.Please permit
.Special permit not required
.Special permit required
. Will authorities permit
.Will give permission
.With (your) (

f

s) permission
.Without permission
.Your permission
.PERPENDICULAR.
. Perpendicularly
.PERPLEX. (Complications.)
.PERSEVERE. (Continue.)
.PERSIST. (Insist.) [ence, Proof.)
.PERSUADE. (Believe, Inducement, Influ-
. PHASES. (Transformer.)
Either two or three phases
From two to three phases
From three to two phases
Single phase
Three phase [phase high tension
Transforming from two-phase low tension to three-
Transforming from three-phase high tension to two-
Two phase [phase low tension
With two and three phases
With two or three phases
PHOTOGRAPHS. (Illustrated, Index.)
Are sending photograph (of)
Blue print from photograph No.
Blue prints for file

Bromide enlargement
Can (you) ( ) send photograph (of)
Cannot send photograph (of)
Complete set of photographs follow
General design shown by photograph (No. )

Have no photographs (of)
Have photographs of
Have photographs taken (of)
Have (you) ( ) had photographs taken of the plant
Have (you) ( ) photographs (of)
Large photographs
Negative number on photograph is

Photograph file

Photograph now on the way
Photograph of
.Photographed by
.Photographer
.Photographing
.Photographs from 6A inch by 8} inch plates
.Photographs from 8 inch by 10 inch plates
.Photographs from 11 inch by 14 inch plates
See photograph
.Send all photographs available on
.Send if you can a photograph (of) [plate No.
.Send mounted bromide enlarged photograph from
.Send mounted photograph(s) (of) (No. )

.Send photograph(s) of illustration(s) shown on
page(s) [plate No.

.Send unmounted bromide enlarged photograph from

.Send unmounted photograph(s) (of) (No. )

.Send us photographs of (machine) ( ) ordered for

.Small photographs

.fTolio print

.To be as shown by photograph; negative No.

.Velox print

. What is negative number of photograph

.Will have photograph taken and sent



RAR
23752 Rapportan .PHRASE. (Clause.) [Weight.)
23753 Rapportet .PIECE. (Case, Measurement, Package, Part,
23754 Rapposans .Give dimensions and weight of largest piece
23755 Rapprenan -Give length of longest piece
23756 Rappreso . -Heaviest piece weighs pounds
23757 Rappressa . Jn One piece
23758 Rapproche .jn (twO) ( ) pieces
23759 Rappuntav . largest piece is feet long, feet wide
23760 Rappunti . . Longest piece is feet
23761 Rapsabar . . No piece to exceed feet long (by)
23762 Rapsafog . . No piece to exceed tons
23763 Rapsamus . Pieces each of
23764 Rapsaret . -What is the weight of heaviest piece
23765 Rapsavero -PINION. (Gear.)
23766 Rapsen . . . .PIPING. (Connection, Fittings, Flanges,

Standard, Threads, Valves, Water.)
23767 Rapsfeld . . .Assorted nipples, extra heavy
23768 Rapsitaba . .Assorted nipples, standard
23769 Rapsitago . .Assortment of elbows and reducers
23770 Rapsitamu .Assortment of piping and fittings
23771 Rapsitare . . Bend 45 degrees wrought iron
23772 Rapsito . . -Bend 90 degrees wrought iron
23773 Rapsjahr . -Cast iron elbows
23774 Rapskuche -Close nipples for wrought iron pipe
23775 Rapsmark . -Connecting pipe and valves
23776 Rapsodia . -Copper gaskets
23777 Rapsodist . . Diameter of discharge pipe is inches
23778 Rapsodos . -Diameter of exhaust pipe is inches
23779 Rapsoel . . -Diameter of main steam pipe is inches
23780 Rapssa . . . .Diameter of the pipe is inches
23781 Rapssaate -Discharge pipe(s)
23782 Rapswasse -Distance of boiler from engine is feet
23783 Raptaberi . . Elbows, extra long bend
23784 Raptabim . .Elbows, 45 degree
23785 Raptador . . Elbows, long bend
23786 Raptando . . Elbows, screwed
23787 Raptandus -Elbows, short sweep
23788 Raptat . . . -Elbows, side outlet
23789 Raptatory . -Exhaust head
23790 Raptatur . .Exhaust pipe(s)
23791 Raptemur . .Feed pipe to be supplied
23792 Raptor . . . .Feed water pipe(s)
23793 Raptoras . .Furnish estimate for condenser piping
23794 Raptorem . .Furnish estimate for drip piping
23795 Raptorial . .Furnish estimate for exhaust piping
23796 Raptorios . .Furnish estimate for oil system (forced circulation
23797 Rapturam . .Furnish estimate for steam piping [or gravity)
23798 Rapturist . .Furnish with companion flanges
23799 Rapturize . .Furnished with bolts, nuts and gaskets complete
23800 Raptus . . . .Give diameter of pipe and head of water
23801 Rapuerim . .How much inch pipe will be required
23802 Rapuero . . -Injector to.be furnished [pounds pressure
23803 Rapuglio . -Internal diam. of pipe in., to work with
23804 Rapuimus . .Is all necessary piping included
23805 Rapuisset . .Is piping to be galvanized
23806 Rapuisti . . .Length of pipes feet, diam. inches
23807 Rapulatos . .Length of ( ) pipe is feet
23808 Rapulatum .Maximum head in feet
23809 Raputier . .Necessary piping will cost
23810 Raquel .... No feed pipe required
23811 Raqueras . . No piping required
23812 Raquetera .Not including feed pipe
23813 Raquetier . .Pipe arrangement
23814 Raquialga . .Pipe, brass in., iron pipe size
23815 Raquideos -Pipe, brass in. outside diam.; No. B. W. G.
23816 Raquitica . -Pipe, cast iron ( inches diam.)
23817 Raquitiso . .Pipe, cast iron bell and spigot
23818 Raquitnul . .Pipe, cast iron, flanged
23819 Raquitom . .Pipe cutting and threading machine
23820 Rarebit . . .Pipe, double extra strong lap-welded wrought iron
23821 Rarefac . . .Pipe, double extra strong steel
23822 Rarefacto . .Pipe, extra strong lap-welded wrought iron
23823 Rarefens . .Pipe, extra strong steel
23824 Rarefier . . . Pipe fittings to be flanged
23825 Rarefy . . . .Pipe fittings to be screwed
23826 Rarefying . .Pipe special light lap-welded
23827 Rarekiek . . Pipe spiral riveted (galvanized)
23828 Rarelanto . .Pipe spiral riveted, not galvanized
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23829 Rareness
23830 Raresagus
23831 Rarescent
23832 Raresco .

23833 Rarete . .

23834 Raridade
23835 Rarificav
23836 Rarifico .

23837 Rarifique
23838 Rariflamm
23839 Rarifloro .

23840 Rarifolie . .

23841 Rarigheid .

23842 Raripilet .

23843 Raripilos .

23844 Raripilum .

23845 Raripliss .

23846 Rarissim .

23847 Raritubas .

23848 Raritudo .

23849 Rarity .

23850 Rarosadad
23851 Rarosch . .

23852 Rasabais .

23853 Rasaminis

23854 Rasaminum
23855 Rasamola .

23856 Rasbora . .

23857 Rasborina .

23858 Rasbutos .

23859 Rascado . .

23860 Rascadupt
23861 Rascaldom
23862 Rascalism
23863 Rascals . .

23864 Rascamono
23865 Rascaramo
23866 Rascaren .

23867 Rasch . . .

23868 Rascheln .

23869 Raschheit .

23870 Raschiarl .

23871 Raschiass .

23872 Raschiero .

23873 Raschiett .

23874 Raschioll .

23875 Raschleb .

23876 Rascoa . . .

23877 Rasenbahn
23878 Rasencost .

23879 Rasengrun
23880 Rasenlage .

23881 Rasenmal .

23882 Rasenplan
23883 Rasenrain .

23884 Rasentam .

23885 Rasentand
23886 Rasentass
23887 Rasentato .

23888 Rasentava
23889 Rasentera
23890 Rasentish .

23891 Rasentorf .

23892 Rasenwon .

23893 Rasgo . . .

23894 RasgueabaMM Rask'U.-a.lM

Raagunaca
Rasgunado

MWORasgunflK
::;:<"l KasKu

PIPING Cant.

.Pipe standard lap-welded steel

.Pipe standard lap-welded wrought iron

.Pipes connected

.Pipes lap-welded

.Pipes to be carried overhead

.Pipes to be carried under the floor

.Pipes to be tested to pounds per sq. in.

.Pipes to be used for

.Piping and pipe connections

.Piping, fittings and pipe tools

.Piping is to be galvanized

.Please send rough sketch showing vertical eleva-
tion of pipe line with distances and elevations

.Rainbow gaskets

.Recessed flange(s)

. Reducing cross(es) for wrought iron pipe

.Reducing tee(s) for wrought iron pipe

.Screwed reducers

.Send full set of pipe tools [piping estimate

.Send plans and elevation of building for preparing

.Send sketch showing plan of piping and position of

boilers, engines, etc. [ceiver with
.Shall we include piping, separator and liquid re-

. Shoulder nipple(s) for wrought iron pipe

.Size of pipe line is in. diam.

.Sleeve and nipple couplings for lead not tapped

.Sleeve and nipple couplings for lead tapped for
service connections

Slip joints and sleeves for cement
.State length and diameter of pipes required
.Steam and exhaust pipe under floor

.Steam and exhaust pipes

.Steam pipe(s)

.Steam trap, high pressure

.Steam trap, low pressure

.Suction pipe(s)

.To be used for pump column

.To have one heavy drilling

.To have one light drilling

.Unions, brass extra heavy

.Unions, brass standard

.Use brass pipe

.We estimate piping per h.-p., condensing

.We estimate piping per h.-p. non-condensing

. What is diameter of exhaust pipe

.What is diameter of main steam pipe

.What is distance of boiler from engine

.What is size and length of suction pipe, and what
is the vertical suction

.What is the diameter of pipe

.What is the length of pipe [densing

.What is your estimate for piping per h.-p. con-

.What is your estimate for piping per h.-p. non-

.What will be the cost of piping [condensing
. What working pressure have the pipes to stand
With all necessary air and steam pipes

. With all necessary air, steam and water pipes
With all necessary steam and exhaust piping
With all necessary steam and exhaust piping prop-
erly covered

With all necessary water pipes, valves and fittings
With flush Joints
With inserted Joints
Without any piping whatever
Without bolts and gaskets
W< irking pressure or piping pounds
Wrought iron water piping
Y for cast iron pipe
Y for wrought Iron pipe
PITCH. (Gear.) ftion, Set, Space.)
.PLACE. (Fix, Here, Instead, Move, Poi-
. After placing
.All ready to place
.Any place convenient to (you)
.As soon as placed
.At (in) the same place
.Can be placed
.Can give the place to
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RAT
PLACE- Cont.

23902 Rasgunos . . Can take the place (of)
23903 Rashful . . . Do not place
23904 Rashlings . . Entirely out of place
23905 Rashness . .Has been placed (with)
23906 Rasilibus . .Has been placed in the hands of (an attorney)
23907 Rasilium . . Has placed
23908 Rasimusat .Has the matter been placed before
23909 Rasion . . . .Have no (one) (thing) to take the place (of)
23910 Raskaile . . . Have not placed
23911 Raskolnik . . Have placed to the credit of
23912 Rasorial . . .Have placed to your credit
23913 Rasoribus . .Have (you) ( ) placed the
23914 Raspatory . .If it will not pjace us in
23915 Raspelbro . . If it will not place (you) ( ) in
23916 Raspelspa . In the place of
23917 Rasphouse .In the place
23918 Raspinego .Is it placed
23919 Rasping . . .Might be placed
23920 Raspol . . . .Must not place
23921 Raspollav . .Not out of place
23922 Raspollo . .Not yet placed
23923 Rasppalon .Place in the hands of
23924 Rasppunch .Place is not suitable for
23925 Rasqueta . . Place to (my) ( ) credit
23926 Rasquette . .Place to your credit
23927 Rassaggia .Placed as shown (in)
23928 Rassaliss . . Placed back of
23929 Rassaltan .Placed front of
23930 Rassamala .Placed on the [sent
23931 Rassapora .Please give name of place where apparatus is to be
23932 Rassasian . Same place
23933 Rassicura . .Shall we place
23934 Rassodarl . .Takes place (on)
23935 Rassomman Telegraph as soon as place
23936 Rassommo .The place where
23937 Rassurant . . There is no such place
23938 Rastafan . .To be placed
23939 Rastej ... .To place
23940 Rastejar . .To take the place of
23941 Rastejosa . .Took place (on)
23942 Rastellit . . .Will be placed
23943 Rastiammo .Will be placed in the hands of (an attorney)
23944 Rastiarla . .Will be required to take the place (of)
23945 Rastiassi . .Will not take place (until)
23946 Rastiatur . .Will take place (before)
23947 Rastiavat . . You may place
23948 Rastolho . . .PLAIN. (Explicit.)
23949 Rastolyte . .PLAN. (Blue Print, Design, Drawings,

Engineering, Idea, Scheme, Sketch, Speci-
fications, Tracings, Type, Way.)

23950 Rastort . . .A bad plan
23951 Rastorten . .A good plan
23952 Rastragat . .According to plan
23953 Rastrallo . .Alter plans in conformity with
23954 Rastrarum .Approve of your plan(s)
23955 Rastreaba .Are preparing plans and specifications
23956 Rastreado . .As per original plan
23957 Rastrear . . .Best plan to pursue (is)
23958 Rastrojo . . .Can change the plans to suit
23959 Rastrop . . .Can you send us plans of
23960 Raststund . Changes to be made in plans, have written
23961 Rasttag . . .Complete plans showing all details
23962 Rasttagen . .Diagramatic sketch not sufficient, send plan and

elevation with dimensions
23963 Rasurabas .Do (you) ( ) know a better plan
23964 Rasuramos .Do(es) not think your plan the best one
23965 Rasurandu .Each party is to bid on his own plans
23966 Rasuraria . .Foundation plan(s) (of)
23967 Rasuraste .From the plan(s)
23968 Rasuros . . .Ground plan (of)
23969 Ratabilit . . .Have made no plans for
23970 Ratafia . . .Have plans made (of the)
23971 Ratakosta .Have received plans (but you have not shown)
23972 Ratancane .Have sent plans (of)
23973 Ratanhia . .It will be seen upon the plans sent
23974 Rataplan . .Mail plans and elevation showing arrangement and

size of all steam piping to engines, pumps and all

23975 Ratapoil . . .Make new plans for [apparatus
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23976 Ratatinit .

23977 Ratchel . .

23978 Ratchment
23979 Rateadora
23980 Rateament
23981 Ratelait . .

23982 Rateleurs .

23983 Ratelkous .

23984 Ratelmond
23985 Ratelons . .

23986 Ratelwach
23987 Ratenloos .

23988 Ratepayer .

23989 Ratetithe .

23990 Ratfish . . .

23991 Ratgoose .

23992 Rathare . .

23993 Rathbar . .

23994 Ratheled .

23995 Rathhaus .

23996 Rathole . .

23997 Rathpfleg .

23998 Rathripe . .

23999 Rathsam .

24000 Rathsamer
24001 Rathsbote .

24002 Rathschla .

24003 Rathsherr .

24004 Rathsmann
24005 Rathstago
24006 Rathswhal
24007 Rathumus
24008 Rathymes
24009 Ratifiait . .

24010 Ratifiers . .

24011 Ratigada .

24012 Ratigaras .

24013 Ratiguemo
24014 Ratiguen .

24015 Ratillon .

24016 Ratinhuta .

24017 Rational . .

24018 Rationary .

24019 Ratitorum
24020 Ratiuncul .

24021 Ratjes . .

24022 Ratline . . .

24023 Ratlings . .

24024 Ratmara . .

24025 Ratofchit .

24026 Ratoncule .

24027 Ratoonand
-24028 Ratooned .

24029 Ratooning
24030 Ratpit . . .

24031 Ratpoison .

24032 Ratramnus
24033 Ratsbane .

24034 Ratsnake .

24035 Rattaccan

24036 Rattachaf
24037 Rattaches .

24038 Rattachur
24039 Rattall . . .

24040 Rattanell .

24041 Rattanus .

24042 Rattarpan
24043 Rattaunto
21^11 Rattr-K'lia .

24045 Rattengra
24046 Rattenhol .

^ 24047 Rattenknl .

^^24048 Rattenmas
24049 RattPim. t .

24060 Ratt< mm*
24061 Ruttentod .

PLAN Cont.
.Make the specifications conform to the plans
.Necessary to change plans on account of
.New plan(s) will be sent
.Original plan(s)
.Plan proposed is impracticable
.Plan proposed is perfectly practicable
.Plans accepted by
.Plans and sections (of the)
.Plans and specifications
.Plans are approved
.Plans are not approved
.Plans are not detailed enough
.Plans do not conform to the specifications
.Plans do not show
.Plans for needed badly; when will you send them
.Plans have been changed
.Plans mailed
.Plans not yet completed
.Preliminary general plans
.Proposed plan
.Same plan(s) (as)
.Send detailed plans (of)
.Send immediately complete plans and
.Send plan (showing)
.Send plans of foundations
.Send rough plans
.The plan(s) (are)
.Think better plan is to
.To make plans (for) (of)
.Unless (you) ( ) have any better pla
.Urgently needing general plan
.(We) ( ) are satisfied with the plans
.We send another plan
.What are your plans
.What is the best plan to pursue
.What plan would you suggest (for) (to)
.When will you send plans
.Will furnish plans as soon as possible
.Will send plans (on)
.Working plans
.Would suggest as the proper plan
.You must pursue a different plan
.You will see by the plans (that) [cry.)
.PLANT. (Apparatus, Appliances, Machin-
. After plant has been in successful operation for
.Alternating current light and power plant [days
.Alternating current lighting plant
.Alternating current power plant
.Cannot accept plant (because) (until)
.Capacity of plant is

.Central station plant

.Complete plant (for)

.Complete steam plant

.Direct current light and power plant

.Direct current lighting plant

.Direct current power plant

.Electric mining plant [livered dock (New York)

.Estimate the cost of a complete steam plant de-

. Estimate the cost of complete plant

.Estimate the cost of the necessary steam plant set

up ready to run (including engine, boiler, heater.

pump, steam piping and foundations, but no build-
. Incandescent plant [ing or lot) to be
.Is the of an Edison Licensee plant
.It is an Edison Licensee plant
.It is not an Edison Licensee plant
. Lung distance transmission plant
.New plant will start
.<>!.! plant can be used
.Old plant cannot be used
.Plant consists of
.Plant has been accepted
.Plant is In condition
.I'lant is uliI fashion..! and nearly worn out
.Plant is (will l > l-xatrd rafles from
Plant requires considerable repairing
.Plant set up ready to run
.I'lant will be Increased (by)
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RAU
PLANT Cont.

24052 Rattenuta . .Present plant fills all the requirements
24053 Rattenval . .Street railway plant
24054 Rattenvok .Synchronous power plant
24055 Rattepoot . .Tne bid must be for complete plant
24056 Rattiepid . .This plant is partly Westinghouse
24057 Rattinet . . .This plant is solely Westinghouse
24058 Rattissim . .Until new plant arrives
24059 Rattlebox . .We accept plant as fulfilling contract
24060 Rattlecap . .What is the capacity of. the plant
24061 Rattled . . .What is the character of the plant
24062 Rattleran . .What will be the cost of the plant
24063 Rattlewot . .When will new plant arrive
24064 Rattoppan .Will accept plant as soon as
24065 Rattoptus . .Will accept plant if you will
24066 Rattornia . .Will the plant now in use (be sufficient)
24067 Rattrapan .PLEASE. (Favor, Obligation, Thanks.)
24068 Rattrapes . .PLEDGE. (Guarantee, Promise.)
24069 Rattrassi . .PLENTY. (Supplies.)
24070 Rattratto . .PLUGS. (Style.) [ tion.)
24071 Rattrista ..POINT. (Decimals, Indication, Informa-
24072 Rattulo ...POLICY. (Course, Discretion, Expiration,

Insurance, Invalidated, Premium, Under-
writers.)

24073 Ratumena .Always has been (our) ( *s) policy (to)
24074 Raturait . .As a matter of policy
24075 Raturasse . Best policy is (to)
24076 Raturons .Blanket (open) policy
24077 Raubadel .Cannot see the policy of doing it

24078 Raubanfal .Fire policy
24079 Raubbau .Floating policy
24080 Raubfisch .Have (you) ( ) an open policy of insurance
24081 Raubflieg . If (you) ( ) think it is policy (to)
24082 Raubfuss . It is policy to do it
24083 Raubgesel .It will be bad policy (to)
24084 Raubgrafe .It will be good policy (to)
24085 Raubgut . . .Marine policy
24086 Raubleben .Open policy of insurance (on)
24087 Raubmahl .Our policy should be (to)
24088 Raubmaus .Policy of insurance
24089 Raubmord .Renew insurance policy
24090 Raubnest . .Send insurance policy
24091 Raubpfahl .The policy to be adopted (is)
24092 Raubritt . . .What is the best policy
24093 Raubschif . .Would be a very judicious policy
24094 Raubstaat . .Would it be good policy to
24095 Raubsucht .Would not be good policy
24096 Raubvogel .Your policy
24097 Raubwolf . .POLYPHASE. (Generator, Phases.)
24098 Raucabar . .POPULATION. (City, Town, Village.)
24099 Raucabone .What is the population of

24100 Raucavist . .PORT. (Arrival, Departure, Destination,
24101 Rauchalta .At port of discharge [Steamer.)
24102 Rauchdict .At port of loading
24103 Rauchfahn .First port will be
24104 Rauchgarb .Port charges
24105 Rauchgelb .Telegraph name of port
24106 Rauchglut .The nearest port is

24107 Rauchgrau . There are several convenient ports
24108 Rauchkohl . What is the nearest port
24109 Rauchnest .PORTION. (Most, Part, Something.)
24110 Rauchquam POSITION. (Appointment, Financial,
24111 Rauchstab .A position in our office (at) [Open, Place.)
24112 Rauchtaba .Are in a position (to)
24113 Rauchton . .Are not in a position (to)
24114 Rauchtopa .Are (you) ( ) in a position (to)
24115 Rauchwolk .Do not know the exact position (of)
24116 Raucid ... .Do (you) ( ) know the exact position (of)
24117 Raucle . . . .Exact position (is) (of)
24118 Raucous ... If (you) ( ) are in a position (to)
24119 Raucously .Is position still open
24120 Raudales ..Keep position open
24121 Raudanite . .Leaves (him) them in an awkward position
24122 Raudiva . . .May be in a position (to)
24123 Rauduscul .Occupies position of
24124 Raufbold . .Position is (changed)
24125 Raufenta . .Present position is
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HAD
POSITION- Cont.

24126 Raufhande .Puts (us) ( ) in a very awkward position
24127 Rauflusti . .Telegraph position and standing of
24128 Raught . . .To strengthen (our) ( *s) position
24129 Raugrafin . . What is the official position of
24130 Raulim . . . .What is the present position (of)
24131 Raumanker. You must be in a position to
24132 Rauminhal .POSITIVE. (Certain, Confidence.)
24133 Raumite . . .POSSESSION. (Have, Hold.)
24134 Raumlaen .POSSIBLE. (Able, Can, Impossible, Prac-

ticable, Probable.)
24135 Raumnadel .All possible (care must be taken)
24136 Raumweite .And if possible
24137 Raunata . . .As little as possible
24138 Raupeget . .As (much) (many) as possible
24139 Raupennes .As soon as possible
24140 Raupenvol .Best possible
24141 Rauquant . .Cannot possibly
24142 Rauquenso .Do not think it possible
24143 Rauracos . .Do (you) ( ) think it possible
24144 Rausan . . .If possible
24145 Rausche . . .Is it possible (to complete)
24146 Rauschend .It is not possible (to complete)
24147 Rauschgol .May be possible (if) (that) (to)
24148 Rauschkor .Not being possible (to)
24149 Rausimus . .Possibility (of)
24150 Rausisset . .Possibly we can
24151 Rausisti . . .The only possibility
24152 Rausso . . . .There is a possibility of
24153 Rautengla .There is no possibility of
24154 Rauwacht . .Think it possible
24155 Rauwolfia . .When it is possible
24156 Ravage . . . Will be done if possible
24157 Ravaging . .Will be possible
24158 Ravaillac . . Will it be possible
24159 Ravalemen .Will not be possible
24160 Ravastell . .Worst possible
24161 Ravaton . . .(You) ( ) must if possible
24162 Ravekop ..POST. (Letter, Mail.)
24163 Ravelins . . .POSTED. (Advise.) [pede, Wait.)
24164 Ravelled . .POSTPONE. (Defer, Delay, Departure, Im-
24165 Ravelment .Better postpone (your visit)
24166 Ravenaard .Can it be postponed
24167 Ravenas . . .Can you postpone
24168 Ravenelle . .Cannot be postponed (any longer) (later than)
24169 Ravening . .Cannot postpone
24170 Ravenkost .Get him (them) to postpone
24171 Ravennati .Has been postponed (until) (on account of)
24172 Ravenous ..Indefinitely postponed
24173 Ravensara .Matter is postponed for the present
24174 Ravenston .Must postpone
24175 Raverusto . .Postpone departure (until)
24176 Raviebam . .Postponed until
24177 Raviebats . .Shall we postpone
24178 Ravigisos . .Try to postpone
24179 Ravigote . .Will not postpone
24180 Ravinala . .Will postpone (visit) (departure)
24181 Ravines . . .Will try to have it postponed (until)
24182 Ravingly . .Will (you) ( ) postpone
24183 Ravisable . .(You) ( ) must postpone
24184 Ravisseur . .POTENTIAL. (Pressure, Transmission.)
24185 Ravissons . .A current of amperes at volts
24186 Raviuoli . . .At what potential
24187 Ravlver . . .Average E. M. F.
24188 Ravotten . .Electromotive force is volts
24189 Ravulorum .Generator E. M. F.
24190 Ravulum . .Highest E. M. F.
24191 Ravvalora .High potential
24192 Ravvelena .How many volts
24193 Ravvlammo Line potential will be volts
24194 Rawiando .Lowest E. M. F.
24195 Rawlassi ..Low potential
24196 Ravviavam .Motor E. M. F.
24197 Rawlllta . .Primary E. M. F.
24198 Rawilupa .Secondary E. M. F.
24199 Rawinco . .The E. M. F. should be volts
24200 Ravvlsarl . .The potential la volts
24201 Rawisass . .The voltage of generator is volts
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Capacity, Haul,
Service, Torque,

[Tractive.)

REA
POTENTIAL Uont.

24202 Ravvisata . .These motors will be used to operate with volts
24203 Ravvisin . .To increase potential
24204 Ravvisolo . .To reduce potential
24205 Ravvolgi . .Transmission line E. M. F. (is)
24206 Ravvolgon .Volts high tension, volts low tension
24207 Ravvoltan .Volts primary, volts secondary
24208 Ravvolto . .What is the voltage of your generator
24209 Rawbone . .What is the voltage (required)
24210 Rawhead . .What line potential will be used
24211 Rawhides . .What potential do you desire for generator(s)
24212 Rayabamos .FOUNDS. (Money, Sterling, Tons, Weight.)
24213 Rayaban . .By the pound
24214 Rayamos . .Cents per hundred pounds
24215 Rayando . . .Foot pounds (per minute)
24216 Rayarasta .How many pounds
24217 Rayarian . .Hundred pounds
24218 Rayasteis . .Less per pound
24219 Rayatwari .Million pounds
24220 Rayflower .Pence per pound
24221 Raygras . . .Per pound
24222 Raymundo .Pounds at inch radius
24223 Raynaud . .Pounds of steam per h.p. per hour
24224 Rayolle . . .Pounds of steam pressure
24225 Rayomant .Pounds per
24226 Rayons . . .Pounds per cubic foot
24227 Rayoso . . . .Pounds per foot
24228 Rayuela . . .Pounds per mile
24229 Razorable . .Pounds per square foot
24230 Razorback .Pounds per square inch
24231 Razorclam .Pounds per thousand feet
24232 Razorfish . . Pounds weight
24233 Razorhone .Thousand pounds
24234 Reabsorbe .Total number of pounds
24235 Reacquite . .POWER. (Authority,

Horse-Power, Rating,
24236 Reactive . . .Are doing all in our power
24237 Readably . .Do all in your power (to)
24238 Readepts . .Effective ( ) power
24239 Readeth . . .Expect to obtain necessary ( ) power
24240 Readjoura .Forward by first mail power signed by
24241 Readmisso .Forward Continental powers signed by
24242 Readmita . .Have not the power (to)
24243 Readopted .Have the power
24244 Readorn . . .How much ( ) power can be obtained
24245 Readying . . How much ( ) power will be required
24246 Readymade .If in (our) ( 's) power
24247 Readypole .If it is in (your) ( *s) power
24248 Reaffirma . .If less power required
24249 Reagency . .If more power required
24250 Reaggrave .If no power required
24251 Reagissan . . If power required
24252 Reagonta . .If steam power used
24253 Reagreeda .If water power used
24254 Reagunt . . .Including power
24255 Realco . . . .Including steam power
24256 Realgar . . .Including water power
24257 Realisal . . .Is based upon using steam or water power
24258 Realismo . .Is it in (your) ( 's) power (to)
24259 Realismus .Is power ordered or needed
24260 Realisons . .Is water power available all the year
24261 Realissim . .It is in (your) ( 's) power (to)
24262 Realistic . . .It is not in (your) ( 's) power (to)
24263 Realistsa . .Just power enough to
24264 Realleget . .Leaving no excess power for
24265 Realmcar . .Maximum power (desired)
24266 Realmente .Minimum power
24267 Realmless . .Minimum power required to
24268 Realness . . .Nominal ( ) power
24269 Reamerbit . No power (needed)
24270 Reamkit . . .Not sufficient power to
24271 Reanimar . .On account of insufficient power
24272 Reannex . . .Power can be obtained (from)
24273 Reannexed . Power decided on (later)
24274 Reanoint . .Power enough
24275 Reanswera .Power factors are, at full load , f load , 4 load
24276 Reaperot . . Power factor at per cent.
24277 Reaphook . .Power house
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REA
POWER Cbn t.

24278 Reapparel .Power is available
24279 Reappear . .Power is necessary
24280 Reapplino . .Power not wanted for driving
24281 Reapplys . .Power of is

24282 Reappoint . .Power wanted for driving
24283 Reardorse . .Same power (as)
24284 Rearguard .Steam and water power
24285 Rearguem . .Steam or water power
24286 Rearguing .Steam power
24287 Rearmost . .Sufficient power (for) (to)
24288 Rearrange .To give same power
24289 Rearward . .Transmission of power
24290 Reascend . .Water power
24291 Reasoneda .What amount of power
24292 Reasonist . .What are the power factors at full, I and i loads
24293 Reassert . .What is the effective ( ) power (of)
24294 Reassigna .What is the nominal ( ) power (of)
24295 Reasuntan .What is the power of
242% Reasuntos .Will do all in his (their) power (to)
24297 Reatadas . .Will do all in my (our) power (to)
24298 Reatino . . .Will have power factor per cent, full load
24299 Reattacho . .Will have power factor per cent, f load
24300 Reattaina . .Will have power factor per cent, i load
24301 Reattempo .With or without power
24302 Reavow . . .With power
24303 Reavowed . .Without power

POWER FACTORS. (Field Currents.)



POWER FACTORS- Cant.

REG



REC
PRACTICE- Cant.

24416 Reception . .Present practice is to
24417 Receptrix . .Reduction to practice
24418 Receptual . .The usual practice (is)

24419 Recessed . .What is the usual practice
24420 Rechabita . .PRECAUTION. (Careful, Caution.)
24421 Rechaco . . .As a matter of precaution
24422 Rechamos . .Every precaution is being taken (to)
24423 Rechange . .For want of proper precaution
24424 Recharger .Had taken the precaution
24425 Rechased . .Have taken every precaution again..-
24426 Rechasing . .No precaution taken against
24427 Rechatas . .Precautionary
24428 Rechear . . .Requires great precaution
24429 Rechenhef .Special precaution to
24430 Rechensta .Take every precaution (against)
24431 Rechnung . .PRECEDENT. (Authority, Before, Prefer.)
24432 Rechoose . .Give precedence to
24433 Rechupete .Is it to take precedence of
24434 Rechutes . .It would establish a bad precedent
24435 Recitino . . .Must not be taken as a precedent
24436 Reckhold . .Must not take precedence of
24437 Recklessa . .Must take precedence of
24438 Reckosla . .There is no precedent for
24439 Reclamant .To avoid establishing a precedent
24440 Reclames . .Will take precedence of
24441 Reclango . .PRECISE. (Correct, Definite.)
24442 Reclinado . .PRECLUDE. (Prevent, Stop.)
24443 Reclinar . . .PREDOMINATE. (Control.) [dent.)
24444 Reclivate . .PREFER. (Desirable, Favor, Option, Prece-
24445 Recludo . . .Are not preferred
24446 Recludunt . .Are preferred
24447 Recluse . . .Are they preferred
24448 Reclusely . .As (he) ( ) prefers
24449 Reclusont . .But prefer not if possible
24450 Recluta . . .By preference
24451 Recluyan . .Considered preferable (to)
24452 Recoction . .Decidedly preferable (to)
24453 Recognist . .Do not prefer (to">
24454 Recogonu . .Do (you) ( ) prefer (to)
24455 Recoil . . . .Express a preference for
24456 Recoiled . . .Giving him (them) the preference
24457 Recoiling . .Giving (you) ( ) the preference
24458 Recoilmen .Have no preference
24459 Recoinage . .Have (you) ( ) any preference
24460 Recolabar . .He (they) would not prefer it

24461 Recolfat . . .He (they) would prefer it

24462 Recoltant . .How do (you) ( ) prefer (to)
24463 Recomer . . .If he (they) prefer
24464 Recomfort .If preferable
24465 Recommit . .If (you) ( ) do not prefer
24466 Recompact .If (you) ( ) prefer
24467 Recompile .In preference (to)
24468 Recomplet .Is (are) preferable to
24469 Recompor . .Is there any preference
24470 Recompose .Prefer(s) to
24471 Recompto . .Preference (is) (for)
24472 Recondite . .Preferential
473 Reconduco .Shall a preference be given to

24474 Reconfirm .Should give the preference to
Reconjoin . .Think no preference will be given

24476 Reconjure . .Think preference will be given
24477 Reconning .When do (you) ( ) prefer
24478 Reconquer .Which (what) do you prefer
24479 Reconslfa . .Whichever is preferred
4480 Reconsole . .Will Rive it preference over all other work

24481 Recontinu .wuW be preferable
24482 Reconvert .Would it not be preferable
24483 Reconvove .Wrould not be preferable
24484 Recordar . .Would prefer not to
24485 Recorte . . .Would prefer (to) (thnt)
24486 Recorvada .Would you prefer (to)
24487 Recorvan . .You will have IM> ]>r-fVivn<^ [jury.)
24488 Recoup:. .' .PREJUDICE. (Damage, Disadvantage, In-

PRELIMINARY. (Prepare, Steps.)
J4490 Recouvert ..All pn-liminarifs are completed (for)
24491 Recoverln . .As ;i pn-iiminarv
24492 Recoveror ..As a preliminary (to)
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RED
PRELIMINARY- Cont.

24493 Recran . . . .As soon as the preliminary work is completed
24494 Recreancy .Please take preliminary steps (to)
24495 Recreated . .Preliminaries
24496 Recreatin . .Preliminary contract has been agreed to
24497 Recrepem . .Preliminary steps have been taken (to)

24498 Recrossin ..PREMATURE. (Early.)
24499 Recrotter . .Is altogether premature
24500 Recrucan . .Such action would be premature
24501 Recrucify . .Would it be premature to
24502 Recruit . . .Would not be premature
24503 Recrutar ..PREMIUM. (Insurance, Policy, Rates.)
24504 Recrutons . .A heavy premium
24505 Rectalgia . .A premium (of) (on)
24506 Rectanbro . .Extra premium (to be paid by)
24507 Rectangul .The premium is [liminary, Ready.)
24508 Rectigrad ..PREPARE. (Adapted, Emergency, Pre-
24509 Rectiner . . .All prepared (for) (to)
24510 Rectitis . . .Be prepared (to) (for)
24511 Recto Better prepare
24512 Rectobuns .Can (you) ( ) prepare
24513 Rectotomy .Cannot prepare
24514 Rectrix . . .Could not be prepared in time
24515 Recubant . . Fully prepared to
24516 Recudis . . .Has (have) been prepared
24517 Recuentos .Has (have) not been prepared
24518 Recuestan .Have had no time to prepare
24519 Recuitsar . . Have prepared
24520 Reculaban .Have (you) ( ) prepared (for)
24521 Reculames .How soon can (you) ( ) prepare
24522 Reculons . . .If it can be prepared
24523 Recumar . .If it cannot be prepared
24524 Recumbing . In course of preparation
24525 Recurage . . Is preparation for
24526 Recurence . .Make all necessary preparation (to) (for)
24527 Recurrent . .Make no preparation (for)
24528 Recursard .Must have more time for preparation
24529 Recursos . . Nothing has been prepared (for)
24530 Recurve . . . Not prepared (to) (for)
24531 Recurvity . .Preparations are being made to
24532 Recusable . . Prepare as quickly as possible
24533 Recusancy .Prepare preliminary plans (for)
24534 Recusativ . .Prepare the following (for)
24535 Recuser . . .Requires careful preparation
24536 Recussion . .What has been prepared
24537 Recussus . . What preparation has been made
24538 Redactado .What preparation should be made
24539 Redaction . .Will prepare
24540 Redactor . .Will (you) ( ) prepare
24541 Redambulo .PREPAY. (Advance.)
24542 Redamento .Answer cannot be prepaid
24543 Redamnes . .Can they prepay
24544 Redargue . . Cannot be prepaid
24545 Redarmas . .Charges prepaid
24546 Redarmato . Did they prepay
24547 Redback . . .Did you prepay
24548 Redbeaked . Do not prepay
24549 Redbelly . . .Express charges prepaid
24550 Redbelted . .Freight charges prepaid
24551 Redbilda . . .Freight must be prepaid
24552 Redbreast . .Has the (freight) been prepaid
24553 Redbuck . . .If it can be prepaid
24554 Redbug . . . If it cannot be prepaid
24555 Redcapped .If it must be prepaid
?4556 Redcoat . . .If not prepaid
24557 Redcod ... .If prepaid
24558 Redcross . .Instruct to prepay
24559 Redcusk . . . Must be prepaid
24560 Reddace . . .Must prepay
24561 Reddebam . Need not prepay
24662 Reddendos . Not to prepay
24563 Reddendum .Prepay and charge to (us)
24564 Reddening .Prepay express charges
24565 Redditive . Prepay freight charges
24566 Reddock . .Prepay telegram (s)
24567 Reddrum . Reply is prepaid
24568 Reddunt . .Shall we prepay
24569 Redebute .Was it prepaid
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24570 Redecraft .

24571 Rededge . .

24672 Rededicat .

24573 Redeem . .

24574 Redeemles
24575 Redelust . .

24576 Redemand
24577 Redemisin
24578 Redemptas
24579 Redemptor
24580 Redensart .

245bl Redentora .

24582 Redeprunk
24583 Redesire . .

24584 Redestrom
24585 Redesturm
24586 Redeton . .

24587 Redetwist .

24588 Redevance
24589 Redfaced .

24590 Redfender .

24591 Redttn . . .

24592 Redgound .

24593 Redgullet .

24594 Redgum . .

24595 Redhand .

24596 Redicho . .

24597 Redimamos
24598 Redimiate
24599 Rediminis .

24600 Redingote .

24601 Redisburs .

24602 Rediscove .

24603 Redissem .

24604 Redissole .

24605 Reditacan .

24606 Redituro . .

24607 Redivise . .

24608 Redivivo .

24609 Redknees .

24610 Redlac . . .

24611 Redlegged
24612 Redlegs . .

24613 Redlitten .

24614 Redlouse .

24615 Redman . .

24616 Redmetal .

24617 Redmouth
24618 Redner . . .

24619 Rednosed .

24620 Redoak . .

24621 Redoblado
24622 Redolebit .

24623 Redompter
24624 Redonamus
24625 Redonavit .

24626 Redondo . .

24627 Redonibus
24628 Redonnais
24629 Redonnant
24630 Redonnons
24631 Redores . .

24632 Redornabo
24633 Redossed
24634 Redoutale
24635 Redowa .

24637 Redrafted
24638 Redramos
24639 Redraron
24640 Redresslv
24641 Redriven
24642 Redroan .

24643 Redrobln
24644 Redroot .

24645 Redruna .

PREPAY-Cbn*.
. Was not prepaid
.Was prepaid
.We have already prepaid freight to the amount of
. Will not prepay
Will prepay [Time.)
'.PRESENT. (Introduction, Place, Shown,
.At present (time)
.Cease for the present
.Do not present
.For the present
.Has (have) been presented
.Has (have) not been presented
.Not at present
.On presentation
.Present it again (for)
.Present(s) a good opportunity (to)
.Presented (by) (for)
.Should be presented (at once)
.That may present itself

.To be present

.Up to the present

.Was it presented

.When presented

.Will be present

.Will not be present

.You must be present

.PRESERVE. (Hold, Keep, Protect.)

.PRESS. (Force, Newspaper, Urge.)

. PRESSURE. (Compressors, Potential,

.Above the working pressure [Steam.)

.Against a maximum pressure of Ibs. per square

.Air pressure [inch

.At a pressure (potential) of volts

.At a pressure of Ibs. per square inch

.Back pressure

.Boiler pressure

.Can (you) ( ) bring pressure to bear upon

.High pressure

.Hydraulic pressure

.If pressure (is)

.Increasing boiler pressure (to Ibs.)

.Low pressure

.Reducing boiler pressure (to Ibs.)

.Required pressure of air per square inch Ibs.

.Requires heavier pressure

.Safe working pressure

.Steam pressure [pressure

.To deliver cubic feet of air per minute at Ibs.

.To work against a steam pressure of Ibs.

.Water pressure

.What is the (steam) ( ) pressure

.What pressure will be used

.Working pressure (is) (to be) pounds
'PRESUME. (Believe, Conclusion, Think.)
'.PRETEND. (Claims, Excuse.)
PREVAIL. (Inducement.)
[PREVENT. (Anticipate, Avoid, Interrup-
. Being prevented (by) (from) [tion, Save, Stop.)
.Can it be prevented
.Can prevent
.Can (you) ( ) prevent
.Cannot prevent
.Do all you can to prevent
.Do nothing to prevent
.Do (you) ( ) know of anything to prevent
.Has (have) not prevented
.Has (have) prevented
.Have nothing to prevent
.How can it be prevented
.If anything occurs to prevent
.If impossible to prevent
.If nothing prevents
.If possible to prevent
.Is likely to prevent
.Is there anything to prevent
.It can be prevented by
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RED

24646 Redseared
24647 Redshank
24648 Redshort
24649 Redsides
24650 Redskin
24651 Redspider
24652 Redstaff
24653 Redstart
24654 Redster
24655 Redstreak
24656 Redtails .

24657 Redtaped
24658 Redtapism
24659 Redthrush
24660 Redtop . .

24661 Redubber
24662 Reductavi

PREVENT- Cim*.
.It cannot be prevented by
.Know of nothing at present to prevent
.May prevent
.Must not prevent
.Ought to prevent
.Prevent from
.Prevent if possible
.To prevent (others from)
.Try hard to prevent
.What prevents
.Which will not prevent
.Will be prevented. (from)
.Will endeavor to prevent
.Will not prevent
.Will prevent
.(You) ( ) must prevent him (from)
.PREVIOUS. (Before.)
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REL
24SSO Rehoboth ..PRICE. (Advance, Bid, Buy, Commission,

Cost, Delivery, Estimate, Improvement,
Increase, Offer, Quotation, Sell, Valua-

Rehogast . .A very low price (for) ftion.)
24882 Rehogue . . .About the same price (as last) (as)
24883 Reich Accept price
24884 Reichspot . .Add to the price (for)S ge ic s ''a t .Advance regular prices on apparatus
24886 Reichstag . .All prices

?!SSJ Se ifrocfc - A11 Prices f. o. b. cars factory
24888 Reigned . . .All prices net to <you)
24889 Reigning . . .Alteration in price(s)
24890 Reimbarka .Approximate price(s)
24891 Reimbody . .Are quoting lower prices
24892 Reimfall . . .Ask for price of
24893 Reimoso . . .At a price not (over)
24894 Reimporte .At any price
24895 Reimposan .At contract price -
24896 Reimposet .At former price
24897 Reimpress .At highest price
24898 Reimprint .At (his) (their) ( 's) prices
24899 Reimpruso .At lowest prices
24900 Reimputer .At price of
24901 Reinado . . .At price offered
24902 Reincense . .At price quoted in our letter (of)
24903 Reincitat . .At price quoted in our telegram (of)
24904 Reincitin . .At same price (can you)
24905 Reinducto . .At what price and how soon can you ship
24906 Reindugas .At what price can you duplicate
24907 Reinestan . .At what price will you
24908 Reinformo .At your price(s)
24909 Reinfunas .Below our price
24910 Reinfunde . Below your price
24911 Reinfuset . .Best cash price
24912 Reinless . . .Best price obtainable
24913 Reinol . . . .Best price(s) on subject to discount
24914 Reinquire . .Best price(s) we can now get
24915 Reinserta . .Better price(s) for
24916 Reinsurat . .Calculate that this price
24917 Reinsurin . .Can duplicate at same price(s)
24918 Reinundat .Can reduce price (if)
24919 Reinvolve . .Can supply at following price(s)
24920 Reinwald . .Can we meet price of (on)
24921 Reisfeld . . .Can you make any reduction from price already

quoted, please telegraph [tions
24922 Reislauf . . .Can you reduce price; are receiving lower quota-
24923 Reisplan . . .Cancel price quoted you (on)
24924 Reissimo . .Cannot accept price offered [quoted
24925 Reissuet . . .Cannot make any reduction from price already
24926 Reissuing . .Cannot quote price(s) (on) (until)
24927 Reitbahn . .Cannot reduce price (unless)
24928 Reitpost . . .Cannot touch it at the price
24929 Reitrock . . .Close at best price obtainable
24930 Reitross . . .Competitors quote this price
24931 Reitstall . . .Consider price too high
24932 Reitstock . .Consider price too low
24933 Rejalgar . . .Contract price (is) (for)
24934 Rejectio . . .Contract price to include delivery (at)
24935 Rejectmen .Contract price to include erection
24936 Rejiculat . .Cost price
24937 Rejiculus . .Cut down the price
24938 Rejillas . . .Do not quote any price(s) (to)
24939 Rejitaba . . .Do(es) the price(s) include
24940 Rejitogel . .Endeavor to ascertain price
24941 Rejoicing . .Enquire of us through New York for prices of
24942 Rejoinder . . Following prices
24943 Rejolting . .For price(s) on
24944 Rejonear . .Give us your best price
24945 Rejourned . .Gross price(s) (less discount)
24946 Rejudge . . .Has there been any change in price (of)
24947 Rejuvenat . .Have mailed prices (to)
24948 Rekindans .Have not quoted any prices ("on) (to)
24949 Rekindlin . .Have prices
24950 Relabover . .Have prices (of ) advanced
24951 Relamber . .Have prices (of ) declined
24952 Relampo . . .Have quoted best prices
24953 Relancait . .Have quoted following prices (on) (to)
24954 Relance . . . Have reduced prices (to)
24955 Relancons . .Have telegraphed asking price (of)
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REL

24956 Relandeda
24957 Relandino
24958 Relapsale
24959 Relapsing
24960 Relatador
24961 Relatando
24962 Relatrix .

24963 Relatter .

24964 Relavabo
24965 Relavais .

24966 Relaver .

24967 Relaxable
24968 Relaxado
24969 Relaxes .

24970 Relayant
24971 Relbun . .

24972 Releasale
24973 Releasor .

24974 Relebas .

24975 Relebit . .

24976 Relecture
24977 Relegabas
24978 Relegadam
24979 Relegando
24980 Relegare .

24981 Relegatio
24982 Relegavit
249S3 Rflopro . .

24984 Relejan .

24985 Relejasta
24986 Relentar .

24987 Relentles
24988 Relessor .

24989 Relevabor
24990 Relevages
24991 Relevante
24992 Relevemen
24993 Relevons .

24994 Relevort .

24995 Reliancet
24996 Reliant . .

24997 Relichant
24998 Relicts . .

24999 Relied . .

25000 Reliefbil .

25001 Relievale

25002 Relievont
25003 Religar . .

25004 Relights .

25005 Relimer .

25006 Relindas .

25007 Rellnga .

25008 Relingada
25009 Relinquen
25010 Relipofan
25011 Reliquary
25012 Reliquist
25013 Relishant
25014 Relishest
25015 Relishing
25016 Relisons .

25017 Relisten .

25018 Relture . .

25019 Relives . .

25020 Reliving .

25021 Rellanes .

25022 Rellegran
25023 Rellenfat
26024 Reloader .

25025 Relocate .

2.-."L'; k-!.-ilir- .

25027 Relodging
2.Vex !{-]<,<|ii;i .

25029 Relumes .

25030 Relumino
25031 Hclutto . .

25032 Relvar . .

tCE Cant.
Eave telegraphed prices (to)

.Have written asking price (of)

.Have you fixed prices yet

.Highest price offered (is)

.Holding off for lower prices

.How much lower must price be to secure order

.If at same price

.If can make the price

.If can make the price to include

.If he (they) object to price
[

If our price is beaten, telegraph us
.If price does not exceed
If so at what price
'If the price is (the same)
[If you can reduce price (to)
'In consequence of prices
'Included in price
'Increase the prjce [discount
'Is price quoted net, or is it list subject to usual
Is price satisfactory
'Is the lowest price we can accept
'Is the price asked
'Is there any change in price (of)
'Is this your best price
'List prices (less discount)
'Lower price is necessary to secure order
'

Lowest price at which we can sell ( ) is
'Lowest price including to you (is)
'Maintain regular price(s) (for)
'Make price as low as possible
'Make the price
'Must have prices immediately
'Name prices at which
'Net cash price
'Net price(s)
'Net price to you
'No change in price(s) (since)
'Not at any price
'Not at price offered
'Objected to price; had to make it

'Off list price
'Opponents quote this price
'Ought to obtain better price(s) (for)
'Our lowest price (is)
'Our price and weight are
'Our price is net cash to you delivered alongside
steamer or vessel, you must fix the selling price

Our price is per cent, higher than
'Our price should not be less than (for)

[Our price should not exceed (for)
Present prices are as follows
[Price and weight of each New York delivery Is

[Price form No.
.Prices are c. i. f.

Prices are c. i. f. via New York
Prices are c. i. f. via San Francisco
,Price(s) at factory
,Price(s) at which
'Price(s) can be reduced
,Price(s) delivered
[Price(s) depend upon
Price(s) do(es) not include
.Price(s) do(es) not include any charges (for)
.Price(s) includes
.Price(s) includes all charges
.Price(s) includes delivery (at)

.Price(s) includes discount

.Price includes our profit, add your own

.Price includes our profit, and for you [erection

.Price(s) includes service of engineer to superintend

.Price(s) Is based on

.Price is net cost to us, add our and your own profit
, Price(s) is satisfactory
.Prlce(s) is strictly net
,Price(s) is subject to discount
.Price(s) is too high; can you reduce It

.Price(s) is too low

.Prlce(s) is very low
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25033 Remadate .

25034 Remador .

25035 Remancho
25036 Remander .

25037 Remanecy
25038 Remanent .

25039 Remaniage
25040 Remanso .

25041 Remarcar .

25042 Remarque .

25043 Remarry .

25044 Remasted .

25045 Remasting
25046 Rematado .

25047 Remate . .

25048 Remblaver
25049 Rembrandt

25050 Remeaning
25051 Remeasure
25052 Remeavit .

25053 Remedada .

25054 Remediles .

25055 Remedying
25056 Remelado .

25057 Remelant .

25058 Remeligo .

25059 Remelosa .

25060 Rememorat
25061 Remenace
25062 Remenato .

25063 Remensos .

25064 Remensum
25065 Remergo . .

25066 Remeson . .

25067 Remesura .

25068 Remettant
25069 Remettida
25070 Remettons
25071 Remigable

25072 Remiges . .

25073 Remigrate
25074 Remilgar
25075 Reminded
25076 Remindful
25077 Remisage
25078 Remissful
25079 Remissly
25080 Remisso .

25081 Remitter
25082 Remivel .

25083 Remmius
25084 Remoboth
25085 Remodar
25086 Remodelle
25087 Remodify
25088 Remojado
25089 Remojais
25090 Remojarst

25091 Remondage
25092 Remonta . .

25093 Remontada
25094 Remontoir
25095 Remoque .

25096 Remorada
25097 Remoratos
25098 Remordase
25099 Remorder .

25100 Remorsons
25101 Remotelst ,

25102 Remotenes
25103 Remouldin
25104 Removable
25105 Remover .

25106 Removinta

REM

rice(s) must be
.Price(s) must include [be ordered
.Price named is based on understanding that- will
.Price(s) per pound
.Price(s) per hundred weight of 112 Ibs.

.Price(s) per ton

.Price(s) per ton of 40 cubic feet

.Price(s) per 100 kilos

.Price(s) quoted

.Price(s) quoted does not include assembling of steel
laminations or windings, which must be done at

.Price(s) quoted is absolute cost [destination

.Price(s) quoted is exclusive of

.Price(s) quoted is incorrect; should be

. Price(s) quoted is lowest can offer

.Price(s) quoted is net to you

. Price(s) quoted is subject to usual discount

.Price quoted is too high to get contract, authorize
figure below which we pass order

.Price(s) subject to change without notice

. Price (s) to include (all charges)

.Price(s) to include our commission (
- per cent.)

.Price(s) will be- and date of delivery

.Price(s) will be same as before

.Price(s) will hold good until

.Quote alternative prices- or

.Quote lowest possible price

.Quote price and shipment on

.Quote price including delivery at- dock

.Quote regular prices

.Reduce price(s) of

.Reduce regular prices on -- apparatus

.Reducing prices

.Request price and delivery on

.Same price as last

.Send by mail, price, weight, and date of delivery (of)

.Send price(s) (on) (of)

.Shall we meet price

. State our price is too high (by)

.State price and time of delivery

.Telegraph immediately lowest price, shortest time
of delivery, weight, and general data regarding

.Telegraph price c. 1. f. (Adelaide)

.Telegraph price c. i. f. Melbourne

.Telegraph price c. 1. f. Sydney

.These prices are all for

.Think (this) (
-

) will be a fair price
.This is a special price to meet competition
.This is the best price
.This price can probably be reduced
.This was the price agreed upon
.To meet unusual competition, name special price
.To what price(s) can we go
.Unless price can be reduced
.Very fair prices
.Want price on
.What is the list price on
.What is your lowest cash price (for)
.What is your price delivered
.What price did (you) (

-
) quote

.What price shall we quote on the following appar-
atus to be installed in

.What was price agreed upon

.What will price be

.What will price be if- omitted

.What will price be if with [letter (of)

.Will accept price and terms named in (your) (
-

's)

.Will accept price and terms named in (your) (
-'s)

.Will accept price (if) [telegram (of)

.Will add to the price

.Will any deduction be made in the price of

.Will make special price (for) (of)

.Will reduce price

.Will telegraph price(s)

.Will wait until prices are lower

.Will (you) (
-

) accept price
.Will (you) (

-
) accept same price

.With American prices
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PRICE Cont.

25107 Remphan . .Without American prices
25108 Remplacan . Writing with reduced prices
25109 Remplage . .You make prices
25110 Rempujo . .You may cut our price (to)
25111 Remuable . . You may meet price
25112 Remuais . . .You may reduce price if necessary to secure order
25113 Remufant . . Your price too high
25114 Remullian . .PRICE FORM. (Discount.)
25115 Remuons . .Are getting out a new price form
25116 Remurmur .Discount of will be allowed from price form
25117 Remuscons .Full set of price forms
25118 Remusgas . .New price form will be out about
25119 Remutatio .No discount from price form can be allowed
25120 Renager . . .Not included in price form
25121 Renaldry . .Price form (dated ) (No. )

25122 Renalibus . .Price form No. is obsolete (is superseded by No.)
25123 Renalium . .See new price form (page)
25124 Renard . . . .See old price form (page)
25125 Renascent .See price form No.
25126 Renatabas .Send price form (to)
25127 Renatavit . .Use price form No.
25128 Renboden . .What discount will be made from price form
25129 Renchaine .What is the number of the price form you are using
25130 Rencor . . . .When will new price form be out
25131 Rencorser . . Will send price form
25132 Rendeflo . . .PRINCIPAL. (Board, Firm.)
25133 Rendons . . .PRINTING. (Publications.)
25134 Rendrock . .Anderson Co., E. F., Ltd.
25135 Renduisan .As soon as printed
25136 Reneague . . Before printing
25137 Reneant . . .Bartlett & Company
25138 Renebo . . . .Charles Whittingham & Company
25139 Renegat . . .Chasmar-Winchell Press
25140 Renemus . .Date for printing
25141 Renendos . .DO not reprint British edition circular No.
25142 Renendum .Estimate cost of copies complete
25143 Renerving . .Give the printing to
25144 Renette . . .Have you received instructions to print
25145 Renewabon .How many copies of shall we print
25146 Renfaita . .Matthews-Northrup Company
25147 Renfiler . .Nicholson, W. T.
25148 Renfort . .Now printing
25149 Rengainer . .Our printers
25150 Renglon . .Print copies of
25151 Rengos . . .Print for
25152 Reniculum .Printed by
25153 Renidebas . .Printed matter
25154 Reniform . .Printer promises proof
25155 Renilla . . . .Printer promises delivery of publication
25156 Renitemus .Printer's estimate
25157 Renitent . . .Printing delayed by [issue of
25158 Reniveler . .Reprint as special publication article by in
25159 Renktest . .Reprint British edition circular No.
25160 Renneted . .Reprint catalogue No.
25161 Renneting .Reprint revised edition of circular No.
25162 Rennfuss . .Shall we let do the printing
25163 Renodabo . .The printers
25164 Renodavit . .The Tillotson Press
25165 Renome . . .Use binding similar to
25166 Renommist .What binding shall we use (for) [plete
25167 Renonis . . .What do you estimate the cost of copies com-
25168 Renontons .When shall you go to press with
25169 Renounce . .Who did the printing
25170 Renovo . . . .PRIVATE. (Confidence.)
25171 Renown . . .Are we to consider it pri\atr
25172 Renowned . .Consider this as private
25173 Renownful .Contents of letter mailed to-day strictly private
25174 Renowning .From a private and reliable source
25175 Renownles .Have private information to the effect that
25176 Renque . . . .Letter mailed to your private address
25177 Renqueas . .Need not consider this as private
IT.ITS Rental!.T . .Nothing private about it

25179 Rentaran . .Private address
25180 Rentillas . .Private information
26181 Rentistas . .Should this be kept private
25182 Rentosado .Tell in privat.-
25183 Rentosos . .The matter has been kept private
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REP
PRIVATE- Oont.

25184 Rentrage . .The order has been kept private [and)
25185 Rentrait . . .There is some private understanding (between
25186 Renubes . . .This is for your private information only
25187 Renubetis . .Will keep strictly private
25188 Renuli . . . .PROBABLE. (Believe, Possible, Prospects.)
25189 Renuntio . .And probably
25190 Renutabis . .Can probably
25191 Renutabot .Consider it highly probable that will
25192 Renvalsar . .Could probably arrange for
25193 Renvalson .Could probably induce him (them) to
25194 Renvers . . .Do you think it probable
25195 Renversan .Do(es) not consider it probable (that)
25196 Reocculis . .If improbable
25197 Reoctavo . .If it were probable
25198 Reopening . Is it probable (that)
25199 Reopinier . .Probabilities are
25200 Reoppose . .There is a probability of
25201 Reordaste . .There is no probability of
25202 Reordonne .Will probably (be able to) [Steps.)
25203 Repactus . .PROCEED. (Continue, Go, Progress, Start,
25204 Repagara . .Are (you) ( ) ready to proceed (with)
25205 Repainted . .Can proceed (to) (with)
25206 Repairest . .Cannot proceed without
25207 Repalper . .Do not proceed (to)
25208 Repandida .How are (we) ( ) to proceed
25209 Repandous .How far have (you) ( ) proceeded with
25210 Repandu . . .Instruct him to proceed at once to (Pittsburg)
25211 Repangor . .It is important to proceed
25212 Repapilo . . .May (we) ( ) proceed (with)
25213 Reparante . .Must proceed immediately
25214 Repartee . . Not to proceed until further orders
25215 Repasanta .Proceed according to instructions
25216 Repassado . Ready to proceed (with) (to)
25217 Repassant . .Then proceed to
25218 Repassion ..To proceed (to) (with)
25219 Repastino . .Will not be ready to proceed (on account of)
25220 Repasture .Will proceed as instructed
25221 Repaumer . .Will proceed as soon as
25222 Repausas . .Will proceed at once (to)

25223 Repellent . .PROCEEDINGS. (Action, Legal.)
25224 Repelonca . .Avoid legal proceedings
25225 Repeloso . . .Continue proceedings
25226 Repenelle . .Dismiss proceedings [(from)
25227 Repensada .Do not commence proceedings until you hear further
25228 Repenser . .In consequence of legal proceedings
25229 Repenting . . Legal proceedings
25230 Repenton . .Legal proceedings have been commenced (against)
25231 Reperage . .Shall we commence proceedings
25232 Reperder . .Will commence proceedings
25233 Repertory . . Withdraw proceedings
25234 Repileto . . .PROCURE. (Buy, Get, Obtain, Purchase.)
25235 Reoingam PRODUCE. (Cause, Make.)
25236 Repinlis . . .PRODUCER GAS ENGINES. (Page 489.)
25237 Repingly . . .PROFIT. (Advantage, Benefit, Commission,
25238 Repintado .Actual profit [Gain, Loss, Margin, Net.)
25239 Repintes . . .Add for profit
25240 Repisar . . .Add for your profit
25241 Repitogon . .Allow liberal margin for profit
25242 Replacint . .At a large profit
25243 Replait ... .At a profit (of)
25244 Replaited . .At a small profit
25245 Replantsa . .Expect a large profit
25246 Replead . . . Expect a small profit
25247 Repleader . .Gross profit
25248 Repleadin . .If at a profit
25249 Replebis . . .If with no profit
25250 Repledge . . .In calculating profit have allowed for
25251 Replendos . .In calculating profit have not allowed for
25252 Replenish . .In calculating profit have you allowed for
25253 Repleted . . . Including profit
25254 Replevina . .Last year's profit ^as
25255 Repleviso . .Leaves a large profit
25256 Repliable . .Leaves a reasonable profit
25257 Replica . . . .Leaves a small profit
25258 Replisson . .Leaves no profit whatever
25259 Replunge . .Net profit (will be)
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PROFIT Cont.

25260 Repoison . . .Not sufficient profit to justify
25261 Repolego . .Profit and loss account
25262 Repolish . . .Profit is large on account of
25263 Repollant . .Profit is small on account of
25264 Repollos . . .Profit last month
25265 Repomper . . Profit will be
25266 Repondant .Profit will be equally divided
25267 Repononso .Provided it can be done at a profit
25268 Reponunt . .Think we ought to realize more profit
25269 Reportage . .Unless at a large profit
25270 Reportino . . Unless at a profit
25271 Reposadas .We added very small profit
25272 Reposance .What is the net profit
25273 Reposedly . . What profit will there be
25274 Reposeful . .What proportion of the profit
25275 Repositus . .Will absorb entire profit
25276 Reposkat . . Will pay a profit (of)
25277 Reposte . . .Will there be any profit in it

25278 Repourant .Will you be satisfied with a profit of
25279 Repoured . .Will you take half profit and loss
25280 Reprehend .With a profit (of)
25281 Reprellac . .Without profit (to us) [Move, Work.)
25282 Reprisage . .PROGRESS. (Improvement, Increase,
25283 Reprisal . . .Are making very slow progress (with)
25284 Reprize . . . Better progress (is being made)
25285 Reprizing . . Cannot make progress (owing to)
25286 Reprobais . .Good progress has been made (with)
25287 Reproboca . Keep us well advised of progress
25288 Reprovens . Make all the progress possible
25289 Reptamur . .Making as much progress as can fairly be expected
25290 Reptandas . Making good progress [of )

25291 Reptandum .Making very little progress at present (on account
25292 Reptante . . Must make better progress
25293 Reptile . . . .Please report progress of negotiations at
25294 Reptonize . .Progress is (rapid)
25295 Repturos . .Report of progress
25296 Republic . . .What progress has been made (with)
25297 Repugnans .Will make rapid progress as soon as
25298 Repuntais . .PROHIBIT. (Prevent, Stop.)
25299 Repurgo .. .PROJECT. (Design, Plan,PROJECT. (Design, Plan, Purpose,

Scheme.) [pone.)
PROLONG. (Continue, Extension, Post-
PROMISE. (Binding, Engagement, Guar-
A conditional promise [antee, Undertake.)A verbal promiseA written promise
According to (your) ( *s) promise
And keep our promise
But cannot positively promise (to)
Can promise
Can their promise be relied on
Can (you) ( ) promise
Cannot promise (unless) (sooner than)
Do not promise
Fully expect you will carry out your promise
Has (have) his (their) promise
Has (have) not kept their promise
Has (have) not promised
Has (have), promised [ship by
Has (have) promised to have it (them) ready to
Have not kept your promise
Have (you) ( ) promised
If not promised
.If promised

25323 Resalutln . .If (you) ( ) can promise
25324 Resalva . . .If (you) ( ) cannot promise
25325 Resangler . .If (you) ( ) have not promised
25326 Resapna . . .If (you) ( ) have promised
25327 Resaque . . .Is the promise likely to be kept
26328 Resarclon . .May we promise
25329 Resbalais . .Must keep our promise
25330 Reabalart . .Must promise

No promise given (as to terms)
Rescaldo . . .On our promise
Rescambo . .On (your) ( 's) promise-
Rescuers . .Please prevent any promises (to) (of)
Rescueton .Promise cannot be fulfilled (on account of)
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25300 Reputado
25301 Reputant
25302 Reputeles
25303 Reputons
25304 Requemo
25305 Requeson
25306 Requestar
25307 Requete .

25308 Requicken
25309 Requietor
25310 Requintes
25311 Requiscar
25312 Requisend
25313 Requisimo
25314 Requital
25315 Rerum .

25316 Resabldo
25317 Resacas
25318 Resacro
25319 Resailed
25320 Resailing
25321 Resalado



RES
PROMISE- Cont.

25336 Rescuing . .Promise is likely to be kept
25337 Resculpo . .Promise(s) (that) (to)
25338 Research . .Promise to do all possible
25339 Reseda . . . .Promised to
25340 Reseeking . .Promised to give a definite reply (by)
25341 Reseize . . . .Relying upon (your) ( 's) promise
25342 Reseizure . .Shall hold (you) ( ) to promise
25343 Resendat . .They have my (our) promise
25344 Resending . .We have his (their) promise
25345 Resentest . .What did (you) ( ) promise
25346 Resentful . .When may we promise
25347 Resentive . .When promised
25348 Reservace . .Which you promised to do
25349 Reserves . . .Will hold (you) ( ) to your promise
25350 Resettabo . .Will not promise
25351 Resettle . . .Will promise
25352 Reshape . . .Will (you) ( ) promise
25353 Reshaping .You may promise
25354 Resident . . .You must not promise (before)
25355 Residuary . . (You) ( ) promised to \~Prefer.)
25356 Resignes . ..PROMOTE. (Advance, Assistance, Further,
25357 Resignons .PROMPT. (Early, Immediate, Once,
25358 Resilient . . .Be as prompt as possible [Quickly, Ready.)
25359 Resimos . . .By prompt action
25360 Resinatet . . By prompt action (you) ( ) may secure
25361 Resinatos . .For prompt delivery
25362 Resinento . .Must be done promptly
25363 Resinide . . .Not prompt enough
25364 Resinifor . . Prompt action is necessary
25365 Resinosa . . .Prompt payment required
25366 Resinula . . .Prompt payment will be made
25367 Resistamu .Prompt returns must be made
25368 Resisteth . .What is prompt date (of) [ment, Trial, Verify.)
25369 Resmacans .PROOF. (Evidence, Publications, State-
25370 Resmilla . . .As a proof (of)
25371 Resmooth . .Corrected proofs
25372 Resmungar .Expect to have proof (of)
25373 Resolano . .Final corrected proof returned to printer
25374 Resoldera . .Have no proof of
25375 Resolgada .Have not sufficient proof (of)
25376 Resolgaro . .Have sufficient proof (of)
25377 Resolutio . .Have (you) ( ) any proof (of)
25378 Resolvant . .Hold proof of British edition; instructions by mail
25379 Resolves . . .If (you) ( ) have sufficient proof (of)
25380 Resolvore . .Instruct printer to hold proof of
25381 Resonable . Is conclusive proof that
25382 Resonance .Legal proof
25383 Resonantu .Printer has proof
25384 Resonator ..Printers' proof
25385 Resonem . . .Proof against
25386 Resoplar . . .Proof can be obtained
25387 Resopleto . .Proof cannot be obtained
25388 Resounded .Proof forwarded by to-day's mail
25389 Resouper . .Proof of
25390 Resource . .Proof of catalogue is approved
25391 Resow . . . .Proof of circular No. is approved
25392 Resowing . .Revised proofs
25393 Respaldar . .Rough proofs
25394 Respaldon . .Send proofs (to)
25395 Respecter . .The proof is conclusive
25396 Respergut . .The proof is unsatisfactory
25397 Respersin . .Without proof fable.)
25398 Respigue ..PROPERLY. (Attention, Careful, Suit-
25399 Respingar . .PROPOSITION. (Alternative, Bid, Motion,

Offer, Suggest, Tender, Terms.)
25400 Respingon . .Accept the proposition (for)
25401 Respirato . .According to our proposition
25402 Respirava . .According to (your) ( 's) proposition
25403 Respiring . .Alternative proposition
25404 Respiros . . .Anxiously awaiting proposition
25405 Resplit . . . .Approve the preposition [until received
25406 Respoken . .Are mailing proposition to-night; piease hold open
25407 Responder . .Are open to a proposition
25408 Respondin .Cannot accept the proposition
25409 Respondsu .Cannot make any proposition
25410 Respongat .Do not approve the proposition
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25411 Responses .

25412 Resposta .

25413 Respuesta .

25414 Resquita . .

25415 Ressaca . .

25416 Ressaut . .

25417 Restagnan
25418 Restalla . .

25419 Restames .

25420 Restant . .

25421 Restfulan .

25422 Restfully .

25423 Restharow
25424 Resthouse .

25425 Restible . .

25426 Restily . . .

25427 Restituat .

25428 Restitued .

25429 Restive . . .

25430 Restively .

25431 Restlessa .

25432 Restollar .

25433 Restons . .

25434 Restorato .

25435 Restorino .

25436 Restraino .

25437 Restribo . .

25438 Restricta .

25439 Restrives .

25440 Resubject .

25441 Resublime
25442 Resudabun
25443 Resudavit .

25444 Resudor . .

25445 Resuenado
25446 Resuenent
25447 Resulcabo .

25448 Resulcams
25449 Resulcavi .

25450 Resulco . .

25451 Resultaba .

25452 Resultace .

25453 Resultful .

25454 Resultive .

25455 Resultles .

25456 Resumam .

25457 Resumaton
25458 Resumons
25459 Resumptac
25460 Resumptif
25461 Resumpunt
25462 Resupin . .

25463 Resupinat .

25464 Resuplado
25465 Resupplot .

25466 Resurge . .

25467 Resurgido .

25468 Resurpris .

25469 Resurrect .

25470 Resurveya
25471 Resuti . . .

25472 Resvalar .

25473 Retabamus
25474 Retabolo . .

25475 Retabufit .

25476 Retacabas .

25477 Retacado .

25478 Retacals . .

25479 Retactos . .

25480 Retallmen .

25481 Retain;ilt> .

25482 Retalnsat .

25483 Retajaban
J:.M Retajan . .

26485 Retamage .

25486 Retanget .

PROPOSITION- Cont.
.Do not understand the proposition
.Do you understand the proposition
.Get best proposition and submit it to (us)
.Have been requested to make a new proposition (for)
.Have been requested to make a proposition (for)
.Have made a proposition (for) (to)
.Have mailed a proposition to-day
.Have you any other proposition to make
.Have you any proposition to make
.If proposition accepted
.If proposition not accepted
.In your proposition
.Is proposition
.Is the proposition accepted
.Is the submitted proposition O. K.
.Made no proposition
.Mail proposition (for)
.Make definite proposition
.Make him (them) proposition on
.Make new proposition to
.Make the following proposition
.No better proposition
.No proposition received as yet
.Proposition contained in our letter (of ) is ab-

solutely the best we can do
.Proposition contained in our telegram (of ) is ab-
. Proposition for [solutely the best we can do
.Proposition is not accepted (owing to)
.Proposition is understood
.Proposition of is accepted (for)
'Proposition submitted is O. K.
[ Proposition will be accepted (if)

'.Proposition will not be accepted (unless)
.Refused your ( ) proposition
[Send letter confirming acceptance of proposition
'Sending proposition by mail
'Understand the proposition (to be) [(of)
'Very much regret we cannot accept your proposition
'What do they say to our proposition
'What is the proposition
'What proposition shall I make
'

\Vffl mail proposition duly signed
'Will they consider a revised proposition
'Will they consider our proposition
[Withdraw proposition immediately
[Would agree to any fair proposition
Would (they) ( ) entertain a proposition to

[Your proposition (is) [able, View.)
PROSPECTS. (Anticipate, Expect, Prob-
.Are there any prospects (of)
.Every prospect of
.Financial prospects indicate
.Good prospect of
.If no prospect of
.If there is any prospect of
.Prospective business
.Prospects are favorable
.Prospects are unfavorable
.Telegraph prospects of
.There is a prospect of
.There is no prospect of
Unless prospects improve
Very little prospect of
What are the prospects (of)
PROTECT. (Honor, Interests, Justified.)
Are (we) ( ) fully protected
Cannot protect
Cannot protect your p'aper
For our protection
Have been protected per cent.
Please protect my (draft) ( ) (at)
Please protect my (our) draft falling due
.Protect our interests
.This will not protect
.This will protect
.T<> protect
.Will protect your paper
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25487 Retangunt
25488 Retaques
25489 Retatana
25490 Retaturin
25491 Retaturos
25492 Retaveros
25493 Retaverun
25494 Retavi . .

25495 Retavimus
25496 Retavisti
25497 Retaxabo
25498 Retaxant
25499 Retegebat
25500 Retegetis
25501 Retegunt
25502 Retejadas
25503 Retejinor
25504 Retejo . .

25505 Retellies .

25506 Retemptes
25507 Retemptor
25508 Reten
25509 Retenais . .

25510 Retengado
25511 Retenidas .

25512 Retenons .

25513 Retentast .

25514 Retentiva .

25515 Retenue . .

25516 Retessase .

25517 Retiary . ,

25518 Reticas . . ,

25519 Reticence .

25520 Reticent .

25521 Reticular ,

25522 Reticulos ,

25523 Reticulum
25524 Retifex . .

25525 Retinacle ,

25526 Retinalit .

25527 Retinebar .

25528 Retinian .

25529 Retiped .

25530 Retipedes
25531 Retirant .

25532 Retiraton
25533 Retiredly
25534 Retocada
25535 Retocando
25536 Retolleba
25537 Retondem

25538 Retonos .

25539 Retordage
25540 Retordait
25541 Retornaba
25542 Retornela
25543 Retornoso
25544 Retorsif .

25545 Retorsims
25546 Retortaca
25547 Retortive
25548 Retorturl
25549 Retossed .

25550 Retossing
25551 Retostado
25552 Retostara
25553 Retostont
25554 Retoured
25555 Retourna
25556 Retovinos
25557 Retractor
25558 Retradeba
25559 Retraduit
25560 Retraidas
25561 Retraigan
25562 Retraitat
25563 Retralvan

RET

PROTECT- Cont.

.You are fully protected

.You must protect

.PROTEST. (Bill, Drafts, Note.)

.A protest should be made (against)

.A protest will be made (against)

.Accept under protest

.Accepted under protest

.Already protested

.Before being protested

.Cannot protect note from protest

.Comply under protest

.Do not let note go to protest

.Do not protest (note)

.Draft protested

.File a protest (against)

.Get it (them) protested

.Has been protested (against) (for)

.Hold without protest

.In the hands of the notary, protested

.Must be protested (at once)

.Must protest (against)

.No use protesting

.Note must go to protest

.Note returned protested

.Notice of protest

.Pay under protest

.Protest(s) against

.Protest has been made (for)

.Protest if not accepted

.Protest if not paid

.Protest was filed

.Protest will be filed

.Protested for non-acceptance

.Protested for non-payment

.Protested for want of advice

.Send copy of protest

.Send us by mail to-day waiver of protest

.Shall we protest (for)

.Telegraph us to-day waiver of protest

.To protest (against)

.Under protest [( 's) protested draft

.We expect you to provide immediately for (your)

.Will be protested

.Will protest

.Will waive protest

.Will you protest

.Will you waive protest
Without any protest whatever
.(Your) ( 's) draft was not protested
.(Your) ( 's) note was protested
PROVISION. (Conditions, Emergency, Fur-
nish, Short, Supplies, Terms.)

As provided (in)

Being provided (by) (for) (with)
Better provision (for) (against)
Builders to provide
Every provision is made (against) (for)
Have made provision (for) (against)
Have not made provision (for) (against)
Insufficient provision (for) (against)
It is not provided for in (contract)
Make provision (for)
Make provisional arrangement with
Must provide everything
'No provision has been made
Not to provide
Provided that
Provision for
Provision for its payment has been made
Provision for its payment has not been made
Provision has been made
Provision will be made (for) (against)
Provisional
Provisionally
Purchaser to provide
-Refuse(s) to provide
. Rely upon (you) ( ) to provide
To make provision for
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PROVISION-Cbn.

25564 Retranca . .What provision has been made (for) (against)
25565 Retrasaba .What provision will be made (for) (against)
25566 Retrasast . . Which provides for
25567 Retreadin . .PROVOKE. (Disappointment, Failure.)
25568 Retrencha . .PROXIMO. (Calendar, Letter, Telegraph-
25569 Retrepada . .PROXY. (Agent, Representative.) [ing.)
25570 Retrepars . .PRUDENT. (Advisable, Discretion, Judge.)
25571 Retrepo ...PUBLICATIONS. (Copy, Copyright, Edi-

tion, Illustrated, Manuscript, Newspaper,
Page, Printing, Proof, Translation.)

25572 Retretas . . .Are you preparing any publication on
25573 Retribute . .AS per catalogue
25574 Retrieved . .AS per circular (No. )
25575 Retrievin . .AS per circular No. , but adapted to
25576 Retrimas . .AS per circular No. , but with [edition
25577 Retriment . -Circular No. being revised; shall we print British
25578 Retrimmed -Circular No. is out of print, revised edition will

be issued
25579 Retritum . .Circular No. is out of print, will not be reprinted
25580 Retroacte . .Complete set(s) of technical data
25581 Retroagos . .Date for publishing
25582 Retroagun .Detail catalogue (page)
25583 Retroar . . -Detail catalogue supplement No.
25584 Retroband .Distribution of not authorized [tion on
25585 Retrodden . .Does the (Electric) Co. intend to issue any publica-
25586 Retrodona .DO not print revised British edition of circular No.
25587 Retroduce . .Do you know of any publication which contains an
25588 Retroflex . . Folders for trade [account of
25589 Retrofrat . .Have no circular (of) (upon)
25590 Retrograd . .Have sent circulars to [cular No.
25591 Retrogres . -Have you approval of management for printing cir-
25592 Retroguid . .Instruction books
25593 Retrolego . -Instruction book on A. C. machines
25594 Retromper . Instruction book on D. C. machines
25595 Retrospec . -Instruction book on compound engines
25596 Retrouble . -Instruction book on two-cylinder gas engines
25597 Retrovo . . .Instruction book on three-cylinder gas engines
25598 Retruco . . .Instruction book on junior engines
25599 Retruded . .Instruction book on standard engines
25600 Retrudor . .Instruction book on turbine engines
25601 Retruque . .New circular will be ready about
25602 Retrusion . -No circular has been issued on the subject
25603 Retrusos . . .Part catalogue(s) (No. ) [circulars relating to

25604 Retuesta . . .Please forward a collection of catalogues and
25605 Retulero . . .Please send same as specified in circular No.
25606 Retulimus . .Print American and British editions simultaneously
25607 Retuliset . -Print usual number of revised British edition of cir-

25608 Retumbado .Publish circular No. on [cular No.
25609 Retumbant .Publication is No.
25610 Retumbo . . .Refer to circular No. on page
25611 Returnles . .Refer to detail catalogue (page)
25612 Retuvo . . ..Revised circular No. ready for press. Cable

instructions regarding British edition
25613 Reunions . .Send circular No. (to)
25614 Reunited . .Send complete set of circulars to [(page)
25615 Reunition . .Send the same type as illustrated in circular
25616 Reunocat . .Ship us supply of circulars (No.)
25617 Reutgabel . .Special publications
25618 Reutland . .Standard circular(s) (No. )

25619 Reutlinge . .Technical data (No. )

25620 Revalidar . -The circulars will be shipped
25621 Revalons . -Westinghouse bulletin
25622 Revamp . . .What is the number of the circular
25623 Revamped . What is the number of the publication
25624 Revamping .When will (my) our order for circulars be filled

25625 Revanchan .When will reprint of circular No. be issued

25626 Revatsak . .Whose authority have you for reprinting circular No.

25627 Reveedor ..PUBLISH. (Copyright, Issue, Printing.)
25628 Reveille . . -Cannot publish without approval
25629 Revelabun -Delay publication as long as possible
25630 Revelaras . .Do not publish for the present
25631 Revelator . .Has not been published
25632 Revel1m . . -Must not publish
25633 Revelry . . .Prior publication
25634 Revels . . . -Propose to publish
25635 Revendu . . .Publish at once
25636 Revengas . .Published in
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PUBLISH Cont.

25637 Revenging .Publishing delayed on account of
25638 Reverans . .Publishing Department, London
25639 Reverbed . .Publishing Department, Pittsburg
25640 Reverendo . Since the publication of
25641 Reverenta . .The publishers are
25642 Reverges . . When was published
25643 Reverist . . .Who are the publishers (of)
25644 Reveritos . .Will be published (on) [Keys, Shafting.)
25645 Reversino . .PULLEYS. (Clutches, Coupling, Flywheel,
25646 Revertant . .Arc of contact of pulley is degrees
25647 Reverteba . .Band wheel made in halves
25648 Revertive . .Band wheel made in sections
25649 Revesadas .Bore of pulley
25650 Revesino . . .Bore of pulley is in. diam., in. long
25651 Revessar . .Bored, turned and balanced
25652 Revestiar . -Crowning on pulley is in.
25653 Revestido . .Diam. of driven and driving pulleys and in.

and distance between centres feet
25654 Revetu . . . .Diameter of pulley is inches
25655 Reveuran . .Dimensions of pulley are: diam., in.; face

in.; bore, in.; keyway, in. wide by in
deep [in.; diameter of bore, in.)

25656 Revibrate . .Dimensions of pulley: diameter, in.; fape,
25657 Revictual . .Face of pulley inches
25658 Revidada . .Is pulley single or double crowned, or flat
25659 Revidebit . . Keyway of pulley is in. wide, by in. deep
25660 Revider . . .Leather lagged pulley
25661 Revient . . .Pulley face double crowned
25662 Reviewage .Pulley face single crowned
25663 Reviewals . .Pulley should be leather lagged
25664 Reviewing . .Pulley to be extra heavy
25665 Revigorat . .Pulley to be in halves
25666 Reviling . . .Pulley to be in sections
25667 Revimenta .Pulley with flange on both edges
25668 Revincing . .Pulley with flange on one edge
25669 Revisaban . Pulley with keyway(s) and key(s)
25670 Revisable . .Pulley with straight face
25671 Revisimur . Pulley, clamp hub
25672 Revision . . . Pulley, counter-shaft clutch
25673 Revisited . .Pulley, double arm
25674 Revitaliz . . .Pulley, driving
25675 Revivable . . Pulley, flanged
25676 Revivalim . .Pulley, friction
25677 Revivify . . .Pulley, iron
25678 Reviving . . .Pulley, loose with adjustable sleeve
25679 Revocable . .Pulley, paper face
25680 Revocator . .Pulley, plain cast iron, key seated
25681 Revogante .Pulley, plain cast iron, set screwed
25682 Revogavel .Pulley, plain cast iron, set screwed and key seated
25683 Revoices . . .Pulley, single arm
25684 Revokemet .Pulley, special size
25685 Revolabam .Pulley, split
25686 Revoladas . .Pulley, wood [of
25687 Revolamod .Size of pulley you specify is prohibitive on account
25688 Revolaron . .Speed of pulley ( r. p. m.) [face; in. bore
25689 Revolcaba .Standard pulley for is in. diam.; in.

25690 Revolcon . .Tight and loose pulley (s)

25691 Revolintu . .To have driving pulley in. diam.; in. face
25692 Revolsuta . .What are diams. of driven and driving pulleys and

distance between centres
25693 Revoltar . . .What is arc of contact of belt on pulley
25694 Revoltoca . .What is diameter and face of pulley [r. p. m.
25695 Revoluble . .What is diam. of driving pulley, and number of
25696 Revoluta ..What is size of pulley (on)
25697 Revolvist . .What size of pulley is wanted on [Water.)
25698 Revotas . . .PUMPS. *

(Boiler, Condensers, Gallons,
25699 Revoyage . -Circulating pumps diameter in., stroke
25700 Revueles . . -Circulating pumps of centrifugal type in. diam.
25701 Revuelto . . .Compound pump
25702 Revulsor . . .Condenser pumps
25703 Rewardat . .Cost of feed pumps is
25704 Rewarded . .Diameter of plungers is in., and diam. of stew,m

cylinders and stroke is in.

25705 Rewinnin . -Double acting pumps
25706 Rewriter . .Duplex pump(s) in. diam.; stroke
25707 Rewriting . . Feed pumps and piping
25708 Rewrittus . .Feed pump(s) for boilers working at Ibs.
25709 Rhabdi . . . .Feed pump to be
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25710 Rhabitass .

25711 Rhabiton .

25712 Rhabituai .

25713 Rhabonem
25714 Rhabonibu
25715 Rhabotant
25716 Rhacomati
25717 Rhacotis . .

25718 Rhadamas

25719 Rhadine . .

25720 Rhaetian .

25721 Rhaeticus .

25722 Rhagadeso
25723 Rhagadias
25724 Rhagadibu
25725 Rhagadum
25726 Rhagodien
25727 Rhamelus .

25728 Rhamephis
25729 Rhamnegin
25730 Rhamnoca
25731 Rhamnunti
25732 Rhamnus .

25733 Rhamnusid
25734 Rhanides .

25735 Rhaphane .

25736 Rhapis . . .

25737 Rhapisma
25738 Rhapsode .

25739 Rhatous . .

25740 Rhebulas .

25741 Rhedarius
25742 Rhedones .

25743 Rhegini . .

25744 Rhegnidas .

25745 Rheinbund
25746 Rheines . .

25747 Rheinfall .

25748 Rheinflut .

25749 Rheingold .

25750 Rheingraf .

25751 Rheinisch .

25752 Rheinlach
25753 Rheinlank
25754 Rheinlied .

25755 Rheinluft .

25756 Rheinpege
25757 Rheinsalm
25758 Rheinwein
25759 Rhenanos .

25760 Rhenanum
25761 Rheneats .

25762 Rhenigena
25763 Rhenish . .

25764 Rhenones .

25765 Rheotome .

25766 Rhetenor . .

25767 Rheteur . .

25768 Rhetogene
25769 Rhetor . . .

25770 Rhetoribu .

25771 Rhetorize .

25772 Rhetram . .

25773 Rheubarbo
25774 Rheuma . .

25775 Rheumatic
L'~.77i; Rheumlne .

25777 Rhexia . . .

25778 Rhldago . .

25779 Rhigolene .

25780 Rhlnactln .

25781 Rhlnal . . .

25782 Rhlnalgia .

25783 Rhinanthe

PUMPS- Cont.
.Force main is feet long, in. diam.
.Geared pump
.Horse power pump
.Is a feed pump required [r. p. m.
.Maximum capacity in gallons per minute , at
.No feed pump required
.Pressure pattern pumps [feet per day
.Pump capable of raising gallons of water
.Pump can run at constant speed (of r. p. m.) and

be regulated by by-pass
.Pump having steam cylinder in. diam., water

cylinder in. diam., stroke in.

.Pump must run at variable speed between and

.Pumping gallons in 24 hours [ r. p. m.

.Pumping plant is in order

.Pumps are to be

.Pumps to force against feet dynamic head

.Pumps to force to a height of feet static head

.Pumps will cost

.Require pumps to raise gallons feet per hour

.Single acting pump

.Size of plunders inches

.Suction lift is feet

.Suction main is feet long, in. diam.

.Supply feed pump [ Ibs.)

.To pump gallons per minute (steam pressure

.To pump gallons per minute against Ibs.

pressure (steam pressure Ibs.)

.Triplex double acting pump in. diam., in.

.Triplex pump belt driven [stroke

.Triplex pump direct connected to motor

.Triplex single acting pump in. diam., in.

.What height has pump to force [stroke

.What pumps are used

.What size pumps are required

.What type of pump is required

.What will be the cost of pumps

.With suction pipe, foot valve and strainer

.PUNCTUALITY. (Early, Prompt.)

.PURCHASE. (Buy, Customer, Obtain,)

.According to purchaser's specifications

.All purchased in

.Can purchase any quantity (up to)

.Can you purchase

.Confirm the purchase

.Have purchased following materials

.Have purchased materials

.Have you purchased everything

.If purchaser

.Purchase and ship to us (here)

.Purchase necessary material locally

.Purchased (of) (by)

.Purchaser is

.Purchaser's drawings

.Purchaser's drawings and specifications

.Purchaser's specifications

.Think have a purchaser (for)

.To purchase
Who is the purchaser (of)
PURPORT. (Mean.) [ject, Plan.)

;PURPOSE. (Design, Idea, Intention, Ob-
.For the purpose (of)
.For the purpose required
.For what purpose (is it required)
.For which purpose
.It is our purpose (to)
.It will answer the purpose (if)

.It will not answer the purpose

.Not enough for the purpose

.Too for purpose required

.\Yill it :iiis\vT tli.- purpose
PURSUE. (Follow, Insist, Proceed.)
.PUSH. (Defer, Force, Urge.) [ted.)
QUALIFIED. (Adapted, Competent, Fit-

. QUALITY. (Description, Kind, Nature.)

.QUANTITY. (Amount, Much, Number,

.A large quantity [Sum.)



25784 Rhinaspis .

25785 Rhinelles .

25786 Rhinemyde
25787 Rhinengryt
25788 Rhingiala .

25789 Rhingies . .

25790 Rhinite . . .

25791 Rhinobate .

25792 Rhinocero .

25793 Rhinolith .

25794 Rhinolobe .

25795 Rhinolopo .

25796 Rhinonque
25797 Rhinophid
25798 Rhinopome
25799 Rhinorthe .

25800 Rhinoscop .

25801 Rhinosime
25802 Rhinotric .

25803 Rhinton . .

25804 Rhintonem
25805 Rhintonis .

25806 Rhinyptie .

25807 Rhione . . .

25808 Rhipidure .

25809 Rhipistom
25810 Rhodalite .

25811 Rhodamnie
25812 Rhodanic .

25813 Rhodanthe
25814 Rhodanusa
25815 Rhodensum
25816 Rhodiacos
25817 Rhodiacum
25818 Rhodinorm
25819 Rhodiola . .

25820 Rhoditide .

25821 Rhodium .

25822 Rhodogune
25823 Rhodolene
25824 Rhodologi .

25825 Rhodomasa
25826 Rhodomele
25827 Rhodonide
25828 Rhodopsis .

25829 Rhodora . .

25830 Rhodostom
25831 Rhogonis .

25832 Rhombique
25833 Rhombisch
25834 Rhombiten
25835 Rhomboida
25836 Rhonchal .

25837 Rhopalat .

25838 Rhopalico .

25839 Rhopalodo
25840 Rhopalon .

25841 Rhopalorm
25842 Rhosiarum
25843 Rhosius . .

25844 Rhoso . . .

25845 Rhoswitha
25846 Rhoxana .

25847 Rhoxolani
25848 Rhubarbe .

25849 Rhuiponto .

25850 Rhumatism
25851 Rhume . . .

25852 Rhumfabri
25853 Rhusma , .

25854 Rhynchodo
25855 Rhynchops
25856 Rhyndacus
25857 Rhypodes .

25858 Rhypodibu
25859 Rhyptique
25860 Rhyssolob

RHV
QUANTITY- Cont.

.A small quantity

.About what quantity

.Change quantity to

.Exact quantity (of)

.Half the quantity

.In equal quantities

.Increase the quantity (to)

.Is there a sufficient quantity

.Only a small quantity (on hand)

.Quantity can be diminished

.Quantity can be increased

.Quantity cannot be diminished

.Quantity cannot be increased

.Quantity is too (large)

.Quantity on hand (is)

.Require a large quantity (of)

.Specified quantity

.Specify quantity wanted

.The quantity required is about

.The total quantity is

.There is a sufficient quantity

.There is not a sufficient quantity

.To diminish the quantity

.To increase the quantity

.What quantity is required

.What quantity is there of derstanding.)

.QUARREL. (Difference, Dispute, Misun-

.QUAY. (Wharf.) [Subject.)

.QUESTION. (Dispute, Inquiry, Request,

.A question has arisen

.All questions

.Answer their questions by telegraph direct

.Cannot reply to the question (until)

.Do(es) not answer the question

.Entirely out of the question

.If any question arises about [we say

.In reply to (your) ( 's) question (concerning )

,1s out of the question
.It is a question (of) (whether)
.Leave the question open
.Must have this question settled (at once)
.Please reply to our question (regarding)
.Question cannot now be raised (about)
.Replied to your question
.The question is
.The question is not (whether)
.The question must remain open (until)
.There is a question about (it)

.There is no question about (it)

.What is the question

.Will reply to your question(s) [letter (of)

.Your questions regarding were answered in our

.QUICKLY. (Hasten, Hurry, Prompt, Soon.)

.As quickly as (possible)

.Be as quick as you can

.Can it be done quickly

.Cannot be done quickly

.Go as quickly as you can

.How quickly can you

.If you are very quick (about it)

.Must be quick

.Not very quick

.Please do so as quickly as possible

.Quickest way (route) is

.Requires quick action

.Send as quickly as you can

.Too quick

.Unless (you) ( ) are quick it will be of no use

.Want it as quickly as possible

.Will be as quick as possible

.QUIET. (Confidence, Private.)

.As quiet as possible

.Be very quiet about (this)

.Can keep quiet (in this way)

.Cannot keep quiet

.Go about this quietly

.Keep as quiet as possible
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25861 Rhyssonot
25862 Rhythmico
25863 Rhythmish
25864 Rhythmorm
25865 Rhythmuli
25866 Rhythmuso
25867 Rhytidome
25868 Rhytidosi .

25869 Rhytina . .

25870 Riabbarba
25871 Riabilest . .

25872 Riabitato .

25873 Riabitava .

25874 Riabito . . .

25875 Riachuelo .

25876 Riacquist .

25877 Riadafact .

25878 Riaddossa .

25879 Riadornan
25880 Riadornos .

25881 Riadottat .

25882 Riadottin .

25883 Riadulamo
25884 Riaduland
25885 Riadulasi .

25886 Riadulatu .

25887 Riadulava .

25888 Riadulo . .

25889 Riaggiust .

25890 Rialitase . .

25891 Rialiti . . .

25892 Riallogat .

25893 Rialloghi .

25894 Riallumus .

25895 Rial to . . .

25896 Riamarlo .

25897 Riamassi .

25898 Riamava . .

25899 Riamavano
25900 Riamiamo

25901 Riamlcato .

25902 Riamicava

25903 Riamicola .

25904 Riammalan
25905 Riammalos
25906 Riammess
25907 Riammetto
25908 Riammisi .

25909 Riammogla
25910 Rlammonit
25911 Rianimamo
25912 Rlanimand
25913 Rianimarl .

25914 Rianimasl
25915 Rianlmatu
25916 Rianimava
25917 Rlanimo . .

25918 Rianisgar .

25919 Riannesta
25920 Riantcat . .

25921 Riaperta . .

25922 Rlappanan
25923 Riapparlv .

25924 Riapparto .

25925 Riappende
25926 Riappeso .

25927 Rlappllea .

26928 Riaprendo .

25929 Riaprimmo
25930 Riaprlssl .

25931 Rlaprlvam
25932 Riardevan

QUIET Cotit.

.Quietly ascertain (about) (from)

.Quietly investigate and report by telegraph quickly*

.Quietly secure all the information you can (about)
QUITE.
.Almost but not quite
.Are not quite
.If quite
.Not quite (so)
.Quite as
.Quite enough
.Very nearly if not quite
.QUOTATION. (Bid, Customer, Estimate,

Offer, Option, Price, Tender.)
.Above other quotations
.All quotations subject to change without notice
.Are getting quotations also from
.Are making quotations direct
.Are requested to quote on . What do you advise
.Are you quoting
.At your quotations (as per letter dated)
.At your quotations as per telegram dated
.Below other quotations
.Best quotations on
.Can (you) ( ) quote
.Cannot make better quotations
.Cannot quote (lower)
.Competitors have quoted to for
.Do not quote
.Do not quote without conferring with my office
.Do you authorize us to quote
.Does not conflict with (our) ( 's) quotations
.Does quotation include
.For whom do (you) ( ) want the quotation
.Get us quotations delivered at
.Have enquiry from asking quotations for
.Have not quoted any prices (to)
.Have quoted for
.Have quoted to the sum of for a
.Have received quotations direct
.Have (you) ( ) quoted any prices (to) (on)
.Have (you) ( ) quoted the prices suggested in my

letter (of) [telegram (of)
.Have (you) ( ) quoted the prices suggested in my
.If requested to quote our price should not ex-

ceed (for) [quote
.In response to (your) ( 's) enquiry (of ) we
.Lowest quotation(s)
.Not below (your) ( 's) quotations
.Not exceeding your quotations
.Our quotations
.Our quotation (to ) was (on)
.Our quotation was for
.Please quote accordingly
.Prevent quotations to
~uotation includes [packed for export
uote blue print prices f. o. b. steamer (New York)
uote price (of) (on)
uote regular prices
uote regular prices to us plus per cent.
uote (us) ( ) by return mail prices on
uote (us) ( ) by telegraph prices on
uote us separate prices (on)

.Request(s) quotations (on)

.Revising our former quotations [quote

.Telegraph prices you have quoted, or propose to

.This is the best we can quote

.Want(s) lowest possible quotations (for)

.Want quotation f. o. b. cars (East Pittsburg)

.Want quotation f. o. b. steamer (New York)

.Want quotations, cost, freight and insurance

.We quote f. o. b. cars (East Pittsburg) price net to

you [your commission
.We quote f. o. b. cars (East Pittsburg) including
.We quote f. o. b. steamer (New York) including

your commission [you
.We quote f. o. b. steamer (New York) price net to
.We quote for immediate telegraphic acceptance
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25933 Riardono . .We quoted to on
25934 Riarguto . . .We will not quote prices on
25935 Riarmamo .We would caution you against quoting [for
25936 Riarmando .What is the lowest price we can quote on order
25937 Riarmarli . .What is your lowest quotation (for :

) f. o. b. cars
(East Pittsburg) [steamer (New York)

25938 Riarmata . .What is your lowest quotation (for ) f. o. b.
25939 Riarmavam .What price can I quote (to)
25940 Riarmifat . . What price have (you) ( ) quoted (to ) (on)
25941 Riarmolli . .Will conflict with our quotations
25942 Riascolta . .Will not quote
25943 Riassalta . .Will (you) ( ) quote
25944 Riassumo . .Withdraw your quotation on
25945 Riatillo . . . .Write fully, giving in detail prices which you have

quoted or propose to quote
25946 Riaule . . . .You are hereby authorized to quote
25947 Riaviment .You are hereby authorized to quote per cent, be-
25948 Riavolo . . . .Your quotation(s) (to) [low regular prices
25949 Ribadisco . .RADIUS. (Curve, Diameter, Grades.)
25950 Ribadissi ..RAIL. (Gauge.)
25951 Ribaditur . .By rail all the way
25952 Ribadivam .By rail to , thence by steamer to
25953 Ribadoqui . .Double headed rail ( Ibs. per yard)
25954 Ribagnarl . .Girder rail ( Ibs. per yd.)
25955 Ribagnase .Grooved rail ( Ibs. per yd.)
25956 Ribagnata . Length of rail is 30 feet
25957 Ribagni . . .Length of rail is 60 feet
25958 Ribagnolo . . Rail or water
25959 Ribaldara . .Rail will be inches high
25960 Ribaldela . .Send rail bonds, circular mils, length
25961 Ribaldia . . .Strap rail ( Ibs. per yd.)
25962 Ribaldish . .Tee rail ( Ibs. per yd.)
25963 Ribaldogs . .Weight of rail per metre is kilogrammes
25964 Ribaldona . .Weight of rail per yard is pounds
25965 Ribaldrus . .What is height of rail
25966 Ribaldryt . .What is length of rail
25967 Riballero . . What is type of rail
25968 Riballi . . . .What is weight of rail
25969 Ribassoli ..RAILROAD.
25970 Ribastona . .Advise quickly by telegraph, railroad car number
25971 Ribaudeau .Cable railway [and routing of
25972 Ribaudet . .Contract for electric railway
25973 Ribband . . .Deliver to railroad company
25974 Ribbeblad . .Delivered at railroad station your end
25975 Ribbeling . .Electric railway
25976 Ribbenate . .Forward by railroad (to)
25977 Ribbenban .Instruct railroad to deliver direct to immediately
25978 Ribbenkas .Propose to begin railway at once
25979 Ribbenlag . . Railroad from
25980 Ribbestot . .Railroad siding alongside power house
25981 Ribbestuk . . Steam railroad
25982 Ribboned . .The nearest railroad station is ( miles distant)
25983 Ribboning . .What is the nearest railroad station
25984 Ribbonism .Will go forward by railroad (from)
25985 Ribeasset ..RAILROADS. (Route, Shipping, Station.)
25986 Ribeassim .Allegheny Valley R.R.
25987 Ribeava . . .Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe R.R.
25988 Ribeavate . .Atlantic Coast Line R.R.
25989 Ribenedit . .Baltimore & Ohio R.R.
25990 Ribevendo .Boston & Albany R.R.
25991 Ribevessi . .Boston & Maine R.R.
25992 Ribeviamo .Canadian Pacific R.R.
25993 Ribevoca . .Central R.R. of New Jersey
25994 Ribevuta . .Central Pacific R.R.
25995 Ribisogna . .Chesapeake & Ohio R.R.
25996 Riblage . . .Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul R.R.
25997 Ribobolan . .Chicago & Northwestern R.R.
25998 Ribobolos . .Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific R.R.
25999 Ribollend . .Coast Line R.R.
26000 Ribollimo . .Delaware & Hudson R.R.
26001 Ribollito . . .Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R.R.
26002 Ribolliva . .Grand Trunk R.R.
26003 Ribordage . .Hoosac Tunnel Line R.R.
26004 Riboteur . . .Illinois Central R.R.
26005 Riboule . . . Lake Shore Route
26006 Ribranquo .Lehigh Valley R.R.
26007 Ribucammo Louisville & Nashville R.R.
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RAILROADS- Cont.
26008 Ribucavat .Mexican Central R.R.
26009 Ribuchiam .Michigan Central R.R.
26010 Riburland . .Mohawk & Malone R. R.
26011 Riburlarl . .New York Central & Hudson River R.R.
26012 Riburlato . .New York, Lake Erie & Western R.R.
26013 Riburlava . .New York, New Haven & Hartford R.R.
26014 Riburloc . . .Norfolk & Western R.R.
26015 Riburlola . .Northern Pacific R.R.
26016 Ribvormig .Pennsylvania R.R.
26017 Ricachos . .Philadelphia & Reading R.R.
26018 Ricadona . .Pittsburg & Lake Erie R.R.
26019 Ricaduena .Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis R.R.
26020 Ricamatur .Pittsburg, Fort Wayne & Chicago R.R.
26021 Ricamente .Rome, Watertown & Ogdensburg R.R.
26022 Ricametto . .Seaboard Air Line R.R.
26023 Ricanons . .Southern Pacific R.R.
26024 Ricanti . . . .Southern R.R.
26025 Ricapa . . . .Sunset Route
26026 Ricapaste . .Union Line R.R.
26027 Ricardeau . .Union Pacific R.R.
26028 Ricarmina .Wabash R.R.
26029 Richards . .West Shore R.R.
26030 Richiamo . .RAILWAY MOTORS. (Pages 468 to 473.)
26031 Richiedi .. .RAILWAY TYPE MOTORS ON FEET.

(Page 467.)
26032 Richlynd ..RAPID. (Hasten, Hurry, Quickly, Speed.)
26033 Richness . . .RATES. (Calculate, Carload, Freight, In-
26034 Richomer . .A high rate [surance, Railroad, Rating.)
26035 Richtlohn . .A low rate
26036 Richtmahl .A special rate
26037 Richtprob . .Accept rates
26038 Richtspan .Are present rates
26039 Richtstab . .At a rate equal to
26040 Ricocavat . .At any rate
26041 Ricocha . . .At best rates possible
26042 Ricollega . .At current rate(s) (of)
26043 Ricolmato . .At present rate(s)
26044 Ricolmava .At rates quoted
26045 Ricolmoun .At reduced rate(s)
26046 Ricolta ... .At the rate(s) agreed upon
26047 Ricompost .At the rate (of)
26048 Ricompro . .At the rate of not less than
26049 Ricomunic .At the rate of not more than
26050 Ricondend .At the same rate (as)
26051 Ricondito . .At usual rate(s)
26052 Ricondiva .At what rate(s) (can you ) (for)
26053 Ricondota .Best rate can get (is)
26054 Riconvita . .Can get a special rate of
26055 Ricopriva . .Can the rate be
26056 Ricorsa . . . Can we rate
26057 Ricossl . . . .Can (you) ( ) get special rate(s) (for)
26068 Ricotono . . .Cannot get a lower rate
26059 Ricottina . .Cannot get special rate(s) (for)
26060 Ricreata . . .Cannot rate to horse power
26061 Rictabas . . .Carload rates
26062 Rictabons . .Close at best rate(s) obtainable
26063 Rictus . . . .Current rates are
26064 RIcurvo . . .Do not think rates will go
26065 Ridagnit . . .Endeavor to get better rates (to)
26066 Ridagnus . . Expect to get better rates
26067 Ridannam .Express rates (to ) are per 100 Ibs.

26068 Ridannand .Get best rates (on)
26069 Rldannasl . .Have a rate of via
26070 Ridannato .Have option on rate until
26071 Ridannava .Highest rate can pay (is)
26072 Rldanno . . .How do you rate
26073 Ridannola . .Impossible to rate up
26074 Riddance . . Less than carload rates
26075 Riddiamo . .Lowest rate is

26076 Riddles . . ..Lowest rate to by sail (is)

26077 Riddling . . .Lowest rate to by steamer (is)

26078 Riddone . . .Must not go beyond rates (agreed upon)
26079 Rideau . . . .Not the rates agreed up-.n
26080 Ridebunt . .Owing to the heavy freight rates
26081 Rldendorm .Present rate is

Ridente . . .Rates are falling
Riderless . .Rates are fixed



26084 Ridestaf . .

26085 Ridestoll .

26086 Ridgelet . .

26087 Ridibun . .

26088 Ridibundo
26089 Ridibunum
26090 Ridica ...
26091 Ridiculat .

26092 Ridiculin .

26093 Ridicules .

26094 Ridintorn .

26095 Ridisputa .

26096 Ridistend .

26097 Ridivido . .

26098 Ridolo . . .

26099 Ridomanda
26100 Ridondass .

26101 Ridondato .

26102 Ridondava
26103 Ridonolli .

26104 Ridosso . .

26105 Ridottos . .

26106 Ridubiget .

26107 Ridubitav .

26108 Ridubiton .

26109 Riedemmo
26110 Riedendo .

26111 Riedesse . .

26112 Riegelbau .

26113 Riegelfes .

26114 Rielas . . .

26115 Rieleggo . .

26116 Riembank .

26117 Riemblad .

26118 Riemgat . .

26119 Riemslag .

26120 Riemstrop .

26121 Riesca . . .

26122 Riesenbau .

26123 Riesenbil .

26124 Riesenfas .

26125 Riesentat .

26126 Riesig . . .

26127 Riesling , .

26128 Rietband .

26129 Rietblatt . .

26130 Rietbos . . .

26131 Rietdak . .

26132 Riethkamm
26133 Rietmat ..
26134 Rietsnep . .

26135 Rievacua .

26136 Rifabais . .

26137 Rifabbric .

26138 Rifador . .

26139 Rifadoras .

26140 Rifadura .

26141 Rifallo . . .

26142 Rifamos . .

26143 Rifaria . . .

26144 Rifaron . .

26145 Rifarrafa .

26146 Rifasteis . .

26147 Rifavella .

26148 Rifena . . .

26149 Rifervo . . .

26150 Riffelkam .

26151 Riffeln . . .

26152 Riffeltes . .

26153 Riffraff . . .

26154 Riflanca . .

26155 Rifiatass . .

26156 Rifiatato .

26157 Riflatava .

26158 Rifisso . . .

26159 Riflades . .

RIF

. Kates are not low enough

. Rates are rising

. Rates are the same

.Rates cannot be reduced

. Rates in the open market are

. Rates may be quoted- higher

. Rates may be quoted- lower

. Rate of speed
. Rate(s) of interest
.Special rate
.Telegraph rate (on-) (from- to)
.Understand the rate to be
.Unless (you) (

-
) expect to get better rates

. What is the best sail rate

.What is the best steamer rate

.What is the rate (of-) (for)

.BATHER. (Prefer.) [tion.)

.RATIFY. (Approval, Confirmation, Sanc-

.RATING. (Financial, Firm, Power, Rates.)

.Commercial rating of

.Commercial rating satisfactory

.Commercial rating unsatisfactory

.Get commercial rating upon

. Rating of- is

.Rating of- is- h.-p.

.Rating of- is - K. W.

.Rating of this machine is

.What is the rating of

.REACH. (Arrival, Extension.)

.READY. (Delivery, Fitted, Leave, Prepare,
Prompt, Shipping.)

.All ready and awaiting shipment

.All that are ready

.Are (you) (
-

) ready (to) (for)
.As soon as ready (to)
.Be ready at a moment's notice to
.Be ready to start (upon) (at)
.Can be ready
.Can you be ready
.Cannot be ready (in time to-) (before)
.Everything is ready (for) (to)
.Get ready
.Give notice of being ready
.Have about - ready
.Have no- ready
.Have nothing ready
.Have some (

-
) ready

.Have you any (
-

) ready
. How soon can (you) (

-
) be ready

.If you are not ready (by)
. If you are ready (by)
.Is (are) ready (to)
. Is (are) not ready (to)
.Is everything ready (for)
. Must be ready (to) (by)
.Not being ready (in time stipulated)
. Shall be ready (for) (to)
. Shall we ship what are ready
.Ship what you have ready
. Telegraph upon what date you expect to be ready
, When will (you) (

-
) be ready (to) (for)

.Will be ready (by) (in about)

.Will be ready (at) (to)

.Will be ready if possible

.Will be ready to ship (by)

.Will be ready to start

.Will be sent as soon as ready

.Will not be ready (in) (to) (before)

.Will not be ready to start (before)

.Will telegraph when ready

.Will (you) (
-

) be ready
.You must be ready [Object.)
.REASON. (Cause, Explanation, Justified,
.Alleged reason is

.Do not know the reason

.Do (you) (
-

) know the reason
.Every reason (for) (to)
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26160 Riflard . . . Have (you) ( ) any reason (to)
26161 Rifleau . . .Is there any reason (for) (why)
26162 Riflessiv . .(Our) ( 's) reason is

26163 Riflettev . .Out of all reason
26164 Rifletton . .The reason(s) is (are)
26165 Rifondi . . .There is every reason (to believe) (for)
26166 Riforammo .There is no reason (to) (for)
26167 Riforando . . What good reason is there (for)
26168 Riforassi . .What is the reason (of)
26169 Riforata . . .Without giving any reason
26170 Riforavam .Without good reason
26171 Riforbend . .Your reason(s) (for) [Unreasonable.)
26172 Riforbiss ..REASONABLE. (Equitable, Just, Right,
26173 Riforbito . .At a reasonable
26174 Rifrangev . .If disposed to be reasonable
26175 Rifrangon . .If reasonable
26176 Rifrattiv . . .Is it reasonable
26177 Rifrattos . .It is not reasonable
26178 Rifruendo . .It is not reasonable to expect us to
26179 Rifrugase . .More reasonable
26180 Rifrughi . . .Reasonable offer
26181 Rifruimmo .Reasonableness
26182 Rifruisco . .Think(s) it reasonable
26183 Rifruissi . . .Willing to do anything reasonable
26184 Rifrustav ..REAUMUR. (Degrees, Temperature, Zero.)
26185 Rifruston ..REBATE. (Deduction.)
26186 Rifuggend . .RECEDE. (Withdraw.)
26187 Rifugghof . .RECEIPT. (Acknowledge, Voucher.)
26188 Rifuggisi . .Acknowledge receipt at once (of)
26189 Rifuggito . .Advise us of receipt by telegraph
26190 Rifuggun . .Are in receipt (of)
26191 Rifulgess . .As soon as possible after receipt of
26192 Rifulgevo . .Ask for a receipt (of)
26193 Rifulgono . .Do not receipt (the)
26194 Rifutatio . .Do (you) ( ) acknowledge receipt
26195 Rigabello . .Do(es) not acknowledge receipt
26196 Rigabimur .Forward the receipt (to) (for)
26197 Rigabor . . .Have acknowledged receipt
26198 Rigacampi .Have no receipt (for)
26199 Rigadoon . .Have receipt (for)
26200 Rigaglia . . .Have you a receipt (for)
26201 Rigagnoli . .Insist upon a receipt
26202 Rigamur . . .On receipt of
26203 Rigandarm .Receipt in full
26204 Rigattato . .Receipt is hereby acknowledged
26205 Rigavero . .Receipt the (bill)
26206 Rigavi . . . .Shall we receipt (the)
26207 Rigavisti . .Since the receipt of
26208 Rigeam . . .Take a formal receipt (for)
26209 Rigebatis . .To receipt for
26210 Rigenera . .Upon receipt of
26211 Rigentium . We have receipt for
26212 Rigetarla ..RECEIVE. (Accept, Take.)
26213 Rigettasi . .As soon as received
26214 Rigettava . .Can (you) ( ) receive
26215 Rigetto . . .Cannot receive it, (them) (until)
26216 Righatano . .Do not receive
26217 Righteous . .Has ( ) (enclosure) been received (sent)
26218 Rightgose . .Has (have) been received (since)
26219 Rtghtward .Have not received (enclosure)
26220 Rightwise .Have not received letter in reference to
26221 Rigiacqul . .Have not received letter of the
26222 Rigidabo . . .Have received (enclosure)
26223 Rigidabut . .Have received letter in reference to
26224 Rigidando . .Have received no
26225 Rigidaset . .Have received on your account
26226 Rigidatur . .Have received telegram in reference to
26227 Rlgidaver . .Have received telegram reading as follows (from)
26228 Rlgidetto . .Have received your remittance
26229 Rigidlynd . .Have they received
26230 Rigidness . .Have (you) ( ) received
26231 Rigridorum .How much (many) have (you) ( ) received"

Rigoberto . .How much (m,mv> will (you) ( ) receive

Rlgodemmo .If not received (by)
Rlgodendo .If we do not receive
Rlgodessi . .If we receive
Rigodev . . .If (you) ( ) have not received
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26237 Rigodevat . .if (you) ( ) have received
2(J238 Rigodiate . .It was not received (until)
26239 Rigodon . . .Just received (your)
26240 Rigodones . .Must receive them quickly
26241 Rigodrai . .Not received
26242 Rigoduli . . .Nothing has been received since
26243 Rigodulum .Receive (it) ( ) on (our) ( 's) account
26244 Rigogolo . . .Received and satisfactory
26245 Rigolade . . .Received in bad condition
26246 Rigoler . . . .Received in good condition
26247 Rigoletto . .Received on the
26248 Rigoleurs . .Received payment
26249 Rigolons . . .Shall be pleased to receive
26250 Rigolpflu . .Should have been received
26251 Rigomagus .Telegram just received (from)
26252 Rigonfian . .Telegraph if received [have it by
26253 Rigorabo ..Telegraphs no yet received, imperative they
26254 Rigorabun .They have not received
26255 Rigorasse . .They have received
26256 Rigoribus . .To be received
26257 Rigorosas . .Unless (you) ( ) receive (contrary instructions)
26258 Rigoroson . .Until (you) ( ) receive
26259 Rigoverna . Was received
26260 Rigratano . .What has been received
26261 Rigrattav . .When did (you) ( ) receive
26262 Rigressi . . .When do you expect to receive
26263 Rigridama .When may we expect to receive
26264 Rigridand . .When received
26265 Rigridasi . .When they receive
26266 Rigridato . .When (we) ( ) receive (your letter)
26267 Rigridens . .When will they receive
26268 Riguadaga .When (you) ( ) receive (our letter)
26269 Rigualent . .Will not receive
26270 Riguardos . .Will receive
26271 Riguarimo . (You) ( ) will receive (further) (from)
26272 Riguariva . .RECEIVER. (Separator, Steam.)
26273 Riguastan . .Air receiver ( by)
26274 Riguastos . .Do you want horizontal or vertical steam receiver
26275 Riguatarl . .Horizontal steam receiver [serve as receiver
26276 Riguatase . .Pipe between cylinders to be of proper capacity to
26277 Riguatata . . Pipe receiver
26278 Riguatero . .Pipe receiver with live steam pipe inside
26279 Riguati . . . .Plain receiver without reheating arrangements
26280 Riguatolo . .Receiver pressure pounds
26281 Riguero . . .Receiver to be complete with all fixtures and fit-

tings, including pressure gauge, safety valve, etc.
26282 Rigueurs . .Receiver to be lagged with
26283 Riguidass . .Receiver to be placed above the floor
26284 Riguidata . .Receiver to be placed below the floor
26285 Riguidol . . .Receiver to be without fittings or fixtures
26286 Riguisset . . Re-heating receiver
26287 Riguorum . . Steam receiver
26288 Rigurgita . .Steam receiver and separator
26289 Riguridad . .Steam receiver of boiler steel
26290 Rigurosa . .Steam receiver of cast iron
26291 Rigustamo . Steam receiver steam jacketed
26292 Rigustand .Vertical steam receiver
26293 Rigustast . .With air receiver
26294 Rigveda . . .Without air receiver
26295 Rilassamo .RECKON. (Calculate, Think.) [nore.)
26296 Rilassand ..RECOGNIZE. (Admit, Allow, Claims, Ig-
26297 Rilassasi . .Cannot recognize (any claim for)
26298 Rilassava . .Decline(s) to recognize
26299 Rilasso . . . .Do not recognize
26300 Rilastric . . .Do (you) ( ) recognize
26301 Rilavammo .If we recognize
26302 Rilavando . .Must recognize
26303 Rilavasit . .Refuse(s) to recognize
26304 Rilavata . . .Will not recognize
26305 Rilavavam .Will recognize (claim if fair)
26306 Rilegarli . . .RECOMMEND. (Advise, Favor, Suggest.)
26307 Rilegata . . . Can recommend (you)
26308 Rilegatur . .Can (you) ( ) recommend (him)
26309 Rilegavam .Cannot recommend
26310 Rileggend . .Cannot too strongly recommend
26311 Rileggesi . . Do (you) ( ) recommend
26312 Rileggiam . .Do(es) not recommend
26313 Rileggono . .Has (have) been recommended (not to)
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RECOMMEND- (-ot.t.

26314 Rilegolli . ..Have you anyone specially to recommend
26315 Rilessaro . .If recommended (by)
26316 Rilessoll . . .If you can recommend
26317 Rileta Recommend for the service
26318 Riletamo . .Recommend him (them) (to)
26319 Rilevator . . Recommend you (to)
26320 Rilhador . ..Recommendation
26321 Rilhadura . .Recommended (by) (to)
26322 Rilhar .... Recommending-
26323 Rilimarlo . .Strongly recommend(s)
26324 Rilimasse . .Telegraph if you can recommend
26325 Rilimi . . . .They recommend [name
26326 Rilimollo . .We would not recommend for the conditions you
26327 Rilitigav . . .What does recommend (for)
26328 Rilitigo . . . .What would you recommend (for)
26329 Rillusgan . .Which do you recommend (for)
26330 Rilodammo .RECOMPENSE. (Compensation, Pay.)
26331 Rilodando ..RECONSIDER. (Consideration.)
26332 Rilodarla . .After reconsideration (decided to)
26333 Rilodassi . .And reconsider the matter
26334 Rilodata . . .Can (you) ( ) not reconsider the matter
26335 Rilodavam .Have reconsidered the matter (and now wish)
26336 Rilodolla . .Hope that (you) ( ) will reconsider
26337 Rilogesta . .If after reconsideration
26338 Rilucendo . .If (we) ( ) reconsider
26339 Rilucente . .If you will reconsider
26340 Riluceva . . .Is it advisable to reconsider
26341 Rilusinga . .It is useless to ask (us) ( ) to reconsider
26342 Rilustrav . .It would be advisable to reconsider
26343 Rilustrit . . .Might reconsider
26344 Rimabamos .Must reconsider
26345 Rimabat . . . Refuse to reconsider
26346 Rimables . .Should reconsider
26347 Rimabun . .The only object of reconsideration would be
26348 Rimabundo .Think you had better reconsider
26349 Rimabunta .We ask that you reconsider
26350 Rimadora . .Will reconsider (the matter)
26351 Rimaillan . .Will (you) ( ) reconsider
26352 Rimamus . .Would reconsider
26353 Rimanda . .Would urge reconsideration (of)
26354 Rimandand .You must reconsider (the)
26355 Rimandato .RECORD. (Books, Noted.)
26356 Rimandava .According to our records
26357 Rimandola .Find no record (of)
26358 Rimanegia . Have a record of
26359 Rimanesse .Have you any record of
26360 Rimanevan . Is it on record (that)
26361 Rimangiat .It is on record (that)
26362 Rimangono .Keep a strict record (of)
26363 Rimantine .Record is

26364 Rimarco . . .The only record we find is

26365 Rimarit . . .To put ourselves on record
26366 Rimaritav . .Your records show
26367 Rimator . . .RECORDED.
26368 Rimatoris . .Has not been recorded
26369 Rimbaldiv .Have it properly recorded
26370 Rimbam . . .It is recorded (that)
26371 Rimbambi .Mortgage has never been recorded
26372 Rimbambol .Must be recorded before
26373 Rimbast . . .Recorded in the official registry
26374 Rimbastiv . .The transaction is not recorded
26375 Rimbellit . . The transaction is recorded
26376 Rimbianca .Was recorded (on the)
26377 Rimbocco ..RECOURSE. (Redress.)
26378 Rimbomban Without recourse
26379 Rimbors . . .RECOVER. (Judgment, Obtain.)
26380 Rimborsav .Can be recovered by
26381 Rimbottav .Can recover
26382 Rimbotto . .Can recover ; balance will be lost
26383 Rimbranca .Can (you) ( ) recover (the)

itimbucass .Cannot recover (the)
26385 RimbuchI . .^xpect(s) to recover (about)
2638<i Rimbuff . . .Have recovered (the)

Jlimbuffar . .Have (you) ( ) recovered (the)
Mmbuffon .If (you) ( ) can recover
i:im dirav .If (you) ( ) cannot recover

26390 Rimedico . .May be able to recover
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26391 Rimeggian
26392 Rimeggio .

26393 Rimembra
26394 Rimemos .

26395 Rimena . .

26396 Rimenarlo
26397 Rimenolla
26398 Rimentend
26399 Rimentova

26400 Rimerfat
26401 Rimescola
26402 Rimeux .

26403 Rimiagola
26404 Rimischia
26405 Rimissima
26406 Rimisur . .

26407 Rimisurav
26408 Rimisurin .

26409 Rimmollav
26410 Rimmollo .

26411 Rimmonca
26412 Rimolesta .

26413 Rimondata
26414 Rimondi . .

26415 Rimondoll
26416 Rimontamo
26417 Rimontand
26418 Rimontasi
26419 Rimontaug
26420 Rimontava
26421 Rimonto . .

26422 Rimordesi .

26423 Rimordeva
26424 Rimord.am
26425 Rimormora
26426 Rimosent .

26427 Rimosiped
26428 Rimoso ...
26429 Rimostrat .

26430 Rimostri . -

26431 Rimovibil .

26432 Rimpal ...
26433 Rimpalmo .

26434 Rimpaluda
26435 Rimpanian
26436 Rimpari . .

26437 Rimpast . .

26438 Rimpastav
26439 Rimpatria .

26440 Rimpedula
26441 Rimpegeta
26442 Rimpegnav
26443 Rimpelant
26444 Rimpellav
26445 Rimpellon
26446 Rimpettit
26447 Rimpiaga
26448 Rimpiansi
26449 Rimpiasta
26450 Rimpingua
26451 Rimpolp . .

26452 Rimpolpav
26453 Rimpolpit
"i54 Rimpopola"~

Rimpronta
26456 Rimugghia
26457 Rimuginav
26458 Rimugini .

26459 Rimundend
26460 Rimunimmo
26461 Rimunisco
26462 Rimunissi .

26463 Rimunita .

26464 Rimuniv . .

26465 Rimunivat

RIM
RECOVER Cant.

., Nothing- will be recovered

.-Ought to recover

..Recover all you can

. Recovered the

..Shall I (we) recover

.What do (you) (
-

) expect to recover
.Will all be recovered
.'(You) (

-
) must recover (the)

.RECTIFIED. (Adjustment, Correct, Error,
Mistake, Revise, Right.)

.Can be rectified (by)

.Can it be rectified

.Cannot be rectified

.Desire to rectify error in

.Has been rectified

.Has it been rectified
. Has not been rectified
.How can - be rectified
.If (you) (

-
) can rectify, please do so

.Must be rectified (at once)

.The mistake must be rectified

. The mistake will be rectified

.Will endeavor to rectify

.REDRESS. (Compensation, Remedy.)

.Can get no redress

. Redress will be given

.The only redress (will be)

. There is no redress

. This is our only redress

.We are entitled to redress

. What redress is there

.Will seek redress

. REDUCTION. (Abatement, Allow, Cut, De-
duction, Limit, Low.)

.A reduction (of-) is

.A reduction (of-) to be made if

.Agree to reduction

.Allow a reduction (of) (if)

.Allow no reduction

.At a reduction (of)

. By a reduction of

.Can (make) (get) some reduction (if)

.Can (you) (
-

) make any reduction
. Cannot be reduced
. Cannot make any further reduction
.Cannot (make) (get) any reduction
, Endeavor to get a reduction (of)
.Has been reduced (to)
. Have agreed to the reduction
.How much can (you) (

-
) reduce

. If (you) (
-

) can (make) (get) a reduction (of)
. If (you) (

-
) cannot (make) (get) a reduction (of)

.It is expected that some reduction will be made

. It may be possible to reduce

.Make special reduction (of)

. Materially reduced

.Owing to reduction (on) (in)

.Reduce expenses

.Reduced by

.Reduction amounts to

. Reduction on account of

.Should be reduced (to)

.Small reduction will be made

.Some reduction must be made

.Subject to reduction if not ready (by) [made

.To secure order(s) following reduction(s) may be

.Very little reduction possible

.Want (you) (
-

) to make a reduction (of)
.What reduction can be made (if)
. What reduction is required
.Will make a reduction (of) (provided)
Will not make a reduction (of)
.Will reduce (the price)
.Will try to get reduction
.Will (you) (

-
) make a reduction (of)

.Without any reduction

.You must make a reduction in your price
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26466 Rimutarla . .REFER. (Arbitration, Connection, Inquiry,
Letter, Relations, Submit, Suggest, Tele-

26467 Rimutevol .And refer (s) (him) (them) to (you) [graphing.)
26468 Rimutolla . .Are not referred to
26469 Rinaldesa . .Are referred to
26470 Rinalgia . . .As referred to (by) (in)
26471 Rinancone .Better refer (him) (them) to
26472 Rinantera . .Can refer you (to)
26473 Rinanto ... Do not refer to
26474 Rinaria ... .Do (you) ( ) refer to
26475 Rinavigav . .Does it refer to
26476 Rinavigos . . Has been referred to
26477 Rincage . . . Has it any reference to
26478 Rincagnan .Has no reference to
26479 Rincagnot . .Has not been referred to
26480 Rincais . . .Has referred to
26481 Rincanata .Have referred the question to
26482 Rincant . . .Must be referred to (us)
26483 Rincantav . Please refer to our order No.
26484 Rincapp . . .Please refer to your order No.
26485 Rincappav .Refer(s) the question to
26486 Rincaramo .Refer(s) them to me (us)
26487 Rincarand . .Refer(s) to ( ) (us)
26488 Rincarass . .Refer(s) to (our letter of)
26489 Rincarava . Reference given is satisfactory
26490 Rincaro . . .Reference is not good
26491 Rincastra . . Referred to (you)
26492 Rincavala . .Referred to in your letter of
26493 RincefCo . . . Referred to in your telegram of
26494 Rinchin . . .Referring to
26495 Rinchinav . .Referring to (your) ( 's) letter (of)
26496 Rinchites . .Referring to (your) ( 's) telegram (of)
26497 Rincolite . . .Referring to your telegram of to-day
26498 Rincoll . . . .Referring to your telegram of yesterday
26499 Rincollav . .The matter has been referred to
26500 Rincolpat . .To be referred to
26501 Rincolpid . .To what do (you) ( ) refer
26502 Rincolpon . .To whom can (we) ( ) refer (about)
26503 Rincona . . .Understand (you) ( ) refer to
26504 Rinconado . (We) ( ) do not refer to
26505 Rinconela . . (We) ( ) refer (him) (them) to you
26506 Rincontra . . What do (you) ( ) refer to
26507 Rincospor . .Will (you) ( ) refer (to)
26508 Rincostom .With reference to
26509 Rincoto . . .Without reference to
26510 Rinculass . . (You) ( ) must refer to us
26511 Rindenlos . .REFRIGERATING PLANT. (Compressors.)
26512 Rindenmel .Complete plant for cooling, including double acting

compressor, with engine, condenser and all fittings
26513 Rindermar .Complete plant for ice-making, including double

acting compressor, steam engine, condenser and
ice tanks. To make tons of ice per day

26514 Rindernot . .Fitted with circulating pumps for circulating brine
26515 Rinderpes . .Refrigerating plant required for
26516 Rindflieg . . Refrigerating plant to be on the system
26517 Rindsauge .Refrigerating plant will cost
26518 Rindskalb .Refrigerators contain sq. feet external surface
26519 Rindskeul . .To refrigerate cubic feet of air per hour
26520 Rinelepes . .To refrigerate gallons of water per hour
26521 Rinenchit . .What system of refrigerating plant is required
26522 Rineras . . .What will be the cost of ice-making plant to pro-

duce tons of ice per day
26523 Rineron . . .What will be the cost of refrigerating plant
26524 Rinfodera . .REFUSE. (Accept, Condemn, Decline, No,
26525 Rinformav .Can get refusal (for) (of) [Option.)
26526 Rinformot . .Can (you) ( ) get refusal (until) (of)
26527 Rinfreno . . .Cannot have the refusal
26528 Rinfurano . .Cannot refuse (to)
26529 Rinfuriav . .Compelled to refuse
26530 Ringachat . .Do not refuse (to)
26531 Ringamb . . .Do they refuse
26532 Ringambav .Give (you) ( ) the refusal (for hours)
26533 Ringambit .Has (have) been refused (because)
26534 Ringanker .Has (have) not been refused
26535 Ringaris . . .Has (have) refused (to)
26536 Ringbahn . .Has (have) the refusal (for) (of)
26537 Ringblume .Have (they) ( ) refused (to)
26538 Ringbor . . .If they refuse (to)
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REFUSE Oorit.

26539 Ringborde . .If we refuse (to)
26540 Ringbosat . .If you refuse (to) [business
26541 Ringboute . Must have refusal (for hours) to work the
26542 Ringduif . . .Must refuse
26543 Ringduive . .Positively refuse(s) (to)
26544 Ringebam . .Refused (on account of) (to)
26545 Ringelfal . .Refuse(s) permission
26546 Ringelgan . .Refuse(s) to (accept)
26547 Ringelhar . .Refuse(s) to pay
26548 Ringeleg . . . Shall we refuse (to)
26549 Ringeln . . .They do not refuse
26550 Ringelnde . .They refuse
26551 Ringelrab . .Try to get refusal (of)
26552 Ringelrun . .We regret to have to refuse
26553 Ringelwur .Why do (you) ( ) refuse (to)
26554 Ringenton . .Will be refused (unless)
26555 Ringfisch . . Will give (you) ( ) the refusal (for) (of)
26556 Ringgang . .Will not refuse (payment)
26557 Ringkas . . .Will refuse (payment)
26558 Ringkaste . . Will (you) ( ) refuse
26559 Ringkrage .Would advise (you) ( ) to refuse
26560 Ringkugel . . (You) ( ) must refuse
26561 Ringnagel . .REGARD. (Consider, Think.)
26562 Ringotto . . .Always has been regarded (as)
26563 Ringplaat . . Do (you) ( ) regard
26564 Ringrano . .Due regard must be paid to
26565 Ringrave . . Everything in regard to
26566 Ringsher . .How do they regard
26567 Ringslang . .How do (you) ( ) regard
26568 Ringsloot . .In regard to
26569 Ringspiel . .Is it regarded as
26570 Ringsteke . .It is regarded as
26571 Ringsum . . .Pay no regard to
26572 Ringtange . Regard it as (almost hopeless)
26573 Ringtaube . Regardless of (expense)
26574 Ringthal . . .Should be regarded (as) (with)
26575 Ringtuch . . They do not regard it (as)
26576 Ringuain . . They regard it (as)
26577 Ringuntur .REGISTER. (Letter, Mail.)
26578 Ringvalda . .By registered letter
26579 Ringvalke . .Have registered the
26580 Ringvormi .Please register your letters .

26581 Ringworm . .Register a cable address at once
26582 Rinitide . . .Registered telegraphic address is

26583 Rinkelbel . . Send by registered letter
26584 Rinkels . . . Sent by registered letter
26585 Rinkelspe . .The letter was not registered
26586 Rinmilla . . .The letter was registered
26587 Rinnaffia . .Was the letter registered
26588 Rinnah . . . .Will register the letter

26589 Rinnedit . . .REGRET. (Complaint, Disappointment,
26590 Rinnengar .REGULATION. (Generator, Speed.)
26591 Rinnovoll . .A. C. generators separately excited. Rise of poten-

tial will be approximately per cent, with normal
full load current at 100 per cent, power factor and
normal potential thrown off, speed and excitation
constant; and approximately the same per cent,
increase of field current will be necessary to main-
tain normal potential when full load current at
100 per cent, power factor is thrown on

26592 Rinnsal . . .A. C. composite wound generators, and compound
wound D. C. generators. Rise of potential approx-
imately per cent, from no load to full non-
inductive load

26593 Rinnsales . .Regulation to be within p. c. either way from
speed of r. p. m. between full and no load

26594 Rinnstein . . Transformers. Fall of potential per cent, when
full load current at 100 per cent, power factor is

thrown on. Primary potential constant at normal
26595 Rinobato . .What will be the regulation of (engine) [value
26596 Rinofonia ..REGULATORS. (Style.)
26597 Rinolofo . . .REJECT. (Accept, Decline, Refuse.)
26598 Rinomabil . .RELATIONS. (Connection, Refer.)
26599 Rinomano . .Also anything relative to
26600 Rinomasse .Best of relations exist between (us and)
26601 Rinomavan .Cultivate better relations with

[Dissatisfaction.)
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RELATIONS- Cent.

26602 Rinomea . . .Everything relative to
26603 Rinominan .Has no relation to
26604 Rinones ... In relation to
26605 Rinopoma . .Most friendly relations
26606 Rinopsia . . . Nothing relative to
26607 Rinoscopa . .Relative to the matter
26608 Rinquarta .There has been a change in our relations
26609 Rinsalbat . .There has been no change in our relations
26610 Rinsaldo . . .This is not relative to
26611 Rinsanica . .This is relative to
26612 Rinsavend .What is the character of their relations with
26613 Rinsavim . .What is the character of your relations with
26614 Rinsavisa . .What relation does this have to

26615 Rinsavito . .Your relations with [Free, Freight, Goods.)
26616 Rinsegni .. .RELEASE. (Claims, Delivery, Exempt,
26617 Rinselvo . . .A release (for) (of)
26618 Rinsing . . . Before we will release
26619 Rinsolban . .Can be released only by
26620 Rinsolca . . .Cannot get release
26621 Rintaglia . .Cannot release shipment until paid
26622 Rintallo . . .Does not release (you)
26623 Rintanage . .Get release [of apparatus
26624 Rintanand .Have asked railroad company -to telegraph release
26625 Rintanasi . . If (you) ( ) will release
26626 Rintanato . . Not to be released until
26627 Rintanava .Please arrange with for immediate release
26628 Rintasass.. .Please give guarantee and obtain release
26629 Rintasi . . . .Refuse(s) to release
26630 Rintefant . .Release hold our order No. (and ship to)
26631 Rintegro . . .Release machinery
26632 Rintendon . .Release the shipment at once
26633 Rintiepid . .Release upon payment of
26634 Rintocco . . .We will release (shipment) (apparatus) if

26635 Rintonaca . .Will not release us from our agreement
26636 Rintopen . .You can release

26637 Rintosca . ..RELIANCE. (Confidence, Depend.)
26638 Rintropit ..RELINQUISH. (Abandon, Leave.)
26639 Rinvalida . .REMAIN. (Continue, Stay, Wait.)
26640 Rinvangar .Advise (you) ( ) to remain long enough to

26641 Rinvango . .All that remain(s) (to be)
26642 Rinveniss . .Can (you) ( ) remain (until)
26643 Rinveniva , .Cannot remain longer (on account of)
26644 Rinvesban .Do not expect to remain (after)
26645 Rinvescav .Do not remain (longer than)
26646 Rinviamo . .Do not remain much longer
26647 Rinviando . .Do you intend to remain
26648 Rinviassi . .Expect(s) to remain
26649 Rinviata . . .Have decided to remain (until)
26650 Rinviavam .How long am I to remain
26651 Rinvibate . .How long do (you) ( ) expect to remain (at)
26652 Rinvoglia . .Instruct to remain (until)
26653 Riojanas . . .Is it advisable to remain
26654 Riolada . . .Must remain (until)
26655 Riolite . . . .Probably remain (until)
26656 Rionsant . .Remain as long as necessary
26657 Riordino . . .Remain no longer than
26658 Rioting . . . .Remain until (further advised)
26659 Riotous . . .Remain until all is working satisfactorily
26660 Riotousiy . .Remain until it is settled

26661 Ripaggio . .Remain until you get letter of acceptance of plant
26662 Ripaille . . .Shall (I) (we) ( ) remain
26663 Ripaillur . . .There remains to be done
26664 Ripajecto . .To remain
26665 Ripalpand . .Very little remains to be done
26666 Ripalpara . .What is the latest (you) ( ) can remain
26667 Ripalpasi . .Will not remain longer (than)
26668 Ripalpato . .Will remain as long as necessary (to)

26669 Ripalpoje . .Will remain until everything is settled

26670 Ripalpoll . . \\'ill remain (until) (at)
26071 Ripancar . .Wishes (me) ( ) to remain (until)
26672 Ripancot . . . Wishes (you) ( ) to remain (until)
26673 Riparatur . .(You) ( > IIMI! better not remain longer
26674 Riparello . .(You) ( ) must n m.iin (until)

26675 Riparless ..REMAINDER. (Balance, Shut.)
_'f,O; Hiparli . . . .<\mnot s-n(l rruiaind.T
iy.f.77 Hipatlca . . .Must have tin- remainder at latest

26678 Ripatrlav . . Please send remainder
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26679 Ripatrio . . Remainder can be shipped at the rate of one every
26680 Ripely . . . Remainder can be shipped by [ days
26681 Ripenatta . . Remainder could not be shipped
26682 Ripened . . Remainder not quite ready
26683 Ripeness . .Remainder one per month
26684 Ripening . .Remainder one per week
26685 Ripensamt . Remainder days apart
26686 Ripensand . Remainder will be sent (by)
26687 Ripensass . .The remainder is (are)
26688 Ripensi . . . .What is to be done with the remainder
26689 Ripensium .When will remainder be sent
26690 Riperdeva . .REMARK. (Notice, Observe, See.)
26691 Ripesarlo ..REMEDY. (Correct, Help, Redress.)
26692 Ripescarl . .Can be remedied (by)
26693 Ripescola . .How can this be remedied
26694 Ripesogon . .Is there any remedy (for)
26695 Ripetefol . .Must be remedied
26696 Ripetevat . . There is no remedy (for)
26697 Ripetitur . .Think best method of remedying difficulty is

26698 Ripetuta . . . Think can be remedied (by)
26699 Riphean . . .Think methods proposed will not remedy difficulty
26700 Ripiaban . . .Unless remedied
26701 Ripiadora . . What remedy would (you) ( ) suggest (for)
26702 Ripiados . . .

Will be remedied (by)
26703 Ripiaduco . . Will send man to remedy
26704 Ripiagarl ..REMEMBER. (Forget.)
26705 Ripiagasi . .REMITTANCE. (Bill, Funds, Money, Pay.)
26706 Ripiagota . .A remittance (of ) is required
26707 Ripian^ev . .Advise when (you) ( ) will remit (for)
26708 Ripiango . .Can remit
26709 Ripidia . . .Can (you) ( ) remit
26710 Ripidosa . . Cannot remit (more than) (until)
26711 Ripidura . .Cannot remit to-day
26712 Ripiforo . .Do not. draw, we remit
26713 Ripingess . .Do not remit less than
26714 Ripingi . . .Do not remit, will draw
26715 Ripinha . .Enclosing remittance for
26716 Ripogones . .Expect to remit about
26717 Ripogonon .Have not remitted
2o7l8 Ripopoca . .Have not remitted, but will do so
26719 Ripopolav . .Have not remitted, but you may draw
26720 Riporgend . .Have received no remittance from (you)
26721 Riporgess . .Have received your remittance
26722 Riporgiam . Have remitted (by mail)
26723 Riposaste . .Have remitted for your account
26724 Ripossied . . Have sent remittance through , to whom apply
26725 Ripossono . . Have (you) ( ) received our remittance (of)
26726 Ripostais . .Have (you) ( ) remitted any cash this week
26727 Ripostera . .Have (you) ( ) remitted any cash to-day
26728 Ripostime . .Have (you) ( ) remitted; if so, telegraph amount
26729 Ripostons . .Have (you) ( ) sent remittance (for)
26730 Ripotevan . . Hope to remit you in cash (about ) between
26731 Rippenfel . . How and when did (you) ( ) remit [now and
26732 Rippenhat . How much can (you) ( ) remit
26733 Rippenlos . .How much did (you) ( ) remit
26734 Rippenwan .How shall we make remittance
26735 Ripperda . . If he (they) do not remit
26736 Rippiger ... If we remit
26737 Rippling ... If (you) ( ) can remit
26738 Ripregava .If (you) ( ) do not remit
26739 Riprendi ... If (you) ( ) have not remitted
26740 Ripresto . . .Include in next remittance
26741 Riprotest . .It will be necessary to remit
26742 Riprovo ... It will not be necessary to remit
26743 Ripsalide . . Please remit (to)
26744 Ripulendo . .Please remit for our account amount due
26745 Ripulisco . . Previous remittance
26746 Ripulissi . . .Promise to remit
26747 Ripulitan . .Remit all you can
26748 Ripulitur . . Remit amount of protested drafts
26749 Ripuliv . . . .Remit as soon as possible
26750 Ripulivat . .Remit at least on account (of)
26751 Ripurghi . . .Remit by certified check
26752 Riquadran .Remit by check
26753 Riquadros . .Remit by draft (on)
26754 Riquebelu . .Remit by exchange (on)
26755 Riquissim , , Remit by P, O. Order
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26756 Risade . . . .Remit by registered letter
26757 Risagisse . . Remit by telegraph (through)
26758 Risagivan . .Remit by telegraph through bank
26759 Risalut . . . .Remit immediately
26760 Risalutar . .Remit proceeds
26761 Risalvass . . Remit the balance (to) (by)
26762 Risalvata . .Remittance is promised
26763 Risanabil . .Remittance(s) are due, please give your attention
26764 Risarchia . . Remittance(s) mentioned in your letter (of ) (not
26765 Risatella . . .Remittance(s) sent (per) [received)
26766 Risatina . . .Remitted by last mail
2676< Risban . . . .Remitted by telegraph
26768 Risberme . . Remitted (on) (to)
26769 Riscadant . . Remitted to-day (in)
26770 Riscador . . .Send remittance immediately (to cover) (to)
26771 Riscaglia ..Shall we remit
2o772 Riscalbot . .To be remitted
26773 Riscaldav . .To remit
26774 Riscaldos . . Was not remitted
26775 Riscament .We are short, remit as soon as possible
26776 Riscapont . .We remit by next mail (about)
26777 Riscappav .We remit to-day (by)
26778 Riscappis . .WThat amount are (you) ( ) remitting us
26779 Riscatone . .What remittance (do you require)
26780 Riscattar . .When and what can (you) ( ) remit
26781 Riscattet . .When can balance be remitted
26782 Riscatto . . .When can we rely upon remittance
26783 Rischiara . .When remitting
26784 Riscont . . .When shall (we) ( ) remit
26785 Riscontar . .When will they remit
26786 Riscoppia . .When will you remit for balance due
26787 Riscorbia . .Why do (you) ( ) not remit
26788 Riscosons . .Will be remitted
26789 Riscossa . . .Will not remit
26790 Riscuogan .Will remit as requested
26791 Riscuoto . . .Will remit as soon as (possible)
26792 Riscurand . .Will remit balance
26793 Riscurato . .Will remit by (mail to-day)
26794 Riscurava . .Will remit by mail to-morrow
26795 Riscuro . . .Will remit by P. O. Order
26796 Risdale . . .Will remit by registered letter
26797 Risdegato . .Will remit in full
26798 Risdegni . . .Will remit what is necessary
26799 Risfarina . .Will remit within a few days
26800 Risgari . . . .Will send remittance
26801 Risguarda . .Will you remit
26802 Risibatos . .Will (you) ( ) remit so we can have the funds by
26803 Risible . . . .You can deduct from remittance
26804 Risigavan . .You can rely upon remittance (by)
26805 Risigilla . . .You cannot rely upon remittance
26806 Risinho ...REMOTE. (Far.)
26807 Risipol . . . .REMOVE. (Move, Transfer.)
26808 Risipolat ..REMUNERATE. (Compensation, Pay.)
26809 Risitabo .. .RENDER. (Account, Furnisn.)
26810 Risivel ... .As per account rendered
26811 Riskest . . . .As soon as (you) ( ) render account
26812 Riskful . . . .Do not render
26813 Riskynd . . .Please render detailed account (for)
26814 Risofflan . . .To render
26815 Risogni . . .Will render account

I Repeat.)
26816 Rlsolleva . .RENEW. (Drafts, Extension, Note, Repair,
26817 Risolubil . . .Applies for renewal (of)
26818 Risolutiv . .Authorize you to renew
26819 Risomamu .Can be renewed
26820 Risomand . .Can renew (note)
26821 Riaomass . .Can (you) ( ) renew (note)
26822 Risomato . .Cannot arrange to renew
26823 Risomava .Cannot recommend renewal
26824 Risonevol . .Do not authorize you to renew
26826 RIsonha . . .Do not care to renew
26826 Risophago . Do not renew
2'M.'7 Kissprrnl . .!><> ymi ;i ut lmrj/.<- us to renew
26828 Risosplnt . .Do you intend to renew note
26829 Risotaco . . . Drawers desire renewal, or part of

Kisnt;i<];i . . . Ua\ ?it r-n'\v-<l
lUsotto . . . .Have received renewal note from
Rispchent . .Have renewed



26833 Rispedend
26834 Rispedfac
26835 Rispedisc
26836 Rispedito
26837 Rispediva
26838 Rispengra
26839 Rispensi .

26840 Rispento .

26841 Rispesget ,

26842 Rispessan ,

26843 Rispettiv ,

26844 Rispettos .

26845 Rispiammo
26846 Rispian . .

26847 Rispianav .

26848 Rispianuo .

26849 Rispiassi .

26850 Rispiate . .

26851 Rispiavam
26852 Rispido . . ,

26853 Rispigola .

26854 Risplende .

26855 Rispoglia .

26856 Rispondev ,

26857 Rispondit .

26858 Risponful .

26859 Risponsiv .

26860 Risposamm
26861 Risposand
26862 Risposass .

26863 Risposava
26864 Risposero .

26865 Risprono . .

26866 Risquable .

26867 Risquadra .

26868 Risquais . .

26869 Risquasse .

26870 Risque . . .

26871 Risquons .

26872 Rissbank .

26873 Rissiger . .

26874 Rissigket .

26875 Rissigste .

26876 Rissole . . .

26877 Rissolett . .

26878 Rissoso . . .

26879 Rissplatt .

26880 Risswunde
26881 Ristagfor .

26882 Ristagnav .

26883 Ristileno .

26884 Ristillav . .

26885 Ristopega .

26886 Ristoppar .

26887 Ristoppia .

26888 Ristoppo . .

26889 Ristoramo .

26890 Ristorand .

26891 Ristorarl .

26892 Ristorass .

26893 Ristorgon .

26894 Ristornan .

26895 Ristorne . .

26896 Ristudano .

26897 Ristudiar .

26898 Ristudios .

26899 Ristupend .

26900 Ristupimo
26901 Ristupisa .

26902 Ristustan .

26903 Risudano .

26904 Risudasse .

26905 Risudavan
26906 Risudi . . .

26907 Risuenas .

26908 Risuggel . .

26909 Risupino . .

26910 Risveglia .

23

RIS

RENEW Oont.
.If (you) ( ) can renew
.If (you) ( ) cannot renew
.May (we) ( ) depend upon renewal
.Must be renewed
.Not subject to renewal

, .Please renew
.Refuses to make the renewal
.Renew part cash, part note (at)
.Renew the note
.Renewal not promised
.Renewal promised
.Shall we renew
.Subject to renewal
.Subject to one renewal
.Subject to two renewals
.Subject to three renewals
.Subject to four renewals
.Think it desirable to renew
.To be renewed
.Wants renewal
.We can arrange to have renewed
.We will renew for upon payment of
.What is the amount of renewal desired
.Will be renewed
.Will not agree to renew
.Will not renew (again)
.Will renew (note)
.Will renew ( ) for a further period (if)

.Will you renew (note)

.Will you renew if part payment is made

.Will you renew note for due for period of

.You may renew

.REPAIR. (Duplicate, Extra, Page 476,

.About how much will repairs cost [Part.)

.Awaiting repair parts

.Can repair

.Can (you) ( ) repair

.Cannot be repaired

.Cost of repairs not to exceed

.Do not repair

.Estimate cost of repairs at

.Expect repairs will be (finished by)

.Following repairs necessary

.For repairs

.Have necessary repairs made

.Have not repaired

.Have repaired

.Have (you) ( ) repaired

.How long will it take to complete the repairs

.If (you) ( ) can repair

.If (you) ( ) cannot repair

.In good repair

.Is out of repair

.It will not pay to repair

.Please have damage repaired and send bill to us

.Please repair and return as quickly as possible

.Put in good repair

.Repair parts (for)

.Repair parts will be shipped

.Repairs can be made here

.Repairs cannot be made here

.Repairs required are trifling

.Repairs to

.Repairs to the amount of

.Repairs will be extensive

.Repairs will occupy about

.Send estimate for repairs

.Send supply of repair parts

.Shall (we) ( ) proceed with repairs

.Shall (we) ( ) repair

.Shut down for repairs

.To be repaired at his (their) expense

.To be repaired at your expense

.To repair

.What repairs are necessary

.When will repairs be finished

.WT
ill be repaired (at once) (by)

.Will finish the repairs
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26911 Ritabaris
26912 Ritabunt .

26913 Ritagne .

26914 Ritandant
26915 Ritandos .

26916 Ritardarl
26917 Ritaverit
26918 Ritavis . .

26919 Ritegno .

26920 Ritelmint
26921 Ritemevan
26922 Ritemono
26923 Ritemur .

26924 Ritenevol
26925 Ritenitiv .

26926 Ritentaro
26927 Ritentoll .

26928 Ritessi . .

26929 Ritessuta
26930 Rithmah .

26931 Ritiflea .

26932 Ritisma .

26933 Ritmiche
26934 Ritogliva
26935 Ritolgo .

26936 Ritolsi . .

26937 Rkolta . .

26938 Ritorment
26939 Ritornact
26940 Ritornand
26941 Ritornass
26942 Ritornato
26943 Ritornava
26944 Ritortola
26945 Ritosano .

26946 Ritosasse
26947 Ritosavan
26948 Ritradott
26949 Ritraduss
26950 Ritrango
26951 Ritraspon
26952 Ritrattat
26953 Ritrattin
26954 Ritritamo
26955 Ritritand
26956 Ritritarl
26957 Ritritass
26958 Ritritava
26959 Ritritogs
26960 Ritritoll
26961 Ritrosa .

26962 Ritrosell
26963 Ritrosimo
26964 Ritsbocan
26965 Ritsborde
26966 Ritshorse
26967 Ritshoute
26968 Ritterbur
26969 Ritterdan
26970 Ritterepo
26971 Ritterfes .

26972 RitterKUt
26973 Ritterhat
26974 Ritterhof

26975 Rittermut
26976 Rittertag
26977 Ritterthu
26978 Ritterwor
26979 Rlttllngs .

26980 Rittlohn .

26981 Ritualbuc
26982 Rituales .

26983 Rltualibu
26984 Ritualism
26985 Ritually .

26986 Rituffact .

REPAIR Cont.
.Will guarantee that repairs shall not cost more than
.Will it pay to repair
.Will make all necessary repairs
.Will need repairs

. Will repair it (them) quickly on arrival
.You may repair [new, Telegraphing, Word.)
.REPEAT. (Again, Offer, Often, Order, Re-
.Can be repeated
.Can repeat
.Can (you) ( ) repeat (offer)
Cannot repeat
Do not understand your telegram, please repeatHave asked for a repetition (of)
Have the telegraphic message repeated
If (you) ( ) can repeat
If (you) ( ) cannot repeat
.May we repeat
.Must not be repeated
.Repeat this to
.Repeat word(s) of your message (following)
.To have it repeated
.You may repeat our offer
.You must repeat
.REPLACE. (Return, Substitute, Supersede.)
.REPLY. (Letter, Telegraphing.)
.Anxiously awaiting reply to letter (of) (from)
.Anxiously awaiting reply to telegram (of) (from)
.As soon as (you) ( ) have a reply, telegraph result
.Await reply (from)
.Before we can reply (about)
.Better not reply
.But will reply promptly
.Can do nothing until (you) ( ) reply
.Can get no definite reply (from)
.Can you extend time for reply until
.Can (you) ( ) reply (by)
.Cannot give distinct reply until
.Cannot have a reply before
.Cannot reply by telegraph
.Cannot reply for a few days
.Cannot reply (to-day)
.Cannot reply until we hear from [soon as possible
.Cannot telegraph reply to-day, but will do so as
.Do(es) not reply (to)
.Everything depends upon (your) ( 's) reply
.Expect reply by
.Extend time for reply until
.Has (have) not replied
.Has (have) replied
.Have no reply (about) (from)
.Have received no reply to letter (of)
.Have received no reply to telegram (of)
.Have replied to their telegram as follows
.Have (you) ( ) any reply (from) (about)
.Have (you) ( ) replied
.If not replied to by
.Is a reply necessary
".Must await reply from
.Must have a definite reply (about) (by)
.Must have reply immediately
.Must have telegraphic reply to-day to our letter of
.No reply required
.Prompt reply requested
.Reply as soon as possible, direct to me here, Pitts-

burg's letter of subject sending copy to
.Reply by letter as soon as possible (to) [Pittsburg
.Reply by mail at once
.Reply by telegraph (as soon as possible)
.Reply direct to [code
.Reply immediately by Westinghouse telegraphic
.Reply in the affirmative
. U. !!> in the negative
.Reply is not satisfactory
.Reply is satisfactory
.Reply paid
.Reply received
.Reply to care of
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RIV
REPLY Cont.

26987 Rituffand . .Reply to letter we sent you regarding
26988 Rituffarl . . .Reply to my (our) address at
26989 Rituffass . .Reply to our last telegram
26990 Rituffato . .Reply to our question (about)
26991 Rituffava . .Reply whether you can
26992 Rituffo . . . .Reply will be sent
26993 Rituffola . . .Replied fully by letter
26994 Rituramo . .Subject to immediate reply by telegraph
26995 Riturand . .Subject to reply in
26996 Riturata . . .Telegraph definite reply here
26997 Rituravat . .Telegraphic reply care of
26998 Rituriate . .Telegraphic reply to be here by
26999 Riudendo . .Unless (we) ( ) have immediate reply
27000 Riudimmo .Unless (we) ( ) have reply (by)
27001 Riudisse . . .What is (your) ( 's) reply
27002 Riudissim . .What reply shall we make
27003 Riudita . . . .When you reply please specify
27004 Riudivamo .Why do (you) ( ) not reply to (our inquiry)
27005 Riudivate . .Why do you not reply to our telegraphic message

(of )

27006 Riuniment .Will advise you as soon as reply is received (from)
27007 Riunitivo . .Will reply as soon as possible
27008 Riurtano . . .Will reply not later than
27009 Riurtarlo . Will reply to-morrow
27010 Riurtasse . .Will telegraph reply
27011 Riurtavan .Will (you) ( ) reply
27012 Riurtollo . .Without reply (from) (to)
27013 Rivabant . .Your reply (is not) [News, Statement.)
27014 Rivalidad . .REPORT. (Account, Committee, Failure,
27015 Rivaligut . .According to (your) ( 's) report
27016 Rivalison . .Annual report
27017 Rivalita . . .Awaiting report before
27018 Rivalled . . .Can you ( ) get report upon
27019 Rivalling . .Cannot send report (until)
27020 Rivalrynd . .Cannot verify the report (concerning)
27021 Rivalship . .Cash report
27022 Rivandus . .Contradict the report immediately
27023 Rivangata .Detailed report upon
27024 Rivedina . . .Engineer ( ) reports
27025 Rivelabil . . .Full report is sent by mail
27026 Rivelamo . .Get an expert's report upon
27027 Rivelarla . .Has made a very favorable report
27028 Rivelativ . .Has made an unfavorable report
27029 Rivelavam .Has (have) nothing to report
27030 Rivellino . . .Has (have) sent instructions to , and directed

him to report to (you)
27031 Rivelolla . . .Has (have) (you) ( ) anything new to report
27032 Rivemedit . .Has (have) (you) ( ) heard the report (that)
27033 Rivendica . .Has (have) (you) ( -) made report (to) (as per
27034 Rivengono .Have asked for special reports [ours of)
27035 Rivenisse . .Have (him) report here at once
27036 Rivenivan . .How soon may we expect report on
27037 Riverain . . .Is the report true (respecting)
27038 Riverhood . .Is there anything in the report that
27039 Riversivo . .Is (your) ( 's) report favorable or otherwise
27040 Rivestim . . .Latest report is

27041 Rivestiss . .Mail full report (to-night)
27042 Rivestito . .Make a, report
27043 Rivestos . . .Monthly report
27044 Rivetera . . .No change since last report
27045 Rivetinco . .No foundation for the report
27046 Riviaggia . .No report published
27047 Rivifando . .Not necessary to contradict the report
27048 Rivifican . . .Not yet made report
27049 Rivinco . . . .Nothing fresh to report
27050 Rivinia . . . .Our authority for this report is [upon)
27051 Rivinorum .Please examine and report as soon as possible
27052 Rivinos . . .Previously reported
27053 Rivisitan . .Referring to last weekly report
27054 Rivisitos . . .Referring to my (our) annual report
27055 Rivocando .Referring to my (our) monthly report
27056 Rivocarla . .Referring to our weekly report (No.)
27057 Rivocata . .Referring to your detail figure report No.
27058 Rivocolla . .Report for the week (ending)
27059 Rivoltola . .Report here
27060 Rivoltuos . .Report immediately by mail
27061 Rivoltura . .Report immediately by telegraph
27062 Rivomitan .Report indicates
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RIV

27063 Rivomitso
27064 Rivomuste
27065 Rivorarum
27066 Rivotano
27067 Rivotarlo
27068 Rivotasit
27069 Rivotasse
27070 Rivotavan
27071 Rivotin . .

27072 Rivotollo
27073 Rivulos .

27074 Rivulsivo
27075 Rixadora
27076 Rixamae .

27077 Rixation .

27078 Rixdale .

27079 Rixosant .

27080 Rixosarum
27081 Rixosis . .

27082 Rixularum
27083 Rixulis . .

27084 Roadman
27085 Roadstead
27086 Roadway
27087 Roanante
27088 Roanosa .

27089 Roarers .

27090 Roaringly
27091 Roastbeef
27092 Roballo .

27093 Robando .

27094 Robbone .

27095 Robelage
27096 Robelots .

27097 Roberties
27098 Robinet .

27099 Roblaba .

27100 Roblaras .

27101 Robledal .

27102 Robledo .

27103 Roblonde
27104 Roboramos
27105 Roborante
27106 Roboratif
27107 Roborota
27108 Robsonies
27109 Robulines
27110 Robustas
27111 Robustida
27112 Robustly .

27113 Rocadero
27114 Rocador .

27115 Rocadores
27116 Rocambole
27117 Rochedo .

27118 Rochete .

27119 Rockaway
27120 Rocklness
27121 RocKlet .

27122 Rocloag .

27123 Recounts
27124 Rodadero
27125 Rodagem
27126 Rodajes .

27127 Rodape . .

27128 Rodapelo
27129 Rodarum
27130 Rodeaker
27131 Rodebat .

27132 Rodeland
27133 Rodenal .

27134 Rodetant
L'TKir. lC.<l.-t-s .

Hodeurs .

27137 Rodillada
27138 Rodillos .

REPORT- Cont.

.Report is confirmed

.Report is not confirmed

.Report (of) (upon)

.Report of shipment sent

.Report received

.Report the result of the meeting

.Report (to) (at)

.Reports that

.Send by mail full report of means and standing of

.Send copy of report

.Send daily report

.Send full report here by mail regarding

.Send full report here by telegraph regarding

.Send monthly expense report

.Send monthly report

.Send report immediately

.Send report sheets

.Send weekly report

.Shall we contradict the report

.Since the last report

.Take no notice of the report

.The report is

.There is a report here (that)

.Too early to report yet, will do so in due time

.Use our printed slips in making your reports
Weekly report
We urgently need information requested by our
weekly report (No. ) (subject )

.What do you think of the report

.What is the latest report (about)

.When can you report (on)

.When will the report be out

.Why have you not reported

.Will mail report to-night

.Will report in a few days

.Your annual report

.REPRESENTATIVE. (Agent, Office.)

.Cannot send a representative, please communicate

.Company's representative (at ) is [with
Has been appointed to represent
.Have a representative call (on)
.Have no representative (at)
Have you any representative (at)
Is not the representative (of)

.Is our representative

.Is the representative (of)

.Legal representative (of)

.Our representative (Mr. ) (will be at)
Representation (for) (of)
Represented (by)
Representing
Send a representative immediately (to)
When will your representative be (here) (at)
Who represents you here
Whom does he represent
Will send a representative at once

. REPRODUCTION. (Illustrated.)

.REPUDIATE. (Accept, Refuse.)

.REQUEST. (Application, Ask, Demand,
As requested (in your) (by) [Inquiry.)

. At our request

.At the request of

.At whose request

.Can (you) ( ) comply with request

.Cannot do as requested

.Comply with request

.Have been requested to

.Have requested them to

.If (you) ( ) request

.'In accordance with his (their) request

.'In accordance with our request

.'In accordance with your request

.'In which (you) ( ) request

.'Must request you to

.'Please comply at once with this request

.'Replying to (your) ( *s) request (of)

.'.Request is unreasonable
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ROM
REQUEST- Cont.

27139 Rodisset . . . Request will be attended to
27140 Rodoald . . . Shall we request to
27141 Rodolito . . .They request
27142 Rodolpho . . Unless (you) ( ) comply with our request
27143 Rodomelo . .Will do as requested (if)
27144 Rodomonte .(You) ( ) must comply with our request
27145 Rodonema .Your request (is) [Time, Want.)
27146 Roedura . . .REQUIRE. (Demand, Insist, Need, Take,
27147 Roefbank . .All requirements
27148 Roemer . . .Buyers do not require
27149 Roemerin . . Buyers require
27150 Roemlinga .Can meet the requirements (of)
27151 Roeping . . .Can (you) ( ) meet the requirements (of)
27152 Roepstem . .Cannot meet the requirements (of)
27153 Roepvogel . .Do not require
27154 Roffelen . . .Do not understand what (you) ( ) require
27155 Roma Do (you) ( ) require (us to)
27156 Roffrid . . . .Does not come up to the requirements
27157 Rofite Everything required by
27158 Rogado . . . .Give full particulars of requirements [requirements
27159 Rogadora . .Have made necessary arrangements for present
27160 Rogalep . . .How (much) (many) do (you) ( ) require
27161 Rogalium . .How soon will (it) ( ) be required
27162 Rogamenta .If it is required
27163 Rogativas . .If (you) ( ) do not require
27164 Rogativot . .If (you) ( ) require
27165 Rogatory . .Is it required
27166 Rogbord . . .Machinery required will be of following description
27167 Rogentop . . May require
27168 Roginibon . .Meet(s) all requirements
27169 Rogitabut . .Not required (immediately)
27170 Rogites . . .Of required capacity
27171 Rogitode . .Require at once
27172 Rognure . . . Require (s) about ( days)
27173 Rogomme . .Require(s) only
27174 Roguery . . . Require(s) the following
27175 Rogueship . .Require(s) the services of an expert at once
27176 Roguish . . .Requirement(s) are
27177 Roguishly . .Requirements changed to
27178 Rojebank . .Should not require [quirements to be
27179 Rojetos . . .Telegraph us fully what you understand the re-
27180 Rokspand . .That require(s)
27181 Rolblok . . .To meet (our) ( 's) requirements
27182 Roldana . . .To meet requirements
27183 Roldesta . . .Urgently required
27184 Rolhout . . .What do (you) ( ) require (for)
27185 Reliable . . .What (we) ( ) require is (the)
27186 Rollamos . .When will (you) ( ) require
27187 Rollangel . .Will be required (not later than)
27188 Rollaran . . .Will not be required (for some time) (until)
27189 Rollbank . .Will only require about
27190 Rollbett . . .Will require
27191 Rollblatt . . .Will (you) ( ) require
27192 Rollendes . .Your requirements
27193 Rollickin . . .REQUISITION. (Demand.)
27194 Rollmaus . .Refer to our requisition No.
27195 Rollocks . . .Requisition No. (follows)
27196 Rollofen . .".Send requisition for [solved.)
27197 Rollosat . . .RESCIND. (Cancel, Countermand, Dis-
27198 Rollstein . .RESEMBLANCE. (Compare, Equal, Same.)
27199 Rolplank ..RESERVE. (Cabin, Commission, Engage-

ment, Freight, Hotel, Room, Space.)
27200 Rolpens . . .Advisable not to reserve
27201 Rolschoda . .Advisable to reserve
27202 Rolschote . .Berth ( ) has been reserved
27203 Rolslang . . .Can you reserve
27204 Rolstok . . .Cannot reserve
27205 Roltafels . . .Did you reserve
27206 Rolvast . . .Do not reserve
27207 Romagunte .Has (have) been reserved
27208 Remain . . .Have not reserved
27209 Romaique . .Have reserved
27210 Romanada .Have you reserved
27211 Romanamo .How much shall we reserve
27212 Romanced .How much will you reserve
27213 Romaneado .If it must be reserved
27214 Romanello .If we reserve
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27215 Romanes .

27216 Romanheld
27217 Romanigat
27218 Romanizig
27219 Romanticy
27220 Romanusto
27221 Romatour .

27222 Rombadas .

27223 Rombament
27224 Rombando
27225 Rombavam
27226 Rombavate
27227 Rombogol .

27228 Romboland
27229 Rombolava
27230 Rombolos .

27231 Rombowlin
27232 Romepenny
27233 Romescot .

27234 Romilius .

27235 Rommelpo
27236 Rompais . .

27237 Rompedor .

27238 Romperian
27239 Rompevole
27240 Rompibles
27241 Rompido . .

27242 Rompish . .

27243 Rompishly
27244 Rompoes .

27245 Rompront .

27246 Rompure .

27247 Romuleo .

27248 Roncabais .

27249 Roncabant
27250 Roncait . .

27251 Roncamos .

27252 Ronceable .

27253 Ronceados
27254 Roncearan
27255 Ronchando
27256 Ronchar . .

27257 Roncolata .

27258 Roncons . .

27259 Rondables .

27260 Rondache .

27261 Rondador .

27262 Rondalla . .

27263 Rondaron .

27264 Rondedans
27265 Rondenos .

27266 Rondgeven
27267 Rondheid .

27268 Rondkop . .

27269 Rondom . .

27270 Ronfatan .

27271 Ronflon . .

27272 Rongerga .

27273 Rongeurs
27274 Rongonca
27275 Ronosato
27276 Ronosos .

27277 Roodbolla
27278 Roodgeel .

27279 Roodsteen
27280 Roodvonk
27281 Roodvost
272*2 Roof in LC

27283 Rooflet .

27284 Roofhest
27285 Roofster
27286 Rooken .

27287 Rookgat
27288 Rookgaten
27289 Rookhut .

RESERVE- Cont.

.In order to reserve

.Instruct to reserve

.Must be reserved

.Must not be reserved

.Must reserve

.Must we reserve

.Reserve berth(s) in sleeping car (for)

.Reserve best berth (on)
Reserve for me (us) [you quote us
.Reserve for us per cent, commission in prices
.Reserve ( ) room(s) (for)
.Reserve space in first steamer (for)
.Reserve the right
.Shall we reserve [prices we quote
.What commissions shall we reserve for you on
. What did you reserve
What has been reserved
.Will be reserved
.Will not be reserved
.Will you reserve [draw.)
.RESIGNATION. (Leave, Surrender, With-
RESIST. (Opposition.)
.RESISTANCE. (Curve, Grades, Insulation.)
.A. C. resistance box
.D. C. resistance box
.Embedded resistance
.Exciter resistance box
.Grid resistance
.Iron clad cell resistance
.Line resistance
.Necessary resistance for
.Offers resistance to
.Resistance caused by poor contacts
.Resistance is contained in a separate case
.Resistance of ground return
.Resistance of ohms
.Self-inductive resistance
.The resistance of
.There is not enough resistance
.There is too much resistance
.Together with necessary resistance
.With necessary resistance for crane service
.RESOLVE. (Conclusion, Decide.) ling.)
.RESOURCE. (Expedient, Financial, Rat-
.RESPECT. (Refer, Regard.)
.RESPONSE. (Reply.)
.RESPONSIBILITY. (Charge, Credit, Fi-

nancial, Good, Liability, Rating, Safe.)
.Accept any responsibility
.Accept no responsibility whatever [sibility of
.Advise what you know about the financial respon-
.All responsibility for
.Are not responsible (for)
.Are responsible (for)
.Are they responsible (for)
.Are you sure of the responsibility of
.By a responsible party
.Cannot be held responsible
.Cannot consider order (contract) for credit until we

have satisfactory information as to their financial
.Consider them responsible [responsibility
.Do not admit any responsibility
.Do (you) ( ) assume responsibility (for)
.Financially responsible
.Give notice holding them responsible
.Have not incurred responsibility
.Have they incurred any responsibility
.Have we incurred any responsibility
.Have you incurred any responsibility
.Hold (you) ( ) responsible (for)
.If you are satisfied with their responsibility
.Incur no responsibility
.Is there any responsibility attached to
.Must be held responsible (for)
.Must not be hold responsible (for)
.Must take responsibility
.Necessary we assume responsibility (for)
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27290 Rookkast .

27291 Rookvang .

27292 Rookwolk .

27293 Roolim . . .

27294 Roomage .

27295 Roomappel
27296 Roombak .

27297 Roomful . .

27298 Roomily . .

27299 Roominess
27300 Roomkan .

27301 Roompot . .

27302 Roomsaus .

27303 Roomsome
27304 Roostpan .

27305 Rootedly . .

27306 Roovers . .

27307 Ropalosi . .

27308 Ropilla . . .

27309 Ropiness . .

27310 Ropones . .

27311 Roquais . .

27312 Roquelo . .

27313 Roquentin .

27314 Roquille . .

27315 Rorabant .

27316 Rorante . .

27317 Roridans . .

27318 Roridos . .

27319 Roridule . .

27320 Roruleda .

27321 Rorulento .

27322 Rosaband .

27323 Rosalbin . .

27324 Rosalgar . .

27325 Rosalinat .

27326 Rosalines .

27327 Rosamonda
27328 Rosarino .

27329 Rosary . . .

27330 Rosasolis .

27331 Rosaura . .

27332 Rosebush .

27333 Rosemary .

27334 Rosenader
27335 Rosenbeet .

27336 Rosenbild .

27337 Rosenfest .

27338 Rosengang
27339 Rosenglut .

27340 Rosenhag .

27341 Rosenhell .

27342 Rosenkohl
27343 Rosenlied .

27344 Rosenlust .

27345 Rosenmund
27346 Rosensaum
27347 Rosenspat .

27348 Rosenspur
27349 Rosenthor .

27350 Rosenweg .

27351 Roseton . .

27352 Rosierta . .

27353 Rosiflore . .

27354 Rosigsten .

27355 Rosillanu .

27356 Rosillesa . .

27357 Rosilloto .

27358 Rosining . .

27359 Rosland . .

27360 Rosmarine
27361 Rosmaro .

27362 Rosmolen .

27363 Rosnador .

27364 Rosolando .

27365 Rosolate . .

27366 Rosolia . . .

ROS
RESPONSIBILITY- Oont
.Necessary (you) ( ) assume responsibility (for)
.Not responsible (for) (unless)
.Our responsibility is limited to
.Refuse to be responsible for
.Responsibility ceases on
.Responsibility rests with (us)
.Responsibility rests with you
.Satisfied with their responsibility
.They cannot hold us responsible (for)
.To assume the entire responsibility (for)
.To be held responsible (for)
.Unless (you) ( ) assume entire responsibility
.We are not responsible for the (damage)
.We hold you responsible (for)
.We incur great responsibility
.(We) ( ) refuse to be responsible (for)
.When does responsibility cease
.Who is responsible (for)
Who will be responsible (for)
.Will be responsible (for)
.Will not be responsible (for)
.Will you be responsible (for)

.REST. (Other, Remainder, Stop.)

.RESTORE. (Repair, Return.)

.RESTRICT. (Confine, Limit.) [feet.)

.RESULT. ' (Conclusion, Consequence, Ef-

.A bad result

.A good result

.Communicate the result (to)

.Final result not yet known

.Giving better results

.Has resulted (in)

. If by doing so, (you) ( ) can obtain a better result

.It will result in

.Telegraph result (of) (to)

.The result is

.The result of the (is)

.This result must be avoided if possible

.To obtain good results

.What is the result (of the)

.With good results

.With no better results

.RETAIN. (Hold, Keep.) [pone.)

.RETARD. (Delay, Detain, Impede, Post-

.RETICENCE. (Communications.)

.RETIRE. (Back, Leave, Withdraw.)

.RETURN. (Back, Come, Goods, Send.)

.Absolutely necessary that (you) ( ) should return

.Advise you to give up the business and return [(by)
Afterwards return (to)
Arrange for return (of)
As soon as (you) ( ) have finished, return (here)
.As soon as (you) ( ) return (from)
.Before return of
. Before returning
.Better return
.Can be returned
.Can do nothing until returns
Can return
.Can (you) ( ) return (by the)
.Cannot return (until)
.Do not delay your return (later than)
.Do not know when will return
.Do not return (until)
.Do not want them returned
.Expect (I) ( ) will return (about)
.Expected to return
.Has (have) not yet returned
.Has (have) returned
.Has (had) to return (on account of)
.Have (you) ( ) returned
.If agreeable will not return until
. If returned in good order [penses and charges
.If (you) ( ) return the you must pay all ex-
. Instruct t9 return (immediately) [return
.Is there anything important requiring my immediate
.May return sooner than expected
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RETURN- Cant.

27367 Rosolique . .Mr. has now returned
27368 Rossalge . . .On my return (will)
27369 Rossane . . .On return of
27370 Rosselly . . . Please return by express
27371 Rosseus . . . Please return by freight
27372 Rosshufes . . Return as soon as convenient
27373 Rossignol . . Return immediately
27374 Rosskamm .Returns here about
27375 Rossolade . .Shall return (by) (to) [structions
27376 Rossolina . . Shall return the unless you telegraph other in-
27377 Rosswart . . Telegram received. Return to Pittsburg
27378 Rosswuth . .They have been returned
27379 Rostagnus . They have not been returned
27380 Rostellis . . .To be returned (to)
27381 Rostellum . . Was returned on the
27382 Rostendes . .When do (you) ( ) intend to return
27383 Rostrado . . When (he) (they) return
27384 Rostral . . . .When must (you) ( ) return
27385 Rostralis . .When returned
27386 Rostratos . . When (you) ( ) return (from)
27387 Rostropod . . Will be returned
27388 Rostrorum .Will not be returned
27389 Rostroth . . .Will not return (before)
27390 Roststab . . .Will return
27391 Rosulanit . .Will return as soon as possible
27392 Rosulanos . .Will return by the S^S.
27393 Rosulanum .Will return; can do nothing here
27394 Rosulen . . . Will return in a few days
27395 Rosulentu . .Will return via
27396 Rotabucat .(You) ( ) had better return
27397 Rotabufun . (You) ( ) need not return (until)
27398 Rotadora ..REVERSE.
27399 Rotalia .... By reversing
27400 Rotamente . If you reverse
27401 Rotante . . . It is non-reversing
27402 Rotascope . .It is reversible
27403 Rotatio . . . .Must be reversible
27404 Rotationa . .Non-reversing
27405 Rotators . . .Reverse connections to series coil

27406 Rotbak . . . .Reverse connections to shunt coil

27407 Roteador . .Reverse current relay
27408 Retellone . .Time limit relay
27409 Rothdorn . .REVISE. (Correct, Examination, Rectified.)
27410 Rothente . .REVOKE. (Cancel, Countermand.)
27411 Rothfin . . . .REVOLUTIONS. (Speed.)
27412 Rothfinke . .RHEOSTAT. (Style.)
27413 Rothgans . .Complete with rheostat(s) [minimum release
27414 Rothgelb . .Double pole starting rheostat, with maximum and
27415 Rothglut . . .Embedded type of rheostat(s)
27416 Rothgolde . .German silver spiral rheostat(s)
27417 Rothguss . .Iron clad rheostat(s)
27418 Rothhorn . .Price includes necessary rheostat(s)
27419 Rothkohl . .Regulating rheostat to reduce speed p. c. at

torque [torque with minimum release
27420 Rothkraut .Regulating rheostat to reduce speed p. c. at
27421 Rothlauf . . .Regulating rheostat to reduce speed p. c. at

torque with maximum and minimum release
27422 Rothmaus . .Single pole starting rheostat with minimum release
27423 Rothnavos .Single pole starting rheostat with minimum and

maximum release
27424 Rothrock . .Together with necessary rheostat(s)
27425 Rothsamig .With field and starting rheostat(s)
2742R Rothtiger . .With field rheostat(s)
27427 Rothwilde . .With field rheostat to raise speed to r. p. m.
27428 Rotifera . . .With field rheostat to vary speed per cent.

27429 Rotismo . . .With starting rheostat(s)
27430 Rotolano . . .RID. (Free.) [Justified, Left, Rectified.)
27431 Rotonde . . .RIGHT. (Correct, Entitle, Equitable, Hand,
27432 Rotondite . .A right to
27433 Rotosans . .All right (to go ahead)
27434 Rotrude . .. .Am I (are we) right
27435 Rotsholen . .Are they right
27436 Rottendes . .Are (you) ( ) right
27437 Rottenly . . .Are you sure (you) ( ) are right
27438 Rottingen . .Do what you consider right
27439 Rottland . . .For right hand side (of)
27440 Rottolo . . . .Have they the right (to)
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27441 Rottung .

27442 Rottungen
27443 Rotulabut
27444 Rotuladoc
27445 Rotulamos
27446 Rotular .

27447 Rotularon
27448 Rotulosa .

27449 Rotunda .

27450 Rotundaba
27451 Rotundant
27452 Rotundavi
27453 Rotundend
27454 Rotundios ,

27455 Rotundity ,

27456 Rotundora
27457 Rotundula
27458 Rotura . .

27459 Roturaban
27460 Roturados
27461 Roturais .

27462 Roubadon .

27463 Roublard .

27464 Roubles . .

27465 Roughings
27466 Roughish .

27467 Roughlynd
27468 Roulable .

27469 Roulades .

27470 Roulement
27471 Rouleux . .

27472 Roulottag .

27473 Roumara .

27474 Roundabo ,

27475 Roundelay
27476 Roundels .

27477 Roundhart
27478 Roundhead
27479 Roundhous
27480 Roundlyt .

27481 Roundness
27482 Roundride
27483 Roupagem
27484 Roupie . . .

27485 Rousant . .

27486 Rousingly .

27487 Roussable .

27488 Roussards
27489 Roussille .

27490 Roussinol .

27491 Routesto . ,

27492 Routofant
27493 Rouvrons .

27494 Roventato .

27495 Roventava
27496 Roventola .

27497 Rovinano .

2749S Rovinarlo .

27499 Rovinasse .

27500 Rovinollo .

27501 Rovisto . .

27502 Rovistola .

27503 Rowlock . .

27504 Roxear . . .

27505 Royalade .

27506 Royaliste .

27507 Royalize . .

27508 Royalonca
27509 Royalties .

27510 Roysterer .

27511 Ruabais . .

27512 Ruadolen .

27513 Ruadorato
27514 Ruariat . .

27515 Ruaron . . .

27516 Rubacuori .

27517 Rubamento

RUB
RIGHT- Cont.
.Have we the right (to)
.Have (you) ( ) the right (to)
.Is it all right (to)
.It is all right (to)
.It is not right
.Not quite right
.Otherwise all right
.Please telegraph if right
.Reserve(s) the right to
.Right and left
.Right side
. Specification is right
.We are right
.We have no -right (to)
.We have the right (to)
What right had
.Which is right ( or)
.Will make it. right
.(You) ( ) did quite right
.(You) ( ) have no right (to)
.(You) ( ) have the right (to)
.RISK. (Consignee, Danger, Jeopardize,
.All risks [Liability, Responsibility.)
.Are afraid of risk
.Are we running any risk
.Are (you) ( ) willing to take the risk (of)
.At our risk
.At shippers' risk
.At (their) (his) risk
.At whose risk
.At (your) ( 's) risk
.Consider business risky
.Do not care to assume risk
.Do not run any risk (of)
.Do not think there is any risk
.If it can be done without risk
.If (you) ( ) take all risks
.Is it worth, the risk
.Is there any risk
.Manufacturers will not take the risk
.Quite willing to take risk (of)
.Taking risk of
.The only risk would be in case of
.The risk is too great
.There is no risk
.There is some risk
.To take the risk
.Unless (you) ( ) take the risk
.What risk is there
.Will take the risk
.You will run no risk whatever
.RIVAL. (Competition.)
.ROAD. (Impassable, Route, Way.)
.Length of road is kilometres
.Length of road is miles
.Now on the road
.On the road (to) (from)
.Road is blocked
.What is the condition of the road
.What is the length of the road
.RONEY STOKERS. (Stokers.)
.ROOM. (Engagement, Hotel, Occupy, Re-
.Can make room for [serve^ Space.)
.Can you make room for
.Cannot make room for
.Engage ( ) rooms for the
.Freight room
.Have reserved room for
.How many rooms shall we engage (for)
.In order to make room (for)
.Is there sufficient room (for)
.Must have more room (for)
.No room to spare
.Room all engaged
.Room had already been engaged
.Room in erecting shop (all taken)
.Scarcity of room
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ROOM-Clw*.

27518 Rubamonta . Secure room
27519 Rubanac . . .There is not room for
27520 Rubaneur . . There is room for
27521 Rubasse . . . Vessel has room for less than estimated
27522 Rubatori . . .Vessel has room for more than estimated
27523 Rubbish . . .Vessel wants to fill up; can secure room cheap
27524 Rubbishin . .We are very much in need of the room
27525 Rubbly . . . .We have no room for
27526 Rubedant . .What room is there in the
27527 Rubedinis . .Will have room for
27528 Rubedo . . . .Will not have room for
27529 Rubefiant . .Will reserve room for

27530 Rubellian ..ROTATING. (Flywheel, Speed.)
27531 Rubelloru ..ROTARY CONVERTER. (Multiple, Page

451, Speed.)
27532 Rubellos . . .Rotary converter A. C. to D. C. with starting motor
27533 Rubelluli . . Rotary converter A. C. to D. C. without starting

motor
27534 Rubelnote . . Rotary converter D. C. to A. C. with exciter
27535 Rubianus . . Rotary converter D. C. to A. C. without exciter
27536 Rubibun . . .Rotary to convert from A. C .to D. C.
27537 Rubibundi . .Rotary to convert from D. C. to A. C.
27538 Rubicabut . .ROUGH. (About, Incomplete, Sketch.)
27539 Rubicano . .A rough estimate will do
27540 Rubicativ . .Give a rough idea (of)
27541 Rubicondo .On a rough calculation, think about
27542 Rubicund . . Rough finish
27543 Rubidetto . .Rough sketch mailed
27544 Rubidium . . Send rough sketch of
27545 Rubidorum . Speaking roughly (think) [Road, Way.)
27546 Rubified . . .ROUTE. (Destination, Railroad, Railroads,
27547 Rubifique . .A cheaper route is via
27548 Rubiginos . .A quicker route is via
27549 Rubinejo . . .By cheapest route
27550 Rubinete . . .By either route
27551 Rubinglas . . By the best possible route
27552 Rubinosa . . By the route
27553 Rubinring . .By the same route
27554 Rubles ... .By the shortest route
27555 Ruborunt . .By what route (did you ship)
27556 Rubrator . . By what route shall we ship
27557 Rubripede . .Can take en route
27558 Rubrius . . . Can (you) ( ) take en route
27559 Rubuisset . .Have sent full particulars as to route [shipment
27560 Rubules . . . Have (you) ( ) any preference as to the route of
27561 Rubusti . . .How did you route
27562 Rubustino . .If (you) ( ) can do better by any other route
27563 Ruchbar . . .Is the best route
27564 Ruchetta . . Is there any other route
27565 Rucheur . . .Now en route (to)
27566 Ruchsaat . . Route according to (instructions)
27567 Ruckleine . .Route same as (before)
27568 Rucksack . .Send full particulars as to route
27569 Ruconium . .Telegraph routing (of)
27570 Ructabund .Which is the cheapest route
27571 Ructament . Which is the shortest route
27572 Ructamina .Which route (will you take)
27573 Ructatrix . . Which route would you suggest
27574 Ructavit . . .Will probably take the route
27575 Rudamente .Will send particulars as to route
27576 Ruddily . . .RULE. (Method, Practice, System.)
27577 Ruddontes .RUMOR. (Report, Say.) [Work.)
27578 Ruddy ....RUNNING. (Multiple, Operation, Start,
27579 Rudectus . .Begin running
27580 Rudenter . .If not running
27581 Ruderatos . .If running
27582 Rudern .... Keep a record of the run
27583 Rudesse . . .Plant does not run on Sunday
27584 Rudiarius . .Running badly
27585 Rudimedad .Running day and night
27686 Rudlnos . . .Running day only
27587 Rudivlmus .Running numbers
27588 Rudivlsti . .Running well
27589 Rudolph in . .Stpp-<l running
27590 Rudusculo .To run opposite direction to standard
27591 Ruebedado . When will (you) ( ) begin running
27592 Ruebenbau .Will begin running
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RUG
RUNNING Cone.

27593 Ruebenfel . .Will run up to
27594 Ruebensam .RUPTURE. (Broken, Cracked, Flaw.)
27595 Ruebsaat ..RUSH. (Hasten, Hurry.)
27596 Ruedenhun .Is it important to rush
27597 Ruedosan . .It is important to rush
27598 Rueful .... Rush this through as fast as possible
27599 Ruefully . . .Will rush through as fast as possible
27600 Ruegante ..SACRIFICE. (Abandon, Loss, Waive.)
27601 Ruegbar . . .Advise making a sacrifice
27602 Ruegendes . At a sacrifice
27603 Ruegesac . . By sacrificing
27604 Ruegetag . . Can only be done at a sacrifice
27605 Ruelpisch . . Had to sacrifice
27606 Ruelps ... .If it can be done without sacrifice [slon
27607 Ruement . .If you will sacrifice per cent, of your commis-
27608 Ruempfen . .Must be done at any sacrifice
27609 Ruentium . .Thought it best to sacrifice
27610 Ruepel . . . .Willing to sacrifice (but)
27611 Ruepelhaf . .Willing to sacrifice per cent, of our commission
27612 Ruesthaus .SAFE. (Danger, Guarantee, Responsibility,
27613 Ruestlein . .Are we safe in accepting [Security.)
27614 Rueststam .Are we safe in shipping
27615 Rucstiag . .Arrived safely (at)
27616 Ruestunge . Can you safely
27617 Ruestwage .Consider him (them) (it) quite safe
27618 Ruethchen .Considered perfectly safe
27619 Ruetteln . . .Do not think it safe (to)
27620 Rufendes . . If it can be done safely
27621 Rufescent . . If it cannot be done safely
27622 Rufetis . . . .In safety
27623 Ruffallan . . Is it safe to accept
27624 Ruffellos . . .It is safe (to)
27625 Ruffianag . . It will not be safe for us to
27626 Ruffianis . . Not considered safe
27627 Ruffianly . .They are not safe for
27628 Rufflnous . . They are safe for
27629 Ruffledo . . .Think you are quite safe (in)
27630 Rufflemen . .Will it be safe for us to
27631 Ruffleron . .With safety
27632 Ruffola . . . .You are quite safe in (accepting)
27633 Rufibarbe . . SAID. (Deny, Say, Specify.)
27634 Rufipedes . .All that was said
27635 Rufista .... Before anything was said about
27636 Rufname . . Nothing was said about
27637 Rufpunkt . . Said that
27638 RufHum . . Said that (you) ( ) must
27639 Rufulite . .Said to be
27640 Rufulorum . Telegram said
27641 Rufulos . .Was anything said about
27642 Rufulum . .Your letter said
27643 Rugader . . Your telegram said
27644 Ruggedly ..SAIL. (Departure, Leave, Steamer.)
27645 Ruggeling . .SAKE. (Cause, Purpose.)
27646 Rugginet . . For the sake of
27647 Rughelan ..SALARY. (Compensation, Pay, Wages.)
27648 Rughetta . .SALE. (Contract, Sell, Sold.)
27649 Rughettin . .A very good sale
27650 Rughout . . .Advise sale of
27651 Rugiada . . .Amount of sales
27652 Rugiadell . . Can make sale (of)
27653 Rugiadoso . Cancel sale (of)
27654 Rugiamus . .Cannot cancel the sale
27655 Rugible . . .Cannot make sale
27656 Rugido . . . .Conditions (terms) of sale are as follows
27657 Rugidosta . .Confirm sale by letter
27658 Rugifolie . . Confirm sale of
27659 Ruginant . .Do not believe we will be able to make the sale
27660 Ruginatio . . Do not make any sales (of ) less than list

27661 Ruginosas . .Do the best you can, but make the sale
27662 Ruginosit . .Expect to close sale
27663 Rugkleed . .Have cancelled the sale
27664 Rugkorf . . .Have for sale
27665 Rugleunin . .If the sale is affected
27666 Rugosidad . Push sales (of)
27667 Rugositas . . Sale, if immediate shipment possible
27668 Rugosity . .Sale was made subject to
27669 Rugoso . . . .Sales for last month amount to
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27670 Rugottato .

27671 Rugous . . .

27672 Rugrand . .

27673 Rugspier .

27674 Rugtering .

27675 Rugtitel . .

27676 Rugueux .

27677 Rugumassi
27678 Rugumavat
27679 Rugumo . .

27680 Rugvinnen
27681 Rugwol . .

27682 Ruhamah .

27683 Ruhealtar .

27684 Ruhebank .

27685 Ruhebeda .

27686 Ruhebette
27687 Ruhegehat
27688 Ruhejahr .

27689 Ruhekiss .

27690 Ruhelage .

27691 Ruhelope .

27692 Ruhelos . .

27693 Ruheport .

27694 Ruheposte
27695 Ruhepunt .

27696 Ruhesam .

27697 Ruhestabe
27698 Ruhestand
27699 Ruhestatt .

27700 Ruhestuhl .

27701 Ruhetagen
27702 Ruhethal .

27703 Ruhewart .

27704 Ruhewinke
27705 Ruhiges . .

27706 Ruhigsten
27707 Ruhmliebe
27708 Ruhmpfad
27709 Ruhmvoll .

27710 Ruhranfa .

27711 Ruhrarti .

27712 Ruhrkrank
27713 Ruhrnuss .

27714 Ruhrruthe
27715 Ruibarbo .

27716 Ruibundit .

27717 Ruibundos
27718 Ruibundum
27719 Ruidorum .

27720 Ruidosan .

27721 Ruldosos .

27722 Ruifel . . .

27723 Ruighandi .

27724 Ruigheid . .

27725 Ruiglie . . .

27726 Ruigschaf .

27727 Rulmbanad
27728 Ruimiritf . .

27729 Ruimkran .

27730 Ruimmente
27731 Rulmnald .

27732 Ruimpen . .

27733 Ruimpomp
27734 Ruln;il.l" .

27735 Ruinaiste .

27736 Rulnament
27737 Rulnasse .

27738 Ruinatino .

27739 Ruindade .

27740 Rulnedet . .

27741 Rulnenhaf
27742 Rulnenwel
27743 Rulniform .

27744 Rulnosar .

27745 Rulnosis . .

SALE Cent.

.Subject to prior sale

.Telegraph all sales you have made

.There is a good sale here (for)

.What are the conditions of sale

.SALES MANAGER.

.Refer(ring) to my letter to sales' manager (dated)

.Refer(ring) to my telegram to sales' marager
(dated) [Equal, Identical.)

SAME. (Compare, Contrary, Difference,
About the same (as)
Also same as above
At the same (time)
-Cannot be the same
.Exactly the same in every respect (except)
In the same manner
.Is it the same (as)
.It is not the same (as)
.It is the same (as)
.Must be exactly the same (as)
.Of same description
.Of same- size
.Of same weight
.Of the same
.Or same as above with following alternative
.Or same as above with following exceptions
.Order same as details in my (letter)
.Remains the same as before
.Same as above
.The same (as)
.The same as before
.The same as last order
.The same kind
.Using the same (drawing)
.Very nearly the same thing
.Was (were) not the same
Was (were) the same
.Will be the same
.Will not be the same
.With same as
Would like the same (as) [firmation, Consent.)
.SANCTION. (Approval, Authority, Con-
.Act without his (their) sanction
.Authorities give their sanction (to)
.Can you obtain (his) (their) sanction (to)
.Cannot give our sanction (to) (unless)
.Cannot obtain 's sanction
.Do you sanction (it)

.Do(es) not sanction (it)

.Get the sanction of

.Give their sanction (to)
'Is their sanction necessary
.Obtain sanction to following changes
'Sanction for the alteration

[Was done with the sancuon of
'Was done without sanction
"Will not give their sanction (to)
'Will (you) ( ) kindly sanction
'Without (our) ( *s) sanction
SANGUINE. (Encouragement, Hope.)
.SATISFACTION. (Approval, Enough, Suffi-
*Are not satisfied (with) [cient.)
'Are quite satisfied (with)
.Are they satisfied (with)
.Are (they) ( ) working satisfactorily
.Are (you) ( ) satisfied (with)
.Can get no satisfaction from (him)
.Can (you) ( ) satisfy
.Continue(s) to give satisfaction
.^Everything is now s.iiist.i. tory
.Far from satisfied (with)
.Guarantees perfect s.-i t isi'.-ict im
.If (It) (they) ( ) are satisfied
.Tf (it is) (they are) not satisfactory, advise at once
.If flatlsf.u tor y, future business can be obtained
.If (you) ( ) are nut s.itisii.-.i (with)
.If (you) ( ) are satisfied (with)
.Is (are) giving perfect satisfaction
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SATISFACTION- Cont.

27746 Ruinosoca .Is (are) not giving perfect satisfaction
27747 Ruinous . .Is it satisfactory
27748 Ruinously .Is not satisfied (with)
27749 Ruipessot .It will not satisfy
27750 Ruipontic .It will satisfy
27751 Ruisbusto . It would be more satisfactory if

27752 Ruisching . Must be done in a satisfactory manner
27753 Ruisdael . .Satisfactorily
27754 Ruisenor . Satisfactory to (both parties)
27755 Ruisset . . .Telegraph if this is not satisfactory
27756 Ruitenbla .Telegraph if this is satisfactory
27757 Ruitenlod .The conditions are satisfactory
27758 Ruitkever . The course you have taken is not satisfactory
27759 Ruitveld . .To (our) ( 's) satisfaction
27760 Ruitvorm . To satisfy
27761 Ruivaca .What will satisfy (you) (them)
27762 Ruivo . . .Why is it not satisfactory
27763 Rujada . .Will be perfectly satisfactory (to)
27764 Rukken .Will be satisfied (if) (with)
27765 Rukking .Will give better satisfaction (than)
27766 Rukwind .Will (he) (they) ( ) be satisfied (with)
27767 Rulable .Will make it entirely satisfactory
27768 Ruleless .Will not be satisfied (with) (unless)
27769 Ruletas .Will not give as good satisfaction (as)
27770 Rulingly .Will satisfy (all parties)
27771 Rullianus . With great satisfaction
27772 Rullum . .Would this be satisfactory
27773 Rumbling .You must satisfy
27774 Rumbosona .SAVE. (Cost, Economy, Prevent.)
27775 Rumecan .At a saving (in) (of)
27776 Rumemus .By this means will save
27777 Rumentor . Can effect a saving (if) (of)
27778 Rumeur . . Can save
27779 Rumflesch .Can (you) ( ) save anything by
27780 Rumiabais .Cannot save
27781 Rumiabamo Do not save anything (by)
27782 Rumiadens .Do not save more (than)
27783 Rumiadura .For the sake of saving
27784 Rumiantes . Guaranteed to save
27785 Rumiarate .If it will save expense
27786 Rumiaria . . If it will save time
27787 Rumiaron . .If we can it would effect a saving (of)
27788 Rumiastes .It is important to save
27789 Rumifico ... It will save considerable expense (if)
27790 Rumigeres .It will save time if we may
27791 Rumigeron .It would be very little saving
27792 Ruminabut . May be saved by
27793 Ruminal . . .May we to save time and expense
27794 Ruminalis . .Ought to save at least
27795 Ruminamus Save more than
27796 Ruminanta . Saving more than the
27797 Ruminator . Saving (on each ) would be
27798 Ruminavit . Saving per cent, of
27799 Ruminibus . Saving the cost of
27800 Ruminoso . .To save expense (you may)
27801 Rumionada . To save making new (design)
27802 Rumionesa . To save time (you may)
27803 Rumitabis . Unless there will be a considerable saving in
27804 Rumitavat . Will not save anything
27805 Rummaging Will not save (us)
27806 Rumoren . .Would effect a saving of
27807 Rumpebam .SAWYER-MAN LAMPS. (Page 483.)
27808 Rumpelige . SAY. (Deny, Said, Statement, Verbal.)
27809 Rumpelpos .Ascertain what he has to say about
27810 Rumpendu . Can you say (when)
27811 Rumpfbau .Cannot say (when)
27812 Rumpisato . Did not say
27813 Rumpissis . . Did you say
27814 Rumple ... Do not think it advisable to say anything about
27815 Rumpons . .Do(es) not say
27816 Rumpotet .For you to say
27817 Rumpotino . From what they say
27818 Rumrum . . .How can (you) ( ) say
27819 Rumusano . If you can say
27820 Rumuscul . . In which he (they) say
27821 Rumvat ... In which (you) ( ) say
27822 Runagate . .It is difficult to say
27823 Runaway . . Now they say
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27824 Runcabam .Please say to
27825 Runcavimu .Say(s) nothing about it

27826 Runcavist . . Says that he (they) will
27827 Rundbauch . Says that he (they) will not
27828 Rundbaues .They say (you)
27829 Rundbeute .What can we say
27830 Rundbild . . What docs (he) (they) ( ) say (about)
27831 Rundblika .Will not say
27832 Rundblume .Will say (nothing about it)

27833 Rundbogen .You must not say anything about
27834 Rundell . . . You say
27835 Rundervet . SCALE. (Drawings, Measurement.)
27836 Rundfisch . .A scale of
27837 Rundgesan . Scale drawing(s)
27838 Rundhacke . Scale full size
27839 Rundhals . .Scale of feet to the inch
27840 Rundkolla . Scale of inches to the foot
27841 Rundkopfe . Scale of inches to the mile
27842 Rundlauf . . To what scale
27843 Rundliban .What is the scale of
27844 Rundsamig . SCARCE. (Few, Need, Want.)
27845 Rundschet . SCHEDULE. (List.)
27846 Rundschil . .According to schedule
27847 Rundsicht . .Forward complete schedule
27848 Rundsopha .Have forwarded complete schedule
27849 Rundtempe . Have included in schedule
27850 Rundtheil . .Have not included in schedule
27851 Runduman .Have you included in schedule
27852 Rundung . .Not according to schedule
27853 Rundungen .Under what schedule
27854 Rundwache .We omitted under schedule
27855 Runenaten .Will forward complete schedule
27856 Runerdand .SCHEME. (Design, Place, Flan, Syndicate.)
27857 Runfla . . . .Are preparing a scheme (to)
27858 Runflada . .By this scheme
27859 Runiche .. .Can you devise a scheme for
27860 Runicona . . Do not think it a good scheme
27861 Runique . . .His scheme is to
27862 Runkel . . . .My scheme is to
27863 Runlouse . . Scheme cannot be carried out on account of
27864 Runmolen . .Scheme has been abandoned
27865 Runner . . . Scheme has been abandoned for the present
27866 Runologis . . Scheme is impracticable
27867 Runologue .Scheme will be carried out
27868 Ruolodo . . .Suggest the following scheme (for)
27869 Ruotament .There is a scheme on foot to
27870 Ruotina . . .Think it a good scheme
27871 Ruotonet . .We approve the scheme
27872 Rupellary . .What do you think of the scheme
27873 Ruperto . . .What is the scheme
27874 Ruperunt . .Will try to devise a scheme for
27875 Rupestral . .You must scheme to in some way
27876 Rupiatan . . SEALING.
27877 Rupicapri . .Delay sealing as long as possible [gate.)
27878 Rupinoso ..SEARCH. (Examination, Inquiry, Investi-
27879 Rupistis . . .A strict search (for)
27880 Ruppig . . . .Are now searching (for)
27881 Ruppigket .Have made search (at)
27882 Ruppinie . ..Please search (for)
27883 Rupsvorm . .Searched everywhere but cannot find
27884 Ruptionas . .Suggest that a search be made in
27885 Ruptorio . .Will make a thorough search
27886 Ruptos . . . .You must search (for)
27887 Rupturing . .SECOND-HAND. (Stock.)
27888 Ruqueta . . .Have a second-hand
27889 Rurabimur .Have nothing second-hand
27890 Rurabor . . .Have you a second-hand
27891 Ruralaque . .If you can get second-hand ( suitable for)
27892 Ruralemen .Is it new or second-hand
27893 Ruralibus . .Second-hand will not suit
27894 Ruralism . .Would in-f.-r s-<-<md-)i:md

27895 Ruralness . .SECRET. (Conceal, Confidence, Frivate.)
27896 Ruramur . . SECTION. (Drawings, Fart, Wire.)
27897 Rurigedos . .A section of
27898 Rurigenls . .All sections (to be)
27899 Rusadium .Cross section in circular mils is
27900 Rusalca . . .Cross section (through)
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27901 Rusant , .

27902 Ruscarium
27903 Ruschia .

27904 Rusco . .

27905 Rusconia
27906 Rusculis .

27907 Rusellani
27908 Rushiness
27909 Rusicade .

27910 Rusines .

27911 Rusleer .

27912 Ruspabunt
27913 Ruspetis . .

27914 Ruspinum .

27915 Ruspone . .

27916 Russamma
27917 Russando .

27918 Russarono
27919 Russasend
27920 Russassim
27921 Russatide .

27922 Russatoru
27923 Russatost .

27924 Russavamo
27925 Russavate
27926 Russbrand
27927 Russdruck
27928 Russenade
27929 Russentum
27930 Russeting .

27931 Russgrau .

27932 Russhuett .

27933 Russicht . .

27934 Russilho . .

27935 Russkohle .

27936 Russlappe .

27937 Russloch .

27938 Russniak .

27939 Russophil .

27940 Russtoff . .

27941 Russulita .

27942 Russules . .

27943 Russulum
27944 Rustaud . .

27945 Rustbank .

27946 Rustbedde
27947 Rustdagen
27948 Rusthout .

27949 Rusticaba .

27950 Rusticall .

27951 Rusticamo
27952 Rusticane .

27953 Rusticar . .

27954 Rustichen .

27955 Rusticity .

27956 Rusticoga .

27957 Rusticulo .

27958 Rustifoca .

27959 Rustiness .

27960 Rustique . .

27961 Rustiquon .

27962 Rustjaar . .

27963 Rustkamer
27964 Rustplaat .

27965 Rustpundo
27966 ^ustpute .

27967 Rutabaga .

27968 Rutabulan
27969 Rutabulis .

27970 Rutabulum
27971 Rutaceous .

27972 Rutaceum .

27973 Rutariaru .

27974 Rutato . . .

27975 Ruteles . . .

27976 Rutelides .

27977 Rutellis . .

27978 Rutelloru .

RUT
SECTION Cont.
.Divided into sections, each about feet in length
.Feeder section
.Feeder section(s) for dynamos
.In sections (of)
.Inch section
.Longitudinal section
.Not in sections
, Rectangular section
.Showing section through
.Unit section
.Vertical section [Safe, Warrant.)
.SECURITY. (Guarantee, Influence, Obtain,
.Ample security (for)
.Are not secured
.Are secured (to the extent of) (by)
.Are they secured
.Are trying to secure
.Are we secured
.Are (you) ( ) secured
,As a further security (against)
.Better secure at once
.Better security (required)
.Can be secured
.Can (get) (give) ample security
.Can give no security
.Can obtain security
.Can offer bills as security
.Can offer mortgage on as security
.Can offer shares in as security
.Can secure the (order)
.Can you get first-class security (to cover)
.Can (you) ( ) secure
.Cannot accept the security offered
.Cannot do it without good security
.Cannot obtain the security mentioned
.Cannot secure (the order)
.Collateral security will do in lieu of cash deposit
.Expect to secure about
.Fully secured -

.Get best security

.Get money or convertible security

.Have given the required security

.Have given their acceptance as security

.Have good security for amount of loss

.Have not been able to secure

.Have not secured

.Have obtained satisfactory security

.Have (you) ( ) secured

.Holding as security

.How can we be secured

.If they deposit collateral security

.If we can secure (the business)

.If (you) ( ) cannot secure (the business)

.If (you) ( ) do not secure (the business)

.If (you) ( ) secure (the business)

.Is it perfectly secure

.Must have good security

.Must have security for at least

.Offers as security

.Offers first-class security

.On what terms can (you) ( ) secure

.Secure the (order)

. Secured by bonds (of) (at)

.Secured by interest-bearing negotiable notes

.Secured by satisfactory collateral

.Security offered is (accepted)

.Security offered is not satisfactory

.Security to the amount of

.To be secured

.To secure the (order)

.To what extent are (you) ( ) secured

.Try to secure

.Trying hard to secure

.We can get good security

.We hold as security

.We probably can secure the order

.Well secured by mortgage

.What security can you (obtain) (offer)
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27979 Rutellum .

27980 Ruthacan .

27981 Ruthard . .

27982 Ruthenhib
27983 Ruthenian .

27984 Ruthenota
27985 Ruthessly .

27986 Rutidosi . .

27987 Rutifacto .

27988 Rutilabun .

27989 Rutilamos .

27990 Rutilando .

27991 Rutilekon .

27992 Rutilina . .

27993 Rutilius . .

27994 Rutilos . . .

27995 Rutinaras .

27996 Rutinario .

27997 Rutinera . .

27998 Rutschast .

27999 Rutschban
28000 Rutschbeg
28001 Rutschen .

28002 Rutschigc .

28U03 Rutschweg
28004 Rutteggia .

28005 Rutubarum
28006 Rutubis . .

28007 Rutulam . .

28008 Rutunium .

28009 Rutupae . .

28010 Rutupinus
28011 Rutylene .

28012 Ruvidetto .

28013 Ruvidigo .

28014 Ruvinho . .

28015 Ruvistico .

28016 Rypecks . .

28017 Rypica . . .

28018 Ryssatola .

28019 Ryssatus .

28020 Rysvand . .

28021 Rythme . .

28022 Rytidosie .

28023 Rytine . . .

28024 Rytinote . .

28025 Saalbau . .

28026 Saamouna
28027 Saatbohne
28028 Saatfahrt
28029 Saatfelan .

28030 Saatfelde .

28031 Saatfruct .

28032 Saatgruen .

28033 Saatgurke
28034 Saatkorn .

28035 Saatmarkt
28036 Saatmohn .

28037 Saatpflug .

28038 Saatruebe .

28039 Saatsame .

28040 Saatvogel .

L'sim Sahacnn . .

28042 Sabacthan
28043 Sabadato .

28044 Sabadico .

28045 Sabagena .

28046 Sabaglion .

28047 Sabaismo .

28049 Sabajaum .

SECURITY- Cont.
. What security (do you hold)
.What security is offered
.What security will be required
.Will be secured
.Will debtor pay, or will he give good security
.Will not be secured
. Will not give security
.Will (you) ( ) secure
.With good security
.Without any security
.Without good security
.You had better secure without delay
.You must secure [serve, Visit.)
SEE. (Discover, Interview, Meeting, Ob-
.Am to see
Be sure and see
Can be seen
.Can (you) ( ) see
.Cannot be seen (before)
Cannot see (how)
.Did not see
.Did (you) ( ) see
.Do (you) ( ) expect to see
.Do (you) ( ) see any reason (for) (why)
Do (you) ( ) see your way (to)
.Do(es) not see
.Do(es) not see any reason (to) (why)
.Expect(s) to see
.Go and see (about it)
.Have not yet seen

,
but hope to to-morrow

.Have seen

.Have seen and arranged to

.Have (you) ( ) seen

.If you can see your way (to)

.If you cannot see your way (to)

.If you see that is

.If you see that is not

.It will be seen

.It will not be seen

.Must not be seen (by)

.Not to be seen

.Not to see

.Otherwise see (that)

.See about

.See about it at once and telegraph us

.See him (them) at once and arrange

.See if he (they) will

.See if you can

.See letter mailed you to-day (to)

.See that

.See to it (them) immediately

.See what is wrong (with)

. See at once (in regard to)

.See before returning (about)

.Shall I see

.Should be seen

.Wait to see

. When can be seen

.When you see
Why have you not seen

.Will be seen

.Will see about it at once

.Will see him (them) (soon as possible)

.Will see to it at once
You may expect to see

.
You will see that
SEEM. (Appearance.)
[SELECT. (Alternative, Favor, Prefer.)
. SELL. (Contract, Cost, Customer, Disposi-
,At what price (will) (can) you sell [tion, Sale.)
.Can sell (at)
.Can sell for less than
.Can you not sell
.Can you sell
.Cannot sell at anything over
.Cannot sell at price offered
.Cannot sell for less than
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SELL Cont.

28056 Sabaneand . Did (you) ( ) sell
28057 Sabanones .Do not sell (for less than)
28058 Sabanpute .Have an opportunity to sell
28059 Sabaoth . . .Have authority to sell
28060 Sabastro . . .Have we discretion to sell
28061 Sabataria . .If (you) ( ) can sell [offer
28062 Sabateles . .If (you) ( ) cannot sell at this price, telegraph
28063 Sabatenum .May we sell (at)
28064 Sabaticas . .Please authorize me to sell at best I can
28065 Sabaudia . .Sell as per your letter of
28066 Sabbadear .Sell at
28067 Sabbado . . .Sell at best price obtainable
28068 Sabbatcor . .Sell at price that will net us not less than
28069 Sabbatdag .Sell at the price you named unless you can do better
28070 Sabbathan .Sell cost and freight
28071 Sabbatica . .Sell cost, freight and insurance
28072 Sabedor . . .Sell for cash
28073 Sabedoria . . Sell f . o. b.
28074 Sabeism . . . Sell if you are sure
28075 Sabelbek . . .Sell if you cannot do better
28076 Sabelbont . . Shall I (we) sell
28077 Sabeldier . .Think can sell (for) (at)
28078 Sabelen . . .To sell
28079 Sabeliano . . Trying to sell
28080 Sabelicas . . What can (you) ( ) sell it for
28081 Sabelklin . .Will not sell (for less than)
28082 Sabelkwas .Will sell for cash
28083 Sabellana . .Will you sell

28084 Sabelles . . .You are hereby authorized to sell at prices and
conditions mentioned in your (telegram)

28085 Sabellian . .You may sell (at)
28086 Sabellico . . .You may sell as promised
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28183 Saccatos . . .SEND. (Consignment, Delivery, Forward,
Goods, Immediate, Mail, Shipping.)

28184 Saccaturi . .Advise sending
28185 Saccatuza . .Are not sending
28186 Saccavimu .Are sending
28187 Saccavito . .Are sending all we can
28188 Saccharit . .Are sending full particulars
28189 Saccharon . -Are (you) ( ) sending
28190 Saccharum .Be sure to send
28191 Sacchiste . . Before sending
28192 Saccocome -Can send (by)
28193 Saccofora . . Can (you) ( ) send
28194 Saccoleva . .Cannot be sent (until)
28ly5 Saccoloma . Cannot send (by) (immediately)
28196 Saccomano .Cost of sending (will be)
28197 Saccomard .Could not be sent in time
28198 Saccomel . .Did not send (until)
28199 Saccomys . .Did (you) ( ) send by ( ) (express) as promised
28200 Saccosoma .Do not forget to send
28201 Sacculair . .Do not send (until) (unless)
28202 Sacculans . .Everything will be sent
28203 Lacculeda . .Expect(s) to send about
28204 Sacculina . .Get him (them) to send
28205 Sacculoru . .Has it been sent
28206 Sacculos . . .Has not been sent
28207 Sacellara . .Have all been sent (excepting)
28208 Sacellis .... Have arranged to send (by)
28209 Sacellota . . Have been sent
28210 Sacerdant . . Have forgotten to send
28211 Sacerduse . -Have no one to send
28212 Sachador . .Have not sent
28213 Sachadura -Have sent all (except the)
28214 Sacharedo .Have sent (by)
28215 Sacharico . . Have sent by mail
28216 Sacharina . -Have sent in the care of
28217 Sachem . . .Have sent to (your) ( 's) address
28218 Sachemdom Have (you) ( ) sent
28219 Sachkenne .How much (many) can (you) ( ) send
28220 Sachkun:e -How much (many) have been sent
28221 Sachlage . . .How much (many) shall we send
28222 Sachname . .How shall we send
28223 Sachola . . .How soon can (you) ( ) send
28224 Sachwalte . .How was it sent
28225 Sachwerth .if possible send
28^6 Sachwogen . if they can be sent
28227 Sachworte . . if they cannot be sent (before)
28228 Sackage ... If they have not been sent (cancel the order)
28229 Sackbacit . .if they have not been sent please do so at once
28230 Sackbahne . If unable to come, send
28231 Sackbands . If (you) ( ) do not send
28232 Sackcloth . . If (you) ( ) send
28233 Sackful . . . .Let us know when (you) ( ) intend to send
28234 Sackgarn . . May we send in place of
28235 Sackgasse ..Must be sent as soon as possible
28236 Sackgrob . . Or will (you) ( ) send
28237 Sackheber . .Propose sending
28238 Sacklaste . .Remainder to be sent forward
28239 Sacklaufe . . Same as sent (to)
28240 Sackmashe . Send a competent
28241 Sackmaus . . Send a new
28242 Sacknaht . . Send all you can
28243 Sackpumpe . Send another
28244 Sackrock . . Send as soon as possible
28245 Sackspinn . . Send at once
28246 Sackstigo . .Send by first steamer
28247 Sackuhr . . . Send by mail
28248 Sackwage . . Send by mail special delivery
28249 Sacocha . . . Send by ( ) (express)
28250 Sacodio . . .Send by quickest route
28251 Sacolere . . . Send duplicate(s)
28252 Sacomar . . . Send full particulars
28253 Sacondios . .Send in addition
28254 Sacondro . . Send in care of
28255 Saconite . . . Send nothing (until)
28256 Sacopecas . .Send same as last
28257 Sacopeton . . Send those that are ready
28258 Sacopodio . . Send to
28259 Sacotrim . . Send without fail
28260 Sacquier . . . Send you to-day
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SAC
SEND Cont.

28261 Sacrabas . . .aeiiu instead (of)
2S262 Sacrament .Send now, and the balance on
28263 Sacranato . .Sending all we possibly can
2S264 Sacrandos . .Sent by (express)
2^265 Sacranora . .Sent by mistake
28266 Sacrarli . . .Sent in care of
28267 Sacrasans . .Sent previous to
28268 Sacrating . . Sent you
28269 Sacrator . . .Shall not send (until)
28270 Sacredly . . .Shall we send
28271 Sacripant . . Shall we send the by
28272 Sacrolli . . .Should be sent (not earlier than)
28273 Sacruflca . .Should be sent (not later than)
28274 Sacrum . . . .Should have been sent
28275 Sacudidat . . Should not have been sent
28276 Sacudidor . . Stop sending
28277 Sacudiend . .Telegraph when (you) ( ) send
28278 Sacudo . . . .The best way to send
28279- Sacupema . .To be sent by (mail) ( ) (to)
28280 Sadala ... .To be sent immediately
28281 Saddened . . To be sent to
28282 Saddening ..To send him (them) direct
28283 Saddest . . .To send us direct
28284 Saddlery . . .To send you direct
28285 Sadduc . . . .Was sent by mistake
28286 Sadducean . Was sent (to) (on)
28287 Sadiosa . . .We did not send
28288 Sadocus . . .We send same by this mail
28289 Sadokos . ..We send (you) ( ) to-day by (express)
28290 Saducco . . .What are (you) ( ) sending
28291 Sadyattes . .What can (you) ( ) send
28292 Saebel . . . .What has been sent
28293 Saebelche . .When can (you) ( ) send
28294 Saebelig . . .When were they sent
28295 Saebenbam .When will they be sent
28293 Saegeblat . .Where are we to send the
28297 Saegefeil . . .Where did (you) ( ) send
28298 Saegefish . .Whom can (you) ( ) send
28299 Saejrernehi .Why do (you) ( ) not send
28300 Saegend . . .Why have (you) ( ) not sent
28301 Saegendes . .Will be sent (by) (via)
28302 Saegespan . .Will not be sent
28303 Saegewesp .Will not send
28304 Saegst . . . .Will send
28305 Saekular . *.Will send as soon as possible
28306; Saelblein . .Will send by next steamer
28307 Saemann . .Will send in a few days
28308 Saemling . .Will you send
28309 Saemtlich . .You are sending (too)
28310 Saemund . .You have not sent
28311 Saenfte . . .You must send
28312 Saepibus . ..SENTENCE. (Clause, Judgment.) [Part.)
28313 Saepicula . . SEPARATE. (Distance, Division, Far, Free,
28314 Saepiebat . . SEPARATOR. (Receiver.)
28315 Saepiment . Do you want horizontal or vertical steam separator
28316 Saepimina .What make of separator will be used
28317 Saeplnant . .With horizontal steam separator
28318 Saepinum . .With horizontal steam separator and receiver
28319 Saepissim . . With steam separator and receiver covered with 3

inch thick pipe covering
28320 Saepiunt . . .With vertical steam separator
28321 Saeppolav . . With vertical steam separator and receiver
28322 Saepsimus . SERIOUS. (Danger, Importance, Trouble.)
28323 Saepsinit . . If not serious
28324 Saepsisti . . .If serious
28326 Saeptatin . . Is it serious
28326 Saeptatos . .It is not very serious
28327 Saeptorus . .It is of a very serious nature
28328 Saetabis . . .More serious than anticipated
28329 Saetabrat . . Unless serious
28330 Saetabum . .We have under serious consideration
28331 Saeteas . . .Will be serious
28332 Saetilla . . .Will m.t !- s.-rious

28333 Saetosos . . .SERVICE. (Advantage, Employ, Ue.)
28334 Saetosum . .Are at your service
28335 Saettama . .Can be made serviceable
28336 Saettando . .Can (I) (we) ( ) be of any service
28337 Saettante . .Can it be made serviceable
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SAG
SERVICE Cont.

28338 Saettarla . .Cannot be made serviceable
28339 Saettaron . .Chargers) for service
28340 Saettassi . . .Does it perform service guaranteed
28341 Saettator . .Does not perform service guaranteed
28342 Saettavam .For freight (goods) service
28343 Saettevol . . For lighting service
28344 Saettifat . . .For lighting and power service
28345 Saettigun . .For mining service above ground
28346 Saettolla . .For mining service underground
28347 Saetuch . .For mixed freight (goods) and passenger service
28348 Saetulado . .For passenger service
28349 Saetulis . .For service
28350 Saeviam . . For service on (grades of)
28351 Saevibus . .For street car service
28352 Saeviebam .For suburban service
28353 Saeviquem .For switching (shunting) service
28354 Saevitage . . For the following service
28355 Saevitati . . Full particulars of service
28356 Saevitia ... Is (are) of great service (in)
28357 Saevitudo . .Not suitable for service
28358 Safadons . . Perform service guaranteed
28359 Safaldamo . Ready for service
28360 Safaidant . . Recommend for service stated
28361 Safaldase . . Send full particulars of service required
28362 Safaldear . . What is the service
28363 Safaria . . . .Will be of service (in)
28364 Safeguard ..Your services
28365 Saffian . . . .SET. (Adjustment, Erection, Fix, Place.)
28366 Saffianar . . .A full and complete set (of)
28367 Saffico ... .A set of
28368 Safflow . . . .And set up
28369 Safflower . .Cannot be set up
28370 Saffranig . .Complete sets
28371 Saffron ... .Do not set up
28372 Saffroned . .Half a set
28373 Saffronin . .How many sets required
28374 Saflorrot . . .Is a full set required
28375 Safrandor . .Is (are) set up
28376 Safrangel . .Is it set up
28377 Saftblau . . .Not a full set
28378 Saftbuque . . Not a good set
28379 Saftfarbe . . Not set up
28380 Saftfuell . . .Require a better set
28381 Saftgan . . . Send full set
28382 Saftgange . .Sets required
28383 Saftgruen . .Several sets of
28384 Saftiges . . .To set up
28385 Saftigket . .To set up the boilers
28386 Saftlos ... .To set up the dynamos, etc.
28387 Saftringe . .To set up the engine(s)
28388 Safwan . . . .To set up the entire plant
28389 Sagacaria . .To set up the pole line
28390 Sagacious . .To set up the Roney stokers
28391 Sagacity . . .To set up the steam plant
28392 Sagalasso . .To set up the switchboard
28393 Sagamore . . Who will set up
28394 Saganarum .Will set up
28395 Sagaris . . . .SETTLE. (Adjustment, Arrangement, Bal-

ance, Claims, Compromise, Decision,
28396 Sagaritid . .Advise <you) ( ) to settle [Liquidation.)
28397 Sagarium . .Agreed to settle
28398 Sagathy . . .All these details must be settled first
28399 Sagbar . . . .Any difference to be settled by (arbitration)
28400 Sagbuts . . .Are not willing to settle
28401 Sagely . . . .Are willing to settle
28402 Sagement . .As a basis of settlement
28403 Sagena . . . .Basis of settlement is
28404 Sagenbuch .Can it be settled (for)
28405 Sagenhaft . . Can probably settle (for)
28406 Sagenicum .Can settle (with ) on basis of
28407 Sagenitic . .Can they make a satisfactory settlement
28408 Sagenkund .Can (you) ( ) settle
28409 Sagenwelt ..Cannot be settled (for) (without)
28410 Sagger . . . .Cannot settle
28411 Saggiando .Delay settlement until
28412 Saggiarla . .Everything is now settled
28413 Saggiaron . .Fear it cannot be settled (without)
28414 Saggiassi . . Final settlement (of)
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28415 Saggiate . . .Get it settled
28416 Saggiavam .Has been settled with deduction of
28417 Sagginale . .Has it been settled
28418 Sagginato . .Has not been settled
28419 Sagginava .Has settlement been made
28420 Sagginela . .Have made settlement (at) (by) (with)
28421 Sagiemus . .Have obtained settlement in full (with)
28422 Saginar . . .Have you settled (with)
28423 Saginatis . .How can it be settled
28424 Sagitario . .How much will be required to settle
28425 Sagittabo . .If settled at once
28426 Sagittam . .Important to settle
28427 Sagittary . .In full settlement
28428 Sagittell . . .In order to settle
28429 Sagliente . .Make best settlement possible
28430 Sagmaxios .May I (we) settle on following terms
28431 Sagmatada .Must have everything settled (by)
28432 Sagmatis . .Name lowest sum for which it can be settled
28433 Sagmisun . .No settlement possible; shall we bring suit
28434 Sagomehl . .Not willing to settle (for)
28435 Sagopalme .Offer(s) to settle as follows
28436 Sagopap . . .On what basis can you settle the matter
28437 Sagosuppe .Refuse to settle -

28438 Sagouin . . . Settle at
28439 Sagramos . .Settle claim if possible
28440 Sagraron . .Settle the difference as best you can
28441 Sagrasen . .Settle the matter on suggested terms
28442 Sagrataso . .Settle with deduction of
28443 Sagrativa . .Settlement can be made (at) (by) (if)
28444 Sagrinato . .Settlement has been made (on basis of) (for)
28445 Sagrine . . . .Settlement is accepted
28446 Sagrista . . .Shall we accept note in settlement
28447 Saguerus . .Shall we settle
28448 Sagulari . . .Take note offered in settlement
28449 Sagumart . .Telegraph what has been settled about
28450 Sagumenta .The matter is in course of settlement
28451 Saguntin . . .To be settled
28452 Sahida ... .To settle
28453 Sahlband . .Unless settlement be made by
28454 Sahlgans . .Upon what terms can you settle
28455 Sahlito . . . .When settled telegraph us
28456 Sahlweide . .When will you make settlement
28457 Sahnig . . . .Will be settled (soon)
28458 Sahorna . . .Will not be settled (on basis proposed)
28459 Sahornada .Will settle (for)
28460 Sahorneis . .Will settle at on the dollar
28461 Sahumadas .WT

ill settle with deduction of
28462 Sahumador .Will they settle (by)
28463 Sahumamos Will you settle (for) (by)
28464 Sahumaria .Willing to settle (for)
28465 Sahumaron .You can settle (for)
28466 Sahume . . .You may offer to settle
28467 Sailborne ..SEVERAL. (Number.)
28468 Sailcloth . . .SHADE. (Abatement, Less, Reduction.)
28469 Sailor SHAFT. (Coupling, Generator, Keys, Speed,

Steel.)
28470 Saimento . .Crank shaft extended in. beyond outer bearing
*471 Sainaban . .Crank shaft to be long enough for half coupling

28472 Sainadora . .Diam. of armature shaft Is [outside outer bearing
28473 Sainbois . . .Diam. of armature shaft too larpre; should be
28474 Saindoux . .Diam. of armature shaft too rmall; should be
28475 Sainement .Diam. of engine ( ) shaft is
28476 Sainete . . . .Exclusive of shaft and bearings, which are to be

furnished by engine builders
28477 Salnetead .Extension shaft for direct couplings
28478 Sainfoin . . .Have sent drawings showing diam. of shaft
28479 Saintdom . .Have sent gauges for shaft
28480 Saintesse . .Intermediate shaft
28481 Sainthood . .No shaft or bearing included in price of (generator)
28482 Saintlike . . .On the shaft
28483 Saintly . . . .Rear end of shaft tapered for pinion with in.

28484 Saintonge . .Reduce shaft one end to [face
28485 Saintship . .Send duplicate shaft (for)
28486 Saique . . . .Send new shaft to replace [inches
28487 Saisimes . . .Shaft extended on commutator end for pinion
28488 Saissal . . . .Shaft over all to be In. from hub to end
28489 Saitenlos . .Shaft to be extended for outboard bearing
28490 Saitoskan . .Shaft to be extended on left-hand end
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28491 Saivas . . . .Shaft to be extended on right-end end
28492 Sajables . . .Shaft to be steel
28493 Sajarais . . .Telegraph at once diam. of shaft
28494 Sajaramos .The shaft is broken
28495 Sajasen . . .The shaft is sprung
28496 Sajelaban . .We will advise diam. of shaft
28497 Sajelador . .Will send gauges for shaft
28498 Sajelanut . .With extended shaft
28499 Sajelaria . .With extended shaft and outboard bearings
28500 Sajetton . . .With shaft and outboard bearing
28501 Sajonibus . .With shaft half coupling, and outboard bearing
28502 Sajonis . . . .With shaft, outboard bearing and bedplate
28503 Sajoulet . . .Without shaft and outboard bearing or bedplate
28504 Sakristan . . SHAFTING. (Clutches, Coupling, Pulleys,
28505 Sakuntala . .Adjustable countershaft hangers [Speed.)
28506 Salaam . . . .Adjustable drop hangers
28507 Salaamed . .Adjustable pillow blocks
28508 Salaaming .Adjustable post hangers
28509 Salaborda . .All shafting, pulleys and belts
28510 Salacca . . .All shafting, pulleys and belts to be decided on

later, and added at lowest market prices
28511 Salaconem .All shafting, pulleys, etc. ; no belting
28512 Salaconis . .Ball and socket (hangers)
28513 Salacotra . .Ball and socket pillow blocks
28514 Saladebak .Ball and socket post boxes
28515 Saladeblo . .Cold rolled iron shafting
28516 Salademan .Cold rolled steel shafting
28517 Saladevor . .Collars and steel set screws for shafting
28518 Saladillo . . .Complete with all shafting and pulleys
28519 Salading . . .Countershaft complete, with hangers, pulleys and
28520 Saladinha . .Countershaft(s) (for) [belt shifter
28521 Salagione . .Couplings for shafting
28522 Salagisa . . .Diam. of shafting (to be) (is) inches
28523 Salama . . . .Forged couplings
28524 Salamande .From the shafting (to)
28525 Salamboni .Girder hangers
28526 Salambora .Hammered iron shafting
28527 Salamear . .Hangers for shafting
28528 Salaminam .Heavier shafting
28529 Salamist . . .Hollow shafting of compressed steel
28530 Salamston . .Hot polished shafting
28531 Salandoli . .In what lengths has shafting to be
28532 Salangane . .Is overhead shafting wanted
28533 Salapia . . . .Length of shafting (is) (to be)
28534 Salapitti . . .Line shafting
28535 Salariamo . .Main line shafting
28536 Salariar . . .No shafting, pulleys or belts required
28537 Salariass . .Overhead shafting (is wanted)
28538 Salariotu . .Overhead shafting not wanted
28539 Salarying . .Pillow block (for shafting)
28540 Salassarl . .Post boxes for shafting
28541 Salasside . .Rigid pillow blocks
28542 Salassoll . . .Rigid post hangers
28543 Salassoru . .Shafting and pulleys extra heavy [in. diam.
28544 Salassost . .Shafting arranged to couple on to existing shaft
28545 Salatarti . .Shafting at cents per Ib.

28546 Salatbeet . .Shafting boxes and pulleys
28547 Salatbohn . .Shafting coupled direct to engine
28548 Salatgabe . .Shafting keyseated for pulley (s)
28549 Salathaup . .Shafting keyseated on both ends for couplings
28550 Salatheil . . .Shafting keyseated on one end for coupling
28551 Salatkohl . .Shafting, pulleys and belting
28552 Salatkopf . .Shafting to be cut off on left-hand end
28553 Salatoel . . .Shafting to be cut off on right-hand end
28554 Salavanco . .Shafting without keyseats
28555 Salavo ... .To be keyseated
28556 Salavosa . . .Turned, faced and finished with keyways complete
28557 Salbacus . . .Turned iron shafting
28558 Salbadera . .Turned steel shafting
28559 Salbande . . .Wall brackets with ball and socket pillows
28560 Salbendon . .What is diameter of shafting
28561 Salbung . . .What is length of shafting required
28562 Salceda . . . .What size shafting do you require
28563 Saldar . . . .SHALL. (Ought, Should, Will.)
28564 Saldaria . . .He (they) shall
28565 Saldatura . .How shall I (we)
28566 Salduba ... I (we) shall
28567 Salebrago . . I (we) shall not
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28568 Salebraru
28569 Salebris .

28570 Salebrita
28571 Salebroso
28572 Salefanto
28573 Saleggia .

28574 Salement
28575 Saleminha
28576 Salentinu
28577 Salerai . .

28578 Saleron .

28580 Salework
28581 Salgadate
28582 Salgador .

28583 Salgadura
28584 Salgalhad
28585 Salgamis
28586 Salgamoru
28587 Salgando
28588 Salgarais
28589 Salgaramo
28590 Salgaran .

28591 Salgemma
28592 Salgouna
28593 Salguemos
28594 Salguera
28595 Saliatus
28596 Salibarim
28597 Salibile .

28598 Salica .

28599 Salicaria
28600 Salicasto
28601 Salicole
28602 Salieblad
28603 Salieboom
28604 Saliekaas
28605 Saliemelk
28606 Salience .

28607 Saliently .

28608 Saliewate
28609 Saliflaba .

28610 Salifican .

28611 Salified . .

28612 Salifique .

28613 Salify
28614 Salifying .

28615 Saligaud .

28616 Saligneum
28617 Sal igues .

28618 Salillis . .

28619 Salilloru .

28620 Salilium .

28621 Salimeter
28622 Salinagem
28623 Salinarol .

28624 Sal inarum
28625 Salinator
28626 Salinavel
28627 Sal im-n ..
28628 Salinifor .

28629 Salinity .

28630 Salinous .

28631 Salipoten

28632 Salisabun
28633 Sailsatig .

28634 Salisator .

28635 Salisbura
28636 Salisch . .

28637 Sallsches
Salisipan
Salissao .

28640 Salissent .

28641 Sallssure .

28642 Salitabut

SHALL Cont.
.It shall (be)
.It shall not (be)
.Or shall I (we)
.Shall I (we)
. Shall not (be)
.To whom shall (I) (we)
.What shall (I) (we)
.When shall (I) (we)
. Where shall (I) (we)

. .Who shall (I) (we)
.You shall

'.
SHARE. (Division, Interests, Part.)
.SHILLING. (Sterling.)
. SHIPMENT. (Date, Delivery, Extension,
Forward, Goods, Railroad, Trace, Weight.)

.Advice of shipment

.Against shipment (of) (per)

.And complete shipment by

.Are making following shipments for (you)

.Are you making any shipments for (us)

.Awaiting shipment

.By what route was shipment made (for)
. .Can arrange for immediate shipment
.Can commence shipments
.Can make no shipment until
.Can make shipment (inside of) [priety

. .Can you advance your date of shipment with pro-
.Can (you) (

-
) arrange for immediate shipment

.Can you anticipate date of shipment our order No.

.Cannot arrange for immediate shipment

.Cannot guarantee shipment (by)
. .Cannot improve shipment
. .Complete shipment will be made
. .Completed and awaiting shipment
. .Consign shipment to order (of)
. .Covering shipment of
. .Delay in shipment is causing great inconvenience
. .Delay shipment (until)
. .Do not make shipment until you hear from us
. .During the shipment (of)
. .Early shipment
. .Extend time of shipment (to)
. .F. O. B. at point of shipment
. .For immediate shipment
. .For shipment(s) (by)
Guarantee shipment (by)

. .Have completed shipment
. .Have everything ready for shipment (by) (except)
.Have no means of shipment

. .Have not received details of shipment

. .Have on hand for immediate shipment

. .Have ordered us to ship goods (via)

. .Have (you) (
-

) on hand for immediate shipment
. .Hold shipment of order No. - (until)
. .How many (much)- have you ready for shipment
. .Hurry shipments as much as possible
.Hurry the shipment (of)

. .If for immediate shipment

. .If this offer is accepted, shipment can be made (by)

. .If we could guarantee - months' shipment

. .Immediate shipment

. .Impossible to offer better shipment than

. .Is shipment

. .Mail at once note of shipment, stating gross and
net weights, and exact details of each case.

. .Mail note of shipment before arrival of material
. .Make partial shipment
. .Make shipm.ni
. .Must guarantee shipment (by)
. .Must we hold shipment on
. .Net value of shipment is

. .No hurry for the shipment

. .Note of shipment insufficient for customs' formali-
. .Not yet ready for shipment
. .Notify us wh-n our order (for --) (No. - ) is

ready for shipment. ami we will give instructions
. .Our best shipment is
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28643 Salitamus . .Prevented earlier shipment
28644 Salitoac . . . Prevents shipment by time agreed .

28645 Salitore . . .Prompt shipment
28646 Salitra . . . .Quick shipment absolutely essential
28647 Salitrado . .Ready for shipment (about) [elsewhere
28648 Salitralt . ..Requires immediate shipment of ,

or will buy
28649 Salitrisa . . .Shall we make partial shipment
28650 Salitroso . .Shipment advised in
28651 Salitura . . . Shipments are large at present
28652 Saliufan . . .Shipments are small at present
28653 Saliuncul . .Shipment at once if you desire
28654 Salivabas . . Shipment can be made (by the)
28655 Salivador . .Shipment delayed (because of)
28656 Salivamus . .Shipment during
28657 Salivant . . .Shipment early next month
28658 Salivapus . .Shipment first half of
28659 Salivaron . .Shipments for the month of [to sail)
28660 Salivary . . .Shipment has been arranged by steamer; (expects
28661 Salivassi . . .Shipment has been made by
28662 Salivaton . . Shipment left
28663 Salivavam .Shipment(s) must be made more promptly
28664 Salive Shipment must be made within
28665 Salivemus . .Shipment next week
28666 Saliviate . . .Shipment on or before
28667 Salivosan . .Shipment preferred by [you not do better
28668 Salivosum . .Shipment promised will not secure business. Can
28669 Sallefet . . .Shipment retarded in consequence of
28670 Sallender . .Shipment second half of
28671 Salleting . . .Shipment soon as possible
28672 Sallumus . .Shipment(s) this month
28673 Sallustus . .Shipment this month or next
28674 Salmagund .Shipment(s) this week
28675 Salmanasa .Shipment to be made (during) (via)
28676 Salmantic . .Shipments to date amount to
28677 Salmareda .Shipment under penalty
28678 Salmarine . . Shipment via (New York)
28679 Salmasius . .Shipment via San Francisco
28680 Salmastro . .Shipment will be made (in) (via)
28681 Salmea . . . .Shipment will be ready
28682 Salmeapas .Shipment will not be delayed
28683 Salmeggia .Shipment within a fortnight
28684 Salmejar . . .Shipment within a week
28685 Salmemum .Shipment within a month
28686 Salmeron . . Shipment within days
28687 Salmiac . . .Shipment within months
28688 Salmigond . .Stop shipments (of)
28689 Salmiste . . .Telegraph definite information regarding shipment
28690 Salmodias . .Telegraph earliest date of shipment possible (of)
28691 Salmograf . .Telegraph positive date of shipment of our order

(No. ) (dated ) [(No. ) (dated )

28692 Salmonado .Telegraph route and date of shipment of our order
28693 Salmon! . . .The shipment left (per)
2S694 Salmoniak .The shipment of
28695 Salmonits . .The shipment to which you refer
28696 Salmonoid .Through whom was shipment made
28697 Salmourar .Time of shipment
28698 Salnitrat . . .Trace shipment (of)
28699 Salobrale . .Upon condition of immediate shipment
28700 Salobrata . .We cannot shorten date of shipment
28701 Salobreno . .We will hold shipment until
28702 Salobro . . .We will shorten date of shipment
28703 Salodurum .We wish to delay shipment until
28704 Salomadas .What is the earliest shipment you can make
28705 Salomaget .What is the net value of shipment
28706 Salomando .What is the No. of car containing shipment (for)
28707 Salomar . . .When ready for shipment, telegraph
28708 Salomaria . .When shipment will be made
28709 Salomon . . .When will be ready for shipment
28710 Salomonio .When will shipment be made
28711 Salonarum .Will be ready for shipment [thereafter of
28712 Salondame .Will begin shipment , and make shipment daily
28713 Salonense . .Will begin shipment , and make shipment every
28714 Saloniate . .Will consign shipment to [other day thereafter of
28715 Saloninus . .Will delay shipment
28716 Salonitan . .Will effect shipment
28717 Salonlamp . .Will expedite shipment as much as possible
28718 Salonlebe . .Will guarantee shipment (by)
28719 Salonmus . .Will make partial shipment
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28720 Salonwage
28721 Salopette
28722 Salorge . .

28723 Salottino .

28724 Salpetrig

28725 Salpian .

28726 Salpibest
28727 Salpicado
28728 Salpictis .

28729 Salpiment
28730 Salpines .

28731 Salpingue
28732 Salpinx . .

28733 Salpiquen
28734 Salpistam
28735 Salplicat .

28736 Salpresar
28737 Salpreson
28738 Salpugae .

28739 Salpullas
28740 Salpullid .

28741 Salsada .

28742 Salsamco
28743 Salsamini
28744 Salsamus
28745 Salsaturi
28746 Salsifis . .

28747 Salsilago .

28748 Salsinha .

28749 Salsipoti .

28750 Salsitudo
28751 Salsole . .

28752 Salsuggat
28753 Salsugine
28754 Salsulae .

28755 Saltabada
28756 Saltabant
28757 Saltabund
28758 Saltadona
28759 Saltaduct
28760 Saltafoss
28761 Saltarell .

28762 Saltarina
28763 Saltasen .

28764 Saltassim
28765 Saltativo
28766 Saltavimu
28767 Saltbiset .

28768 Saltcake .

28769 Salteador
28770 Salteais .

28771 Saltear . .

28772 Salteggia
28773 Saltellav .

28774 Saltellet .

28775 Saltellon .

28776 Salterebe
28777 Salterett .

28778 Salterist .

28779 Salticade
28780 Salticus .

28781 Saltigrad
28782 Saltish . .

28783 Saltishly .

28784 Saltitabo .

28785 Saltitavi .

28786 Saltly . . .

28787 Saltoatra
28788 Saltona . .

2878'J Saltpetre
28790 Saltuensi
28791 Saltuosos
28792 Saltuosum
28793 Saltwort .

28794 Saluals . .

28795 Saluasses
28796 Salubant .

SHIPMENT Cont.
.Will not be ready for shipment (until)
.Will (you) ( ) guarantee shipment by
.You must hold shipment on
.Your shipment
.SHIPPING. (Goods, Installments, Ready,
Remainder, Shipment, Tons, Trace, Tran-

. Advise us when shipped [ship.)
Advise when ready to ship
After receiving all details can ship in
All to be shipped by
Are not shipped (by)
Are shipped (by)
.Are shipping (by)
.Are (you) ( ) shipping
.Awaiting opportunity to ship [(dated )

.Awaiting shipping instructions for order (No. )

.Been shipped

.Being shipped (to) (by)

.By what route shall we ship

.By what route was shipped, send tracer

.Can be shipped (immediately)

.Cancel shipping directions (on)

.Cancel shipping marks

.Can ship by steamer at following rate

.Can ship engine at once, letting wheels follow

.Can ship first in months, remainder (one)

.Can ship (immediately) (from)

.Can ship immediately upon receipt of order

.Can ship in after receipt of full information

.Can ship in days after receipt of order

.Can ship in days if ordered at once

.Can ship in one month
. Can ship in two months
.Can ship in two months and a half
.Can ship in three months
.Can ship in three months and a half
.Can ship in four months
.Can ship in four months and a half
.Can ship in five months
.Can ship in five months and a half
.Can ship in six months
.Can ship in six months and a half
.Can ship in seven months
.Can ship in eight months
.Can ship in nine months
.Can ship in ten months
.Can ship in eleven months
.Can ship in one week if ordered at once
.Can ship in weeks if ordered at once
.Can ship next week
.Can ship part of your orders as follows
.Can ship second two weeks later
.Can ship to-morrow if ordered at once
.Can ship by if ordered promptly
.Can we rely upon your shipping our order (No. )

.Can you ship immediately [as promised

.Can you ship (in) [Francisco)

.Can you ship order No. by steamer leaving (San

.Can you ship our order (No. ) on

.Cannot ship (before) (until)

.Cannot ship before receiving formal order

.Cannot ship for want of cars

.Cannot ship in less than ( days)

.Cannot ship until , shall we enter order

.Cannot ship your order (No. ) (dated ) until

.Could not ship sooner

.Could probably ship In about

.Do not ship (order No. ) (before) (until)

.Do not ship (order No. ) before hearing from us

.Do not ship via ; ship via [by telegraph

.Do not ship ; we will fill orders from here

.Everything shipped (except)

.Expect to be able to ship (by)

.Expect to ship (from)

.Expect to ship (ordered ) not later than

.Expect to ship first , second later

.Expect to ship your order (No. ) (dated ) by

.First shipped (by)
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28797 Salubrico . . First will be shipped (by)
28798 Salubrida . .For shipping directions
28799 Saludable . .Has been shipped (by ) reply
28800 Saludador . . Have all been shipped (by)
28801 Saludamos .Have all ready to ship
28802 Saludaria . .Have arranged to ship by next (steamer)
28803 Saludaron . .Have been shipped (to) (by)
28804 Saludaste . .Have been unable to ship
28805 Saludos . . .Have no shipping directions (for)
28806 tialuerait . .Have not been shipped
28807 Salueront . .Have not shipped order (No. ) (dated )
28808 Salueur . . .Have shipped order (No. ) (dated )
28809 Saluisset . . .Have shipped via New York
28810 Saluons . . .Have shipped via San Francisco
28811 Salustia . . .Have shipped , will ship remainder
28812 Salutabil . .Have you shipped as promised our order (No. )
28813 Salutama . .Have (you) ( ) shipped , if not, please hold
28814 Salutando . .Have (you) ( ) shipped my order (dated ) (No.

), telegraph reply [promised
28815 Salutaron . .Have you shipped item of order (No. ) as
28816 Salutary . . .How and when were shipped (for)
28817 Salutassi . .How are you shipping the
28818 Salutatat . .How (much) (many) can (you) ( ) ship
28819 Salutatos . .How (much) (many) can (you) ( ) ship at once

of the following
28820 Salutatur . .How shall we ship [information
28821 Salutavam .How soon can (you) ( ) ship after receipt of full
28822 Saluterai . .How soon can (you) ( ) ship and at what price
28823 Salutest . . .How soon can you ship two
28824 Salutevol . .If impossible to ship
28825 Saluting . . .If no steamer direct, ship to
28826 Saluto ... .If ordered at once, how soon can (you) ( ) ship
28827 Salvabam . .If possible to ship
28828 Salvadora . .If we may ship
28829 Salvados . . .If (you) ( ) can ship (at) (by) (in)
28830 Salvagem . .If (you) ( ) cannot ship at once, cancel order
28831 Salvaggio . ,

If (you) ( ) have not shipped
28832 Salvagnln . .If (you) ( ) have shipped
28833 Salvajada . .In addition to what has been shipped
28834 Salvaje . . . .In good shipping order
28835 Salvajibo . .Intend shipping
28836 Salvajola . . May we ship at once
28837 Salvament .May we ship (via)
28838 Salvaripa . .Must be shipped (by)
28839 Salvaroba . .Must be shipped by steamer leaving
28840 Salvaron . .Must be shipped direct (to)
28841 Salvasten . .Must be shipped immediately
28842 Salvatile . . .Must not be shipped
28843 Salvator . . .Must not ship (until)
28844 Salvava . . .Must we ship [graph when you will ship
28845 Salvavano . .Need badly our order (No. ) (dated ), tele-
28846 Salvavel . . .Need not ship
28847 Salvavida . .No hurry about shipping
28848 Salvebam . .None in stock; cannot ship (for)
28849 Salvebase . .On what vessel was shipped
28850 Salvebit . . .Or shall we ship
28851 Salvebunt . .Order (No. ) must be shipped by
28852 Salveline . . .Otherwise do not ship
28853 Salverem . .Otherwise we could not ship before [ )
28854 Salviamo . .Please ship immediately our order (No. ) (dated
28855 Salviatic . . .Prepare for immediate shipment
28856 Salvietta . .Prepare to ship, but wait for further instructions
28857 Salvific . . . .Privilege of shipping (by)
28858 Salvigia . . .Provided shipment (by)
28859 Salvillus . . .Providing (you) ( ) can ship (at)
28860 Salvina . . .Ready to ship (from)
28861 Salvinies . .Refer to our letter (of ) for shipping instructions
28862 Samachon . .Refer to our telegram (of ) for shipping instruc-
28863 Samaniden .Referring to your shipping list dated [tions
28864 Samardaco .Remainder shipped
28865 Samaritan . .Remainder to be shipped (by)
28866 Samaritic . .Remainder will be shipped (by) [(of)
28867 Samaroid . .Same shipping instructions as given by our letter
28868 Samarra . . .See shipping instructions dated
28869 Samarskit . .Send shipping instructions (for)
28870 Samaveda . .Shall ship in a few days (by)
28871 Sambaia . . .Shall we ship (by)
28872 Sambaqui . . Shall we ship via New York



SAM

28873 Sambarco .

28874 Sambenias
28875 Sambenito
28876 Samblador
28877 Samblagem
28878 Samblaje .

28879 Sambucaru
28880 Sambucato
28881 Sambuchin
28882 Sambuco . .

28883 Sambuken .

28884 Sambumbia

28885 Sambunost

28886 Sambura .

28887 Samedi . .

28888 Sameiten .

28889 Samenader

28890 Samenbalg
28891 Samenbeet

28892 Samencrat

28893 Samendeck
28894 Samenfach
28895 Samenfish .

288% Samengang
28897 Samengrub
28898 Samenhaft
28899 Samenhanf
28900 Samenhorn
28901 Samenkel .

28902 Samenklak
28903 Samenkohl
28904 Samenkome
28905 Samenkron
28906 Samenlack
28907 Samenloop

28908 Samenmoos
28909 Samennarb
28910 Samenobst
28911 Samenpalm
28912 Samenperl
28913 Samenrape
28914 Samenripp.
28915 Samenslan
28916 Samensorb
28917 Samenstel .

28918 Samente . .

28919 Samenther
28920 Samenweve
28921 Samenwone
28922 Sameos . . .

28923 Samfeno . .

28924 Samgar . .

28925 Samlabam
28926 Samiabo . .

28927 Samiabunt
28928 Samiadun .

28929 Samiates .

28930 Samiator .

28931 Samiatura
28932 Samiavero
28933 Samiavit . .

28934 Samleas . .

28935 Samioli . . .

28936 Samiot . . .

28937 Samlotes .

28938 Samlah . .

28939 Sammelgla

28940 Bammelst .

28941 Sammlun .

SHIPPING Cont.
.Shall we ship via San Francisco
.Shall we ship via
.Ship all quickly as possible
.Ship all rail if the difference is not over
.Ship as much as possible of our order (No. )

.Ship at once (to) [(dated )

.Ship at once and advise routing

.Ship at once the following parts for engine No.

.Ship back to us [ )

.Ship by cheapest route our order (No. ) (dated

.Ship by (express) our order (No. ) (dated )

.Ship by express and charge to us, putting requisi-
tion No. on invoice

.Ship by express, charging us extra cost from Pitts-
burg to catch steamer sailing

.Ship by express direct to and charge , putting
requisition No. on invoice

.Ship by fast freight our order (No. ) (dated )

.Ship by fast steamer (to)

.Ship by first car and charge to us, putting requisi-
tion No. , on invoice

.Ship by first car our order (No. ) (dated )

.Ship by freight and charge to us, putting requisi-
tion No. on invoice

.Ship by freight direct to and charge , putting
requisition No. on invoice

.Ship by freight our order (No. ) (dated )

.Ship by freight sight draft against bill of lading

.Ship by quickest route our order (No. ) (dated

.Ship by rail and lake our order (No. ) (dated

.Ship by sailing vessel our order (No. ) (dated

.Ship by steamer (from) [ )

.Ship by steamer from Pittsburg, Pa. our order

.Ship by steamer you name [(No. ) (dated )

.Ship by steamer our order (No. ) (dated )

.Ship by the line our order (No. ) (dated )

.Ship direct (from)

.Ship engine at once, letting wheels follow

.Ship not later than

.Ship soon as possible our order (No. ) (dated )

.Ship the goods freight forward our order (No. )

(dated ) [ )

.Ship the whole if ready our order (No. ) (dated

.Ship through via [paid

.Ship to Havre works, their order, marine insurance

.Ship to order of

.Ship to our order care of

.Ship to our order in bond to

.Ship to us at

.Ship via

.Ship via Liverpool

.Ship via (New York)

.Ship via San Francisco

.Ship with car load, if it leaves within three days,

.Ship without [otherwise ship at once by freight

.Shipped as instructed

.Shipped by express

.Shipped by freight

.Shipped by (direct) ( ) steamer

.Shipped from [diately to

.Shipped in error per to ; forward imme-

. Shipped on steamer wkich sailed (on the) (for)

.Shipped to (you)

.Shipped to you yesterday

.Shipping all (by)

.Shipping as fast as possible

.Shipping by steamer

.Shipping directions will be mailed

.Shipping list dated

.Shipping list sent you

.Shipping order No.

.Shipping you to-day [order (No. ) (dated )

.Telegraph earliest date (you) ( ) can ship our

.Telegraph how soon (you) ( ) can ship uiul. t ;i

guarantee |hav<- shipped
.Telegraph name and date of steamer by which you

-;iph name and date of steamer (you) ( )

will ship by
364



28942 Sammlunge
28943 Sammonas
28944 Sammonic .

28945 Sammtarti
28946 Sammtatla

28947 Sammtblu
28948 Sammthat
28949 Sammthus
28950 Sammtkapp
28951 Sammtkled
28952 Sammtrock
28953 Sammtsof
28954 Sammtvoge
28955 Sammuges
28956 Samnitas .

28957 Samnitens
28958 Samnitico
28959 Samogit .

28960 Samologe
28961 Samoloide
28962 Samolus .

28963 Samonium
28964 Samosatas

28965 Samosaten
28966 Samothrax
28967 Samouna .

28968 Samovar . .

28969 Sampaguit

28970 Samphire .

28971 Sampsa . .

28972 Sampsarum
28973 Sampsuate
28974 Sampsuco .

28975 Samshoo . .

28976 Samstag . .

28977 Samstagen
28978 Samtalis . .

28979 Samuelis .

28980 Samyda . .

28981 Sanabassa .

28982 Sanabile . .

28983 Sanabitur .

28984 Sanaduras
28985 Sanalotod .

28986 Sanandum
28987 Sanaremos
28988 Sanative . .

28989 Sanatola . .

28990 Sanatory .

28991 Sanaturam
28992 Sanaturos .

28993 Sanavel . .

28994 Sanavero .

28995 Sanballat .

28996 Sanchedon
28997 Sanctimon
28998 Sanctiona .

28999 Sanctitas .

29000 Sanctitud .

29001 Sanctoret .

29002 Sanctorum
29003 Sanctulos .

29004 Sanctulum
29005 Sanctus . .

29006 Sandacker .

29007 Sandacus .

29008 Sandafora .

29009 Sandalha .

29010 Sandalino .

29011 Sandalled .

29012 Sandapila .

29013 Sandaran .

29014 Sandaroso .

SAN
SHIPPING^- Con t.

.Telegraph shipping instructions for your order (No.

. Telegraph what we can ship [ ) (dated )

.Telegraph when (you) ( ) ship, giving (name of
vessel) (number of car)

.Telegraph when (you) ( ) shipped

.Telegraph when you can ship their goods cov-
ered by our order No.

.There remains to be shipped

.To be shipped (to)

.To be shipped at once (by)

.To be shipped on or before

.To ship (by)

.Try to ship [will be incurred

. Unless shipped according to contract, heavy penalty

.Want shipped immediately

.Was shipped (to ) yesterday as promised

.Was shipped , shipping documents have been
mailed

.Was (were) shipped (by) (on) [(dated )

.What can (you) ( ) ship on our order (No. )

.What have (you) ( ) shipped [shipped

.What is the cause of delay. When will they be

.When can you begin shipping in lots of

.When can you ship [(dated )

.When can you ship (our) ( 's) order (No. )

.When did you ship (our) ( 's) order (No. )

(dated ) [ ) (dated )
.When do you expect to ship (our) ( 's) order (No.
.When shall we ship
.When to ship
.When was order No. shipped
.When will (you) ( ) ship our order (No. )

(dated ) telegraph
.When will be shipped for telegraph reply
.When (you) ( ) ship
Why do you not ship our order (No. ) (dated )
.Will advise when ready to ship
.Will be shipped by (leaving on the)
.Will be shipped via
.Will commence shipping
.Will not ship
.Will probably ship
Will ship as early as possible
.Will ship (at once) (from)
.Will ship in about
.Will ship in after receipt of the order
.Will ship in days after receipt of full informa-
.Will ship remainder [tion
.Will ship remainder per week
.Will ship to-morrow
Will ship within
.Will ship your order (No. ) (dated ) (on)
[Will (you) ) ship
.You may ship (at once)
.You may ship on through bill of lading
.You must not ship (until)
,You must ship quickly
.Your order (No. ) dated ) was shipped
.Your order (No. ) will be ready to ship on
.Your order (No. ) (dated ) will be shipped
;
SHOPS. (Work.)
.SHORT. (Less, Provision, Soon, Want.)
.Consignment is short ; please trace
,Expect(s) shortly to
.Expect(s) to fall short
,How much too short
,In a short time
.It is too short
.Short-sighted
.Shortest time in which can be done
.Supply is short
.Time of delivery is too short
.We are short, please forward at once
.What are you short
.What is the shortest time in which it can be done
.What is value of the shortage
SHOULD. (Ought, Shall.)
.And should (have)



SAN
SHOUIJJ Cont.

29015 Sandartig . .And should not
29016 Sandastro . . As (you) ( ) should have
29017 Sandaust . . But should (have)
29018 Sandberat . .But should not
29019 Sandberge .He (they) should (have)
29020 Sandboden .He (they) should not
29021 Sandebene .How should I (we)
29022 Sandelbom .If he (they) (it) should
29023 Sandeloli . . .If he (they) (it) should not
29024 Sandelrod . .If you should
29025 Sandfasse . . If you should not
29026 Sandfisch . .Should be (done)
29027 Sandfolta . . Should have (been)
29028 Sandforme .Should I (we) (it)
29029 Sandgegen . Should I (we) (it) not
29030 Sandglase . .Should not (have)
29031 Sandgrube .Should you
29032 Sandguss . .Should you not
29033 Sandhalm . . What should
29034 Sandhaufe .When should
29035 Sandiger . .Which should
29036 Sandiland . .Which should not
29037 Sandinsel ..You should
29038 Sandios . . .You should not (have) Tent.)
29039 Sandklee . ..SHOWN. (Explanation, Indication, Pres-
29040 Sandkorn . .As shown by
29041 Sandlage . . .Do not show (this to)
29042 Sandlande . .Have not shown
29043 Sandlark . .Have shown
29044 Sandlauch ..Have you shown
29045 Sandlilie . . .It does not show [ing
29046 Sandmauer .Mentioned in specification, but not shown on draw-
29047 Sandmohn .Not shown in specification
29048 Sandnelke . . Not shown on (drawing)
29049 Sandonide . . Shall we show
29050 Sandotter . .Show it to him (them)
29051 Sandpaper . Showing beyond any doubt that
29052 Sandpfann .Shown in specification
29053 Sandpfeif . .Shown on drawing (print) [tion
29054 Sandpiper . .Shown on drawing but not mentioned in specifica-
29055 Sandretti . .Who will show (me)
29056 Sandsegge . .SHUT. (Exclude, Holiday, Out, Remainder.)
29057 Sandsieb . . .Fear goods will be shut out from
29058 Sandstaub .Shops are shut down for
29059 Sandstein . .Shut out from but will go by
29060 Sandstich . .The shipment was shut out
29061 Sandstone . .Was the shipment shut out
29062 Sandthon . .Why was the shipment shut out
29063 Sandwiche .SICKNESS.
29064 Sandwolke .Am confined to hotel by sickness; expect to be out
29065 Sandwort . .Detained by sickness in his family
29066 Sandwuest .Has sickness prevented
29067 Sandyx . . . .Health very good ,

29068 Saneadora .Is sick at home
29069 Saneament .On account of the sickness of
29070 Sanearcos . . Sickness has prevented
29071 Sanefant . . .State of health is bad
29072 Sanescamu .Telegraph if sick

29073 Sanftesan . .SIDE. (Hand, Leave, View.)
29074 Sanftheit . . SIGHT. (Days, Drafts, Note.)
29075 Sanftmuth .SIGNATURE. (Authority, Contract, Docu-
29076 Sangalho . .Authority to sign [ments, Name.)
29077 Sangarius . .Authorize you to sign
29078 Sangenon . .Awaits signature
29079 Sangesmut .Before signing Insist upon
29080 Sangiban . .Before signing shall require
29081 Sanglant . . .By whom should it be signed
29082 Sanglebta . .By whom was it signed
29083 Sanglier . . .Can sign
29084 Sanglotan .Can (you) ( ) sign
29085 Sanglotso . .Cannot get the signature of
29086 Sangrad . . .Cannot sign (without)
29087 Sangrafas . .Could not be signed because
29088 Sangrando . Did not sign on account of
29089 Sangraras . . Do not sign
29090 Sangrarin . .For his (their) signature
29091 Sangraste . .For your signature
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29092 Sangrient .

29093 Sangsues .

29094 Sangtique .

29095 Sangualis .

29096 Sanguicul .

29097 Sanguifer .

29098 Sanguify . .

29099 Sanguin ..
29100 Sanguinan
29101 Sanguinof
29102 Sanguitig .

29103 Sanguja . .

29104 Sanicle . . .

29105 Saniculat .

29106 Sanicules .

29107 Sanidine . .

29108 Saniesca . .

29109 Saniferos .

29110 Saniferum .

29111 Sanifled . .

29112 Sanifying .

29113 Sanioso . .

29114 Sanipiset .

29115 Sanitari . .

29116 Sanitist . .

29117 Sanjacado
29118 Sanjaco . .

29119 Sanluquen .

29120 Sannabamu
29121 Sannabor .

29122 Sannah . . .

29123 Sannatore .

29124 Sannicola .

29125 Sannionem
29126 Sannott . .

29127 Sannup . .

29128 Sanpan . . .

29129 Sanquitar .

29130 Sansal ...
29131 Sansannah
29132 Sansarum .

29133 Sanscrit . .

29134 Sansuco . .

29135 Sansuga . .

29136 Santagio . .

29137 Santaline .

29138 Santament
29139 Santanaro .

29140 Santelena .

29141 Santereli . .

29142 Santernis .

29143 Santesces .

29144 Santescun .

29145 Santessa .

29146 Santiamen
29147 Santidade .

29148 Santifica . .

29149 Santigent .

29150 Santiguar .

29151 Santiguis .

29152 Santilao . .

29153 Santisimo .

29154 Santofito . .

29155 Santoiomo
29156 Santola . . .

29157 Santolina .

29158 Santonate .

29159 Santonicu .

29160 Santonlat .

29161 Santonoru .

29162 Santonos .

29163 Santorago .

29164 Santoral . .

29165 Santosia . .

29166 Santossil. .

29167 Santra ...
29168 Santuario .

Santuchat .

SAN
{SIGNATURE Cont.

. Get signature (of)

. Has (have) not signed

.Has (have) signed [curity

.Have not signed because cannot get required se-

.Have the signature(s) (of)

. Have (you) (
-

) signed
.Have (you) (

-
) the signature (of)

. Is contract signed

.It is their signature

. It was signed by

.Must be signed by (the firm)
. Must be signed by- as
.Not signed by me (us)
.Over (your) (

-
's) signature

.Please sign

.Please sign the papers and return them at once to

. Refuses to sign unless he receives

. Requires signature

. Shall we sign

. Sign my (our) name to

. Sign on terms indicated in our letter (of)

. Signature guaranteed (by)

. Signature is

.Signature is not

.Signature is not guaranteed

. Signed by (you)

.Signed under protest

.Their signature

.To sign (contract)

.Was (were) not signed

.Was (were) signed

.We have not signature of

.Who guarantees signature

.Will not sign

.Will require the signature (of)

.Will require your signature

.Will sign

.Will sign on condition that

.
Will you sign
.Without the signature
.You can sign for
.Your signature
.
SIMILAR. (Equal, Same.) [ Position.)

. SITUATION. (Appointment, Office, Place,

.SIZE. (Dimensions, Great, Large, Measure-

.A size larger [nieiit, Small.)

.A size smaller

.If not a proper size

.Largest size is

.Of a suitable size

.Owing to the large size of

.Owing to the small size of

. Same size as

. Send full particulars as to size

.Smallest size is

.What is about the size

.What is the largest size

.What is the present size of

.What is the size of

.What is the smallest size

.What size do you require

.SKETCH. (Design, Drawings, Plan, Rough.)

.According to sketch

.Cannot understand the sketch

.Dimensioned sketch(es)

.Have no sketch that can send

.Rough sketch(es)

.See sketch No.

.Send rough sketch (of)

.Send rough sketch of what is wanted

.Sending sketch (of)

.Sketch is incorrect

. Sketch is not sufficient, send scale drawing

. Sketch now on the way

.Sketch sent you

. Sketch showing [graph

.Wait sketch by mail; cannot describe fully by tele-

.What is the number of the sketch (of)
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SAN
SKETCH Cont.

29170 Santuchos . .Will send sketch (of)
29171 Sanximus . . SKILLED. (Competent, Expert.)
29172 Sapadillo ..SMALL. (Great, Less, Little, Low.)
29173 Sapador . . .A small (number)
29174 Sapajou . . .As small as (possible)
29175 Sapatadit . .How small
29176 Sapateado . . If not too small
29177 Sapatuif. . .If too small
29178 Sapaudia . . Is not small enough (by) (for)
29179 Sapemelos . .Is too small (by) (for)
29180 Saperan . . .Much too small
29181 Saperdas . . .Not small enough (for)
29182 Sapessimo . .Not too small
29183 Sapeurs . . .Small enough (to)
29184 Sapevamo . . Smaller than
29185 Sapevole . . .The smallest is (are)
29186 Saphatias . .Too small (to) (for)
29187 Saphenous .Too small for the purpose
29188 Saphico . . .What is (are) the smallest
29189 Saphique . .Will be too small
29190 Saphisme . .Will not be too small (by) (for)
29191 Sapidas ...SMOKESTACK. (Induced Draft.)
29192 Sapidless . .Brick smokestack
29193 Sapidorum .Height of smokestack feet, diam. in.
29194 Sapiencal . .How many smokestacks do you want
29195 Sapiente . . .If no smokestack wanted, deduct
29196 Sapiently . .Is stack to be guyed
29197 Sapinage . . Is stack to be lined
29198 Sapindus . .Is stack to be self-supporting
29199 Sapineau . . .No smokestack wanted
29200 Saplinget . .One smokestack for entire boiler plant
29201 Sapogenin .One smokestack with each boiler
29202 Saponacit . .One smokestack with each pair of boilers
29203 Saponaria . .Self-supporting steel smokestack
29204 Sapone . . . .Single smokestack
29205 Saponify . . .Smokestack adapted to
292u6 Saponique . .Smokestack inches diam.; feet high
29207 Saponule . . .Smokestack inches square; feet high
29208 Saporabas . .Smokestack with guys
29209 Saporabut .Smokestack without guys
29210 Saporatin . .Steel smokestack with guys
29211 Saporatos . .What are diameter and height of smokestack
29212 Saporavit . .What kind of smokestack
29213 Saporosit . . SO. (As, Manner.)
29214 Sapotigli . . .And so
29215 Sapparite . .If not so
29216 Sapperlot . .If so (can)
29217 Sappevork .If so (cannot)
29218 Sapphic . . .If so will
29219 Sapphicos . .Is it so
29220 Sapphicum .Is not so
29221 Sapphires . . Not so
29222 Sapphisch . .So as not to
29223 Sappiate ... So as to
29224 Sapranno . .So he can
29225 Saprebbe . . So I can
29226 Saprogon . . So that
29227 Saprophag .So they (can)
29228 Saprosma . .

So we (can)
29229 Saprostom .So you (can)
29230 Saputello ..SOCKETS. (Lamps, Page 483, Style.)
29231 Saputona . .SOLD. (Disposition, Sale, Sell.)
29232 Saqueadag .Can be sold (at)
29233 Saqueador . .Cannot be sold (at)
29234 Saqueando .Have been sold
29235 Saqueante . .Have not sold
29236 Saquearas . .Have sold above your limit
29237 Saquejora . . Have sold (at)
29238 Saquemos . .Have sold at your limits
29239 Saquetaro . .Have sold cost and freight
29240 Saquilada . .Have sold cost freight and insurance
29241 Saquitel . . .Have sold f. o. b.
29242 Sarabaite . .Have sold (for) (at) (to)
29243 Sarabalan . .Have sold out to
29244 Saraballs . .Have sold subject to your telegraphic confirmation
29215 Sarabanco . .Have sold to be shipped
29246 Sarabanda .Have (you) ( ) sold
29247 Sarabdeno .How much has been sold



29248 Sarabias . .

29249 Saracote . .

29250 Saracura .

29251 Saragac . .

29252 Saragocan
29253 Saragues .

29254 Saramango
29255 Sarambura
29256 Sarampelo
29257 Sarampion
29258 Sarancoli .

29259 Sarandala .

29260 Sarangust .

29261 Saranno . .

29262 Sarapani . .

29263 Sarapanta .

29264 Saraphane
29265 Saraspade
29266 Sarassa . .

29267 Saravi . . .

29268 Sarawat . .

29269 Sarcantem
29270 Sarcanthe .

29271 Sarcantos .

29272 Sarcasmes
29273 Sarcasmon
29274 Sarcasmus
29275 Sarchiamo
29276 Sarchiand .

29277 Sarchiarl .

29278 Sarchiass .

29279 Sarchiava .

29280 Sarclage . .

29281 Sarclasse .

29282 Sarcler . . .

29283 Sarcleron .

29284 Sarcleurs .

29285 Sarcling . .

29286 Sarcodica .

29287 Sarcodo . .

29288 Sarcodone .

29289 Sarcofago .

29290 Sarcofilo . .

29291 Sarcogen .

29292 Sarcograf .

29293 Sarcoleme .

29294 Sarcolobe .

29295 Sarcologa .

29296 Sarcoma . .

29297 Sarconfal .

29298 Sarcophag .

29299 Sarcophil .

29300 Sarcopode .

29301 Sarcopsid .

29302 Sarcopte . .

29303 Sarcosine .

29304 Sarcoso . .

29305 Sarcosper .

29306 Sarcula . . .

29307 Sarculaba .

29308 Sarculars .

29309 Sarculato .

29310 Sardabait .

29311 Sardabudo
29312 Sardagata .

29313 Sardanapa
29314 Sardaneta .

29315 Sardanese .

29316 Sardarum .

29317 Sardavero .

29318 Sardavimu
29319 Sardavit . .

29320 Sardellen .

29321 Sardensum
29322 Sardescas .

29323 Sardescon .

29324 Sardinara .

29325 Sardinen , .

SAR
SOLD Cont.
.if still unsold
.Is it sold
.Must be sold (at)
.Must not be sold
.Must not be sold below price named
.Not sold
.Not to be sold
.Sold as per [cent.
.Sold at list price less discount of and per
.Sold at list price less per cent, discount
.Sold at including commission
.Sold at less commission
.Sold before your telegram was received
.Sold for cash
.Sold for delivery
.Sold slightly below your limit, but could do no better
.Sold subject to (your approval)
.To be sold (at)
.What have (you) ( ) sold
.Will most likely be sold
.Will not be sold (for) [tor.)
.SOLEPLATE. (Bedplate, Engine, Genera-
Can make soleplate
Cannot commence work on soleplate until
Cannot commence work on soleplate until receipt of
Cannot make soleplate [generator drawing
.Soleplate cast but not machined
Soleplate finished
Soleplate for engine
.Soleplate for (engine) ( ) is necessary
.Soleplate for (engine) ( ) is not necessary
.Soleplate for (engine) ( ) will cost
.Soleplate for (engine) ( ) will weigh
.Soleplate for generator
.Soleplate for outboard bearing
.What is price of (engine) ( ) soleplate
.What is weight of (engine) ( ) soleplate
.When can we proceed with work on soleplate
.Will require special soleplate which will cost
.Will soleplate for (engine) ( ) be necessary
.Will special soleplate be necessary; if so, what will
.Without soleplate(s) [it cost
.With soleplate(s)
.SOLICITOR. (Attorney, Lawyer.)
.SOLICITOUS. (Anxious, Fear.)
.SOLVENT. (Financial, Responsibility.)
SOME. (Few, Other.)
.SOMETHING. (Part.)
.Something else
.Something has changed
.Something is wrong with
.Something may be done
.Something must be done
.Something should be done in regard to

.Something to

.Something to do with

.Something will be done

.Unless something is done (to)

.SOON. (Early, Quickly, Short, Time.)

.As soon as (possible)

.As soon as he (they) (can) (have)

.As soon as I (we) (can) (have)

.As soon as I (we) hear from

.As soon as you (can) (have)

.As soon as you hear (of) (from)

.How soon can (he) (they)

.How soon can you

.How soon could we have a

.How soon may we expect (order No.)

.How soon will (you)

.If not, how soon will you

.If not soon enough

.If soon enough

.It is too soon (to)

.It will soon be time (to)

.Not soon enough

.Not sooner than

.Or sooner if possible
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29326 Sardinero
29327 Sardioque
29328 Sardkella
29329 Sardonac
29330 Sardonale
29331 Sardonent
29332 Sardonico
29333 Sardonish
29334 Sardonyx
29335 Sargabat .

29336 Sargaco .

29337 Sargatilo
29338 Sargdecke
29339 Sargentea
29340 Sargnagel
29341 Sargos . .

29342 Sargtuch
29343 Sarigue .

29344 Sarilhost
29345 Sarilla . .

29346 Sariphar .

29347 Sarissam
29348 Sarissis .

29349 Saritoro .

29350 Sarituram
29351 Sarjador .

29352 Sarjadura
29353 Sarjar . .

29354 Sarlac . .

29355 Sarmadaco
29356 Sarmatico
29357 Sarmentad
29358 Sarmentet
29359 Sarmentum
29360 Sarnacus
29361 Sarnio . .

29362 Sarnosas .

29363 Sarnosote
29364 Sarnus . .

29365 Saronicus

29366 Saronida .

29367 Saropodat
29368 Saropodes
29369 Sarotes . .

29370 Sarothie .

29371 Saroube .

29372 Sarpedeta
29373 Sarpedoni
29374 Sarpiemus
29375 Sarplars .

29376 Sarpsit . .

29377 Sarpullid .

29378 Sarpullon
29379 Sarrafaca
29380 Sarrafo . .

29381 Sarranar .

29382 Sarranus
29383 Sarrasin .

29384 Sarrastum
29385 Sarrenta .

29386 Sarrettes
29387 Sarriebat
29388 Sarring . .

29389 Sarritorl .

29390 Sarrosa .

29391 Sarrotago
29392 Sarrotrio
29393 Sarruero .

29394 Sarruga .

29395 Sarsimus
293% Sarsisset
29397 Sarsisti . .

29398 Sartagato
29399 Barta&in .

29400 Sartagunt

ossibly sooner
.Soon enough (for)
.Sooner if possible
.Soonest can get is

.Very much sooner

.Very soon

.Will be too soon

.Will it be too soon (to)

.Will not be soon enough

.Will not be too soon

.Will (this) ( ) be soon enough [tion, Failure.)

.SORROW. (Disappointment, Dissatisfac-

.SORT. (Kind, Manner, Nature.)

.SOURCE. (Cause, Commence.)

.SPACE. (Extension, Occupy, Place, Room.)

.Floor space

.Floor space is very important

.Floor space occupied feet by feet

.How much space (does it occupy)

.Is there sufficient space (for)

.Less space (for)

.More space (for)

.Same space

.Space available

.Space for

.Space occupied not to exceed feet by feet

.Space required cubic feet

.There is no space for

.There is not sufficient space (for)

.There is sufficient space (for)

.To occupy a space of feet by feet

.What floor space is required

.What is space (between)

.With space available

.SPARE. (Duplicate, Extra, Part, Save.)

. SPEAK. (Communications) Information,
Say.) [Machinery.)

SPECIAL. (Apparatus, Construction,
SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS. (Publications.)
SPECIFIC. (Definite.)
.SPECIFICATIONS. (Drawings, Engineer-

ing, Performance, Plans.)A complete specification
According to plans and specifications
According to (purchaser's) ( 's) specifications
Add to specifications
.Amend as follows your specifications No.
.American specifications
.Are specifications and drawings approved
.Armature insulation specification
.As called for by purchaser's specifications
.As per specifications (dated ) (No. )

.Buyers will not close without specifications

.Can send specifications
Can you send specifications
.Can in specifications be altered to
Can in specifications be omitted
.Cannot bid on the work with such specifications
.Cannot send specifications
.Change performance specifications to
.Changing specifications as follows
.Clause in the specifications
.Company's specifications
.Complete specifications (follow)
.Complete specification was filed the
.Copy of specifications
.Correct specifications (as follows)
.Corrected specifications
."D" specifications
.Details as per specifications (dated)
.Do you desire to submit revised specifications
.Do you desire to submit specifications
.Drawings and specifications
.Drawings must accompany specifications
.Electrical specifications
.Engineer's specifications
.European specifications
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29401 Sartem . .

29402 Sartenada
29403 Sartenejo

29404 Sartines .

29405 Sartorial

29406 Sartorib .

29407 Sarturis .

29408 Saruch . .

29409 Sasapin .

29410 Sasarara .

29411 Sashetina
29412 Sashoon .

29413 Sasonats .

29414 Saspachi .

29415 Sassaby .

29416 Sassanage
29417 Sassanida
29418 Sassatell .

29419 Sassavect
29420 Sassello .

29421 Sassenach
29422 Sassettin
29423 Sasseur .

29424 Sassifica .

29425 Sassifrag
29426 Sassinati
29427 Sassluis .

29428 Sassuolo .

29429 Sastra . .

29430 Satagebat
29431 Satagendo
29432 Satagimus
29433 Satagita .

29434 Satagium
29435 Satagunt
29436 Satanasso
29437 Satanicle
29438 Sataniser
29439 Satanism
29440 Satansaff
29441 Satansbru
29442 Satansch
29443 Satansker
29444 Satansrat
29445 Satanswek
29446 Sataspes .

29447 Satavit . .

29448 Satchel . .

29449 Satellite .

29450 Saterdans
29451 Saterskop
29452 Saterspot
29453 Satertjes .

29454 Satiabili .

29455 Satiablon
29456 Satiamur
29457 Satiate . .

29458 Satiation
29459 Satinette .

29460 Satineur .

29461 Sationali .

29462 Sationibe
29463 Satirarum
29464 Satiregga
29465 Satirello .

29466 Satisdaru
29467 Satisdato
29468 Satisdedi
29469 Satisdo . .

29470 Satisface
29471 Satisfaga
20472 Satisfort .

SAT
SPECIFICATIONS- Ckmt.

.Everything complete according to (your) ( *s)

.Field insulation specifications [specifications

.Forward by first mail printed copy English speci-
fication No. of year [ncation No. of year

.Forward by first mail printed copy German speci-

. Forward by first mail printed copy of U. S. speci-
fication No. of year

.Full specifications mailed

.Have had specifications corrected [ ) (of)

.Have mailed you performance specifications (No.

.Have sent full specifications (for)

.Have you performance specifications of

.Have you sent specifications (for)

.How soon can you send specifications for

.If in specifications be altered to

.If in specifications be omitted

.In accordance with specifications

.In accordance with (our) ( 's) specifications

.In accordance with (your) specifications

.In the specifications

.Insulation specifications [for

.It is reported that new specifications will be issued

.

" L "
specifications

.Machine test of specification [(of)

.Mail at once performance specifications (No. )

.Mailing revised specifications

.Material specifications

.May we depart from specifications in the following.

.Must fulfil specifications

.Must furnish our own specifications [tions

.Must we conform strictly to (the) (your) specifica-

.New plans and specifications

.Not according to specifications

.Not in specifications

.Original specifications

.Our specifications (have been adopted)

.Performance specifications (No. ) (of)

.Plans and specifications

.Please mail at once performance specifications

.Please refer to specifications

.Please send specifications (of) (for)

.Preliminary specifications

.Purchaser's drawings and specifications

.Purchaser's specifications [(of)

.Referring to performance specifications (No. )

.Referring to specifications (No.)

.Requests specifications on

.Revised specifications

.Same as the specifications

.Same specifications as (before)

.See if you cannot have specifications altered

.Send copy of specifications

.Send detailed specifications

.Send specifications at once

.Specifications accepted

.Specifications and drawings [Which shall we follow

.Specifications and drawings do not correspond.

.Specifications and drawings have been approved.

.Specifications and prints

.Specifications call for

.Specification card

.Specification does not (mention)

.Specifications (for)

.Specifications include

.Specification is not clear (as to)

.Specifications may be modified (as you propose)

.Specifications must be strictly adhered to

.Specifications of (No. )

.Specifications same as No.
, except

.Specification was published the

.Specifications were sent

.Specifications will be sent at once

.Subject to approval of plans and specifications

.Substantially our price is based upon your specifi-
cations to the extent it is possible for us to com-
ply with same. Our to-day's letter explains the
points in specifications submitted by you which
we cannot comply with. You must make this
reservation in submitting or accepting our bid
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SPECIFICATIONS Cont.

29473 Sativorum . Telegraph date you mailed specifications required
by our letter (of) [by our telegram (of)

29474 Satollabe . Telegraph date you mailed specifications required
29475 Satolland .Terms and conditions of performance specifications
29476 Satollass . .Test of specification
29477 Satollato . .The requirements of your specifications cannot be

complied with; full explanation by letter
29478 Satollava .Use same specifications as before
29479 Satollita . .Usual specifications
29480 Satollo . . .What do specifications call for
29481 Satorem . .When did you send specifications
29482 Satrapaca .When will you send specifications
29483 Satraparo .Will fulfil specifications
29484 Satrapdid .Will fulfil specifications
29485 Satrapess .Will furnish specifications
29486 Satrapibe . Will include in specifications
29487 Satrapico .Will not fulfil specifications
29488 Satrapism .Will not furnish specifications
29489 Satrapone .Will send copy of specifications and bid
29490 Satrica . . .Will send copy of specifications at once
29491 Satricanu .You must make your own specifications
29492 Satricum .Your specifications
29493 Sattellos . . SPECIFY. (Description, Indication, Said.)
29494 Sattgeloc .As specified by purchaser
29495 Sattgolbe .As specified by you
29496 Sattgruen .Does not specify
29497 Sattheit . .If not specified
29498 Sattler . . .If specified
29499 Sattsam . .Must be clearly specified
29500 Satullaba . Not specified
29501 Satulland . Originally specified
29502 Satullato . .Should specify
29503 Satullavi . . Specify each item separately
29504 Satullos . .Unless specified
29505 Satullum . .Was specified
29506 Saturadas .

You do not specify
29507 Saturamin .

SPEED. (Engine, Generator, Motors, Regu-
lation, Rotary Converter, Shaft, Varia-

29508 Saturamos .At a speed of [tion.)
29509 Saturar . .At ordinary speed
29510 Saturaria .At r. p. m.
29511 Saturaron .At what speed will you run the
29512 Saturaste .Average speed (is about)
29513 Saturatur .Can get speed regulation by shunting field
29514 Saturauft .Can increase speed [rheostat
29515 Saturavel .Can obtain speeds from to by means of field
29516 Saturcoto .Can the be operated at r. p. m.
29517 Saturejos .Can the speed be increased (to)
29518 Saturisca .Cannot increase speed
29519 Saturity . .Constant speed
29520 Saturnale .For a speed of
29521 Saturnfut .Highspeed
29522 Saturnina .How many revolutions per minute
29523 Saturnios .How many revolutions required to develop
29524 Saturno . . If this speed will
29525 Satyr ... .In order to obtain variations in speed
29526 Satyram . .Increase speed to
29527 Saubartel . Lower speed
29528 Saubohne .Maximum revolutions per minute
29529 Sauborste .Maximum speed (of)
29530 Saubruch .Minimum speed (of)
29531 Saucaptis .More revolutions per minute
29532 Saucily . . .Reduce speed to
29533 Sauclet . . .Revolutions per minute
29534 Saucode . .Same speed as
29535 Saudadora .Schedule speed is miles per hour
29536 Saudante . Slow speed
29537 Saudavel .Speed at full load r. p. m., at no load r. p. m.
29538 Saudens . .Speed in feet per minute
29539 Saudoso . .Speed kilometres per hour
29540 Saudschi . .Speed miles per hour
29541 Sauerbad . Speed of is r. p. m.
29542 Sauerdorn .Speed on Ibs. steam is r. p. m.
29543 Sauerpall .Speed the engines to r. p. m.
29544 Sauorhon .Speed the generator to r. p. m.
29545 Sauerkohl .Speed the to r. p. m.
29546 Sauermil . .Speed to be guaranteed
29647 Sauerquel .Speed (is) (to be) feet per minute
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29548 Sauerstof . .Speed (is) (to be) r. p. m.
29549 Sauersues . .Speed will vary between and r. p. m.
29550 Sauerwein . .Speeded to r. p. m.
29551 Saufang . . .Speeded to develop h.-p.
29552 Saufbrud . . Speeded to run
29553 Saufench . .Standard speed (of)
29554 Sauffreun . .To be speeded in the ratio of 1 to
29555 Saufgelag . .Variation in speed to be obtained by armature
29556 Saufgurg . .Variations in speed [resistance
29557 Saufheld . . .Variations in speed no load to full load to

'

29558 Saufmahl . .Varying speed [r. p. m.
29559 Saufritte . . .What is schedule speed including stops
29560 Saufsack . .What is speed in feet per minute
29561 Saugader . .What is speed in revolutions per minute
29562 Saugarten . .What is the maximum speed
29563 Saugeheg . .What is the minimum speed
29564 Saugehorn .What is the piston speed
29565 Saugelamm .What is the speed (of)
29566 Saugerte . . .What is the speed of countershaft
29567 Saugfisch . .What is the speed of engine
29568 Saugfohle . .What is the speed of generator
29569 Saugglas . . .What is the speed of line shaft
29570 Saugheber .What is the speed of motor
29571 Saugkalb . .What is the speed on Ibs. steam
29572 Saugmaul . .What speed is required (for) [shunt field resistance
29573 Saugpumpe .What speed variation can be obtained by means of
29574 Saugschal . .When running at high speed
29575 Sauguim . . .When running at low speed
29576 Saugwerk . .Will run at speed of [Generator.)
29577 Saujag-den ..SPLIT. (Commission, Difference, Division,
29578 Saumaesig .Are they willing to split the difference
29579 Saumagen . .Are willing to split the difference
29580 Saumatres .Are (you) ( ) willing to split the difference
29581 Saumeule . .Horizontally split field
29582 Saumlast . .Horizontally split frame
29583 Saumlatte . .Not willing to split the difference
29584 Saumleine . .Vertically split field

29585 Saumnaht . .Vertically split frame
29586 Saumonate .Would it be satisfactory to split the difference

29587 Saumpfaco .SPOIL. (Opportunity.) [sion, "Width.)
29588 Saumpfade .SPREAD. (Distribution, Enlarge, Exten-
29589 Saumross . .STANDARD. (Piping, Practice, Style,
29590 Saumsatte .American standard [Threads.)
29591 Saumstich .English standard
29592 Saumthier . .European standard
29593 Saumurage . In accordance with our standard practice
29594 Saumure . . .May we use our standard
29595 Saunaison . .Nearest to our standard
29596 Sauntered . .Not up to standard
29597 Saupiquet . .Our standard (for)
29598 Sauquillo . .Our standard practice is

29599 Saurarum . .Our standard size is

29600 Saurauja . .Standard gauge
29601 Saurians . . .Standard price
29602 Saurillus . .Standard throughout
29603 Saurinde . .The standard is

29604 Sauriodes . .These are standard
29605 Saurissag . .Use your standard materials as suggested
29606 Sauritans . .What is the standard
29607 Sauritidi . . .What is the standard for
29608 Saurodon . .Why not use our standard apparatus
29609 Saurofena .Will be built on our standard h.-p. frame
29610 Saurologi . .Your standard
29611 Saurophag .STANDARD STEAM ENGINES. (Page 486.)
29612 Saurophis . .STANDARD CIRCULARS, fPublications.)
29613 Sauropode . .STANDING. (Credit, Responsibility.)
29614 Sauropsid ..STANDSTILL. (Stop.)
29615 Saurostom .START. (Commence, Departure, Go, Meet,

Proceed, Running, Sail, Weather.)
29616 Sausage . . .Are (you) ( ) ready to start
29617 Sausarism .At what hour can you start
29618 Sauskom . . .Before starting
29619 Sauslepel . .Better start (from) (with)
29620 Sauslook . . .Can start
29621 Sauspan . . .Can (you) ( ) start (with)
29622 Sauspanno .Cannot get to start
29623 Sauspiess . .Cannot start (until)
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29624 Saustall . . .Kxpect(s) to start about
29625 Sautade . . .Expects to start home
29626 Sautasses . .Have arranged to start on
29627 Sautelle . . .Have not started
29628 Sauterons . .Have started
29629 Sauteurs . . .How soon can (you) ( ) start
29630 Sautillat . . .If (you) ( ) can start
29631 Sautillon . . .Not ready to start
29632 Sautrog . . .On what day can (you) ( ) start
29633 Sauvagin . .Please start at once
29634 Sauvant . . .Ready to start any moment
29635 Sauvegard . Start plant on the
29636 Sauvera . . . Start plant to-day
29637 Sauveront . .Started to-day
29638 Sauvetage . Successfully started
29639 Sauveteur . .To be started
29640 Sauvignon . .To start
29641 Sauvions . . .Will be ready to start
29642 Sauwetter . .Will not start (until)
29643 Savable . . .Will start (for) (in)
29644 Savacou . . .Will start to-morrow
29645 Savais ....STATE. (Conditions.) [Say.)
29646 Savamment STATEMENT. (Account, Proof, Report,
29647 Savandeja . .Accompanied by statement (of account)
29648 Savarin . . .According to (our) ( 's) statement
29649 Savastane . .According to your statement
29650 Savastro . . .An itemized statement (of account)
29651 Savatelle . .Correct statement
29652 Saveal 1 . . . .Corrected statement
29653 Savelbom . . Have had no statement
29654 Savelha . . .Make up general statement
29655 Saveneau . .Monthly statement (of account)
29656 Savensibu . . Not according to your statement
29657 Savensito . .Please forward corrected statement of account
29658 Saventaga . Please forward statement (of account) (up to)
29659 Saviabat . . .See your statement No.
29660 Saviabunt .Shall we have statement made up
29661 Saviant . . . Statement of account
29662 Saviatis . . . Statement to date
29663 Saviatuan . . The statement is

29664 Saviaturo . .There is an error in your statement
29665 Saviavimu .Will send statement to date
29666 Savillote . . .With regard to statement
29667 Savincate . .Your statement (of) [resters.)
29668 Saviolino ..STATIC-INTERRUPTERS. (Lightning Ar-
29669 Savione . . .Case for static interrupter (S. O. ) (Style No.

29670 Saviours . . .Choke coil for static interrupter (S. O. ) (Style
29671 Savissimo ..Condenser for static interrupter (S. O. ) (Style

No. )
29672 Saviuncul . .Static interrupter (S. O. ) (Style No. )

29673 Savonetba .STATION. (Building, Railroad.)
29674 Savonetje . .A distributing station will be at
29675 Savonina . .At the station
29676 Savonnage .Central station
29677 Savonneur .Distributing station
29678 Savonulat . .From the station to
29679 Savonulo . .Generating station
29680 Savorous . .Meet me at the station
296X1 Savory . . . .Sub-station
29682 Savourer . . .The generating station will be miles (from)
29683 Savourily . .The proposed station capacity is

29684 Savourons . .The substation will be located at
29685 Sawyers . . .Where is substation to be located
29686 Saxafrax . .Where will the station be
29687 Saxatil . . . .Will meet you at the station
29688 Saxetanit ..STAY. (Continue, Hotel, Rei
29689 Saxetanos . .A stay of proceedings
29690 Saxetanum .Can obtain stay of proceedings
29691 Saxetum . . .Can stay as long as necessary
29692 Saxicavas . .Cannot obtain a stay of proceedings
IMPS Saxicavet . .Do not know where is staying
29694 Saxicol . . . .How long can you stay
29695 Saxlcolid . ..Is (are) staying at
29696 Saxicolos . . Not to stay (after)
29697 Saxifer . . . .Stay as long as you can accomplish anything
29698 Saxificos . . .Stay proceedings
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fTAY-Cont.tay proceedings until I arrive
29700 Saxifrage . . Stay proceedings until receipt of advices (from)
29701 Saxifrica . . Where is staying
29702 Saxigenid . . Where will you stay
29703 Saxitatem . . STEAM. (Boiler, Consumption, Efficiency,

Engine, Guarantee, Pressure, Receiver,
Superheater, Vacuum.)

29704 Saxnot ... .At what part of the stroke has steam to be cut off
29705 Saxondom . .At what pressure of steam (does) (has) (to) work
29706 Saxonio . . .Average steam pressure Ibs.
29707 Saxonism . .Exhaust steam (to be used for)
29708 Saxonortu .Guarantee Ibs. steam per i. h.-p. at full capacity

at (125) ( ) Ibs. pres. [at (125) ( ) Ibs. pres.
29709 Saxons . . . .Guarantee Ibs. steam per i. h.-p. at | capacity
29710 Saxophone .Guarantee Ibs. steam per i. h.-p. at J capacity

at (125) ( ) Ibs. pres. [at (125) ( ) Ibs. pres.
29711 Saxosarum .Guarantee Ibs. steam per i. h.-p. at 1 capacity
29712 Saxosas . . .Guarantee Ibs. steam per i. h.-p. at (125) ( )

Ibs. pressure, condensing
29713 Saxotromb .Guarantee Ibs. steam per i. h.-p. at (125) ( )

Ibs. pressure, non-condensing
29714 Saxulat . . .Have not sufficient steam (for)
29715 Saxulorum .Have sufficient steam for
29716 Saxulum . . .Have you sufficient steam to
29717 Saxuosus . .Pounds of steam from and at 212 degrees Fahrenheit
29718 Sayalero . . .Reduce steam pressure to Ibs.
29719 Sayales . . .Saving of per cent, of steam
29720 Sayalesco . .Steam in high pressure cylinder Ibs.
29721 Sayest .... Steam in intermediate cylinder Ibs.
29722 Sayetteur . .Steam in low pressure cylinder Ibs.
29723 Saynetes . . .Steam pressure at throttle Ibs.

29724 Sayom .... Steam pressure at the boiler Ibs.

29725 Sayuelos . . . Steam pressure in the pipes Ibs.
29726 Sbaglaque . . Steam pressure is Ibs.
29727 Sbagliand . .Steam to be condensed
29728 Sbagliato . .Steam to be superheated (to degrees Fahrenheit)
29729 Sbagliava . . Steam to cut off at of the stroke
29730 Sballa . . . .Steam to exhaust into the air
29731 Sballast . . . Steam trap [heated
29732 Sballone . . .To what degrees Fahrenheit has steam to be super-
29733 Sbancammo What is steam pressure [antee
29734 Sbancando .What is the best steam consumption you will guar-
29735 Sbancaron . .You have omitted to state steam pressure
29736 Sbancavat ..STEAMER. (Freight, Port, Shipment,
29737 Sbanchett . .A steamer to [Steamer Lines.)
29738 Sbanda . . . .And thence by steamer to
29739 Sbandaste ..By next steamer
29740 Sbandolan . . By steamer arriving (on) (at)
29741 Sbandolot . .By steamer sailing (on)
29742 Sbaragas . .By to-day's steamer from (New York)
29743 Sbaraglin . .By to-morrow's steamer from (New York)
29744 Sbaratose . .By what steamer will (you) (it) leave
29745 Sbarattav . .Can (you) ( ) get steamer to
29746 Sbarratti . .Cannot get direct steamer
29747 Sbarrdell . Following steamer
29748 Sbastamot .Free on board steamer (at)
29749 Sbastando . .Have no steamer (for)
29750 Sbastassi . .Have steamer now here loading (for)
29751 Sbastava . .Have you a steamer loading (for)
29752 Sbastiate . .If there is no steamer
29753 Sbasto . . . .Leaves for on steamer (sailing)
29754 Sbatti Left on steamer which sailed (on the) (for)
29755 Sbattito . . .Missed the steamer (will sail by)
29756 Sbattono . .Must arrive (here) ( ) by steamer not later than
29757 Sbaulano . . Next steamer (leaves)
29758 Sbaulasse . . No steamer loading, will a sailer do
29759 Sbaulavan . Sailed on steamer
29760 Sbauli .... Ship by steamer (of)
29761 Sbavamora . Shipment by steamer
29762 Sbavatura . . Shipped by steamer (of)
29763 Sbeffano . . .Steamer has arrived
29764 Sbeffavan . . Steamer is due
29765 Sbeffegga . . Steamer is expected to leave
29766 Sbertammo . Steamer is reported lost

29767 Sbertando . .Steamer now loading for [do
29768 Sbertassi . . Steamer preferred, but if none loading, sailer will

29769 Sbertav . . . Steamer sailed (on the)
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29770 Sbertavat . .Steamer sailed to-day
29771 Sberto . . .Steamer sailed yesterday
29772 Sbiadato . .Steamer sails
29773 Sbilenco . .Steamer will be due about
29774 Sbiten . . .Steamer will sail on the
29775 Sbittaste . .Steamer's name is

29776 Sbogettav . .Telegraph departure of next direct steamer (for)
29777 Sbogetton . .Telegraph name of steamer for insurance
29778 Sboglient . .Telegraph when steamer arrives (from)
29779 Sbollammo .Telegraph when steamer leaves (for)
29780 Sbollando . .To be sent by steamer (to)
29781 Sbollassi . . .What steamer sails on the
29782 Sbollavam .What steamer will you take
29783 Sbolletta . . .When will steamer be due
29784 Sbordella . .When will steamer sail (for)
29785 Sborsarla . .Will sail on steamer
29786 Sborsolla . .Will send by ( ) steamer (of)
29787 Sbottammo .You may ship by first steamer [Shipment.)
29788 Sbottavam .STEAMER LINES. (Cargo, Freight, Goods,
29789 Sbottiate . . .Allan Line steamer
29790 Sbotto . . . .American Line steamer
29791 Sbottonan . .American-Australian Line steamer
29792 Sbottufig. . .American-Hawaiian Line steamer
29793 Sbraca . . . .Anchor Line steamer
29794 Sbracaste . .Arrow Line steamer
29795 Sbranchi . .Atlantic Transport Line steamer
29796 Sbroglens . .Atlas Line steamer
29797 Sbrogliat . .Barber & Co. Line steamer
29798 Sbroncona .Bordeaux Line steamer
29799 Sbrotoda . . .Blue Cross Line steamer
29800 Sbrucammo .Bucknall Line steamer
29801 Sbrucando .Clyde Line steamer
29802 Sbrucaron . .Compagnie Generale Transatlantique steamer
29803 Sbrucassi . .Compagnia Transatlantica Line steamer
29804 Sbrucav . . .Cosmopolitan Line steamer
29805 Sbrucavat . .Cromwell Line steamer
29806 Sbucament .Cunard Line steamer
29807 Sbucasti . . .Demerara S. S. Line steamer
29808 Sbucato . . .Dominion Line steamer
29809 Sbucheret . .Donaldson Line steamer
29810 Sbudella . . .Elder Dempster Line steamer
29811 Scabbard . .Fabre Line steamer
29812 Scabbiamo .Fall River Line steamer
29813 Scabbiand .Funch, Edye & Co. Line steamer
29814 Scabbiarl . .Hamburg-American Line steamer
29815 Scabbiase . .Hansa Line steamer
29816 Scabbiava .Holland-American Line steamer
29817 Scabbio . . .Johnson Line steamer
29818 Scabbiosa . .Joy Line steamer
29819 Scabellat . .Lamport & Holt Line steamer
29820 Scabellis . . .Leyland Line steamer
29821 Scabellon . .Line steamer
29822 Scabellum . .Maine S. S. Line steamer
29823 Scaberam . .Mallory Line steamer
29824 Scabetol . . .Merchants Line steamer
29825 Scabiabut . .Metropolitan Line steamer
29&26 Scabialis . ..Morgan Line steamer
29827 Scabiamus .Munson Line steamer
29828 Scabiaver . .National Line steamer
29829 Scabiavi . . .Nav. General Italiana Line steamer
29830 Scabidoru . .Neptune Line steamer
29831 Scabidos . . .Norton & Son Line steamer
29832 Scabinal . . .New York and Cuba Mail S. S. steamer
29833 Scabinota . .New York and Porto Rico S. S. steamer
29834 Scabiosos . .North German Lloyd steamer
29835 Scabratos . .Ohio River steamer
29836 Scabratum .Old Dominion Line steamer
29837 Scabreant . .Panama R. R. S. S. Co. steamer
29838 Scabrebas . .People's Line Hudson River steamer
29839 Scabrecun .Perry & Co. Line steamer
29840 Scabredit . .Philadelphia Trans. Line steamer
29841 Scabredos . .Phoenix Line steamer
29842 Scabreux . .Prince Line steamer
29843 Scabride . . .Prince and Key Line steamer
29844 Scabrltud . .Puritan Line steamer
29846 Scabrorum .Quebec S. S. Line steamer
29846 Scabwort . .Red Cross Line steamer
29847 Scaccolan . .Red " D " Line steamer
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29848 Scaccolot .Red Star Line steamer
29849 Scadiment .Royal Dutch W. I. Line steamer
29850 Scafasso . .Scandia Line steamer
29851 Scaffale . .Scandinavian-American Line steamer
29852 Scaffammo .Spanish Royal Mail Line steamer
29853 Scaffando .Thingvalla Line steamer
29854 Scaffaron .Trinidad Line steamer
29855 Scaffavam .Tyser Line steamer
29856 Scaffero .United States and Australasia Line steamer
29857 Scaffetta .United States, China and Japan Line steamer
29858 Scaffold .Ward Line steamer
29859 Scafidio .Warren Line steamer
2980 Scafismo .West Coast Line steamer
29861 Scafoide .White Star Line steamer
29862 Scagionav .Wilson Line steamer
29863 Scaidava .STEEL. (Gear, Iron, Shaft.)
29864 Scalabat .All steel laminations will be assembled at destina-
29865 Scalabrin .All to be steel [tion
29866 Scalamati .Armature steel laminations
29867 Scalandol .Cast steel
29868 Scalandre .Crucible steel
29869 Scalappia .Field steel laminations
29870 Scalaribu .Fluid compressed steel
29871 Scalarien .Forged steel
29872 Scalarlo . .Nickel steel
29873 Scalbatra .Open hearth steel
29874 Scalcagna .Plain steel castings
29875 Scaldaman .Price quoted does not include assembling steel

laminations or windings at destination
29876 Scaldano .Steel laminations
29877 Scaldatin .Steel to be
29878 Scaldator .Steel to be annealed
29879 Scaldavan .Steel to be oil tempered
29880 Scaldegga .Steel will cost
29881 Scaldique .To be made of steel
29882 Scalena . .What kind of steel
29883 Scalenoru .What will be extra cost if made of steel
29884 Scalentra .What will steel cost
29885 Scaletons .STEPS. (Action, Preliminary, Proceed.)
29886 Scalettav .Advisable to take immediate steps (to)
29887 Scalfendo .Approve of the steps taken
29888 Scalfisco . .Before taking further steps had better consult
29889 Scalfissi . .Before taking steps to
29890 Scalf.vam .Have steps been taken
29891 Scaliamo. .Have taken the steps you advised
29892 Scaliati . . .Immediate steps should be taken
29893 Scalido . . .Is it advisable to take steps to
29894 Scalinata .Necessary steps are already taken
29895 Scalis ... .No steps taken (to)
29896 Scallabis . .Postpone taking any steps (until)
29897 Scalloped .Steps have been taken to
29898 Scalman . .Take any necessary steps
29899 Scalmanar .What steps do you propose to take
29900 Scalmite . .What steps have been taken to
29901 Scalmos . .Will take steps to
29902 Scalpatio .STERLING. (Money.)
29903 Scalpedra .And one-sixteenth pence
29904 Scalpellu . .And three-sixteenths pence
29905 Scalpels . .And five-sixteenths pence
29906 Scalpendo .And seven-sixteenths pence
29907 Scalperan .And nine-sixteenths pence
29908 Scalpiden .And eleven sixteenths pence
29909 Scalpitar .British sterling
29910 Scalpless .In sterling
9-9911 Scalpore . .Payable in sterling
29912 Scalprane .Pounds each sterling
29913 Scalprato .Quote in sterling
29914 Scalpros . .Shillings and one pence
29915 Scalprum .Shillings and two pence
29916 Scalptorn .Shillings and four pence
29917 Scalpturo .Shillings and five pence
29918 Scalvaste .Shillings and seven pence
29919 Scamatass .Shillings and eight pence
29920 Scamatero .Shillings and ten pence
29921 Scambento .Shillings and eleven pence
29922 Scambiata .Sterling exchange is for bankers' sight
29923 Scambler . .Sterling exchange is for bankers' 60 days
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29924 Scamborum .{Sterling exchange is for bankers' 90 days
29925 Scambos . . .What is the rate for sterling exchange

Pence and Farthings*

PENCE
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Shillings and Pence. (Money) ConL

SHILLINGS
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30228 Schafstos . ."Will hold in stock for one week
30229 Schaftbam .Will you hold in stock for one week
30230 Schafweid . .STOKERS, RONEY MECHANICAL.
30231 Schafwoll . .Add for engine(s) for operating stokers
30232 Schakalas . .Agitator sector
30233 Schakeln . . .Anchor bolts
30234 Schalaune . .Ash pit can be made inches deep
30235 Schalheit . .Ash pit doors
30236 Schalig . . . .Ash pit door frames
30237 Schalkhaf . .Ash pit door sill

30238 Schalkish . .Bridge wall angle [depth
30239 Schalkjes . .Can front firing pit be used; if so, what will be the
30240 Schalkohl . .Centre bearers, left hand
30241 Schalksin . .Centre bearers, right hand
30242 Schalkslo . .Centre binder
30243 Schalktun .Connecting rod
30244 Schall Corner binder
30245 Schallen . . .Cover plate
30246 Schallhor . .Cross shaft (for engine)
30247 Schalotte . .Cross shaft bushings (for engine)
30248 Schalpunt . .Dead plate
30249 Schalsten . .Depth of front firing pit inches
30250 Schalthir . .Distance from tube doors to floor inches
30251 Schalttag . .Do boiler setting walls go deep enough to accom-
30252 Schamade . .Driven by spur gear [modate stokers
30253 Schamhaft .Driven by worm gear
30254 Schampdek .Dumping grate bearer
30255 Schamroth .Dumping grate bearer key
30256 Schamvoll . .Dumping grate guards, right hand
30257 Schandali . .Dumping grate guards, left hand
30258 Schandbak .Dumping grate guard lifting rod
30259 Schande . . .Dumping grate rod
30260 Schandhaf .Dumping grates
30261 Schandkor .Eccentric strap
30262 Schandlon . .Extension plate, right hand
30263 Schandmal .Extension plate, left hand
30264 Schandnam .Feed wheel
30265 Schandpal . .Feed wheel stud
30266 Schandsac .Fire brick 2 in. thick one end, 2J in. thick other end
30267 Schandtha .Fire brick 2} in. thick one end, 2i in. thick other end
30268 Schanfara . .Fire brick 2g in. thick one end, 2i in. thick other end
30269 Schansnet . .Five-horse-power Westinghouse engine complete

with worm gear housing [worm gear housing
30270 Schapeban .Footings (cast iron) for centre bearer
30271 Schapebot . .Footings (cast iron) for side bearer
30272 Schapedar . .Four-horse-power Kriebel engine complete with
30273 Schapelon .Furnace inches wide
30274 Schapemet .Furnace grates deep
30275 Schapenok .Gear shrouded both sides
30276 Schapepot . .Gear shrouded half way up the teeth
30277 Schapevel . .Gear shrouded one side only
30278 Schappe . . .Grate bar lower tops, right
30279 Scharan . . .Grate bar lower tops, left
30280 Scharbaum .Grate bar lower tops, right centre
30281 Scharbock .Grate bar lower tops, left centre
30282 Schardana .Grate bar upper tops, right
30283 Scharfkol . .Grate bar upper tops, left

30284 Scharfsin . .Grate bar upper tops, right centre
30285 Schargang .Grate bar upper tops, left centre
30286 Scharhauf . .Grate bar webs, right
30287 Scharlach . .Grate bar webs, left
30288 Scharrfus . .Grate bar webs, right centre
30289 Scharrhan . .Grate bar webs, left centre
30290 Scharrmas .Helical teeth
30291 Scharteke . .Hopper end. right
30292 Scharwach .Hopper end, left
30293 Schasu . . . .Hopper plate
30294 Schatbaar . .Hopper shaft
30295 Schatjes . . .Hot air tile

30296 Schatkist . .How deep can ash pit be made
30297 Schattlgu . .Ts there any fear of trouble from water in ash pits
30298 Schattln^r . .Number of teeth In each gear
30299 Schatulle . .Offer Roney Mechanical Stokers, without en-

gine for h.-p. boilers, furnace inches wide,
f. o. b. works, u'raurln, Til.)

30900 Schaubild ..Offer Roney M. < -h.-nin -:il Stokers, without en-
gine for h.-p Imii.-rs. furnace inches wide,

delivered dock (New v..,-k, N. Y.)
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30301 Schaubret .

30302 Schaubude

30303 Schauen . .

30304 Schauerba .

30305 Schauerig .

30306 Schauesen .

30307 Schaufel . .

30308 Schaufler .

30309 Schaugeld .

30310 Schaukeln .

30311 Schauloch .

30312 Schaulust .

30313 Schaumes .

30314 Schaumgod
30315 Schaumich
30316 Schaumkal
30317 Schaumlos
30318 Schaumwer
30319 Schauraum
30320 Schauspil .

30321 Schauthur
30322 Schavelin .

30323 Schavoten .

30324 Schavuit . .

30325 Schebib . .

30326 Scheck . . .

30327 Scheckig .

30328 Schediasm

30329 Schedulan .

30330 Schedulis .

30331 Scheelite . .

30332 Scheelium .

30333 Scheepwig .

30334 Scheever . .

30335 Scheffel . .

30336 Schegbout .

30337 Scheggata .

30338 Scheggian .

30339 Scheidbar .

30340 Scheindin .

30341 Scheingol .

30342 Scheingra .

30343 Scheingut .

30344 Scheinige .

30345 Scheinkuf .

30346 Scheinlos .

30347 Scheinmut
30348 Scheinpom
30349 Scheinruh .

30350 Scheinsig .

30351 Scheintat .

30352 Scheintod .

30353 Scheinvol .

30354 Scheinwah
30355 Scheinwot .

30356 Scheinwum
30357 Scheisloa .

30358 Scheitel . .

30359 Scheivoch .

30360 Schelheid .

30361 Schelim . .

30362 Schelkrud .

30363 Schelling .

30364 Schellnar .

30365 Schelloma .

30366 Schelmfel .

30367 Schelmin .

30368 Schelmish .

SCH
STOKERS Cant.
.Oiler - - Roney Mechanical Stokers, without en-

gine for h.-p. boilers, furnace inches wide,
, erected ready for brickwork and steam con-

nections on purchaser's foundations, they pro-
viding common labor

.Offer Roney Mechanical Stokers, without en-
gine for h.-p. boilers, furnace inches wide,

, erected ready for brickwork and steam con-
nections on purchaser's foundations, including all

.On which side of battery is stoker engine labor

.Order number of job (in New York office)

.Overall width of brickwork setting of each battery

.Overhead hoppers fixed [of boilers inches

.Overhead hoppers on wheels

.Poker door

.Price of stokers as per your inquiry

.Pusher plate

.Rocker bar

.Sheath nuts

.Side bearers (right) long

.Side bearers (right) standard

.Side bearers (right) short

.Side bearers (left) long

.Side bearers (left) standard

.Side bearers (left) short

.Size of tubes in each boiler

.Skewback iron [inches

.Space between boiler walls inside furnace is

.Steam jet nozzles

.Steam jet nozzles and piping

.Steel clip for preventing centre or side bearers
from drifting off beam

.Steel dump rod clip for front

.Steel worm for [face furnace

.Stoker engine located at left side of battery as you

.Stoker engine located at right side of battery as
you face furnace

.Stoker front 5 ft. 6 in. high

.Stoker front 5 ft. 8 in. high

.Stoker front 6 ft. 2 in. high

.Stoker front 6 ft. 6 in. high

.Stoker front 7 ft. 6 in. high

.Stoker shaft

.Stoker shaft journal

.Stokers for h.-p. boilers, furnace in. wide

.Stokers for h.-p. boilers

.Stokers to burn either hard or soft coal regularly

.Straight teeth
, Supporting beams for centre bearers
.Supporting beams for side bearers
.Supporting columns for hoppers
.Telegraph best price and shortest delivery on
Roney Stokers, delivered and erected (at)

.Throat piece

.Tile clamps for 7-in. tile

.Tile clamps for 12-in. tile

.Top angle

.Top extension

.Two-horse-power Kriebel engine complete

.Use steam jets in ash pits

.Walls deep enough to accommodate stokers

.Walls not deep enough to accommodate stokers

.We offer Roney Stokers at delivered and

.What are your facilities for draft [erected at

.What height of stoker front can be used

.What is inside space between boiler walls

.What is space between boiler and wall of building

.What is the width of furnace

.Width of furnace 32 inches, number of grates

.Width of furnace 38 inches, number of grates

.Width of furnace 42 inches, number of grates

.Width of furnace 48 inches, number of grates

.Width of furnace 54 inches, number of grates

.Width of furnace 60 inches, number of grates

.Width of furnace 66 inches, number of grates

.Width of furnace 72 inches, number of grates

.Width of furnace 78 inches, number of grates

.Width of furnace 84 inches, number of grates
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30369 Schelmloc . .\\icith of furnace 88 inches, number of grates
30370 Schelmstu . .Width of furnace 93 inches, number of grates
30371 Schelpban . .Width of furnace 100 inches, number of grates
30372 Schelpgud . .Width of furnace 108 inches, number of grates
30373 Schelpkal . ,Wridth of furnace 120 inches, number of grates
30374 Schelplag . .Width of furnace 126 inches, number of grates
30375 Schelpmun .Width of furnace 132 inches, number of grates
30376 Schelpsla . .Width of furnace 144 inches, number of grates
30377 Schelpweg . .Width of furnace 150 inches, number of grates
30378 Schelspuc . .Wind gate
30379 Schelten . . .Worm gear housing (for engine)
30380 Scheltwor . .Worm wheel for (engine)
30381 Schemel . . .STOP. (Delay, Discontinue, Hotel, Inter-

cept, Interruption, Prevent, Stay, Sus-
30382 Scheming . .Always stop at (the) [pend.)
30383 Schendton . .At what hotel will you stop
30384 Schenkamt .Avoid any stoppage
30385 Schenkbla . .Can stop (at)
30386 Schenkel . .Can (you) ( ) stop (at)
30387 Schenkhad .Cannot get stop removed (without)
30388 Schenkort . .Cannot stop (at)
30389 Schenkvat .Did not stop (at)
30390 Schenkwen .Did (you) ( ) stop (at)
30391 Schenobat . .Do not expect to stop at
30392 Schepbord . .Do(es) not stop
30393 Schepels . . .Expect to stop about
30394 Schependo . .Has (have) not stopped
30395 Schepkete . .Has (have) stopped
30396 Schepkorf . .If (you) ( ) can stop (at)
30397 Scheplepe . .If (you) ( ) cannot stop (at)
30398 Scheprad . .Intend to stop over (at)
30399 Schepspad . .Please stop (at)
30400 Schepvat . .Shall I (we) stop (at)
30401 Schergarn . .Stop work on until further orders
30402 Scherhorn . .Stopped (at)
30403 Schermaus .To stop
30404 Schermiss . .Will stop (at)
30405 Schermsla .Will stop there on my way (to)
30406 Schernack .You must stop at
30407 Scherwole . .STORAGE. (Goods, Wharf.)
30408 Schetical . . .An additional cost of will be entailed if stored
30409 Schetodam .Can get storage at
30410 Scheuchen .Can get storage for less than
30411 Scheuring . .Cannot be stored
30412 Scheusale . .Cost of storage
30413 Scheutig . . .For storage and insurance
30414 Schiadica . .Has good storage accommodations
30415 Schiaffan . .Have in storage for
30416 Schiaffol . . .Must be stored until
30417 Schiantan . .Rate of storage first month . Subsequent months
30418 Schiappat . .Rate of storage per month
30419 Schiappen . .Storage and insurance expires
30420 Schiappi . . .What is the rate of storage
30421 Schiavama .STRENGTH. (Force, Support, Test.)
30422 Schiavand . .Additional strength required
30423 Schiavasi . .By strengthening
30424 Schiaveso . .Must be strengthened
30425 Schiavlna . .To afford additional strength
30426 Schiavo . . .To be strengthened
30427 Schiavone . .Will have greater strength
30428 Schibolet ..\Vould stn-iiKtlirn

30429 Schicksal ..STRENUOUS. (Effort.)
30430 Schicktet ..STRESS. (Importance.)
30431 Schickung . .STRICT. (Definite, Observe.)
30432 Schidesmo . .STRIKE. (Help, Labor, Wages.)
30433 Bchidlam . .Aro on strike
30434 Schtebend . .Caused by strike of
30435 Schieblad . .Delay Is due to strike (in)
?.WM Srhifd<>rt . . Kxprrt strike
::oi:rr Srhi.-dnm . .Have struck for
30438 Schiedsma .-Must have a strike clause
30439 Schiefhal ..Onstiik.
30440 Schiefkot . .Strike clause
30441 Schiefmas . .Strike delays
rymu Schh-fohr . .\V;iiv<- strike rl;m^c

30443 Schiefrun . .STRIVE. (Endeavor.)
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30444 Schiefste
30445 Schielaug
30446 Schielen .

30447 Schienale
30448 Schienost
30449 Schienut .

30450 Schieramo
30451 Schierand
30452 Schierlin .

30453 Schiesbar
30454 Schietbus
30455 Schietlap
30456 Schietlod

.STYLE. (Manner, Standard, Type.)

.A better style of

.About same style as

.Do you not mean style No.

.Do you want old or new style

.Each style

.Have you given the right style No.

.Latest style

.New style No.

.Old style No.

.Prefer style

.Same style

.Style as shown in

30457 Schifabon . . Style No. (In telegraphing abont detail
apparatus, manufactured by the Westing-
house Electric Co., use the code word " Schi-
fabon " followed by a coded numeral for
the style number, the latter will be found in
the company's catalogues.) See " Numerals,"
page 267.

30458 Schifcuta . .Style No. of W. E. & M. Co.'s apparatus
30459 Schifdore . .We have entered your order covering style No.
30460 Schifduct . .We would recommend that you substitute style No.
30461 Schifevol . .What style (is preferred)
30462 Schiffpec . .SUBJECT. (Matter, Question, Undergo.)
30463 Schiffros . . .Are prepared to take up the subject (of)
30464 Schiffsan . .Are progressing fairly with the subject (of)
30465 Schifftuf . . .Are progressing rapidly with the subject (of)
30466 Schiffweg . .Are progressing slowly with the subject (of)
30467 Schifoso . . .Are rushing work on the subject (of)
30468 Schiftdam . .Are sending report on the subject (of ) to-day
30469 Schikgod . . .Be prepared to take up the subject (of)
30470 Schildban . .Can make report on the subject (of ) at once
30471 Schilddak . .Have taken up the subject (of)
30472 Schilder . . .Have you taken up the subject (of)
30473 Schildfln . . .How are you progressing with the subject (of)
30474 Schildfus . .Less subject to
30475 Schildkle . .Not subject to
30476 Schildlau . .On this (the) subject (of)
30477 Schildmos . .Rush work on the subject (of)
30478 Schildpat . .Send report on the subject (of ) at once
30479 Schilfdac . .Shall we take up the subject (of)
30480 Schilfers . . .Subject to
30481 Schilfgra . .Subject to approval (of)
30482 Schilfmer . .Subject to being found entirely
30483 Schiltst . . .Subject to confirmation (by)
30484 Schimmel . .Subject to discount (of) [investigation
30485 Schimpled . .Subject to guarantee being found satisfactory upon
30486 Schimplus . .Subject to immediate reply
30487 Schindfel . .Subject to my (our) order.
30488 Schinorum .Subject to our approval
30489 Schiodarl . .Subject to the clauses and conditions (of)
30490 Schiodase .Subject to the following (conditions)
30491 Schiodi . . . .Subject to the usual conditions
30492 Schiomand .Subject to your acceptance within days
30493 Schiomast .Subject to your approval
30494 Schiomon . .Subject to your order
30495 Schioppo . . .Take up the subject (of)
30496 Schiostra . .We cannot do so subject to the terms you mention
30497 Schipbank . .When can you make report on the subject (of)
30498 Schipboom .Will send report on the subject (of ) in weeks
30499 Schiploon . .SUB-LETTER. (Type.)
30500 Schipper . . .SUBMIT. (Arbitration, Refer.)
30501 Schippond . .Before submitting
30502 Schirm . . . .Cannot submit to
30503 Schirmbam .Did not submit
30504 Schirmen . .Did you submit
30505 Schirmher .Has been fully submitted to
30506 Schirmmos .Have submitted (for approval)
30507 Schisavam .Must be submitted to for approval
30508 Schisiate . . .Submit the article to
30509 Schisma . . .Submit the matter to
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30510 Schismati . .To be submitted
30511 Schismles . .Will be submitted (to you)
30512 Schismop . .Will not submit to this
30513 Schistic . . .Will submit
30514 Schisturo ..SUBSEQUENT. (After, Follow, Next.)
30515 Schivabil . .SUBSTANTIALLY. (Essential.)
30516 Schivarla ..SUBSTITUTE. (Change, Exchange, Inter-

changeable, Modify, Supersede.)
30517 Schivazzo . .A substitute will be sent
30518 Schivolla . .Agree to allow you to substitute for
30519 Schlacht . . .Can substitute
30520 Schlacken . .Can (you) ( ) substitute
30521 Schlackig . .Cannot allow (you) ( ) to substitute
30522 Schlaefer . .Cannot substitute
30523 Schlaegel . .Do not substitute ( for)
30524 Schlaf . . . .How soon can you substitute
30525 Schlafaid ..If we may substitute
30526 Schlafbet . .Instead of may we substitute
30527 Schlafen . . .May we substitute ( for)
30528 Schlafgas . .Must not be substituted
30529 Schlafhun .Please send substitute
30530 Schlafled . . .Shall we substitute ( for)
30531 Schlaflos . . .Substituted
30532 Schlaflut . .What can (you) ( ) substitute (for)
30533 Schlafmig . .Will cost extra to substitute
30534 Schlafmon .Will substitute
30535 Schlafmud .Wish to substitute
30536 Schlafram .You may substitute
30537 Schlafroc . .You may substitute if guaranteed to be as good
30538 Schlafwac . .You must substitute
30539 Schlagbot ..SUBTRACT. (Deduction, "Withdraw.)
30540 Schlaggar . .SUCCESS. (Effect, Favorable, Obtain.)
30541 Schlaggol . .A complete success
30542 Schlagkor . .Confident of success
30543 Schlagnot . .Did not succeed
30544 Schlagrin . .Did (you) ( ) succeed
30545 Schlague . . .Expect to succeed
30546 Schlagwal . .Guarantee success of
30547 Schlagwor .Have not succeeded (in)
30548 Schlammig .Have succeeded (in)
30549 Schlangst . .Have succeeded in closing order (for)
30550 Schlanker . .Have (you) ( ) succeeded (in)
30551 Schlapen. . .Hope (you) ( ) will succeed (in)
30552 Schlaphut . .Is it a success
30553 Schlapohr . .Not a success
30554 Schlaraff . .Success is assured (if)

30555 Schlauch . . .Success is doubtful
30556 Schlauhet . .Successfully
30557 Schlaukop . .What success has been met with
30558 Schleifra . .Without success
30559 Schleppe . . SUCCESSIVELY. (Consecutive.)
30560 Schleunig . .SUFFICIENT. (Enough, Satisfaction.)
30561 Schlicker . .A sufficient quantity (for)
30662 Schliddet . .Are sufficient for work stated
30563 Schliesen . .Are they sufficient (for) (to)
30564 Schlingen . .Did not have sufficient (time)
30565 Schlitweg . .Fear will not be sufficient
30666 Schloss . . . .Have not sufficient
30567 Schlossam .Have sufficient (to last until)
30568 Schlosset . .Have (you) ( ) sufficient (for)
30569 Schlossho . .If (you) ( ) have not sufficient
30570 Schlossur . .If (you) ( ) have sufficient
30671 Schlotage . .Is it (are they) sufficient
30672 Schlotter . .More than sufficient
30673 Schluck . . .Not sufficient (for) (to)
30674 Schluckes . .Not sufficient time
30575 Schmalbar .Quite sufficient
30576 Schmalbet .Shall not have sufficient
80677 Schmalhas .Sufficient to Justify
30578 Schmalhef .The provision for is not sufficient
30679 Schmalkop .There is not sufficient (for) (to)
30680 Schmalk ii n .Thr>re is sufficient (for) (to)
30681 Schmalmal .Will be sufflcJ- nt

::">_ s. hin.-iUnr .Will not be sufficient

80683 Schmauche .Will (you) ( ) have sufficient [fer.)
30684 Schmeisen ..SUGGEST. (Proposition, Recommend, Re-
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30585 Schmidela .

30586 Schmied . .

30587 Schmiedba
30588 Schmiegen
30589 Schminke .

30590 Schmisses .

30591 Schmollen .

30592 Schmollis .

30593 Schmortop
30594 Schmucklo
30595 Schmuggel
30596 Schnabel .

30597 Schnalle . .

30598 Schnaps . .

30599 Schnarche .

30600 Schnauben
30601 Schnee . . .

30602 Schneebal .

30603 Schneeber .

30604 Schneegan
30605 Schneehat .

30606 Schneeluf .

30607 Schneeman
30608 Schneeros .

30609 Schneesim
30610 Schneien . .

30611 Schneller .

30612 Schnipfel .

30613 Schnippas .

30614 Schnitten .

30615 Schnupftaa
30616 Schnupfen
30617 Schober . .

30618 Schock . . .

30619 Schoenant
30620 Schoenbam
30621 Schoenges .

30622 Schoenmas
30623 Schoenpin .

30624 Schoenste .

30625 Schoenwid
30626 Schoepfra .

30627 Schofelig .

30628 Schoffele . .

30629 Scholario .

30630 Scholarly .

30631 Scholiast .

30632 Scholical .

30633 Scholicos .

30634 Scholion . .

30635 Schonberg .

30636 Schonung .

30637 Schooflan .

30638 Schookius .

30639 School . . .

30640 Schoolban ,

30641 Schoolbor ,

30642 Schoolday ,

30643 Schooled . .

30644 Schoolfut .

30645 Schoolgel .

30646 Schoolkas .

30647 Schoollam .

30648 Schoolman
30649 Schoolord .

30650 Schoolpad .

30651 Schoolsch
30652 Schoolsto .

30653 Schoolton
30654 Schoorhot .

30655 Schoorpos .

30656 Schootblo .

30657 Schootgat .

30658 Schootjig .

30659 Schootkin
25

SCH
SUGGEST- Conl.

.Anything to suggest in regard to

.As suggested by

.As (you) ( ) suggest

.Can do as suggested

.Can (you) ( ) suggest any

.Can (you) ( ) suggest any improvements in

.Cannot do as suggested

.Cannot suggest

.Do (you) ( ) suggest

.Have nothing better to suggest

.Have (you) ( ) anything better to suggest

.If (you) ( ) can suggest

.Made no suggestion

.Suggests as an alternative

.Suggests increasing

.Suggests reducing

.Suggests that
Think the suggestion a good one
.To suggest
.Upon the suggestion of
What would (you) ( ) suggest
.Would suggest (that)
You had better not suggest
.You had better suggest
.Your suggestion
.SUIT. (Action.)
.SUITABLE. (Adapted, Convenient, Expe-

dient, Fitted, Opportunity, Unsuitable.)
Anything suitable
Any time will suit
Can offer nothing more suitable
Can offer nothing suitable
Cannot be made suitable
Does not suit (him)
Entirely suitable
Hardly suitable
Have (you) ( ) anything more suitable
If this will not suit (your convenience)
If this will suit (your convenience)
In every way suitable for
Is it suitable
It is not suitable
It is suitable
Might be made suitable
Must be suitable (for)
Of suitable (capacity)
Suitable for
To suit the
Whenever it will suit your convenience
Will this suit
Would not suit (as well as)
Would suit much better (than)
SUM. (Amount, Quantity.)
A considerable sum
For the sum of
Net sum of
Please name the sum
Sum is large
Sum is trifling
Total sum of
What is sum total of
.What sum will be required (to)
.SUPERFICIAL. (Feet, Inches.)
.SUPERHEATER. (Boiler, Degrees, Steam.)
.Does require superheater
.For superheating
.Superheater will increase efficiency per cent.
To be superheated (to degrees Fahrenheit)
.To what degrees Fahrenheit is superheating re-

quired
.What increase in efficiency will superheater give
.SUPERINTEND. (Charge, Engineer, Erec-
.And superintend (erection of) [tion, Man.)
.Cannot send anyone to superintend (erection of)
.It will be necessary to superintend
.Let superintend (erection of)
.Superintended
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30660 Schopf . . .

30661 Schopfalg .

30662 Schopfig . .

30663 Schorldam
30664 Schorlite . .

30665 Schorlous .

30666 Schorsing .

30667 Schossalp .

30668 Schosses . .

30669 Schossfal .

30670 Schosshun
30671 Schosskin .

30672 Schotbest .

30673 Schotbout .

30674 Schotdeur .

30675 Schothorn .

30676 Schotkrud .

30677 Schottel . .

30678 Schotwon .

30679 Schout . . .

30680 Schradere .

30681 Schraeg . .

30682 Schraeger .

30683 Schraegun
30684 Schraenke
30685 Schrammen
30686 Schrank . .

30687 Schrankia .

30688 Schrapnel .

30689 Schrappan
30690 Schraube .

30691 Schreden .

30692 Schregout .

30693 Schreiton .

30694 Schrepel . .

30695 Schrift . . .

30696 Schriftar . .

30697 Schriften .

30698 Schriftlo . .

30699 Schrill . . .

30700 Schriller . .

30701 Schrittes .

30702 Schrobben .

30703 Schrobbot .

30704 Schrobdag
30705 Schrobnet .

30706 Schroefta .

30707 Schroffat .

30708 Schroffer .

30709 Schrompel
30710 Schroom . .

30711 Schrotase .

30712 Schrotbam
30713 Schroten . .

30714 Schrotkor .

30715 Schrotloc .

30716 Schrotmus
30717 Schrotnel .

30718 Schrotsac .

30719 Schrotsib .

30720 Schrotwan
30721 Schrubbel .

30722 Schrulle . .

30723 Schrunde .

30724 Schrundlg .

30725 Schub ....
30726 Schubjack
30727 Schubkrid .

30728 Schubmes .

30729 Schubsack
30730 Schubvlsh .

30731 Schuddebo
30732 Schuddlng .

30733 SchnHern .

30734 Schuerbam
30735 Schuerloc .

SUPERINTEND Cont.
. Superintendence
.Superintendent (of)
.Superintending
.To superintend
.Who will superintend (erection of)
.Will send man to superintend
.You must superintend
.Your superintendent
.SUPERIOR. (Exceed, Great.) [stitnte.)
.SUPERSEDE. (Instructions, Omit, Sub-
.Has been superseded (by)
.Has been superseded
.Has not been superseded
.Superseding
.This will supersede
.To supersede
.Will be superseded (by)
.Will not be superseded (by)
.SUPERVISION. (Inspect, Superintend.)
.SUPPLEMENT. (Addition.) [vision.)
.SUPPLIES. (Equipment, Furnish, Pro-
.Are (he) (they) supplied (with)
.Are we correct in supplying
.At what price and how soon can (you) ( ) supply
.At what price can (you) ( ) supply
Can be supplied at same price as before
.Can supply (you with)
.Can (you) ( ) supply duplicate of
.Can (you) ( ) supply in accordance with
.Can (you) ( ) supply us (with)
.Do you need further supplies
.Have supplies on hand to last until
.How soon can (you) ( ) supply
.If (you) ( ) can supply
.If (you) ( ) cannot supply
.Keep us supplied with
.Must be supplied
.Please send (me) ( ) a supply of
.Should you supply
.Supplies will be furnished by
.Supply of is exhausted
.We can supply duplicate of
.We can supply in accordance with
.We cannot supply duplicate of
.We cannot supply in accordance with
.We to supply
.What can (you) ( ) supply
.What supplies do you want
.When can (you) ( ) supply
.Will furnish necessary supplies at
.Wr

ill send supply (of)

.SUPPORT. (Assistance, Back, Strength.)

.Are supported by

.Brake supports

.Have to support

.How can we get the support of

.If supported by

.Motor supports

.Must be supported by

.Not supported

.Owing to insufficient support

.Supported by

.The supports

.To be supported by

.To support
Will require for support
'SUPPOSE. (Believe, Judge, Think.)
.SUPPRESS. (Conceal.) [Uncertain.)
.SURE. (Certain, Confidence, Contingent,
.Are not sure
.Are sure
.Are (you) ( ) quite sure
.Are you sure that is correct
.Be quite sure not to
.Be sure (you) ( ) are rl^ht
.Had better make sure (of)
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30736 Schuessel
30737 Schuettas
30738 Schuetten
30739 Schuftig .

30740 Schuhband
30741 Schuifdur
30742 Schuifele
30743 Schuifkla
30744 Schuiflad
30745 Schuifluk
30746 Schuifslo
30747 Schuilgan
30748 Schuiming
30749 Schuinbak
30750 Schuinst .

30751 Schuitged
30752 Schuithus
30753 Schulatla
30754 Schulblat
30755 Schulbube
30756 Schulbuch
30757 Schuld . .

30758 Schuldact
30759 Schuldige
30760 Schuldpot
30761 Schuldvol
30762 Schulfahr
30763 Schulform
30764 Schulfrag
30765 Schulfuch
30766 Schulgebe
30767 Schulhaus
30768 Schuljahr
30769 Schulkind
30770 Schulknab
30771 Schulkran
30772 Schulmape
30773 Schulmora
30774 Schulname
30775 Schulplan
30776 Schulpres
30777 Schulrode
30778 Schulsach
30779 Schulstan
30780 Schultafe
30781 Schultant
30782 Schultisk

30783 Schulwege

30784 Schulwein

30785 Schuppen ,

30786 Schurfram

30787 Schurftmo

30788 Schurwoll .

30789 Schussgan

30790 Schussgel

30791 Schusskon

30792 Schuster .

30793 Schutblad

30794 Schutbord

30795 Schutdak

30796 Schutdeur

8CH
SURE Cont.
.If (you) ( ) are quite sure
.Make sure of it

.Must be sure (to)
. Not sure (about)
.The surest way is

.They are not sure

.They are sure

.Think we are quite sure

.Unless (you) ( ) are absolutely sure

.Will make sure about

.You must be sure (of) (and)

.SURPASS. (Exceed.)

.SURRENDER. (Delivery.)

.Before surrendering documents

.Documents to be surrendered (to)

.Do not surrender documents (to)

.Have agreed to surrender

.Have not surrendered documents

.Have surrendered documents

.Have you surrendered documents

.Must be surrendered

.Not willing to surrender

.Please surrender documents (to)

.SUSPECT. (Doubt.)

.SUSPEND. (Bankrupt, Defer, Delay, Stop.)

.Have gone into the hands of a receiver

.Have suspended

.In the meantime suspend

.Is (are) about to go into the hands of a receiver

.Is there any truth in report of suspension (of)

.Not likely to suspend

.Owing to the suspension of

.Suspend work (until) (on)

.Suspension is announced of

.Suspension of has

.The reported suspension of is confirmed

.The reported suspension of is not true

.The suspension of

.The suspension of is expected

.SUSPENSION. (Car, Truck.)

. Baldwin-Westinghouse suspension

.Cradle suspension

.Nose suspension

.Overhead suspension

.Side bar suspension

.What type of suspension is required

.SWITCHBOARD. (Connections, Fuse,
Ground, Leads, Page 475, Style.)

.White marble switchboard consisting of the follow-
ing panels (starting at left end, facing front)

.White marble switchboard standard arrangement of
panels

.Blue Vermont marble switchboard consisting of the
following panels (starting at left end, facing front)

.Blue Vermont marble switchboard standard ar-
rangement of panels

.Black enameled slate switchboard consisting of the
following panels (starting at left end, facing front)

.Black enameled slate switchboard standard ar-
rangement of panels

.Combination white marble switchboard complete
with 60 amp. feeder switches

.Combination white marble switchboard complete
with 100 amp. feeder switches

.Combination white marble switchboard complete
with 200 amp. feeder switches

.Combination blue Vermont marble switchboard
complete with 60 amp. feeder switches

.Combination blue Vermont marble switchboard
complete with 100 amp. feeder switches

.Combination blue Vermont marble switchboard
complete with 200 amp. feeder switches

.Combination black enameled slate switchboard
complete with 60 amp. feeder switches

.Combination black enameled slate switchboard
complete with 100 amp. feeder switches
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30797 Schuthok .

30798 Schutpaal
30799 Schutplot
30800 Schutrant
30801 Schutsgod
30802 Schutslus
30803 Schuttbet
30804 Schuttort
30805 Schuylkil
30806 Schwamm
30807 Schwammig
30808 Schwanden

30809 Schwankun

30810 Schwarbel .

30811 Schwarmes

30812 Schwartig
30813 Schwebend
30814 Schwefeli .

30815 Schweif . .

30816 Schweifes .

30817 Schweifun .

30818 Schweigsa .

30819 Schwengel
30820 Schwermut
30821 Schwerspa
30822 Schwester .

30823 Schwimbad
30824 Schwimen
30825 Schwindle .

30826 Schwingta
30827 Schwoll . .

30828 Schwulst .

30829 Schwung . .

30830 Schwunges
30831 Sclaunage .

30832 Sclauneur .

30833 Sclavonin .

30834 Scleragog .

30835 Scleranto .

30836 Scleria . . .

30837 Scleriais . .

30838 Sclerisma .

30839 Sclerodem .

30840 Scleroflt . .

30841 Sclerogon .

30842 Scleroid . .

30843 Sclerolob .

30844 Scleropes .

30845 Sclerosis . .

30846 Sclerosom .

30847 Sclerotic . .

30848 Sclerous . .

30849 Sclingesa .

30850 Sclingeti . .

30851 Sclingims .

30852 Sclingo . . .

30853 Sellngun t .

Scloppos . .

Scloppum .

30856 Scobicule .

80857 Scobiform .

30858 Scobinis . .

30859 Scodammo
30860 Scodand . .

30861 Scodandol .

30862 Scodarla . .

80663 Scodaron .

30864 Scodasset .

80865 Scodassim .

SWITCHBOARD Cont.
.Combination black enameled slate switchboard

complete with 200 amp. feeder switches
.All strap connections to be of aluminum
.All strap connections to be of copper
.Cables will leave switchboard at bottom
.Cables will leave switchboard at top
.Can we mount fuses on rear of switchboard
.Distributing station switchboard
.Finish of switchboard to be brass throughout
.Finish of switchboard to be copper throughout
.Finish of switchboard to be mottled copper through-
Finish of switchboard to be nickel throughout [out
.Finish of switchboard to be black oxidized through-

out
.Finish of lamps and nuts to be brass, meters, etc.,

standard [standard
.Finish of lamps and nuts to be copper, meters, etc.,
.Finish of lamps and nuts to be nickel, meters, etc.,

standard [meters, etc., standard
.Finish of lamps and nuts to be black oxidized,
.How shall we connect up the
.Including the necessary switchboard apparatus
.Main generating station switchboard
.Necessary switchboard appliances
.New panels to go at left of old panels (looking at

front of board) [front of board)
.New panels to go at right of old panels (looking at
.One feeder panel containing ( ) feeder switches
.Panel is standard with the addition of
.Panel is standard with the omission of
.Please send complete diagram of connections, and

describe fully the scheme of operation
.Shall we drill the marble panels
.Shall we provide any bus bars
.Shall we supply black enameled slate
.Shall we supply blue Vermont marble
.Shall we supply plain slate
.Shall we supply white marble
.Substation switchboard
.Switchboard appliances [out
.Switchboard arranged for multiple running through-
.Switchboard double throw throughout
.Switchboard is being held
.Switchboard is being held, advise at once
.Switchboard is being put through with all possible
.Switchboard is for control of [haste
.Switchboard is to be wired as per contract
.Switchboard is to be wired as per drawing No.
.Switchboard is to be wired as per sketch No.
.Switchboard is to be wired as per standard practice
.Switchboard single throw throughout
.Switchboard to have the following mounted upon it

.Switchboard will consist of the following panels
(beginning at left end, facing front) [ent board

.The new switchboard is to form a part of the pres-

.The new switchboard is to go in present power
house, but is not to form a part of present board

.The new switchboard is not to be mechanically con-
nected to present board

.The panel required is (type No.) (Style No.)

.This board is an addition to board built [board

.This board is not an addition to any other switcli-

.We are proceeding with manufacture of switch-

.\Vhat finish is required for [board

.What kind of marble shall we supply

.What type of instrument shall we furnish

.What type of switchboard is desired

.Wh<-re snail we mount the [bottom

.Will the cables leave the switchboard at the top or

.With switchboards and exciting outfits

.SWITCHES. (Style.)

.Adjustable jaw switches to be used throughout

.High tension switch(es)

.Plunger type switches to be used throughout

.Suitable double pole main switchd-si

.Type "D " switches to be used throughout

. I'nlt blade switches to be used throughout

.Washer type switches to be used throughout
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30866 Scodata . .

30867 Scodavate .

30868 Scodellan .

30869 Scoderebe .

30870 Scoderemo
30871 Scoderest .

30872 Scodero
30873 Scodollo
30874 Scodrensi
30875 Scoff . .

30876 Scoffeth
30877 Scoffing
30878 Scoffone
30879 Scoglia .

30880 Scog-nomin
30881 Scolament .

30882 Scolaresa .

30883 Scolarini .

30884 Scolarque .

30885 Scolastic . .

30886 Scolativo .

30887 Scolato . . .

30888 Scolded . . .

30889 Scolding- . .

30890 Scolecas . .

30891 Scoletome .

30892 Scolex . . .

30893 Scolias . . .

30894 Scoliaste . .

30895 Scolimo . .

30896 Scoliophi . .

30897 Scoliosis . .

30898 Scolite . . .

30899 Scollano . .

30900 Scollatur .

30901 Scollops . .

30902 Scolobate .

30903 Scolobe . . .

30904 Scolopax . .

30905 Scolopian .

30906 Scolopie . .

30907 Scolopsid .

30908 Scolorasi. .

30909 Scolorate .

30910 Scolorava .

30911 Scolpitur . .

30912 Scoltella . .

30913 Scolymoru
30914 Scolytide .

30915 Scombavan
30916 Scombavos
30917 Scombinan
30918 Scomius . .

30919 Scomma . .

30920 Scommalon
30921 Scommarat
30922 Scommessa
30923 Scommise .

30924 Scomodamo
30925 Scomodaiid
30926 Scomodasi .

30927 Scomodita .

30928 Scomodo . .

30929 Scompagin
30930 Scomparto
30931 Scompensa
30932 Scompig-li .

30933 Scomposto
30934 Scomunasi
30935 Scomunato
30936 Scomunava
30937 Scomunica
30938 Scomuno . .

30939 Sconcammo
30940 Sconcando
30941 Sconcaten .

30942 Sconcavam

SCO
SWITCHES- Cant.

.What kind of switches shall we furnish

.SWORN. (Certify.)

.SYNCHROSCOPE. (Style.)

.SYNDICATE. (Scheme.)

.A syndicate has been formed (to)

.A syndicate has purchased all

.Acting- for a syndicate

.From a syndicate

.In the hands of a syndicate

.Is in the syndicate

.Obtained by the syndicate

.Said to be on behalf of a syndicate

.Who are in the syndicate

.Will form a syndicate

.SYSTEM. (Method, Practice.)

.A better system (of)

.A different system (will be adopted)

.A new system (for)

.Adopt a different system

.Alternating current system

.Better not change the system

.By the new system we expect to save

.Direct current system

.Entire system

.Have adopted a new system

.Impossible under present system

.Is the system adapted (for)

.Must adopt a different system of

.System of control

.The best system

.The change of the old system to the new

.The points of superiority in the new system are

.The system is bad

.The system is good

.The system is not adapted for

.The system will be

.Three-wire system

.Under the old system

.Under what system is the plant now operated

.What system of control will be adopted

.Will recommend the system

.Your system (for) (of) [Undertake, Use.)

.TAKE. (Employ, Goods, Receive, Require,

.Advisable not to take

.Advisable to take

.All taken up

.Can take (it) (them)

.Can take (up to)

.Can (you) ( ) take (it) (them)

.Cannot take (it) (them)

.Do not take (it) (them)

.Do not think it (they) will take

.Do you think it (they) will take

.Does not take (good care of)

.Have taken

.Have not taken

.Have (you) ( ) taken

.How long will it take (to)

.How (many) (much) will it take (to)

.If it will take

.If (you) ( ) can take (it) (them)

.It will not take (more than)

.It will not take much longer

.It will take too long

.Not to take

.Ought to take

.Shall be compelled to take

.Shall we take

.Take care not to

.Take care (to) (of)

.Take with (you)

.To take effect

.When can (you) ( ) take

.When will it take effect

.Will be compelled to take

.Will not take

.Will not take (it) (them) ( ) on any condition
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SCO
TAKE-Cont.

30943 Sconchiam .Will probably take
30944 Sconcluso . .Will take (about)
30945 Sconce . . . .Will take a long time
30946 Scondito . . .Will take (it) (them) ( ) on condition [tions
30947 Scone Will take (it) (them) ( ) subject to usual condi-
30948 Sconfessa . . Will take the following
30949 Sconfidan . .Will (you) ( ) take (it) (ihem)
30950 Sconfonde . .TALK. (Interview, Visit.)
30951 Sconforta . .TALLY. (Agreement, List.)
30952 Scongiura . .TAMPER. (Interfere.)
30953 Sconnesso . .TAPERED. (Shaft.)
30954 Sconquasa .TARIFF. (Dnty, Rates.)
30955 Sconsacra . .Dutiable under new tariff
30956 Sconsigla . .Expected alteration in tariff (on)
30957 Sconsolan . .Impossible under present tariff
30958 Sconsolit . . .Is dutiable under new tariff
30959 Scontenta . .Mail copy of tariff
30960 Scontinua . .New tariff goes into effect (on)
30961 Scontbrto . .Present tariff is
30962 Scontrafa . .What is present tariff (on)
30963 Scontroso . .When does new tariff go into effect
30964 Sconvenut . .TECHNICAL. (Expert.)
30965 Sconvolsi . .A legal technicality
30966 Sconvolto . .By a technicality
30967 Scoop Given in technical data
30968 Scooped . . .In technical data
30969 Scooping . .Owing to some technicality
30970 Scopabams .Refer to technical data
30971 Scopabo . . .Technical information
30972 Scoparia . . .Technicalities
30973 Scopassi . . .Technicality
30974 Scopatur . . .Technically
30975 Scopelins . .TECHNICAL DATA. (Publications.)
30976 Scopeljut . .TEETH. (Gear.) [Repeat, Reply, Word.)
30977 Scopelos . . .TELEGRAPHING. (Code, Mistake, Refer,
30978 Scopenfun .According to telegram (from) (of)
30979 Scopettat . .Address telegrams (to) (care of)
30980 Scopettin . .Advise by telegram (whether)
30981 Scopiamo . .After receipt of telegram
30982 Scopibus . . .Agent telegraphs
30983 Scopionis . .All other conditions as per our telegram (of)
30984 Scopipede . .All other conditions as per your telegram (of)
30985 Scopium . . .Anxiously awaiting reply to telegram (of)
30986 Scopladam .As soon as we receive (your) ( *s) telegram
30987 Scopolian . .As (you) ( ) did not telegraph
30988 Scopolies . .Await my (our) ( 's) telegram (of)
30989 Scoppiamo .Await reply to telegram (about) (of)
30990 Scoppland . .Awaiting their telegram
30991 Scoppiasi . .Before receipt of (your) ( 's) telegram
30992 Scoppiava . .By telegram
30993 Scoppieta . .Call at for telegram(s) [understand it

30994 Scopriste . .Can translate your telegram by code, but do not
30995 Scopular . . .Cancel our (last) telegram (of ) [graphing
30996 Scopulet . . .Cannot afford to spend so much money in tele-
30997 Scopulfag . .Cannot decipher your last telegram, please repeat
30998 Scopulous . .Cannot telegraph the money [please repeat
30999 Scorbut . . .Cannot understand the word in your telegram,
31000 Scorbutic . .Cannot understand your last telegram, repeat in

plain language
31001 Scorch . . . .Communicate contents of this telegram to
31002 Scorched . . .Confirm telegram (of) [gram
31003 Scorching . .Consider strictly confidential the tenor of this tele-
31004 Scordalia . .Contents of my (our) telegram (of ) confirmed
31005 Scordanza . .Could not telegraph sooner on account of
31006 Scordas . . .Delay in answering telegram (caused by)
31007 Scordasto . .Details as per our telegram (of)
31008 Scordeine . .Did not receive your telegram (of)
31009 Scordevol . .Did you receive (our) telegram (of)
31010 Scordilon . .Do not telegraph
.'^'11 Scordlnem .Do not telegraph me (here) (at)
31012 Scordisat . .Follow instructions as per telegram (of)
31013 Scordiscu . .Following telegram received from
31014 Scordium . .Have a telegram from (Informing us)
31015 Scordodit . .Have bank telegraph immediately
31016 Scorgemmo .Have not rec- i\.l ti-l.-^r.-mi fn>rn (you) ( ) (since)
31017 Scorgendo . .Have not tetacrapbed (because)
31018 Scorgessi . .Have received telegram in reference to
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SCR
TELEGRAPHING- Cant.

31019 Scorgevam .Have replied to their telegram as follows
31020 Scorgiate . .Have seen following telegram to
31021 Scorified . . .Have shown (your) ( 's> telegram to
31022 Scoriform . .Have telegraphed (for)
31023 Scorilite . . .Have telegraphed as follows (to)
31024 Scorillo . . . .Have telegraphed full particulars to
31025 Scorisco . . .Have telegraphed money
31026 Scoriscut . .Have telegraphed to pay you
31027 Scornano . .Have they telegraphed
31028 Scornasse . .Have (you) ( ) acted on telegram (of)
31029 Scorners . . .Have (you) ( ) received any telegram from
31030 Scornful . . .Have (you) ( ) telegraphed (to)
31031 Scorodite . .Hope to be able to telegraph fully
31032 Scorpenat . .If not telegraph at once
31033 Scorpenes . .If so telegraph
31034 Scorpiada . .If we do not telegraph (by ) you may conclude
31035 Scorpinac . .If (you) ( ) accept, telegraph at once
31036 Scorpion . . .If (you) ( ) do not telegraph (immediately) (by

) shall conclude
31037 Scorsato ... If (you) ( ) telegraph at once
31038 Scorsivo . . .In a telegram from
31039 Scortabor . .In order to save expense of telegraphing
31040 Scortamur .Instruct to telegraph (me)
31041 Scortil . . . .Last telegram received from (you) ( ) was dated
31042 Scortilli . . .Last telegram to (you) ( ) was dated
31043 Scortinos . .Matter referred to in telegram (of)
31044 Scortulis . . .Must telegraph
31045 Scossaron . .My (our) last telegram
31046 Scossassi . .My (our) telegram (of) (to)
31047 Scossavam .My (our) telegram should read
31048 Scosso . . . .My (our) telegram was dated
31049 Scossone . . .No telegram from (you) ( ) yet
31050 Scostumat . .No telegraphic communication (with)
31051 Scostumen .Not according to telegram (of)
31052 Scotasme . . Not necessary to reply by telegraph
31053 Scotchman .Not receiving any telegrams
31054 Scotiaple . .Open telegram(s) and telegraph contents (to)
31055 Scoticum ..Otherwise telegraph at once
31056 Scotiment . .Postal Telegraph Company's (office)
31057 Scotodes . . .Read our previous telegram as follows
31058 Scotodine . .Read our telegram by the code
31059 Scotofilo . . .Received your telegram (of)
31060 Scotograp . .Refer to (our) ( 's) telegram (of)
31061 Scotolase . .Refer to your (copy of) telegram (of)
31062 Scotolata . .Referring to your telegram (of)
31063 Scotoli . . . .Referring to your telegram in regard to
31064 Scotoma . . .Remit by telegraph
31065 Scotomatu .Remit by telegraph through (bank)
31066 Scotomavi .Repeat the word of your telegram
31067 Scotome . . .Repeat this telegram (to)
31068 Scotomena .Repeat your telegram (of)
31069 Scotophil . .Repeat your telegram in plain terms
31070 Scotopita . . Repeated telegram signed
31071 Scotornin . .Reply as soon as possible by telegraph
31072 Scotoscop . .Reply immediately by telegraph
31073 Scottano . . .Reply to our telegram(s) immediately (about)
31074 Scottasse . .Requested me (us) to telegraph you as follows
31075 Scottatur . .See our to-day's telegram to
31076 Scottavan . .See our yesterday's telegram to
31077 Scottismo . . See telegram sent us by
31078 Scoundrel . .Send following telegram (to)
31079 Scoured . . .Send full particulars immediately by telegraph
31080 Scourges . . .Send this telegram after deciphering (to)
31081 Scoviglia . . .Show our telegram of (to-day) ( > to
31082 Scowerer . .Show this telegram (to)
31083 Scowling . . .Since we telegraphed
31084 Scrabbled . . Since (you) ( ) telegraphed [the word
31085 Scrabecat . . Substitute in my (our) telegram the word for
31086 Scraffito . . .Telegram arrived too late
31087 Scraffle . . . .Telegram arrived too late for attention yesterday
31088 Scragged . .Telegram delayed (owing to)
31089 Scraggily . .Telegram is incorrect, repeat from to
31090 Scramaiso . .Telegram is not entirely in cipher
31091 Scrambeco .Telegram is too indefinite
31092 Scramblin . .Telegram not fully understood; does it refer to
31093 Scrannado .Telegram not received (until)
31094 Scrannel . . .Telegram now here for
31095 Scrapiana . .Telegram received and complied with
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31096 Scraping . . .Telegram received; cannot agree to the proposal
31097 Scrappily . .Telegram received (from)
31098 Scrapter . . .Telegram received, have to say in reply
31099 Scrapties . .Telegram received; shall have prompt attention
31100 Scratch . . .Telegram refers to
31101 Scratched . .Telegram should read
31102 Scratchin . .Telegram you refer to is not from us
31103 Scrattaro . .Telegraph after
31104 Scrautit . . .Telegraph agents (at)
31105 Scrautum . .Telegraph all particulars
31106 Scravonet . .Telegraph amount
31107 Scrawl . . . .Telegraph any important change
31108 Scrawled . .Telegraph as soon as (you) (it) arrives
31109 Scrawling . .Telegraph at once (to)
31110 Screamact .Telegraph before
31111 Screamed . .Telegraph best you can do
31112 Screaming .Telegraph briefly contents of letter
31113 Scredito . . .Telegraph condition of machinery
31114 Screens . . .Telegraph confirmation (of)
31115 Screfast . . .Telegraph cost (of)
31116 Screpolan . .Telegraph decision regarding
31117 Screspam . .Telegraph definite reply
31118 Screspote . .Telegraph direct (to)
31119 Scribable . .Telegraph early information about
31120 Scribanie . .Telegraph explanation (of)
31121 Scribarum . .Telegraph how much
31122 Scribendo . .Telegraph if accepted
31123 Scribism . . .Telegraph if we may
31124 Scriblage . .Telegraph if (you) ( ) can
31125 Scribonia . .Telegraph if (you) ( ) cannot
31126 Scribonus . .Telegraph if (you) ( ) do not
31127 Scrigno . . . .Telegraph if (you) ( ) have
31128 Scrignuto . .Telegraph immediately on receipt
31129 Scrimmage .Telegraph immediately price for
31130 Scrimply . . .Telegraph instructions (regarding)
31131 Scrimunes . .Telegraph latest information about
31132 Scrinasse . .Telegraph (me) ( ) as follows
31133 Scriplant . .Telegraph me (at) (there)
31134 Scriplor . . .Telegraph me here
31135 Scriplum . . .Telegraph money to
31136 Scrippage . .Telegraph name and address (of)
31137 Scripsant . .Telegraph our office

31138 Scripsimu . .Telegraph reply to our letter (of the)
31139 Scripsist . . .Telegraph size, weight, quickest time of delivery

and lowest price
31140 Scriptabo . .Telegraph what to do (with) (about)
31141 Scriptamu . .Telegraph what (you) ( ) can do
31142 Scriptavi . .Telegraph what (you) ( ) have done (about)
31143 Scriptito . . .Telegraph when you expect it (they) will arrive
31144 Scriptory . .Telegraph when (you) ( ) expect to arrive
31145 Scriptulo . . .Telegraph when (you) ( ) expect to leave
31146 Scripudum .Telegraph whether acceptable
31147 Scripular . .Telegraph whether it is satisfactory or not
31148 Scripulos . .Telegraph whether (you) ( ) have or not
31149 Scriticat . . .Telegraph whether (you) ( ) will or not
31150 Scrltta . . . .Telegraph within
31151 Scrittino . . .Telegraph (your) ( *s) address
31152 Scrittura . .Telegraph to pay me
31153 Scrivano . .Telegraphed (them) (him)
31154 Scrivello . . .Telegraphed (you) ( ) yesterday
31155 Scrivener . .Telegraphic address is

31156 Scrivenln . .Telegraphic communications interrupted (via) (by)
31157 Scrivia . . . .Telegraphs as above; what reply shall we make
31158 Scrivoso . . .Telegraphs as follows [should be
31159 Scrobibus . .The ( ) word not understood in our telegram,
31160 Scrobis . . . .Understand the telegram now
31161 Scrobodes . .Unless you telegraph otherwise (shall)
31162 Scrofadad . .Upon receipt of (your) ( *s) telegram
31163 Scrofano . . .Western Union Telegraph Company's (office)
31164 Scrofarum .What does telegram refer to
31165 Scrofula . . .What telegram do (you) ( ) mean [(in)

31166 Scroll .... .What will be (your) ( 's) address for telegrams
31167 Scrolled . . .When you telegraph state exactly (what is required)
31168 Scrophino . .Where will a telegram reach (you)
::]i'.' Hcrostata . .Why do you not telegraph
31170 Scrotifor . . .Why do you not telegraph reply to our enquiry (of)
:',11T1 Scrubbend .Will advise by telegraph
31172 Scrubbing . .Will answer your telegram as soon as (possible)
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TELEGRAPHING- Cont.

31173 Scrubsan . .\Vill be telegraphed (you later)
31174 Scrubston . . Will telegraph (as soon as possible)
31175 Scrummage . Will telegraph again (in a few days)
31176 Scrunammo . Will telegraph before closing
31177 Scrunando .Will telegraph full particulars
31178 Scrunassi ..Will telegraph immediately
31179 Scrunavas .Will telegraph immediately upon arrival
31180 Scrunavot . .Will telegraph instructions [party
31181 Scrunero . ..'Will telegraph reply as soon as we can see our
31182 Scruno . . . .Will telegraph the money (to)
31183 Scrupedan . . Will telegraph (you) ( ) from
31184 Scrupedis . .Withdraw my (our) telegram of
31185 Scrupeum . .You had better telegraph
31186 Scrupling . .You must telegraph me fully
31187 Scrupol . . . .Your telegram has been forwarded to

, we will
telegraph you upon receipt of reply

31188 Scrupolos . .Your telegram of absolutely unintelligible, re-
peat but not in cipher

31189 Scruposit . .Your telegram received (regarding) (dated)
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SEN
31500 Selenit . . . .TELEPHONE. (Call.)
31501 Selenitic . . .Answer by telephone
31502 Seienitos . . .Call me (us) on telephone (at o'clock)
31503 Selenium . . .cannot get (you) ( ) by telephone
31504 Selenodon . .Cannot telepnone (you) (, ) (before)
31505 Selenolog . .Have tried unsuccessfully to telephone you
31506 Selenosta . .In accordance with conversation over telephone
31507 Seleukide . .Long distance telephone
31508 Seleukos . . .Referring to telephone conference this day
31509 Selfhood . . .Referring to telephone conversation
31510 Selfish . . . .Referring to your telephonic enquiry
31511 Selfless . . . .Telephone at
31512 Selibrar . . .Telephone not working
31513 Selibris . . .Wants to talk with you by telephone [phone
31514 Selictar . . .We desire to talk v/ith (you) ( ) over the tele-
31515 Seligdus . . .We have their order by telephone, which will be

confirmed formally
31516 Seligkeit . . .When will (you) ( ) call us by telephone
31517 Selimnus . .Will call (you) ( ) by telephone (at)
31518 Selinoide . . .You quoted over telephone
31519 Selladas . . .TELL. (Communications, Information.)
31520 Sellador . . .TEMPERATURE. (Degrees, Zero.)
31521 Selladura . .Average rise of temperature degrees Centigrade
31522 Sellandol . .Average temperature degrees Centigrade
31523 Sellar Average temperature of cooling water is de-

grees Centigrade [rounding air
31524 Sellaran . . .Degrees Centigrade above temperature of the sur-
31525 Sellatono . .Degrees Centigrade
31526 Selliamol . .Degrees Centigrade rise in temperature [grade
31527 Selloa Maximum rise of temperature degrees Centi-
31528 Sellolla . . . .Maximum temperature degrees Centigrade
31529 Sellularm . .Temperature of after a run of hours is

degrees Centigrade
31530 Seltenhit . ..Temperature of after run of hours shall

not exceed degrees Centigrade [grade
31531 Seltenste . . .Temperature of air near dynamo degrees Centi-
31532 Seltsam . . .Temperature of water is degrees Centigrade
31533 Selvadust . What is the average temperature Centigrade of
31534 Selvajari . . .TEMPERATURE OF A. C. MACHINES.
31535 Selvajina . .Per cent, overload continuously, rise in temperature

not exceeding degrees Centigrade [pacity
31536 Selvatiba . .State temperature, efficiencies and overload ca-
31537 Selvatico . .The machine operating for 24 hours at normal volt-

age and at normal full load current at 90 to 100 per
cent, power factor, the rise in temperature will in
no part exceed 30 deg. Centigrade. And at 25 per
cent, greater current with the same power factor
for 24 hours, the rise in temperature will not ex-
ceed 40 deg. Centigrade. And at 50 per cent, great-
er current with the same power factor for one
hour, the rise in temperature will not exceed 50

deg. Centigrade. Temperatures to be measured
with a thermometer.

31538 Selvatom . .With above conditions, temperature at full load
current will not exceed 35 deg.; at 25 per cent. In-
crease, 45 deg. ; and at 50 per cent, increase, 55 deg.

31539 Selvedge . . .With above conditions, temperature at full load
current will not exceed 40 deg. ; at 25 per cent, in.-

crease, 50 deg. ; and at 50 per cent, increase, 60 deg.
31540 Selwynite . .With above conditions, temperature at, full load

current will not exceed 45 deg.; at 25 per cent, in-
crease, 55 deg. ; and at 50 per cent, increase, 65 deg.

31541 Semachia . .With above conditions, temperature at full load
current will not exceed 50 deg.; at 25 per cent, in-
crease, 60 deg. ; and at 50 per cent, increase, 70 deg.

31542 Semaforo . .The machine carrying its normal rated load for 24
hours at normal volts and alternations, the rise in
temperature will in no part exceed 30 deg. Centi-
grade. And at 25 per cent, overload for 24 hours,
the rise in temperature will not exceed 40 deg.
Centigrade. And at 50 per cent, overload for one
hour, the rise in temperature will not exceed 50

deg. Centigrade. Temperatures to be measured
with a thermometer.

31543 Semailles . .With above conditions, the temperature at normal
rated load will not exceed 35 deg.; at 25 per cent,
overload 45 deg.; and at 50 per cent, overload 55
deg.
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TEMPERATURE- Cont.

31544 Semaine . . .\\itn above conditions, the temperature at normal
rated load will not exceed 40 deg. ; at 25 per cent,
overload, 50 deg.; and at 50 per cent, overload, 60

deg.
31545 Semaison . .With above conditions, the temperature at normal

rated load will not exceed 45 deg.; at 25 per cent,
overload, 55 deg.; and at 50 per cent, overload, 65

deg.
31546 Semaja . . . .With above conditions, the temperature at normal

rated load will not exceed 50 deg.; at 25 per cent,
overload, 60 deg.; and at 50 per cent, overload, 70

deg.
31547 Semanales .TEMPLATE. (Drilled, Foundations, Holes.)
31548 Semanaras .Bolt holes not drilled in template
31549 Semanario .Drill holes to standard template
315_50 Semanecut .Holes in template will be drilled here
31551 Semaneros .Send template as soon as possible
31552 Semanote . .Send template for bolt holes in foundation
31553 Semantico . .We are awaiting template of (for)
31554 Semaphore .TEMPORARY. (Last, Provision, Time.)
31555 Semaraim . .TENDENCY. (Disposition, Inclination.)
31556 Semasses . .TENDER. (Bid, Contract, Offer.)
31557 Semature . .Accept the tender (subject to)
31558 Sembellat . .Advisable not to tender
31559 Sembellis . .Advisable to tender
31560 Sembiabil . .All tenders
31561 Sembievol . .Are preparing tenders for (generators) ( ) with

following characteristics and dimensions.
31562 Semblably . .Are tendering
31563 Semblante . .Believe the following will tender
31564 Semblaron .Cannot find out who are tendering
31565 Semblide . . .Defer presenting your tender until
31566 Sembradas .Have been invited to tender
31567 Sembrader .Have no doubt will tender
31568 Sembragem .Have put in tender for
315G9 Sembrammo If we do not tender
31570 Sembramos .If we tender
31571 Sembrares .If you tender for , please let it be
31572 Sembraron .Invite tenders for
31573 Sembrassi . .Lowest tender (will be accepted)
31574 Sembraste .Lowest tender is
31575 Sembrata . .May we tender for
31576 Sembrauns .Our tender must be mailed without fail
31577 Sembravat .Tender for
31578 Sembrero . .Tender is accepted
31579 Semeadura .Tender is rejected
31580 Semear . . . .Tender is too high
31581 Semeavel . .Tenders are invited for supplying
31582 Semecar . . .Tenders must be in by
31583 Semecarpu .Tenders will be opened about
31584 Semejabas .To tender
31585 Semejadat .What was lowest tender
31586 Semejados . .Who are tendering
31587 Semejaran .Whose tender is accepted
31588 Semejaris . .Will not tender (for)
31589 Scmellius . .Will tender (for)
31590 Semenista .Will (you) ( ) tender (for)
31591 Semensera .Your tender (is accepted)
31592 Sementamo .TERMINALS. (Style.) [piration, Finish.)
31593 Sementasl . .TERMINATION. (Closed, Conclusion, Ex-
31594 Sementero . .TERMS. (Agreement, Conditions, Net,

Payable, Price, Proposition, Time.)
31595 Sementine . .Accede to their terms
3151HI Sementiva . .Accept the terms
3ir>i7 Sf-mcrmis . .Accept your terms
31598 Semerons . .According to my (our) terms (of)
31599 Semesorum According to the terms of the (contract)
31600 Semessus . .According to (your) ( *s) terms (of)
31601 Semestral . .Advise you to close on terms off< -n <\

31602 Semestn n . Am (are) tryinK to obt.-iiti In-tin- terms
31603 Smi< sv;int .Am (are) trying to obtain yonr terms
31604 Semetando .Are the best terms \ve cm
81605 Semeurs . ..Are tho tn-ms satisfactory

S<-mK;illr*n .Are you likely to come to terms (with)
31607 Somhlans . .Ascertain the best terms
31608 Semlacuto . .Host terms v.

31609 Semlalpha . Better terms offered (by)
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31610 Semianeto . .Can obtain much better terms than you offer (from)
31611 Semianimi . .Can obtain satisfactory terms
31612 Semiannuo .Can offer much better terms
31613 Semianula . .Can you obtain terms of part payment by sight

draft attached to bill of lading
31614 Semiapert . .Can you offer better terms
31615 Semiaridi . .Cannot accept the terms
31616 Semiassis . .Cannot get better terms
31617 Semiaxium .Cannot obtain satisfactory terms
31618 Semibos . . .Cannot offer better terms
31619 Semibovem .Close on terms stated (excepting)
31620 Semibovis . .Close on the best terms possible
31621 Semicanos . .Close on the following terms
31622 Semicanut .Did (you) ( ) accept the terms
31623 Semicaper . .Do not accept the terms
31624 Semicatag . .Do not like the terms
31625 Semichas . .Do they accept the terms
31626 Semiclaus . .Do you accept the terms
31627 Semicluse . .Endeavor to get better terms
31628 Semicolon . .Expect to get better terms
31629 Semicopad .Following terms acceptable
31630 Semicopet . .Following terms offered (by)
31631 Semicoros . .Give best possible terms
31632 Semicorpu . .Good terms
31633 Semicorum .Have terms fully understood
31634 Semicraft . .If on better terms (than)
31635 Semicroma .If on the same or better terms (than)
31636 Semicubum .If on the same terms (as) [be done
31637 Semicupat .If terms are impracticable, telegraph best that can
31638 Semicupio . .If the terms are favorable [the business
31639 Semidadid . .If you cannot accept the terms, we do not care for
31640 Semideaxa .If you cannot make better terms, close
31641 Semideumo Impossible to come to terms with
31642 Semideusa .Is there any prospect of your coming to terms with
31643 Semidi . . . .Lowest terms (are)
31644 Semidiosa . .Make best terms possible
31645 Semiditon . .May we accept the terms
31646 Semidivin . .Must come to our terms
31647 Semidoble . .Must have better terms
31648 Semidoctu . .Not according to the terms (of contract)
31649 Semidotto . .Not knowing the terms
31650 Semiduple . .On any terms
31651 Semifaci . . .On confidential terms
31652 Semifacto . .On easy terms
31653 Semifer . . .On good terms
31654 Semiferum .On same terms (as)
31655 Semiforme .On terms of our letter (of)
31656 Semiful . . .On the best terms (you can)
31657 Semifulto . .On the same or better terms (as)
31658 Semifuman .On usual terms
31659 Semifunim .On your terms
31660 Semifusa . .Our regular terms
31661 Semigelat . .Our terms are
31662 Semigenum .Same terms as (last)
31663 Semigomor .Same terms as offered by (other sellers)
31664 Semigosta .Secure best terms you can
31665 Semigrafa . .Subject to the usual terms
31666 Semigrat . . .Telegraph acceptance or rejection of terms
31667 Semigunt . .Telegraph price terms and delivery (of) (at)
31668 Semilauca . .Terms accepted
31669 Semilauto . .Terms are not satisfactory
31670 Semiletra . .Terms are satisfactory (provided)
31671 Semilixis . .Terms are too indefinite
31672 Semillant . .Terms are too stringent
31673 Semillon . . .Terms can be made satisfactory
31674 Semilor . . . .Terms can be modified to read
31675 Semilunar . .Terms cash
31676 Semiluni9 . .Terms cash, balance in days note
31677 Semimarin .Terms cash in (30) ( ) days
31678 Semimedit .Terms cash sight draft with bill of lading attached
31679 Semimedos .Terms offered
31680 Semimedum Terms of the agreement
31681 Semimetop .Terms of the proposition
31682 Semimitra .Terms will be accepted if [tory
31683 Semimixal .The following changes would make terms satisfac-
31684 Semimixto .Their terms (are)
31685 Semimor . . .These are the regular terms
31686 Semimortu .Under the terms of
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31687 Semimusic
31688 Semimutol
31689 Seminal . .

31690 Seminaros .

31691 Seminaruc
31692 Seminasse .

31693 Seminaton
31694 Seminatur
31695 Seminavan
316% Seminella .

31697 Seminific . .

31698 Seminima .

31699 Seminosis .

31700 Seminosum
31701 Seminotes .

31702 Seminu . . .

31703 Seminudit .

31704 Seminudos
31705 Semlnudum
31706 Seminules .

31707 Seminumid
31708 Semioctav .

31709 Semipagan
31710 Semipast .

31711 Semlpaten
31712 Semiped . .

31713 Semipedal .

TERMS- Cont.
.Unless ternterms are complied with immediately
.Unless you can get better terms
.Upon terms recited in our letter (of)
.Upon terms recited in our telegram (of)
.Upon terms recited in your letter (of)
.Upon terms recited in your telegram (of)
.Upon what terms
.What are the best terms
.What are the lowest terms
.What terms are offered
.What terms will they accept
.What terms will (you) ( ) accept
.Will close on the best possible terms
.Will endeavor to get better terms
.Will make terms
.Will make the best terms possible
.Will not accept the terms
.Will not come to terms
.Will the terms suit
.Will they accept the terms
.Will (you) ( ) accept the terms
.Will you execute order on following terms
.Would advise accepting these terms
.Would not advise accepting these terms
.Your terms are (obtained)
.Your terms are not [following
.Your terms cannot be obtained, but we submit the
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SEN
31840 Sennalpe . . .TERRITORY. (Agency, Office.)
31841 Senneggia . .In whose territory is it

31842 Sennenhun .Is in our territory
31843 Sennentos . .Is in your territory
31844 Sennesbam .Is it in our territory
31845 Sennhuet . .is it in your territory
31846 Senocarpo . .Is not in our territory
31847 Senocomio .Is not in your territory
31848 Senofonte . .TEST. (Consumption, Efficiency, Experi-

ment, Insulation, Strength, Trial, Try.)
31849 Senografo . .After any one test
31850 Senolea . . . .Complete tests to be made in factory
31851 Senoleada . .First test
31852 Senoleafo . .Fourth test
31853 Senoleart . .Have completed test, which is satisfactory
31854 Senoleasu . .Have repeated the test with the following result
31855 Senopoma .Have test made as soon as possible
31856 Senora . . . .Have you tested
31857 Senoritas * .If the test [(for rotating armature machines)
31858 Senorona . .Insulation subjected to a puncture test of 1000 volts
31859 Senorones . .Insulation subjected to a puncture test of 1500 volts
31860 Sensecar . . .Make another test [(for rotating field machines)
31861 Senseful . . .Must be tested before customers' engineer
31862 Senseleso . .Must have report of all tests
31863 Sensement .Please give details of your test
31864 Sensibent . .Ready for test
31865 Sensibles . .Report of tests will be sent you
31866 Sensiculu . .Second test
31867 Sensiente . .Send report of tests to (me)
31868 Sensific . . . .Shall develop in test without injury to insulation
31869 Sensilibu . . .Should be carefully tested
31870 Sensisset . . .Subject to test
31871 Sensitifa . . .Test for conductivity
31872 Sensitive . . .Test for insulation
31873 Sensitize . . .Test is a success
31874 Sensitory . .Test only partially successful
31875 Sensivel . . .Test should be made as follows
31876 Sensivo . . . .Test was made by
31877 Sensorial . .Test will be made
31878 Sensorios . .Tested and accepted
31879 Sensors . . . .Tested for conductivity
31880 Sensual . . .Tested for insulation
31881 Sensualit . .Tested for resistance
31882 Sensuanca .Tested for smooth running
31883 Sensuosit . .Tested for speed
31884 Sensuous . .Tested for steam consumption
31885 Sensutorm .Tested for variation of speed
31886 Sentabamo .Tests show
31887 Sentado . . .Tests to be made after being reported at destination
31888 Sentadura . .Third test [pounds of steam
31889 Sentais . . . .To be tested to develop brake h. p., with
31890 Sentenca . . .To be tested to develop brake h. p., with a con-

sumption of cubic feet of gas per. b. h. p. per
31891 Senteur . . .To give an efficiency of per cent. [hour
31892 Sentiamot . .When tested
31893 Sentiamus .Would advise thorough test [Proof, Witness.)
31894 Sentidors . .TESTIMONY. (Confirmation, Evidence,
31895 Sentiency . .All testimony it is possiole to get in favor of
31896 Sentiendo . .Arrange to take testimony (of)
31897 Sentietis . . .Can give testimony if necessary
31898 Sentilho . . .Important testimony
31899 Sentiment . .Testimony closes
31900 Sentimos . . .Testimony is insufficient
31901 Sentina . . . .Testimony is not needed
31902 Sentinabo . .Testimony is sufficient
31903 Sentinate . .Testimony is worthless
31904 Sentinavi . .What is nature of testimony
31906 Sentinela . .Will bear testimony (to)
31906 Sent!nest . .Your testimony
31907 Sentinum . .TEXT. (Dummy, Manuscript, Publications.)
31908 Sentiscun . .Submit text to
31909 Sent!vano . .'!' -xt corrected (by)
31910 Sentons . . .'IVxt revised <b\i
::i!I1 Sentosorm .Text submitted t<>

::i'.'iL' Senuelo . . . .THANKS. (Favor, Kind.)
Sepaline . . .Many thanks for your prompt attention (to)

:'.l!ll Sepan Please convey our best th.-mks to (him)
31915 Separaban . .Thank on (our) ( '&) behalf
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31916 Separabil .

31917 Separador .

31918 Separasca .

31919 Separatif .

31920 Separates .

31921 Separatur .

31922 Separavam
31923 Separavel .

31924 Separiate .

31925 Separibus .

31926 Sepedon . .

31927 Sepedonie .

31928 Sepeliamo .

31929 Sepelibil . .

31930 Sepelieba .

31931 Sepeliunt .

31932 Sepharad .

31933 Sepharvam
31934 Sepheles . .

31935 Sephenie . .

31936 Sepidies . .

31937 Seplasia . .

31938 Sepolcral .

31939 Sepolto ...
31940 Sepositur .

31941 Seppelito .

31942 Seppeliva .

31943 Sepphoris .

31944 Sepsine . . .

31945 Septangul .

31946 Septarium .

31947 Septembri .

31948 Septemflo .

31949 Septemlob .

31950 Septemped
31951 Septemtus .

31952 Septenada .

31953 Septenals .

31954 Septenary .

31955 Septennia .

31956 Septenorm
31957 Septenos . .

31958 Septenum .

31959 Septet . . .

31960 Septettes .

31961 Septicafo .

31962 Septicall . .

31963 Septicos . .

31964 Septifrag .

31965 Septimano .

31966 Septimius .

31967 Septimo . .

31968 Septimole .

31969 Septingen .

31970 Septinuba .

31971 Septipede .

31972 Septipesa .

31973 Septiques .

31974 Septische .

31975 Septisono .

31976 Septivoca .

31977 Septometu
31978 Septoneme
31979 Septuagen .

31980 Septuenni .

31981 Septuplat .

31982 Septuples .

31983 Septuplin .

31984 Sepulchre .

31985 Sepulta . . .

31986 Sepultado .

31987 Sepultams
31988 Sepultand .

31989 Sepultest .

31990 Sepultorm
31991 Sepultura .

THANKS Cont.
.We thank you sincerely for what you have done
.We thank you very much (for your kind offer)
.THAT. (This.)
.And that
.Ask(s) that
.Could not (that)
.Could that
.Except that
.If that (was the case)
.In case that
.In order that
.In that case
.Is not that
.That can
.That cannot
.That is (the)
.That is not (the)
.That the
.That will not (be)
.Will that
.Will that not
.THERE. (Place.)
.As soon as I (we) get there
.As soon as you get there
.If there is (are)
.If there is (are) not
.Is (are) there
.Is (are) there likely to be
.There is (are)
.There is (are) not (more than)
.There can be
.There cannot be
.There does
.There does not
.There may be
.There may not be
.There must be
.There must not be
.There seems to be
.There should be
.There should not be
.There was (were)
.There was (were) not
.There will be
.There will not be
.When there
.While there
.Will there (be)
.THICK. (Depth.)
.THINK. (Advisable, Believe, Consider, Ex-

pect, Inclination, Opinion, Regard.)
.As soon as you think
.As you think best
.Do not think
.Do not think I (we) can
.Do not think it will suit
.Do what (you) (

-
) think best

.Do (you) (
-

) think
.Do (you) (

-
) think it will suit

.Do (you) (
-

) think there will be
.Do you think you can
.Hardly think that
.Have no reason to think
.Have (you) (

-
) any reason to think

.If (you) (
-

) do not think
.If you think (you) (

-
) can

.Telegraph if (you) (
-

) think
.There is some reason to think
.Think it over carefully before you (decide)
.Think(s) it can (be)
.Think(s) it cannot (be).
.Think(s) it is

.Think(s) it is not

.Think(s) it may

.Think(s) it should

.Think(s) it should not

.Think(s) it was
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THINK Cont.

31992 Sepulveda . .Think(.s) it was not
31993 Sequamur . .Think(s) it will (be)
31994 Sequanorm .Think(s) it will not (be)
31995 Sequebari . .Think(s) it will suit
31996 Sequedad . .Think(s) it would be impossible to
31997 Sequelaru . .Think(s) it very important
31998 Sequelle . . .Think(s) it very probable
31999 Sequence . .Think(s) that
32000 Sequental . .Think(s) that I (we) could
32001 Sequestro . .Think(s) that (you) ( ) can
32002 Sequilhos . .Think(s) that (you) ( ) had better
32003 Sequillon . .Think(s) that (you) ( ) have
32004 Sequinoso . .Think(s) there is
32005 Sequisimo . .Think(s) there is no
32006 Sequitos . . .Think(s) you had better
32007 Serafinat . . .Think(s) you had better not
32008 Serafines . . .Think(s) you will have
32009 Seraglio . . .We think
32010 Serail What do (you) ( ) think (about) (of)
32011 Seralbume .What (you) ( ) think
32012 Serangode . .When do you think of
32013 Seranomes .Which do you think
32014 Seranteme .Will not think
32015 Seranusa . .Will think
32016 Seraph . . . .Will think it over and telegraph you
32017 Serapidis . .THIS. (That.)
32018 Serardia . . .By this (you will see)
32019 Serasmo . . .Can this
32020 Serata . . . .Cannot this
32021 Seratile . . .Does this (mean)
32022 Serbales . . .For this
32023 Serbare . . .If this (is)
32024 Serbava . . .If this is not
32025 Serbevole . .If this will
32026 Serbocal . . .If this will not
32027 Serbuno . . .Is this (to be)
32028 Serenades . .Keep this
32029 Serenando .Must this
32030 Serenar . . .This does not
32031 Serenaron . .This is

32032 Serenely . . .This is not
32033 Serenidad . .This was
32034 Serening . . .This was not
32035 Serenisim . .This would
32036 Serenitud . .This would not
32037 Sereque . . .THOROUGH. (Quite.)
32038 Serfdom . . .THOUGH. (But, Notwithstanding.)
32039 Sergantan . .THOUGHT. (Believe, Consideration, Opin-
32040 Sergeancy . .THOUSAND. (Numerals.) [ion, Think.)
32041 Sergenter . .THREADS. (Flanges, Piping, Standard.)
32042 Sergestus . .American thread (iron pipe standard)
32043 Sergianum .English thread (Lloyd & Lloyd) ( ) standard
32044 Sergiles . . .Extra long thread
32045 Seriality . . .French threads
32046 Seriately . . .Long threads for heavy flanges
32047 Seriation . . .Necessary to use French threads
32048 Serlcatos . .Not necessary to use French threads
32049 Serichati . .Standard pipe thread
32050 Sericodon . .Standard screw thread
32051 Sericomia . .Standard threads
32062 Sericules . . .Threads to one inch of length
32053 Serietta . . .Whitworth threads
32054 Serigenas . .THREATEN. (Legal, Trouble.)
32055 Serigenon . .THROUGH. (Finish, Mean.)
32066 Serilophe ..TIDINGS. (News.)
32067 Serindom . .TIME. (Calendar, Date, Extension, Future,

Hours, Opportunity, To-day, To-morrow.
32058 Seringar . . .A short time (ago) [ Years, Yesterday.)
32069 Seringuat . .After the time
32060 Serlngues . .And 15 minutes
32061 Seringuon . .And 30 minutes
32062 Serinons . . .And 45 minutes
32063 Serlouson . .Another tini.

82064 Seripando . .Any time after
82066 Serlphit .. .Any time (will do)
82086 Serlphos . . .As time is short
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TIME Oont.

32067 Seriphum . .At a time
32068 Serjanian . .At any time (before)
32069 Serjanies . .At any time (you) ( ) may indicate
32070 Serjeants . .At the present time
32071 Sermentos . .At the same time
32072 Sermonacu .At the time of (delivery}
32073 Sermonada .At what time
32074 Sermonale . .Before the time
32075 Sermonato .By the time
32076 Sermoned . .Can be done in time
32077 Sermonica . .Can it (they) be done in time
32078 Sermoning .Can (you) ( ) reduce time for
32079 Sermonish .Cannot be done in time
32080 Sermonize . .Cannot be done unless time extended (to)
32081 Serofagia . .Cannot be obtained in time
32082 Serofagon . .Cannot be shipped in time
32083 Serofillo . .Cannot fix a time
32084 Serojafo . .Do not waste any more time over it

32085 Serojos . . .Extend time for reply
32086 Seroles . . .For some time past
32087 Serolone . . For some time to come
32088 Serondat . .From the time of
32089 Serondos . .From time to time
32090 Seropetal . . Fully expect to be in time (for)
32091 Serosidad . . Hardly expect to be in time (for)
32092 Serotinas . .Have plenty of time (to)
32093 Serotinot . . Have very little time in which to
32094 Serpeabas . .How much time can (you) ( ) give
32095 Serpeados . .How much time will be required (to)
32096 Serpeando . .If at any time
32097 Serpear . . .If cannot be made in time
32098 Serpearis . . If not in time (for)
32099 Serpearon . .If (you) ( ) have no time (to)
32100 Serpebamo .In a short time (we can)
32101 Serpebatu . . In time agreed upon
32102 Serpedine . . In time mentioned
32103 Serpeling . . Is there time (to)
32104 Serpentar . .Last time
32105 Serpentiz . .Less time will be required
32106 Serpentos . .Likely to occupy considerable time
32107 Serpetdam . Long time (ago)
32108 Serpetta . . .Longer time (is wanted)
32109 Serpicule . . Lose no time
32110 Serpiente . . Lost time
32111 Serpigine . . Make the time
32112 Serpignos . .More time required
32113 Serpilloc . . .Must be ready by time named
32114 Serpiluan . . Name the time at which (you) ( ) can
32115 Serpimus . .Next time
32116 Serpolet . . . Not for some time
32117 Serpollad . . Not having arrived in time
32118 Serpophag .Not in time (for)
32119 Serpsisti . . .Not likely to occupy much time
32120 Serpulam . .On long time [notes
32121 Serpuledo . .On short time secured by satisfactorily endorsed
32122 Serpyllat . . Our time
32123 Serpyllum . . Reduction of time
32124 Serqua .... Saving time thereby
32125 Serrabunt . .Send time sheets
32126 Serracula . .Should time permit
32127 Serradele . .So that no time may be lost
32128 Serrage . . .Sufficient time must be given (to)
32129 Serrano . . .Sufficient time will be allowed
32130 Serranodo . .The best time (is)

32131 Serratos . . .The proper time (is)

32132 Sertisage . . The time (for)
32133 Sertulo . . . .There is no time to spare
32134 Serubabel . .There is not sufficient time (allowed)
32135 Servaramo .They should give more time
32136 Servato . . .They will give longer time
32137 Servaturo . . This time
32138 Servente . . .Time (for ) has expired
32139 Servetban . .Time (for ) has nearly expired
32140 Serviable . .Time has been extended (to)
32141 Serviamos . .Time is all important
32142 Servical . . .Time is calculated from
32143 Servicoat . .Time is too long
32144 Servicolu . .Time must be guaranteed with forfeit
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32145 Servicusa
32146 Servido . .

32147 Servidore
32148 Servietes
32149 Serviment
32150 Serviola .

32151 Serviote .

32152 Servitor .

32153 Servitude
32154 Servomuto
32155 Servons .

32156 Servorum
32157 Servotta .

32158 Sesameas
32159 Sesaminos
32160 Sesaminum
32161 Sesamkrau
32162 Sesamolie
32163 Sesamum
32164 Sesarmes
32165 Sesban . .

32166 Sesbania .

32167 Sesbanies
32168 Sescalco .

32169 Sesclada .

32170 Sesclarum
32171 Sesclis . .

32172 Sescuplos
32173 Sescuplum
32174 Sesenta .

32175 Sesentavo
32176 Sesgadas
32177 Sesgador .

32178 Sesgament
32179 Sesgaron
32180 Sesgasen
32181 Sesgo . . .

32182 Sesmar . .

32183 Sesmaria
32184 Sesonchis
32185 Sesortos .

32186 Sesosisca
32187 Sesostris .

32188 Sesqualte
32189 Sesquatit
32190 Sesquihor
32191 Sesquinon
32192 Sesquiple
32193 Sesquisal
32194 Sessagono
32195 Sessantin
32196 Sessha . .

32197 Sesshafte
32198 Sessibili .

32199 Sessimon
32200 Sessional
32201 Sessitabo
32202 Sessitam .

32203 Sesslehen
32204 Sessola . .

32205 Sessoris .

32206 Sessuali .

32207 Sesteamos
32208 Sesteando
32209 Sestearia

32211 Sestiacos
32212 Sestiadem
32213 Sestlles . .

32214 Sestinum
Sestos . .

32216 Sestruoso
Sestula . .

32218 Sesudo . .

32219 Setabltan
32220 Setaniat .

32221 Setanlon .

TIME Cont.
.Time occupied (in)
.Time of delivery
.Time to commence
.Time to terminate
.Time will expire on the
.To be in time
.To fill up the time
.Usual time
. \\

'

extend time for reply until
.What is the latest time that can be given
.What is the shortest time in which (you) ( ) can
.What is the time fixed (for) [complete
. What time
.What time would be best (to)
.When does time
.Will be in time
.Will be time enough
.Will not be in time
.Will require a long time
.Will save time and money
.Will take more time than was expected
.Will they be in time
.Will (you) ( ) have time (to)
.Within a reasonable time
.Within the time agreed upon
.Within the time mentioned
.You have plenty of time
.TITLE. (Name.)
.TO-DAY. (Calendar, Days, Time.)
.A. M. to-day
.About noon to-day
.After to-day
.Any time to-day
.At o'clock to-day
.Early to-day
.From to-day
.If not to-day certainly to-morrow
Late to-day
.Not after to-day
.Not to-day
.P. M. to-day
.To-day or to-morrow
To-day's paper reports
.Will be sent to-day
Will be sent to-day or to-morrow
.TOGETHER.
.All together
Both together
If shipped together

.If together
Not together
.Separately or together
Ship all together
Together with [Day.)
.TO-MORROW. (Calendar, Days, Time, To-
.A. M. to-morrow
.After to-morrow
.Any time to-morrow
.At o'clock to-morrow
.Day after to-morrow
.Early to-morrow
.If possible to-morrow
.Late to-mojrrow
.Not after to-morrow
.Not to-morrow
.P. M. to-morrow
Some time to-morrow
.To-morrow (and) (or) following day
.To-morrow evening
.To-morrow will do
.Will do so by to-morrow
.Will to-morrow do
.Will you have to-morrow
.TONS. (Cwt., Shipping, Weight.)
.At per ton

.Capable of hoisting tons

.Dollars per ton
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TONS-Cont.

32222 Seteledom . ..Estimated number of tons
32223 Setelevar . .Gross tons
32224 Setembro . .How many tons (of) (can you)
32225 Setenaria . .How much per ton
32226 Seteno . . . .Hundred tons (of)
32227 Setentavo . .In tons- of 2000 pounds
32228 Setentona . .Net tons
32229 Seteux . . . .Per ton delivered
32230 Sethos . . . .Per ton gross
32231 Seticaude . .Per ton measurement
32232 Setidava . . .Per ton net
32233 Setiform . . . Per ton of 2000 pounds
32234 Setimafo . . .Per ton of 2240 pounds
32235 Setimos . . .Per ton shipped
32236 Setinest . . .Per ton weight and measurement
32237 Setipodi . . . Shall require tons
32238 Setnacht . . .Ship at once tons
32239 Setodes . . .Tons capacity
32240 Setofago . . .Tons per day
32241 Setolammo .Tons per hour capacity
32242 Setoland . . .Tons per month
32243 Setolaron . .Tons per week
32244 Setolassi . . .Weighing tons
32245 Setolavam .What is the per ton
32246 Setolone . . .TORQUE. (Motors, Power.)
32247 Setoloso . . .Full load torque
32248 Setoncat . . .Pulling out torque
32249 Setophage . .Starting torque
32250 Setoura . . . .Torque at one foot radius
32251 Setrina . . . .Which will develop full load torque continuously at
32252 Settenate . .TOTAL. (Amount, Sum.)
32253 Settennal . .At what do you estimate the total
32254 Settepari . .Cannot estimate total (until)
32255 Settiform . .Estimate the total (at)
32256 Settimana . .Make(s) the total
32257 Settlemen . .Sum total (exceeds)
32258 Settlinos . . .Telegraph total amount of
32259 Settlor . . . .The total is

32260 Settuplo . . .The total required
32261 Setuplas . . .Total expense(s) (per day) (of)
32262 Setuplica . .Total will be about
32263 Setywall . . .What is the total (amount of)
32264 Sevavoray .TOWN. (City, Village.) [ment.)
32265 Sevehamur .TRACE. (Discover, Follow, Goods, Ship-
32266 Sevehar . . . Better trace from that end
32267 Sevenfoax . .Can trace ( ) up to
32268 Sevennits . .Can (you) ( ) trace
32269 Sevensome .Follow with telegraphic tracer
32270 Seventhly . .Have been traced (to)
32271 Severablo . .Have found trace of
32272 Severaliz . . Have not been traced
32273 Severemen .Have started telegraphic tracer on shipment (of)
32274 Severenet . .Have you found any trace of
32275 Severidad . .If (you) ( ) can trace
32276 Severino . . .If (you) ( ) cannot trace
32277 Seveux . . . .Lost all trace of
32278 Sevilhano . .No trace has been found of [port results to us
32279 Sevilluct . .Please have shipment traced by telegraph, and re-
32280 Sevisdam . .Send tracer after
32281 Sevissent . .Should be traced
32282 Sevissons . .There is no trace (of)
32283 Sevisti ... .To trace
32284 Sevrage . . .Tracer has been sent
32285 Sevtorfa . . .What have you heard regarding tracer (on)
32286 Sewerage . .When was tracer sent
32287 Sexagenar . .Will be traced
32288 Sexageni . . .Will have tracer sent
32289 Sexagesim .TRACINGS. (Blueprint, Drawings, Plan.)
32290 Sexagests . .See our tracing No.
32291 Sexaginta . .See your tracing No.
32292 Sexagonal . . Send a tracing of
32293 Sexanary . .Send original tracing
32294 Sexangles . .Send tracing of plans as quickly as possible
32295 Sexangula . .Set of tracings
32296 Sexatrus . . .Tracing(s) of plans sent
32297 Sexatruum .Will send tracings of plans
32298 Sexennal . .TRACK. (Rail.)
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32299 Sexennio .

32300 Sexfescal ,

32301 Sexflde . .

32302 Sexfoil . . ,

32303 Sexhind . ,

32304 Sexivalen ,

32305 Sexless . . ,

32306 Sexmacule
32307 Sexmas . .

32308 Sexprimit ,

32309 Sextaners ,

32310 Sextant . ,

32311 Sextantal ,

32312 Sextantem
32313 Sextarial ,

32314 Sextavavo
32315 Sexterage ,

32316 Sextett .

32317 Sextidi .

32318 Sextilha
32319 Sextilius
32320 Sextular
32321 Sextules
32322 Sextuor
32323 Sextupans
32324 Sextuplic ,

32325 Sexuali . .

32326 Sexualigo ,

32327 Sexualisa .

32328 Sexualitu ,

32329 Sexuditen
32330 Sexungula
32331 Shaalbim .

32332 Shabily . .

32333 Shabrack .

32334 Shachia . ,

32335 Shackle . .

32336 Shackling ,

32337 Shacklock
32338 Shaddock ,

32339 Shadeless .

32340 Shadeth . .

32341 Shadily . .

32342 Shadingan
32343 Shadoofs .

32344 Shadow . ,

32345 Shadowed

32346 Shadowing
32347 Shadynd . .

32348 Shaffler . ,

32349 Shaftecat .

32350 Shaftment
32351 Shagged . ,

32352 Shagging ,

32353 Shagreen .

32354 Shakenofa
32355 Shakerism
32356 Shakiness .

32357 Shalisha . .

32358 Shall!
Shalloon . .

Shallops . .

Shallotto .

Shallovan .

Shallowly .

Shamanist
32366 Shamariah
32366 Shamble . .

32367 Shambling
32368 Shameface
32369 Shamefast
82370 Shamefuly
32371 Shammoth
31872 Shammynd
32373 Shampoas .

.TRACTIVE. (Hani, Power.)

.Actual tractive power

.Greater tractive power (required)

.Has not sufficient tractive power

.Pounds tractive power (on)

.Same tractive power

.To afford sufficient tractive power

.To increase tractive power

.Tractive power (on)

.Tractive power required is pounds

.TRADE. (Business, Employ.)

.TRAIN. (Appointment, Railroad.)

.By what train is coming

.Is coming by train

.Meet ( ) (me) due to arrive

.Missed the train; (will arrive)

.On train due at

.On train leaving at

.Train leaves

.Will be sent by ( ) train

.Will leave by the train

.TRANSACTION. (Affairs, Business.)

.TRANSFER. (Change, Move, Tranship.)

.Agree to the transfer

.Can transfer

.Can you transfer

.Cannot transfer

.Has (have) been transferred (to)

.Has (have) not been transferred (to)

.Have they been transferred (to)

.If it is desired can transfer

.Must be transferred

.Please transfer

.Telegraphic transfer

.The order (s) will be transferred (to)

.To be transferred

.Transfer to our name

.Try to get transferred (to)

.Will be transferred

.Will it be necessary to transfer [452, Phases.)

.TRANSFORMER. (Coils, Insulation, Page

.Air blast transformer(s)

.Are transformers for use underground

.Case for transformer Serial No.

.Coil No. (1) ( ) for transformer Serial No.

.Complete insulation for transformer Serial No.

.Complete high tension coils for transformer Serial
No. [No.

.Complete low tension coils for transformer Serial

.Complete high tension and low tension coils for

.Copper loss per cent. [transformer Serial No.

.Gallons of oil per transformer

.Iron loss per cent

.Kilowatts capacity in lowering transformers

.Kilowatts capacity in raising and lowering trans-
formers

.Kilowatts capacity in raising transformers

.Lowering transformer (s)

.Man-hole type transformer(s)

.Man-hole water cooled type transformer(s)

.O. D. Transformer(s) for lighting

.O. D. Transformer(s) for power

.Oil transformer(s)

.Raising and lowering transformers

.Raising transformer(s) [power factor

.Regulation per cent, at alternations

.Self cooling oil insulated transformer(s)

.Series transformer(s) [proof

.Should transformer cases be water tight or weather

.Stillwell regulator transformer(s)

.Switchboard transformer(s)

.Three-phase to two-phase transformation

.Transformers will be connected in V

.Transformers will be connected in A

.Transformers will be connected in T

.Transformers will be connected in +

.Transformers with secondaries and volts,
to and volts
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32374 Shampoed .

32375 Shampoing
32376 Shamrocks
32377 Shandryda
32378 Shandygaf
32379 Shanking
32380 Shapely .

32381 Sharks . .

32382 Sharock .

32383 Sharpened
32384 Sharpness
32385 Shawl . . .

32386 Shawled .

32387 Shawling
32388 Sheadings
32389 Shearhog
32390 Sheath . .

32391 Sheathed
32392 Sheathing
32393 Sheaves .

32394 Shebander
32395 Shebarim
32396 Shebeenin
32397 Sheddeth
32398 Sheepcote
32399 Sheepfold
32400 Sheephook
32401 Sheepish .

32402 Sheerly .

32403 Sheetful .

32404 Sheetsant
32405 Shekel . .

32406 Shelduck
32407 Shelfy . .

32408 Shellac . .

32409 Shelldrak
32410 Shelomi .

32411 Shelomith
32412 Shelteret .

32413 Shelterin .

32414 Shelumiel
32415 Shelve . .

32416 Shelving .

32417 Shemeber
32418 Shemitet .

32419 Shemitic .

32420 Shemudam
32421 Shenando
32422 Shenfully
32423 Shenoship
32424 Shepardit
32425 Shepham
32426 Shepherd
32427 Shepster
32428 Sheriat .

32429 Sheriff .

32430 Sheshach
32431 Shibmah

32432 Shield . .

32433 Shieldeth
32434 Shielding
32435 Shieldles
32436 Shiftable
32437 Shifteth
32438 Shifting
32439 Shiftless
32440 Shiggalon
32441 Shillaly .

32442 Shillem .

32443 Shilshah
32444 Shimeah
32445 Shimeon
32446 Shimmer
32447 Shimmered
32448 Shimmerin

SHI
__.

'wo-phase to three-phase transformation
.Water cooled oil insulated transformer(s)
.What is the copper loss of
.What is the iron loss (of)
.What is the regulation (of)
.What is the regulation and iron loss (of)
.TRANSHIP. (Shipping, Transfer.)
.Can be transhipped at
.Can they be transhipped at
.Cannot be transhipped at
.Have you transhipped
.Must be transhipped at
.To be transhipped at (for)
.Tranship the following to
.Was (were) transhipped at
.TRANSIT. (Bond, Shipment, Tracer.)
.Damaged in transit
.Delayed in transit
.How long will it be in transit
.In transit (from)
.Lost in transit
.Now in transit (from- to)
.Report in transit the following
.While in transit Plications.)
.TRANSLATION. (Edition, Papers, Pub-
.Are having translation made
.Certified translation (of)
.Get- translated (into)
.Send translation (of)
.Translated (by) (into)
.Translation will be sent
.Unable to translate
.Who will translate [Line, Potential, Power.)
.TRANSMISSION. (Construction, Forward,
Can be transmitted
Cannot be transmitted
Delay in transmission
.Direct current series system of power transmission
.Distance for transmission is - feet
.Distance for transmission is- miles
.Electrical transmission
.Energy can be transmitted electrically
.Energy cannot be transmitted economically
.For the transmission of - horse power
.Have received and transmitted to
.How many transmission lines are there
.How many wires comprise each transmission line
.It is impossible to transmit
.Must be transmitted
.Power transmission plant
.The error has occurred in transmission
.The loss in transmission is- per cent
.There are- wires in each transmission line
.Time occupied in transmission
.Transmission line
.What is length of transmission line
.What is percentage lost in transmission
.TRANSPORTATION. (Forward, Freight,

Shipping.)
.TRAVEL. (Arrival, Go, Start.)
.TREAT. (Negotiate, Regard.)
.TRIAL. (Experiment, Proof, Test, Try.)
.After trial

.Before trial

.For trial

.It was not a fair trial

.Make another trial

.Result of trial satisfactory

.Result of trial unsatisfactory

.Telegraph result of trial

.Trial began on the

.Trial is postponed until

.Trial will take place

.Tried and accepted

.When will the trial take place

.Will be a severe trial
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32449 Shinab . . . .TRIVIAL. (Importance, Small.)
32450 Shinglet . . .TROLLEYS. (Car.) [logue
32451 Shingling . .Details covered by No. in R. D. Nuttall's cata-
32452 Shining . . . .Form D Union standard mine trolley complete
32453 Shinto . . . .High speed wheel
32454 Shipboant . .No. Union standard trolley base complete
32455 Shipfulls . . .No. 1 Union standard trolley base complete
32456 Shipless . . .No. 2 Union standard trolley base complete
32457 Shiplet . . . .No. 3 Union standard trolley base complete
32458 Shipman . . .No. 4 Union standard trolley base complete
32459 Shipmason .No. 5 Union standard trolley base complete
32460 Shipmates . .No. 6 Union standard trolley base complete
32461 Shipwreso . .No. 7 Union standard trolley base complete
32462 Shipyard . .No. 8 Union standard trolley base complete
32463 Shirkedan . .No. 9 Union standard trolley base complete
32464 Shirkinto . .No. 10 Union standard trolley base complete
32465 Shisha . . . .Trolley pole feet ( ins.) long
32466 Shiver . . . .TROUBLE. (Difficulty, Dissatisfaction, In-

convenience, Serious.)
32467 Shivered . . .Advise fully by telegraph what trouble is
32468 Shiverflt . . .Ascertain what the trouble is
32469 Shoalness . .Causing trouble
32470 Shoals . . . .Expect to have trouble with
32471 Shobabo . . .Has (have) given trouble
32472 Shobach . . .Has (have) not given trouble
32473 Shockesse . .Having trouble with
32474 Shockinta . .If not too much trouble (please)
32475 Shoddy . . . .Is very troublesome
32476 Shoeblack . .It will be no trouble
32477 Shoeboy . . .May cause some trouble
32478 Shoeing . . .Most of the trouble is caused by
32479 Shoemaker .No danger of trouble
32480 Shogoun . . .No trouble (with)
32481 Shogounat .Not likely to cause any trouble
32482 Shoham . . .Only trouble is

32483 Shomer . . . .Otherwise serious trouble probable
32484 Shookfar . .Otherwise serious trouble will result
32485 Shootiug . . .Please investigate trouble at
32486 Shophach . .The trouble is

32487 Shophana . .The trouble is likely to be caused by
32488 Shopkeep . .Trouble seems to be with
32489 Shoplift . . .What is the cause of trouble
32490 Shoplike . . .Will cause trouble
32491 Shopmen . . .Will try to avoid trouble
32492 Shoppers . . .Write fully with regard to the trouble
32493 Shoppish . . .You can easily remedy the trouble (by)
32494 Shoreling . .TRUCK. (Car, Gauge, Suspension.)
32495 Shoreward .Baldwin truck
32496 Shoreweed .Bogie truck
32497 Shortecan . .Both motors to be mounted on same truck
32498 Shortia . . . .Diameter of truck wheel is inches
32499 Shortlynd . .Double truck
32500 Shortness . .Gauge of truck (for) (is)
32501 Shoulder . . .Maximum traction truck
32502 Shoutsan . .Motor truck
32503 Shovel . . . .Motors mounted on separate trucks
32504 Shovelard . .One motor per truck
32506 Shovelful . .Send drawing of truck
32506 Shoveling . .Single truck
32507 Showered . .Trailer truck
32508 Showering . .Two motors per truck
32509 Showily . . .What is diameter of truck wheel
32510 Showiness . .What is gauge of truck
32511 Shraddha . .What is wheel base of truck
32512 Shragger . . What kind of truck will be used
32513 Shredded . . .Wheel base of truck is

32514 Shrewdent .Will single or double truck cars be used
32515 Shrewish . .TRUE. (Correct, Deny, Report.)
32516 Shriek . . .Do not think it is true (that)
32517 Shrieked . .Do you think it is true
32518 Shrieking . .If it is not true
32519 Shrioval . .If it is true
32520 Shrillnes . .Is it true (that)
32521 Shrimp . . .Not true
32522 Shrimper . .Only true to the extent of
32523 Shrimping . .The true version is

32524 Shrinkage . .What was stated is not true
32525 Shrinking . .What was stated is true
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32526 Shroffage
32527 Shroud . .

32528 Shrouded
32529 Shrouding
32530 Shrubbery
32531 Shrubless
32532 Shrugged
32533 Shrugging
32534 Shrunken
32535 Shudder .

32536 Shuffle . .

32537 Shuffling .

32538 Shulamite
32539 Shumach
32540 Shumathit
32541 Shunem .

32542 Shunless .

32543 Shunnest
32544 Shunnifan
32545 Shuntsant
32546 Shupham
32547 Shuppim .

32548 Shushan .

32549 Shuthelah
32550 Shyly . . .

32551 Siagones .

32552 Siagonibs
32553 Siagonote
32554 Sialismo .

32555 Sialogogo
32556 Sialolito .

32557 Sialologe .

32558 Siamang .

32559 Siamesant
32560 Siameses .

32561 Siamo . .

32562 Siampan .

32563 Siasia . . .

32564 Sibary . .

32565 Sibbaldia
32566 Sibbens . .

32567 Siberian .

32568 Sibilabut .

32569 Sibilammo
32570 Sibilamus
32571 Sibilance .

32572 Sibilando
32573 Sibilanta .

32574 Sibilator .

32575 Sibilatun .

32576 Sibilavam
32577 Sibiles . .

32578 Sibilinas .

32579 Sibillesa .

32580 Sibillone .

32581 Sibilous .

32582 Sibinarum
32583 Siblium . .

32584 Sibmah . .

32585 Sibraim .

32586 Sibtorpia
32587 Sibularis .

32588 Sibullam .

32589 Sibullins .

32590 Siburatia
32591 Siburius .

32592 Sibylla .

32593 Sibyllico .

32594 Sibyllina .

32595 Sibyls . . .

32596 Sibynophs
32597 Sicambri .

32598 Sicania . .

32599 Sicanorum
32600 Sicanus .

32601 Sicativas
32602 Sicca .

SIC

.TRUST. (Believe, Confidence, Depend,

.Are you sure you can trust [Faith.)

.Can be implicitly trusted

.Can we trust

.Cannot be trusted

.Do not trust (for)

.If you think (he) (they) ( ) can be trusted

.Trustworthy

.Trust you will

.Will trust to you to

.TRY. (Attempt, Endeavor, Trial.)

.After trying (several times)

.And try hard to
Are not trying
Are trying (to)
.Are (you) ( ) trying (to)
.Before trying (elsewhere)
.Did (you) ( ) try (to)
.Do not try (to)
.Gave up trying (to)
.Have tried (to)
.Have not tried (to)
.Intend trying (to)
.Keep on trying (to)
.Might try (to)
.Need not try (to)
.Shall I (we) try (to)
.Shall try to
.They are not trying (to)
.Try again
.Try all you can, but do not insist
.Try every possible means
.Try not to
.Try the experiment
.Try to do without
Try what you can do (with)
.Trying again (to)
.Trying hard (to)
Useless to try (to)
.Will not try (to)
Will try again (soon)
Will try (to) (to do so)
Will try what can be done
.Will (you) ( ) try
.Worth trying
You can try
You may try it again
.You must try
.TURBINES. (Steam.)
.Cannot operate turbine at a lower speed than
.Does price include turbo-generator complete [r.p.m.
.Duplicate wheel for turbine
.Foot Pelton wheel under head of feet
High-pressure turbine
.Leffel turbine horse power
Low-pressure turbine
.Price quoted includes turbo-generator complete
.Steam turbine(s) to run at r. p. m.
.Turbine for horse power
Turbine to drive
.Turbine will develop horse power
.Turbine working under a head of
.Turbo-generator(s)
.Victor turbine horse power [power)
Westinghouse-Parsons steam turbine ( horse
What is the lowest speed you can operate the steam
turbine ( h. p.) (size )

.What is the speed of the steam turbine

.When will turbine be shipped

.Will ship turbine

.TURN. (Change, Manufacture, Transfer.)

.TWICE. (Again, Duplicate.)

.TYPE. (District Office File, Index, Style.)

.Type A

.Type B

.Type C

.Type D

.Type E
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SIG

UNCERTAIN-?;.
32677 Siegesmut . .Owing to uncertainty of
32678 Siegespom .Still uncertain
32679 Siegesruf . .The uncertainty of the
32680 Siegestag . .Too uncertain
32681 Siegestol . . .Uncertain what to do
32682 Sieglos . . . .Uncertainty (regarding)
32683 Siegskraf . .Will be very uncertain
32684 Sieltiefe . . .UNDER. (Less.)
32685 Siembras . .Anything under (will do)
32686 Sienit At or under
32687 Siepaglia . . .But not under
32688 Siepammo . .If under will not do
32689 Siepando . . .May run over but must not come under
32690 Sieparono . .Must be under
32691 Siepassi . . .Must not be under nor over
32692 Siepavamo .Not under (any)
32693 Siepavate . .Nothing under (will do)
32694 Siepetta . . .Place under
32695 Siepone .. .So as to come under
32696 Sietenal . . .Under it (this)
32697 Sieur Under the (these)
32698 Sifantera . .Under which
32699 Sifflais . . . .UNDERBID. (Bid.)
32700 Sifflante . . .Afraid of being underbid (by)
32701 Sifflases . . .Have been underbid by (others)
32702 Sifflemen . .Have we been underbid
32703 Siffleur . . . .UNDERCHARGE. (Charge.)
32704 Sifflons . . . .Undercharged
32705 Sifidia Undercharging
32706 Sifoflllo . . .UNDERESTIMATE.
32707 Sifon Underestimated
32708 Sifonaria . .UNDERGO. (Subject.)
32709 Sifonator . .Must undergo a great change
32710 Sifonia . . . .Must undergo an examination
32711 Sifosoma . .Must undergo some repairs
32712 Sifredo . . . .UNDERSELL. (Cheap.)
32713 Sifunculo . .Underselling us
32714 Sifutti . . . .Undersold by
32715 Sigalions . .Who undersold [Know.)
32716 Sigambria . .UNDERSTAND. (Agreement, Information,
32717 Sigambro . .Are we to understand (that) (from)
32718 Sigara . . . .Are you sure it is understood
32719 Sigaultia . . .As far as we can understand
32720 Sigbrit . . . .As (we) ( ) understand it

32721 Sigenot . . .By an understanding with
32722 Sighingly . .Can thoroughly understand (why)
32723 Sightsman .Can you understand (why)
32724 Sigilades . . .Cannot come to any understanding (with)
32725 Sigilais . . . .Cannot understand (why)
32726 Sigilamos . .Cannot understand meaning of (your instructions)
32727 Sigiledam . .Cannot understand the word of your message,
32728 Sigillara . . .Could not be understood [repeat
32729 Sigillass . . .Fully understood (by)
32730 Sigillato . . .Give him (them) to understand [(with)
32731 Sigillene . . .Have you come to a satisfactory understanding
32732 Sigillo ... .If he (they) do not understand
32733 Sigillola . . .If he (they) understand
32734 Sigilosas . . .If there is an understanding
32735 Siginacot . .If there is no understanding
32736 Sigisbee . . .If you do not fully understand
32737 Sigismund . .In accordance with my understanding of the matter
32738 Sigma Is our understanding correct
32739 Sigmatele . .Is there any understanding between and
32740 Sigmatica . .It was clearly understood (that)
32741 Sigmatifs . .Let it be clearly understood
32742 Sigmefque .Must be understood that
32743 Sigmodon . .Must have a clear understanding (before we can)
32744 Sigmoid . .Never understood (this)
32745 Sigmoidal . .No satisfactory understanding has been reached
32746 Sigmund . . .Original understanding was
32747 Signabam . .Please understand from pur that
32748 Signacuat . .Satisfactory understanding has been reached
32749 Signaculo . .Should understand
32750 Signador . . .The understanding between us (is)

32751 Signadura . .There has been an understanding (between and)
32752 Signal . . . .There has been no understanding (between and)
32753 Signalar . . .Understand from
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SIQ

32754 Signalho .

32755 Signalibs
32756 Signalica
32757 Signality .

32758 Signalium
32759 Signalled
32760 Signalons

32761 Signalruf
32762 Signames
32763 Signation
32764 Signatory
32765 Signatura
32766 Signavant
32767 Signavita
32768 Signetron
32769 Signiner .

32770 Signinor .

32771 Signinus .

32772 Signioco .

32773 Signiory .

32774 Signolle .

32775 Signorato
32776 Sigovesus
32777 Sigralha .

32778 Sigrist . .

32779 Siguette .

32780 Siguiendo
32781 Siguiente
32782 Sigulf . . .

32783 Sigulones
32784 Sigyni . .

32785 Sikkelsla
32786 Silaba . . .

32787 Silabeada
32788 Silabear .

32789 Silabicas .

32790 Silano . .

32791 Silantema
32792 Silaus . . .

32793 Silbabamo
32794 Silbadora
32795 Silbatos .

32796 Silbchen .

32797 Silbenfus
32798 Silbenmas
32799 Silberbla .

32800 Silbergan
32801 Silberhel .

32802 Silberkie .

32803 Silbermin
32804 Silbernyt
32806 Silberton .

32806 Silberwer
32807 Silbidos .

32808 Silbosas .

32X09 Silebatis .

::iM" Silencent
32811 Silentary
32812 Silently . .

32813 Silepsis .

32814 Sileptica .

32815 Silescunt .

32816 Silesius . .

32X17 Silharia .

32818 Silhouete
32819 Silicar . .

32820 Sillcated .

32821 Silicaton .

32822 Siliculls .

32823 Slllgin . .

32824 Siliginot .

32825 Silingas .

32826 SllinK-T .

32827 Sillquabo
32828 Slllquara
82829 Siliquell .

UNDERSTAND- Cont.
.Understand that unless
.What did (you) ( ) understand (about)
.What do (you) ( ) understand (from)
.You will understand
.Your understanding is correct
.Your understanding is not correct
.UNDERTAKE. (Contract, Guarantee,

Promise, Take.)
.Can undertake (the business) (to)
.Can (you) ( ) undertake (the business) (to)
.Cannot undertake (to)
.Cannot undertake construction
.Do not undertake
.For me (us) to undertake (to)
.For this undertaking
.If he (they) undertake
.If he (they) will not undertake
.If (you) ( ) can undertake
.If (you) ( ) cannot undertake
.Shall we undertake
.The undertaking (of)
.They will not undertake
.They will undertake
.Too great an undertaking for
.Undertaking
.We do not undertake
.We undertake
.Will not undertake (to)
.Will undertake (to)
.Will (you) ( ) undertake
.You must undertake
.You should undertake [Policy.)
.UNDERWRITERS. (Abandon, Insurance,
.Abandon to underwriters
.Are the underwriters liable
.For account of underwriters
.Give underwriters notice of
.Inform underwriters
.Underwriters accept abandonment
.Underwriters acknowledge claim
.Underwriters agree
.Underwriters are
.Underwriters authorize you to
.Underwriters repudiate claim
.Underwriters will not
.Underwriters will not accept abandonment
.Underwriters will send some one to take charge
.Who are the underwriters
.UNEASY. (Anxious, Impatient.)
UNFIT. (Condemn, Fitted, Unsuitable.)
UNIFORM. (Equal, Variation.)
.UNITE. (Connection, Consolidate, Join.)
.UNLESS. (But, Only, Without.)
.But unless
.Cannot unless
.Not unless will
.Not unless (he) (they) will
.Not unless it appears
.Not unless you (can)
.Quite useless unless
.Should do so unless
.Should not do so unless
.Unless at a reduction (of)
. I'rilfss at an advance (of)
.1 nh'ss fully
.Unless good reason to the contrary
.Unless he (they) prefer(s)
.1 'nl ss he (they) will
.Unless it be to
.in loss it is (they are)
.Unless it (he) (they)
.Unless it (h.- <ih >> can
.rnl.'ss It (he) (they) cannot
.1 nicss there has been
. I 'nlcss there is

. I'nlrss thi-y hnvo

.Unless they have not
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32830 Siliqueso .

32831 Siliquetu .

32832 Siliquoca
32833 Siliquous
32834 Silken . .

32835 Silkened .

32836 Silkening
32837 Silkman .

32838 Sillabamo
32839 Sillaband
32840 Sillabasi .

32841 Sillabava
32842 Sillabub .

32843 Sillage . .

32844 Sillily . . .

32845 Sillograf .

32846 Sillonant .

32847 Silloneur .

32848 Sillybor .

32849 Siloah . .

32850 Silocolla .

32851 Silofagi . .

32852 Silofilla . .

32853 Silog-lifo .

32854 Silolatri .

32855 Siloma . .

32856 Silondies .

32857 Silopes . .

32858 Silorgano
32859 Silotomee
32860 Silphal . .

32861 Silphidae
32862 Silphium .

32863 Silpia . . .

32864 Silumius .

32865 Siluridae .

32866 Silvado . .

32867 Silvanar .

32868 Silvanite .

32869 Silvanos .

32870 Silvatica .

32871 Silverize .

32872 Silverly .

32873 Silvesco .

32874 Silvestri .

32875 Silvique .

32876 Silvius . .

32877 Silvoscag
32878 Silvosoru
32879 Silvular .

32880 Silybes . .

32881 Silybum .

32882 Simangel
32883 Simblot ,

32884 Simbolpus
32885 Simbonsha
32886 Simbulet .

32887 Simenus .

32888 Simiades .

32889 Simiano .

32890 Sinuarum
32891 Simiesque
32892 Similabun
32893 Similagin
32894 Similagos
32895 Similidam
32896 Similimo .

32897 Similitud
32898 Similment
32899 Simininos
32900 Simiolum
32901 Simitars .

32902 Simmachia
32903 Simmetria
32904 Simokatta
32905 Simonegia .

UNLESS- Cord.
.Unless we are
.Unless we can
.Unless you are (able to)
.Unless you are not (able to)
.Unless you can do better
.Unless you cannot do better
.Unless you have (been)
.Unless you have not (been)
.Unless you will (be)
.Unless you will not (be)
.Will not unless
.You cannot unless
.UNNECESSARY. (Need, Use.)
.UNOBTAINABLE.
.At present unobtainable
.UNPREJUDICED. (Impartial.)
.UNPROFITABLE. (Use.)
.It was an unprofitable transaction
.Would be unprofitable at price offered
.UNQUALIFIED. (Competent.)
.Consider unqualified for the position
.UNREASONABLE. (Reasonable.)A very unreasonable request
.Consider unreasonable
.Do not wish to be unreasonable (but)
.If unreasonable
.Is not unreasonable
.Think you are unreasonable in
.Unless unreasonable
.Unreasonably
.Very unreasonable, to say the least
.Will not be unreasonable
.Would be unreasonable to expect
.You must not be unreasonable (with)
.UNSAFE. (Danger.)
.Consider it unsafe (to)
.Considered unsafe (on account of)
.Is it unsafe to
.Is unsafe
.Reported unsafe
.Too unsafe
.UNSTEADY. (Fluctuations, Variation.)
.UNSUCCESSFUL. (Failure.)
.If unsuccessful (will)
.If unsuccessful will not
.Returned unsuccessful
.Still unsuccessful
.Unsuccessfully
.Was unsuccessful
.UNSUITABLE. (Suitable.)
.Consider unsuitable for
.Entirely unsuitable (for the purpose)
.If unsuitable
.UNTIL. (Time.)
Can you manage until
.Cannot decide until
.Do nothing until you hear from (us)
.If cannot wait until
.If you will wait until
.Not until he (they)
.Not until I (we)
.Not until you
.Nothing can be done until
.Until I (we) have
.Until (it is) (they are)
.Until then
.Until there is
.Until you
.Will do nothing until hearing from (you)
.Will wait until
.UNWILLING. (Willing.)
.Are unwilling to
.He is unwilling to
.If unwilling (do not)
.Not unwilling to but
.Should not be unwilling (to)
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UNWILLING- Cont.
32906 Simoniaca . .Unwillingly
32907 Simonidis . .Unwillingness
32908 Simonious . .Were not unwilling
32909 Simonist . . .URGE. (Encouragement, Force, Hurry, Im-

portant, Inducement.)
32910 Simoom . . .Continue to urge
32911 Simooska . .Do not wish to urge the matter (further)
32912 Simotes . . .If they urge
32913 Simpatia . . .It is most urgent that
32914 Simpatche .Not at all urgent
32915 Simpelhaf . .Strongly urge us
32916 Simpelig . . .Strongly urge you (to)
32917 Simplacho . .Urge the matter forward all you can
32918 Simplaris . .Urge upon them the necessity of
32919 Simplegad .Would not urge him (them) to
32920 Simples . . .You cannot too strongly urge the matter
32921 Simplisme . .USAGE. (Custom, Practice.)
32922 Simplona . .USE. (Employ, Service, Take, Worth.)
32923 Simposica . .Advise (you) ( ) not to use
32924 Simpsalma .Advise (you) ( ) to use
32925 Simptosi . . .Can it be used
32926 Simpulato . .Can use
32927 Simpulum . .Can (you) ( ) use
32928 Simschen . .Cannot be used
32929 Simsime . . .Cannot use
32930 Simul Cannot you use
32931 Simulaba . .Do not use
32932 Simulacts . .For the use of
32933 Simuladan .For use in
32934 Simulador . .Has (have) been used
32935 Simulames .Have no use for (it) (them)
32936 Simulammo .Have not used
32937 Simulante . .Have used
32938 Simular . . .Have you any use for (it) (them)
32939 Simularan . .If (you) ( ) can use
32940 Simulassi . .If (you) ( ) cannot use
32941 Simulatio . .In use (at one time)
32942 Simulatur . .It is useless to
32943 Simulavam .It will be of no use
32944 Simulefat . .Must not be used
32945 Simuleron . .Necessitating the use of
32946 Simulion . . .Of no use (for the purpose)
32947 Simultane . .Of what use
32948 Simulties . .Shall we use
32949 Simulty . . .There is no use (for) (in)
32950 Simurg . . . .To use it (them) for
32951 Sinabafa . . .Use all possible means to
32952 Sinadelfo . .Use the wire freely
32953 Sinagride . .Use your own judgment
32954 Sinai Utterly useless
32955 Sinalissa . . .Was not used
32956 Sinallag . . .Was used
32957 Sinalodam .What do you advise us to use (for)
32958 Sinalpend . .What is the use (of)
32959 Sinamay . . .Will be no use (unless)
32960 Sinanbeg . .Will be of use
32961 Sinapicas . .Will be used
32962 Sinapine . . .Will have to use
32963 Sinapisar . .Will not be used
32964 Sinapismo . Will use
32965 Sinapolln . .You may use
32966 Sinarchia . .Your use (of)
32967 Sinaxa . . . .USUAL. (Custom, Practice.)
32968 Slncaline . .As usual
32969 Sincampe . .Is it the usual
32970 Sincarfa . . .It is not usual (to)
32971 Sincarpo . . .It is usual (to)
32972 Sincellit . . .Less the usual
32973 Sincerent . .Proceed in the usual way (with)
32974 Sinchisi . . .Same as usual
32975 Sincloque . .Subject to the usual terms
82976 Sincopaba . .Take the usual course
82977 Sincopale . .Usual breadth
32978 Slncopamo .What are the usual terms
82979 Slncopand . .What is the usual course
32980 Sincopasl . .Will our usual do
82881 Slncopau . . .Your usual will do
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SIN

32982 Sincopes . . .UTMOST. (Best, Extreme, Limit, Most,
32983 Sincopore . .Are you doing your utmost (to) [Outside.)
32984 Sindacamo .At the utmost
32985 Sindacass .Doing our utmost
32986 Sindacaun .Of the utmost importance
32987 Sindaco . .The utmost limit
32988 Sindactil . .To the utmost
32989 Sindesmia .Utmost care (must be used)
32990 Sindesmos .Utmost care must be used (to avoid)
32991 Sindicado .Utmost care was used
32992 Sindicant .Utmost caution (will be used)
32993 Sindicarf .What is the utmost limit
32994 Sindiques .Will do utmost
32995 Sindonibs .VACANCY. (Employ, Open.)
32996 Sindonite .A vacancy will occur
32997 Sindris . . .If there should be a vacancy (in)
32998 Sindulpho .If there should be no vacancy (in)
32999 Sinendos . .Is there a vacancy (in)
33000 Sinewed . .There is a vacancy (in)
33001 Sinewines .There is no vacancy (in)
33002 Sinewing .There will be a vacancy (in)
33003 Sinfisi . . .There will be no vacancy (in)

33004 Sinfodo . . .VACATION. (Holiday.)
33005 Sinfonica .A vacation of
33006 Sinfully . .After vacation
33007 Singanes . .Before vacation
33008 Singbar . .During vacation
33009 Singbares .Is (are) away on a vacation
33010 Singchor . .Not yet returned from vacation
33011 Singendes .Take a vacation until
33012 Singidava .Vacation will begin
33013 Singingly .Vacation will end
33014 Singitics . .When will (you) ( ) take your vacation
33015 Singknabe .Where will (you) ( ) spend your vacation
33016 Singkunst .Will spend vacation at
33017 Singlado . .Will take a vacation from to [Steam.)
33018 Singlasti . .VACUUM. (Condensers, Engine, Pumps,
33019 Singlenes .At a vacuum of inches
33020 Singlest . .At a vacuum of pounds
33021 Singleton .Inches of vacuum
33022 Singloca . .What is the average vacuum obtained
33023 Singlones .What vacuum can be obtained
33024 Singnato . .What vacuum is required
33025 Singradur .VAGUE. (Doubt, Indefinite, Uncertain.)
33026 Singramma .VALID. (Force, Good, Legal.)
33027 Singrante .A valid contract
33028 Singschul .Can it be made valid
33029 Singschwa .Cannot be made valid
33030 Singstim . .If it is not valid
33031 Singstund .If it is valid
33032 Singulara .Investigate the validity (of)
33033 Singultas .Is it valid
33034 Singulto . .It is not valid
33035 Singvogel .It is perfectly valid
33036 Sinim ... .It would be valid
33037 Sinisatte .It would not be valid under any circumstances
33038 Siniscalo . .It would not be valid (unless)
33039 Sinistern . .The validity is doubtful
33040 Sinistrar . .To make it valid [Price, Worth.)
33041 Sinkender .VALUATION. (Cost, Estimate, Invalidated,
33042 Sinkwogan .Above the valuation
33043 Sinlessly . .Actual value
33044 Sinnaka . .Approximate value
33045 Sinnamine .Are valued at (by)
33046 Sinnbild . .At a fair valuation
33047 Sinnenlus .At a valuation of
33048 Sinnentru .At our valuation
33049 Sinnenwet .At what valuation
33050 Sinnesart .At your valuation
33051 Sinneth . . .Can you ascertain the value
33052 Sinngruen .Consider the value to be
33053 Sinnkraut .Do not know the value (of)
33054 Sinnspiel . .Estimated value (of)
33055 Sinnspruc .For (one-half) ( ) the value
33056 Sinnvoll . .Invoice value
33057 Sinocales .Is a fair value
33058 Sinochide .Is a low value
83059 SinocMe . Jt is the full value
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33060 Sinodale . ,

33061 Sinodatic .

33062 Sinodiche ,

33063 Sinodita . ,

33064 Sinodonte ,

33065 Sinologis ,

33066 Sinoludam
33067 Sinon
33068 Sinonomat
33069 Sinonomos
33070 Sinopam .

33071 Sinopensi
33072 Sinopsis . ,

33073 Sinoptica
33074 Sinostosi
33075 Sinottich .

33076 Sinovia . . ,

33077 Sinoviale
33078 Sinsonte .

33079 Sintassi .

33080 Sintemal .

33081 Sintesism
33082 Sintetiat .

33083 Sintetich .

33084 Sintevans
33085 Sintisme .

33086 Sintomo .

33087 Sintoxie .

33088 Sinuabams
33089 Sinuabunt
33090 Sinuamins
33091 Sinuamus
33092 Slnuandos
33093 Sinuated
33094 Sinuaton
33095 Sinuavit
33096 Slnuessa
33097 Sinueux
33098 Sinuosida ,

33099 Sinuosity ,

33100 Sinuosorm
33101 Sioux
33102 Sipabamus
33103 Sipabas . ,

33104 Sipabunt .

33105 Siparium ,

33106 Sipaverut ,

33107 Sipavimus
33108 Sipavisti .

33109 Sipedes . .

33110 Siphmoth ,

33111 Siphonage ,

33112 Siphoncul ,

33113 Siphoned .

33114 Siphonell

33115 Siphonida

33116 Siphonife ,

33117 Siphoning
33118 Blpbonner ,

33119 Siphonndo ,

33120 Siphonoma
33121 Siphules . ,

33122 Siphuncle ,

33123 Sipia . . .

33124 Siponarus
33125 Siponcles
33126 Siponcolo
33127 Sipont iff .

Sipontino
33120 Sipont urn

::?.K!1 Sippliara .

Sippl'<] . .

33133 Sippschaf

VALUATLON-Cont.
.It will be of great value
.Make the value as (low) ( ) as possible
.Of great value
.Of little value
.Reduces its value very much
.Taken at a low valuation [realize this
.The nominal value is but doubt if it would
.The valuation of the
.To be taken over at a valuation of
.Too high a valuation
.Too low a valuation
.Total value will be
.Valuation to be agreed upon
.Value to be determined (according to)
.Valued at
.We value them at
.What is the actual value (of)
.What is the approximate value (of)

.VALVES. (Fittings, Piping.)

.Angle blow-off valve

.Angle valve standard, (size inch)

.Angle valve extra heavy (size inch)

.Angle valve flanged, (size inch)

.Angle valve screwed, (size inch)

.Angle valve with by-pass

.Automatic relief valve, (size inch)

.Back pressure valve, (size inch)

.Boiler blow off valve

.Discharge valve for blowing engine

.Foot valve standard, (sizo inch)

.Foot valve extra heavy, (size inch)

.Foot valve flanged, (size inch)

.Foot valve screwed, (size inch)

.Gate valve iron body

.Gate valve inside screw

.Gate valve outside screw and yoke

.Gate valve, I. S. flanged ends; drilled

.Gate valve, I. S. flanged ends; net drilled

.Gate valve, I. S. screwed one end, flanged at other;
drilled [not drilled

.Gate valve, I. S. screwed one end, flanged at other;

.Gate valve, I. S. screwed ends

.Gate valve, O. S. & Y. flanged at both ends; drilled

.Gate valve, O. S. & Y. flanged at both ends; not

.Gate valve, O. S. & Y. screwed ends [drilled
, .Gate valve standard, (size inch)
.Gate valve extra heavy, (size inch)
.Gate valve flanged, (size inch)

, .Gate valve screwed, (size inch)
, .Gate valve with by-pass
, .Globe valve standard, (size inch)
.Globe valve extra heavy, (size inch)
.Globe valve flanged, (size inch)
.Globe valve screwed, (size inch)

, .Globe valve with by-pass
.Heavy Iron body bronze mounted steam valves with

bronze seats and by-pass O. S. & Y.
.Heavy Iron body bronze mounted steam valves with

bronze seats and O. S. & Y.
.Pop valve for h. p. boiler, to blow off at Ibs.

.Reducing valve, (size inch)

.Size of valve inches (for)

.Suction valve for blowing engine

.Water relief valve, (size inch)
VARIABLE SPEED MOTORS. (Page 45O.)
.VARIATION. (Change, Difference, Fluctu-

ations, Modify, Speed.)
.Allowable variation for speed is

.Allowable variation for voltage is

.Angular variation in speed allowable is

iation of
, .Is there any variation (in) (of)
.Is there much variation (in) (of)
.No variation (in)

.Owing to the variation In the

.'IVli-uraph if any variation

.Tli--r- is a little variation (in)

.There is considerable variation (in)
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VARIATION Cont. t
33134 Siptachor . .There is no variation
33135 Sipunculo . .Too great a variation
33136 Sipylum . . .What is the allowable angular variation in speed
33137 Siquando . .What is the allowable variation for speed
33138 Siquidem . .What is the allowable variation for voltage
33139 Sisaderas . .What is the variation (in)
33140 Sisador . . . .Without any variation
33141 Sisapon . . .VELOCITY. (Speed.)
33142 Sisaponem .VENTILATION. (Compressors, Speed.)
33143 Sisaponis . .Air in blower fan should be maintained at ounce

pressure
33144 Sisenna . . .Air in main and branch ducts can be carried at a

velocity of and linear feet per minute
33145 Sisgola . . .Air is changed times per hour
33146 Sisiatria . .Air of ventilation will not require cleaning
33147 Sisines . . .Air of ventilation will require cleaning [fan
33148 Sisinnius . .At what pressure should air be maintained in blower
33149 Siskin . . .At what velocity can air be carried in main and
33150 Siskiwit . .Blower fan is inches in size [branch ducts
33151 Sisklank . .Blower fan wheel is inches diam., inches
33152 Sisletter . .Exhaust fan is inches diam. [wide at periphery
33153 Sismal . . .For ventilation
33154 Sismique . .How many times is air changed per hour
33155 Sismondin . .Impurities in air of ventilation to be removed are
33156 Sisometer . .In order to improve ventilation
33157 Sistarca . . .Insufficient ventilation
33158 Sistebams . .Is ventilation (to be) caused by blower fan
33159 Sistegunt . .Is ventilation (to be) caused by exhaust fan
33160 Sistemand . .Speed of fan wheel is r. p. m. [cub. ft.

33161 Sistemasi . .Total amount of air to be handled per minute is

33162 Sistemato . .Type of building to be ventilated is

33163 Sistemava . .Ventilation is bad
33164 Sistentum . .Ventilation is good
33165 Sister Ventilation (is) (to be) caused by blower fan
33166 Sisterhod . .Ventilation (is) (to.be) caused by exhaust fan
33167 Sistering . .What are the impurities in air of ventilation to be

removed [of wheel at periphery
33168 Sisterles . .What is diameter of blower fan wheel and width
33169 Sisterly . .What is general type of building to be ventilated
33170 Sistilo . . .What is size of blower fan
33171 Sistimus . .What is size of exhaust fan
33172 Sistolar . .What is speed of fan wheel in r. p. m.
33173 Sistratun . .What is total amount of air to be handled per min
33174 Sisygambi . .What system of ventilation
33175 Sisymbrum .Will air of ventilation require cleaning
33176 Sisyphida . .VENTURE. (Liability, Risk.)
33177 Sisyphos . . .VERBAL. (Said, Say.)
33178 Sisyphum . .Communication was only verbal
33179 Sitanarum .It was verbal
33180 Sitarchia . .Verbal agreement
33181 Sitarque . . .Verbal understanding
33182 Sitellarm . .Was it verbal or written
33183 Sitfast . . . .VERDICT. (Decision, Judgment.)
33184 Sitheni . . . .Jury cannot agree on the verdict
33185 Sithnides . .Telegraph as soon as you know the verdict
33186 Sithon . . . .Verdict against us (for)
33187 Sithones . . .Verdict in our favor (for)
33188 Sithrik . . . .VERIFY. (Certify, Confirmation, Proof.)
33189 Sitiador . . .As verified by
33190 Sitiales . . . .Be careful to verify
33191 Sitiante . . .Can certainly verify
33192 Sitibun . . . .Cannot verify
33193 Sitibundo . .Has it been verified (by)
33194 Siticomia . .In full verification of
33195 Siticular . . .Is not verified (by)
33196 Siticulis . . .Is verified (by)
33197 Sitidamit . .Must be verified
33198 Sitiebams . .This verifies
33199 Sitiebat . . .To be verified (by)
33200 Sititor . . . .Will be verified (by)
33201 Sititoris . . .Will try to verify
33202 Sitivimus . .VERTICAL. (Split.)
33203 Sitiviseg . . .VESSEL. (Shipment, Steamer.)
33204 Sitivisti . . .VEX. (Disappointment, Failure, Offend.)
33205 Sitlinah . . .VIA. (Shipping.) [Prospects.)
33206 Sitocomo . .VIEW. (Conference, Idea, Judge, Opinion,
33207 Sitometre . .Anxious to meet (your) ( 's) views
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33208 Sitonam .

33209 Sitonibus
33210 Sitophago
33211 Sitophile .

33212 Sitophoba
33213 Sitophyla
33214 Sitot . . .

33215 Sittalmul
33216 Sittasome
33217 Sitte ....
33218 Sittelles .

33219 Sittenbuc
33220 Sittenlos .

33221 Sittig . . .

33222 Sittigket .

33223 Sittsam .

33224 Sittybos .

33225 Situa . . .

33226 Situais . .

33227 Situammo
33228 Situaran .

33229 Situarono
33230 Situasdot
33231 Situassim
33232 Situatad .

33233 Situatio .

33234 Sitularum
33235 Sivaiste .

33236 Sivalours
33237 Sixfold . .

33238 Sixteenmo
33239 Sixtinus .

33240 Skaddon .

33241 Skainsmat
33242 Skaldisch
33243 Skaramus
33244 Skardo's .

33245 Skatiner .

33246 Skatkarte
33247 Skatpacto
33248 Skattisch
33249 Skaylente
33250 Skeddad .

33251 Skegger .

33252 Skeins . .

33253 Skelder .

33254 Skeletal .

33255 Skeleton .

33256 Skelett . .

33257 Skepsis . .

33258 Sketchans
33259 Sketchily
33260 Sketchino
33261 Skewed .

33262 Skewering
33263 Skewers .

33264 Skiathos .

33265 Skidded .

33266 Skidding .

33267 Skilfulan
33268 Skilfully .

33269 Skilless .

33270 Skimmies
33271 Skimmost
33272 Skindeep .

33273 Skinflint .

33274 Skinneris
33275 Skinny . .

33276 Skippedot
33277 Skipping
33278 Skippon
33279 Skirmish
33280 Skirt. (! .

332X1 Skirting
33282 Skittish
33283 Skittles
83284 Sklagamar

VIEW Cont.
.Can carry out (your) ( *s) views
.Cannot carry out (your) ( 's) views
.Did not get his (their) views (on)
.Did you get his (their) views (on)
.Does not view it as we do
.From (our) ( 's) point of view
.Have his (their) views (on)
.Have nothing in view at present
.Have something in view
.If this meets (your) ( 's) views
.If you have anything in view
.If you have nothing in view
.In view of (what)
.Keep this in view
.My (our) view of the matter (is)
.Not the proper view to take
.Purchaser's view of the matter (is)

.Telegraph me your views regarding

.The only thing in view at present is

.The proper view to take

.To meet their views

.What have (you) ( ) in view

.Will endeavor to carry out (your) ( 's) views

.With a view to

.With what view

.Your view(s) of (the)

.VIGOROUS. (Importance, Urge.)

.VILLAGE. (City, Committee.)

.Is an incorporated village

.Is not an incorporated village

.Is a city or incorporated village

.VIOLATE. (Broken, Infringement.)

.Amounts to a violation of

.Do not violate

.In direct violation of agreement

.In direct violation of instructions

.In violation of

.Violation of contract

.Without violating

.Would violate the agreement

.VISIT. (Call, Go, Here, Interview, See.)

.Advise visiting before returning

.After visiting

.Before visiting

.Better defer your visit until

.Can you not make (us) ( ) a visit

.Cannot arrange to visit

.Expect to visit

.Expects to visit (you) ( ) and will call regarding

.If desired Mr. can visit

.If you have time, visit

.Now absent on a visit (to)

.Visit as soon as you can

.Visit them

.When do (you) ( ) expect to visit

.Will not be able to visit

.Will visit

.Will visit you about

.Wishes (you) ( ) to accompany him on a visit to

.Would advise (your) ( 's) visiting

.You must visit at once

.Your visit to
VITAL. (Essential, Importance, Necessary.)
'VITIATE. (Invalidated.)
.VOID. (Effect, Invalidated.)
.VOLTMETER. (Style.)
.VOLTS. (Potential.)
.VOUCHER. (Documents, Receipt.)
.All vouchers for
.Bring all the vouchers with you
.Can (will) vouch for (him) (them)
.Cannot vouch (for)
.( ';ish voucher
.Forward to-day any vouchers you may have (for)
.Have no vouchers (for)
.Have sent on all the vouchers
.Send all the vouchers
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33285 Sklavisch
33286 Skodique .

33287 Skodra . .

33288 Skolos . .

33289 Skopas . .

33290 Skopasis .

33291 Skotiner .

33292 Skribbeln
33293 Skribent .

33294 Skrupel .

33295 Skulking .

33296 Skull . . .

33297 Skulpin . .

33298 Skurdo . .

33299 Skylake .

33300 Skyles . .

33301 Skyllis . .

33302 Skyscape
33303 Skyward .

33304 Slaaffen .

33305 Slaafsch .

33306 Slaagrs . .

33307 Slaapbaas
33308 Slaapbed .

33309 Slaapcoup
33310 Slaapdeke
33311 Slaapgeld
33312 Slaapjak .

33313 Slaapkled
33314 Slaapkrud
33315 Slaaplust
33316 Slaapmuts
33317 Slaapwage
33318 Slabakken
33319 Slabbinac
33320 Slabedden
33321 Slaboonen
33322 Slabram .

33323 Slabrando
33324 Slabrassi
33325 Slabrav .

33326 Slabravat
335Z7 Slabriate
33328 Slachtban
33329 Slachtblo
33330 Slachtdag
33331 Slachtena
33332 Slachters
33333 Slachtgel
33334 Slachtos .

33335 Slachtvee
33336 Slackenes
33337 Slackly . .

33338 Sladood .

33339 Slagader .

33340 Slagbalk .

33341 Slagballe
33342 Slagbeite
33343 Slagbeuge
33344 Slagboom
33345 Slagboste
33346 Slagers .

33347 Slaggy .

33348 Slaghout
33349 Slagkruit
33350 Slag-licht
33351 Slaglinie
33352 Slagnet .

33353 Slagnette
33354 Slagorde .

33355 Slagpenne
33356 Slagplaat
33357 Slag-pomp
33358 Slagtande
33359 Slagvelde
33360 Slagwieke
33361 Slakacht ,

33362 Slakeless

SLA
VOUCHER- Cont.
.Send voucher (No. ) (for)
.The vouchers
.Vouchers have been received
.Voucher missing
.Voucher No.
.Want the vouchers for
.Will bring all the vouchers
.Will vouch for (the truth of the statement)
.Will (you) ( ) vouch for
.VOYAGE. (Arrival, Go, Start, Transit.)
.WAGES. (Compensation, Labor, Pay,
.Are demanding more wages [Strike.)
.Are now paying wages
.At what rate of wages
.Can you reduce wages
.Cannot reduce wages
.Expect to have to advance wages very soon
.Extremely high wages
.Have given notice of a reduction of wages
.Higher wages
.Monthly wages are
.Reduction in wages
.Shall have to increase wages to retain men
.The wages of competent are per day
.Unless wages are advanced a strike is inevitable
.Wages amount to
.Wages per day
.Wages per month and expenses
.Wages to be paid by us, and expenses by purchaser
.What wages do you pay (for)
.Who will pay the wages
.Will pay following wages
.WAIT. (Await, Postpone, Remain, Stay.)
.Advise waiting (for)
.Agree(s) to wait (until)
.Am (are) all ready, only waiting for
.Am (are) waiting (for)
.But do not wait
.Can wait (until) (for)
.Can (you) ( ) wait (until) (for)
.Cannot wait any longer
.Cannot wait (until) (for)
.Do not wait any longer
.Do not wait (for)
.Have waited until it is too late
.Hope to do better by waiting
.How long can he (they) wait
.How long can (you) ( ) wait
.How long must we wait
.If by waiting
.If (you) ( ) can wait
.If (you) ( ) cannot wait
.Is it any use waiting longer
.Must wait (until)
.No reason to wait longer
.Not to wait
.Please wait
.Prefer waiting (until)
.See no good in waiting longer
.Shall have to wait (for)
.Shall he (they) wait
.Shall I (we) wait
.There is nothing to be gained by waiting
.They will not wait
.They will wait
.To wait (for) (until)
.Too long to wait
.Wait a few days
.Wait a little longer (before)
.Wait for (me) (us) ( ) (at)
.Wait for (further news)
.Wait for further orders
.Wait until
.Wait until you are sure
.Wait until you receive our instructions
.Waited (here) for
.Waiting for
.Waiting for you to send information (about)
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33363 Slakest . .

33364 Slakgaten
33365 Slaking . .

33366 Slakvorm
33367 Slamatura
33368 Slammed
33369 Slamming
33370 Slampampe
33371 Slang . . .

33372 Slangaal .

33373 Slangebet
33374 Slangekop
33375 Slangenmo
33376 Slangenve
33377 Slangetan
33378 Slangevel
33379 Slangstuk
33380 Slangvish
33381 Slangwesp
33382 Slankheid
33383 Slanting
33384 Slantly .

33385 Slantwise
33386 Slaolie .

33387 Slaphart
33388 Slapheid
33389 Slaplant
33390 Slapper .

33391 Slargam
33392 Slargando
33393 Slargaron
33394 Slargassi
33395 Slargatos
33396 Slargavat
33397 Slaschot
33398 Slatiness
33399 Slatta . .

33400 Slattarlo
33401 Slattaste
33402 Slattern
33403 Slattollo
33404 Slatuin .

33405 Slaugfant
33406 Slavatura
33407 Slave . . .

33408 Slavelike
33409 Slavenard
33410 Slavenhus
33411 Slavery . .

33412 Slavinnen
33413 Slavisaro
33414 Slavisfun
33415 Slavisme
33416 Slavocra .

33417 Slavonic .

33418 Slavophil
33419 Slawinkel
33420 Slawortel
33421 Slealta . .

33422 Slechting
r,423 Sleded . .

33424 Sledebaan
r,12r, Sl-.lehak .

33426 Sledeboom
33427 Sledebout

Sledges .

33430 Sleekness
33431 Sleekston
33432 Sleepboot

Sleepers .

Sleepful .

33435 Sleepily .

Sleepnet .

33437 Sleeprulm
33438 Sleepsabe
83439 Sleepvart

WAIT Cont.

.Waiting for (you) ( ) (to)

.Waiting to hear from (you)

.What are (you) ( ) waiting for

.Will not wait (any longer)

.Will wait to hear from (you)

.Will wait (until) (for)

.Will (you) ( ) wait

.Without waiting Ifice.)
WAIVE. (Abandon, Forfeit, Penalty, Sacri-

.Agree to waive

.By waiving

.Can waive

.Cannot waive

.If they , will waive

.If (you) ( ) will waive

.Must waive all claims

.On condition that (you) ( ) waive

.Shall we waive ,
if cannot agree without

.Think it advisable to waive

.Will not waive

.Will waive

.Will (you) ( ) waive

.Without waiving

.You may waive the following

.WANT. (Need, Require, Short.)

.Also want(s)

.Are badly wanted, make every effort (to)

.Are in want of

.Are likely to want

.Are wanted immediately

.Did not want

.Did (you) ( ) want

.Do (you) ( ) want (any)

.Do(es) not want (any more) (to)

.Following are urgently wanted

.From want of

.How much (many) is (are) wanted

.If (you) ( ) do not want

.If (you) ( ) want (any)

.In want of

.Let us know what is wanted

.May be wanted

.Much in want (of)

.Not wanted (now)

.Shall want about

.They do not want

.They want

.Unless you want to

.Urgently wanted to complete contract

.Want(s) if possible (to)

.Want(s) immediately

.Want(s) to

.Wanted by

.We want

.What are (you) ( ) likely to want

.What is wanted

.When do (you) ( ) want

.Where do (you) ( ) want

.Which do you want

.Which is wanted

.Who do (you) ( ) want

.Will be wanted (shortly)

.Will not be wanted

.Will want (at least)

.You are wanted

.You will not want
You will want
WARN. (Caution, Notification.) [curity.)
WARRANT. (Authorize, Guarantee, Se-
iWAS. (Were.)
.Every (one) (thing) was
.If it was
.If it was not
.It was
.It was not
.There was (were)
.There was (were) not
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33440 Sleetsch .

33441 Sleety . . .

33442 Sleeveles .

33443 Sleeves . .

33444 Sleidanus
33445 Sleighing
33446 Sleighs . .

33447 Sleightfu
33448 Sleightil .

33449 Slempdag
33450 Slempen .

33451 Slemphout
33452 Slempmaal
33453 Slempweek
33454 Slenderly
33455 Sletvink .

33456 Sleufcat .

33457 Sleurtrat
33458 Sleutelbo
33459 Sleutelga
33460 Sleutels .

33461 Sleuven .

33462 Slibacht .

33463 Slibberig .

33464 Slichtkam
33465 Slichtlut .

33466 Slichtmes
33467 Slichtpap
33468 Slidesat .

S3469 Slikkened
33470 Slikmidde
33471 Slikpot . .

33472 Slimbeen
33473 Slimed . .

33474 Slimheid .

33475 Sliminess
33476 Sliming . .

33477 Slimish . .

33478 Slinger . .

33479 Slingifor .

33480 Slippered
33481 Slippine .

33482 Slipshod .

33483 Slipslop .

33484 Slipsteek .

33485 Slipverm .

33486 Slittam . .

33487 Slittavat .

33488 Slitto . . .

33489 Slivers . .

33490 Sloakan .

33491 Sloanea .

33492 Slobber . .

33493 Slobbered
33494 Slobkosan
33495 Slobkouse
33496 Sloboda .

33497 Sloffen . .

33498 Slofflger .

33499 Slofhak .

33500 Slogammo
33501 Slogan . .

33502 Slogando .

33503 Slogarono
33504 Slogasset
33505 Slogassim
33506 Slogatura
33507 Slogavamo
33508 Slogfacto
33509 Sloggiand
33510 Sloggiase
33511 Sloggiaul
33512 Sloggiava
33513 Slokdarm
33514 Sloklust .

33515 Slokop . .

33516 Slombano

SLO

as e (it)
.Was he (it) not
.Was (were) not
.Was (were) not to be
.Was (were) to be
.When was (were)
.Where was (were)
.Who was (were)
.Who was it (were they)
.WASTE. (Economy, Lost, Time.)
.WATCH. (Attention.) [Piping, Pumps.)
.WATER. (Boiler, Condensers, Engine,
.A water power is available
.Above water level [with a head of- feet
.Amount of water at command is- miner's inches,
.Below water level
.Feed water [H. P. per hour
.Feed water guaranteed not to exceed- Ibs. per I.

.Feet of water (in)

.Have to use city water

.Head of water is [
- feet

.Height of fall of water from headrace to tailrace

.How much water is there

.Is water free from scale producing salts

.Not sufficient water (to)

.Quality of water is

.Require at least- feet head of water

.Sufficient water power to run [(for)

.The - river distant - would give ample water

.The water has to be brought- miles

.There is- cubic feet of water per minute

.There is plenty of water all the year round

.To pump- cubic feet of water per minute

.Under a- feet head of water

.Water capacity is not sufficient (for)

.Water contains- in solution

.Water costs - per miner's inch

.Water costs- per 1,000 cubic feet

.Water enough for- horse power
.Water power will be used
.Water rights [fall
.Water wheel for- cub. ft. per minute, with- ft.

.What are the salts in solution in feed water

.What is the head of water

.What water supply is there (at)

.What water supply is there and of what quality

.Without water

.WATER METERS. (Page 491.)

.WATTMETERS. (Style.)

.WAY. (How, Manner, Method, Plan, Road.)

.A good way

.By far the best way is to

.By the way (of)

.Come by way of

.Either way

.Go by way of

.In a different way

.In the way (of)

.In what way

.Is there any way out of It

.Is there any way to (get at)

.Now on the way (to)

.On the way since

.The easiest way (to)

.The only way is to

.The right way

.Think best way is to

.Which way

.WEAK. (Strength.)

.WEAR. (Worn.)

.WEATHER. (Delay, Erection, Start.)

.As soon as weather permits

.Change of weather

.Delayed by bad weather

.On account of the- weather

.Weather continues

.Weather favorable for
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SLO

33517 Slombasse
33518 Slombavan
33519 Slombi . .

33520 Slommer .

33521 Slontanan
33522 Slontanos
33523 Sloopnage
33524 Slootcar .

33525 Slootkant
33526 Slopeness
33527 Slopewise
33528 Slopingen
33529 Slopingly
33530 Sloppy . .

33531 Slopselle .

33532 Slopshop .

33533 Slordig . .

33534 Sloshed . .

33535 Sloshing .

33536 Slotdicht .

33537 Slotgange
33538 Slotgat . .

33539 Slotgevol
33540 Slothful .

33541 Slothout .

33542 Slotkram
33543 Slotplaat .

33544 Slotpoort
33545 Slotpunt .

33546 Slotregel
33547 Slotsom .

33548 Slottingo .

33549 Slotvast .

33550 Slotvonni
33551 Slouch . .

33552 Slouched .

33553 Slouching
33554 Sloughs .

33555 Slovaque .

33556 Slovenly .

33557 Slowback
33558 Slownetto
33559 Slubbers .

33560 Sluggard
33561 Sluggish .

33562 Sluggy . .

33563 Slughorn
33564 Slugscar .

33565 Sluiced . .

33566 Sluicing .

33567 Sluicy . . .

33568 Sluik . . .

33569 Sluikspil .

33570 Sluipdeur
33571 Sluipen . .

33572 Sluiphave
33573 Sluiphole
33574 Sluippad .

33575 Sluiptrap
33576 Sluipwegu
33577 Sluipwesp
33578 Sluisbalk
33579 Sluisbode
33580 Sluisdeur
33581 Sluiskolk
33582 Slulsmoln
33583 Sluissas .

33584 Sluitbaar
33585 Sluitboom
33586 Sluitdoos
33587 Sluitgat .

33588 Sluitgeld .

33589 Sluithout
33590 Slultklam
33591 Sluitklik .

Sluitkool .

: Sluitmand
33594 Sluitrad .

WEATHER Cont.
."Weather permitting
.Weather too bad to start yet
.Weather too cold
.Weather too warm
.Weather too wet
.Weather very unfavorable (for)
.What is the state of the weather
.WEEKS. (Calendar, Days, Months.)
A week is required
About beginning of the week
.About end of the week
.About middle of the week
.During next week
.During the week
.Early in the week
.First week (in)
.For a week
.For the week ending
.For weeks
.In about a week
.In about weeks
.Last week (in)
.Next week
.Not to exceed weeks
.One each week thereafter
.One every two weeks thereafter
.Or following week
.Require(s) at least weeks
.Second week (in)
.Several weeks
.Third week (in)
.This week
.Week after next
.Week before last
.Weekly deliveries
.Weekly payments
.Weekly reports
.Weekly thereafter
.Weeks required
.Will finish (this) ( ) week
.Will take a week or more
.Will take several weeks
.Within a week [Piece, Tons.)
.WEIGHT. (Case, Cwt., Large, Net, Package,
.Any weight up to
.Approximate weight (of)
.Average weight (is)
.Does not weigh more than [ cubic feet)
.Entire shipment will weigh tons (and measure
.Estimated weight ( pounds)
.Invoice weight
.Maximum weight
.Must not weigh more than
.Net weight ( ) pounds
.Per cwt.
.Per ton weight
.Should weigh
.The total weight Is

.Weight is too great

.Weight not to exceed

.Weight of each piece to be under pounds

.Weight of heaviest piece pounds

.Weight pounds, measurement cubic feet

.Weight pounds

.Weight tons

.What is the total gross weight (of)

.What is the total net weight before packing (of)

.What is the weight of heaviest piece

.WELL. (Good, Sickness.)

.WERE. (Was.)

.And were to

.If we were

.If (you) ( ) were

.They were

.They were not

.We were

.We were not

.Were they not
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SME
WERE Cont.

33595 Sluitstuk .Were we not
33596 Sluittuig . .Were (you) ( ) not
33597 Slumber . .Were (you) ( ) to
33598 Slumbered .When were (they)
33599 Slumberos .Why were (they)
33600 Slunga . . .Why were they not
33601 Slungarlo .You were not
33602 Slungaste .You were (to)
33603 Slurf . . . .WHARF. (Cargo, Goods, Storage.)
33604 Slurpdran .Alongside the wharf
33605 Slurred . .Buyer must pay wharf charges
33606 Slurring .By whom are wharf charges to be paid
33607 Slutare . .Delivered free on wharf (at)
33608 Slutava .P. O. B. wharf
33609 Slyness . .Must be cleared from wharf (by)
33610 Smaadent .On the wharf
33611 Smacco . . .Seller must pay wharf charges
33612 Smachten .Taken from alongside the wharf (at)
33613 Smacking .Wharf charges
33614 Smagammo .Will arrive at the wharf
33615 Smagarono .Will leave the wharf
33616 Smagassim .Will not pay wharf charges
33617 Smagavate ."WHAT.
33618 Smagliata . .At what (they) (he)
33619 Smagrano . .At what do you
33620 Smagrasse .At what you
33621 Smagratur .Please state what
33622 Smagravan .What are (they)
33623 Smagri . . . .What are you (doing about)
33624 Smakschip .What can (you)
33625 Smaktande What did (you)
33626 Smalah . . . .What do(es) (you)
33627 Smaldeel . . .What has (have)
33628 Smalkaldi . .What is (he) (it)
33629 Smalkant . .What is to be done about
33630 Smallage . .What is your
33631 Smallammo .What shall (I) (we)
33632 Smallando . .What should (I) (we) (it)
33633 Smallassi . .What was
33634 Smallav . . .What will (you)
33635 Smallavat . .What would (be)
33636 Smalliate . .What would you
33637 Smallness . .Whatever you (think best)
33638 Smaltaste . .WHEEL. (Flywheel, Gear, Pulleys, Truck.)
33639 Smaltatur . .WHEN. (Date.)
33640 Smalte . . . .Also when
33641 Smaltendo . .And when (you)
33642 Smaltimmo .As to when
33643 Smaltine . . .If not when will (you)
33644 Smaltissi . .Since when
33645 Smaltivat . .When are (you)
33646 Smaltolla . .When can (you) (it)
33647 Smaniante .When did (you) (it)
33648 Smaniatur . .When do (you)
33649 Smanicamo .When do you think
33650 Smanicand .When I (we)
33651 Smanicasi . .When is (he) (it)
33652 Smaniglia . .When it will
33653 Smannata . .When may I (we)
33654 Smantella . .When must (we)
33655 Smargasan .When shall I (we)
33656 Smarginan .When they
33657 Smargino . .When this
33658 Smargolin .When was (were)
33659 Smart When will (you) (it)
33660 Smarted . . .When would
33661 Smartelos . .When you (are)
33662 Smartened .When you can
33663 Smarting . .When you will
33664 Smartness .WHERE.
33665 Smash . . . .Can you find out where
33666 Smashed . . .Where can (I) (we) (find)
33667 Smashifon .Where can you
33668 Smatterer . .Where did (you) ( ) (send)
33669 Smattonat . .Where do(es)
33670 Smattoni ..Where is (are)
33671 Smears . . . .Where shall (I) (we)
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8ME
WHERE Cent.

33672 Smecticum .\V here was (were)
33673 Smeedkuns .Where will (you)
33674 Smeekdict . .WHICH. (That.)
33675 Smeekgebe .Which have not
33676 Smeekolen .which (he) (they) can
33677 Smeerlap . .W'hich I (we)
33678 Smeerpot . .which is (are) (the)
33679 Smeerprop .which of (the)
33680 Smegeton . .which was (were)
33681 Smegmaria .Which will (be)
33682 Smegmatis .Which will not be
33683 Smegnolts . .which would (be)
33684 Smelassi . . .Which you
33685 Smelava . . .Whichever (will) (is)
33686 Smelavano .With which
33687 Smeliamo . .Without which
33688 Smeltbuis . .WHILE.
33689 Smeltery . . .Cannot be done while
33690 Smeltkete . .In the meanwhile
33691 Smeltoven . .while (he) ( ) is there
33692 Smeltpunt . -While I am (here)
33693 Smembrano .While ( ) is here
33694 Smembrase -While in
33695 Smembri . . -While it is being
33696 Smemorand .While there
33697 Smemorasi .While you are
33698 Smemorava .WHO. (That, Which.)
33699 Smenomi . .For whom
33700 Smensolan .To whom
337QJ Smensolo . .Who can
33702 Smentiste . .Who cannot
33703 Smetachti . .Who have
33704 Smetstof . . .Who have not
33705 Smettelos . -Who is (are)
33706 Smettevam .Who is (are) not
33707 Smeulen . . .Who is (are) to
33708 Smeuling . .Who must
33709 Smialorum .Who should
33710 Smidollan . .Who was (were)
33711 Smidollot . .Who will
33712 Smidsbak . .Who will not
33713 Smidskole . .Whom do you
33714 Smidsoven .Whom shall I (we)
33715 Smidstang . -With whom
33716 Smiela . . . .WHOLE. (Amount, Complete, Total.)
33717 Smielaste . -WHY.
33718 Smielatur . .Why (are they) (is it)

33719 Smileless . .Why (are they) (is it) not
33720 Smiling . . . .Why are (you)
33721 Smilingly . .Why are (you) ( ) not
33722 Smillage . . .Why cannot (I) (we)
33723 Smilodon . .Why cannot you
33724 Smintheat . .Why did (you)
33725 Smintheus . .Why did (you) not
33726 Sminuitiv ..Why do (you)
33727 Smirched . .Why do (you) ( ) not
33728 Smirching . .Why has (have) (you) ( ) not
33729 Smithsett . .WIDTH. (Breadth, Extreme, Limitations.)
33730 Smittenas . .Additional width
:;::7:;i Smobilian . .Alter the width to [rect
33732 Smockless ..Are making extreme width inches; is this cor-
33733 Smocks . . . -Can you allow inches additional width
33734 Smodaforo .Exact width is

33735 Smodasti . .Extreme width
33736 Smodelli . . .How wide is

33737 Smogler . . .If too wide
33738 Smokable . .Inside width
33739 Smokeless . .Make width
33740 Smokily . . .May make width
::::7l1 Smolla . . . .May we make width
33742 Smollaste . .Not wide enough

Smontaron .Not wider than
33744 Smontatus .Too wide
33745 Smontavat .Varying in width from to.
:',",! \<\ Smoorpot . .What is exact width.
:::'.: t? Smoorvol . .What Is maximum width (of)
33748 Smooth . , . .Width centre to centre of cylinders
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WIDTH Cont.

8NE

centre o frames

33751 Smoothest . .Width in inches
33752 Smorbammo Width must not be less than
33753 Smorbando .Width must not exceed

Width of- is
Width same as
Would make it too wide
WILL. (Shall.)
And will (be)
And will not
As you will
As you will not
But will (be)
But will not
He (they) will (be)
.He (they) will not (be)

33754 Smorbassi
33755 Smorbavat
33756 Smorbiate
33757 Smortigno
33758 Smossa . . .

33759 Smothers .

33760 Smoulder
33761 Smouldry .

33762 Smoushond
33763 Smout . . .

33764 Smouten . ,

33765 Smovitura . ._ rf

33766 Smudged . . .How will
33767 Smudging- . .1 (we) will (be)
33768 Smuggler
33769 Smukken
33770 Smulkin

.1 (we) will be (there) (at)

.If he (they) will
. .If he (they) will not

33771 Smungendo .If it will
33772 Smungessi .If it will not
33773 Smungevam If there will (be)
33774 Smungiamo .If there will not be
33775 Smungiate .If you will (be)
33776 Smungo . . .If you will not (be)
33777 Smunta . . .Nothing will
33778 Smusicato . .Or will (you) (it)
33779 Smusicava .Provided it will
33780 Smusico . . .Provided it will not
33781 Smussam . .Think there will be
33782 Smussand . .Think there will be no
33783 Smussarla .What will (you)
33784 Smussassi . .When will (you)
33785 Smussata . .Where will (you)
33786 Smussavam .Whether (you) ( ) will
33787 Smussiate . .Which will not
33788 Smussolla . .Which will (you)
33789 Smutchin . .Will be (there) (at)
33790 Smutmill . .Will be with (you)
33791 Smuttine . . .Will do
33792 Smutty . . . .Will have (to)
33793 Smyrnium .Will it

33794 Snaaks . . . .Will not (be)
33795 Snacot . . . .Will not be able to
33796 Snaffled . . .Will not be (at) (there)
33797 Snaffling . . .Will not have (to)
33798 Snagged . . .Will the
33799 Snagging . .Will you ( ) be (there) (at)
33800 Snail Will (you) ( ) not
33801 Snakeroot . .You will (be)
33802 Snakewecd .You will not (be)
33803 Snapacht
33804 Snaphaan
33805 Snappers
33806 Snappish .

33807 Snappy . .

33808 Snapsters
33809 Snarls . .

33810 Snarumite
33811 Snasava .

33812 Snatchest
33813 Snavels .

33814 Snaveltan
33815 Sneaked .

33816 Sneaking
33817 Snebaalit
33818 Snebscola
33819 Sneered .

33820 Sneerful .

33821 Sneering .

33822 Snekrad .

33823 Sneldicht
33824 Snelheid

[ing, Wish.)
(Consent, Inclination, Uiiwill-.WILLING.

. .Are not willing (to) (except)

. .Are willing (to)
. .Are (you) ( ) willing (to)
. .If not willing (to)
. .If they are willing (to)
. .Might not be willing (to)
.Not willing to

. .Willing to

. .Would be willing

. .WIN. (Gain, Get.)

. .WINDING.

. .Compound wound
, .Series wound
. .Shunt wound [Telegraphing.)
.WIRE. (Feeder, Insulator, Main, Section,

. .Advance resistance wire
, .Aluminum wire, hard drawn
, .Aluminum wire (to be used)
, .Annunciator wire
, .Armature wire
.Bare copper wire

33825 Sneller . . . .Bare copper wire, hard drawn
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SNE

33826 Snelpers . .

33827 Snelpost . .

33828 Snelwaag .

33829 Snelwagen
33830 Sneppen . .

33831 Snibbig . . .

33832 Snidammo
33833 Snidando .

33834 Snidasse . .

33835 Snidassim .

33836 Snidata . . .

33837 Snidavamo
33838 Snidavate .

33839 Snidiate . .

33840 Sniffed . . .

33841 Sniffing . . .

33842 Sniggers . .

33843 Snikheet . .

33844 Snikken . .

33845 Snipe
33846 Snippetek .

33847 Snippekop .

33848 Snippers . .

33849 Snippety . .

33850 Snipvisch .

33851 Snobbish . .

33852 Snobbisme

33853 Snodament
33854 Snodatpan
33855 Snofru . .

33856 Snoods . .

33857 Snores . .

33858 Snorken .

33859 Snorktaal
33860 Snorting .

33861 Snorwagen
33862 Snouts . .

33863 Snowbreak
33864 Snowding
33865 Snowed . .

33866 Snowless .

33867 Snowlike
33868 Snubbed .

33869 Snubbing
33870 Snudasti .

33871 Snudato .

33872 Snuffelen
33873 Snuffs . .

33874 Snugger .

33875 Snuglynd
33876 Snugness
33877 Snuif . . .

33878 Snuifdoos
33879 Snuifklep
33880 Snuifmole
33881 Snuifpot .

33882 Snuifrasp
33883 Snuitmag
33884 Snuitvleg
33885 Snuitwald

WIRE Cont.
.Bare copi

33887 Soakedens
33888 Soakingot
?,:>,xx!iSoa]har .

33890 Soanes . .

33891 Soapstone
33892 Soapwort
33893 Soarant .

33894 Soasabam

33896 Soasador
33897 Soasadura
r,VX Soas!imos
33899 Soasaria .

33900 Soasarunt
33901 Soasastis
33902 Soassar .

copper wire, (soft)
.Binding wire, phosphor bronze
.Binding wire, steel
.Brass wire
.Cable(s) of million circular mils
.Cable(s) of thousand circular mils
.Can aluminum wire be used
.Circular loom ( inches inside diameter)
.Circular mils
.Concentric wire or cable
.Diameter of line wire is
.Diameter of line wire is millimeters
.Durable wire rope
.Extra flexible cable, bare
.Extra flexible cable, insulated
.Feet No. B. & S. gauge wire
.Fireproof and weatherproof wire
.Flat wire mils thick, mils wide
.Flexible cable
.Galvanized iron barbed wire
.Galvanized iron wire
.German silver wire 18 p. c.

.German silver wire 30 p. c.

.Hard drawn copper wire

.Hard rubber tubing

.If made of aluminum

.Incandescent lamp cord, cotton braided (B. & S.

[Number ) [Number )

.Incandescent lamp cord, cotton braided (B. W. G.

.Incandescent lamp cord, extra heavy water-proof

.Incandescent lamp cord, silk braided

.Inside of hose

.Insulated copper wire

.Insulated electric light cable

.Iron wire, bare

.Iron wire, insulated

.Lead covered paper insulated wire

.Lead covered rubber insulated wire

.Lead covered wire with armor for marine use

.Lead covered wire with outer covering of jute

.Magnet wire, double cotton covered

.Miles of No. B. & S. gauge wire

.No. 0000 B. & S. gauge 211,600 circ. mils

.No. 000 B. & S. gauge 167,800 circ. mils

.No. 00 B. & S. gauge 133,000 circ. mils

.No. B.& S. gauge 105,000 circ. mils

.No. 1 B. & S. gauge 83,690 circ. mils

.No. 2 B.& S. gauge 66,370 circ. mils

.No. 4 B.& S. gauge 41,740 circ. mils

.No. 6 B.& S. gauge 26,250 circ. mils

.No. 8 B.& S. gauge 15,510 circ. mils

.No. 10 B. & S. gauge 10,380 circ. mils

.No. 12 B. & S. gauge 6,530 circ. mils

.No. 14 B. & S. gauge 4,107 circ mils

.No. 16 B. & S. gauge 2,583 circ. mils

.No. 18 B. & S. gauge 1,624 circ. mils

.Number B. & S. gauge

.Number B. W. G. gauge

.Outside of hose

.Overhead line wire

.Prefer aluminum wire

.Pressure wire

.Resistance wire

.Send dlam. of wire over copper and over insulation

.Silicon bronze trolley wire

.Soft rubber tubing

.Solid wire

.Standard Underground Cable Co.'s wire

.Steel wire

.Stranded cable

.Telegraph wire

.Telephone wire

.Thickness of lead sheathing

.Thickness of paper insulation

.Thickness of rubber insulation

.Tinned wire

.Trolley wire

.Trolley wire figure eight section
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SOB
WIRE Cont.

33903 Soavita . . . .Twin conductor wire or cable
33904 Sobabo . . . .Underground electric light cable
33905 Sobacal . . .Underwriters' wire
33906 Sobadect . . .Weather-proof wire, single braided
33907 Sobaderos . .Weather-proof wire, double braided
33908 Sobajaban . .Weather-proof wire, triple braided
33909 Sobajadas . .What is diameter of wire B. & S. gaugft
33910 Sobajadod .What kind of wire
33911 Sobajadur . .Wires in one cable
33912 Sobajara . . .Wire rope of inches diam.
33913 Sobald . . . .WIRING. (Line, Main.)
33914 Sobanda . . .Cables laid up with strands
33915 Sobaquido . .Cables laid up with wires ( B. & S. gauge)
33916 Sobarbas . .Car shed wiring
33917 Sobarca . . .Car wiring
33918 Sobarcado . .Customer pays for wiring
33919 Sobarque . .For wiring cars
33920 Sobasteis . .High tension wiring
33921 Sobbest . . .House wiring
33922 Sobbissan . .Lighting wiring wire system
33923 Sobbissoc . .Low tension wiring
33924 Sobboll . . . .Power wiring wire system
33925 Sobbolliv . .Primary wiring
33926 Sobborghi . .Secondary wiring
33927 Sobborgon . .Service wiring
33928 Sobcalco . . .Station wiring
33929 Sobcolor . . .Street wiring
33930 Sobeit Switchboard wiring
33931 Sobejaca . . .To be wound latest standard wiring
33932 Sobejania . .Trolley wiring
33933 Sobejotu . .Underground wiring
33934 Soberano .We pay for wiring
33935 Soberize . .Who pays for wiring
33936 Soberly . . .Wiring is commenced
33937 Soberness .Wiring is finished
33938 Sobgrave .Wiring is not commenced
33939 Sobilland .Wiring is not finished
33940 Sobillasi . .Wiring is not subject to Underwriters' inspection
33941 Sobillato . .Wiring must be commenced at once
33942 Sobillava .Wiring must be finished at once
33943 Sobinte . . .Wiring must be waterproof [Electric Code
33944 Soblinhar .Wiring must comply with requirements of National
33945 Sobmetter .Wiring not difficult
33946 Soboles . . .Wiring subject to inspection by
33947 Sobolota . . .Wiring subject to Underwriters' inspection
33948 Sobornacu . .Wiring to be concealed
33949 Sobornada .Wiring to be in iron conduit
33950 Sobornals . .Wiring to be in wooden moulding
33951 Sobornamo .Wiring to be open
33952 Sobortost . . Wiring very difficult
33953 Sobpena . . .Wiring will be commenced
33954 Sobracar . . .Wiring will be finished [Willing.)
33955 Sobradilo . .WISH. (Convenient, Desirable, Unwilling,
33956 Sobraja .. . .Against (our) ( 's) wishes
33957 Sobraliat . .As you wish
33958 Sobralies . .Do (you) ( ) wish (to) (for)
33959 Sobrantes . .Do(es) not wish (to) (for)
33960 Sobrasaco . .Have no wish (to) (for)
33961 Sobrasand . .If (you) ( ) do not wish (to) (for)
33962 Sobremesa .If (you) ( ) wish (to) (for)
33963 Sobremodo .In accordance with (your) ( 's) wishes
33964 Sobremost . .Unless you wish (me) (us)
33965 Sobrepaga . .What are your wishes (in regard to)
33966 Sobrepie . . .When do you wish
33967 Sobreplan . .Will comply with (his) (their) wishes
33968 Sobrepoct . .Wish(es) for (the business)
33969 Sobrepong . .Wishes shall have every attention
33970 Sobrepor . . .Wish(es) that you would
33971 Sobrepost . .Wish(es) us to
33972 Sobrepujo . .Wish(es) you a happy and prosperous New Year
33973 Sobresalt . .Wish(es) you to
33974 Sobresano . .Your wishes shall be complied with if possible
33975 Sobretudo . .WITHDRAW. (Back, Bid, Contract, De-

parture, Leave, Offer.)
33976 Sobrevent . .Advisable not to withdraw
33977 Sobriabas . .Advisable to withdraw
33978 Sobriabut . .Are not likely to withdraw
33979 Sobriacos . .Can withdraw
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SOB
WITHDRAW Coni.

33980 Sobnacum .Can (you) ( ) withdraw
33981 Sobrinar . .Cannot withdraw
33982 Sobrinos . .Do not withdraw
33983 Sobriquet . .Has been withdrawn
33984 Sobstar . .Have not withdrawn (from)
33985 Sobtilha . .Have withdrawn (their offer)
33986 Socada . . .Have (you) ( ) withdrawn (from)
33987 Socalifad . .If (you) ( ) do not withdraw
33988 Socalinar . .If (you) ( ) withdraw
33989 Socalitas . .May I (we) withdraw
33990 Socapa . . . .Notice of withdrawal (from) (of)
33991 Socapisco . .Offer(s) to withdraw
33992 Socavadas .Please withdraw our (of)
33993 Socavamos .Shall we withdraw
33994 Socavarst . .To be withdrawn
33995 Socavarun .To withdraw
33996 Socavones . .Want(s) to withdraw
33997 Soccage . . .We withdraw our offer
33998 Soccatum . .Will be withdrawn
33999 Soccavato . .Will not be withdrawn
34000 Soccombe . .Will not withdraw
34001 Sochantre . .Will withdraw (our offer)
34002 Sochet . . . .Will (you) ( ) withdraw
34003 Sociable . . .Withdrawn without (consent of)
34004 Sociabo . . .Withdraws from
34005 Socialist . . .WITHHOLD. (Hold.)
34006 Socialize . . .WITHIN. (Time.)
34007 Sociating . .Cannot be kept within (the)
34008 Societary . .Comes within (the)
34009 Sockol . . . .Could not keep within (the)
34010 Socle Do(es) not come within (the)
34011 Socmanry . .If not within (the)
34012 Socolipe . . .If within (the)
34013 Socollada . .Is it within (the)
34014 Socolor . . .Is not within (the)
34015 Socome . . . .Keep well within (the)
34016 Socrates . . .Must be kept within (the)
34017 Socratfam .Within (a few) ( ) days
34018 Socratism . , Within a month
34019 Socrualen . .Within a week
34020 Socrualis . .Within feet
34021 Sodadas . . .Within the time
34022 Sodafabri . .Within thirty days
34023 Sodaglia . . .Within sixty days
34024 Sodagrube .Within ninety days
34025 Sodalibus . .WITHOUT. (Unless.)
34026 Sodalidag . .Can do without
34027 Sodalitim . .Cannot do without
34028 Sodamente .If without
34029 Sodann . . . .Must do without
34030 Sodaplant . .Not without
34031 Sodawasse .Without doing
34032 Sodawater .Without doubt
34033 Soddisfan . .Without effect
34034 Soddisfo . . .Without extras
34035 Sodique . . .Without fail
34036 Sodissimo . .Without his (their)
34037 Sodomorum .Without knowing
34038 Sofalda . . . .Without (my) (our) ( *s)
34039 Sofaldado . .Without trying (to)
34040 Soffermo . . .Without which
34041 Sofflando . .WITNESS. (Evidence, Testimony.)
34042 Sofflassi . . .A competent witness (to)
34043 Sofflatur . . .Am called as a witness (for)
34044 Sofflava . . .Can get witness (to)
34045 Soffratta . . .Can you procure witness to testify (to)
34046 Soffribil . . .Cannot get witness (to)
34047 Soffrldo . . .Have witnesses
34048 SofTrlvan . .Ts the principal witness
34049 Soffrivel . . .Must have a witness
34050 Soflsme . . .Must have two witnesses
nior.1 Soflstes . . .Want the witness (on the)
34052 Soflstlca . . .Who are your witnesses
34063 Soflama . . .Witnesses are (at)

34064 Soflamado . .WORD. (Communications, Mistake, Notice,
34056 Sofocaban . .Any word from [Repeat, Telegraphing.)
JM066 Sofocadem .As soon as you find out, send word
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34057 Sofocados . .Cancel the word of our message (and substitute)
34058 Sofografa . .Do not understand the word
34059 Sofolie . . . .Following words are from code
34060 Sofoque . . .Have no word (from)
34061 Sofort . . . .Have received word (from)
34062 Sofortig . . .Have sent word (to)
34063 Sofraldar . .Send wcrd at once (to)
34064 Sofritos . . .The following word(s) in telegram not understood
34065 Softening . .The word referred to is a code word
34066 Softish . . . .The word referred to is not a code word
34067 Softly . . . .The word you ask about is

34068 Softness . . .What word have you (from)
34069 Sogalgins . .Will send word (to)
34070 Sogdiafan . .Word is name of a person
34071 Sogdianos . .Word is name of a place
34072 Sogethan . .Word is name of a port
34073 Soggetta . . .Word is name of a vessel
34074 Soggiunsi . .Word is name of the
34075 Soggiunto . .Word means
34076 Soggolamo .Word should be
34077 Soggolasi . .WORK. (Build, Construct, Erection, Labor,

Make, Manufacture, Operation, Progress,
34078 Soggolauf . .Able to work [Running.)
34079 Soggolava . .All work suspended (on account of)
34080 Soggolo . . .Are now working on
34081 Sogguarda .Arrange to work continuously day and night
34082 Sogines . . . .As shops are crowded with work
34083 Sognabile . .B. W. E. & M. Co.'s works, Manchester
34084 Sognava . . .Cannot start work immediately (because of)
34085 Sogniamo . .Commence work (in)
34086 Sogueaban .Do not commence work (on) (until)
34087 Sogueador .Do not suspend work
34088 Soguearas .Do(es) not work satisfactorily
34089 Soguilha . . .Expect to finish the work on or about
34090 Soguillos . . .Expect to have working well in few days
34091 Sohlplatt . .Has (have) commenced work (on)
34092 Sohlring . . .Has (have) not commenced work (on)
34093 Sohnes . . . .Has (have) stopped work (because) (on)
34094 Sohnsfrau . .Has (have) (you) ( ) commenced work (on)
34095 Sohnskind . .Has (have) (you) ( ) finished work
34096 Sohnslieb . .How are working
34097 Sohrab . . . .How are (you) ( ) getting on with the work
34098 Soiffard . . .Instruct (us) ( ) to complete work (on)
34099 Soilure . . . .Instruct (us) ( ) to stop work (on)
34100 Soins Must proceed with work (on)
34101 Sojornog . .Not able to work (because of)
34102 Sojourn . . .Please hold all work (on) [posal (of)
34103 Sojourned . .Proceed with work as per your drawings and pro-
34104 Sokachtig . .Proceed with work as per your letter (of)
34105 Sokemanne .Sawyer-Man Electric Co.'s works, New York.
34106 Sokjes . . . .Shall we begin work, or submit drawings first
34107 Sokman . . .Shall we hold all work (on)
34108 Sokratish . .Shall we work to specifications or drawings
34109 Solabamus .Societe Anonyme Westinghouse works, Freinville
34110 Solaban . . .Societe Anonyme Westinghouse works, Havre
34111 Solacemen .Stop all work on order for dated
34112 Solacrine . .Stop work on . Await letter suggesting changes
34113 Solaginem . .Submit drawings before beginning work
34114 Solamil . . . .Value of work done is

34115 Solaminum .W. E. & M. Co.'s works, Cleveland. O.
34116 Solandgan . .W. E. & M. Co.'s works, East Pittsburg, Pa.
34117 Solandre . . .W. E. & M. Co.'s works, Newark, N. J.

34118 Solania . . . .What is value of work done
34119 Solanidin . .What work is finished
34120 Solapaban . .When (they) ( ) are in working order
34121 Solapad . . .WThen will (you) ( ) commence the work
34122 Solapador . .When will (you) ( ) finish the work
34123 Solapamos .Will commence work (on)
34124 Solaparia . .Will not work
34125 Solapasat . .Will work day and night
34126 Solariana . .Work is finished [your letter of
34127 Solaribus . .Work is proceeding according to instructions in

34128 Solarized . .Work is proceeding according to instructions in

your tele'gram of
34129 Solasbant . .Work to dimensions figured on drawings
34130 Solatium . .Work to drawings [figured
34131 Solator . . . .Work to scale of drawing, neglecting dimensions
34132 Solazadat . .Work to specifications
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34133 Solcabile .

34134 Solcammo
34135 Solcassen
34136 Solcassim
34137 Solcatura
34138 Solcavamo
34139 Solchello .

34140 Solcher . .

34141 Solchiate
34142 Soldades .

34143 Soldadino
34144 Soldador .

34145 Soldadura
34146 Soldanela
34147 Soldanies
34148 Soldanry .

34149 Soldaran .

34150 Soldatish
34151 Soldatone
34152 Soldered .

34153 Soldering
34154 Soldevill .

34155 Soldieraf
34156 Soldierly .

34157 Soldino . .

34158 Soldknect
34159 Soldons . .

34160 Soldurios
34161 Solebant .

34162 Solebis . .

34163 Solecur . .

34164 Solecurto
34165 Soledade .

34166 Soledosas
34167 Soledoson
34168 Soleil . . .

34169 Solejar . .

34170 Solemnes
34171 Solemnibs
34172 Solemnida
34173 Solemnity
34174 Solemnium
34175 Solenanth
34176 Solenelle .

34177 Solennelt
34178 Solennita
34179 Solenobis
34180 Solenogyn
34181 Solenomel
34182 Solenopsi
34183 Solensib .

34184 Soleship .

34185 Soletadas
34186 Soletagren
34187 Soletaran
34188 Soleteara
34189 Soletrot .

34190 Solettamo
34191 Solettand
34192 Solettasi .

34193 Solettaun
34194 Solettava
34195 Solevabas
34196 Solevado .

34197 Solevanta
34198 Solevaria
34199 Solfavano
34200 Solfeacat

Solfeador
34202 Solfeais .

Solfoamos
Solfege . .

Solfftfgia
Solfejo . .

34207 Solflant .

34206 Solflata . .

31209 Solforamo

WOKK-Cont.
.Work(s) with
.Work(s) without
.Working well
.Works closed (until)
.WORN. (Last.)
Advise how much they are worn
Did not seem to be much worn
If not too much worn
.If worn (out)
.Is (are) badly worn
.Is (are) very little worn
.Is (are) worn out
.Is it (are they) worn
.WORRY. (Anxious, Trouble.) at ion.)
.WORTH. (Equivalent, Estimate, Use, Valu-
.Are they worth anything
.Do not think it worth while (to)
.Do you think it worth while (to)
.Estimated to be worth
.How much is it worth
.Is it worth looking (into) (after)
It is worth looking (into) (after)
.Not worth (more than)
.Not worth the trouble
.Should be worth (at least)
.Well worth (the trouble)
.Worth nothing
.Worth per
.Worth trying
.Worth very little
.Would cost more than it is worth
.WOULD.
.He (they) would
.How would (it)
.If it would
.If it would not (be)
.If (you) ( ) would
.It would (be)
.It would not (be)
.Said that he (they) would
.Said that he (they) would not
.Unless (you) ( ) would
.What would
.,When would
.Which would
.Would be (better)
.Would have (to)
.Would it (be)
.Would it not (be)
.Would like (to)
.Would not
.Would not like (to)
.Would (you) ( ) be
.Would you not (be)
.You would (be)
.You would not (have to) [Letter.)
.WRITING. (Correspondence, Documents,
.Article written by
.Better put it In writing
.Deferred writing until
.Do not put anything in writing
.Do not write
.Have it all in writing
.Have not written
.Have they (he) written
.Have written (as follows) [them
.Have written us about ; we advise you to see
.Have written you in care of (at)
.Have written (you) ( ) to-day (at)
.Have you written (ti
.No use to write, telegraph
.Please write fully by
.Shall I (we) write to
.Since writing (you)
.We are writing you to-day fully

.Why have (you) ( ) not written

.Will put It In writing
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34210 Solforand
34211 Solforasi .

34212 Solforava
34213 Solforoac
34214 Solforoso
34215 Solfuritu .

34216 Solicanid
34217 Solicanum
34218 Solicito . .

34219 Solicitud .

34220 Solidabas
34221 Solidabut
34222 Solidade .

34223 Solidario .

34224 Solidavit .

34225 Solidblau
34226 Solidemos
34227 Solidesco
34228 Solidific .

34229 Solidikat
34230 Solidiped
34231 Solidismo
34232 Soliditu .

34233 Solidlynd
34234 Solidorum
34235 Solidum .

34236 Solifidin .

34237 Soliform .

34238 Solifugo .

34239 Soligenam
34240 Soliloque
34241 Soliman .

34242 Solimitan
34243 Solinghe .

34244 Solinhar .

34245 Solinunt .

34246 Solipedal .

34247 Solipedos
34248 Solipsism
34249 Solipuga .

34250 Solisgema
34251 Solistes . .

34252 Solistimu
34253 Solitanem
34254 Solitaria .

34255 Solitatem
34256 Solitavi .

34257 Solitemus
34258 Solitudes
34259 Solitufan
34260 Solivagat
34261 Solivagif .

34262 Solivalus
34263 Soliveaux
34264 Soliviads .

34265 Soliviant .

34266 Solivure .

34267 Sollamado
34268 Sollamams
34269 Sollamont
34270 Sollaras .

34271 Sollareca
34272 Sollastre .

34273 Sollemnia
34274 Sollerets .

34275 Solletich .

34276 Solletnut .

34277 Sollevand
34278 Sollevaru
34279 Sollevasi .

34280 Sollevola .

34281 Sollposte
34282 Solog-isar
34283 Solograph
34284 Solomillo
34285 Solomo . .

34286 Solostema
34287 Solostigo

SOL
WRITING- Cent.
.Will write full particulars
.Will write immediately (on receipt of)
.Will write to-morrow
.Will write to (you) ( ) with reference to
.Write full particulars by next mail (concerning)
.Write immediately (to)
.Write me (us) addressed to
.Writes (us) ( ) saying
.Writes us that he (will) (can)
.Writing you at
.Writing (you) ( ) by next steamer
.Written by
.Wrote yesterday
.Wrote you about
.Wrote (you) ( ) fully in regard to
.Wrote you fully ; see our letter
.You had better write (to)
.You have not written (to) [correct, Mistake.)
.WRONG. (Correct, Equitable, Error, In-
.Apparently something wrong with
.Are quite sure we are not wrong
.Are they wrong
Are we wrong (in)
Are wrong
.As to what is wrong with
.Did not see anything wrong
.If wrong please correct
.If wrong please telegraph
.Is anything wrong (with)
.Is (are) entirely wrong
.Must be wrong
.Sent (us) ( ) the wrong
.The wrong (address)
.The wrong name
.The wrong person
.There is nothing wrong (with)
.They are wrong
.What is wrong (about) (with)
.You are wrong (in)
.You do not say what is wrong (with)
.YEARS. (Months, Time.)
.About beginning of the year
.About end of the year
.About middle of the
.All last year
.All next year
.During last year
.During next year
.During the year
.Early next year
.Early this year
.For a term of years
.For a year
.For the current year
.For the year (ending)
.How many years
.In (one) ( ) year(s) from date
.In what year was
.Last year
.Next year
.This year
.What year
Will take at least a year
.'YESTERDAY. (Days, Time.)
.Arrived here yesterday
.Day before yesterday
.Some time yesterday
.Telegraphed yesterday, but have no reply
.Went yesterday
.Wrote yesterday
.Yesterday afternoon
'Yesterday evening
.Yesterday morning
'Yesterday's steamer fintg.)
lYET. (Addition, Further, Notwithstand-
.As yet
.Cannot tell yet
.Cannot yet
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34288 Solposto . . .Do not yet know as to
34289 Solpuga . . .Have you as yet
34290 Solpugarm .Not likely for some time yet
34291 Solpugide . .Not yet (done)
34292 Solstice . . .Not yet in position to

34293 Soltabas . . .Not yet returned (from)
34294 Soltador . . .We have not as yet
34295 Soltadura . .Will not yet [ Surrender.)
34296 Soltament . .YIELD. (Concession, Conformity, Submit,
34297 Soltanto . . .YOKE. (Frame.)
34298 Soltar YOUR.
34299 Soltaramo . .All your
34300 Soltastis . . .And your
34301 Solteras . . .At your (own)
34302 Solterona . .By your
34303 Solubilis . . .By yourself
34304 Solucoso . . .For your
34305 Solummodo .From your
34306 Soluntins . .To your
34307 Solutinos . .To yourself
34308 Solutione . .When your
34309 Solutivas . .With your
34310 Solutixet . . .Without your
34311 Solutore . . .ZERO. (Degrees, Temperature.)
34312 Solutrix . . .About zero
34313 Solvable . . .Above zero
34314 Solvemmo . .Below zero
34315 Solvencan . .Degrees above zero Centigrade
34316 Solvendo . .Degrees above zero Fahrenheit

Solvendum .Degrees above zero Reaumur
Solveneat . .Degrees below zero Centigrade
Solvenfus . .Degrees below zero Fahrenheit
Solvengon . .Degrees below zero Reaumur

Solvenhar . .

Solvenins . .

Solvenjas . .

Solvenkry . .

Solvenlot . .

Solvenmyd .

Solvennen . .

Solvenopt . .

Solvenpuy .

Solvenque . .

Solvenrag . .

Solvensit . .



INDEX OF MACHINERY AND APPARATUS,
PAGE.

A. C. Apparatus, single phase, voltage, alternations and cycles . 435

A. C. Apparatus, two phase, voltage, alternations and cycles . . 439

A. C. Apparatus, three phase, voltage, alternations and cycles . .442
A. C. Generators, rotating armature 445

A. C. Generators, rotating field 446

Polyphase Motors, constant speed 448

Polyphase Motors, variable speed 450

Rotary Converters 451

Transformers 452

"C. S." Transformers 452

"O. D." Transformers, single ratio 453

D. C. Apparatus, voltage and speed 454

D. C. Generators, compound wound 462

D. C. Generators, shunt wound 464

D. C. Arc Generators 466

D. C. Motors , 466

D. C. Motors, open ends
, .467

Railway Type Motors (on feet) 467

Railway and Mining Motors, 220 volts 468

Railway and Mining Motors, 500 to 600 volts 471

Baldwin-Westinghouse Electric Mine Locomotives . . . .474
Motor-driven Air Compressors 474

Switchboards, types 475

Repair parts, for A. C. Generators, engine type 476

Repair parts, for A. C. Generators, with bearings . . . .477
Repair parts, for Induction Type Motors 478

Repair parts, for D. C. Generators, engine type 479

Repair parts, for D. C. Generators and Motors, with bearings . . 480

Repair parts, for Railway Type Motors 481

Manhattan Enclosed Arc Lamps, sundries 481

Manhattan Enclosed Arc Lamps 482

Sawyer-Man Incandescent Lamps 483

Westinghouse Steam Engines 484

Westinghouse Compound Steam Engines 485

Westiughouse Standard Steam Engines 486

Westinghouse Junior Steam Engines 486

Westinghouse Gas and Gasoline Engines 487

Westinghouse Gas and Gasoline Engines, with D. C. Generators . 488

Westinghouse Producer Gas Engines 489

Westinghouse Producer Gas Engines, with D. C. Generators . . 489

Westinghouse Blast Furnace Gas Engines 490

Holly Return System 490

Pittsburg and Keystone Water Meters 491

Westinghouse Fish Traps 491

Dial Extensions ,
491

Westinghouse Gas Meters 492

Westinghouse Proportional Gas Meters 492

Tin Gas Meiers 492

"O. D "
Transformers, double ratio 493

"Type N' 1

Transformers, double ratio 493

D. C. Motors, open ends with gratings 494

D. C. Motors, entirely closed 494

Switchboards, sizes 495
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A. C. APPARATUS-TWO PHASE-Om*.
Voltage, Alternations, Cycles and Phase.
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STA A. C. APPARATUS-THREE PHASE- Cont.

Voltage, Alternations, Cycles and Phase.



A. C. GENERATORS. STA
K. W., Description and Speed.

ROTATING ARMATURE.
(The full load speed to be designated by a coded numeral to follow the code word of

this table).

K. W.



8TA A. C. GENERATORS -Con*.

K. W., Description and Speed.
ROTATING ARMATURE.

(The full load speed to be designated by a coded numeral to follow the code
word of this table).

K. W.



A. C. GENERATORS -Con*. 8TI

K. W., Description and Speed.
ROTATING FIELD.

(The full load speed to be designated by a coded numeral to follow the code word of

this table).

K.W.



8TI A. C. GENERATORS -Con*.

K. W., Description and Speed.
ROTATING FIELD.

(The full load speed to be designated by a coded numeral to follow the code word of
this table).

K.W.



POLYPHASE MOTORS-Conf. STU
CONSTANT SPEED.

H.-P., Description and Speed.
(The full load speed to be designated by a coded numeral to follow the code word of

tbis table.)

H.P



STU
POLYPHASE MOTORS.

VARIABLE SPEED.
(The Synchronous speed to be designated by a coded numeral to follow the

code word of this table.)
(The numbers of the motors refer to the sizes of frames only.)

37650 Stufenweg
37651 Stuffed . .



ROTARY CONVERTERS.
SUB

K. W., Description and Speed.
(The speed to be designated by a coded numeral to follow the code word of

this table).

(The voltage given in tables on pages 435 to 444 is D. C., when used for rotary con-

verters.)

K.W.



SUB
TRANSFORMERS.

K. W. and Description.

(The low tension voltage to be designated by a coded numeral to follow the code
word of this table.)

K.W.



sue
O. D." TRANSFORMERS-" SINGLE RATIO."

4800 to 16OOO Alternations.

LIGHTING.
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TAN D. C. GENERATORS-COMPOUND WOUND.
K. W., Winding and Description.

KW.



D. C. GENERATORS-COMPOUND WOUND- Otmt.

K. W., Winding and Description.

TEE

K.W.



TEE D. C. GENERATORS-SHUNT WOUND.
K. W., Winding and Description.

K.W.



D. C. GENERATORS-SHUNT WOUND-ttm*.
K. W., Winding and Description

TEP

K.W.



TER D. C. ARC GENERATORS.
41057 Terabdela . .

41058 Terabdont .

41059 Teracole . . .

41060 Terapeusa . .

41061 Terapeute . .



D. C. MOTORS Open Ends.

H.-F. and Winding.

TE8

H.P.
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TOM BALDWIN-WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
MINE LOCOMOTIVES.
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TRA
REPAIR PARTS FOR A. C. GENERATORS,

ENGINE TYPE.

42538 Tranighed . ,

42539 Trankey . . .

42540 Trankopfe . ,

42541 Trankst . . .

42542 Tranlachin .

42543 Trannel . . .

42544 Tranovera . ,

42545 Tranquead ,

42546 Tranquemo ,

42547 Tranquent ,

42548 Tranquibs ,

42549 Tranquilt . ,

42550 Tranquoro ,

42551 Transacto . ,

42552 Transalpi . ,

42553 Transanus ,

42554 Transarat .

42555 Transasun ,

42556 Transatav .

42557 Transatog .

42558 Transbeas .

42559 Transbibo .

42560 Transbord .

42561 Transcala .

42562 Transcoco

42563 Transcrit .

42564 Transcufa .

42565 Transcuro
42566 Transdant
42567 Transeart .

42568 Transept . .

42569 Transexio .

42570 Transfard .

42571 Transfert .

42572 Transfids .

42573 Transfijo .

42574 Transfixe .

42575 Transflor .

42576 Transflum .

42577 Transfodu .

42578 Transfora .

42579 Transfost .

42580 Transfuga
42581 Transfuse .

42582 Transgoft .

42583 Transgres .

42584 Transhape
42585 Transhume
42586 Transibil . .

42587 Transido . .

42588 Transigid .

42589 Transilia .

42590 Transimus
42591 Transiped .

42592 Transltar .

42593 Transitgu .

42594 Transitlo .

42595 Transivla .

425% Transjofa .

42597 Transjugo .

42598 Translabo .

42599 Translaps .

42600 Translati .

42601 Translaud .

42602 Translegit .

42603 Transluci .

42604 Transmari
42605 Transmewe
42606 Transmigo
42607 Transmlse .

42608 Transmiuk

Frame (yoke complete)
.Bed plate (base for frame, complete) [generator)
, Steel guide strip and screws (for vertically split
Jack beams and screws (for vertically split genera-
tor)

Sliding shoe (for horizontally split generator)
,Rail plates (for horizontally split generator, com-

plete except sliding gear)
.Sliding gear (for horizontally split generator, com-
, Sliding gear nut [plete except ratchets)
.Sliding gear ratchet
.Rocker ring (for commutator or commutator and

collector brush holder studs)
.Rocker ring studs and insulation (complete set)
.Rocker ring insulation (complete set)
.Rocker ring adjusting handle [holder studs)
,Stud holder ring or stand (for collector brush
Stud holder ring, studs (or brackets), and insula-
Stud holder ring insulation (complete set) [tion)
Stud holder stand bracket [brushes)
.Brush holders (for commutator, complete except
.Brushes (for commutator, complete set) [brushes
.Brush holder (for collector, complete except
.Brushes (for collector, complete set)
.Terminal board (main leads)
Terminal board (field leads), self excitation
.Terminal board (field leads), separate excitation
Bolts and nuts (frame to bed-plate or rail plates,
complete set).

Bolts and nuts (jack beams to bed-plate, complete
set [plete set)

Bolts and nuts (stud holder stand to bracket, com-
. Rotating element (complete).
Rotating element end bell (front)
Rotating element end bell (rear)
Collector (complete)
Collector rings (complete set)
Collector insulation (complete)
Commutator (complete)
Transformer (complete)
Transformer winding and insulation
Field winding (coils only, complete set)
Field coil (open)
Field coil (crossed)
Field coil hanger
Field coil connectors (complete set)
Field connections to collector or terminal board
.Armature winding (complete set)
.Armature coil
.Armature coil connectors
.Armature cross connections
.Armature connections to collector or terminal
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TRA
REPAIR PARTS FOR A. C. GENERATORS,

WITH BEARINGS.
42609 Transmont
42610 Transmove
42611 Transmudo

42612 Transmuta
42613 Transmuyd
42614 Transnada
42615 Transnubi .

42616 Transoms .

42617 Transpass .

42618 Transpelo .

42619 Transpong
42620 Transport .

42621 Transpose .

42622 Transprin .

42623 Transpuls .

42624 Transsuda
42625 Transtrum
42626 Transtuli .

42627 Transudin

42628 Transulta .

42629 Transumed
42630 Transumpt
42631 Transvase .

42632 Transvena
42633 Transvers .

42634 Transview

42635 Transvolv .

42636 Tranters . .

42637 Tranuge . .

42638 Tranvia . .

42635 Trapaca . .

42640 Trapacado
42641 Trapajosa .

42642 Trapajuco .

42643 Trapalas . .

42644 Trapaleab .

42645 Trapalfor .

42646 Trapalhad .

42647 Trapalona .

42648 Trapalust .

42649 Trapanass
42650 Trapasdom
42651 Trapatant .

42652 Trapdeure .

42653 Trapento .

42654 Traphea . .

42655 Trapibens .

42656 Trapichea .

42657 Trapidfat .

42658 Trapienta .

42659 Trapillo . .

42660 Trapisond .

42661 Trapjaar . .

42662 Trapkruis .

42663 Trapkuil . .

42664 Traplader .

42665 Trapmuur ,

42666 Trapola . .

42667 Traponend
42668 Traponesi .

42669 Traponiam
42670 Traportan .

42671 Trapschaf ,

42672 Trapu . . .

42673 Trapunt . .

42674 Trapuntar ,

42675 Trapvorm ,

42676 Traqueaba
42677 Traqueado
42678 Traqueale .

42679 Traqueand
42680 Traquecat

.Frame (yoke complete) [tors)

.Sliding shoe (for large horizontally split genera-

. Bed-plate (base for frame, complete except belt
tension or sliding gear)

.Pedestal (pedestal bearing housing, complete ex-

.Rail plates [cept oil gauges)

.Bearings (complete set with oil rings and wipers)

.Bearing (front, complete with oil rings and wipers)

.Bearing (rear, complete with oil ring and wiper)

.Bearing (pedestal, complete with oil ring)

.Oil ring (complete set)

.Oil wiper (complete set)

.Oil gauge (complete with lead washer)

.Belt tension gear (complete except ratchets)
Belt tension gear nut
.Belt tension gear ratchet
.Sliding gear (complete except ratchets)
.Sliding gear nut
.Sliding gear ratchet
.Rocker ring (for commutator or commutator and

collector brush holder studs)
Rocker ring studs and insulation (complete set)
Rocker ring insulation (complete set)
Rocker ring adjusting handle
Stud holder ring (for collector brush holder studs)
Stud holder ring, studs and insulation (complete
Stud holder ring insulation (complete set) [set)
Brush holders (for commutator, complete except
brushes)

Brushes (for commutator, complete set)
.Brush holder (for collector, complete except
Brushes (for collector, complete set) [brushes)
Terminal board (main leads)
.Terminal board (field leads) (self excitation)
.Terminal board (field leads) (separate excitation)
Bolts and nuts (frame to bed-plate, complete set)
Bolts and nuts (pedestal to bed-plate, complete set)
Bolts and nuts (bed-plate to rails, complete set)
Rotating element (complete)
Rotating element shaft
Rotating element end bell (front)
.Rotating element end bell (rear)
Collector (complete)
.Collector rings (complete set)
.Collector insulation (complete)
.Commutator (complete)
Transformer (complete)
Transformer winding and insulation (complete)
.Field winding (coils only, complete set)
.Field coil (open)
Field coil (crossed)
.Field coil hanger
.Field coil connectors (complete set)
Field connections to collector or terminal board
.Armature winding (complete set)
.Armature coil
.Armature coil connectors
.Armature cross connections [board
Armature connections to collector or terminal
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TRA
REPAIR PARTS FOR INDUCTION TYPE MOTORS.

42681 Traquedof .

42682 Traquenar
42683 Traqueron
42684 Traquete . .

42685 Traquido .

42686 Traquinad .

42687 Traquons .

42688 Trasabuel .

42689 Trasalcob .

42690 Trasalend .

42691 Trasalfat .

42692 Trasaliss .

42693 Trasalpin .

42694 Trasandan
42695 Trasandit .

42696 Trasandos .

42697 Trasborda
42698 Trascalar .

42699 Trascamus
42700 Trascanto .

42701 Trascolad .

42702 Trasconej .

42703 Trascoque
42704 Trascoral .

42705 Trascriba .

42706 Trascridu .

42707 Trascrive .

42708 Trascurat .

42709 Trascurif .

42710 Trascurso .

42711 Trasdoba .

42712 Trasdoblo .

42713 Trasdost . .

42714 Trasegabo
42715 Trasegada .

42716 Trasegamu
42717 Trasegart .

42718 Trasekont .

42719 Trasenala .

42720 Trasentin .

42721 Traserens .

42722 Trasferit .

42723 Trasfiata .

42724 Trasfigur .

42725 Trasfljos . .

42726 Trasflo . . .\

42727 Trasflora .

42728 Trasfogus .

42729 Trasfojar .

42730 Trasfojon .

42731 Trasfolea .

42732 Trasfollo .

42733 Trasfonde .

42734 Trasfulta .

42735 Trasfuso . .

42736 Trasgoban
42737 Trasgreso .

42738 Trasgue . .

42739 Trasguear .

42740 Trasgueot .

42741 Trasgunst .

42742 Trashines .

42743 Trashoja .

42744 Trashum .

42745 Trashumar
42746 Trashumes
42747 Trashumoc
42748 Trashyn . .

42749 Traskorat .

42750 Trasladar .

42751 Traslades .

42752 Trasladon .

42753 Traslarid .

42754 Traslahos .

42755 Traslativ .

42756 Trasloada .

.Frame (yoke complete)

.Primary bush (complete with punchings, etc.)

.End brackets (complete except oil gauges)
,Bed-plate (base for frame, complete except belt
extension gear)

.Pedestal (pedestal bearing housing, complete ex-

.Rail plates [cept oil gauges)

.Bearings (complete set with oil rings and wipers)

.Bearing (front, complete with oil rings and wiper)

.Bearing (rear, complete with oil rings and wiper)

.Bearing (pedestal, complete with oil rings)

.Oil rings (complete set)

.Oil wiper (complete set)

.Oil gauge (complete with lead washer)

.Belt tension gear (complete except ratchets)

.Belt tension gear nut

.Belt tension gear ratchet
,Stud holder ring (for collector brush holder studs)
.Stud holder ring, studs and insulation
.Stud holder ring insulation
.Brush holder
.Brushes (set)
.Terminal board (primary leads)
.Terminal board connections to primary winding
.Primary winding (complete)
.Primary coil

.Primary winding cross connections (complete)

.Primary winding connectors

.Bolts and nuts (frame to bed-plate, complete set)

.Bolts and nuts (pedestal to bed-plate, complete set)

.Bolts and nuts (rails to bed-plate, complete set)

.Bolts (brackets to frame, complete set)

.Bolts, washers and nuts (bars to resistance ring,

.Rotating element (complete) [complete set)

.Rotating element (spider and core complete)

.Rotating element shaft

.Secondary winding (complete)

.Secondary winding connector

.Secondary winding conductor

.Secondary winding resistance rings

.Secondary winding connections to collector

.Collector (complete)

.Collector rings (complete)

.Collector insulation (complete)

.Pulley
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REPAIR PARTS FOR D- C. GENERATORS,
ENGINE TYPE.

TRA

42757 Trasloamo
42758 Trasloant
42759 Trasloape

42760 Trasloaro
42761 Trasloase
42762 Traslocan

42763 Trasluces .

42764 Traslumbo
42765 Trasmaker
42766 Trasmallo .

42767 Trasmanan
42768 Trasmanot
42769 Trasmarin

42770 Trasmat . .

42771 Trasmatar
42772 Trasmates
42773 Trasmigat
42774 Trasmigre .

42775 Trasminad
42776 Trasmitan
42777 Trasmites .

42778 Trasmod . .

42779 Trasmodan
42780 Trasmonto
42781 Trasmudab
42782 Trasmuto .

42783 Trasnieta .

42784 Trasnobis .

42785 Trasnocho .

42786 Trasnomba
42787 Trasognat .

42788 Trasojada .

42789 Trasonaba
42790 Trasonado
42791 Trasonont .

42792 Trasonust .

42793 Trasordin .

42794 Trasova . .

42795 Trasovado
42796 Traspadan
42797 Traspalab .

42798 Traspales .

42799 Traspalot .

42800 Traspapel .

42801 Traspasar
42802 Traspasos .

42803 Traspe . . .

42804 Traspeino .

42805 Traspelar .

42806 Travadour
42807 Travailo . .

42808 Travaison .

42809 Travanais .

42810 Travanca .

42811 Travasamo
42812 Travasand
42813 Travatfat .

42814 Travaux . .

42815 Travelage .

42816 Traveling .

42817 Traverson .

42818 Travertin .

42819 Travesant .

42820 Travessia .

42821 Travessur .

42822 Travestid .

42823 Travesura .

42824 Travetaco .

42825 Travettin .

42826 Travincar .

42827 Travoltan .

42828 Travoltet .

.Frame (yoke complete with poles)

.Bed-plate (base for frame, complete)

.Steel guide strip and screws (for vertically split
generator [generator

.Jack beams and jack screws (for vertically split

.Sliding shoe (for horizontally split generator)

.Rail plates (for horizontally split generator, com-
plete except sliding gear)

.Sliding gear (for horizontally split generator, com-

. Sliding gear nut [plete except ratchets)

.Sliding gear ratchet

.Rocker ring, gear and brush holder (complete)

.Rocker ring

.Rocker ring gear (complete)

.Brush holder cross connections (complete with con-
tact plates and terminals) [board

.Brush holder cross connection, leads to terminal

.Brush holder bracket

.Brush holder bracket, insulation details

.Brush holder

.Brush holder spring

.Brush (complete set).

.Terminal board (positive, complete)

.Terminal board (negative, complete)

.Terminal (equalizer)

.Terminal (positive)

.Terminal (negative) [connections to same)

.Wiring around field (including terminal boards and

.Lamp circuit (complete)

.Snap switch

.Chandelier

.Stud holder ring (three-wire system).

.Stud holder ring, studs and insulation

.Stud holder ring insulation

.Brush holder (for collector, complete except brush)

.Brushes for collector (complete set)

.Field winding (complete, coils only)

.Field coil (series)

.Field coil (shunt)

.Field coil connectors (complete set) [complete set)

.Bolts and nuts (frame to bedplate or rail plates,

.Bolts and nuts (jack beams to bedplate, complete

.Armature (complete) [set)

.Armature coil

.Armature coil wedges (set for one coil)

.Armature coil banding material

.Armature coil support (front)

.Armature coil support (rear)

.Commutator (complete)

.Commutator insulation

.Commutator bars

.Commutator V rings or segments (front)

.Commutator V rings (rear)

.Collector (complete) (three-wire system)

.Collector rings (complete set)

.Collector insulation (complete)

.Collector connections to winding

.Armature cross connections (complete)

.Commutator cross connections (complete)

.Commutator turning tool.



TRA
REPAIR PARTS FOR D. C. GENERATORS

AND MOTORS, WITH BEARINGS.
42829 Traveller
42830 Travouil .

42831 Travure .

42832 Trawanten
42833 Treachery
42834 Treachour
42835 Treacle . .

42836 Treasonos
42837 Treasurin
42838 Treasurut
42839 Treasuryd
42840 Treatably ,

42841 Trebac . .

42842 Trebatius
42843 Trebbiamo
42844 Trebbiand
42845 Trebbiasi
42846 Trebbiava ,

42847 Trebedes ,

42848 Trebejaba
42849 Trebejamo
42850 Trebejari ,

42851 Trebejast ,

42852 Trebejo . ,

42853 Trebejuel ,

42854 Trebelhar ,

42855 Trebelhon ,

42856 Trebellis .

42857 Trebie . . ,

42858 Treblenes ,

42859 Trebling . ,

42860 Trebol . . ,

42861 Trebolado ,

42862 Trebolha .

42863 Trebonius ,

42864 Trebuadid
42865 Trebuchas
42866 Trebucher
42867 Trebuchon
42868 Trebucket ,

42869 Trechters
42870 Trecksaeg
42871 Tredentad
42872 Treehood ,

42873 Treemolen
42874 Treeship . ,

42875 Treffende ,

42876 Treffer . . .

42877 Trefflich .

42878 Treffwort .

42879 Trefller . .

42880 Treflleus . .

42881 Trefle
42882 Trefonds .

42883 Tregeitos ,

42884 Tregenda ,

42885 Treggiuol ,

42886 Tregoa . . ,

42887 Trehala . .

42888 Treibanke ,

42889 Treibast . .

42890 Trekduive ,

42891 Trekkoord
ttM Trekknusb
42893 Trekladen ,

42894 Trekmier ,

42895 Trekmuts ,

42896 Trekos . . .

42897 Trekossen ,

42898 Trekpaard
Trekplaat ,

42900 Trekpot . ,

42901 Trekpoten

.Frame (yoke complete with poles)

.Bedplate (base for frame, complete except belt
tension gear) [gauges

.Pedestal with cap, but without bearing or oil

.Rail plates

.Bearings (complete set with oil rings and wipers)

.Bearing, front (complete with oil rings and wiper)

.Bearing, rear (complete with oil rings and wiper)

.Bearing (pedestal, complete with oil rings)

.Oil rings (complete set)

.Oil wipers (complete set)

.Oil gauges (complete with lead washer)

.Belt tension gear (complete except ratchets)

.Belt tension gear nut

.Belt tension gear ratchet

.Rocker ring, gear and brush holder (complete)

.Rocker ring

.Rocker ring gear (complete)

.Brush holder cross connections (complete with con-
tact plates and terminals)

.Brush holder cross connection leads to terminal

.Brush holder bracket [board

.Brush holder bracket insulation details

.Brush holder spring

.Brush (complete set)

.Terminal board (positive, complete)

.Terminal board (negative, complete)

.Terminal (equalizer)

.Terminal (positive)

.Terminal (negative) {connections to same

.Wiring around field (including terminal boards and

.Lamp circuit (complete)

.Snap switch

.Chandelier

.Stud holder ring (three-wire system).

.Stud holder ring, studs and insulation

.Stud holder ring insulation

.Brush holder (for collector, complete except brush)

.Brushes (for collector, complete set)

.Field winding (complete, coils only)

.Field coil (series)

.Field coil (shunt)

.Field coil connectors (complete set)

.Bolts and nuts (frame to bedplate, complete set)

.Bolts and nuts (pedestal to bedplate, complete set)

.Bolts and nuts (bedplate to rails, complete set)

.Armature (complete)

.Armature coil

.Armature coil wedges (set for one coil)

.Armature coil banding material

.Coil support (front)

.Coil support (rear)

.Commutator (complete)

.Commutator Insulation (complete)

.Commutator bars

.Commutator V rings or segments (front)

.Commutator V rings (rear)

.Collector (complete) (three-wire system)

.Collector rings (complete set)

.Collector insulation (complete)

.Collector connections to winding

.Armature cross connections (complete)

.Commutator cross connections (complete)

.Shaft

.Pulley

.Commutator turning tool (including cap)



REPAIR PARTS FOR RAILWAY TYPE MOTORS.
TRE

42902 Trekschut .

42903 Trekspier .

42904 Trekstang .

42905 Trektafel .

42906 Trekvaart .

42907 Trekvisch .

42908 Trekvogel .

42909 Trelingag .

42910 Trelingur .

42911 Trelliget
42912 Trellised . .

42913 Trellisin . .

42914 Treluchan
42915 Tremaille .

42916 Tremandre
42917 Tremantha
42918 Tremanton
42919 Tremapne .

42920 Tremarcto
42921 Tremarela
42922 Trematage
42923 Tremate . .

42924 Trematift .

42925 Trematodo
42926 Trematops
42927 Tremblase
42928 Trembler .

42929 Tremblest .

42930 Tremblifl .

42931 Tremblons
42932 Tremblote .

42933 Tremebund
42934 Tremedal .

42935 Tremegont
42936 Tremelear .

42937 Tremelfac .

42938 Tremellex .

42939 Tremellin .

42940 Tremendo .

42941 Tremengat
42942 Trementin .

42943 Tremesina

.Frame (complete including poles)

.Bearings (armature, front)

.Bearings (armature, rear)

.Bearing dust cover (front end of armature)

.Brush holders complete, one right, one left

.Brush holder, insulated bolts

.Brush holder, insulation

.Brush holder spring

.Brush

.Brush, shunt

.Motor lid over commutator

.Axle collars (adjustable)

.Axle collars (not adjustable)

.Nose suspension link

.Cradle suspension (complete)

.Cradle suspension springs and supports (complete)

.Cradle suspension link

.Parallel bar suspension (complete)

.Ground screw [set)

.Bolts, nuts and lockwasher for frame (complete

.Grease covers

.Keys for gears

.Field coils (complete set)

.Field coil, upper

.Field coil, lower

.Field coil connectors

.Wiring around frame

.Terminal block

.Clamping spring under field coil

.Oil wick and spring (complete set)

.Oil wick and spring (armature front bearing)

.Oil wick and spring (armature rear bearing)

.Oil wick and spring (axle bearing)

.Hook arrangement for lowering armature

.Armature complete

.Armature coil

.Commutator complete

.Gear

.Pinion

MANHATTAN ENCLOSED ARC LAMPS.
Sundries.

42944 Tremetog .

42945 Tremillon .

42946 Tremisque
42947 Tremisses .

42948 Tremituon
42949 Tremocal .

42950 Tremoctop
42951 Tremois . .

42952 Tremolaba
42953 Tremolado
42954 Tremolant
42955 Tremolaru
42956 Tremoloso
42957 Tremonfit ,

42958 Tremonha .

42959 Tremorosa
42960 Tremouser
42961 Trempage
42962 Trempais .

42963 Trempases
42964 Tremperai
42965 Tremplin .

42966 Trempons .

42967 Tremulent
42968 Tremulo . .

42969 Tremuloso

.Bulb(s) alabaster style No. 12

.Bulb(s) clear style No. 12

.Carbons inch by 12 inch solid.
inch by 12 inch solid
inch by 10 inch solid
inch by 5 inch solid
inch by 10 inch cored

.Carbons | inch by 5 inch cored

.Coil for 12 light regulator alternations

.Coil for 25 light regulator alternations

.Coil for 35 light regulator alternations

.Coil for 50 light regulator alternations

.Coil for 75 light regulator alternations

.Coil for 100 light regulator alternations

.Globe(s) alabaster style No. 301

.Globe(s) clear style No. 301

.Lamps to have alabaster bulbs and globes

.Lamps to have alabaster bulbs and clear globes

.Lamps to have clear bulbs and globes

.Lamps to have clear bulbs and alabaster globes

.Regulator complete for 12 lights alternations

.Regulator complete for 25 lights alternations

.Regulator complete for 35 lisrhts alternations

.Regulator complete for 50 lierhts alternations

.Regulator complete for 75 lights alternations

.Regulator complete for 100 lights alternations
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WESTINCHOUSE
PRODUCER GAS ENGINES.

TRU

SIZE



TRU WESTINCHOUSE

BLAST FURNACE GAS ENGINES.

SIZE



TUD

PITTSBUBG AND KEYSTONE WATER METERS.

Designate description of dial, and connections required.

44149 Tubolosa
44150 Tubster .

44151 Tubulado
44152 Tubularia
44153 Tubulaton
44154 Tubuleux
44155 Tubulicol
44156 Tubulifor
44157 Tubulo . .

44158 Tubulorum
44159 Tubunens
44160 Tubus . .

44161 Tucanes .

44162 Tuchartig
44163 Tuchbalen
44164 Tuchbaum
44165 Tuchbeute
44166 Tuchfabri .

44167 Tuchhaken
44168 Tuchhande
44169 Tuchjacke
44170 Tuchkappe
44171 Tuchladen
44172 Tuchlaeng
44173 Tuchlapen
44174 Tuchmache
44175 Tuchmante
44176 Tuchmotte
44177 Tuchnadel
44178 Tuchpres .

44179 Tuchrahm

44180 Tuchrauhe

44181 Tuchrest

.Pittsburg water meter, } inch or f inch size

.Pittsburg water meter, f inch size

.Pittsburg water meter, 1 inch size

.Pittsburg water meter, 1J inch size

.Pittsburg water meter, 2 inch size

.Pittsburg water meter, 3 inch size

.Pittsburg water meter, 4 inch size

.Pittsburg water meter, 6 inch size

.Keystone water meter, \ inch or f inch size

.Keystone water meter, f inch size

.Keystone water meter, 1 inch size

.Keystone water meter, \\ inch size.

.Keystone water meter, \\ inch size

.Keystone water meter, 2 inch size

.Keystone water meter, 3 inch size

.Keystone water meter, 4 inch size

.Keystone water meter, 6 inch size

.Dial, cubic foot, circular

.Dial, cubic foot, straight reading

.Dial, imperial gallon, circular

.Dial, imperial gallon, straight reading

.Dial, litre, circular

.Dial, litre, straight reading

.Dial, U. S. gallon, circular

.Dial, U. S. gallon, straight reading

.Without connections '(all sizes)

.With connections (f inch, f inch, 1 inch sizes)

.With brass connections (1|, 1J, 2 inch sizes)

.With iron connections (H, \\, 2 inch sizes)

.With flanges (3 inch, 4 inch, 6 inch sizes)

.With socket and spigot connections (3 inch, 4 inch,
6 inch sizes)

.With socket connections both ends (3 inch, 4 inch,
6 inch sizes)

.With spigot connections both ends (3 inch, 4 inch,
6 inch sizes)

WESTINGHOUSE FISH TRAPS.

Designate description of connections required.

44182 Tuchsammt \ inch or f inch size tapped for inch wrought iron

44183 Tuchtelos . .f inch size tapped for f inch wrought iron pipe
44184 Tuchthuis .1 inch size tapped for 1 inch wrought iron pipe
44185 Tuchwaget .li inch size tapped for 1 inch wrought iron pipe
44186 Tuchwalke ,\\ inch size tapped for \\ inch wrought iron pipe
44187 Tuchweber .2 inch size tapped for 2 inch wrought iron pipe
44188 Tuchwolle .3 inch size
44189 Tucker ... .4 inch size
44lyO Tucques . . .6 inch size
44191 Tudebodus .Flanged inlet and outlet, without loose flanges (3

inch, 4 inch, 6 inch sizes)
44192 Tudelanas .Flanged inlet and outlet, with loose flanges (3

inch, 4 inch, 6 inch sizes)
44193 Tudenses . .Socket inlet and flanged outlet, without loose flange

(3 inch, 4 inch, 6 inch sizes)
44194 Tuderna . . .Socket inlet and flanged outlet, with loose flange (3

inch, 4 inch, and 6 inch sizes)

DIAL EXTENSIONS.

Designate length required.

44195 Tudesco . . .Dial extensions for f inch, f inch, or 1 Inch meters
44196 Tudesque . .Dial extensions for \\ inch, \\ inch, 2 inch, 3 inch, or

4 inch meters
44197 Tudiculab . .Dial extensions for 6 inch meters
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TUD
WESTINGHOUSE GAS METERS.

Designate if sealing fluid is required.

44198 Tuditanus . .No. 2 Westinghouse gas meter
44199 Tuechtig . . .No. 3 Westinghouse gas meter
44200 Tuellstul . . .No. 5 Westinghouse gas meter
44201 Tuemmler .No. 8 Wr

estinghouse gas meter
44202 Tuempel . . .No. 12 Westinghouse gas meter
44203 Tuencher . .No. 25 Westinghouse gas meter
44204 Tuenchwer .No. 50 Westinghouse gas meter
44205 Tueor With sealing fluid
44206 Tuepfchen .Without sealing fluid
44207 Tuepfel . . .1 gallon can special meter sealing fluid
44208 Tuepfelig . .2 gallon can special meter sealing fluid
44209 Tuerait . . .3 gallon can special meter sealing fluid
44210 Tuerkenar .5 gallon can special meter sealing fluid
44211 Tueront . . .10 gallon can special meter sealing fluid
44212 Tuestas . . .Half barrel special meter sealing fluid
44213 Tuestoda . .Barrel special meter sealing fluid

WESTINGHOUSE PROPORTIONAL GAS METERS.
State for what pressure desired.

44214 Tufarada . .3 inch, 5,000 feet per hour Westinghouse propor-
tional gas meter [tional gas meter

44215 Tuffament .3 inch, 6,000 feet per hour Westinghouse propor-
44216 Tuffartig . .3 inch, 8,000 feet per hour Westinghouse propor-

tional gas meter [tional gas meter
44217 Tuffassi . . .4 inch, 10,000 feet per hour Westinghouse propor-
44218 Tuffatrit . . .4 inch, 15,000 feet per hour Westinghouse propor-

tional gas meter [tional gas meter
44219 Tuffava . . .6 inch, 20,000 feet per hour Westinghouse propor-
44220 Tuffavano . .6 inch, 25,000 feet per hour Westinghouse propor-

tional gas meter [tional gas meter
44221 Tuffeau . . .6 inch 30,000 feet per hour Westinghouse propor-
44222 Tuffetton . .8 inch, 40,000 feet per hour Westinghouse propor-

tional gas meter [tional gas meter
44223 Tuffiamo . . .8 inch, 50,000 feet per hour Westinghouse propor-
44224 Tuffkalk . . .10 inch, 75,000 feet per hour Westinghouse propor-

tional gas meter [tional gas meter
44225 Tuffolone . .12 inch. 100,000 feet per hour Westinghouse propor-
44226 Tuffsand . .To withstand a maximum pressure of pounds

44227 Tuffstein
44228 Tuficani
44229 Tufolino
44230 Tufted .

44231 Tufting
44232 Tugend .

44234 Tugendbil
44235 Tugend fes
44236 Tugendhaf
44237 Tugendlob
44238 Tugendpul
44239 Tugend sin
44240 Tupendvol
44241 Tuinladde .

TIN GAS METERS.
State whether for artificial or natural gas.

. 3 light tin gas meter

. 5 light tin gas meter

. 10 light tin gas meter

. 20 light tin gas meter

. 30 light tin gas meter

. 45 light tin gas meter

. 60 light tin gas meter

.100 light tin gas meter

.150 light tin gas meter

.200 light tin gas meter

.250 light tin gas meter

.300 light tin gas meter

.500 light tin gas meter

.For artificial gas

.For natural gas
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"O. D." TRANSFORMERS " DOUBLE RATIO."
4800 to 1600O Alternations.
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TUR D. C. MOTORS Open Ends with Gratings.
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